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PREFACE

The proceedings volumes I and II comprise the papers that were accepted for presentation at the

Seventh International Symposium on Applications of Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics held

at The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, during the period of July 11 to 14, 1994. The

prime objective of this Seventh Symposium is to provide a forum for the presentation of the most

advanced research on laser techniques for flow measurements, and reveal significant results to fluid

mechanics. The applications of laser techniques to scientific and engineering fluid flow research is

emphasized, but contributions to the theory and practice of laser methods are also considered where

they facilitate new improved fluid mechanic research. Attention is focused on laser-Doppler

anemometry, particle sizing and other methods for the measurement of velocity and scalars such as

particle image velocimetry and laser induced fluorescence.

The papers comprising the formal record of the meeting, were selected following high

standard reviews, by members of the Advisory Committee, from approximately 300 extended

abstracts submitted for presentation at this meeting.

Volume I comprises the papers to be presented during the first and second days of the

Symposium, namely July 1 1th and 12th, while Volume II includes the papers of the following

days, Wednesday, July 13th, and Thursday, July 14th.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank those who assisted us. The assistance

provided by the Advisory Committee is highly appreciated. We are highly indebted for the

financial support provided by the Sponsoring Organizations that made this Symposium

possible. Many thanks are also due to the secretariat of the Symposium, Graqa Pereira,

Carlos Carvalho, Anabela Almeida and Lufsa Martins.
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Investigation of Polydisperse Spray Interaction
Using an Extended Phase-Doppler Anemometer

G. Brenn, J. Domnick, F. Durst, C. Tropea, T.-H. Xu
Universitat Erlangen-Niirnberg, Lehrstuhl fur Str6mungsmechanik

CauerstraBe 4, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

Abstract the refractive index of individual droplets (Naqwi et al.

Interactions between polydisperse sprays commonly (1990), Pitcher et al. (1990)). The interaction of two

occur in many technical processes, such as fuel injec- sprays can be studied with the EPDA by using two

tion, spray painting, scrubbers or spray drying. The liquids with distinctly different refractive indexes in

choice or optimization of droplet size distributions in each of the two spray nozzles. The measured refractive

such cases must therefore also consider nozzle place- index of individual droplets yields their origin and/or

ment and orientation, and the variation of the size degree of mixing with droplets of the other liquid. The

distribution induced by coalescence. Experimentally, present paper begins with a brief review of the LPDA

the investigation of spray interaction requires a pas- principles followed by a description of the experimen-

sive marking of each spray and a suitable measuring tal setup and technique. It is shown that good optical

technique to distinguish the marker, also in the case alignment is essential for achieving acceptable accu-

of coalescence. In the present study, the refractive in- racy and the alignment techniques devised for this pur-

dex has been chosen as a marker and the Extended pose are described. Finally, measurement results from

Phase-Doppler Anemometer (EPDA) is used as a de- a systematic study of the interaction of two sprays are

tector of the marked fluid. The principles of the EPDA presented.

have been presented previously, indicating that the ye- 2 Principles of Extended Phase-
locity, size and refractive index of each droplet can be
determined. The present study uses simple hollow-cone Doppler Anemometry
nozzles and sugar/water mixtures to carry out EPDA The basic idea of the extended phase-Doppler

measurements on polydisperse spray interaction. anemometry (EPDA) is essentially to operate two
PDA receiving units at two different scattering angles

1 Introduction simultaneously, yielding redundancy in the size mea-

Liquid sprays are essential in numerous industrial and surement and thus the possibility for determining the

technical processes, ranging from spray painting and refractive index. According to geometrical optics, the

spray drying to flue gas cleaning in wet scrubbers of relation between the droplet diameter 4 and the mea-

power plants, diesel spray generation and rocket fuel sured phase shift 4I, of the Doppler signals received by

injection. In many applications, interactions between two detectors at the scattering angle 4', may be written

the spray cones of neighbouring nozzles are either un- as

avoidable or intentional, where coalescence processes = Fi(ad', M , 4,, -4 (1)
may significantly alter the characteristics of the spray. for each scattering angle indicated by the subscripts
For investigations aimed at a better understanding i = 1,2, whereby a is the beam intersection half an-
of such spray interaction processes, an experimental gle and Oil,2 are the detector elevation angles. For
method is required, which not otaly yields droplet size refraction-dominated light, the ratio of the equations
and velocity information (Yurteri et al. (1993)), but for the two different scattering angles may be written
also allows the origin of the droplet and/or the degree as
of mixing to be recognized. This encompasses both a t1 = sin 01 (1 + cos a cos 4O 2 cos 1/2
"marking" of the fluid in each spray and a "detec- 42 = sin 1 + cos a cos 1, cos •1/
tion" of the marker when measuring the droplet size
and velocity. The extended Phase-Doppler Anemome- (1+ m2

- m[2(1+ cosa cos2b2 cos ,))]i/2 1/2
try (EPDA) is such a method, providing a measure of 1 + m 2 

- m2 (1 + cos a cos Xipcosi• 1 ) (2)
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giving a relation between the measured phase-shift ra-
tio, the refractive index of the scattering particle and
the parameters of the geometrical configuration of the -- •e I,,

EPDA system. This form of the equation is only valid
for a symmetric arrangement of the photodetectors rel- S$ a

ative to the scattering plane (i.e. Oii = -i2) and for
sufficiently small intersection half angle a and eleva-
tion angles 0. The right-hand side contains as an un-
known only the refractive index m of the scattering
particle. Resolving the equation with respect to the
refractive index and dropping the physically irrelevant taw TmA"=m Opu

solution, one obtains the equation

m = 2 A - 1 A - ' Figure 1: Sketch of the test rig used for the experi-

(3) ments. For preliminary measurements, a monodisperse
where droplet generator was used instead of the two spray

nozzles. The nozzle arrangement is turned by 900 for
fl = 2(1+cosacosolcos4,l) (4) clarity. The off-axis angles are l = 600, 02 = 300.

f2 = 2(1+cos acos4,2cos 2) (5)

A = (L (6) low droplet velocities. The velocity factor used for
A 4=b2 sin ibp) f2 the calculation of velocities from measured Doppler

This equation provides real solutions only for non- frequencies was 10.72 m/s/MHz. Other relevant data
Thisequaionprovdesof the setup are given in Table 1. For preliminary

vanishing denominators and positive square-root ar-

guments, thus involving the validation criterion [Quantity I Value

I v7-2 -2 <., /f2 He-Ne Laser power 15mW
V l - 2 -I< " (7) Transmitting lens focal length ft 372.5mm

2 1 *Beam spacing at transm. lens exit 22mm

For an optical arrangement with scattering angles 0 1 Gaussian beam diameter at lens exit 0.8mm
600, 462 = 300, elevation angles 01,2 = ±3.69°, and an Off-axis angle 0 receiving unit 1 60:
intersection half angle of a = 1.69, as used in the Off-axis angle 4, receiving unit 2 300
present study, these limiting values are Elevation angles 0i on units 1,2 3.69°

Receiving lens focal length 310mm
0.5663 _< '2. < 1.1152.

4D2 Table 1: Data of the EPDA setup used for the experi-

This configuration was shown by Naqwi et al. (1990) ments.

to be suitable for applications in liquids with refractive measurements, streams of monodisperse droplets pro-
indexes around 1.35. duced with a TSI droplet generator were used. In sub-
3 Experimental setup and tech- sequent studies, hollow-cone water and sugar/water

sprays were produced by means of domestic oil burner
nique nozzles purchased from DANFOSS Co.. The signal pro-

The setup for the EPDA measurements contains two cessing was preceded by two band-pass filter units and
standard PDA receiving optics units. A sketch of the an 8-bit digitization in a 4-channel transient recorder
whole arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The transmit- with data transfer to a personal computer. The fre-
ting side of the optical system was equipped with a 15 quency and phase shift of the Doppler signals were
mW He-Ne laser. The transmitting optics consisted of determined by the software, using the cross-spectral
a beam splitter, one pair of Bragg cells and a trans- density technique of Domnick et al. (1988). The ratio
mitting lens. The diameter of the probe volume gen- of the phase shifts measured under different off-axis
erated with this setup was about 290 jrm. The Bragg angles was calculated in a postprocessing procedure;
cells in the transmitting optics with a shift frequency the refractive indexes determined from this ratio were
difference of 1 MHz facilitated the measurement of, also computed with this software.
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4 Measurements in monodisperse of two polydisperse hollow cone sprays with a nominal
droplet streams spray cone angle of 600 were carried out. The exit hole

diameter of these nozzles is 300 ,sm. The nozzles were
Preliminary measurements were carried out, with the traversable in three directions allowing measurements
EPDA system on monodisperse water droplet streams to be carried out at various points in the spray cones.
in order to check the accuracy of the measurements The nozzles were adjusted so that the symmetry linesand the sensitivity of the system to misaiignments. The of the spray cones lay in a plane perpendicular to the

monodispersed droplets were produced by means of a plane of the incident laser beams. The intersection an-

TSI vibrating orifice generator. The measurements in- pae of the symmet la nes The ntesewtion5an

dicated that the relative refractive index m of droplets gle between the symmetry lines of the nozzles was 150.
withThe distance between the nozzle exit holes was 14 mm.wt measdie winthe anaccurang of 0.60 pm a wto 10 p no- The arrangement is shown in Figure 3 and also in Fig-
be measured with an accuracy of 0.6 % and with a nor-

malized standard deviation of about 8. 1 as idi- ure 1, but there it is turned by 90* for clarity. The x

cated in Fig. 2. The occurence of a distribution rather 1"

Nozzle 2 Nozzle 1
distfributon

0--- Retractometer value

ra1.334

Measuring
0 1 plane I "

(distance 30mIm)
If J I Al

Measuring
plane 2

(dhstance 90mm /

1.gS 1.16 0.3 1.30 1.48 1.m 1.60 1.7" 1.B
Refractive Index y

Figure 2: Measured refractive index distribution Figure 3: Sketch of the measuring planes in the mix-
in a monodisperse water droplet stream (dp = ing zone of the sprays. The central grid points have the
71.8 pm). The deviation of the measured mean value of coordinates (x/y) = (0/0). The positive coordinate di-
mn = 1.326 from the refractive index m = 1.334 mea- rections are indicated by the arrows. The plane of the
sured with a refractometer is -0.6%. The normalized
standard deviation of the distribution is 8.0- 10-3. incident laser beams is the plane y = 0.

than a single peak value is due to slight alignment axis in Figure 1 is directed from right to left, in the

errors of the receiving optics, inevitable noise in the plane of the laser beams.

signals and theoretically verifiable scatter in the phase The liquid was supplied to the nozzles using air-
shift ratio. During these experiments, the alignment of pressurized liquid reservoirs, which were connected to
the receiving optics turned out to be the crucial point the nozzles by hoses. The use of separate reservoirs
of the system. It could be shown that even slight er- for each of the nozzles provided the possibility to run
rors in the alignment of the APD photodetectors may each nozzle with different liquids and pressures. The
cause severe errors in the refractive index measure- liquid flow rates through the nozzles were adjusted by
ments. For this purpose, correct PDA measurements choosing the appropriate driving air pressure. In the
of the diameter of droplets of known size at both scat- present section, an overview of the measurements will
tering angles were found to be a sufficient condition for be given, and the results will be discussed.
good alignment of the receiving optics system, thus the 5.1 Measurement programme
preliminary use of monodispersed droplets. In order to check the capabilities of the technique, mea-
5 Measurements in polydisperse surements were first carried out in pure water sprays.

Measurements were performed on grids of 25 points
sprays at two downstream distances from the nozzle exits.

Using an EPDA system which was aligned according to The .,rids are sketched in Fig. 3. The mesh widths at
the procedure above, measurements in the mixing zone the two distances of 30 mm and 90 mm are 10 mm
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and 15 mm respectively. For measurements in mixing
two-component sprays, the liquids used were deminer-
alized water (m = 1.334) and a solution of sucrose in o* -

demineralized water (m = 1.421). These liquids were
chosen in order to achieve a sufficiently large difference
between the refractive indexes of the pure liquids with-
out inordenately increasing the viscosity of the fluids. E
Furthermore, physical properties of the liquids were
required which make the merging of colliding droplets

possible, in order to have interaction processes similar V.,

to those in one-component sprays. Measurements were 2

c a r r ie d o u t w i t h c o n s t a n t fl o w r a t e s o f 1 .5 I / h a n d 3 .1 46 . W -a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
-45.W -. 0m. -6.ft oa." 16.= .ra s 4-. f

I/h for water and sugar/water respectively. Y coordinate (mm)

5.2 Measurement results
The results are distributions of mean values of droplet Figure 5: Distribution of the mean diameter D10 in the
size, droplet velocity, and refractive index over the single sprays of nozzles 1 and 2 and in the mixed water
measurement area and local number distributions of sprays along the line x - 0 (axial distance 90 mm).

these quantities. The distribution of the number mean
diameter in the mixed pure water sprays at the dis-
tance of 90 mm is shown in Fig. 4 as a three-
dimensional plot in order to show the overall shape

6G.W

r
I, GmS S'ay nal.

X coordinate (mm)

Figure 6: Distribution of the mean diameter D10 in the
single sprays of nozzles I and 2 and in the mixed water

"4. .sprays along the line y - 0 (axial distance 90 mm).

Figure 4: Distribution of the mean diameter DIo in the Z.
two mixed water sprays (axial distance 90 mm).

of the distribution. The profiles of the distributions
along the lines x = 0 and y = 0 are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. From these profiles, the effect of spray interac-
tion resulting in larger droplets is evident. The shapes
for the single sprays and those for the sprays of differ- ,

ent liquids look very similar and will not be repeatedly ÷

shown here.

Fig. 7 shows the same diagram for the distribution of
the mean vertical downward velocity component Umean
in the two mixed pure water sprays. The distribution Figure 7: Distribution of the mean velocity component
exhibits a clear maximum. The maximum value in 7: is the mean velocityncent
comparison with the single sprays value is raised by mm).
the mixing effects. This effect is clearly displayed in
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E806.80 Spray nozzle 1

.6.9 noe 2

0

102.00

-4O.6. --, 30.1.0 -1O6.48 6. .5 30.w 4.6.8
Y coordinate (mmn)

Figure 8: Distribution of the mean vertical downward Figure 10: Distribution of the mean refractive index in
velocity component U,,ean in the single sprays of noz- in the pure water spray of nozzle 1 (axial distance 90
zles 1 and 2 and in the mixed water sprays along the mm).
line x = 0 (axial distance 90 mm). the standard deviation of the measured refractive in-

dex distribution both show a negative correlation with
the particle size, a result which is not explicitly pre-

E / 8 G Spray nozzle 1 sented in this paper. Therefore, for a system without5 =y nozzle 26.0 Add" sprays the mentioned systematic error, the position of maxi-
mum mean value deviation and maximum standard de-
viation of the measured refractive index coincides with

•:4,.m the region of minimum number mekn diameter. Maxi-
U mum normalized standard deviations of the measured
o refractive index attained values of 6 % for particles

">~ with a number mean diameter of about 49 pm. An ex-
•2.00 ample of such measured refractive index distributions

is shown in Fig. 11. This plot shows the data at the
-46.6. •"-. -5.6. .a. ... ---:--"45..- gridpoint (x/y)=(O/O) at an axial distance of 90 mm

X coordinate (nun) in the two single and in the mixed water sprays.

Figure 9: Distribution of the mean vertical downward 30.01

velocity component u,,e,, in the single water sprays of 0880Spray nozzle 1
nozzles 1 and 2 and in the mixed sprays along the line nozz. 2S~spray$
y = 0 (axial distance 90 mm).

,I..

44the two-dimensional profiles shown in Figs. 8 and 9, Vs 6

where the curves for the single sprays are also shown. 6.6.

U

In Fig. 10 the distribution of the mean refractive in- a. .sm
dex measured in the single water spray of nozzle 1 is
shown as an example. The deviation of the values from 6.6.

the correct value of m = 1.334 varies with the loca- Refractive Index
tion of measurement in the spray. The minimum of
the measured distribution corresponds to the region in Figure 11: Distribution of the measured refractive in-

the spray where the deviation from the correct value dex values in the single water sprays of nozzle 1 and

takes the smallest values, i.e. the measured refractive 2 and in the two mixed sprays (axial distance 90 mm,

index is too large at all positions due to a systematic central grid point).

error caused by a slight misalignment. The maximum
occuring deviation is 1.8 %. The deviation of the mea- The results of the measurements for the case of mixing
sured mean refractive index from the correct value and sprays of different liquids show no significant differ-
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swFigure 13: Measured refractive index distribdrions for
the pure water spray, the sugar/water spray and the

Figure 12: Distribution of the mean refractive index mixed spray (axial distance 90 mm, point (x/y)
fn in the mixed water and sugar/water sprays (axial (0/0)).
distance 90 mm). 2A.W6

09890 Watrpa
Sgr- Aatair V -y
Mifed spray

ences to the pure water sprays case discussed above. 038.093

The only difference worth menedbohing occurs in the Ejdistribution of the measured mean refractive index,,d.ruo f
shown in Fig. 12. This diagram clearly shows the re- h
gions in the mixing zone of the sprays, where mainly c1.
sugar/water droplets are present. Due to some asym-
metry in the sugar/water spray, the ldistribution also is

not symmetric. A iarge sugar/water influence in spe- a.
mm, and on the opposite side close to y = 30 mm. j6.....66...

These zones are characterized by the boundaries of the Refractive Index
cone of the sugar/water spray (produced by nozzle 2).r frIn the center of the grid, the measured mean refrac- rive index ditributionsdfo r
tive indexes are dominated by the water spray, which the pure water spray, the sugar/water spray and the
exhibited a symmetric hollow cone. Difficulties with mixed spray (axial distance 90 mm, point (x/y) = (0/-

the sugar/water spray were mainln. due to a slightly 15 mm)).
too small mass flow rate caused by a limitation in the
maximum applicable driving pressure. fractive indexes occuring in the sprays. At the point

A pont f secia ineret ar th mesuie nuber (x/y) = (0/-15mm), peaks of the mixed spray refrac-

distributions of the refractive index in the miixing zone rfative index ofst theu watrcan of deetdbthe sua/atter

of the sprays of different liquids. These dist~ibutions ercieidxo h atraao h ua/ae

in the central point of the measurement grii at the spray (Fig. 14).

distance of 90 mm are shown in Fig. 13. The curves 5.3 Fitting of droplet diameter distribu-
give the refractive index distributions in the pure wa- tions with the three-parameter log-
ter spray, the pure sugar/water spray and in the mixed tionsbwit ther
spray. It can be seen that the peak value of the mixed hyperbolic function
spray distribution occurs at the point of the pure-water The number mean droplet diameter in the center of the
value. Due to the asymmetry in the sprays, no peak of mixed spray was found to show only an increase of 6%
pure sugar/water droplets can be detected at this loca- in comparison with the two single sprays. This small
tion in the mixing zone. The distribution for the mixed increase has only slight significance for the influence
sprays case, however, is much broader than that of the of spray mixing on the droplet diameter distributions.
single spray case, indicating an increased range of re- Therefore, the measured distributions were fitted to
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Figure 17: Distribution of the parameter 0 of the log-
hyperbolic distribution function for the pure water
sprays of nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 and for the mixed waterFigure 15: Sketch of the three-parameter log- sprays taxial distance 90 ram, points x = 0).

hyperbolic distribution function. The geometrical sig-

nificance of the parameters a, 0, and a can be seen
from the graph f(d). ,.•0 son"-I

the three-parameter log-hyperbolic distribution func- 4. -_

tion. The three parameters of the function were shown
to be suitable for characterizing the droplet diameter
distributions in polydisperse sprays (Xu et al. (1993)).
A sketch of the log-hypberbolic function f(d) pictur-
ing the geometrical significance of the parameters is
shown in Fig. 15. The profiles of the three parame- !.2'e. ............. . ............ W

ters of the function along the line x = 0 are shown Y (ram)

in Figs. 16 through 18. The parameter a shows only
Figure 18: Distribution of the parameter p of the log-

0.4 hyperbolic distribution function for the pure water
:memo= sprays of nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 and for the mixed water

sprays (axial distance 90 mm, points x = 0).

U •location of the function graph (p), as was pointed out

9.• S "•elsewhere (Xu et al. (1993)). Therefore, the increased
values represent well the increase of the droplet diame-
ters (p) and the increased percentage of larger droplets

. ..... ..... ......... W (0). The shape of the curve for parameter t9 in the• -0.O O.WO 200 49.00

Y (mM) mixed sprays even changes from concave to convex.

These results show that EPDA together with a fitting

Figure 16: Distribution of the parameter a of the log- procedure to the log-hyperbolic function makes a de-

hyperbolic distribution function for the pure water tailed analysis of mixing processes in interacting spray

sprays of nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 and for the mixed water cones possible and gives better insight into the mix-

sprays (axial distance 90 mm, points x = 0). ing processes than techniques providing only droplet
diameters and velocities.

a small difference between the single sprays and the
mixed spray. The parameters 09 and p, however, clearly 6 Conclusions
exhibit larger values in the mixing zone of the sprays. EPDA measurements of the velocity, the diameter and
These parameters are a measure for the rotation angle the refractive index of monodisperse droplet streams
of the function graph (4) and for the maximum point and of mixing hollow cone sprays of different liquids
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at a fixed intersection angle have been carried out. of spray interaction studies including the investiga-
The measurements on monodisperse droplet streams tion of individual spray droplet coalescence, two liquids
offered a means of alignment for the two receiving op- with very largely different refractive indexes should be
tics units of the EPDA system. Using this method, used. The results suggest a desirable minimum differ-
mean refractive index errors as small as 0.6 % and ence between these pure component refractive indexes
normalized standard deviations of the refractive in- of Am = 0.2, which, however, is hard to reach with
dex distribution of only 0.8 % and even less may be experimentally workable liquids.
achieved.

Using the EPDA system after this alignment proce-
dure for measurements in polydisperse sprays, refrac-
tive index distributions are obtained which are signif- Acknowledgement
icantly narrower than those presented in earlier mea-
surements by Naqwi et a/. (1990) (normalized standard The support of the present work by an EC-programme
deviation of about 6 % or less) and which correctly rep- in the JOULE-I framework is gratefully acknowledged.

resent the physical features of the sprays. Thus, in the
case of mixing sprays of different liquids, two peaks of
the pure liquid droplets are dearly represented. This
is the first time, that such results of EPDA measure-
ments have been published. References
The mixing zone of the sprays at a distance of 90 mm Domnick, J., Ertl, H., & Tropea, C. 1988, Processing of
is characterized by a spray mixing-induced increase of Phase/Doppler signals using the cross-spectral density
the mean droplet diameter D1 0 by about 3.6 % for the function. 4 th Irofs-ser densito
pure demineralized water sprays investigated here, and Fuio 4th Lit. pypeo A.oeFluid Mech. Lisbon, paper 3.8.
by 6.0 % for the mixed water and sugar/water sprays.
Furthermore, an increase of the maximum downward Naqwi, A., Durst, F., & Liu, X.-Z. 1990, An Extended
velocity component in the mixing zone of the sprays Phase-Doppler System for Characterization of Multi-
by 10 % to 40 % is observed. These effects of increased phase Flows. Proc. 5th Int.Symp. on Appl. of Laser
values of mean quantities may be due to two differ- Techn. to Fluid Mech. Lisbon, paper 24.4.
ent phenomena: 1) The values of droplet diameter and Pitcher, G., Wigley, G., & Saffman, M. 1990, Sen-
velocity really have become larger; 2) The probabil- sitivity of dropsize measurements by phase-Doppler
ity of the occurence of larger values has grown due anemometry to refractive index changes in combust-
to the presence of a second spray being run simulta- ing fuel sprays. Proc. 5th Int.Symp. on Appl. of Laser
neously. These two possible reasons for the increased Techn. to Fluid Mech. Lisbon, paper 14.4.
mean values in the case of the velocity are hard to dis-

tinguish, as the maximum velocity of the droplets oc- Xu, T.-H., Durst, F., & Tropea, C. 1993, The three-

curing in the center of the sprays indicates a very high parameter log-hyperbolic distribution and its applica-

r-obability density for the occurence of high veloci- tion to particle sizing. Atomiz. and Sprays vol. 3, pp.

ties. In contrary, for the droplet diameter in the center 109 - 124.

of the spray cones, the probability for the occurence Yurteri, C.O., Kadambi, J.R., & Arik, E. 1993, Spray
of large droplets is low. The observed increase of the characterization and droplet interactions study using
droplet diameters in the mixing zone of the sprays is particle dynamic analyzer. Proc. 5th Int. Conf. Laser
well represented by the parameters a, u, and 0 of the Anemometry Adv. and Appl., Veldhoven (Nether-
three-parameter log-hyperbolic distribution function, lands), pp. 145 - 152.
as could be shown here.

In conclusion it can be said that this experimental
work shows the feasibility of the EPDA technique for
the investit -' )n of multiple interacting sprays. A lim-
itation of the technique, however, comes up due to the
effect that uncertainties in the refractive index mea-
surements grow considerably with decreasing droplet
diameters. A threshold value for the presently used ar-
rangement is 30 pm. This means that for the purpose
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Fig. 3. Radiation pressure cross-sections C .z as a function
of droplet radius r. The increment between 6
subsequent radii at which C,,, has been calculated 4
was 0.01 pri. Results are shown for water and
ethanol, which have the refractive indices m = 1.33 2
and m = 1.36. Here and for all following calculations 0

of radiation pressure cross-sections the waist radius 6
of the laser beam was w.= 100pin and the E 4
wavelength was X = 514.5 nm. 2

2.3 Comparison between rainbow position and radiation U
pressure crws-section 6

4
For a comparison of the oscillations of the radiation 2 water, m=t.333

pressure forces with the oscillations of the rainbow position 0
eRC calculations with a high resolution in droplet radius were 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
performed for both Cp, and ORc. Thirteen different values of r/(gm)
refractive indices have been chosen, which correspond tohydrocarbons from pentane to hexadecane and water. With this Fig. 4. In the upper diagram the rainbow angle Oc as a

function of droplet radius r is shown. In the threeselection a wide range from m = 1.333 to m= 1.4345 is lower diagrams the radiation pressure cross-sectionscovered. In the fcllowing two figures the rainbow angle 0RC

and the radiation pressure cross-section C,, are shown as a is presented in the same size range from

function of the droplet radius r. Results for two different radius r = 5.0 m to r = 6.5 an m. Results are given for
intervals are presented for water. hexane, and pentadecane. The water, bexane. and pentadecane. The increment
rainbow angle 0 ¢c is plotted in the upper plot of each figure, beteen ss radii a c ls
whereas the radiation pressure cross-section is shown in the calculated, is 0.001 s.
three lower plots. Figure 4 shows results for the radius range n
from r = 5 um to r = 6.5 gm. In Fig. 5 results for the radius Ceighhoung points of the droplet radius for which 0eC or

range from r = 15 gm to r = 16.5 pm are shown. The results of ,,, was calculated. After each FFT the window of 1024

e~cft) and Cw,(r) should be compared for the same refractive neighbouring points has been shifted by one point. As a results

index. For the low frequency oscillations of both the rainbow of this procedure one obtains the period P, for the oscillations

angle and the radiation pressure cross-sections a similar of 0Rc and the period p, for the oscillations of C..Z as a

behaviour is found. The period of the lowest frequency of function of the mean radius r. associated to the 1024 points.

these oscillations -neglecting the sharp peaks- seems to be in Results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7.th e e o c i l a t i n s n e g e c t n g h e h a r p e k s - s e e s t be i nT h e re t h e r a d i u s r a n g e f r o m r = 1 0 1 k m t o r , , = l 1. 5l s m h a s
the sam e order of m agnitude for 0c and Cpr ,z and for be e e valu s r an re t f o r water, h a s
different size ranges and refractive indices. A detailed been evaluated. Again results for water, hexane, and

examination of the period of these oscillations was made using pentadecane are shown. In Fig. 6 the period p, of the

a fast-Fourier transform algorithm (FFT). The FFT algorithm the oscillations of the radiation pressure cross-section is

has been applied subsequently to packages of 1024 thosilinsfteraainpesuecs-etons
presented. As can be seen from these diagrams the values of
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15.0 15.3 15.6 15.9 16.2 16.5 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.9 11.0

r/(Ipm) r./(jm)

Fig. 6. Period p, of the oscillations of the rainbow position

33 eRC as a function of mean radius r,. Result for water,

27 pentadecane, m=11 hexane, and pentadecane are shown in the size range

21 from r= 0.0 Im to r = 11.5 jLm.

is

33• 100
E 27 hexane, m=-.3751

- 21 AAM" 80

U L15 60
33 c

27 -, p1.333 n 4)0 pentadecane, l.4315

21 . . hexane, m-.3751
15 20_-- water, m=1.333

15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5

r/(Qtm) 0
10.5 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.9 11.0

Fig. 5. In the upper diagram the rainbow angles ORc as a r5/(im)
function of droplet radius r is shown. In the threelunctiowe f diara eth radiauo preissuown. crossections Fig. 7. Period Pp of the oscillations of the radiation pressurelower diagram s the radiation pressure cross-sections c o ss ci n s a h n to f m a ai s r.is resnte fo th sae sze ang frm -cross-sections C, as a function of mean radius r,.
CM, is presented for the same size range from p.

Result for water, hexane, and pentadecane are shown
r= 15.0jim to r= 16.5jim. Results are given for

water, hexane, and pentadecane. The increment in the size range from 10.0 ttm to r = 11.5 gm.

between subsequent radii at which the values were index; It can clearly be seen, that the average periods pt," and

calculated is 0.001 jIm.
pp.., are practically independent of the droplet radius within

period p, and period pp are practically the same for equal the studied size ranges. The values of PR,, and PpA, change
perid P an peiod p ae pactcaly th sae fr eual very weakly with the refractive index from approximately

values of refractive index. Variations with the droplet radius 68 nm for water with m = r .333 to approximately 64 nm for

are negligible. A small dependence of the periods pR and Pp on hexndecane with m = 1.4345. The transition from the higher to

the refractive index can be found. For the three size ranges eacn wtm=1.35Thtrsionfmtehgero
frhe refractive id ca be6.5gm found. Fo rthe the 10 pthe lower value becomes more evident in the enlarged view
from r,=Sjim to r,,=6.5pro, from r,=10pm to

r,= 11.5 pm, and from r,= 15pro to r 1= 16.5 ;m the FFT shown in Fig.l0. Here the values of the periods p,.,, and pp..

algorithm with the shift of the packages was applied for the are compared for one radius interval. As can be seen in Fig. 10

data obtained for the refractive indices of the hydrocarbons for refractive indices below m = 1.36 a constant value close to

from pentane to hexadecane and for the refractive index of 68 nm has been found. For further increasing refractive indices

water. For each size range and for each refractive index the following a transition a constant value close to 64 nm for

mean values pR.,,. and Ppp., of the periods were calculated. The refractive indices above 1.39 is obtained. Furthermore it
results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the average periods should be emphasized that the values of p are identical for both
resuloftshae oshillaiowns in ig.8 andi. for the average periods rainbow positions and radiation pressures. In an experiment

pR., of the oscillations of as and functiorof the vefragve pwith evaporation or condensating droplets both the oscillations
of the rainbow or the oscillations of the radiation pressure can
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20 -15tm to 15.5pm 62
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1 ý3 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45

m m

Fig. 8. Averaged period p.., of the oscillations of the Fig. 10. Averaged period pp, of the oscillations of the ra-

rainbow angle Ojc for the thirteen different refractive diation pressure cross-sections C in comparison

indices representing water and the hydrocarbons with averaged period PR.., of the oscillations of the
from pentane to hexadecane. Results are shown for rainbow angle OtRc for the thirteen different re-

three different size ranges. The averages have been fractive indices representing water and the
taken over each individual radius interval, hydrocarbons from pentane to hexadecane. Results

are shown for one size range in an enlarged view.

100 from octane to hexadecane have refractive indices above 1.39.

This gives the basis to examine the evaporation of binary

.mixtures of these hydrocarbons as p, and pp in this range is
60 * independent of size and composition.

This theoretical study and the studies of
Anders et al. (1993) and Roth et al. (1992) show, that it isS40 0 51un to 5.51rn

4" 0 5g0m to 10.5g~m possible to measure the refractive index, the droplet size and
20 15gm to 15.5pm the evaporation rate in observing and evaluating the scattered

light in the region of the first rainbow. This study is the

0 _theoretical 
basis for experimental investigations of evaporation

1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 rates of optically levitated droplet. The experimental setup and

m some experimental results are presented in the following

Fig. 9. Averaged period Pp., of the oscillations of the paragraph

radiation pressure cross-sections C, for the thirteen

different refractive indices representing water and
the hydrocarbons from pentane to hexadecane. Optical levitation is an appropriate tool to study

Results are shown for three different size ranges. 7be individual particles. In the work of this paper liquid droplets
averages have been taken over each individual radiusinterval, were levitated optically and stabilized in a vertical laser beam.

The technique of optical levitation has been as described in
be associated directly with the rate of change of droplet radius previous papers for instance by Ashkin & Dziedzic (1971).
be for acatged dirc whith the rate ofcange oThe droplet is observed in a chamber, whose temperature can
In fort a nhi c ce on cs be adjusted in an appropriate range. Depending on temperature

and saturation in the chamber the droplet will evaporate or
grow by condensation. The droplet is illuminated by the

dr levitating laser beam of an Ar÷-laser with a wavelength of
-- =pf , i=R.P (!) 514.5 nm. This allows to apply optical non-intrusive
dt '' measuring techniques to study the droplet behaviour during the

evaporation or condensation process.
where fp and f, are the frequency of the oscillations of

radiation pressure or rainbow position respectively. To obtain

these values the temporal evolution of one of these values has
to be recorded in an appropriate manner. All hydrocarbons
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V 46 Fig. 12. Output signal U,,,, as a function of time r of the

PSDI, which represents the verikal droplet

position.
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Fig. 13. Output signal UsD, as a function of time r of the

PSD2, which represents the position of the first
rainbow.

Fig. 1I. Schematical view of the experimental setup. The oscillatory motions. These oscillations are detected with PSDI
symbols are explained in the text. and recorded by a transient recorder. An example of a record

from an evaporating pentadecane droplet is shown in Fig. 12.
The optical set-up used in the experiments of the present There the output signal of PSDI is plotted versus time. The

paper is shown in Fig. I1. The rate of radius change of a calculations described in the previous chapter showed that to
droplet corresponding to the evaporation rate or condensation some extend the period length of the oscillations of the
rate can be determined in evaluating the temporal evolution of radiation pressure as a function of radius are independent of
the droplet position relative to the focus of the levitating laser the droplet radius and the refractive index. Therefore the
beam. This is due to the fact that a droplet with decreasing or change of droplet radius with time dr/dr of a levitated droplet
increasing radius performs an ocsillatory motion along the axis can be determined by evaluating a temporal evolution of the
of the laser beam due to the oscillatory dependence of the light droplet position.
pressure forces on the droplet radius as described in the In order to determine the real part of the refractive index
previous chapter. Light scattered at an angle of 900 is focussed the angular position of the first rainbow has to be recorded as
by lens L on the surface of the position sensing detector PSDI. described i.e. by Roth et. al. (1991,1993). In the experiments
The output signal of this PSD is proportional to the first of the present paper the optical arrangement was designed that
moment of the light distribution on the sensor surface and is the rainbow position recorded is not influenced by changes of
therefore proportional to the position of the light spot on the the positon of the droplet in the laser beam. The light scattered
sensor, which of course corresponds to the position of the in the rainbow region was imaged by the cylindrical lens ZL
droplet. The optical setup is designed to allow the on the surface of the position sensing detector PSD2 positioned
determination of even small changes of the droplet position. in the focal plane of the lens. In this case the cylindrical lens
An evaporating droplet levitated in a laser beam performs
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0.15 clearly seen by comparing Fig. 13 with Fig. 4. By carefully
examining the slope between the peaks one can immediately

0.12 pentadecane recognize that the droplet is evaporating rather than growing in

this case.

In order to get information on the temporal change of

droplet radius dr/dr, which corresponds to the evaporation or

.- #0.06 - condensation rate of the droplet, frequencies of the oscillatory

motion of the droplet or of the oscillations of the rainbow

0.03 position have to be determined. This can be done by applying

the FFT-procedure described in chapter 2.3 to the experimental

0.00 results shown in Fig. 12 and in Fig 13. Results of the FFT

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 procedure are shown in Fig. 14 and in Fig. 15. As expected the

•€/(s) frequencies fp and their temporal evolution obtained for the

Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of the frequncyf. of the oscil- oscillatory motion shown in Fig. 14 are the same as those

lations of the droplet position. This result has been obtained for the rainbow positions denoted by f and shown in

obtained from the data shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 14. Only minor deviations can be seen. These can be

explained by poor signal quality, for example low amplitude.

of the input signal. Applying Eq. (1) the rate dr/dr as a

0.15 .function of time can be determined immediately. A slight

decrease of the frequencies and therefore for the rate of radius

0.12 pentadecane change with increasing time can be observed in both figures.

This can be explained by an increasing vapour pressure of

-• 0.09 pentadecane in the observation chamber in this particular

experiment.
,-" 0.06

4 CONCLUSIONS
0.03

In the present paper it has been shown that the rainbow

0.00 0 5 0 signal can be used to examine the rate of change of droplet
0r/() 12radius, corresponding to the evaporation or condensation rate.

It has been shown that combining this technique with

Fig. 15. Temporal evolution of the frequncy fR of the techniques described in previous papers allows to determine

oscillations of the angular position of the first size, refractive index, and evaporation or condensation rate

rainbow. This result has been obtained from the from the intensity distribution in the rainbow region. This

data shown in Fig. 13. gives the possibility to study droplets consisting of binary

mixtures. The transient behaviour of the evaporation process of

performs an optical Fourier transform of the scattered light; mixtures can be examined by recording the angular rainbow

only changes in the angular intensity distributions of the position, which is a measure for the refractive index and

scattered light result in changes of the light distribution on the therefore for the temperature and composition. and by

sensor surface. The application of a PSD to measure rainbow recording the periodic peaks, which are a measure for the

positions was described by Roth et. al. (1993) for change of radius of the droplet. Furthermore it has been shown

monodisperse droplet streams. In the present paper the theoretically and experimentally that there is a direct relation

temporal evolution of the rainbow position for an individual between fluctuations of the radiation pressure and fluctuations

droplet has been examined in detail. The output signal of PSD2 in the rainbow position and that the period of these fluctuations

which detects the rainbow position is shown in Fig. 13. This is in a wide range practically independent of droplet size and

signal has been obtained for the same pentadecane droplet refractive index.

whose position in the laser beam is shown in Fig. 12.

Comparing Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 one can see, that the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

rainbow position shows peak values occuring with the same

frequency as the oscillations of the droplet position, the We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of

characteristic of the signal however is quiet different at this Dr. G. Grihan of INSA Rouen/France, who has provided the

particular refractive index. Theoretical calculations with high computer program to calculate radiation pressure cross-

resolution in radius of the rainbow position applying the sections by GLMT.

correlation algorithm show the same behaviour. This can be
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A New Technique to Measure Refractive Index with Phase Doppler Anemometry
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The Technical University of Denmark, Physics DepL

Thomas Nonn
Dantec Measurement Technololy

Abstract confirm different particle types within the same particle distribution.
A persistent problem is the existence of multiple modes of light

A standard phase-Doppler system was modified to determine the scattering in sprays. Droplets can reflect as well as refract and
feasibility of refractive index measurements utilizing new optical therefore present a problem when calculating spray statistics. In the
techniques. With the use of two laser beam systems of different standard PDA implementation there is a region of overlap as
wavelength and a single receiving unit different optical configura- indicated in Nonn et at [4] between reflecting and refracting
tions can be explored by varying the scattering, elevation and particles that lead to ambiguity of some results. Having additional
crossing angles independently for each system. The index of optical information can perhaps help resolve this issue.
refraction of a droplet can be extracted from the phase-shift ratio of
two distinct pairs of apertures. Selecting the proper optical parame- 2 Theory
twr yields a sensitive relationship between phase ratio and refractive
index. The implementation of III utilizes the fact that the Doppler-phase is

For measurements an IDA configuration with two transmitting a linear function of diameter and that the refractive index is con-
optics was chosen because of its widespread use and standard tained within the proportionality constant for first and higher orders
components. The two probes were situated 400 relative to each of refraction. This means that the ratio of two phases will be
other. This was done to maximize the relationship between the ratio independent of diameter and only dependent on the refractive index
of phase shifts and the refractive index. Tests wvre conducted on of the particle and the parameters that describe the optical configura-
water-glucose mixtures with varying refractive index. tion. The measurement was accomplished by using two receivers

positioned at two different scattering angles. The angles were chosen
1 Introduction so that refraction dominated at both angles.

X
The fundamental concept behind Phase-Doppler Anemometry
(PDA) is that for carefully selected scattering angles a linear
relationship can be derived between the phase shift of a particle
measured as it passes through an WDA measurement volume and its
size. This relationship holds for so long as certain restrictions are
enforced (i.e., size range of particles relative to WDA probe volume, "
dominant scattering mode, polarization) and that the physical ,
properties of the system should remain constant (i.e., refractive
index, wavelength of light). In multiphase flows and in sprays where a
varying temperature environments are experienced, as in combus-
tion, the refractive index of droplets can clearly vary. This variation
within the normal PDA operation can add bias to measurements.
Several methods have been developed to extend the operation of
PDA to include the measurement of refractive index with some
success. A two-receiver configuration explored by Pitcher ea l[] Figure 1. Definition of beam als.mg angle a, scattering
and Naqwi et at [2J allude to this. The strength of their method ies ige I a nd tion angle a
in that the dependence of the phase "hf on refractive index varies angle e and elevation angle*

more in the near forward off-axis regions than in the far off-axis Thus Uysm is equivelnt to one where them amre two laser beam
region Altematively, Sankar ef at [3) utilized the clear dependence systems, for eample green and blue, and a single receiver. The light
of the rainbow angle with refractive index in another instrument received from this system can then be subsequently separated and
conguratioiL This tWehnique, however, is complex and as indicated analyzed. The advantage of this system is that the three apertures of
by the autors the system is sensitive to high frequency oscillations. the receiver can be used for both lagee systems. in Fisre 1, the
An appealing side to refractive index measurement is the ability to refeenc coordinate system for the green beam system is shown. f

we superumpose the blue estem and rotate it about the x-axis we get
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a system that is equivalent to the system suggested by [1]. The angle, scattering angle and the refractive index from the iso-plots in
advantage of this method is that one can change the elevation angle Figures 2 and 3. The plots are calculated for a standard PDA system
and scattering of one beam system independently. The purpose in all Aith a crossing angle (a, Fig. 1) of 12.52?*, parallel polarization and
this is to maximize the change in the phase rato. particle size of 12Mm using Lorenz-Mie theory. The Doppler signal

Rotating the blue system around the z-axis in the refer- is integrated over the PDA aperture. The scattering angle in the

ence system has the effect of placing the receiving unit at a elevation plot is 30°.

different elevation angle. The standard PDA system contains From Figure 2 it can be seen that the Doppler phase exhibits

three receiving apertures. In the new system there are thr more complicated behavior for the back scatter region, as is expected.

sof angularly placed apertures. The index of refraction One could imagine using the second-order refraction to measure in
pairs o g y a po ions e�re the index of refiaction varies little. In the near forward
can be determined from the ratio between the same two region the Doppler-phase varies rapidly, reaching a maximum
aperture pairs for the different beam systems. Having addi- change at 20*. As we increase scattering angle the sensitivities
tional apertures also means having more calibration curv". for decreases. Around a scattering angle of 70' refraction stills domi-
the determination of refractive index, hence data can be nates but the sensitivity is small. It can be also be inferred from the
verified with different combinations. plots that the Doppler-phase is more sensitive to changes of elevation

The following section will describe the selection of angle then scattering angle.
(Letour *ot. of the phoso

appropriate values for parameters to maximize measurement 7. *& S* U . ,* 1

of the refractive index. To produce a sensitive calibration "

curve for the refractive index the phase shifts of one of the "a "

systems must change more rapidly. The correct choice for C"* 1..

optical parameters can be seen in the Table l. Of the parame- Z ....
ters listed the elevation angle is the most sensitive with '" ""

respect to the phase of the Doppler signal and the wavelength '. ,.
the least. " "

Rapidly vazying Slowly varying jotPII

Doppler phase Doppler phase 1/
Wavelength I small (blue) large (green) ,I

Scattering angle 0 small larg eL ,
Crossing angle a ]!me small E ..a 1.6 .. 1 0 ...

Elevation angle ~ large small Figure 3. Lorenz-Mie iso-phase plot as a function of

elevation angle and refractive index. Scattering angle 30*.Table I. Optimum selection of optical parameters.

3 Experimental Layout ,
The overall dynamic range and resolution can be improved by

selecting the appropriate calibration curve from the two beam As indicated earlier a standaid Dantec LDA system was used
system. A niae ale tnadDne D ytmwsue

Csstem.,- plot .o tht #hope as the test bed for refractive index measurement. To allow for

U.. . aB .a 41a. 11me %A *masism A these measurements the standard 57XIO PDA Receiving
. Optics was modified with three 55X35 color separators. The

1.4 ,.4 five photomultipliers were connected to the color separators
", 'Awl 1.4l !and routed to a modified Dantec 58NI0 PDA signal proces-

The optical layout of the present experiment consisted of
L,. 1., the two FiberFlow probes (green and blue) situated at two

sctern anlst h eevr as in Figure 4. The green and
II Iblue system were placed 400* with respect to each other, thus" 11I I lmaking the effective scattering angle with the receiver for the

" lIb I I lml bue and green systems 30 0 and70', respectively. The focal
fl j ~fengths for the transmuitting probes Awre 400 mm, with a beam

II I I,.2 separation 40 mm, creating a probe volume of diameter 260
0 IN.r Mm. The receiver used had a focal length of 310 mm.

.,,. In the standard PDA arrangement three phase detectors

SeaLtt g eagle are used to measure the phase differences between three

Figure 2. Lorenz-Mie based iso-phase plot as a function of apertures. An additional phase detector was employed to
scattering angle and index of refraction. measure the phase shift from one pair of the apertres of the

One gets an idea how the Doppler-phase varies with elevation blue beam system. More detectors could be employed, up to
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six, to make a more robust validation. An advantage of using phase shift ratio for the green and blue systems. It must be
two colors is that the intensity of the beams can be varied emphasized that the Lorenz-Mie calculations for refractive
independently relative to the receiver. This is useful since the index are size dependent, that is, each particle size has its own
intensity can vary considerably as one goes from the near characteristic oscillation. For small particles the oscillations
forward to side scatter. are more pronounced than for larger particles. It was stressed

To ensure proper measurements coincidence between the in [ 1,2] that such oscillatory behavior in small particles would
two pairs of beams is paramount. However, since this make refiactive index measurement diflicult if not impossible.
configuration also allows for 3-D velocity measurements, this A very small spread of particle size will effectively randomize
requirement would anyway have to be fulfilled. Alignment the phase oscillation and average the index measurement. The
was accomplished by first using a I00,pm pinhole, optimiz- result will then coincide with the geometric optics calibration
ing, and then repeating the procedure with a 50 pm pinhole. curve. To test the robustness of this setup a spray was
The pinholes by themselves were not sufficient to guarantee measured having an effective size distribution of 2-30 mm. It
coincidence, therefore, to maximize overlap of the probe is thought, that a distribution of particles over a range of sizes
volumes a light sensing diode was placed behind the 50 pm would tend to average out the effect of the oscillations.
pinhole and the beams manipulated until the maximum beam
power was attained at the crossing. The slightest deviation in
the alignment had the effect of making the refractive index 0.75W

measurements unusable. In order to get a valid measurement 0. 7 "
the phases measured from the separate beam systems must DOW
correspond to the same particle. Thus, this method makes an %
excellent test of coincidence for 3D LDA systems. 0 1,.5

a GOoal ISCS1
amm O opics (m tclon)

Receiving optics .... ,nr , 110 IY•0, aci

0.40M 
i t *1 3MM 1.U40 1.3001 1t38000 1.4=0 1.420 t.4A

Itef ctlve Welt:

Figure 5. Comparison of Lorenz-Mie and refraction
calibration curve for different refractive indexes. Particle

Trenarn lt~ing opti es I (green) * ,/ •diam eters were 11.9,um and 12.5 pm.
Trnmtigotc (gran 9,

~[DZ~ e2 4 Measurements

Measuiremenits were made using water droplets issued from an
airbrush mixed with glucose in controlled proportions to vary
the refractive index. At 20 °C water exhibits a refractive

index of 1.334. Adding by percent weight glucose from 0.5%

up to 60 % increases the refractive index from 1.337 to 1.439
Trtnhfinhtg ot 2 (Ibh.) [5]. Figure 6 displays a typical run with the characteristic

peak indicating the dominant phase ratio, corresponding to the
refractive index measured.

Figure 4. Optical layout with two transmitters situated at The accuracy of the measurements over the range of

30* and 70 " with respect to the receiver, refractive indices tested are listed in table 2 and displayed in
Figure 7. The maximum error in the measurement of refrac-

The test particles were spray droplets made from solu- tive index was under 2 %. Considering the difficulties implied
tions of water with varying amounts of dissolved glucose. By by the scattering relations and alignment of the system this is
adding incremental amounts by weight of solid glucose into a positive result. Though it was not attempted in these tests,
distilled water one can change the refractive index. The an improvement to the sensitivity could be accomplished by
uncertainty in the measurement of glucose dissolved was choosing an alternate phase ratio; i.e., the ratio between the
limited to within 0.01 %. UI-3 and UI-2 for the two systems. Alternatively, the

Figure 5 illustrates the system calibration curve for a 11.9 elevation angle and/or the crossing angle in one of the two
jum and 12.5 pm particle. The curve is based on the UI-2 systems can be changed.
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5 Conclusion
ISO
180 -In this paper we have described a nev method for measuring

the relative refractive index. This technique has several
140 advantages in that there are many possible permutations of the
120 optical configuration. That is, the elevation angle, scattering

3100 angle and crossing angles can be selected independently for
each beam system. This means that the phase ratio can be
made more sensitive to the index of refraction.60 The implementation in this paper shows that a standard

40 PDA system can be easily extended to include the measure-

20 ment of refractive index. Measurements were made with
0 'sprays consisting of droplets of substances with varying index

0 ",..y, of refraction. The accuracy on average was within 2 % of the
0 0.3265 0.6531 0.9796 1.3061 1.6327 1.959 estimated value determined from geometrical optics. Further-

Ratio of phase shifts, more, the refractive ratios that are measured are excellent
indicators of coincidence between the beam systems.

Figure 6. Histogram of phase shift ratio using glucose 40 % The study is preliminary and it is hoped that in future
by weight. more work wvill be done to develop this technique and

1i applying it to practical situations.
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Abstract be carefully chosen according to the particle refractive
index.

The principle of the Dual Burst Technique (DBT)

based on phase-Doppler Anemometry (PDA) is pro- As many experimental investigations in the field of
posed for simultaneous particle refractive index, size two-phase flow, multiphase flow and combustion re-
and velocity measurements. This technique uses the quire simultaneous measurements of individual par-
trajectory effects in PDA systems to separate the two ticle size, velocity and also refractive index, several
contributions of the different scattering processes. In systems, based on the phase-Doppler technique, have
the case of forward scattering and refracting particles, been proposed (Naqwi et al. (1991), Sankar et al.
it is shown that from the phase of the reflected contri- (1993)). Because of the argument in the last para-
bution, the particle diameter can be deduced, whereas graph, these system may not suitable for a large mena-
from the phase of the refracted contribution the par- suring range of particle refractive indices. When mea-
ticle refractive index and velocity can be obtained. surements are performed in a complex flow field e.g.
Simulations based on generalized Lorenz-Mie theory in sprays, the influence of Trajectory Effects (TE)
and experimental tests using monodispersed droplets (Sankar et al. 1992, Grihan et al. (1992), Onofri et
of different refractive indices have validated this tech- al. (1992)) on refractive index measurements has to be
nique. considered. Furthermore, these systems require extra

receiving units for the refractive index measurements,
1 Introduction which increases alignment requirements and costs.

Based on previous works to eliminate TE in PDA

Phase-Doppler Anemometry is now a well estab- systems by Aizu et al. (1993), Xu and Tropea (1994),
lished particle sizing technique in laboratories and in- Tropea et al. (1994) and Grdhan et al. (1994), an in-
dustries for studying two-phase 'ows and sprays. It novative PDA technique, called the Dual Burst Tech-
can provide a particle size distribution correlated with nique (DBT), is proposed in this paper for refractive
up to three particle velocity components, with a high index measurements, in addition to particle size and
resolution in time and in space, without being intru- velocity measurements, using a single receiving unit.
sive. The principle, which is now about 20 years old An obvious advantage of the technique is that it can
(Durst and Zari (1975), Bachalo and Houser (1984), be easily applied to an existing PDA, with only mini-
Saffman et al. (1984)), is that when a particle is mum modifications.
passing through an optical measuring volume defined In this paper, after a short review of the newly
by the intersection of two laser beams, the phase of proposed technique for TE elimination, the principle
the light scattered by the particle carries information of DBT is introduced in section 2. Section 3 presents
about the particle diameter, whereas its frequency pro- some simulation results using a phase-Doppler code
vides information about its velocity, based on the Generalized Lorenz-Mie Theory (GLMT)

To collect scattered light, a scattering angle should (see Gouesbet et al. (1991), Grdhan et al. (1991)) and
be chosen to ensure that the phase-diameter relation- section 4 gives some useful formulae from Geometrical
ship for each detector pair is linear. This condition Optics. Section 5 reports the preliminary experimen-
can be obtained when the detectors collect light scat- tal results of DBT. In section 6 these experimental
tered by the particle mainly due to a single scattering results are further discussed and points for the future
process, i.e. reflection, refraction, or 2nd order refrac- development of DBT are proposed. Finally, section 7
tion. It is well known that the scattering angle must is a conclusion with perspectives.
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2 Principle Aizu et al. (1993), and afterwards by Xu and Tropea
1 TE elimination (1994). Hess and Wood (1992), (1993) have also used

2.1 Tthis effect in their Pulse Displacement Technique, us-

Recently two PDA optical geometries and a sig- ing a thin laser sheet to estimate the particle diameter
nal processing procedure have been proposed for TE from the measurement of the time delay between the
elimination. The first geometry is a Planar-PDA ar- two intensity maxima from reflection and refraction.
rangement (Aizu et al. (1993)), and the second one
has been referred to as the Modified Standard geom- 2.2 Dual Burst Technique
etry (Xu and Tropea (1994), Tropea et al. (1994),
Grehan et al. (1994)). The principle used in these ge- In previous work on PDA, this time delay in the

ometries to eliminate TE is briefly reviewed as a basis different scattering process contributions reaching the

for introducing DBT. detectors was used only to suppress TE by process-

Referring to Fig.1, the scattering of a laser beam ing the portion of the burst originating from refractive
with a Gaussian intensity distribution from a relatively scattering. However, further informations can be ex-

large particle is pictured. In this and for further dis- tracted by using all portions of the signal. Of the two

cussions, scattering in the forward direction and re- scattering contributions, i.e. reflection (p=O) and re-
fractive dominated scattering is considered. Since the fraction (p= 1), only the refracted light is influenced by

scattering angle usually exceeds 200, diffraction can be the material properties of the particle. The basic idea

neglected. of the Dual Burst Technique (DBT) is therefore to use
all the phase information contained in the signal bursts

a iWfj t Y 411w for particle material recognition and particle diagnoses

(non homogeneity, non sphericity). The present paper
is devoted mainly to study the feasibility of the former
and the latter will only be briefly discussed.

YO •The principle of DBT for particle material recogni-
tion can be given as follows. The phase of the refracted

S--light from a particle is a function of optical setup, par-
ticle size and particle refractive index. The phase of

Cow.aP,..e the reflected light is, however, only a function of op-
tical setup and particle size, not particle refractive in-
dex. From the reflected burst, the particle diameter

Figure 1: Simplified scattering processes of a refractive can be deduced. Knowing this diameter and the opti-
particle in forward scattering, out of the diffraction cal parameters of the PDA, the particle refractive in-
zone. dex can be determined from the phase of the refracted

In a standard PDA arrangement, the scattering an- burst.
gle is chosen such that the refractive component dom- To use DBT, the beam waist diameter must be re-
inates. Depending on the trajectory however, the in- duced compared to typical values in PDA, in order
cident light for reflection may greatly exceed that for to increase the time delay between the reflected and
refraction due to the Gaussian intensity profile I(y), refracted contributions. Indeed, for a dominant re-
thus altering the received phase. This is the cause of fractive particle the reflected contribution is very low
the TE. As shown in Fig. 1, for a given receiving angle compared to the refracted contribution. Therefore any
the point of the incident light impinging on the parti- mixing between the two scattering processes must be
cle for the reflection (yo) is different from the point of avoided. Furthermore, with a smaller measuring vol-
that for the refraction (yl). Therefore when the parti- ume, the laser power is focussed on a smaller area,
cle passes through the probe volume along y-axis, there which also increases the SNR of the reflected contri-
will be a time delay between the intensity maxima of bution.
the reflected ray and the refracted ray. In the pro-
posals to eliminate the TE, this time delay is used to
separate the refracted contribution from the reflected 3 GLMT Simulations
contribution. Moreover, the signal received from the
refractive scattering is much larger in amplitude, al- Numerical simulations, using a phase-Doppler code
lowing a positioning within the burst to insure phase based on GLMT, have been carried out to investigate
determination corresponding to refractive scattering. DBT. Water droplets were assumed to pass through a

The experimental illustration of this effect in the 54pum measurement volume (A = .6328pm) of a Mod-
PDA technique has been first used and reported by ified Standard PDA with two detectors (see Fig. 2).
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The off-axis angle, the elevation angles and the half- y ; 40 pm can be distinguished. These two locations
beam angle are defined by 0, o', a, and were equal of intensity maxima correspond to two phase values in
to 300, ±3.690, 1.70 respectively. The receiving aper- the two flat parts of the phase diagrams: to - 270 deg
ture shape was rectangular, with an angular aperture and 01 A 1 deg. Using these two phases and relations
defined by 6x = ±0.277', 6y = -2.77*. from Geometrical Optics (see next section), the par-

ticle diameter and refractive index are determined as
X 107.7pm and 1.333, respectively. The time delay, ex-

-a- , pressed here as a space delay between the maxima,
decreases with the particle diameter. For the 27pm
droplet, the two scattering processes are not well sep-
arated, i.e., the first intensity maximum is not clear.

Sa Furthermore, the phase difference continues to evolve
0 /in the "reflected signal" (as for the TE), demonstrating

z that there is a mixing of the scattered contributions.
The diameter/refractive index deduced as above for
the 27pm, 54pum and 162pm water droplets are respec-
tively 24.5pm/1.30, 53.9pm/1.328 and 159.9pm/1.330.

Fig.4 displays the evolution of the signal inten-
y /sity and the simulated phase difference for the 54pm

droplet when its trajectory is still parallel to the fringes
as in Fig. 3 but at different x-locations. In the phaseFigure 2: Optical geometry of a Modified Standard

PDA for implementing DBT. 330 a)
Fig.3a) displays the simulated phases when the - - -4a x720a

droplets are moving along (OY), whereas Fig.3b) dis- 210 --- _..

plays the corresponding signal intensity. 180 ..- "

360 a) 2120

-300 (M 60 M
240 -i1s / -6 b)

IS -7

1120 -.4

so . . . .

0~ b) 3

-5 ir-100 -60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 W0 0 100
,.. , . ' ,'. Partide traJeory along (OY) [mcrons]

1- or V \ ", Figure 4: DBT is free of TE: Simulated a) Phase
""-/" ' difference and b) Signal intensity versus droplet y-

-i * ., location for different z-locations. Droplet diameter
-140 -01 0 -40 -20 20 60 100 140 D1 = 54prm, refractive index m = 1.333, PDA setup

Particle location along (OY) [mkrons! is identical to Fig. S.

Figure 3: Dual Burst Technique: Simulated a) Phase patterns, only the mixing region evolves with the par-
difference and b) Signal intensity versus droplet y- ticle trajectory distance from the probe volume center.
location and diameter. Measuring volume diameter The two flat parts are independent of the particle tra-
2wo = 54pm, off-axis angle 0 = 300, refractive index jectory, i.e., DBT is free of TE.
m = 1.333.

Both in Fig.3a) and Fig.3b), the two scattering pro-
cesses (p = 0 for y < 0, p = 1 for y > 0) are evident, 4 Analytical Expressions from
characterized in Fig.3a) by a flat behavior of the phase Geometrical Optics
evolution, and in Fig.3b) by local maxima for signal
intensity. For a 108pm water droplet for instance, In the current study of DBT, Geometrical Optics
two intensity maxima located at y ý -50 pm and was used to determine the particle diameter and refrac-
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tive index, because it provides analytical expressions 5 Experimental Investigations
in a simple form. In future it is possible to use look-up 5.1 Optical setup and procedure
tables based on GLMT for a more accurate prediction.

According to Naqwi et al. (1991), the phase con- The PDA geometry used in the experiments was
version factors for reflected light (0) and for refracted the same as in the GLMT simulations, however the
light (C') can be expressed for a point detector as a detector aperture shape was circular with a cone half-
function of off-axiq angle 0 and elevation v': angle equal to 2.770. The particle stream was in the

a( negative y direction, in contrast to the illustration in
S-o = (1) Fig.3. For the purpose of achieving a measuring vol-

ume with a small diameter and also a small beam-
C m a' crossing half angle of 1.70, prisms for setting the beam

= .- (2) separation to 4.75 mm and a transmitting lens with a

V2(1 + bi)[1 + m 2 
- m V/2TT')I] focal length of 80 mm were used. With a 10 mW He-Ne

laser, a measuring volume diameter of 54 pm has been
with achieved. The optical arrangement yields for the re-

ra' =k sin(a) sin(O") flected light a constant phase factor C12 = 4.16*/pm,
S= cos(a) cos(•) cos(•) (3) whereas for refracted light the conversion factor is a

6' = ofunction of the particle refractive index. For instance,
where i = 1,2 stands for the detector considered, and C12 

= -3.33*/pum when m=1.333, using Eqns.(2-4).
k for the wave number. For phase-difference measure- Monodispersed droplets produced from a TSI
ments, the useful parameters are (with p = 0, 1) droplet generator have been used for the tests. Water

c 12 = - c 2  (m=1.333), ethanol (m=1.361) and a sugar-water solu-
p P 1 (4) tion (45% sucrose by weight, m=1.410), were used for

different particle refractive indices. The nominal sizes
When a particle is passing through the measuring vol- of the droplets, according to the setup of the droplet
ume, from the detectors D1 and D2 we get the phase generator, were 95-98pm for water, 89-91pm, 100pum
difference C'2 from the maximum of the reflected part and 125pm for the sugar-water solution and 25-38pm,
of the corresponding burst, and the phase difference 41 - 45pm and 54 - 64pm for ethanol.

1•2 from the maximum of the refracted part. These The bursts were stored in a digital oscilloscope and
phase differences are related to the particle diameter read out to a PC. A zero-crossing procedure and a
(Dp) and refractive index by cross-spectral density algorithm with sliding window

$_12 - no 2 (Domnicket al. (1988), Onofri et al. (1994)) were used0 ~ Dp -no (5) to compute the phase difference between the bursts

412 = C12 Dp + n1 " (6) coming from the two detectors. A shift frequency of 5MHz was applied to the laser beams to obtain sufficient
Here the even numbers of phase jumps over 7r, no and cycles in the signal bursts for signal processing.
n, cannot be determined since two detectors have been
considered. Nevertheless these parameters are kept 5.2 Experimental Results
in order to check the sensitivity to refractive index Signal bunts
measurements with DBT.

Knowing D12 and no, the particle diameter can be Fig.5 shows three typical dual bursts from the first
deduced by detector and the measured phase evolution between

D- 2 0 (7) signals of the two channels. They were produced by a)
oC01 (7) a 25pum ethanol droplet, b) a 75pim ethanol droplet, c)

Knowing and Dp, the particle refractive index a 95pm water droplet, passing through the measuring
K Ing , n1, ad thpvolume along (OY).

can be simply deduced by solving Eq.(2), yielding For the large particles b) and c), the phase di-

r/2(1 _+b1) + •2(1 + b1) - 4z agrams show two flat zones, separated by a transi-
M =(8) tion zone with a phase jump. These zones corre-

2zspond to two maxima in the signal amplitude: the

with refracted burst and the reflected burst (with the
,1 2(a)2 lower amplitude). By measuring the phase differ-

)� - (• + bl)2(C 2 )2  (9) ence around these maxima, and using Eqns.(7-9) with
1 _2  12+ no = n, = =2, the droplet size/refractive index deduced

Dp are 74.2pm/1.354 and 93.8pm/1.316.
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Ptm A we * • tigation, when the reflected burst from a small parti-
360 )cle could not be detected from its amplitude due to

the mixing of the two contributions, the phase dif-
ference for the reflection was measured at the posi-

a tion where d2 $12 /dt2 = 0. Using this method, the
I droplet size/refractive index for case a) were estimated

go 1as 25pm/1.358.

0._.." 200 Measurement results

360 b) e First, measurements have been made for different
k - droplet sizes. The accuracy of the size measurements

1 3 with DBT can thus be checked over a size range.
08 -In DBT, reflected bursts give directly the particle

"I C • diameters. Fig. 6 displays the measured diameter from
* the reflected burst versus the nominal droplet diame-

0 - 1 1 3I ter according to the monodispersed droplet generator.
0.0" &" - -Good agreement (within 10%) is seen for large parti-

360 cles, even for particles larger than twice of the probe
volume diameter. For small droplets (below 50jm),

270 the diameter estimation is not as good. This point

id will be discussed later.

90

0 0 ~ ~" usoo1 ,

be I s]time s11 -

Figure 5: Dual Burst Technique: ezperimental bursts. so - - "

In Fig. 5a), a clear separation of the bursts due to j ,- " ....-

the two scattering processes as in Fig. 5b) and c) is not ,7 '".
seen. In the phase difference curve, the transition be- 0 now
tween the two flat parts is smoother compared to cases 4 I 7 gig

b) and c) and the flatness of the curve in the reflection I u
dominated part is reduced. In this case, the droplet 20 . - t.o%

60 k 100 2w s 100 120size is too small, compared with the beam waist diam- Ne0) mo N i b=1

eter, to avoid mixing between the two scattering pro- Figure 6: Size measurements with the reflected contri-
cesses. In other words, the Gaussian intensity profile bution.
with the 54 am waist diameter is too smooth to sep-
arate the two contributions with sufficient time-delay. - In the present experiments the particle refractive
This phenomenon has been already predicted by simu- index is known beforehand, thus the droplet diame-
lation in Fig.3, where the behavior of the 27pm droplet ter can be deduced from the refracted bursts. Fig. 7
is equivalent to case a) in Fig. 5. Thus, for this droplet shows a comparison of the droplet diameters obtained
size (about one-half of the probe volume size) and ob- from the reflected burst and from the refracted burst.
viously for smaller droplets, the problem is where to The consistency of the information extracted from the
extract the phase information for the reflection pro- two scattering processes is clear: droplet diameters
cess in the burst signal to obtain the best accuracy measured from the refracted light and the reflected
and how to find the required position during signal light agree with an accuracy better than 10% over all
processing. This problem is still an open problem. the sizes. Note that here for small particles (below
Nevertheless some solutions are possible, for example, 50pm), the agreement is much better than in Fig. 6. It
to make an estimation of the time delay between the may be doubtful whether the nominal diameters of the
maxima of the two contributions, thus enabling the small droplets are very accurate, because in the oper-
right position in the reflected burst to be found ac- ation of the TSI-3450 droplet generator for producing
cording to the amplitude maximum of the burst (Hess very small droplets, the flowrate/operating pressure
and Wood (1993)). In the current experimental inves- took long time to become stable while the operating
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frequency range in which droplets are monodispersed Group Material Nominal Mean Standard
strongly depended on the flowrate. dia.(uzm) ref. index deviation

. Secondly, the results of the simultaneous mea- A30 ethanol 25-34 1.382 0.0636
A40 ethanol 37-45 1.382 0.0441

surement of droplet diameter and refractive indtx are A60 ethanol 54-64 1.360 0.0147
displayed in Fig. 8, where the measured droplet refrac- SIoo sugar-water 100 1.407 0.0146

iidex versus the measured diameter is plotted. S125 sugar-water 125 1.378 0.0168
.n this plot six groups can be distinguished, as w95 1water 1 95 11.331 ,0.0112

6, en in Table 1. It is seen in Fig. 8, the measure- Table 1: Summary of refractive index measurements.
ments of group A60, S100 and W95 are concentrated Apart from the reasons described above, errors were
around the expected value for size and refractive index, mainly due to that the distances between droplets were
The mean refractive index and the standard deviation too small in this case. The reflected light from one
of these measurements are given in Table 1. droplet was thus mixed with the refracted light from

1 another droplet behind it. This was clearly seen in
I2o-. the recorded signals. For the measurements of group

iS- $125, a discussion is made in the next spction.
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Figure 7: Measured sizes with the refracted contribu-
tion versus the measured sizes with the reflected con- 0 ... 4.0.2.

tribution. 1.2 IM 1.32 1.34 1.3 1.36 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 130 154
Moursd rdmcd" la--t

, Figure 9: Distribution of measured refractive index.

A . - Fig. 9 plots the data of group W95, group A40-A60
A dhand group S100 in a histogram.

1.40 •6 Discussion
S'A L Receiving aperture size and shape

a In a conventional PDA it is well known that the re-
1.30 0 ceiving aperture size and shape is of great importance

A 'to obtain accurate size measurements, see Naqwi and

12, .... .-.- . .. Durst (1990). The aperture size influences directly0 20 40 so so) 100 120

1 - 1d9,WCnsWibj the signal intensity, whereas the aperture shape deter-

Figure 8: Dual Burst Technique: Measured droplets mines largely the signal visibility. In DBT, the influ-

diameter versus the corresponding measured refractive ence of this last parameter is even more important, be-

index, cause an improper receiving aperture shape may lead
to a non-linearity of the calibration curve, especially

For group A40, results are dispersed leading to non- for large particle sizes, and the tolerance to this devi-
reliable refractive index measurements. Errors may be ation for a satisfying refractive index measurement is
due to low SNR and the selection of the portion of the much smaller than that for a size measurement.
signal for phase estimation. Fig. 10 displays the simulated phase and signal evo-

Errors in measurements of group A30 are abruptly lution for a sugar-water droplet of 125pm diameter.
increased compared with the results of group A40. The experimental conditions of group S125 in Fig. 8
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have been used with the exception that the receiv- 700 with a perpendicular polarization can be chosen.
ing apertures have been replaced by thin rectangular In this case the intensity of the reflected contribution
apertures (6z = +.277*, 6 y = -2.77*). According to is of the same order as the refracted contribution, as
geometrical optics (Eqns.(1-6)), the phases in this case predicted with G.O.
should be 160.0* and 24.8' (with a jump of 2r) for re- With such an arrangement the reflected light would
flection and refraction. From GLMT simulations and not be dominated by the refracted contribution for
for the rectangular aperture, using the phases around small particles, as in the case of group A40 in Table I.
the intensity maxima, the droplet size/refractive in-
dex is predicted to be 125.4pm/1.413. With the ex- Signal processing
act optical parameters of group S125, including the
circular receiving aperture, the results were however As shown in Fig. 5, the cross-spectral density al-
115.9pum/1.363. Regardless of the exact value, this gorithm with sliding window can be successfully used

simulation predicted that the use of a circular aper- in DBT to trace the phase difference evolution. The

ture will result in a negative error in the refractive question is however, as discussed in section 5.2, where

index measurement. Very good agreement is found to extract the phase information for the reflection pro-

with the measured diameter and refractive index for cess in the burst signal to obtain the best accuracy for

the corresponding particles in Fig. 8 and Table 1. small particles and how to find the required position
during signal processing. Although in the experiments

-- 2 the phase difference for the reflection was measured at
Appftuv~f a ft okthe position where d2 2 /t 0 - 0, this method has

210 -4 not been proved to be correct. The scattered mena-
-oleo surements of the refractive index for group A40 (see
ISO---------------------- -6 Fig.8 and Table 1) may be partially attributed to this

GO: 1 O M' reason. The above proposed optimization on the op-
= tical analysis can certainly reduce the difficulty in sig-

9o nal processing. The time-delay method as proposed
0o MX -0 in section 5.2 may be an effective algorithm in data

S12- processing. It may be also useful in burst detection
1140 -100 -M0 -M i W 100so M- of DBT. When measuring in sprays, it is necessary to

Paiod h eUse ao_8 MY) n6 distinguish a pair of bursts that are from one particle,
Figure 10: Influence of the detectors aperture shape. or from different particles. This can also be done by

checking the arriving time of the two amplitude max-
Similar simulations have been also made for the ima with the predicted time delay.

optical parameters corresponding to group A64. The For each particle passing through the measuring
results show however, the influence of the aperture volume, the phase of the corresponding bursts can be
shape (rectangular or circular as in Fig. 10) in this case analyzed continuously by the DBT signal processor,
is negligible. These results indicate that the problem although not necessarily. With the actual electron-
is related with the visibility of large particles. When ics/computer it is already possible to implement such
the visibility is very low, the signal phase is deviated kind of signal processor. The main advantage is that
from the value predicted by Eqns. (1-6). Note that by tracing the phase evolution inside the dual bursts
in Fig. 10, although the area of the circular receiving with DBT, the non-homogeneity (e.g. cenospheres) or
aperture is as 8 times large as the rectangular aper- non-sphericity of a particle (e.g. a crystal particle)
ture, the signal intensity of the reflected contribution could be recognized.
in the both cases are about the same.

Scattering angle 7 Conclusions
A scattering angle of 300 has been chosen for the

first experiment on DBT. This angle is the most suit- The principle of an innovative technique, the Dual
able angle for refractive index measurements in a large Burst Technique (DBT) has been proposed in this pa-
range from 1.2 to 1.6, considering the intensity of the per. Using this technique, a Phase Doppler Anemome-
other scattering processes (3rd, 4th, 5th order refrac- ter (PDA) with a single receiving optics is now possi-
tion, which have to be minimized). If the required ble to perform simultaneous refractive index measure-
refractive index measuring range is reduced, an opti- ments, in addition to particle size, velocity and flux
mum scattering angle can be found. For instance, for a measurements. The results from preliminary experi-
refractive index around 1.3, a scattering angle around mental investigations and simulations are promising.
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The next steps will be to design an optimized DBT Hess, C.F. & Wood, G.P. 1992, Laser technique to measure
system based on the points discussed in this paper. particle size and velocity in high density applications, Proc.
The challenge will be to measure particle refractive 6th Int. Symp. on Application of Laser Techniques to Fluid
index, size and velocity with a single receiving optics, Mechanics, Lisbon (PORTUGAL), July 20-23, paper 15.6.
for a size range between one-half to 4 times of the Hess, C.F. & Wood, G.P. 1993, The pulse displacement
optical probe diameter or larger. technique - a single particle counter with a size range

larger than 1000:1, Proc. 3rd Int. Cong. on Opticle Par-
tical Sizing, Yokohama (JAPAN), pp. 475-482.
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SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE AND SIZE OF DROPLETS

FROM THE RAINBOW USING AIRY THEORY
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ABSTRACT e

The anisotropy of laser light scattered by a
droplet exhibits a strong dependence on droplet size and *. kt.•i1 .IbAo * I a2

temperature. Around the geometrical rainbow angle this bhMp Do.•i I
dependence is such that it can be used to determine these 4 *

two parameters. This determination is done with the help
of the Airy theory for the rainbow to avoid an extensive ---
calibration of the angular scattered light intensity. A com-
parison between the Airy and the Mie theories shows that m.
one has to be careful in applying the Airy theory for this 12

purpose. The Airy theory has also been compared with the
experimental first order "monochromatic rainbow" created
by single falling droplets crossing a laser beam. There is a
qualitative good agreement between experiment and the-
ory after the measured rainbow pattern has been properly
smoothed. Win Is VA 141

0U, -I A14Dm •IaA0

M16 Thwey Fig. 2: Filtered and unfiltered first order "monochro-
smlut.n .q gW" matic rainbow".

WWLuh*' 614.2 inoi4.0 omuph chwow 16 pm•
PA*t. NOWe of IMtlb a 1.3303'

ftm5.Inho ., w= a,.1J 1. INTRODUCTION

slo Measurements of droplet velocity and droplet size
are nowadays widely performed by optical techniques such

as the laser Doppler veloaimetry and the Phase Doppler
Particle Analysis. Similar well-established non-intrusive
techniques do not yet exist for the droplet temperature.
Roth et a. (1990) proposed a laser technique which, as for

Sthe aforementioned successful techniques, is based on the
£ detection of the scattered laser light. The scattering angle,

at which the first order 'monochromatic rainbow" is seen,

*depends on the droplet temperature and the droplet size.
0 o i0 An 4D0 A0lb The droplet size has been determined from the spatial in-

tensity distribution of the light scattered in the forward

Fig. I: Gain factor with respect to an isotropic scat- hemisphere (see K6nig et a. (1986)). Once this quantity is

terer as a function of the scattering angle ac- known, the temperature can be deduced from the position

cording to the Mie theory. The droplet diam- of the rainbow. In this way two CCD-cameras have to be
eter is 100 pm, the refractive index of the par- used, one in the forward and one in the backward hemi-

ticle is 1.33573 and of the medium is 1.00029. sphere. The present paper will show that it is possible to
deduce the droplet size from the interference pattern that
can be seen near the geometrical rainbow angle, thus re-
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quiring only one CCD-camera. Therefore, the Airy theory and is presented here for the particular case of a droplet
for the rainbow is applied. The applicability of this the- diameter of 100,um, a wave length of the incident light
ory for this new method will be shown by comparing it of 514.2 rnm and a real refractive index of the particle of
with the "correct" Mie theory. Finally so-called rainbow 1.33573. The refractive index of the medium is set to
patterns, coming from single falling droplets, have been 1.00029 and the polarization is perpendicular to the scat-
recorded on the CCD-camera and will be presented. tering plane.

2. THE RAINBOW AS NON-INTRUSIVE Air y
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

lS'F lm m Lm 14.2 14

ordercidinbow.

Droplet Monocfromati

'n"

IV7 138 in0 so 141

Fig. 3: The geometrical optical rays that form the first SaslgAN06 'Pou'. AngKa
order rainbow.

Fig. 5: The rainbow pattern according to the Airy the-
_ __ _ory.

170 Near a scattering angle of 1400 an interference pat-
o tern can be seen that resembles the first order rainbow.

Figure 2 shows a close-up of this rainbow pattern for a
log droplet diameter of I mm. The pattern, for which the

9140 high frequency is filtered out (dashed curve in figure 2), is
applied for the optical technique discussed below.

P

L 120 A"TheMry

110 141W .

Ice
'• ' ' •b140

0 20 x 40 Go so
Anle/(D.9.o Angle)

Fig. 4: Scattering angle 0 versus incident angle r for a 1

geometrical ray suffered one internal reflection
in a droplet. (Particle and medium refractive 1
index are respectively 1.33573 and 1.00029.)

One could state that by using the rainbow for techni- 1 '37

cal purposes this beautiful phenomenon is deromantized.
However, making research on the rainbow shows that also
scientifically seen it is a beauty. Just look to figure 1. 0 20 40 GO s0 100

Herein is depicted the gain factor with respect to an DoptTo p -:- /CC)

isotropic scatterer as a function of the scattering angle for a
droplet being hit by a planar monochromatic electromag- Fig. 6a: Angular positions of the first five extrema in

netic wave front. The solution for this problem is given the rainbow pattern as a function of the droplet

by the Mie theory (see for instance van de Hulst (1957) temperature.

or Bohren and Huffman (1983) for elaborate descriptions)
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DPWM 1 Fig. 7a: Angular positions of the first two extrema in

Fig. 6b: Angular positions of the first five extrema in the rainbow pattern as a function of the droplet

the rainbow pattern as a function of the droplet temperature according to Airy and Mie calcu-

diameter. lations. (A = 514.2 nrm, D = 100 pm and the
refractive index of the medium is 1.00029.)

Before explaining this technique it is useful to look technique discussed here.
to the results of the Airy theory, which is able to predict The shape of the Airy's rainbow pattern does not
the filtered interference pattern of figure 2 as well. The only depend on the refractive index of the !iquid but also
advantage of the Airy theory is its simplicity compared on the droplet size and the wave length of the laser light.
to the very complex and computationally expensive Mie If one uses a laser beam as light source and if the rela-
theory. tionship between the refractive index of the liquid and the

The Airy theory is an extension of geometrical op- temperature is well known (see Thormihlen et a. (1985)
tics based on the Huygens' principle (see Hecht (1987)). for the refractive index of water), then the rainbow pattern
Concerning the first order rainbow, the theory deals with depends on the droplet temperature and size. This dual
rays that have suffered one internal reflection in the drop dependence can be seen in figures 6a and 6b. In figure 6a
as is sketched in figure 3. The relationship between the the scattering angle correponding to the first five maxima
scattering angle 0 and the incidence angle r is given by in the rainbow pattern, denoted by n = I to n = 5,
geometrical optics and is presented in figure 4. The geo- have been plotted as a function of the temperature for
metrical rainbow angle Ori is situated at the minimum of a fixed droplet diameter of Imm. Figure 6b depicts the
the curve. This 0,g depends only on the refractive index same as a function of the droplet size for a temperature
of the liquid. The high intensity of the rainbow is due to of 20"C. Note, as mentioned above, that the geometri-
the fact that a large part of the incident light emerges at cal rainbow angle does not exhibit any dependence on the
a small range of scattering angles 9. droplet size. From these graphs the experimental method

Until so far geometrical optics. The subsidiary can be understood. As the angular difference between the
maxima are explained as follows. Near r7g, which is the maxima does not depend on the temperature (figure 6a),
incident angle of the ray that leaves the droplet at 0'., this spacing can serve to determine the diameter with-
there exist rays with different r's that leave the droplet at out knowing the temperature before. With this knowledge
the same 0 (see sketch in figure 3). These rays are parallel about the droplet size, the temperature can then be de-
and therefore interfere at infinity, yielding a minimum or duced from the scattering angle at which one of the peaks
maximum in intensity according to their phase shift. The in the rainbow pattern is positioned. In this way, both
Airy theory computes this phase shift by assuming a cu- parameters can be determined from one signal, i.e. the
bic wave front near the rainbow (see for instance van de rainbow.
Hulst (1957) about this); thus a pattern as in figure 5 is
obtained. It has to be noted that also for the Airy theory
the polarization is chosen perpendicular to the scattering 3. COMPARISON BETWEEN AIRY AND MIE
plane. For the polarization parallel to the scattering plane COMPUTATIONS
the rainbow is hardly visible because the internal angle
corresponding (by means of Snell's law) to rrg is close to In this section the applicability of the Airy theory for
the Brewster angle. This is why the polarization perpen- the proposed non-intrusive measurement technique will be
dicular to the scattering plane is chosen for the optical discussed. Therefore it will be compared with the £cor-
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Fig. 7b: Angular positions of the first two extremi in Fig. 8: Experimental setup for the detection of the
the rainbow pattern as a function of the droplet "monochromatic rainbow".
diameter according to the Mie and Airy theory.
(A = 514.2 nm, T = 20°C and the refractive
index of the medium is 1.00029.) creases for smaller droplets, thus implying that for droplet

diameters in the micrometer range certainly the Mie and
not the Airy theory has to be used. This, in addition to the
fact that for these small droplets more ambiguities occur

rect" Mie theory. A comparison between the, I-ow given concerning the droplet temperature determination, makes
by Mie computations and by the Airy approximation has this technique unfavourable for droplets in the micrometer
been carried out by Wang and van de Hulas (1991). Their range.
conclusion was that for the first or, -r rainD, - the theo- Figure 7b shows more positive results. Herein is de-
ries agree with each other for diameters of 4ter droplets picted the dependence on the droplet size. The dots pro-
down to 0.02 mm. Nevertheless, another comparison will duced by the Mie theory coincide well with the curves of
be given here which is more suitable to the envisaged ap- the Airy theory except for the droplets near D = 100 pm as
plication. Namely, similar curves as in figures 6a and 6b has been noticed in the previous paragraph. This means
have been reproduced by means of the Mie theory. As that the wiggles damp out and the angular shift disap-
these calculations are very time consuming, only the first pears for droplets exceeding D = 100 im! Therefore the
two maxima have been considered. For the comparison the Airy theory can applied without any problem for droplets
high frequencies in the Mie theory have been filtered out in the millimeter range; the measurements presented in the
as was done for the dashed curve in figure 2. This leads to next section have been performed in this range. But it has
the desired comparison between the theories in figures 7a to be noted that close study of the presented calculations
and 7b. shows that even for these big droplets the (still present)

Figure 7a depicts the dependence of the peak posi- wiggles lead to an error of several percent concerning the
tions on the droplet temperature for a droplet diameter of droplet sizing and an error of a fraction of a degree Celsius
100 pm. Remarkable are the wiggles in the curves of the concerning the temperature determination. If more accu-
Mie theory. For the first peak this feature even causes rate results are required, the Mie theory itself has to be
an ambiguity for the temperature measurement around applied.
20 *C. One could suggest to use the second extremum
of the rainbow for the determination of the temperature 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
because for this peak the wiggles have a smaller ampli-
tude. But for the second extremum an angular shift of The experimental results shown here consist of ex-
about 0.10 between both theories can be seen; such a shift perimental rainbow patterns arising from single falling
corresponds to a temperature change of 2 *C. The results droplets in the millimeter range. Such droplets are pro-
of Wang and van de Hulst (1991) indicate that for higher duced with the setup, outlined in figure 8. The droplets
order subsidiary maxima this shift becomes even larger; are initiated from the needle of a medical syringe. The
thus one can also exclude the use of these maxima for hydrodynamic pressure (of several 1000 Pa) in combina-
the discussed experimental technique. Therefore figure 7a tion with a valve ensures a range of droplet diameters from
tells us that for droplet sizes around 100 pm the use of I mm to 4 mm. The initial temperature of the droplet is
the Airy theory can lead to errors of several degree Cel- measured with a thermocouple mounted inside the ther-
sins concerning the droplet temperature. Roth et a. (1992) mally isolated needle. The falling droplet crosses the laser
have demonstrated that the amplitude of the wiggles in- beam which has a diameter of about 5 mm at this cross-
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Fig. 9: (Unsmoothed) calibration rainbow pattern Fig. 10: Typical low pass filtered rainbow pattern and
recorded in order to relate each pixel number the comparison with the Airy theory.
to a scattering angle and to allow the use of
the Airy theory.

the disagreement concerning the peak intensities is just a
minor defect.

ing point. The "monochromatic rainbow" is projected on A final remark concerns the shape of the droplets.
the digital linear CCD-array. The integration time of the For rainbows coming from droplets bigger than 2 mm,

the "rainbow temperature" suffers largely from the non-is recorded at a time. sphericity of the oscillating droplets; it is well known that
A calibration is carried out to relate each pixel num- the amplitude of the oscillation increases with the droplet
beroa cairtaion iscarteringangled out t vo isteahpel um- osize (see for instance Becker et a. (1991)). The presented

ber to a certain scattering angle. It avoids the useo Airy theory is only valid for spheres thus yielding incor-geometrical measurement of the scattering angle. The pro- rc uniisfrnnshrcldolt.Terao o
cedure consists of the detection of a rainbow pattern issued rect agreeme ntn-hig a s pro bably bease
from a droplet at ambient temperature. This calibration the perfect agreement in figure 10 was probably because

rainbow pattern is depicted in figure 9. The droplet size
is deduced from the fringe spacing to be 1.37 mm. The pened to momentarily have a spherical shape. This has
ambient temperature is given by the thermocouple and been pointed out by van Beeck and Riethmuller (1994)
equals 20.2°C. The Airy theory delivers for these parame- and definitely requires further study.

ters the corresponding rainbow pattern so that the desired
relation between pixel number and scattering angle can 5. CONCLUSIONS
be established. This calibration procedure suffers from the The art of using the first order rainbow for the measure-
evaporation of the droplet along its path, resulting in a ment of usiog th er ature hainbow prove m e
slight change in temperature. This unknown change plus ment of the droplet temperature has been improved. The
the uncertainty in the determination of the peak positions droplet size, necessary for this rainbow method, can beleads to a total error in the temperature of less than +~l°c, deduced from the fringes, visible in the rainbow itself.

After the calibration the temperature and di*e- A comparison between Airy and Mie computations showst ferrh canlbeide rmtindorany heatedrplerat.ure 1d dthat for a droplet diameter bigger than 100 Am the Airyter can be determ ined for any heated droplet. Figure 10 t e r o h a n o a e u e o h e e m n t o
shows a typical experimental low pass filtered signal yield- theory for the rainbow can be used for the determination
ing a "rainbow temperature" of 49°C. The thermocou- of the temperature and diameter provided the signal is
pie indicated 51oC but after a numerical correction for properly low pass filtered; the accuracy is several percent
the cooling of the droplet before it crosses the laser beam concerning the droplet size and a fraction of one degree
(given graphically by van Beeck and Riethmuller (1994)), CeLsius concerning the temperature. If higher precision is
it equals the "rainbow temperature" within )°C. The required, the Mie theory has to be applied.
reconstruction of the theoretical rainbow pattern demon-
strates a remarkable agreement of the positions of all the
peaks which was expected for this droplet size in section
3. As those positions determine the desired parameters
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ABSTRACT where thermals of warm air rise from the ground.
Though there is usually wind shear across the top of the

Most of experimental techniques used to CBL. contributing to the turbulence generation. the
investigate the atmospheric turbulence give an Eulerian present study focuses on those situations when the wind
description of the velocity field. Time histories of the is light or not present at all, so that the turbulence is
velocity are acquired at ome or more fixed points of the driven only by convection, and the terrain is flat.
field in study. Nevertheles the pollutant dispersion Usually, a thermally stable layer at its top (called
phenomena. are more simply described from the Capping inversion), acts as a lid to the thermals. thus
Lagrangian point of view. As a matter of fact. the restraining the domain of turbulence. The CBL grows by
knowledge of the Lagrangian statistics gives a full entraining the less turbulent air of the Capping inversion
description of the behavior of a single particle since it from above. The presence of the Capping Inversion
was released from a sourcc: this infornation is very influence the pollutant dispersion too. As a matter of fact,
useful to calibrate the Lagrangian numerical models of most of pollutant sources, such as chimney or car
dispersion. based on simulations of time histories of the exhausts. are located near the ground. Pollutants are
pollutant particles released from a source. dispersed by the convective eddies, therefore the presence

The Particle Tracking Velocimetry has beed used of a lid to the turbulence means that pollutants too are
to obtain a Lagrangian description of the velocity field. trapped within the CBL. These conditions are common in
As a consequence. Lagrangian statistics may be directly high-pressure regions and, sometimes lead to
evaluated without any assumption. rather than envinmmental alerts in the proximity of concentrated
heuristically obtained from Eulerian measurements. This sources such as large urban areas (Wyngaard 1985).
technique was applied to the study of the turbulent The turbulence of the CBL was investigated in the
convection in the atmosphere by means of a laboratory past by means of both lab tory models and field
simulation. Lagrangian autocorrelations and integral experiments, from the Eulerian point of view(Young
time scales have been evaluated. Furthermore, the 1988a.bc). This means that the time variability of the
mixing phenomena have been descrihed through the velocity is probed at fixed locations or by point probes
transilient matrix, whose elements represent the ftraction traversing the investigation area. Unfortunately, the
of air mixing from toe layer to the other in the natural frame of reference for the description of the
atmosphere, pollutant dispersion phenomena is the Lagrangian one.

The turbulent dispersion can be regarded as the result of
the behavior of many fluid particles moving in the field,
since the pollutant act as a tag of the fluid particles. In

1. INTRODUCTION the Lagrangian reference frame the time variability of the
velocity is given for each fluid particle that is identified

The study of the convectitm occurring in the by its location at a reference time. Thus all Lagrangian
atmospheric boundary layer has been carried out by statistics are computed along the particles trajectories
means of a laboratory model. When the sky is cloud- rather than at fixed locations.
clear, during the daylight. 10% of the solar radiation is For the Lagrangian investigation of the field, the
adsorbed by the air. The remaining 90'% heats the ground Particle Tracking Velocimetry was used: the working
generating a convective layer that grows. %ince about half fluid was seeded with non-buoyant particles, and their
hour after sunrise. up to a depth of 5(0+15(K) m. This motion was recorded through a video-camera on tape.
layer. called Convective Boundary Layer (CBL). is Then the tapes we.'e analyzed off-line in order to identify
characterized by intense mixing in a unstable situation the trajectories of the seeding particles. Therefore,
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assuming that particles follow closely the motion of the and 13 independent experiment were performed. A
fluid. the measurement results in a time history of the 3CCD video-camera was placed orthogonal to the light
velocity along the trajectories of the fluid particles. i.e. in sheet produced by a 1000 W arc lamp. so that it framed a
the Lagrangian reference frame. 9.0 cm high. 5.0 cm deep and 12.5 cm wide volume

Most of techniques used to predict pollutant placed in the middle of the tank and tangent to the lower
dispersion in atmosphere. specially in convective surface. The water was seeded with conifer pollen 200
conditions, are ba.Wd on the Lagrangian approach and Wun in dianeter. having the same density of the water. To
accept the Lagrangian statistics oa the velocity fields as increase the length of the recognized trajectories the
input data (Thomson 1971). This is usually considered a number of particles present at the same time in the
constrain because it is diflicult. in general. to state a measuring volume was intentionally kept low (80-:.90
relationship between the measures Eulerian statistics and particles) in order to avoid the ambiguities during the
the Lagrangian ones. Through the use of the laboratory recognition process, though wide tolerance was admitted
model and of Particle Tracking Velocimetry. is now in the recognizing criteria.
possible the direct measurement of these statistics. Once the images had been recorded. they were

analyzed by a system consisting of a video-recorder, an
animation controller, a frame grabber and a personal

2. LABORATORY MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL computer that controlled both frame grabber and video-
PROCEDURES recorder through the animation controller. Furthermore,

the animation controller inserted a frame code during the
The CBL is simulated by a parallclepipedal tank recording so that. at the processing. each frame was

filled with water. Its horizontal dimensions are 4 1.0 cm x individually identifiable. The original sampling
41.0 cm. The side-walls are made or glass whereas the frequency of the recorder was 25 Hz. but only I frame
lower surface is a 0.80 cm thick aluminium plate. Under every 10 was acquired by the frame grabber and
the aluminium plate. an heat exchanger simulates the analyzed. in order to have a significant displacement of
heating of the earth surface due to the solar radiation. It the seeding particles between one image and the next.
consists of a copper spiral shaped tube in which hot water The first step of the processing was the detection
flows. The tube is immersed in a 2.5 cm deep chamber of the so called spots. i.e. the images of the particles, and
filled with water in order to uniformnly heat the the evaluation of their locations. This task was
aluminium plate. accomplished by thresholding the images and identifying

To simulate the Capping Inversion, overlaying the the islands of lighted pixels (the spots). The islands, to
layer in study. the tank is initially filled up io 4 cm with be validated, had to have an area belonging to a given
ambient temperature water. Over this layer, a second one interval.
of 20 OC higher temperature water is slowly stratified. The resulting list of the particle barycentre
The upper water surface is thermally insulated by a locations, together with the time information, were
polystyrene slab floating above the Capping Inversion. analyzed to recognize the trajectories. The recognition

After about half hour of rest. due to the molecular was based relied on two simple criteria:
diffusion, a nearly constant vertical temperature gradient a) maximum initial velocity;
is generated, and the heating is applied to the lower b) maximum acceleration.
surface by letting hot water (20 0C higher than ambient The first one means that the distance between the first
temperature) to flow at a 5.0 I/min rate. The acquisition and the second spot of a trajectory must be less than an
starts 240 s later, when the turbulent convection is fully assigned parameter D. The second one means that the
developed. This instant is considered the origin of the difference between two subsequent displacements must
time axis. be less than another given parameter E (Cenedese and

Querzoli 1992).
Finally velocities were computed dividing the

3. PARTICLE TRACKING VELOCIMETRY particle displacements by the time interval between two
images. and the statistics were evaluated.

The aim of the measurements was the detection of
long trajectories in order to compute statistics, such as
the Lagrangian autocorrelation. at large time lags. 4. SIMILARITY
Therefore. the traditional multi-exposed technique was
not suitable. since not more than 3 or four images can be Results are presented below in non-dimensional
superimposed without a drop in the trajectory recognition form through the use of the similarity proposed by
effectiveness. To overcome this constrain, series of Deardorff (1970). It rely on the assumption that, when
images were recorded on tape through a video-camera the sky is clear and the wind is light, over a flat terrain
and processed off-line. Each recording was 5(Os long the mechanical production of turbulent kinetic energy
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can be neglected and phenomena occurring are driven Instead. the horizontal velocity component
only by the buoyancy. In these conditions the scaling exhibits a symmetrical probability distribution at all the
parameters are: heights (figure 2). The reason is that phenomena
CBL height zi (length): occurring within the CBL are horizontally homogeneous
convective velocity vv. = ; T, (velocity): and isotropic. thus they do not depend on the orientation

of the horizontal axis. The maximum is always placed at
zero and the distribution becomes narrower close to the

convective temperature 0. = (temperature); Capping Inversion. where the variance is very low
w,. (Hibberd and Sawford 1994).

convective time 1. (time).
w. 4

where g is the gravitational acceleration. a is the thermal z/zi-.025

expansivity, and q. is the kinematic heat flux at the - 0.55
surface. 2

Moreover, phenomena arc assumed to be 23 z-O.75
horizontally homogeneous and quasi-steady. that means 1
the CBL is supposed to grow through a succession of
steady states. Thereftwe all normalized statistics may
considered time independent.

5. RESULTS CD
UO4

5.1. Probability distributions:
Probability distributions of the vertical velocity

component are presented in figure I at four levels. The
distribution is strongly asymmetric at the lower levels Fig. 2 Probability distribution of the horizontal velocity
with the most probable value at slightly negative values, component.
This means that cold downdrafts are slower but more
probable than the corresponding thermals. This behavior 5.2. Lagrangian autocorrelations:
is seen to decrease with height and. close to the to of the The vertical velocity autocorrelation (figure 3) is
CBL (z/zi=O.95) the probability distribution maximum is seen to decrease to a minimum at a (l-l.5)t* time lag.
at zero. The large negative autocorrelation values means that this

is the time taken by most of particles to run along half of
the typical convective cycle from the bottom to the top of

2.5 the CBL and vice-versa.
Sz/zi-0.25

. z/z-0.55- z1z.o0.25

"1.5 0; " ..8 VD. .'0.5Z/Z=0.95 0.2

0 .t.
0. 1' 0. 3 .- I

Fig. 3 Autocorrelation coefficient of the vertical velocity
component as a function of the non-dimensional

Fig. 1. Vertical velcity probability distribution as time lag.
functions of the non-dimensional velocity.
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The autocorrelation of the horizontal velocity is particles are mainly rising or descending.
shown in figure 4. Though its initial slope varies with The lie scale of the vertical velocity is seen to
height at which it is evaluated, all the curves approach decrease from the bottom to the top of the CBL. with
very slowly the time axis. without a well defined 0- small oscillations opposite to the variations of the
crossing and without any prcoouncod anti-correlation, horizontal scale.
Thereftwe. it seems that the convective structures, though S. Translient iatrix-
strongly organized in the vertical direction, are not The transilient matrix is a useful too: both for the
characterized by a typical pattern in the horizontal plane. detailed description of the mixing processes and for the
This is due to the interaction between the adjacent numerical modelling of non-local phenomena in
convective structures that deforms one with the other in horizntally homogeneous turbulent fields (Stull. 1993).
the horizontal plane. while all of them extend for all the Consider the CBL over a homogeneous surface,
CBL height.

Finally, it should he noticed that the statistics and a discretization of the field with a grid whose cells
ensemble on which the autocorrelations are computed, at are equispaced horizontal layer. Let C(tAt) be the
a give time lag to. includes all trajectories long enough to transilient matrix describing the mixing of the CBL in

"live" during a to time interval. As a consequence, at the study. the element c- ,(t.At) represents the fraction of air
larger time lags. the ensemble is reduced and the mixed from the grid cell j into the destination cell i,
behavior of the autocorrclations are more affected by the during a time interval from t to tAt.
variations due to single trajectorics and their trend The physical meaning of the transielient matrix is
becomes uncertain, more clear displaying it with the row in reverse order so

that destinations near the bottom of the CBL correspond

-Vzi-0.25 to lower elements of the matrix, and vice-versa. In
1 - - general. elements in the upper left corner of Ow matrix

0.- z.8-0.T represent rapid upward mixing while elem,.nts in the

0.6 -lower comer represent the rapid downward mixing.0.4- -- ZJ-0.9s Moreover. the main diagonal elements ci.i. represents the

8 0.2- .- fraction of mass of the i-th cell that is not involved with
-0.2 0.6 1 -.-1~5 2 . mixing process.
--0.4 1 -1!

-0.6

~-0.8 1.2

Fig. 4 Autocorrelation coefficient of the horizontal 0.8

velocity component as a function of the non- 0.6 H[-izo-al
dimensional time lag. vertical

0.4

5.3. Lagrangian time scales: 0.2
In order to represent the Lagrangian integral time

scale, the li/e scale is chosen (e.g. the time lag at which 0
the autocorrelatkm coefficient drop to the value lI/e). As a 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
matter of fact. both its proper definition and the zero- w.
crossing scale arc not suitable for these experimental
data: it is not possible to evaluate the time scale by
integration of the autocorrelation function because it does Fig. 5 li/e Lagrangian time scale normalized by the
not stably approach the horizontal axis at the measurable convective time vs. non-dimensional height.
time lags. while the zero-crossing is not well defined for
the horizontal velocity autocorrelations (Hanna 1981). The transilient matrix can be also used for the

The vertical profile of the horizontal and vertical numerical simulation of horizontally averaged mixing
velocity l/e time scale is shown in figure 5. The phenomena. let S(t) be a vector representing the vertical
horizontal velocity scale is large at the levels where the profile of the state of a passive scalar (e.g. the pollutant
main motion is parallel to the surface. that is in the concentration), the vertical profile of the same quantity
proximity of the ground (Qzi_.L-.3) and the CBL top, after a At time interval is:
whereas it decrease in the middle of the CBL where fluid
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Transilient Matrix (t/te-0.25) Tranallint Matrix (t/te-1.00)
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Fig. 6 Transilient matrix contour plot at a time interval Fig. 9 Transilient matrix contour plot at a time interval

Tronsiliunt Matrix (t/t=o-.50) Transilient Matrix Ct/te-1 50)
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Fig. 7 Transilient matrix contour plot at a time interval Fig. 10 Transihient matrix contour plot at a time interval

t=-0.S0t* t-l I.SYt

Tronsilient Matrix (t/t*=0.75) Transilient Matrix (t/to-2.O0)
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Fig. 8 Transilient matrix contour plot at a time interval Fig. I1I Transilient matrix contour plot at a time interval

t=O.75t* t--2.00t*
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S(tAt) = C(.At) S•). vol. 20. pp. 242-249
As a consequence. once the transilicnt matrix is known.
the evolution of many characteristics of the CBL can be Hibberd M.F. & Sawford B.L. A saline laboratory model
numerically predicted. of the planetary convective boundary layer. Boundary-

In figures 6- I1. the contour plots of the transilient Layer Meteorol.. vol. 67. pp. 229-250
matrix are shown at time intervals from 0.25 1* to 2.0 t...
The axis represents non-dimensionat source and Thomson D.J. 1971. Numerical Calculation of Turbulent
destination height. Over shot time intervals the fluid Diffusion. Quart. J. of Roy. Met. Soc.. vol. 97. pp. 93-98
disperse little from its starting levels, resulting in large
elements near the main diagonal (from top right to Wyngaard J.C. 1985. Structure of the planetary boundary
bottom left). At larger time intervals, the high values layer & implications for its modelling. J. Climate Appl.
spread from the main diagonal to the opposite corners. Meteorol.. vol. 41. pp. 1959-1969
with a maximum in the lower part of the left border of
the transilient matrix, representing the slow downward Young G.S. 1988a. Turbulence structure of the
motion. This behavior is in agreement with the convective boundary layer. Part : Variability of
probability distribution of the vertical velocity. normalize bunce sart J. ariability ol

Instead. within the region corresponding to the nornalized turbulence statistics. J. Atmos. Sci., vol. 45.
Capping Inversion (destination and source greater than pp. 720-726
1.0) the higher values remain close to the main diagonalbecause of the thermal stability inhibits the mixing Young G.S. 1988b, Turbulence structure of the
processes. convective boundary layer. Part II: Phoenix aircraft

observations of thermals & their environment, J. Atmos.

Sci.. vol. 45, pp. 727-735

6. CONCLUSIONS
Young G.S. 1988c. Turbulence structure of the

The convection phenomena of the atmospheric convective boundary layer. Part HlI: The vertical velocity
boundary layer has been investigated from the budget of thermals & their environment, J. Atmos. Sci.,
Lagrangian point of view by means of a dedicated PTV vol. 45. pp. 2039-2049
system. Through the use of a vidonrcorder controlled by
a personal computer. the seeding particles were tracked
during 3.4 integral time scales as they moved within the
simulation tank. As a consequence the Lagrangian
statisti,-s have been evaluated. The convective layer of the
atmo: re was simulated in an improved aspect ratio
(zi/tai,- width = 10) with respect to the former
measurements (Cenedcse and Quer/oli 1992). but the
Rayleigh number seems to decrease too much (Ra order
of 107) for the phenomena to he completely independent
on it. In addition, some preliminary results on the
experimental determination of the transilient matrix have
been presented. From this matrix the behaviour of the
convective layer may he easily inodeled as a two-
dimensional phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT millimeter thick. It is obvious that a single flow vi-
sualization technique cannot span this wide range of

Two 2D flow visualization techniques for mea- scales.
surement of wind induced flow beneath the water sur- Therefore, a two-scale approach was adopted.
face are presented. Both use a light sheet illumination The first technique focuses on the wind-wave related
parallel to the main wave propagation and image Dro- scales in the order of centi- to decimeters, the sec-
cessing techniques for the determfination of flow Mis. ond on the flow within the viscous boundary layer. In
With one technique the layer influenced by wave mo- order to study wave-influenced transport processes it
tion and wind-induced turbulences is observed using is important to obtain both Eulerian and Lagran
Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). Lagrangian vec- ow fields. Consequently, we decided to use particle
tor fields are computed. The second focuses on the tracking velocimetry (PTV) and optimized it to track
viscous boundary layer. Eulerian vector fields are pro- particles over long sequences covering several wave pe-
cessed by Particle Image Velocimetry (PrV). .A P TV technique is less suitable for hi.gh-

resolution flow measurements within the boundary
I INTRODUCTION layer. Because of the small image sector, particles stay

only a few frames within the image sector. Thus a par-
The study of wind-induced small-scale transport ticle imaging velocimetry (PIV) is used in this case.

processes across the air-sea interface requires detailed Both techniques are described in this paper. The
measurements of the turbulent shear flow on both sides experimental setup is outlined in section 2 and the im-
of the interface. The presence of wind waves make age processing tech niques for the PTV and PIV tech-
the physical processes complex and measurements dif- niques are discussed in sections 3 and 4, respectively.
ficult. Thus it is not surprising that knowledge of the Results from both techniques are reported in section
micro-turbulence close to free interfaces and its inter- 5.
action with waves is still very superficial and even basic
parameters have not been measured up to date. 2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Except for some early pioneering Japanese work
(Olkuda 1101), hardly any direct measurements of the 2.1 Particle Tracking
shear stress at the water surface and the mean and Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) was chosen
local vertical velocity profiles in the viscous bound- as a tool for the investigation of wave generated tur-
ary layers on both sides of the interface are available. bulences and turbulent transport. The flow field was
Other important scientific issues include the enhance- visualized by small polystyrol particles in a light sheet
ment of turbulent dissipation by waves the generation illumination. The particles are imaged by a CCD cam-
and characterization of turbulent patchs induced by era as streaks. By tracking individual particle streaks
wave instabilities (so-called 'micro-scale wave break- from one frame to the next the Lagrangian vector field
ing') and the interaction between wave motion and is extracted.
the turbulent shear layer. Experiments were conducted at the circular

Flow close to a wavy free interface can hardly wind/wave facility (perimeter 11.6 m, width 0.3 m, wa-
be measured with any kind of probes including laser ter depth 0.3 m) of the Institute for Environmental
doppler anemometers. Thus non-invasive techniques Physics of the University of Heidelberg (Germany).
using quantitative flow visualization techniques seem A 1-3 cm thick light sheet parallel to the main wave.
to b promising. However, these techniques require
speciafadoption to the flow conditions close to free propagation direction is used to illuminate small (50-
interfaces. The basic difference is that a much larger 150 pm in diameter) polystyrol (LATEX) seeding par-
range of spatial scales are involved. The largest scale ticles. The depth of the light sheet was chosen suchof interest is the penetration depth of the wave mo- that the particles stay in the illuminated area long
tion. For typical wind/wave tunnel studies, this scale enough to enable tracking. The light sheet is gener-
is in the order of 10 cm. The smallest scales are the ated from below of the channel by Halogen lamps. An
tiny residual velocity fluctuations within the water- area of typically 14.0 x 10.0 cm 2 is imaged by a stan-
sided viscous boundary layer which is only about one dard 60Hz CCD camera (Pulnix TM-740 and Sony
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Fig. 2: An overview over the different steps of image pro-
0 PCYM cessing, required for the evaluation of the vector field.

mom To evaluate the accuracy of the measurements with
the bubbles a campaign with acrylic seeding particles
filled with dyed liquid is planned.

For illumination a TEMOO 1W argon ion laser
(American Laser Corp., model 909) with a wavelength
of 488 nm is used. The light is guided through a fiber
glas wire. A lens system at the end of the wire andFig. 1: The light sheet is generated by a scanning the laser an additional 400 mm lens enable an adjustable beam

beam over the observation area (PIV-setup). diameter between 60prm and 2 mm. Corresponding
to the depth of focus of 400 pm a beam diameter of

XC75) with a spatial resolution of 512 by 480 pixels, about 300 pm is used. A scanner mirror generates a
Due to the movement of the particles durirg the ex- light sheet, which is directed by a second mirror into
posure time of 16 i ms, they are imaged as streaks. the water (see Fig. 1). The scanner mirror is driven
The image sequences are stored on a Laser Video Disc by a sinusoidal signal. Every period of the sine signal
(Sony LVR 5000) for later processing. is sent to the camera for synchronization. This yields

two dots for every particle in one image frame. The
2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry light sheet is chosen larger than the picture frame. In-

tensity is lost, but a nearly linear laser beam velocityThe setup for the high-resolution flow visual- in the picture area is gained Due to the movement of
ization in the aqueous viscous boundary layer is also the particles the time inte ds between two illumina-
realized at the Heidelberg facility. Because veloci- tions axe not constant. Tws results in a small error
ties up to 20 cm/s are expected, a high-speed non- correlated to the velocity.
interlaced camera with a frame rate of 200 frames/sec
and 256x256 pixel is chosen (Dalsa CA-D1). In or- 3 IMAGE PROCESSING : PTV
der to achieve sufficient spatial resolution of the flow
visualization in the viscous boundary layer an image Several image processing steps are required for
sector of 4 x 4 mm2 is selected. A I to I projection the extraction of the flow field from the image se-
is realized by two 200 mm achromatic lenses, yielding quences (see also Fig. 2). After digitization of the
a resolution of 16 pm and a depth of focus of 400 pm. images with a frame grabber, each picture is broken
At low wind speeds, (smaller than 2 m/s) wave ampli- down into its two image fields. Then a specially devel-
tudes are smaller than the image sector. oped segmentation technique for identify in dividual

The camera is connected to a digital camera in- particles from the background follows. ach object
is labeled and finally the correspondence problem ofterface of a Hyperspeed XPI-i860 board. The images identifying the same object in the next image frameare stored in the RAM of the board during the mea- is solved y calculating its streak overlap. Rpeatin

surement. 128 MByte RAM allow 1800 pictures (=- 9 s) this algorithm will track segmented particles through
to be taken consecutively, the image sequence. Details can be found in Hering et

Seeding particles are produced by electrolysis. al. 15].
Hydrogen bubbles are generated on the cathode, of a
tungsten wire of 50 pm diameter. A potential of 60 V
lies across the wire and the anode at 10 cm distance at 3.1 Preprocessing
the flume wall. Since the flume is filled with deionized An image taken with a standard CCD camera at
water, 0.15 g/l NaSO 4 is added to enable electrolysis a frequency of 60Hz (NTSC-norm) actually consists
191. of two consecutive fields with only half vertical resolu-

The hdrogen bubbles have the disadvantage tion. Therefore it is required to split the original gray
that their density is lower than water. Buoyancy value image g(x,y) into its two fields; one field gi (x,y)
changes the vertical component of the vector field, being the odd and the second field g2(x,y) being the
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even rows of g(x,y):

gi(x,y) = g(x,2y/ +1) and (1)

g2(x,y) = g(x,2y') where y' E {1...240) .(2)

Both fields arc interpolated to their original size of 480
x 512 pixels by a cubic interpolation.

3.2 Segmentation
The histogram (Fig. 3) of a a streak image shows

two distinct maxima, at the low gray values being faint
particle streaks and the background and at high &ray
values being reflections at the water surface and bright
p articles. Therefore the intensity of the streaks ranges
from the very low to the very high gray value. Simple
pixel based segmentation techniques cannot be chosen
as the streak images do not show a true bimodal distri-
bution in the histogram. A region growing algorithm
was developed for the discrimination of individual par-
ticles from the background. Regions with similar fea-
tures are to be identified and merged together to a histogram
connected object. 1-OO

Firstly the image g(x,y) is scanned through for
local maxima in the intensity, as the location of streaks WCOO
is well approximated by a local maximum grax(x,y) __

(Fig. 3). A minimum search horizontally and ver- -
tically from gma(x,y) enables the calculation of the ta
peak height: rsr

Ag = min(gmax - grnin,i), (3)

gmin,i being the minima revealed by the minimum ZOO
search. In addition the half width is measured. Both
peak height and half width are required to lie above
a threshold to prevent random noise being a seeding 0 3D 100 L TO 23D
point for the region growing. After these germ points gray value
are identified the growing algorithm segments the ob-
ject following two rules: Firstly, a pixel is accepted
as an object point only when its gray value is higher
than an adaptive threshold, which is calculated from
gmin,i by interpolation. For details regarding computa-
tion the threshold see 141. Secondly only those pixels
forming a connected object are considered. A result
of the described segmentation algorithm is shown in
Fig. 4. Each object identified by the segmentation is so
then labeled with a flood fill algorithm borrowed from
computer graphics. The size of each object can then
be determined, and thereby large objects (reflections
at the water surface) removed.

3.3 Image Sequence Analysis
After segmentation, the correspondence problem

of identifying the same particle in the next image frame
is solved, by calculating its image field streak over- 10
lap: Some cameras (e.g the Pulnix TM640) show a 20
significant overlap 0 of the exposure in two consecutive
fields of the same frame. The overlap of the exposure
time yields a spatial overlap of the two correspond-
ing streaks from one image to the next (Fig. 5). An
AND operation between two consecutive segmented Fig. 3: Top: Original gray value image of polystyrol

fields calculates the overlap fast and efficiently 14]. In seeding particles beneath the water surface. An area of

addition as the temporal order of the image fields is 14.0 x 10.0 cm2 is imaged. Middel: Histogram of the above
known, the sign of the vector is also known and no streak image. Although appearing to show a bimodal dis-

directional ambiguity has to be solved. However most tribution, particles cannot be segmented by a threshold.
cameras do not show such a temporal overlap in the Bottom: Pseudo 3d-plot of 32 x 32 pixels of the origi-
exposure time. In these cases corresponding particles nal streak image. Streaks can clearly be identified as local
will only overlap due to their expansion in space. Arti- maxima in the gray value distribution.
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the equation of continuity for gray values 141:

F g(xY) = const.. (5)
Z'YEO

This implies a particle at low speed is visualized as a
small bright spot. The same particle at higher speed is
imaged as a fainter object extending over a largr area.
The sum of &ray values in both cases should C iden-
tical. Deviations from this ideal situation are caused
by segmentation errors. Better results are therefore
gained by normalizing the sum of gray values with the
segmented area. The normalized sum of gray values
being G'i for the first frame and G' for the second
are required to lie above a threshold of the confidence
interval C:

1IG - G•I
C = 1 IG 2+GI •'- 10,11. (6)

A similar expression can be derived for the area of
the objects. Finally the expected position of a parti-
cle is predicted by interpolation, from the vector field

Fig. 4: Segmented image of original gray value picture of previous time steps [121. A X2 -test evaluates the
(Fig. 3 top). 501 objects were found. The reflections at the probability that a pair of particles match. Minimizing
water surface were eliminated by the labeling algorithm. X2 will maximize the likelihood function.

3.4 Calculation Of The Displacement Vector Field
1st image frame 2nd image frame Wierzimok and Hering [121 showed that the cen-

ter of gray value f, of an isotropic object represents
to t0 +At +0/2 the timely averaged two dimensional location (xt,,

thus:
- = (f)4, (7)

t0 +At- 0/2 to+2bt where i is calculated from the sum of all n segmented
_ _ _ __ pixels of a streak:

Fig. 5: The temporal overlap 9 of the exposure time in g= - "' . (8)
two consecutive fields of the same frame yields a spatial
overlap of corresponding streaks. 9( i, yi) g( , yi)

ficially this expansion can be increased by the use of a Now the knowledge of the location of the same
morphological dilation operator. The binary dilation
operator of the set of object points 0 by a mask M is partic in the previous frame (at the time t- 1) enables
defined by: the first-order approximation the velocity field il(t):

O@M={p: Mpn0o$ } , (4)

where Mp denotes the shift of the mask to the point p, at (9)
in that way that p is localized at the reference point of
the mask. The dilation of 0 by the mask M is there- Repeating the described algorithm will automat-
fore the set of all points, where the intersectin. set ically track all encountered seeding particles from one
of 0 and Mp is not empty. This operation will en- frame to the next. The segmentation and tracking

algorithms have been implemented on an i860 board
large objects and typically smooth their border. For to achieve maximum performance. Typical evaluation
more details see 161. To avoid unnecessary clustering time of one image including digitization, segmentation
of the objects the dilation is not calculated simultane- and tracking is 10 s. Long image sequences (200-1000)
ously for all objects in an image but for each object images can therefore be processed. Individual parti-
individually. In most cases, in particular for low par- des can be tracked up to a concentration of 1000 par-
ticle concentration(_• 300 particles/image), each par- tides/image.
tide shows only the overlap with the corresponding
particle in the next frame. At higher particle con-
centration, particles however show overlap with up to 4 IMAGE PROCESSING : PIV
typically four particles in the next frame. Therefore
additional features are required to minimize false cor- PIV is based on the idea to interpret particles
respondences. Ideally the sum of gray values for each in an interrogation window as a pattern. This window
streak in the image series should be constant, due to is matched with the next image of the same sequence.
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The sjpatial shift of that pattern to the sequential im-
age yields the mean displacement vector of the parti-
cles Ill. This is the major difference to PTV, where
single particles are tracked from frame to frame. Heelr

Typically an area of 32x32 is chosen as the H

matching window 111j. The spatial shift of the
pattern is computed via a two dimensional discrete
cross correlation C(ij,t,At) of the two sampled areas
g(ij,t),h(ij,t+At), where g(ij,t), h(ij,t+At) denotes 0.0
the gray value at the position ij at the time t respec-
tively t+At, At being the time interval between two
images:

-3.0

-6.0.

(10)
In other words, the first picture area g(ij,t) is 0.0 2. 1

shifted pixelwise over the second h(ij,t+At), multi- posi.ion [c7.
plied to the corresponding gray values summed up and
normalized. The result is stored in tie cross correla-
tion function C(ij,t,At) corresponding to the shifting Fig. 6: Trajectories of seeding particles beneath wind in-
vector (ij). The correlation function is in the inter- duced water waves.
val 10, 11, 1 being the value for perfectly matching pat-
terns, and 0 for non matching ones. The coordinates of of confidence for the results 171. Displacements larger
the maximum of the cross correlation function equals than half the interrogation window can not be sepa-
therefore to the most probable spatial shift vector. It rated from displacements in the opposite direction af-
is however inconvenient to calculate the cross correla- ter back transformation of C(u, v) (Nyquist theorem).
tion function in the above described way, due to the Corresponding to the relatively high velocities of
enormous processing time. Similar to the convolution, 20cm/s in the boundary layer spatial displacements
which is a multiplication in the Fourier space, the cross
correlation is the complex conjugated multiplication up to 64 pixels are expected. In order to enable the
in Fourier space. Therefore the picture areas are both evaluation of these pictures a multi grid algorithm was
Fourier transformed and the first multiplied with the developed 131. It divides the processing in two steps.
complex conjugated of the second. First an estimate of the displacement vector is evalu-

ated. This estimate is used to shift the second window
over the first in such a way that they overlap as good

C(u,v) = ?(u,v)h*(u,v), (11) as possible. The estimate is obtained on higher levels
of a gaussian pyramid and by taking neighbouring vec-

C(u, v),ý(u, v) and h*(u, v) being the Fouriertrans- tors into account 161. Processing on the higher levels of
formed of C,g,h with the wavenumbers u,v. the pyramid saves processing time. The algorithm was

developed on the second level of the pyramid enabling
The back transformation of C(u, v) yields the the detection of displacements up to 32 pixel.

cross correlation function of the interrogation win-
dows. On digital images the discrete Fourier trans- 5 RESULTS
formation is realized by a fast fourier algorithm FFT,
requiring fewer processing steps, thus saving process-
ing time. Fig. 6 shows a typical result of trajectories be-

The detection of the peak in the cross correla- neath water waves at a wind speed of 4.2 m/s. 100
tion is often difficult, because of noise in the correlation images were processed. For presentation only a frac-
function. In addition the peak tends to broaden, due tion of the trajectories were plotted. Only trajectories
to the gaussian form of the particles and from veloc- tracked over 90 image frames (3 s) were considered.ity gradients in the picture area. On the other hand Many particles can be tracked from the moment en-
thisbroadening is used for sub pixel accuracy process- terig into the light sheet until leaving the area of ob-
ing via a center of mass algorithm. The noise results servation.
frm:noise in the picture areas, First results for the boundary layer are avail-

"* three dimensional movement in and out of the able for low velocities (see Fig. 7). The results yield
light sheet, a nearly exponential decrease of velocity with water

"* two dimensional movement of particles through depth as expected. The boundary layer thickness of
the boarders of the picture, 2 mm was estimated from the tangential curves on the

"• other particle patterns that randomly match up drift velocity profiles. This result is in good agree-
with the sampled picture area. ment to measurements of 181. Miinsterer measured the

In other words the detected peak correlates not aqueous mass boundary layer thickness with a laser-
always to the real displacement vector. The quotient of induced fluorescence (LIF) technique.
the highest peak with the second is used as a measure
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ABSTRACT velocity measurements have been limited within steady
states. Lopez(1990) showed numerical results for the

Autbhors have developed a new imaging system for phenomena during a transient procedure of spin-up, in

quantitative flow visualization utilizing infrared lasers and which the rotation rose up instantaneously.

compact CCD video cameras, which occupies a small Authors have attepted to measure transient flows at the

with the least increase of mass. Applying the system to the Reynolds number up to 20000 using a particle tacking

measurement of the rotating flows in a cylindrical vessel, velocimet"PIV). Experimental measurement of veiocity
velocity distributions and locations of vortex-breakdown distributions in a rotating vessel is not easy even in steady
were measured quantitatively at both steady states and states. E,4eially, in the case of transient flow, quantitative
transient procedures. The binary-image correlation method, measurements of a instantaneous velocity distribution had
which is a method of particle tracking velocimetries, was been almost impossible before the techniques of quantitative
applied to the measurement of velocity distributions in a flow visualization have been developed. The present study is
horizontal cross section. planed not to supplement Escurdiees steady state

experiments but to extend quantitative measurenients to the
transient flow.

i. INTRODUCTION In order to measure and observe the flow relative to the
vessel, the measuring system have to be installed on the

The spin-down and spin-up processes of the flow in a turn table. From an experimental point of view, lighter
cylindrical vessel has been interested in many aspects in the components in the measuring system are preferable, because
field of fluid and heat transfer engineering field. A steady strong centrifugal forces may causes many difficulties in the
circulating flow appears in a closed cylindrical vessel, when experiments. Recent advancement in the micro-electronics
an upper end-wall is rotated about its axis. Rotating about technologies have solved the problem by offering light
the axis, the fluid circulates also in a vertical direction going
upward along the axis. The flow exceeds a critical Reynolds weight and compact instruments, which can be installed on
number, a stagnation point appears on the axis and a local the turn table without serious increase of the force.
recirculation is formed at the upper side. This phenomenon
is called a vortex breakdown. Vogel(1968) had studied the
vortex breakdown experimentally, and showed the stability 2. EXPERIMENTAL AND MEASURING SYSTEM
boundaries, i.e. domains where vortex breakdown can be
observed on a plane expressed by the Reynolds numberobsevedon aplae exresed y th Renold nuberWhen a cylindrical vessel is rotated about the vertical axis,
versus the aspect ratio of the vessel. Later, Escudier(1984) Whe n ahn vessel e s rotated bo hevert axis,
had stuii.d the flow precisely by using both approaches of the obs in the vesel t study isteosing behavione
experimental and numerical analysis. Although his the objects of the present study is to measure the transient
experimental study have been made in the wide Reynolds flows during the spin-up and spin-down process quantitatively.
number range and for various aspect ratios, his quantitative The structure of the experimental system is shown in figure 1.
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A CCD camera and an illuminating system are set on a
turn table together with the cylindrical vessel which is filled'

with viscous liquid. The dimensions of the vessel as 142.7" .

tmmiD and 330 mm height. A video camera is installed at the

bottom of a hollow conical shaft to observe the flow in a

Lwaer bt

horizontal plane from the axial direction as shown in figure 2.ie

An upper shaft can be driven either synchronously with the

lower shaft or independently. An additional camera can be

installed in the upper shaft when the flow relative to the shaft

is observed. As shown in the figure, signals and electrical
power are transferred and fed via slip-rings. Figure 3 shows Dni ple
the experimental setups schematically.

In order to illuminate a horizontal plane of the vessel from
both sides, beams of twe infrared laser diodes are converted s Wooe e7s

to 2mam-thickness light sheets. Each diode emits 7S0 tamim, J• .L-Demrinfrared light and its nominal output is 30 mW. A frared-ct o

filter in front of the image sensor is removed to obtain the
maximum sensitivity of the CcDs camera. 2142li.n7

Io Lowr farn

AI small amount of fluorescent dye is introduced from a

center of the bottom to visualize flow patterns, from which
the location of vortices are measured. Instantaneous velocity Figure 2.Detailed structure of the experimental apparatus

distributions are measured using the binary-image correlation
method(BCM), which is developed by Uemura et a n(1991) as the PTV.
one of the techniques of particle tracking velocimetry(PTV), The primai parameters of the experiments are the

and is able to analyze video pictures of moving particles Reynolds nwnber(Re) and the aspect ratio(A) of the vessel.

efficiently. Small plastic spheres are dispersed as tracers for They are defined in equation (I) and (2), respectively.
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3. EXPERIMENTS

In order to examine the new experimental system, two
series of experiments have been done for two different
boundary conditions. In the first series of the expenments, the

vessel with an open surface was rotated. In the second series,
the surface of the vessel is closed bw a circular disk. And the
disk drives the liquid in the vessel by rotating about the axis.

Viscosity of the liquid is during th spinu cane sugar to
water( 1 5 w1%).

In order to measure the location of the vorttices, the flow is
visualized by fluorescent doe, which is introduced from the

center of the bottom. Figure 4 is an example of flow pattern

exhibiting two vortices( double vortex breaktdown ) in a

vertical plane of the closed surface vessel at steady

equilibrium state at Rex2000. Flow pattefnt in the vertical
Zý IMaxial plane and horizontal cross sections arm pictured no( only

din the steady state, but also during ste spin-up and spin-down
CCD ca YM Eprocesses. In the spin-up process, the system is rotated

Sl~dmpr PC"suddenly and accelerated from rest to 30 rpm in a short tune.

whe, RIn the' spin-down process, the rotation is stopped
instantaneously from 30 rpm to rest.

Figure 3. Schematic overview of experimental settings. Velocity distributions in horizontal planes wre measured

using the binary-image correlation method. In the velocity

measurement, spherical polystyrene beads are used as t
which diameter is about 0.9 mm and density is 1.04. The

tracer particles can be observed clearly as shown in fig2.e 5.

where, R. deoeIais ftevseu)i h nua

vlctadHithdetoftelqi.Figure 5. A, picture of sphearen i vrical polstrne bead thwithkq *'P'

diameter 0.9 nun and density. 1 .04.
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4. EXPERIMENTAI RESULTS relatively large difference to neighbouring vectors have been
regarded as erroneous and removed.

Figure 6 shows an example of instantaneous velocity Some results of velocity measurements are shown in
distribution in the middle horizontal plane in the open surface Figure 7 and 8 In the figure 7, some correlations between
vessel rotatin at 30 rpm. The square frame in the figure tangential components of velocities and radial distances
shows dimensions the measuring window. In the correction during the spin-up process are shown. The straight diagonal
process of the PTV measurement, those vectors which have line shows a solid rotation for a reference. Although those

plots are rather scattered, the timewise variations of the
______ - -velocity distributions can be recognized.

Figure 8 shows decay of velocity distributions during the
0. 1 Wis spin-down procedure at the similar experimental conditions.

I ~By comparing these twvo figures, it is quantitatively
recognized that the spin-down process can calmed down from
the center and the wall sides. And in the spin-up procedure,
fluids around the center stays; unmoved rather long time.

A I In the case of the surface of the vessel is closed by a
circular plate, the ceiling disk rotates at 150 rpm and drives

__ _ - ' - ___ _ the fluid instead of the vessel. An experimental result
/ measured under the condition at the Reynolds number

Rel-767 and the aspect ratio H/R--1.75 is shown in figure 9,
a. - which shows a velocity distribution in a horizontal plane,

which slices a bubble vortex on a axis. The velocity vectors\ ~ -'are obtained by analysing consecutive sixteen pictures of one
half second. A inner circle in the figure exhibits an estimated

a, viirtex region. Correlations between the tangential velocities
and the radial distances are shown in figure 10, in which R,
is a radius of the vortex bubble measured by the fluorescent
dye visualization. There found two different distribution for

-- inside and outside the vortex bubble. And the velocity
Figure 6. An instantaneous, velocity vectors measured in the distribution inside the bubble is not linear.
middle horizontal plane in the open surface vessel rotating at
30.34 rpm.
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Figure 7. Correlations between tangential components of velocities and radial distances during the spin-up process.
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ABSTRACT

A new technique visualizing quantitative velocity distribu-
tions of flow has been developed by using Multiplexed Matched
Spatial Filtering method for image processing of particle dis-
placement loci in flow. At the present, particle image displace-
ment(PID) method is used for quantitative visualization of two
dimensional velocity distributions. In this method, many image
pairs of the seeded particles in the multiphase flow are photo-
graphed on the negative film by double exposure. The direction
and the magnitude of velocities are measured from the direction
and space of the Young's interference patterns, which are scat-
tered from the negative film illuminated by the coherent laser
beam. The map of equal velocity distribution is reconstructed by
the partial light of Young's interferogram passing through a
pinhole set at an arbitrary angle and distance from the center of
the beam axis on the back focal plane of a Fourier transform
lens. The technique using a pinhole set at the back forcal plane
has the shortcomings that the image of visualization is inaccu-
rate and dark because of using partial light from Young's inter-
ferogram and that the orientation of flow can not be identified.
Therefore, a new technique using the Multiplexed Matched Spatial
Filtering(MMSF) method is proposed to overcome these defects.
Being illuminated the seeded particles suspended in the flow with
a double exposed sheet light in a short time and a long time,
loci of particle images in the flow like as letter "i" are taken
for a photograph on the negative film. The orientation of image
pattern "i" which is the locus of particle displacement shows the
orientation of flow. The orientation and magnitude of flow veloc-
ities can be identified by a MMSF constructed from the diffrac-
tion patterns depending on the orientation and the length of the
reference image pairs which are loci of particle displacement in
the modefied double exposure time.

The direction of plus or minus in velocity of flow can be imme-
diately discriminated by this technique. Image processing is done
in real time and the accuracy of the measured velocity is very
high in this method.
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1.INTRODUCTION

On the quantitative visualizing method for the velocity distri-
butions of flow, there are two methods, those are, the digital
correlation method which determine the velocity derived from the
distance of displacement of seeded particles in flow in unit
time(l], and the analogous correlation method that is the laser
speckle method called Particle Image Displacement(PID) method[2].

In the digital correlation method, the techniques which deter-
mine the vector of velocity derived from the distance of two
images for the same particle taken on the each two photographs at
small time difference, and derived from the correlation of two
image groups of plural particles on the two photographs are
there.

On PID method, the seeded particles suspended in the flow are
taken on a photograph with double exposure of sheet light, the
image loci of particles are taken on photograph in a negative
film. The image pairs of particle displacement taken on a nega-
tive film being irradiated by a parallel coherent laser beam, the
diffracted light scattered from the speckle pair forms the inter-
ference pattern named Youngs interference pattern at the back
focal plane of the convex lens.

The velocity and its direction of flow can be determined from
the space and direction of the Yongs interference pattern. In the
PID method there are two technigues which can determine the local
velocity and the velocity contour map in flow. That is, Youngs
intereference pattern method (the technigue measuring local
velocity) derived from the displacment of local speckel pairs on
the negative film, and the quantitat:.ve visualizing technique
making contour map of equal velocity vectors, which sets the
pinhole at the Fourier transform plane, takes only the same
magnitude and direction of vector of flow, foms images of speckle
pairs corresponding to a certain component of flow velocity at
the imaging plane, and foms the contour map of equal velocity
vectors of flow in the all of the view. With comparison of these
methods, digital correlation methed has a defects which take a
lot of time and devote the labor to determine the vectors of
displacement of many particles, the time correlation method which
takes the correlation with changing positions of particles in a
time in flow have defects that the measured values are different
with the size change of the compared area measuring the particle
images in a shearing t.me, and that a lot of calculating time
with a large computer is needed to process the data.

In the comparison with those methods, the PID method that is
analogous technique, has the advantage that the digital tech-
niques can not have, these are applicable to measuring velocity
in high dense particle image pairs and to rapidity of data proc-
essing, and high precise on measured values. Therefore, at
present, to measure the two dimensional distributions of veloci-
ties in flow, people pay attention to the PID method.

Nevertheless, following defects are there in the PID method.
Those are, in the measuring local sp when Youngs interference
pattern is formed from the speck- irs irradiated by laser
beam, Youngs interference pattern doeý .ot appear in case of high
density of speckle pairs, the enormous time and immense labor are
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needed to measure the velocity in all of view with the technique
measuring locally because reading out a lot of spaces and direc-
tions of Youngs patterns at all point in flow. Other defects are
there in the PID method to measure equalvelocities contour map.
Laser beam for reconstruction irradiating to the complexed speck-
le pairs, the bright spots forming the equal velocity contour map
at the imaging plane of lanse can not show the correct equal
velocity contour map, because Youngs interference patterns in all
sizes and directions are constructed around at the center of the
beam axis and the parts of each Youngs interference pattern
passes through a pinhole set at the Fourier transform plane,
respectively.

As above mentioned, a lot of things have to be improved are
there in the techniques measuring two dimensional flow veloci-
ties. Moreover, the technique adequately determining the direc-
tion of plus and minus in flow velocity has not been developed in
the present techniques. Since, a new measuring technique of the
flow velocity using Multiplexed Matched Spatial Filter (MMSF) has
been developed to distinguish the direction of plus and minus of
flow velocity, and to determine and display the velocity in local
and equal velocities contour map in the all of view immediately,
moreover to develop the technique being able to separate parallel
and display immediately the contour maps of the different veloci-
ties, respectively.

2. PARALLEL IMAGE PROCESSING FOR VISUALIZING THE CONTOURS OF
EQUAL VELOCITIES IN FLOW

The method which can simultaneously, precisely and rapidly
discriminate a certain length and direction of loci of particles
in flow by the Multiplexed matched Spatial Filter(3] has been
examined by authours[4]. In Fig. 1, the schematic diagram of the
optical data processing system which can correctly discriminate
the loci of particles for each velot.ity components in flow and
simultaneously display their contours by a MMSF is shown. The
negative film on whic-h the loci of flow particles photographed
being set at the frontal focal plane P1 of Fourier transform lens
L1, the diffraction patterns scattered from the loci of flow
particles being filtered by a MMSF set at the back focal plane P2
of lens Li, the auto -correlation peaks discriminating the same
loci of flow particles as the reference loci aligned on the MMSF
appear at the back focal plane P3 of imaging lens L2. Now, the
MMSF is constructed on a holographic plate from the pattern
optically interfered by both the diffraction patterns of refer-
ence loci set at the plane P1 and the reference parallel beam.

A 50 mW He-Ne laser was used as the light source. The Fourier
transform lens Li and imaging lens L2 had the focal length of
f1=f2= 200 mm and the diameter of 100 mm. An interferometer was
incorporated in forming an optical Matched Filter. The diameter
of both reference beam and object beam was 40 mm in the con-
structing MMSF, while the diameter of reserved region for pattern
recognition could be reduced to 20 mm. The loci of particle
images recorded on a plate, KONIKA HRP N-II, were employed as
references and the loci of particle images in flow, recorded on a
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mini-copy film HR-II, were used as input objects. A composition
f the input objects could be positioned within the beam width 20

mm. The output correlation peaks at plane P3 were recorded on the
photographic film or were fed into a frame memory via CCD camera.
A micro-computer then performed an optical intensity level proc-
essing. The Agfa-Holotest emulsion 8E75 was used in forming a
Matched Filter, using D-19 for developing.

Four rectangles were used as the reference patterns of the
filter. An example is depicted in Fig.2(a) for the composition of
reference patterns and in Fig.2(b) for the composition of input
objects. The four sorts of rectangles implying four different
velocities could be distinguished from the length of particle
loci lying in the X and Y directions, as shown in Fig.3. In
Fig.2, (a) and (b) imply the location of reference figures of
particle locus, the measured loci of particle image displacement,
respectively. In the four measuring fields in Fig.3(a) corre-
sponding to the field of each reference locus shown in Fig.2(a),
the bright spots show the signals distinguished the same locus in
the measured field shown in Fig.2(b). The auto-correlation sig-
nals processed by a certain threshold level of light intensity
which show the discriminated results are displayed in Fig.3(b).
These signals appear, in each measuring field shown in Fig.2(a),
skew-symmetrically to the positions of measured particles shown
in Fig.2(b).

3. VISUALIZING CONTOUR MAPS OF EQUAL VELOCITY INCLUDING DIREC-
TION OF VECTOR IN FLOW

A new technique processing special PID data with a MMSF has
been developed to discriminate the direction and magnitude of
flow velocity vectors simultaneously and to visualize the equal
velocity contour maps instantaneously. Being illuminated the
seeded particles suspended in the flow with a double exposed
sheet light in a short time and long one, loci of particle images
in the flow lika as letter "i" are taken for a photograph on a
negative film. The orientation and magnitude of flow velocities
can be identified by a MMSF constructed from the diffraction
patterns of letters "i". The map of the quantitative visualizing
velocity distributions by a MMSF is shown in Fig.4. In Fig.4, (a)
shows the composition of reference velocity patterns constructing
a MMSF, (b) shows a distribution of measured loci of flow parti-
cles, and (c) shows maps of the output correlation peaks (auto-
correlation peaks) implying maps of four equal velocities, ap-
pearing at the plane P3. The experimental results show that the
direction of plus and minus in velocity of flow can be immediate-
ly and simultaneously discriminated by this technique. Auto-
correlation peaks discriminating the velocity vectors in direc-
tion of X and Y axies or plus and minus are displayed; at left
hand side and right hand side: six auto-correlation peaks and
each five auto-correlation peaks in a double line, respectively,
at top right and bottom left: seven peaks and each five peaks in
a triple row, respectively.

Using the optical image processing technique and special double
exposed PID method, components of vortexes can be determined. In
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Fig.5, the experimental result determining the model components
of vortex is shown. In the figure, (a) shows the composition of
reference circular loci impling model velocity components of
double-exposed vortex, (b) shows the distribution of measured
model loci, and figure (c) shows the output signals of auto-
correlation.

Fig.6 shows the experimental result for identification test
investigating the precision of the measurement of flow velocities
visualized with one reference velocity pattern. In Fig.6, figure
(a) shows the reference pattern, (b) shows the size distribution
of measured flow patterns, (c) shows the output correlation peaks
at plane P2. For the same size of measured pattern, auto-
correlation peak can be seen strongly in figure(c). In response
to lowering the threshold level of the intensity of correlation
peaks, size difference identified as the same size for the refer-
ence pattern increases as long as 5 % difference.

The special PID pais in flow is taken on a negative film in
experiment as shown in Fig.7(b). Special PID pairs are discrimi-
nated using a MMSF of which reference patterns are composed as
shown in Fig.7(a). The distributions of discriminated signals
(distributions of auto-correlation peaks) by a MMSF are shown in
Fig.7(c).

These experimental results indicated that the new technique
double-exposing particle image displacement asymmetrically and
discriminating loci of particles optically by a MMSF, is avail-
able to determine the magnitude and direction of velocity vectors
of flow and to visualize the equal velocity contour maps simulta-
neously and instantaneously.

4. CONCLUSION

A new technique which takes the particle image displacements on
a photograph with a special double-exposure sheet light to
discriminate the direction of plus or minus and the magnitude of
velocity vectors, and which process the loci of particle image
displacements simultaneously and instantaneously, has been de-
veloped to visualize the equal velocity contour in flow quantita-
tively. The experimental results show that the direction of plus
and minus in velocity in flow can be immediately and simultane-
ously discriminated by the technique, and that the equal velocity
contour maps of flow in all of view can be constructed simultane-
ously and instantaneously by a Multiplexed Matched Spatial Fil-
ter. It is clarified that the precision of measurement of flow
velocities has been kept in response to the threshold level of
the intensity of correlation peaks. The experimental results
indicate that the new technique is available to determine the
magnitude and direction of velocity vectors of flow and to visu-
alize the equalvelocity contour maps simultaneously and instanta-
neously, for actual flow.
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Fig.1 Optical image processing system for
the reconstruction of verocity distribution
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(b) Fig.3 Experimental result discriminating

the loci of particles
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Fig.2 (a):location of reference figures of
particles locus. (b):loci of particle
image displacement
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(c)

Fig. 4 The maps of the quantitative
visualizing velocity distributions Fig.6 The identification test investigating

by MMSF. (a):location of reference the precision of the measurement of flow
velocity patterns, (b):distribution velocities visualized with one reference
of measured loci of flow particles, velocity pattern. (a):reference pattern.

(c):the maps of equal velocities (b):size distribution of flow patterns.

shown by auto-correlation peaks (c):output correlation peaks at P,

(a) (a)

M1
(b) (b)

(c)

(c) Fig.7 Determination of orientation and

Fig.5 (a):location of reference circular velocity of flow. (a):location of reference

loci double exposured. (b):distribution oci of Particles double exposured,

of measured loci, (c):output signals of (b) distribution of measured loci of flow
auto-correlation particles, (c):output signals of auto-correlation
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. EXPERIMENTAL

Flow tagging velocimetry is a relatively new time-of- Two caged dye PAFs, dextran carboxy fluortscein and
flight optical diagnostic inwhich a spatially continuous pattern 3-hydroxypyrene- 1.3.6-trisulfonic acid, were used for this
is "written" into a fluid by means of an optical resonance. work. Figure 2 shows the caged and fluorescent forms of the
The displacement of the original pattern is subsequently two dyes. The chemical and optical properties of these
"interrogated" by means of Laser-Induced Fluorescence compounds has been presented in some detail previously
imaging. The displacement which occurs during the elapsed [Lempert. et. al. (1993)]. The caging group is pbotolyzed
time interval between the two optical resonances constitutes a upon absorption of a single UV photon in the region of 0.350
measurement of velocity. Examples of flow tagging include microns (characteristic of benzene-like compounds). The
Raman Excitation plus Laser-Induced Electronic Fluorescence uncaged dextran behaves essentially identically to ordinary
(RELIEF) [Miles. et. al. (1989)), which has been used fluorescein dye, with strong absorption in the region of 0.490
recently for fundamental turbulence studies in subsonic air microns (blue) and subsequent fluorescence in the region
jets [Miles, et. al. (1993)] and multiphoton dissociation of 0.520 to 0.620 microns. The uncaged trisulfonic acid behaves
water vapor, followed by hydroxyl radical LIF, which has similarly, but with absorption shifted to the vicinity of 0.450
been demonstrated in supersonic combustion flows by microns. and fluorescence at wavelengths exceeding 0.480
Boedeker (1989). and by Chen, et. al. (1992). microns.

In this paper, we present new results using a flow The basic optical configuration is illustrated
tagging approach recently developed for water which uses schematically in Fig. 3. The tagging is performed using the
caged dye Photo-Activated Fluoropbores (PAP's) [McCray third harmonic of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 0.355
and Trentham (1989)], and which we have termed PHoto- microns. Single pulse energies between 2 and 100 mJ were
Activated Nonintrusive Tracking Of Molecular Motion used, depending upon the experiment. The interrogation was
(PHANTOMM). Caged dye PA~s are nominally fluorescent performed with either a pulsed, flashlamp-pumped dye laser
dyes which have been rendered nonfluorescent by strategic or a cw argon-ion laser, depending upon flow velocity. The
attachment of a chemical caging group. As illustrated in Fig. dye laser was capable of pulse outputs between 50-400 mnJ,
1. the caging group is photolytically cleaved upon absorption with a pulse duration of approximately 2 microseconds and
of ultraviolet light, generally from a laser. After photolysis. spectral bandwidth of approximately I run. The cw argon-ion
the original dye is recovered, and can subsequently be tracked laser was operated on the 0.488 micron transition, with single
for a period limited only by mass diffusion using laser sheet line output between 0.020 and 1.0 Watts. The tagging beam is
imaging approaches [Dahm and Dimotakis (1990)]. The focused to "write" a line (or cross) between 50 and 500
PHANTOMM approach is similar in many respects to Laser- microns in diameter. The interrogation beam is formed into a
Induced Photochemical Anemometry (LIPA) techniques, thick sheet using lens combinations which depend upon the
based on the use of either photochromic [Popovich and experiment. For the experiments to be discussed below, the
Hummel (1967); Falco and Chu (1987)) or phosphorescent interrogation sheet thickness varied between approximately
[Stier and Falco (1994)] tracer materials. Photochromic 0.1 to 1.0 cm, and sheet height between approximately 1.0 to
materials exhibit a reversible change in reflectance when 7.5 cm. Both a household color camcorder and a COHU
activated by ultraviolet light, typically from either a nitrogen monochrome CCD (Model 4800) camera were used for the
or excimer laser. Using back-lighting, the temporal evolution imaging. A Schott OF475 or OG515 long-pass glass filter
of the initial reflectance pattern can be tracked. Photochromic was used to separate the fluorescence from background laser
materials have been used almost exclusively in nonpolar scattering. The images were stored on videotape and post-
solvents, although, recently, Yurecbkov and Ryazantsev processed using a computer-based framegrabber system.
(1991) have reported measurements in water. Phosphorescent
tracers are materials which absorb light and then re-emit with
a relatively long spontaneous radiative lifetime. Stier and 3. CAGED DYE CHARACTERIZATION
Falco (1994) have recently reported measurements in a
simulated internal combustion engine using a water-soluble A detailed discussion of experiments designed to
tracer with a lifetime of between 0.30 and 0.80 msec. LIPA characterize the critical optical and chemical properties of
has been recently reviewed by Falco and Nocera (1993). caged dye PAF's, as well as to compare them to
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phosphorescent and photochromic tracers has been given by The tagging was performed by splitting a 40 mJ/pulse tagging

Lempert, et. al. (1993), and we will, therefore, only beam into two pieces. each of which was focused with a

summarize hem. simple piano-convex lenses. Figure 6 shows an minterogation

The most fundamental distinction between caged dye sequence. resulting from a jmz1c tagging pulse obtained with

PAPs and other tracer compounds is that the photochemical an approximately I cm thick sheet from the pulsed dye laser.
change is permanent. This permits measurement of even very The upper left-hand image was obtained with a time delay of
low speed phenomena. such as the electrohydrodynamic flows 12 msec between tag and interrogation, and. essentially.
to be described below, to high accuracy. There is. however, a corresponds to the initial orientation of the cross. The
minimum time delay which can be utilized, due to the finite subsequent images are obtained at time delays of 1. 2. and 3
kinetic rate of the cage-cleaving process. Kinetic rise-time secs. respectively. The rotation of the crossing point, roughly
studies have been performed for both PAFs employed to-date. I/8th of a revolution/sec, counter-clockwise, is clearly
Figure 4 shows a In-In plot of the fluorescence (interrogation) evident,
intensity, as a function of the time delay between tag and In order to demonstrate potential in large-scale flows,
interrogation. For this data. a series of images were obtained measurements have also been performed in a 5.000 gallon
by writing a line into a test tube containing a 0.40 x 10-7 M research water channel facility,. The facility test section is 8.2
solution of the trisulfonic acid caged dye. The flashlamp- m long. 1.5 m wide, and operates with a free stream velocity
pumped dye laser was used for the interrogation, and the of 10 cm/sec. Measurements were performed by writing a
images were digitized with the video frame-grabber. The dye line through the center of rotation of a characteristic tip
in the test tube was changed after every pair of tag and vortex, shed by an elliptical sail tip model. Figure 7 shows a
interrogation pulses. It can be seen that the rise appears to be 50 laser shot average (left), and a single shot (right). cross-
exponential. with a finite offset at zero time delay. This is due sectional image of the tip vortex using ordinary fluorescein
to background fluorescence from uncaged dye impurity, sheet visualization. The fluorescein dye was injected from a
Experiments such as this, using realistic pulse energies and copper tube positioned just upstream of the leading edge of
optical co~lection geometry, have resulted in the general the model. The principal flow axis is out of the plane of the
conclusion that we minimum usable time delay for these paper, toward the reader. The fluorescence was captured
caged dye PAF's is on the order of 100 microseconds. parallel to the- principal flow axis by placing a large, 90'

A second feature of caged dye PAF's is that signal turning mirror in the facility, approximately 0.80 m
levels are quite high, even at relatively low concentration. downstream for the laser sheet.
This is due to the fact that the fluorescence radiative lifetime PHANTOMM images were obtained by replacing the
(order nsecs) is much shorter than the duration of the ordinary fluorescein dye with either a 2 mgm/liter solution of
integration laser pulse (order microseconds), therefore the caged pyrene tirsulfonic acid PAF or a 5 mgm/liter
enabling hundreds of photons to be extracted from a single solution of the caged dextran PAF. (The concentrations were
uncaged dye molecule. Typical concentrations employed for increased, relative to those used in other measurements, due to
the images presented below are between 10-6 and 10-7 M. a combination of dilution of the seeded fluid by the bulk flow
This permits lines of almost arbitrary length to he written, and the flow collection efficiency of the optics. Similar
since absorption of the laser beam is insignificant, quality images were obtained from both materials.) Figure 8

shows a collage of single-shot images with time delays of I.
10. 40, 100. 150, and 195 msec. respectively. The lines are

4. FLOW FIELD RESULTS continuous since they are only writ.en at the intersection of
the tagging beam and the seeded fluid. After 195 msec, the

The potential of the PHANTOMM technique was core has rotated by approximately 180' (16 radians/sec),
demonstrated using several model flow fields. The first was a whereas the outer fluid has rotated by less than 90'.
simple benchtop pipe (poiseulle) flow at a centerline velocity Finally, we have very recently initiated a program to
between 4.5 cm/sec (Re = 315 based on pie diameter) and 12 explore the potential of the PHANTOMM approach for

cm/sec (Re = 840). The pipe was constructed from quantitative measurement of internal circulation in droplets.

approximately I cm ID quartz tubing and was contained including both free-falling droplets and stationary droplets
within a rectangular Plexiglas box which was filled with water which have been drawn into specific geometrical
to provide partial index matching. One-inch diameter quartz configurations by application of an external electric field.

windows provided access for the 0.355 micron tagging beam, Figure 9 shows a simplified schematic of the cell employed

although ordinary BK-7 optical glass would have sufficed. for the electrohydrodynamic studies. A pair of flat plate

The tagging was performed with a single. approximately 25 electrodes is immersed into a bath of silicon oil. contained

ml energy pulse, and the interrogation was performed with the within an approximately 5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm rectangular glass

cw argon-ion laser. The color camcorder was used to obtain cell. A droplet of a second fluid is attached to the center of
the images. one electrode, and its shape subsequently distorted by

A I mgmiliter solution of the caged fluorescein PAF application of the electric field. In the cast of water, we have

probe was used for all cases. Figure 5 shows a pair of "stretched" the originally semi-spherical drop into a Taylor

representative images. The left-hand image corresponds to a cone [Vizika and Saville (1992): Wilson and Taylor (1924))

maximum flow velocity of 4.5 cm/sec. and exhibits a by application of a 3.5 kV!cm field. The resulting cone has a

characteristic laminar profile. The right-hand image triangular cross section, approximately 3 mm in diameter at

corresponds to a maximum velocity of 12 cm/sec and exhibits the base. An approximately 100 micron diameter line is

a more "top-hatted" profile. corresponding to a laminar flow written into the cone using a I meter focal length lens and 1-2

which has not yet fully developed. mJ of third harmonic output from the tagging Nd:YAG laser.

As a second illustration, we have written a cross into an Approximately 50 mWatts of output from the cw argon-ion
approximately 150 min diameter ordinary laboratory beaker, interrogation laser is formed into 2 cm high by I mm thick
inwhich swirl was introduced with a magnetic stirring bar. sheet. Figure 10 shows a collage of images obtained from a
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single "tag" of the cone at time delays of < I sec, 10 sec. 30 Particulate Two-Phase Flow (ed. Roco. M.C.) pp. 59-126,
sec. and 50 sec, respectively (from top right to bottom left). Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann.

Figure I I shows a preliminary image obtained from an
approximately 2 mm diameter free-falling water droplet. Lempert. W.R., Magee, K.. Gee, K.R., and Haughiand, R.P.
produced with a simple laboratory pipette. The image was (1993) Flow tagging velocimeury in incompressible flow
obtained by tagging with the Nd:YAG laser, operating at a 10 using PHoto-Activated Nonintrusive Tracking Of Molecular
Hz repetition rate. The interrogation is. again, performed Motior (PHANTOMM). Submitted to Exp. in Fluids.
using the cw argon-ion laser. The droplet in Fig. I I has been
tagged twice, with a 100 msec temporal separation. The McCray, J.A. and Trentham. D.R (1989) Properties and uses
second tagged fluid element (located approximately in the of photoreactive caged compounds. Annu. Rev. Biophys.
center of the droplet) is translating downward at relatively Chem. 18, 239-270.
high velocity, and the resulting image is smeared due to the
16.67 msec video field integration time. The profile. Miles. R.B.; Connors, J.J.; Markovitz; E.C.; Howard, PJ.; and
however, can be seen to be quasi-parabolic. The tagged fluid Roth, G.J. (1989) Instantaneous profiles and turbulence
from the previous (in time) YAG laser ring has wrapped up statistics of supersonic free shear layers by Raman excitation
into a pair of characteristic counter-rotating vortices. The left- plus laser-induced electronic fluorescence (RELIEF) velocity
hand vortex appears brighter due to focusing of the tagging of oxygen. Exp. in Fluids 8. 17-24.
interrogation sheet by the droplet.

Miles, R.B.; Zhou. D.: Zhang. B.: Lempert. W.R.; and She,
Z.-S. (1993) Fundamental turbulence measurements by

S. CONCLUJSIONS RELIEF flow tagging. AIAA J. 31. 447-452.

We have demonstrated the utility of flow tagging Popovich, A.T. and Hummel, R.L. (1967) Light-induced
velocimetry based upon caged dye PAF's in a variety of disturbances in photochromic flow visualization. Chem.
applications ranging from studies of internal circulation in Engrg. Sci. 29. 308-312.
droplets, to tip vortex shedding in full-scale hydrodynamic
facilities. Critical optical characteristics, relevant to the Stier, B. and Falco, R.E. (1994) New developments in laser-
diagnostic, have also been investigated, induced photochemical anemometry (LIPA). To be published

in Proceedings of SPIE Symposium on Optics, Imaging and
Instrumentation, San Diego. CA. July 1993.
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Figure 2. Caged and fluorescent forms of PAF's used in this work.
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Figure 4. Ln-In plot of fluorescence intensity as function of time delay between tag and interrogation.
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Figure 5. Sample PHANTOMM images from pipe flow at Re=315 (left) and Re=840 (right). Flow is from top-to-bottom.

/!

Figure 6. Representative images of rotating cross in water. Time delay between tag and interrogation is 12 msac, 1, 2. and 3 sec.
resoectivelv. too left to bottom rieht. Flow is counter-clockwise.
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Figure 7. Fifty (50) laser shot average (left) and instantaneous (right) ordinary dye visualization planar image of tip vortex.
Principal flow axis is out-of-plane of paper towards reader.

Figure 8 Collage of NIIANTOMM unages from tip vortex Time delays are 1. 10. 40. 100. 150. and 195 msec. respectively, from
top left to bottom right
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Application of Kalman Reconstruction to Laser-Doppler Anemometry
data for estimation of turbulent velocity fluctuations

H.R.E. van Maanen and H.J.A.F Tulleken

Koninklijke/Shell-Laboratorium, Amsterdam (Shell Research B.V.)

Badhuisweg 3, 1031 CM Amsterdam, the Netherlands

1 Introduction with simulation. We created 13 "turbulence" signals of 20
seconds at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz and spectral

In turbulence studies, Laser-Doppler Anemometry (LDA) properties of the Bessem power spectrum [4]:
[1] has never reached the level of Hot-Wire Anemometry
(HWA), which produces a continuous-time record of the S(0)
turbulence with high Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N). The in- S(f) = [ + (f/fl)s/3 11 + (f/f2)4]4/3

herent advantages of LDA are counteracted by discontinu-
ous measurements being randomly distributed in time, by with simulation values S(0) = 1, f, = 1 Hz and f2 = 50
velocity bias due to increasing data-rate with increasing ye- Hz. The "experimental" power spectrum, retrieved from
locity and inhomogeneous distribution of tracer particles, these simulated signals is shown in Fig. 3.
and by noise which obscures individual velocity estimates.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Continuous-time informa-
tion can be obtained with a reconstruction scheme. A 4 Slotting technique
hardware solution has been applied in trackers (zero-order
track-and-hold) which, however, leads to a significant noise The slotting technique is often used for the estimation of
contribution in the reconstructed signal. For the determi- the auto-correlation function (ACF) of the turbulence with
nation of the turbulence power spectrum, two independent random sampled data [5, 6]. Its disadvantages are that the
measurement channels can be used and processed with a estimate variance is higher than with sample/hold tech-
cross-correlation technique [2]. This does not yield direct niques (3, 7], and velocity bias leads to systematically in-
information on actual velocity fluctuations for the investi- correct estimates [6]. Fig. 4 shows the ACF's of the sim-
gation of turbulence and its mechanisms. To this end best ulated turbulence with and without bias. The rise above
estimate for the actual velocity at any instant, based on the 1 in the biased case is conflicting with the theory of signal
available individual measurements must be determined, processing [8] - (11]. The simulation correctly predicts this

error. Fourier Transformation (FT) of the ACF of Fig. 4
yields the power spectral density in Fig. 5. With bias the

2 Properties of LDA for velocity low-frequency level, corresponding to the large eddies, is
signal reconstruction increased. In both cases the small eddies (related to high

frequencies) are obscured by noise. Note that this noise is

Measurement-time intervals are (approximately) exponen- solely caused by the data-processing, the individual veloc-
tially distributed as can be demonstrated with LDA mea- ity estimates are exact in this simulation!
surement data. Fig. 2 shows an excellent fit, except
for intervals shorter than the dead-time of the processor.
The noise contributions in individual measurements are as- 5 Signal reconstruction
sumed to be identically, independently Gaussian distribut-
ed, with zero mean and deviation o, independent of the ye- The required data-rate for reconstruction should at least

locity. The causes of noise will be discussed in Appendix be 21r times the highest frequency present in the turbu-

A; in our discussion any deviation of the estimation from lence, see Appendix B. A technique which assumes that the

the actual velocity is regarded as noise. Bias has been the velocity estimates are exact is unsuitable in the presence of

subject of numerous publications and there is little agree- noise, because it obscures the small eddies. Simple recon-
ment on the amount [3]. Here the bias is assumed not to struction techniques can be used for the elimination of bias

influence the time interval distribution, and for periodic re-sampling of the signal, so common sig-
nal processing can be applied, including cross-correlation
techniques [2]. The high data-rate means that many inde-

3 Simulation of turbulence signals pendent velocity estimates are available. This creates the
possibility to use a statistical algorithm, such as Kalman

The influence of the steps in the measurement process and filtering, which takes into account that the velocity esti-
dataprocessing on reconstruction results can be analyzed mates are noisy.
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6 Kalman-filtered reconstruction where q9 is assumed to be a Gausian distributed white
noise sequence with variance p2 , i.e. 9j, - A'(0,p2) and

Kalman filtering was originally developed for dynamic sy$- Efqiqe] = 0 for all k 0 I.
tern estimation and control purposes. Based on the cur-
rent information, it constructs optimal estimates of inter-
nal ("state") variables, taken into account that the infor- 6.3 Design of the Kalman Filter
mation is accompanied by noise. The noise level(s) need It is wellknown (see (18) for the system-theoretic setting, or
to be known and a dynamic model is required to describe [19] for a concise statistical treatment in discrete time) that
the behaviour of the system under study. In this paper, the optimal state-estimation problem leads to a Kalman fil-
turbulence is the system of investigation. ter design. Let x be the dynamic state (vector) of the sys-

tem z = Az +( with observation equation y = Cz + ) over
6.1 Assumptions time 1. Then the optimal prediction i(t) of r is a (deter-

Signal reconstruction can easily become a "self fulfilling ministic) vector which equals the conditional expectation

prophecy". Unavoidable assumptions should be checked E[z(t)jy(s); s < 9]. This prediction can be shown to min-

against experimental evidence and/or knowledge of turbu- imize the squared prediction error fl EIIi(r) - z(r)II 2d,

lence. For the Kalman reconstruction scheme, three as- in the class of all linear filters. It can be calculated from

sumptions are made: d i(t) = Ai(t) + L(y(t) - Ci(t)) (3)
I. The power spectrum can be approximated by that of T

first-order (low-pass) filtered noise (Fig. 11). This
assumption means that the turbulence power has a
"constant" level below and is proportional to w-2 L = Am-' (4)
above a cut-off frequency. It comes close to a slope
of -1.67 (on a log/log plot) which is often reported in where the (positive definite) matrix A is the solution to a
literature for the inertial subrange [16] and the slope Riccati equation:
of-2.5 for developing flows [17]. This is related to the
situations were the accelerations of the fluid are lirn- AA + A'A - AC'H-ICA + E = 0 (5)
ited by inertial and frictional forces. The turbulence
cut-off frequency can be estimated from the power and E and [I are the covariance matrices of t and q re-
spectrum (e.g. from a FT of the slotted ACF). In case spectively. If one applies the results (3) through (5) to (1)
of bias, the ACF could be obtained from a first-order and (2) (with A = -A, C = 1, [1 - p2 and E = o

2 ), the
signal reconstruction scheme. optimal filter gain is seen to be

2. The turbulence generating accelerations and the L = A + V + o,2/p2  (6)
(measurement) noise contributions in the velocity esti-
mates are neither correlated with each other nor with Note that in this application L is scalar. If A =0 then
the velocity. Fig. 9 shows an ACF using the slotting
technique with a clear 6-peak at r = 0. The corre-
lation of the noise contribution is thus only one slot
wide. The clear distinction between noise and tur- depending only upon the ratio of the deviations of the
bulence in this ACF allows to determine S/N, which turbulence generating accelaration Yj and the measurement
is an input parameter of the Kalman reconstruction noise t. In the sequel this ratio will be used instead of the
scheme. The abseL ce of correlation between noise and more general value (6) although it can be replaced without
velocity is valid for several, but not all processors. complication if A should be non-zero. Furthermore, using

(3) it follows that the filter dynamics behave according to
6.2 Turbulence Model

d.
The following simple dynamic model for the evolution of 14(t) = (iib*(t) - i(t)) i6(to) = vo' (7)
the velocity v(t) over time t > to, of a particle with mass

m in turbulent flow is being used (Newton's law): Since a/p > 0, the filter is stable in the bounded input,

d bounded output sense. There is one structural difficulty,
aO) = -A/m v(t) + (t)/m = -Av(t) + (t) (1) namely that the specific continuous-time Kalman filter (7)

requires continuous measurements of the velocities vOb(t),

where the driving acceleration term ((t) is assumed to be e- t > to. As only discrete-time measurements (2) are avail-
quivalent to a Gaussian distributed continuous-time white able, some assumption on the intermediate behaviour has
noise signal with intensity o2 . The term -Av(t) models to be formulated. We will use jirsi-order interpolation, i.e.
the frictional de-acceleration, with parameter A > 0. The for k = 0, 1,2,3,... and it 5 1 < t_+i:
velocity v(t) can be measured at stochastic, Poisson dis-
tributed times lt (the innovations ti - tk-i being identi- v -be(t) ot + Ot
cally, independently exponentially distributed), yielding -_ vvf, _ tk,+obe (8)

aobs v(tk) + iTk k 0, 1,.2,... ok = i •t = (8)
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With this "measurement" signal, the differential equation the Kalman reconstruction scheme. The latter produces
(7) can be analytically solved. For t1 _ t < tk+1 with superior estimates. Note that the change in the slope of
k = 0, 1,2,3,..., its solutiLi can be recursively calculated: the power spectrum above 50 Hz is only shown by the

- - k (t - t_)_ Kalman reconstruction scheme, although this has not been
i(t) = (ik - 5k(t- ) )exp introduced in the assumptions. This illustrates that the

p +Kalman reconstruction scheme is reproducing more than
P(- +6 (9) the original assumptions and that good estimation of thea velocity fluctuations is obtained with this approach.

with Ok and & as in (8). This shows that the filter update
terms are subject to an (unavoidable) time delay p/a. In
order to correct for the effects of this "phase shift", one 7.2 Experimental data
can apply bidirectional Kalman filtering if the measured
data are limited in size with final measurement time tN Fig. 14 shows the result of Kalman reconstruction on tur-
and corresponding velocity measurement vp'. In other bulence signals, obtained in the jet of a stirred vessel. % he
words, one additionally constructs the backwards filtered improvement is also illustrated by the distribution of ac-
prediction i(t), by processing the data in reverse order celerations before (Fig. 15) and after Kalman velocity sig-
using the "initial" velocity 0(1N) = v'N'. This gives for nal reconstruction (Fig. 16). The extreme values (above
k = N - 1, N - 2. 1,0: 2 km/s 2) have disappeared and the distribution shows a

St)normal behaviour with more realistic values.
i(t) = (i 5 +l - (t&+i++l ) - )exp( (Q&+i--/) Fig. 17 shows the velocity distributions before and after

0P / the application of the Kalman reconstruction algorithm.
+ ak(Q + P) + 6k (10) Due to bias, the distribution before application shows an

0r increase for higher velocities, which is removed after appli-
The "overall" bidirectional prediction can be taken as the cation. This elimination of bias is an additional important
average of forward and backward predictions. Consequent- advantage of signal reconstruction. Fig. 18 shows the tur-
ly it is phaselag-free as can be seen from bulence power spectrum measured in the jet of a stirred

S 6(t) + Zi(t) vessel. Curve a results from the slotting technique, curve
2 b using the Kalman reconstruction scheme, cf. Fig. 11.

- kt + 1k +

interpolation data v-,(I) 8 Discussion

"+ !i(i - Ok(it - •) - fi)exp(-"'. -_ik))
P The Kalman reconstruction scheme is no "miracle cure".

forward estimation term' The best results are obtained if the input data are as ac-
I p 1(t1+ 1 - t).curate as possible (high S/N of the Doppler signals) and

"+ i(i&+1 - a&(tk+l + -) -- &)exp(- )have a high data rate [13]. This has consequences for the"p - different components of an LDA system.
backward estimation term

using (9) and (10). The Kalman scheme performance de-
pends on the quality of the estimated ratio a/p, where 0

2 is Consequences for optical systems. In most cases,
the intensity of the continuous-time white noise that mod- the requirements can only be fulfilled in forward scatter
els the turbulence generating accelarations, whereas p2 is LDA systems. The use of a small measurement volume
the variance of the measurement noise at the discrte points results in a high local light intensity, which allows smaller
in time. An example of behaviour of one quality measure, tracer particles -reducing the noise due to beam distortion

i.e. the average prediction error ' N (V -pr)2 [121- and allows higher seeding concentrations, leading to
ie. teik _k an increase of the data-rate.

over discrete-time simulation data, is given in Fig. 10 as
a function of filter gain. It clearly shows that a significant
improvement of the quality of the data can be realized. In Consequences for Doppler-signal processors. Some
this example a reduction of about 50 % of the total er- processors use only a fraction of the Doppler signal, argu-
ror is recorded. Of course, this percentage varies from one ing that its S/N is not constant due to its amplitude mod-
specific data set to another. ulation. Using only the central part seems reasonable, but

the other parts still contain information. The best esti-
mate is obtained when all the information in the Doppler

7 Applications signal is used [13] and weighed according to its S/N. This
might be achieved by a wavelet transform based processor.

7.1 Simulation Results

Fig. 12 shows the result of the Kalman reconstruction on Consequences for data-processing. The current ap-
the simulated signal itself whereas Fig. 13 shows the pow- proach is to regard all velocity estimates as equivalent,
er spectra of the simulated turbulence after random sam- although some are more accurate than others. It would be
pling and with 20 % noise added (S/N = 5) for three dif- better to store the S/N of each estimate and to use it as a
ferent reconstruction schemes: zero-order, first-order and weighting factor in the Kalman reconstruction.
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9 Future developments (41 J M. Bessem and H.RE. van Mannen, -Procedure for
minimum distortion and minimum storage needs for

The required parameters for the Kalman reconstruction digitized random analog data", Proc. of the Fifth In-
scheme can be retrieved from the raw velocity data. As tern. Conf. on Laser Anemometry, Advances and Ap-
a next step, the results of the Kalman reconstruction plications, Veldhoven, 23rd-27th August 1993, pp. 43
scheme can be used for more accurate estimation of the -51.
required parameters, even repeatedly. With a two-channel
approach the remaining noise in the reconstructed signals (5] W. Mayo, M. Shay and S. Riter, "Digital estimation

can be reduced further using the cross correlation tech- of turbulence power spectra from burst counter LDV

nique [2j. data", Proceedings ef the second intern, workshop on

A further extension is to introduce a more sophisticat- laser velocimetry, Purdue University, March 1974, pp.

ed power spectrum in the reconstruction algorithm. This 16-26.

can e.g. be the Bessem spectrum, which is determined by [6] J.B. Roberts and D.B.S. Ajmani, "Spectral analysis
three parameters (Fig. 4), to be determined from the cross- of randomly sampled signals using a correlation based
power spectrum. It is then important to reduce the cor- slotting technique", lEE Proc. F (Comm. Radar and
related noise contributions (which show up in both chan- Signal Proc.), April 1986, vol. 133, no. 2, pp- 153-162.
nels identically, like due to fringe gradients) as much as
possible. This power spectrum can then be used in an ex- (7] W. Mayo, "A discussion of limitations and extension-
tended Kalman reconstruction scheme to retrieve the best s of power spectrum estimation with burst-counter
estimate for the velocity fluctuations. In this way the need LDV systems", Proc. of the second intern, workshop
for assumptions about the turbulence is circumvented as on laser velocimetry, Purdue Univ., March 1974, pp.
much as possible. 90-104.

[8] V. Citek, "Discrete Fourier Transforms and their Ap-

10 Conclusions plication", Adam Hilger Ltd., Bristol (1986)

19] A. Papoulis, "The Fourier Integral and its Applica-
The Kalman reconstruction scheme is an extension to the tions", McGraw-Hill, New York (1962)
data-processing of Laser-Doppler Anemometry which in-
creases its level to that of hot-wire anemometry. It uses [101 A. Papoulis, "Signal Analysis", McGraw-Hill, New
very little assumptions and those which are used have a York (1984)
solid foundation on experimental and theoretical grounds.
Further extension and improvement is possible by the uw [111 J.S. Bendat and A.G. Piersol, "Random Data, Anal-

of iteration and crosscorrelation techniques, which require ysis and Measurement Procedures", John Wiley, New

no additional assumptions. The reconstruction of the ye- York (1986)

locity fluctuations requires sufficient individual velocity es- (12] B. Ruck and B. Pavlovski, "Limited accuracy of tur-
timates per unit time, Doppler signals with a high signal- bulence measurement in laser Doppler anemometry",
to-noise ratio, an optimised seeding, a high spatial resolu- Proc. of the Fifth Intern. Conf. on Laser Anemom-
tion and a proper alignment to reduce fringe gradients as
much as possible. These requirements can in practice only 27th August 1993, pp. 25-35.

be fulfilled by forward scattering systems. The require-

ments for the Kalman reconstruction scheme point the way [13] R. Booij and J.M. Bessem, Report on Workshop "Us-
for future developments of optical systems, processors and er's Needs for Laser Doppler Anemometry", Supple-
data-processing algorithms for the study of turbulence. ment to the Proceedings of the Fifth Intern. Conf.

on Laser Anemometry, Veldhoven, 23rd-27th August
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Appendix A: Noise in Laser- The random sampling creates discontinuities in the

velocity trace with unknown values in between. This
Doppler Anemometry hampers the estimation of the flow parameters and

can thus be regarded as a noise source. Noise thus
Noise in the individual velocity estimates of an LDA data occurs in the Doppler signal and this causes an un-
can be divided into several groups: certainty in the estimation of the frequency no mat-

1 Transmission optics (including light source). ter how accurate the processor is [12, 131. Therefore
a noise contribution to the individual velocity esti-

The light intensity variations of the laser also influ- mates is an unavoidable fact of life. By optimisation
ence the intensity of the scattered light. If these fluc- of the design of the LDA system this can be reduced
tuations contain frequencies in the range of the fre- as much as possible, yet the dynamic range of a turbu-
quencies of the Doppler signals, these show up as a lence power spectrum is usually limited to 3 decades
noise contribution. Transportation of the laser light or less, except when a cross correlation technique [21
through optical fibers reduces the coherence and po- is applied. However, this technique does not reduce
larisation of the laser light, leading to a lower "fringe the noise at the instantaneous velocity estimates and
visibility", reducing the S/N of the Doppler signal. If is therefore only useful for the estimation of statistical
the transmission optics are not perfectly aligned or properties. To upgrade an LDA to the level of HWA
the beams influenced by e.g. curved walls, so-called a reconstruction approach is required.
"fringe gradients" exist in the measurement volume
[1]. The conversion factor from velocity to frequency
then becomes dependent on the actual position where Appendix B: Minimal required
the tracer particle traverses the measurement volume, data-rate
This gives rise to an additional uncertainty in the es-
timation -and thus noise- of the velocity. A minimal data-rate, related to the frequencies, present in

2. Receiving optics. the turbulence signal will be required for reconstruction.
In literature only heuristic ratio's for data-rate over high-The scattered light is quantized, leading to quantisa- est frequency were used [14], ratio - 5. A better estimate

tion noise in the photodetector signal. The lower the can be found from signal reconstruction: Imagine a lamn-
light intensity is, the lower the S/N of the Doppler inar flow which is sampled randomly (see Fig. 2) with a
signal is. The forward scattering mode is therefore to time constant to and a Gaussian distributed, uncorrelat-
be preferred. ed noise in the velocity estimates. This could be regarded

3. Doppler signal processing (amplification, filtering), as a "turbulent" flow. The spectrum of the fluctuating
components can be found by calculation of the ACF after

The photodetector adds noise by itself, e.g. due to zero-order reconstruction. This reconstruction introduces
dark current and internal amplification. The Doppler correlation in the fluctuations over a period, which is e-
signal processing, like amplification and filtering, also qual to the time between two successive samples. After
generates noise. this time no correlation exists because the noise contribu-

4. Frequency (and thus velocity estimation) of the tions are uncorrelated. The ACF is therefore equal to an
Doppler signal. exponential decaying function with the same to as the time

interval distribution. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which
The estimation of the frequency of the Doppler signal shows the results of a simulation and an analytical curve.
and thus the velocity of the tracer particle, is done The ACF of first order (RC) low-pass filtered white noise
by a processor, which has a limited accuracy. The has the same shape [9, 10, 11] and the random sampling
inaccuracies of the frequency estimation are reflected can thus be described as a first order low-pass filter with a
in the velocity and are noise. cut-off frequency of 1/(2vio). This is confirmed by the FT

5. Errors and inaccuracies in the arrival time of the of the ACF of Fig. 7, which is shown in Fig. 8. Therefore
Doppler signal. it can be stated that the data-rate needs to be at least 2r

time the highest frequency, present in the turbulent fluc-
An incorrect placement in time of the velocity esti- tuations. Identical results have been obtained with first
mate causes an additional error due to the changes of order reconstruction and the application to the simulated
the velocity due to turbulence. This can happen as is turbulence.
shown in Fig. 6 which shows the time interval distri-
bution with an arrival time resolution of 100 ps and
a to of 600 ps. This is undesirable and the resolution
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Figure 1: The velocity estimates of the LDA system, in- Figure 2: Histogram of interarrival time distribution. Average
dicated by +, are Poisson dstributed in time and are accom- data-rate was approximately 1 kHz.
panied by noise.
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Figure 3: The Bessem turbulence power spectrum after 260 Figure 5: Spectrum calculated from the auto correlation
sec. averaging, function, determined using the slotting technique, without

bias.

simulated turbulence with and without bias. introduce another source of noise.
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Figure 7: Auto correlation function of zero order Figure 8: Power spectrum of zero order reconstructed noise
reconstructed noise signal. Poisson distributed sampling of signal. Note the decay of the spectrum trom 500/2x Hz.
500 Hz. average data-rate.
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Figure9:Thepa ose to 0 of a slotted auto correlation , - U - , ,, . , U , ,
function, which clearly shows that the noise contribution to
the auto correlation function Is limited to ft first Figure 14: Raw and Klman reconstructed velocities.
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Figure 11: Power spectrum of turbulence, measured in the Figure 13: Turbulence power spectra from simulation using
jet of a stirred vessel using trackers and the cross correlation different reconstructions. a = zero order. b a first order, c =

technique. Also shown first order low-pass filter. Kalman scheme, d = original spectrum. 20 % noise.
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Figure 10: Mean prediction error of bidirectional reconstruc- Figure 12: Kalman reconstruction of simulated turbulence.
tion scheme as function of filtergain. Dotted line input signal, drawn line reconstructed signal. +

indicates measurement.
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Figure 15: Histogram of the accelerations derived from the Figure 16: Histogram of accelerations derived from the
raw data. Note the occurrence of accelerations above + 2 Kalman reconstructed data.
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Figure 17: Histograms of the raw data (upper trace) and the
Kalman reconstructed velocity signal.
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Figure 18: Turbulence power spectrum obtained using the
slotting technique (curve a) and using the Kalman
reconstruction scheme (curve b). Compare with figure 10.
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LDA Signal Reconstruction: Application to Moment and Spectral

Estimation
E. MWller, H. Nobach, C. Tropea"

FB Elektrotechnik, University of Rostock
"Lehrstuhl fuir Str6mungsmechnik, University of Erlangen

One may ask why such a myriad of data processingAbstract approaches exist and what the motivation for pursuing
novel approaches can be. Three interesting situations

The reconstruction of an LDA signal refers to the in- can be cited for which improvements can be envisioned.
terpolation of the measured velocity values obtained at
random times, resulting in a velocity signal continuous 1. At present, direct spectral estimation of LDA sig-
in time. In particular, this paper deals with the bias nals is basically a trade-off between bandwidth
and variance of several moment and spectral estima- and variability[10]. At higher frequencies, spec-
tots based on reconstructed LDA signals. In addition tral estimates become less certain. This behaviour
to conventional reconstruction techniques, two more re- is well documented and is not likely to change in
cent methods are investigated, including projection onto principle even with improved estimators [15, 17,
convex sets and fractal reconstruction. Both simulations 20]. However, the estimator variability may de-
and experiments have been used to evaluate the suitabil- crease for some estimators, especially if physically
ity of the various reconstruction techniques as a function plausible information regarding the spectrum of
of the flow and seeding parameters. turbulent fluctuations can be entered into the es-

timation a priori. A reconstruction model may
be capable of achieving this and thus extend the

1 Introduction bandwidth or improve the variability of the esti-
mate.

Flow velocity information is obtained with an LDA at ir- 2. There exist several frequently encountered mena-
regular time intervals, corresponding to random particle surement situations in which the seeding density
arrivals in the control volume. Whereas the information is not homogeneous and may be correlated with
content of data obtained by equidistant sampling of a the measured velocity. Mixing layers originating
continuous process is well defined by Shannon theorem from two different flow sources, or combustion sys-
[16], there currently exists no equivalent statement for tems in which the detection of tl'e seeding particles
randomly sampled signals. Furthermore, the probabil- is influenced by the combustion are examples. In
ity density function of the sample intervals is dependent such situations unbiased moment or spectral esti-
on the instantaneous velocity magnitude. These prop- mators are difficult to formulate and here again, a
erties of LDA signals must be considered in formulat- reconstruction of the signal may offer an accept-
ing moment and spectral estimators to avoid bias errors able alternative [21].
[2, 5, 71. 3. The third situation concerns spectral estimation

Considerable attention has been directed to extract- of short time records, necessary when analysing
ing moment and spectral information from LDA signals, transient flows. One such example is length scale
usually with the intuitively acceptable conclusion that a estimation in an internal combustion engine. The
higher mean particle rate will lead to better estimates. validity of Taylor's hypothesis put aside, rough
Parameter estimation customarily takes one of two ap- length scale estimates are often only available through
proaches. Either estimates are based directly on the a spectral analysis of single point velocity mea-
available velocity samples, their arrival times and possi- surements in an engine. Clearly, length scales vary
bly further information such as residence time; or an in- dramatically throughout the cycle so that an es-
terpolation of the velocity signal between the measured timation must be made on relatively short time
values is performed, followed by an estimation based records. Conventional spectral methods are un-
on the reconstructed signal, often using an equidistant suited to this task, as is well documented by the in-
sampling of the reconstructed signal. creasing number of methods developed for speech

processing [11].
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of how experimental data was used to verify results of the simulation program.

The present paper does not attempt to derive a the- 2.1 Polynomial Interpolation
oretical statement about what information is actually
contained in LDA data. Rather it uses an empirical ap- A zero order and first order polynomial have been used
proach to compare various suggestions which have been for interpolation. The zero order interpolation corre-
put forward in the literature, and to investigate under sponds to the well-documented sample and hold (S+H)
what conditions these estimation schemes perform well. or arrival time weighted estimatorfl, 6, 23]. The first
But even with this more modest approach, it is essential order interpolation will be referred to as a linear inter-
that the evaluation of the result is accurate enough to polation.
recognize possible differences or improvements between
estimators. This has been achieved by a combination of
simulation and experiment as summarized in Fig. 1 and 2.2 'Shannon' Reconstruction (SR)
described briefly below.

The study of reconstructed LDA signals builds on pre- First introduced by Clark ei e[41 and applied to LDA

vious work involving the simulation of LDA data of given data by Veynante and Candel[21], this approach stretches

statistical properties using a trivariant autoregressive the time axis such that the velocity samples lie at equally

process [8, 9]. The simulated LDA data' can then be spaced time intervals. Shannon reconstruction[16] can

processed and compared with the known signal proper- then be applied to interpolate intermediate points. Af-

ties. In the present study this approach has been refined ter the stretched-signal reconstruction, the inverse of the

by also obtaining data from a flowfield. Both LDA and stretching transformation can be used to resample the

hot-wire data (HWA) were taken from various positions signal at the times corresponding to equal intervals prior

in a flow. Direct comparisons could be obtained be- to the stretching. This approach will be strictly valid

tween an analysis of the LDA data and the continuous only for the case that the time-stretched signal is band-

HWA data. Furthermore, the HWA data could be used limited to half the sampling frequency.

both directly and indirectly to simulated the LDA data
and to obtain a further reasssurance that the simulation 2.3 Fractal Reconstruction (FR)
results were realistic. Finally, purely simulated results
provided the flexibility to investigate situations in which It is important to note that the fractal reconstruction
an equivalent experiment would be difficult to perform. discussed in [18, 19] uses equally spaced samples. In [3]

and this study, a time-stretching transformation similar
to that used for the Shannon reconstruction has there-

2 Description of Rteconstuction fore been used prior to the fractal reconstruction. Note

Models that the fractal reconstruction can be implemented in
different ways. Strahle used target points (mid-points)
to close the system of mapping equations. In the present

els used are taken from the literature and described else-
wher indetal (4].very unstable and very sensitive to the smallest variation

where in detail [14]. of velocity value, a property not desirable in light of the

noise expected to accompany LDA measurements. Re-
sults presented by Chao and Leu[3] using target points
appear promising, however it is not clear that their data
set reflected the true particle arrival statistics of LDA,
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since they first artificially reduced the data rate, pos- 2.5 Direct Spectral Estimation
sibly preferentially, although unintentionally. Therefore
in the present study, the fractal reconstruction was im- For comparison purposes a direct spectral estimation
plemented using a fixed dn coefficient in the defining has also been performed. This estimator is similar to
relation that proposed by Roberts el al.[151 with an additional

'Tnew _(an 0" (Told ) +/ e weighting of the individual velocity values w(t,), in this
e = Cn 0/ hold) + ( )case with the residence time:

r, u(t,)w(t,)d(t,)e-2'Ji 
12 _ T

where r is the abscissa of the time-stretched coordinate S(f) = T(iz [• ] 2
system and h is the transformed velocity. The other 2
transform coefficients were determined by demanding
collocation on every interpolation interval. An obvious where d(ti) is a window function. In [13] this estimator

weak point of this reconstruction method for LDA data was shown to be superior to an estimator without res-

is that the essence of the technique, namely the simi- idence time weighting, in terms of turbulence-induced

larity in scales, is not preserved after the reverse time velocity bias.

transformation.

3 Description of Simulation and
2.4 Projection onto Convex Sets (POCS) Experimental Data Sets

Interpolation through POCS has been applied in a vari-
ety of fields in which a finite bandwidth B of the under- 3.1 Test Signals
lying process exists and is known. A function g(t) which,
through digital filtering (rectangular) satisfies this cri- Two test signals were used to illustrate the reconstruc-
teria, i.e. G(w) = 0 for w > 21B, is then interatively tion schemes in time domain, as shown in Fig 2. The
matched to the measured velocities u(ti) using the iter- first is an exponentially modulated cosinus of the form
ation algorithm

U~t) -U'(ti -y, (t) co (ir/ls)
gk+1)(t) = g(k)(t) + Ai - )= c()

lih(t)lII The second is a simulated (1D) flow field with a mean
of zero, a variance of I m 2/s 2 and an integral time scale

where Ai is a relaxation factor,tI II is the L2-norm and of is. The particle density was chosen to yield a mean

ur(ti) = h(ti)g(t). Again there are several approaches particle rate of 1 particle per integral time scale.
to implementation, all of which are very computation-
ally intensive. Principally however, the spectrum of
the interpolation is band-limited according to the fil- 3.2 Simulation Data Sets
ter applied to g(t). In the present study g0 (t) was a
low-pass filtered linear interplation of the LDA data, re- In addition to the two test signals previously mentioned,
pressented by discrete values at interals of 1/2B. The several other simulated data sets were investigated, all
one-dimensional vector h(ti) is defined for this imple- with a mean velocity of 10 m/s, an integral time scale
mentation of g(t) as: of 0.1s, a first order autoregressive spectral distribution

and a primary generation of 100 samples per time scale.
[si(27rB(ri - ti)),. . . , si(2rB(7-M - t,))] The turbulence intensity was varied between 10% and

100% using both ID and 3D flowfield simulations. All
where Tj are equidistant sampled points of g(t). Note simulated data sets extended over 10,000 integral time
that this method is not necessarily collocative, depend- scales. The particle number depended on the seeding
ing on the termination criteria of the interation. density, which was varied to yield an average date den-

Previously, this method has only been applied by Lee sity (particles per integral time scale) of a = 10, 1 or 0.1.

and Sung[12] to LDA data, with apparent success, ex- Residence times were generated for each particle passage
tending the cut-off limits of the spectrum by 5-6 times using measurement volume dimensions of 20prm x 20pm
over S+H. Unfortunately, they do not provide informa- x 100prm. Upon reconstruction, further processing con-
tion on their choice of B and in fact, their good agree- tinued only after a resampling at equidistant intervals

ment with the target spectrum may well be fortuitous, of 0.01s. Full details of the simulation technique can be
the true deviation being compensated by aliasing. More found in previous publications [8, 9].
details are required of their implementation technique
to be conclusive.
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3.3 Experimental Data Sets is a prerequisite for such an interpolation. Further eval-

uation of the reconstruction schemes however, can only

Flow velocity measurements were performed behind a be on the basis of more precise statistical measures. For
wall-mounted obstacle, allowing variation of the turbu- this purpose the normalized error of the first two mo-
lence intensity. Hot-wire measurements and LDA mea- ments, using arithmetic averaging of the reconstructed
surements were performed at identical positions, the for- signal, has been computed and presented in Fig. 4 for the
mer without seeding. Only the measurement point 1 will S+H, linear and the SR reconstruction schemes. Also
be used in this study, the statistics of which are summa- shown is the percent error expected for a free-running
rized in Table 1. As indicated in Fig.1, the HWA data processor[7]. Note that the abscissa is now the data
was used also for indirect simulation studies, whereby density, i.e. the data rate(N) times by the integral time
the statistical values shown in Table 1 were used as a scale(t9.).
basis. As expected, the normalized errors decrease with in-

The primary purpose of including an experiment in creasing data density. The first moment error of all es-
this investigation was to verify the simulation proce- timators follows very closely the S+H error, which has
dure. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figure the also been theoretically derived and is shown in Fig. 4[231.
spectrum measured using the LDA, employing Shannon From these measures alone, no scheme can be strongly
reconstruction is compared to the spectrum obtained di- favoured over the other. Examining the normalized vari-
rectly from the hot-wire signal and with the simulated ance error indicates that the linear interpolation ex-
LDA signal using the hot-wire signal as a primary series hibits significantly lower variance estimates. The SR
in the simulation. This comparison shows that the sirm- estimates lie between the linear and S+H values.
ulation procedure yields a spectrum very similar to that Spectral estimates based on a resampling of the re-
which was actually measured with LDA, indicating that constructed signal are shown in Fig. 5 for two data den-
the numerical seeding procedure is trustworthy. Fur- sities, a = 10 and 0.1, corresponding to data rates of
ther reference to the hot-wire and LDA measurements 100 ad 1 Hz respectively. They are compared to the ex-
will not be made. pected spectrum, computed directly from the primary

HWA LDA simulation series. All interpolation based estimators are
0[S] m/sl au[m2 /s2 ] Do[-] Tu[%] I [Hz] expected to exhibit a low-pass filter characteristic, the
0.003 8.156 0.141 1.67 4.6 212 cut-off frequency being related to the data density. This

calls for great caution in appraising estimators, since
typical turbulent spectra, and also the simulation mod-

Table 1: Statistics of measurement point 1 els, resemble closely first order filters. For the S+H re-
construction, Adrian and Yao[1] have given the cut-off

4 Results and Discussion frequency as the data rate divided by 2r. This corre-
sponds to 16 and 0.16 Hz for the two simulations respec-

Already the interpolations viewed in time domain (Fig. 2) tively.

indicate that the success of any scheme will depend From Fig. 5 it is clear that the linear reconstruction
largely on the input signal. The band-limited test signal and the Shannon reconstruction behaves more like a sec-
yn(t) is excellently approximated by POCS, since this ond order filter, falling off more rapidly than the S+H

reconstruction. This also explains the lower variance
10 "observed in Fig. 4 for the linear reconstruction. The

-m high variability of the direct estimation at high frequen-
cies, as derived by Gastor and Roberts[10], is confirmed
in Fig. 5. At low data densities all estimators resem-
ble the S+H result, showing an increase of power at
low frequencies, attributed to step noise in [1], and a

V. 10decrease at higher frequencies due to the filter effect.
se-Q-8 LDA Measurement In fact, the residence time weighted direct spectrum

s. 10 -T -, -- HWA Measurement appears to be overall the most efective estimator from
SHWA/Simulation these data. Again it must be emphasized that the fact

CL 10 ,0 10that the S+H, Linear and SR spectra fall off at higher
Frequency [s-1] frequencies have less to do with the fact that they esti-

mate the flow fluctuations well, rather this is the particle
Figure 3: Verification of simulation procedure using rate filter effect. If the filter effect were computationally
HWA signal as primary series. A Shannon reconstruc- removed, these spectra would resemble the flatness of

tion was used for spectral estimation. the direct estimate, but with significantly larger bias.
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Figure 5: Spectral estimates from a ID flow simulation with 30% turbulence and two data densities.

The estimate based on the Shannon reconstruction known beforehand and furthermore the optimal value
typically lies between the S+H and the linear recon- will also depend on turbulence level and data density.
struction. In [21] this reconstruction scheme appeared The mean bias does not reach zero even for a d, value
to be superior to others, a behaviour which is surely of 0.4.

attributable to the bandwidth limitation of the three Using the fixed value d, = 0.17, the spectra for o a
sinusoids used as a test signal. In a second presenta- 10 and 0.1 using the fractal reconstruction are shown in
tion of spectral estimates from Shannon reconstruction, Fig. 6b. At high data densities the fractal reconstruction
no direct comparison to other techniques were explic- lies between the S+H and SR in the upper frequency
itly given[22]. Note that one assumption in applying range. At low data densities the FR estimate agrees
this technique is the bandwidth limitation of the time- well with the linear and SR estimates, i.e. it exhibits
stretched signal, a feature which by no means has been a stronger filter effect than the S+H estimate.
demonstrated for typical LDA signals. Originally this These results do not support the optimism of [3) in
technique was applied only to regularily sampled signals applying FR to LDA data. Possible refinements to in-
with some jitter on the sample times, a considerably dif- pplying FR to LDA idata os refinemen o Fm
ferent situation to LDA data[4]. prove the FR spectral estimation are: application of FR

without the time-stretching transformation; estimation
The difficulty in applying fractal reconstruction to of the fractal dimension (D.) from randomly sampled

LDA data is illustrated well in Fig. 6a, showing the de- points and; formulation of some relation between D.
pendence of the mean and variance bias on the choice of and d,.
d. Although a value of 0.17 appears to be quite effec-
tive in minimizing bias errors of the variance, this is not
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Finally the results of applying the POCS interpo- 5 Final Remarks
lation are presented in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a the effect
of data density at a bandwidth of •:-l/2a is demon- The possibility of improving parameter estimation for
strated. Here the filter influence is much more severe LDA data through the use of signal reconstruction tech-

than with other interpolation schemes, exhibiting in ad- niques has been investigated. Several reconstruction
dition an oscillation corresponding to the applied box- techniques have been considered, some of which have
car filter (Gibb's phenomenon). If B is increased be- been reported on previously in the literature, usually to-
yond a/2, the spectrum estimate can closely approach gether with promising results. The results of the present
the expected spectrum, as shown in Fig. 7b for G=10, study however, have shown that of those techniques con-
however the correct choice of B is not known before- sidered, none can unconditionally be considered superior
hand. Furthermore, if B is increased still further, the to a residence time weighted direct estimation.
POCS spectrum will asymptotically approach the Lin-
ear estimate, because the linear interpolation was used The implementation of the time-stretching transfor-
as a start value for g(t). These results indicate that the mation in the fractal reconstruction is unsatifactory, since
POCS estimation is not a promising alternative in the the similarity of scales is not preserved. A refinement
present implementation, at least without some scheme in this regard could bring improvements, although some
for choosing B. doubt exists whether previously reported performance

can be achieved with actual LDA data.

While the present results cannot clearly recommend a
signal reconstruction as an alternative to the direct esti-
mation, other conclusions may be obtained for the case

of non-homogeneously seeded flows, as was examined in
[21). This will be the topic of future work.
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ABSTRACT Especially if new frequency shift techniques based on the

application of different laser sources or frequency shift processes

LDV systems with directional discrimination usually for each LDV beam are considered, the stability and linewidth of

involve frequency shift techniques. As the LDV measuring signal each LDV beam enter directly into the stability and bandwidth of

consists of the frequt1 cy shift and the Doppler shift, conventonal the resulting shift frequency (Matler el al, 1993). As consequence

LDV signal processing techniques are based on a high stability one has to evaluate signals with frequency bandwidths and
and a small bandwidth of the generated frequency shift frequency shift fluctuations which can lie in the 100 MHz range.

The requirements on the frequency shift can be reduced Utilizing signal processing techniques for LDV signals which are
drastically if the resulting carrier frequency is exclusively used as able to evaluate small Doppler shifts, even if the bandwidths of
auxiliary carier which is eliminated when a quadrature signal pair the detected signals are higher in orders of magnitudes, new
in the baseband containing the directional information is frequency shift techniques can be introduced for manifold LDV

generated. applications.
Using heterodyning and quadrature signal processing It will be shown that transferring heterodyne and

techniques novel frequency shift generation concepts can be quadrature signal processing techniques to the laser Doppler
realized in directional LDV-systems. velocimetry, new frequency shift concepts can be employed even

for large caroer frequency bandwidths provided that they lie

1. INTRODUCTION within the detection bandwidth of the photodetectors.
It has to be pointed out that in contrast to commonly used

LDV systems the resulting carrier frequency is exclusively used
Conventionally used techniques for directional as auxiliary carrier which is eliminated when generating a quadra-

discrimination in the laser Doppler velocimetry are based on the ture signal pair in the baseband containing the directional
generation of a frequenc' shift between the laser beams being infenation.
focussed into the measur'ng volume (Drain, 1986). The advantages of the described technique which mainly

By means of the frequency shift the measuring signal is a cnist in
carrier frequency signal which consists of the carrier frequency - the avoidance of any frequency shift adaptation over an
and the Doppler frequency. The carrier frequency is given by the increased velocity range from "zero" up to "high velocities".
frequency shift between the laser beams and the Doppler - the utilization of fluctuating frequency shifts without
frequency by the measuring effect. For the determination of the deteriorating the measuring accuracy,
magnitude and sign of the Doppler frequency the carrier the applicability of new frequency shift techniques with shift
frequency has to be well known. Therefore, frequency shift frequency bandwidths up to 100 Mlz
techniques usually require carrier frequencies having a high will be demonstrated at several examples of innovative LDV
stability and a small bandwidth. systems based on novel frequency shift techniques using the

Since the frequency shift, based on the application of optical frequency difference of
conventional frequency shift techniques (Oldengarm et al (1976), - two orthogonally polarized modes of a micro crystal laser,
Durao and Whitelaw (1975) and Jones et al (1984)), is - stimulated Stokes waves in different optical fibres,
exclusively given by the electronic drivers for the optoelectronic - different laser sources such as monomode laser diodes or
components generating the frequency shift, a high stability of the Nd:YAG-ring lasers
carrier frequency can be achieved. Therefore, conventional LDV as frequency shift.
signal processing techniques are generally designed for the The aim is to present heterodyning and quadrature signal
evaluation of Doppler signals having a stable carrier frequency generation in the baseband as low cost signal processing
with a bandwidth which is neglectable in comparison with the techniques which allow to realize directional LDV systems with
bandwidth given by the measuring effect. reduced requirements on the frequency shift generation.

That may be the reason why other frequency shift The combination of the described signal processing
techniques generating unstable frequency shifts with high techniques and novel frequency shift techniques will allow to
bandwidths have not been taken into account for directional LDV realize promising compact and low cost directional LDV systems.
systems.
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2. METHOD zero") containing only the Doppler frequency and the directional
information.

The correlation by electronical heterodyning and the
2.1 Heterodyning and quadrature signal generation quadrature signal generation may be illustrated in the following

In order to utilize new frequency shift techniques in the explanations. Wit the expressions:

laser Doppler velocimetry, measuring signals with instable carrier fs, shift frequency (carreer frequency)

frequencies and high bandwidths have to be evaluated. A method frequency
of eliminating shift frequency influences on the evaluation of the f shDft frequency flucruagion
measuring information is the simultaneous detection of the Doppler frquency (measuig informaten)
measuring signal and a reference signal. A reference signal can 0(t) phase fluctuations

easily be generated by optical heterodyning of the LDV beams determining the carrier frequency bandwidth
and detected as beat signal on a PIN photodetector. I signal amplitude

Frequency fluctuations and bandwidth influences in both
carrier frequency signals, the measuring signal and the reference the measuring signal can be described by:

signal, are correlated so that their influence on the measuring
information, the Doppler frequency, can be eliminated by I. sin(2i'(f, +f'L.M +f") ++OM (1))
correlation techniques. Whereas the correlation of the carrier
frequency signals in the range of some ten MHz with bandwidths and for the reference signal pair follows equivalently:
up to some MHz can be carried out by transient recorder tech-
niques (Kramer et al. 1994). the evaluation of measuring signals 1, sin2x((f., + f.R1 )t + 0 (0)),
with carrier frequencies and bandwidths in the 100 MHz range i. cos2((ffý + fm.lt)t +Ox (o).
requires analogous correlation techniques. In this case the
correlation can be performed by electronical heterodyning using
conventional mixer and filter units (see Figure 1). As the frequency and phase fluctuations in both carrier

frequency signals are highly correlated one can write:

M .~1> ace 1 n2 41o f~ =f i =f

memncalhyri ceA24t By mixing the measuring signal with the reference signal
wnal pair one gets the two mixing products:

a) 1j 1, (cos2rfut - cos(2r(2f,, + 2fm + fu )t + 20(t)],

11I 1I (sin2irftf *sin(2x(2f,. , 2fH +f.)I+20(t)],Sa.u.M

O,5 where the expression I...) can be neglected after low pass filtering
of the mixer output signals. The correlator output signals are then

S 0 given by the quadrature signal pair:

-0,5 2 It Mcos
2 •rft,

SIRI sin 2 jrfut.

The rerulting quadrature burst signal pai is obviously free
b) time-= of shift frequency influences, the remaining measuring

informationfv gives the magnitude of the velocity and the phase
relationship of the quadrature signal pair the sign (see Fig. Ib and

Fig. I a) Block diagram of the ,-orrelator (mixer-filter) unit chapter 2.3).
b) Typical burst signal pair as output quadrature signal The efficacy of the heterodyne technique for the

pair evaluation of measuring signals with instable carnier frequencies

caused by fluctuating frequency shifts will be demonstrated at
To retain the directional information when eliminating the several novel LDV-systems starting with shift frequency

shift frequency with all its fluctuations by the mixer stage, bandwidths in the kHz-range and shift frequency drifts in MHz
quadrature signals have to be generated (Agrawal, 1984). For the range using the optical frequency difference of two separable
generation of quadrature signals the reference signal with the modes of a micro crystal laser (see chapter 3.1) up to carrier
carrier frequency determined by the frequency shift is given to the frequency bandwidths in the 100 MHz-range using the optical
input of a broadband hybrid coupler. At the outputs of the frequency difference of two frequency stabilized monomode laser
coupler one gets two signals having the same amplitudes but a diodes (see chapter 3.3).
phase shift of 90 degrees against each other. By mixing the
measuring signal with the reference quadrature signal pair one
gets a burst signal pair in the baseband ("carrier frequency equal
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2.2 Heterodyning for the realization of directional 2.3 Evaluation of the quadrature signals
multicomponent systems

Due to the mixing process of the carrier frequency signals.
By generatin itequency shifts for the directional the low pass filtered mixing products in the baseband look like

discrimination in I DV systems, one gets carrier frequency band-pass filtered signals without any offsets caused by the
signals. The camei frequency is given by the frequency shift and Gaussian intensity profile in the measuring volume (see Fig- Ib)
can be elrir,,,,aed by a correlator unit (see Figure I a)) while The evaluation of the quadrature signal pairs resulting in the
retaining the directional information in the phase relationship of baseband can be performed by employing conventional transtent
the quadrature signal pair resulting in the baseband. This concept recorders as well as quadrature demodulation techniques
allows the use of amy frequency shift higher than the occurring (Czarske e( al, 1993 and 1994) or directional counters. By
Doppler shifts without having an influence on the evaluation of employing transient recorder techniques it is possible to
the measuring information. In consequence different arbitrary determine the amount of the velocity by evaluating the burst
frequency shifts can be used for a channel separation to realize frequencies with FFT algorithms or the zero crossings in each
dtrectional multicomponent LDV systems. Therefore, three laser burst sigal and the sign of the velocity by evaluating the phase
beams of slightly different light frequencies have to be focussed relationship in the quadrature signal pair. The discrimination of
into the measuring volume, the velocity sign is illustrized in the Figures 3a) and 4a) which

For the generation of the frequency shifts any frequency show the first halves of typical burst signals for opposite velocity
shift technique, especially the novel frequency shift techniques de- directions. The determination of which channels leads the other,
scribed in the chapters 3.2 and 3.3, can be employed. To realize gives the directional information.
adjustment insensitive systems and to make the reference signal Each burt signal pair can also be represented in a x-y-plot
generation as easy as possible, the application of fibre optics as a spiral which is given by a rotating phasor. Each rotation of
seems to be advantageous. Using pigtailed laser sources, pigtailed the phasor corresponds to one burst signal period and the
PIN-photodiodes and fibre couplers for the generation of the direction of the rotation to the sign of the velocity (see Figures 3b
reference signals by optical heterodyning, pigtailed gradient index and 4b). As each rotation of the phasor corresponds to one burst
lenses for focussing the laser beams into the LDV measuring signal period and each burst signal period to one fringe spacing in
volume and a conventional backscatter optic for the detection of the measuring volume, the variation in time of the phase angle of
the LDV-measuring signal, it is possible to realize a compact the phasor directly gives the path-time curve of a particle passing
LDV-system. through the measuring volune. The Figures 3c) and 4c) show the

Instead of using wavelength stabilized laser sources, one periodical phase angle time finctions for different velocity
laser source for each laser beam, it would also be possible to use directons. Considering the periodicity by adding 2,r for each
different stimulated Brillouin waves as descnrbed in chapter 3.2. phase jump (phase unwrapping) one gets the phase angle time

In any way, one gets only one measuring signal containing functions represented in the Figures 3d) and 4d). For particles
different carrier frequencies corresponding to the different passing through the measuring volume with a constant velocity,
velocity components to be measured. For each velocity the resulting phase angle time functions are straight lines
component one carrier frequency reference signal has to be corresponding to the path-time curves of the particles. Conse-
generated. Each carrier frequency is determined by the quently the amount and sign of their slope diecty determine the
corresponding shift frequency and can therefore be detected as amount and sign of the velocity to be measured.
the beat signal of fractional intensities of both LDV beams in each Caused by the linea interrelationship between the phase
LDV beam pair. The separation of the different components can angle, given by the quotient of the quadrature signal pair and the
then be realized by an extended mixer/correlator unit as shown in place of the tracer particle in the measuring volume, the
Figure 2 evaluation of the phase angle time function directly allows to

investigate quasistatic processes with velocities even to zero.
Furthermore the phase angle time function given by the

"n MM few measured time series of the phase angle values allows to perform
SOnW >a burst frequency estimation by the use of the least-squares

ca O"iP f•it 1 method. A linear regression of the phase angle values makes it
""rb"Mico > twid directly possible to analyse the averaged tracer particle velocity inSo the measuring volume, which is proportional to the center

frequency of the burst signal, given by the slope in the graphs

shown in Fig. 3d and Fig. 4d. The accuracy of the phase angle
o >values, given by the standard deviation depends upon the signal-

ignal 2 to-noise-ratio. Changes in the momentary frequency within one
fcripoewnt2 signal burst (e.g. in turbulent flows) can be evaluated by fitting

Mnon-linear polynomials.
As heterodyning is employed to eliminate the shift

frequency with all its fluctuations and quadrature signal
Fig. 2 Correlalor unit for a directional two component processing allows to evaluate burst signals in the baseband over a

LDV-system wide frequency range inclusively the directional information, the

described signal processing technique is a powerful tool for the
signal evaluation in LDV systems with arbitrary frequency shifts
and frequency shift bandwidths provided that they lie in the
photodetector bandwidths.
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Fig. 3 First half of a typical quadrature burst signal pair Fig. 4 First half of a typical quadrature burst signal pair
resulting in the baseband for the opposite velocity direction as shown in Fig. 3
a) time function of the quadrature signal pair a) time function of the quadrature signal pair
b) spiral described by the phasor defined by the b) spiral described by the phasor defined by the

quadrature signals quadrature signals
c) phase angle time function given by the rotating phasor c) phase angle time function given by the rotating phasor
d) continuous function considering the 21r phase jumps d) continuous function considering the 2 xrphase jumps
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3. NOVEL FREQUENCY SHIFT LDV TECHNIQUES Figure 6 shows the spectra of the simultaneously detected

AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS measuring and the reference signal in the set-up being represented
in Figure 5. The bandwidth of the signals is small enough that the
spectra can be evaluated in the conventional way. The peaks of

3.1 Use of two separable modes of a micro crystal laser the spectra corresponding to the burst frequency of the measuring
signal are higher or lower than the frequency of the reference

The application of Nd:YAG micro crystal lasers allows to signal depending on the sign of the velocity.
realize LDV-systems with a frequency shift between the LDV- Figure 7 shows an interval of a typical quadrature burst
beams which is directly generated in the laser resonator (Schmidt signal pair resulting in the baseband by applying the described
et al, 1993). By inducing local birefringenre in the crystal of the signal processing technique which has been discussed in
laser resonator which is as short that only one lasing mode can be chapter 2. The frequency of the resulting quadrature burst signal
amplified in the gain bandwidth of the lasing medium, a single line pair determines the amount and the rotation direction of the spiral
emission in two orthogonally polarized modes can occur. Due to the sign of the velocity to be measured. The shift frequency was
the optical frequency difference of the two orthogonally polarized 22 MHz but this this is insignificant for the heterodyne and
states of the single lasing mode, two frequency shifted LDV quadrature signal processing technique.
beams can easily be generated by the use of polarizing beam
splitters. -30

Applying micro crystal lasers for the Doppler velocimetry darwm. p.,m

compact low cost directional velocimeters can be realized -SO .------- - -------- -- - -------- --------
without needing conventionally used optoelectronic components
for the generation of a frequency shift between the LDV beams E.0- ----

being focussed into the measuring volume (Kramer et al, 1994).
A set-up of a LDV system based on a micro crystal laser is

shown in Fig. 5. A quarter wave plate in the output beam of the buno X

micro crystal laser generates two almost linear polarized ,,
orthogonal light waves which are separated and splitted up by a -- -70

Wollaston prism into two frequency shifted orthogonal polarized ,Bm
laser beams. Behind the first lens, where the laser beams are 0 10 30 40 so MHz so

parallel, a half wave plate is introduced into one beam path to t-quncy
provide the same polarization for the two beams being focussed
into the measuring volume by a second lens. Fig. 6 Spectra of the simultaneously detected reference and

measuring signal with the set-up shown in Fig. 5.
=/2-wave

plan plate Wollaston lenp1 0st

colna.ot prism-
* 4 -.-wnto --JI .,]- -- --- '-|

*er a".-av

PIN- plate I. i Ž
relerence signal mesrng signal L..

Fig. 5 Set-up of the realized LDV system based on a micro i
crystal laser - - y_---

The scattered light of the particles passing through the
measuring volume is detected in backward direction and focussed
onto an avalanche photo diode (APD) which generates the - - ,-
measuring signal. For the generation of a reference signal a plan E
plate in the output beam of the micro crystal laser reflects a
fractional part of the beam onto a PIN photodetector, where the
two orthogonal laser modes are superimposed to produce a beat time us I us

.Whereas the small linewidth of the beat signal would allow Fig. 7 First half of a measured quadrature signal pair with the

to. employ conventional signal processing techniques, precise LDV set-up shown in Fig. 5. The rotation direction of
velocity measurements require a simultaneous detection of the the phasor described by the spiral respectively the

measuring and a reference signal due to the drift effects of the discrimination which channel leads the other gives the

shift frequency depending on. for example, the crystal tempera- directional information.

ture with a coefficient of about I MHz/K.
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3.2 Use of stimulated Brillouin scattering as frequency shift - -

mechanism

To realize an adjustment insensitive fibre optical LDV
system for directional velocity measurements without needing
additional components for the frequency shift generation, -•

stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) occurring in the core of an _ --

optical fibre can be used as frequency shift mechanism (Trbben et
al, 1994).

The incident wave of a narrow linewidth 1319nin
Nd:YAG laser pumps an acoustic wave which scatters it. The
backscattered Brillouin wave is downshifted in frequency by an
amount equal to the acoustic frequency in the 13 GHz range. To
get a frequency shift in a lower frequency range, the optical
frequency difference of two stimulated Brillouin waves was used: frequency

f =f fA.2 Fig. 9 Frequency spectrum of the reference signal of the
Brillouin frequency shift LDV shown in Fig. 8

where fA. and f•, are the frequency shifts of the It is obvious that conventional LDV signal processing
stimulated Briliouin waves generated by one laser source in two techniques would fail when evaluating fluctuating carrier
differently doped silica fibers. By correlating the measuring signal frequency signals in the 250 MHz range. Employing the
with the beat signal of the two Brillouin waves as reference heterodyning and quadrature signal processing technique one gets
signal, the Doppler shift and the directional information can be quadrature burst signals in the baseband containing the Doppler
evaluated independent of frequency shift instabilities, frequency and the directional information. Figure 10 shows an

example of a typical burst signal of the Brillouin frequency shift
LDV by employing the described signal processing technique.

a) Ims . 'time ----

Fig. 8 Experimental set-up of afrequency shiftLDV based on - -1

stimulated Brillouln scattering as frequency shift j-a - -

mechanism

The experimental configuration shown schematically in ,-• ••7 -J

Fig. S was used to generate two stfimulated Brillouln waves S1 " ••'• _ .

and S2 in two differently doped monomode fiber coils. Via fused ---- ,-

fiber couplers half of the intensity of the stimulated Briilouin •-

waves was focussed into the measuring volume by two gradient-I-- - ----

index (GRIN) lenses. The beat frequency of the stimulated -

Brillouin waves S, and $2 gave the reference signal for the - I0 a.u.I
detection of the momentary frequency shift. Figure 9 shows the b)se'ritd
frequency specrumn of the reference signal having a shift b ieapiueR
frequency of about 257 MHz and freuency fluctuations over a Fig. 10 First half of a detected and downmixed LDV quadrature

range of 15 MOIl. signal pair. The determination of which channel leads the

other gives the directional information requested.
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3.3 Use of the optical frequency difference of two monomode frequencies which have to be evaluated, the described signal

laser diodes processing technique allows a precise evaluation of the amount
and sign of the velocities to be measured. Figure 13 shows an

The generation of a frequency shift by using the o l example of the first half of a typical quadrature burst signal pair

frequency difference of two stabilized monomode laser diodes in the baseband.

allows on principle the realization of simple and low cost direc-
tional LDV set-ups (see Figure 1 and MOIler and Dopheide, , - -

1993). Therefore, two laser diodes with almost equal emission
frequencies are required. Y- -

Fig. I i Principle of a frequency shift LDV set-up using the "
optical difference frequency of two stabilized monomode \
lasersI

The selecton of appropriate monomode laser diodes
requires the measurement of their spectral characteristics time -- l0ps

depending on the current and the temperature of the laser diodes.The resulting mode charts allow to choose the exact (I Fig. 13 Measure LDV quadrature signal pair for the directional
parameters for the laser diodes. Employing 40 mW Hitah velcity measurement with the LDV set-up in Fig. I s.

monomode laser diodes of the HL 8318 type and evaluating the
mode charts a typical dependence of the emission frequency By employing conventional commercially available
within one mode is given by 4.4 GtmI-rmA for the diode current monomode laser diodes for the described fsrquency shift LDV
and by 19.6 G Im K for the diode temperature. Almost ea using one laser diode for each LDV beam it is possible to realize
emission wavelengths (830.800 nm for example) can be achieved low cost directional LDV systems with increased power in the
by adjusting the temperatures of both laser diodes and by tuting measuring volume and without needing additional optoelectrotc
the laser diode current ofone laser diode of the pair. i ments components for the frequency shiBt generationa The only

have shown that the resulting fr'equency fluctuations were les disadvantage is the necessity of selecting appropriate monomodethan 100 MHz/s within a frequency range of about one Hz laser diodes by evaluating the measured mode charts.
without any shift f orqueny con etol unito Using laser diodes of the To avoid selection problems in finding appropriate
HL 8318 type typical carrier frequency bandwidths in the 100 monomode laser diodes with almost equal emission frequencies
MHz rang wee eobserved (see Figbre 12). and overlapping tuming ranges without mode hopling, DFB

(distributed feed back) laser diodes can be applied. In contrast tohae sconventional laser diodes having a Fabry-Perot resonatorSstructure, these laser diodes employ a phase grating structure

u a the laser resonator which guarantees a dynamic singae mode
H operation and allows to adjust the emission freque cy withoutM•z -60 wee o mode hoapping by varying the current or temperature of the laser

( diode.

.- Furthe rmorthermoreethe linewidths of these laser
L dioode.r

reduced to a few MHz. To enlarge the tuming range of the DFB
A. -S0 laser diode a special "TG (tuneable twin guide) laser diode

structure has been developed (Amarn, 1991) which additionally
"allows to adjust the emission wavelength by the current of a

- 100 tuning diode.
0 500 1000 Corresponding to the reduced linewidths it is possible to

FREQUENCY/ (MHz) reduce the bandwidth of the shift frequency significantly if such
lasers are implemented in LDV set-ups using one tuneable laser

Fig. 12 Beat signal of two stabilized HL 8318 laser diodes as diode for each LDV beam.
reference signal corresponding to the resulting shift By the development of DFB and ITG laser diodes with
frequency increased output powers, these laser diodes will be very

interesting for the new LDV concept using one laser diode for
Although the bandwidth of the detected carrier frequency each LDV beam, especially if multicomponent LDV-systems are

signals are higher in orders of magnitudes than the Doppler considered.
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4. CONCLUSIONS Durso, D. F. G. & Whitelaw, 1. H. 1975, The performance of
Acoustooptic cells for Laser Doppler Anemometry, L.hxaicLFE

The heterodyning and quadrature signal processing ScienificInstr. vol. 8, pp. 776-780

technique has been verified in several novel frequency shift LDV
systems with different frequency shifts, frequency shift Jones, J. D. C., Chan, R.K Y., Corke, M., Kersy, A. D. &
fluctuations and frequency shift bandwidths. As this technique Jackson, D. A. 1984, Fibre optic laser Doppler Velocimetry,
can work with nearly arbitrary frequency shifts and frequency SPIE VOL. 468 Optics '84, pp. 232
shift bandwidths, provided that they lie in the bandwidth of the
signal processing chain, no adaptation of the frequency shift to Kramer, R., Mailer, H., Dopheide, D., Czarske, J. & Schmidt,
the velocities to be measured is required. Another advantage is N.P. 1994, LDV-system with frequency shift using two modes of
that the quadrature signals which have to be evaluated are offset a Nd:YAG micro crystal laser, Proc. 7th Int Symp. Applications
free signals in the baseband which allow to apply conventional to Fluid Mechanics, Lisbon, Portugal, July 11-14, 1994
signal evaluation techniques, such as transient recorders or
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A Comparison between two different Laser Doppler
Anemometer Processors in the low Turbulence Regime

by

Chr. Caspersen

Dantec Measurement Technology

Abstract Introduction

The Burst Spectrum Analyzer and the Flow Velocity Analyzer Although LDA has been used in numerous applicaL•ns where
are two very commonly used signal processors in modern laser velocity fields are recorded and where turbulence has been
Doppler Anemometer systems. The BSA is based on a Fourier measured, it is difficult to find referen,.es on analysis of
Transform of each individual burst giving the frequency limitations for LDA measurements in low turbulence. The Hot-
spectrum followed by a search for the dominating frequency. Wire has always been the dominating device in these

The FVA is based on correlating the signal with itself after a applications. For the same reason there are few papers on
delay and in this way find the frequency of the signal. There measurements on turbulence spectra, and they wre all very
has been performed many both analytical and simultaneous in- limited in range. This paper will not give an entire analysis of

vestigations on the two principles in the literature, but there are the limitations but focus on the comparison between the Hot-
few comparisons between their performance under realistic Wire as the reference instrument, and the LDA system
measurement conditions. The reason for this can be the many supplied with two different processors.
varieties of requirements to a laser Doppler Anemometer One method to get a correct estimation of the turbulence inten-

processor. In this paper a special area of interest has been sity is to calculate the turbulence spectrum and estimate the
investigated, namely the low turbulent regime. Thert ite few noise level from this. In most cases the noise level is easily
investigations in this area, although it is important in the seen as a point where the spectrum takes a constant value. The
understanding of how correct the LDA is working in terms of total area under the spectrum is an estimation of the fluctuation
estimating the turbulence statistics in all measurement and the noise, while the area below the noise-level is the added
condition. A correct estimation of the turbulence intensity nois.. By a simple subtraction, the noise can be reduced signif-
depends on a correct setting of the processor. In most cases icandy. The correct turbulence intensity can now be found by a
there will be an overestimation of the turbulence intensity as low-pass filtering of the signal before the RMS-value is
the inherent noise is added to the real fluctuating value. The calculated.
estimation of the added noise can be very difficult, so a num-
ber of procedures are generated in the paper in order to find the In this paper the flow from a low-turbulent nozzle is measured

correct estimate for the turbulence intensity, both with a BSA and an FVA. A direct estimation of the turbu-

In order to have a second reference for the measurement of lence intensity is compared with the values achieved from the

turbulence intensity, a hot-wire measurement is done under the spectrum. The correction for the additional noise is performed.

same conditions. The disturbance from the hot-wire is and the two estimates from the processors are compared

neglectible in this set-up due to the dimensions. The hot-wire
will not suffer from the sources for variance in the LDA-
system such as limited transit time, imperfections in the optical
configuration in terms of unparallel fringes and noise in the
detection system. The contributions to variance in the LDA data

The paper will conclude to which lower limit in determination
of turbulence intensity an LDA can be used combined with the
two processors under investigation. Most of the elements in an LDA system will contribute to an

increase in variance in the data coming from the system. These
elements arc
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individual sample, the influence on the statistics is marginal, as

1. Inaccurate alignment of the optics. This will always it will be proved in the comparison test, where one processor

increase the variance. If the beams are not intersecting exactly has a much finer discretization than the other one. The

in the beamwaist position, the fringespacing will be different quantization noise is estimated in the section "The theoretical

from one end of the measurement volume to the other. This is limitations due to quantization*.

demonstrated in fig. I.

4 One element that erroneously might reduce the variance,
and in that way give an underestimation of the turbulence
intensity is particle lag, in the case that large particles are used
in flows with large gradients. However in these measurements,
this effect is insignificant.

p__ _ _ Although all processors are supplied with some kind of
______ -validation scheme, there is a general trend, that higher pin

will produce more data, also validated data, but the variance is
increased. It is therefore relevant to investigate the variance as
a function of data-rate. However, due to the high data-rate and
high SNR, this is not done in this work. In some references the
variance is plotted against signal to noise ratio. Ref. 4. In fig. 2
an example is given on how the different noise sources are
contributing to the variance,

Contributions to variance as a function of
SNR

4& 4-,.4 4.0. &.0 0 .1 OA 06 30

fig. I from ref.1 25 I - -

The influence is a function of the degree of misalignment. 2
However it is not a linear function. It has a maximum with a IM 20 -

relatively small misalignment. To a certain degree, this effect
is reduced by the fact, that the intensity also has a distribution 1
over the volume, and particles passing the center of the volume
with the highest intensity will scatter more light, and in that "

way have a higher probability to be included in the statistics. > 10
As this variance is common to both processors, it is possible to
identify the magnitude.

2 Noise from scattering from a background, optical
particle interference, ref. 2 and statistical noise from the 0
receiving PM tubes and amplifiers will be treated differently 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
be the two processors. In the comparison, it was intei'ded to
adjust the SNR in order to see the noise suppression effect in SNR dB
the two processors. However the SNR remained extremely
high during the entire experiment, so this effect is not descri- -o- Processing Noise
bed further. In general there is a high requirement to the signal
to noise ratio, when low turbulence intensities are measured. -. Misalignment Variance
These noise sources will always add to the variance of the data. -03- Quantization Noise

3. Quantization noise from the data output from the fig. 2
processor. Although this can give a significant variation on the
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The generation ot a Low Turbulence Jet

A low turbulence jet is used for all the measurements in this
paper. The reason for the selection of this device is the
possibility to achieve the lowest possible level of turbulence,
and at the same time have possibilities to increase the
turbulence level, both by moving the measurement point in the
axial direction or by adding additional turbulence by
introducing a grid on the outlet of the nozzle. In order to
minimize the influence from blowers and acoustical effects. U
the nozzle is mounted on the top of a large settling chamber
with soft walls. This results in a turbulence structure, that is E-
uninfluenced by the rotation frequency of the blower, or the
individual blade frequencies from the blower. The contraction
ratio in the nozzle is 13.44:1 and the diameter of the nozzle is
30 mm. This diameter is sufficient in relation to the geometry
of the hot-wire and the size of the optical measurement
volume. The velocity is the output of the nozzle is close to 5 fig 4
m/sec. The basic turbulenceintensity is 0.4 %. The entire
configuration and the nozzle is shown in fig. 3. Measurement of the mean velocity uad turbulence level

using Hot-Wire

30.0 mm 
The Hot-Wire is positioned in the center of the jet in the outlet
plane, This position is regarded as the reference position for all
the measurements. In this position the intensity of the
turbulence has the lowest value. In order to make
measurements with a higher degree of turbulence intensity, the
Hot-Wire is traversed to a number of stations along the
centerline of the jet The positions have a distance of 0.5 D.
where D is the diameter of the nozzle. The final measurement
position is in a distance of 2 D from the nozzle. The results of
the mean and RMS measurements ame in fig. 5

Mean Velocities and Tu-Intensities for
I 10.0 mm _ CTA Measurements

fig.3 6 20

The Hot-Wire System

15~
The Hot-Wire system used is the Dantec Streamline System - -

with a 5p probe P 01. This probe is the most commonly used 10
hot-wire probe for general purpose turbulence measurements.

The Streamline System described in ref. 5 includes both the 2
bridge and a signal conditioner for suitable amplification and - - - 5
filtering of the signal.

Included in the system is a calibration system, to assure 0 0
accurate and stable calibration of the probe before and after the
measurement 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
The Hot-Wire system is operating completely with analog Position xD
circuitry. The signal is transmitted to an AID convener board
in a PC. --o- Mean Velocities
There are no special means for traversing the probe. This is I I
done manually on a fixture. The Hot-Wire system is shown in
fig, 4. fg

rig. 5
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The LDA System Fourier transform of each individual burst, including an advan-
ced validation system, while the FVA is determining the cova-
riance on the same signal with a time delay. As they are opera-

An LDA System is established to measure the vertical ting on the same signal a number of the sources for variance
component of the flow. It consists of a 85 mm diameter mentioned in section 1 will be identical for both processors,
41X820 Dantec FiberFlow Probe mounted with a 55X29 while differences in processing results will be clearly envisio-
Beamtranslator and a 55X12 Beamexpander. The probe is able ned by this procedure,
to measure two components of the flow, but only one
component is used. The probe is receiving the laser light from
a 60X40 Transmitter Box. The focal length is selected to 310 The BSA
mm and the beamseparation to 64 mm. This will give a The BSA and in the new version the Enhanced BSA has since
calibration factor of 2.504 m/sec/MHz. The laser is an it's introduction been used in a large number of difficult appli-
aircooled Ar-Ion laser running at 100 mW. Due to the low cations. In this context the application is simple as the SNR is
laser power, the set-up has facilities to measure in both high. On the other hand an increase in variance on the data will
forward and back scatter. In the forward scatter set-up a lead to increased values in the turbulence intensity measured.
receiving system normally used in Particle Dynamic Analyzer
is used in order to obtain a large receiving aperture. As the The operating principle in the BSA is described in fig. 6. The
purpose of this work is to map the measured turbulence signal is filtered in a band-pass filter which is selected by the

intensity against turbulence intensity measured by a Hot-Wire, user. After the filtering the signal is amplified and splitted into
and to compare different processors, forward scatter has two signals. The advantage in this is the possibility to use a
advantages in terms of better signal quality and therefore less complex FFT on the signal. The two signals are multiplied by
added noise to the signals. an oscillator signal with a 90 degree phaseshift The signals are

now seen as a complex signal with a real and an imaginary
part. In order to eliminate higher harmonics both parts are low
pass filtered. This is followed by an A/D conversion in four

The two Processors bits. A more detailed discussion on the selection of four bits
are given in the paper in ref. 7. "Quantization of LDAIPDA
signals:How many bits are needed ?" by Knud Andersen and

The two processors under discussion the BSA and the FVA are Anders Host-Madsen. presented at this conference.

very different in operating principle. The BSA is based on a The digitized information is stored in the input buffer in order

M W. .M cni-. .O yc.1• 9 = U .
DaePW POOMsb SEflvgiS Uigi Uain 5U'

* !.
LDAV

fig. 6
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to balance out the uneven arrival of signals. After the input Two signal with the sami. frequency, but with different phases
buffer the FF1 takes place, are passed to a bandpass filter to eliminate noise. One of the

After the FF' process, a post validation system based upon an signals is splitted up in two signals with a phase difference of

evaluation of the spectrum is used to remove signals without a 900. The unshifted and 90" shifted signals are led to two mix-

significant spectrum. ers, where the other signal is multiplied. This will give two sig-
nals representing the -osine and the sine part of the phase in-

In parallel to this process the signal is validated in the burst de- formation.
tector in order to select the signals from the background noise.
This detection system is the dynamic burst detection system If the two signals are the same signal with a known delay the

described in ref. 9. phasedifference is identical to the frequency after a division
with the imposed time delay. "

The entire information including the information on arrival ti- w e d.

me and transit time is collected in the output buffer before it is In ref. 6 a more detailed description of the principle is given.

transmitted to the connected computer in most cases a PC run-
ning the dedicated software package BurstWare. For further in-
formation on the processor ref. 9 is describing the functions in The theoretical limitations in the accuracy of the results

details, while ref. 4 is discussing the operating principle. based upon the resolution of the processor

This aspect is discussed in details in the paper "The limita-
tions in High Frequency Turbulence Spectrum Estimation

The FVA using the Laser Doppler Anemometer" which is also presented

The FVA is based upon a method for accurate determination of at this conference. The conclusion from that paper is. that an

phasedifference between two different signals. This is very sui- output with more than 4 bits will be sufficient for the kind of

table for the application the FVA originally was intended for, measurements under discussion.

namely the Particle Dynamic Analyzer, where phase measure-
ment is the most important issue, in order to measure particle
size.

The principle diagram for the FVA is simple, it is shown in Measurement of turbulence level and measurement of
fig 7 turbulence spectra using the FVA

The FVA is adjusted to optimize the situation with a mean

Svelocity around 5 m/sec. and a low turbulence intensity.

I However due to the limited selection of settings, the
9V Bandwidth must be set at 4 MHz in order to fit the

meanvelocity. One interesting aspect by using the FVA is the
resolution on the output of the procees.

For measurements where turbulence spectra are extracted, one

fig. 7 million samples are used inorder to have a reasonably low vari-
ance on the spectrum

If the two signals are described as: A significantly lower number, between 50.000 and 100.000 are
used if only mean and RMS-values are calculated. With the da-

S -A-cos(-) ta-rate on 13 - 14 kHz, a record on 50.000 will span 3 sec, a

S2 - A2 .cos(owl + q') time significantly longer than the time scales in the flow. With

s -A, -coso() the low turbulence level the different weightning methods on

- A -sin(al) the mean and RMS will give identical results.

P. 5! -52 - A 'A[ce(oM) -COS(oM+ V)]

8~ - S1 -S, -A 4jsin(a1)- cos~ax + 0']

P, -•.A,4[coK -9)+,COs(2,. +w,)J

A2 - " AAlsin(2w, + ip) + sin(ip)]

f~A - A Aco~q,)

fP, -r' ,A2S( q()

- atan2r.f.5
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Measurement or turbulence level using the BSA an iDA system. The entire discussion on limitations in spec-
tral estimation is given in the paper "The ULmitations in High
Frequency Turbulence Spectrum Estimation using the Laser

The optimal setting of the processors in relation to Doppler Anemometer" presented at this conference, and given
measurement of turbulence is selected. In this case the selec- as ref. 8.
tion is simple and uncritical, as the SNR is very high. The span
can be selected to the lowest possible value without infringing
the turbulence measurement. In this case, with an almost con- Results
stant mean value at 5 m/sec, the center frequency is set to 2
MHz and the span to 2 MHz. Although in principle indepen-
dent of bandwidth, an increase in bandwidth, even at the high The results are shown in fig. 10 and 11. The two LDA proces-

SNR will result in an increase in variance. sors are giving the same mean-values with maximum variation
of 1%, while the Turbulence intensities are determined within
0.5%. This is indicating an accuracy, that easily can be obtai-

The Turbulence Spectrum ned by processors operating on the same signal from the opti-
cal set-up although the measurements are not recorded simult-
aneously. Both processors are giving a turbulence intensity at

The turbulence spectrum is calculated on all the measurement 0.7% at the outlet of the nozzle. The CTA is measuring a lower

stations. A characteristic spectrum for the probe positioned in value 0.4%. As the seeding is removed when the LDA measu-

the outlet of the nozzle is in fig. 8. The spectrum is not very rements are done, it is not absolutely comparable. However

significant. It is dominated by the frequency generating the there are reasons to believe, that the CTA is better to resolve

turbulence. This frequency is close to 100 Hz. There are some the extremely low turbulence levels in the outlet.

peaks found at higher frequencies both with the CTA and the
FVA, however, it has not been possible to find and specific ex-
planation on these peaks.

As another example, the spectrum is calculated at the 2D posi-
tion. In this case the spectrum is in fig. 9. This spectrum has
the characteristics of turbulence spectrum, and it is indicating
to which limit it is possible to obtain spectral information using

0.01

1 *10-4 -
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1.10-6
i. io

1" 10- -

1.10-7

1-• 0-6°
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Summery and Coaclusion 3.

Two processors with different operating principles have been Three-component LDA Measurements
described and used to measure in the low turbulent regime. P. Buchhave
The processors are exhibiting very similar results and results
comparable to a CTA system. The following conclusions can DISA Information No. 29
be drawn: January 1984

4
1. The comparison of the processors Spectrum Analysis of WDA Signals

As seen from the results, the two processors are giving extre- L Lading
mely similar results, even at the very low degrees of turbulen-
ce. Except for the lowest value, the FVA is indicating a slight- Proceedings of an International Specialists Meeting on
ly higher turbulence, however the difference to the BSA is ex- The Use of Computers in Laser Velocimetry
tremely small. The conclusion is therefore, that in this experi-
ment, the two processors will give the same result. However it ISL May 18-20 1967

must be kept in mind that the SNR is extremely good in this 5
experiment. If that is changed the comparison must be repeated reamLine, The Operation Manual
in order to verify the limitation of the two processors.

Dantec 1994

2. Comparison to C`rA measurements 6

As expected the CIA is able to detect turbulence at a lower le- Burst Detection in Phase/Frequency Processors
vel than the LDA system is able to. However more optimiza- Knud Andersen and Lars Lading
tion could be done in order to improve the IDA measurements
further. The comparison is also clearly indicating, that the Proceedings from the Fourth International Conference on La-

CTA has a sensitivity for fluctuations in other components, ser Anemometry. Advances and Applications

than the one the WDA is measuring. The conclusion is therefo- Cleveland, Ohio
re, that the CTA is still a very valuable instrument for measure-
ment of low turbulence, while higher degree of turbulence will August 5 - 9. 1991

require a more advanced probe, like the X-wire. With a degree 7.
of turbulence above 1% the WDA will give a correct prediction Quantization of LDA/PDA signals:How many bits are needed
of the turbulence if a proper processor is used and a sufficient Knud Andersen and Anders Hut-Madsen
number of samples are recorded.

Proceedings from the seventh International Symposium on Ap-
plications of Laser Methods to Fluid Mechanics
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A rigorous procedure for design and response determination of phase Doppler

systems

Amir Naqwi and Rajan Menon

Fluid Mechanics Instruments Division. TSI Inc., P.O Box 64394, St. Paul, MN 55164, USA

1 Introduction is low. Usually, this relationship is not strictly
monotonic and may exhibit oscillations with high

A three-step procedure is described for selecting (submicron) or low periodicity. A smoothing
the critical parameters of a phase Doppler procedure is outlined that transforms the Mie
system and for determining the transfer function response curve to the nearest nonlinear
of the instrument. This procedure covers all monotonic function. This procedure results in
possible values of the material properties for smaller errors and uncertainties than the
homogeneous spherical particles and has the commonly used linear regression technique. A
potential to be transforrn~d into an eXPert look-up table is subsequently generated that
system for setting up phase Doppler instruments allows conversion of phase into particle
and preparing look-up tables to convert diameter. The authors prefer to use look-up
measured phases into particle diameters. tables as opposed to conversion factors, even if

The first step of the design is based on the phase-diameter relationship is strictly linear.

geometrical optics. The PDA designers' chart The look-up tables enable faster processing of
introduced earlier [1] is divided into 15 domains the data.
representing certain combinations of particle 2 Identification of Operating Regime
refractive index and scattering angle. Within
each domain, scattering characteristics are fairly Phase Doppler systems were originally analyzed
consistent for a given state of polarization and a using the geometrical theory of light scattering,
given level of light attenuation through the which indicates that the relationship between the
particle. Charts are provided, so that the PDA phase shift and the particle diameter is linear,
user can select a state of polarization and a IroViddd that a single geometrical scattering
range of scattering angles for his/her application, mode is dominant. One of the first three modes
At this stage, an estimate of required beam of geometrical scattering is usually employed for
angle and elevation angle is available for a particle sizing. These modes may be described
standard layout. Also, the beam angle for a as (i) reflection of light from particle surface,
planar layout can be estimated at this level. (ii) refraction of light through the particle, and

(iii) emergence of light rays from the particleIn the second step, due attention is given to the after one internal reflection.

particle trajectory effects. As shown by Naqwi

(2], the trajectory effect becomes more and more The conditions under which one of these
severe with the increasing dynamic range and scattering modes are applicable, have been
concentration of the particles and leads to discussed in literature, but only with reference to
narrower choices of scattering angles. For special cases. A considerable number of cases
transparent particles in a rarer medium, charts are discussed by Naqwi & Durst (1 & 4], who
are provided to select the scattering angles that also introduced PDA aesigners' chart, shown in
would minimize the trajectory effect. Fig 1. In this chart, areas covered by horizontal

and vertical lines represent the presence of
In the third step of design, a choice between refracted and internally reflected light
planar and sCndard (or orthogonal) optical respectively. The spacing between the vertical
layout (2,3] is made. The newly introduced lines is reduced to half and one-third in some
Adaptive Phase/Doppler Velocimeter (APV) can regions in order to indicate the presence of
be configured as a standard or a planar system. double and triple contributions of the internally

Subsequently, size anti shape of the receiving reflected ,ays. Furthermore, several critical

apertures are determin,. d. After selection of the scattering angles, such as those representing
optical parameters, Mie s(;attering theory is used the Brewster conditions for surface reflections
to compute the phase-diarrdter relationship, and internal reflections as well as rainbow
provided that the level of confidence regarding angles are included.
the proposed geometrical scattering mechanism
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The governing equations for some higher order 4. Strong attenuation: 500 <a 5 4000
angles are not given in Ref. 1. These
mathematical relationships are provided below: 5. Very strong attenuation: a > 4000

Brewster condition for the first internal reflection: In the case of weak attenuation, scattering
mechanism is not significantly affected by light

oso : )(m,,, -,14m', + ,)/(M2 +,) (1) absorption. However, some caution is required
unless attenuation is qualified as 'very weak'.

where 0 and m represent the scattering angle Similarly, strong attenuation means that only
and the refractive index of the particle relative to reflected light will be dominant at all the
the surrounding medium, scattering angles. However, the designer should

proceed cautiously, unless attenuation is

cosa=(m" +4mr6 +270m 4 -972m 2 +729)/32m6 (2) designated as Very strong', which typically
pertains to metallic particles. In the case of

Brewster condition for second internal reflection: moderately absorbing particles, none of the
I.Mg4 geometrical scattering mechanism is generally

Cosa= (-m, +2&n - 7 +2&n - I)/OM +,)' (3) applicable.
The introduction of the designers' chart has Based on above considerations, scattering mode
enabled us to devise generalized criteria for charts of Fig. 3 are generated. For the 15
determining the applicability of individual domains and 5 levels of attenuation, dominant
geometrical scattering modes, instead of scattering modes are indicated. Separate charts
restricting the discussion to a few special cases. are given for parallel and perpendicular
In this context, four independent variables are polarization. The differences between the two
considered in the present work, i.e. refractive charts arise from the fact that various Brewster
index of the particle relative to the surrounding conditions are met only in the case of parallel
medium, attenuation coefficient of the particle polarization. The dominant scattering modes are
material, scattering angle of the receiving optics represented by circles, triangles and squares
and polarization of the incident light, that depict reflection, refraction and internal-

The designers' chart is divided into 15 domains reflection respectively. The closed and open
based on the values of scattering angle and the symbols signify whether the level of confidence
refractive index, as shown in Fig. 2. The in the corresponding geometrical mechanism is
rationale for the domains in Fig. 2 is provided by high or low respectively. The symbol x is used to
the critical angles depicted in Fig. 1, which indicate that none of the three geometrical
strictly represents non-absorbing particles, scattering modes is expected to dominate.
Subsequently a measure of light attenuation is If the level of confidence is high, a linear
incorporated in the above scheme of relationship between phase and diameter is
classification. An attenuation parameter is expected and geometrical scattering theory can
introduced as below: be used to determine phase-diameter conversion

factor with an accuracy of 5%. If the confidence
o = Z,, = 41m~cd, `1o, (4) level is low, Mie scattering theory should be used

to obtain the phase-diameter relationship.
where dp. is the largest particle diameter and Nevertheless, a low level of confidence should

x is l/e-attenuation coefficient, which is related not be interpreted as likelihood of poorer
measurements. It simply means that a single

to the imaginary part nfl of the refractive index metrime of scattemens not full
geometrical mode of scattering is not fully

and the wavelength of light in vacuum A0 as dominant. However, accurate phase Doppler
shown above, measurements may be possible.

Parameter a represents the fraction of the Deviations from linearity in prmse-diameter
incident light absorbed in the largest particle relationship may exhibit as (i) fluctuations (non-

during its transmission through the particle. A monotonic behavior) and/or (ii) monotonic non-

very large range of this parameter may be linear behavior. If the latter trend is dominant,
encountered in practice. Based on the numerical then a spectral domain smoothing of the Mie

value of this parameter, the light absorbing response curve, as illustrated in Sec. 5, is

character of particles may be classified as appropriate for obtaining a phase-to-diameter
follows: conversion table. Otherwise, the joint probabtity

method, as explained in Ref. 2, should be
1. Very weak attenuation: a - 0.005 employed.

2. Weak attenuation: 0.005 <a 0.05

3. Moderate attenuation: 0.05 <a 5 500
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Figure 1: Critical scattering angles as a function of refractive index
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Figure 2: Scattering domains based on refractive index and scattering angle
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Figure 3: Scattering mode charts

3. A Consideration of Trajectory Effects light rays reaching a detector after reflection and
refraction enter the particle at different locations.

The measuring volume diameter is set by default The separation between these two incidence
to be comparable to the largest particle diameter locations is conservatively estimated as particle
in order to suppress the adverse effects of the diameter itself. The output of Fig. 4, i.e. the

Gaussian intensity profile. In the case of ordinate (maximum incidence ratio: refraction to
transparent particles with refractive indices reflection), indicates how much the intensity of
larger than 1. the charts of Fig. 4 & 5 are incident light at the incidence point of refraction
consulted for further optimizing the scattering - which is presumably the dominant scattering
geometry in respect of the Gaussian profile mechanism - could be smaller than that at the
effect. Figure 4 receives two inputs: (i) the incidence point of reflection, under the worst
measuring volume to particle diameter ratio, and conditions.
(ii) the particle dynamic range. Figure 5 shows the ratio of reflected to refracted

A large dynamic range requires a low enough light in the scattered field (scattering ratio.
trigger level, so as to register the weak signals reflection to refraction) for uniform illumination.
from small particles. This also means that a The abscissa and ordinate of Fig. 5 represent
large particle will generate signals from a large 100 x refractive index and the scattering angle
volume, including the undesirable regions of the respectively. The latter should be chosen

illuminating field. Figure 4 provides a measure of appropriately, so that the output of the second

the non-uniformity of particle illumination. The
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chart is smaller than that of the first chart. This standard phase Doppler system. As shown in

condition ensures that the refracted light signal Refs. 1 & 4, the phase factor is approximately

dominates the reflected light signal. This proportional to siosin W, which in turn depends
condition suffices to ensure that correct size
measurements are obtained, at least in the primarily upon the beam spacing jb, spacing

neighborhood of critical particle diameters between centroids of the receivers j,, the
introduced in Ref. 2.

receiver spacer angle 6 and the focal lengths of
Figures 4 & 5 are based on geometrical optics the transmitting and the receiving units given by
but are validated using generalized Lorenz-Mie
theory [5] that fully takes into account the f and f, respectively. These parameters are

Gaussian structure of the laser beam. illustrated in Fig. 6 for a typical APV layout and

0.1 are related as below:

fir Ad,

- . The function F, takes the following form for a
o 0 reflecting particle,0o.01 / ,."-

F, =4sin(8'2). (6)

- .For a refracting particle,o / ',,,,
4)" 0 - / / 7 .

4cos(6/2) 1+m2 -2mcos(iW2)"Dynamic Range 4F. (7)
E• / "".' - 10:1 m

-0.001  20:1 The above equations follow from Eqs. (60) &
- - 40:1 (63) of Ref. 1. For particles with internal

-- 50:A reflection as the dominant scattering

4 mechanism, an explicit analytical expression for
2 3 4

Measuring Vol./Particle Dia. F, does not exist and the function is computed

Figure 4: Non-uniformity of particle illumination using an iterative method.

104 134 164 194 224 254 284 m 0O -

1202120 120 X

900

60 0 60 Sb-

30 0Figure 6: APV design parameters

. .4 0 Adherence to Eq. (5) ensures that the optical
134 164 194 224 254 284 parameters are selected to cover a size range

Figure 5: reflection/refraction ratio in the A, = d,, - de, , where d... may have a
scattered field non-zero value. It may be reminded here that

4. Type of Layout and Receiver Geometry conventional approaches to phase Doppler
design are based on the presumption that the

For a given particle size range Ad, , some key smallest particle diameter is always nearly zero,

design parameters of the system can be which results in an unnecessary loss of

selected using the scattering angle 0 and the sensitivity in the case of narrow size distributions

corresponding geometrical scattering mode with Al,/d,.I << 1. APV hardware obviates this

determined through the procedures of Sec. 2 & restriction and provides maximum sensitivity in
3. These parameters ascertain the elevation the case of narrow size distributions by using
angle and the beam angle in the case of a separate receivers, whose angular spacing 13 can
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be increased to match a narrow size range. This accuracy than linear regression, which is usually
is not possible with conventional PDA receivers, employed for obtaining PDA transfer function
where detector spacing is severely limited by the
numerical aperture of the receiver lens. References

It is also obvious from Eq. (5) that for very small 1. A. Naqwi & F. Durst, "Light scattering

particles or very small size ranges, the right- applied to LDA and PDA measurements,

hand side of this equation would become so Part 1: Theory and numerical treatments",

large that it would not be possible to obtain Part. Part. Syst. Charact. 8 (1991) 245-258.

adequate sensitivity even if the largest practical 2. A. Naqwi, "Innovative phase Doppler
value of 0 is employed. For such applications, systems and their applications", Part. Part.
planar layouts are useful. Syst. Charact. 11 (1994) 7-21.

In a planar arrangement, scattering angle is 3. A. Naqwi & M. Ziema, "Extended phase
represented effectively by the elevation angle i, Doppler anemometer for sizing particles

whereas off-axis angle is zero. Invoking these smaller than 10 pim", J. Aerosol Sci. 23

conditions in Eqs. (60) & (63) of Ref. 1, the (1992) 613-621.
appropriate hardware settings of a planar layout 4. A. Naqwi & F. Durst, "Light scattering
are determined through applied to LDA and PDA measurements,

Part 2: Computational results and their
Sb (8)3 -(8m discussion", Part. Part. Ss.Charact. 9
"",( (1992) 66-88.

where 5. G. Gr6han. G. Gouesbet, A. Naqwi and F.

Durst, "Trajectory ambiguities in phase

F, (9) Doppler systems: use of polarizers and
cos(0/2) additional detectors to suppress the effect",

for reflecting particles and Proc. 6th Intl. Symp. on Applications of
Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics,

, I+M2-2mcos(2) (1Lisbon (1992) Paper # 12.1.

msin(6y2) (10)
for refracting particles. Usually planar layout o
provides adequate sensitivity to measure particlej Water droplets
diameters as small as a fraction of the light -80 Orthogonal layout
wavelength.

5 Final Remarks . -120

Once a complete specification of the optical
hardware 

is achieved, 
Mie scattering 

6-8 
Or

calculations may be conducted. If the level of
confidence in the scattering mechanism is high,
then these calculations are not necessary for 0.-240
obtaining phase-diameter relationship but if they
are conducted for other reasons, large intervals
of particle diameter, e.g. 5 pIm, may be -300 ----- Closest monotonic function
employed. Otherwise, small increments, such as - Mie calculation
0.1 or 0.2 pm, should be used. -360 ....... .......... ........... .... ....

If necessary, the phase-diameter relationship Particle diameter, micron
based on the Mie theory, may be made
monotonic using smoothing in the spectral Figure 7: Mie response curve and the nearest
domain. Subsequently, a lookup table would be monotonic function
generated for converting measured phases into.
particle diameters.

Figure 7 illustrates the smoothing process. The
results based on Mie calculations are shown by
a solid line, whereas dotted line represents the
relationship after smoothing, which is the basis
for the look-up table. It is clear from this figure
that smoothing procedure would provide better
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Experimental and theoretical studies of the sources of uncertainties in a

phase Doppler system

Michael Seidelt, Marns Ziemat, Arnir Naqwi" and Franz Durstt

tLehrstuhl fOr StrOmungsmechanik, University of Erilangen, Federal Republic of Germany

"Fluid Mechanics Instruments Division, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN 55164, USA

I Introduction well-known that the phase signal of a
transparent particle may have a strong

The present study is concerned with two physical dependence on the trajectory of the particle
effects that need to be taken into account in the through the measuring volume. Obviously, this
selection of a phase Doppler layout in order to effect is not desirable and several authors have
obtain accurate results. The first phenomenon proposed different schemes for its elimination.
considered here is the multiple scattering effect, Recently, Naqwi [2] has identified a crtical
i.e. modification of the light scattering pattern of parie diameter for which the trajectory effect
the particle under investigation, due to presence manifests itself only as uncertainties in the
of other particles in the laser beam. Since phase signal visibility, without affecting the phase of the
Doppler is a single-particle technique, it is

understood that the quality of the measurement signal. The knowledge of the critical diameter

would deteriorate if more than one particle is helps in optimizing the optical layouts, so as to

present in the measuring volume. However, it is minimize the trajectory effect in a particular

demonstrated herein that due to multiple application.

scattering effect, the signal quality may also In the present work, the existence of the critical
degrade even if there is only one particle in the diameter is verified experimentally.
measuring volume. This effect is commonly
encountered, when a large particle crosses one Epemental Setup
of the laser beams outside the measuring The transmitting optics consisted of a He-Ne
volume and at a location closer to the laser laser with 633 nm wavelength and 15 mW laser
source than the measuring volume. The light power. The collimated laser beam had a 1/e 2-
scattered by this particle has a -secondary diameter of 0.9 mm and was split into two
scattering from the primary particle within the parallel beams with a spacing of 20 mm. An
measuring volume. The size and velocity achromatic doublet with focal length of 250 mm
information about the measured particle may be and diameter of 80 mm was used to focus the
affected adversely by this phenomenon. Ruck [1] laser beams into a measuring volume with
has examined this effect in connection with LDV diameter 220 prm. This measuring volume
applications, diameter was large enough to suppress the

In the present study, the multiple scattering effect of particle trajectory, so that pure multiple
effect was produced by using two independent scattering effect could be examined.
units of vibrating orifice droplet generator (TSI For studies of the trajectory effect, the laser
Model 3450). The first droplet generator was beam was expanded to 2.2 mm and hence,
used to maintain a steady chain of drops focused to a diameter of 90 lrm in the
through the measuring volume of a phase measurement volume.
Doppler system. The second droplet generator
was employed to create a shower of freely falling The receiving optics were located at an off-axis
secondary drops that intersected the laser angle of 30" and consisted of two avalanche
beams ahead of the measuring volume. Phase photodiodes (APD), positioned at elevation
Doppler signals with and without the secondary angles of ±3.69". Both the APDs received light
droplets are presented and analyzed for scattered by the particle within a half-cone angle
estimating the associated errors. The measured of 2.77'.
effects are explained using geometrical optics. The output signals from the APDs were
Limits on measurable particle concentration, bandpass filtered (0.5-2 MHz) and transferred to
imposed by multiple scattering, are estimated. a transient recorder for digitization and further on

The second phenomenon considered in this to a plug-in PC board for processing.
article is the particle trajectory effect in PDA. It is
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Two vibrating orifice generators were employed
to produce droplets of diethyl-phathalate (DP).
This spray liquid was chosen because of its high 0- ;=0"W
viscosity and lower surface tension, which
results in a stable operation of the droplet at
generator. The droplet streams of DP were found
to be more stable than water or alcohol.

The refractive index of DP at 20 "C is 1.502,
which results in a sensitivity of 3.82"lim for the 1 2 Tri

PDA system.

The head of the primary droplet generator was Pnw,
attached to a two-axis translator, so that the
droplet stream could be positioned arbitrarily in
the plane of the fringes, i.e. yz-plane, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. For examining the multiple se-, _drop,
scattering effect, the droplet stream was located 9-11

at the center of the measuring volume, whereas 5Mseveral drop locations, esp. along y-axis, were
covered for studies of the trajectory effect.

OropW sk-kr

Eievtngr in on

Z Fig.2: Experimental setup for examining multiple
scattering in PDA

3 Multiple Scattering Effect

Investigation of the multiple scattering effect was
x / based on a primary drop diameter of 50 lIm and

secondary drops of diameters 60, 80 and 100
u lim. A range of inter-drop spacing t was

Fig. 1: Primary drops in the measuring volume, employed and associated errors in signal
frequency and phase were measured. Also the

The second droplet generator was used to signal-to-noise ratio was recorded. The
produe freeyond lling droplet asenerotoriwnsmeasured data are presented below and their
produce freely falling drops as shown in Fig. 2. impact on the accuracy of phase Doppler
Most of these drops were collected by a liquid measurements is discussed.
trap and only drops following a certain trajectory
were allowed to cross the laser beams ahead of 3.1 Experimental Resufts
the measuring volume. The spacing t between A series of Doppler bursts generated by primary
the primary and the secondary drop could be drops are shown in Fig. 3. These bursts
adjusted between 3 mm and 15 mm. A detector drops a shon in Fg 3.aTese bs
was arranged to collect the light scattered by the correspond to a secondary drop of diameter 80
secondary drops as they crossed the upper laser am and an inter-drop spacing of 6 mm. Thebeam. This light signal was used to trigger the amplitude of filtered signals dropped twice due

oeam This hth imwar uedrtop cro the to crossing of the individual beams by themeasurements of the primary drops crossing the secondary drop. The first, twelfth and eighteenth
measuring volume. Typically, 200 signals were bursts are enlarged. The twelfth burst shows acollected after each triggering event, significant increase in the frequency and the

Since the secondary drops moved significantly eighteenth burst exhibits an envelop which
slower than the primary ones, the former could deviates substantially from a Gaussian shape
be considered stationary for a given phase that characterizes undisturbed signals.
Doppler signal. Signal frequency and phase are plotted in Fig. 4

for individual bursts. They show a decrease as
the secondary drop enters the first beam, an
increase as it leaves the beam and a recovery of
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the original phase and frequency when the drop
is between the two beams. The above events are
repeated, when the drop crosses the second
beam.

to I

1.4

_•50- .0-''
10-

4io 360 40  50'00  60' 700o

Burst Number

Fig. 4: Influence of secondary drop on signal
frequency and phase.

Fig. 6 pertains to a 100 lam secondary particle at
Fig. 3: Effect of a secondary drop on PDA 3 mm from the measuring volume.

signals The results concerning the multiple scattering
The largest errors in phase for different effect, presented herein, are based on 256
diameters of the secondary particle are shown in samples, unless otherwise stated.
Fig. 5. These data are based on averages of 21
events of the kind considered in Figs. 3 & 4, for
each drop size. The largest inter-drop spacing
t,, for which multiple scattering effect is

Secondarysignificant, may be estimated from this figure. Se 8 drop diameter
This parameter increases with the drop size, drpm

0 60 pm
however, the largest phase error within 1, isu. 6A 80 /Am
larger for smaller drops. -. 00 AOm

Present work has also shown that in the ' 40 _
presence of multiple scattering effect it is .2- - . .'
necessary to select a large sample for "

processing. As illustrated in Fig. 6, 64-point FFT 1 0 o .-.and 256-point FFT give comparable accuracy of 3 6 9 12 15 18
phase measurements as long as secondary Inter-drop spacing (mm)
particle is not present. However, in the presence
of the secondary particle, significantly better
phase measurements are obtained with longer Fig. 5: Phase error versus inter-drop spacing
samples. In the present measurements, 64 and
256 point sample lengths correspond to 5 and
20 cycles of Doppler burst respectively.
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250,2•40- Retted6

230 -

220° 64-point FFT _ m e be M V_VW boM
210-

190 -j

too Fig. 7: Interpretation of multiple scattering effect.

1401 40 It may appear surprising that the light diffracted

130o by the secondary drop - which is normally
_0 stronger than the refracted light - does not play

a to 20 36 40 •0 so an important role. However, this behavior is
explicable as the phase of scattered light is
generally very uniform over most of the

200 -diffracted lobe and undergoes a rather abrupt
change of 180" near its edges.

9o-0 Since the intensity of refracted light in the

- 256-point FFT measuring volume is directly proportional to d2

o) .and - in the far-field - inversely proportional to

o- 70 1t2. the limiting distance 1,. should vary linearly

with d. . According to the data in Fig. 5,
fl increase in t. with d. is slower than linear,

manifesting the near-field effect. Nevertheless, a

reasonable estimate of the limiting inter-particle
140, spacing is provided by the correlation.

0 tO 20 30 40 50 60

Burst number The effect of measuring volume diameter d, on
the above correlation was not examined in this

Fig. 6: Phase fluctuations with 64 & 256 samples study. However, the order of magnitude of the
proportionality constant in Eq. (1) is not

3.2 Interpretations based on Geometrical expected to change in typical phase Doppler
Optics systems. Hence, for complete elimination of the

The variations of phase and frequency shown in multiple scattering effect, there should be a

Fig. 4 may be explained by considering the single particle in a volume represented by two

deflection of individual laser beams by the interpenetrating cylinders - aligned with the two

transparent drop as illustrated in Fig. 7. As the laser beams - with diameter d, and length
droplet enters the upper beam, it causes an t, Typically, this volume will be two orders of
effective upward deflection of this beam due to magTypically, this volume w i e t y ore
refraction, resulting in a decreased beam angle magnitude larger than the volume defined by thea nd n i cre a ed rin e sp cin . T is o vio slyla se r wa ist a n d im a g e o f th e slit u sed in th e
and an increased fringe spacing This obviously receiving optics. Hence, particle concentration
leads to a decrease in the signal frequency as should be two orders of magnitude smaller than
well as the phase. As shown in Fig. 7, the above the recommended values in order to completely
effect is reversed when the secondary drop eliminate the multiple scattering effect. However,

as shown in Fig. 5, the relative errors caused by
the multiple scattering effect are small and
higher concentrations can be used at the
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expense of some broadening of the measured ISO-

size distribution.

4 Particle Trajectory Effect 14o

Trajectory ambiguity is encountered in the case 120

of transparent particles if the location of
receiving optics is substantially different from the 0oo

position where the Brewster condition is )
satisfied, so that both refracted and reflected so

light is present in the scattered signal. Normally,
refracted light dominates, but the contribution of 60 d I=
reflection beomes significant if the particle size5 m

is comparable to the measuring volume 40o. • 7o Am

diameter and the particle is located in the half of - E 75 gm

the measuring volume opposite to the detectors. 20- d0 s = 70

A s discussed in R ef. 2 , a phase D oppler signal d .. . . . . .. . . .

in such an application, may be considered as a -80 -80 -40 -2o 0 20 40 80 80

superposition of a reflected and a refracted y-Position [b.m]
signal. There exist critical particle diameters, at ISO-
which the reflected and refracted signals are
either in-phase or completely out-of-phase. For a d,(-) = 80 ism

symmetric dual- detector PDA receiver, the 130- d, = 7s Am

critical diameter is given as d, S 60 Am
110-4PS 

8 m\ \ ~ d -.- ,-(E) 94 jum

dp. = 3f60 (2)d 
9j

where f& and ff are the phase-diameter E,

conversion factors in deg/lim for pure refraction 7
and pure reflection respectively. The refracted
and reflected signals are out-of-phase for
n=1,3,5, ... and in-phase for n=2,4,6, ...

30
If reflection and refraction are out-of-phase, then '
the phase of the combined signal agrees with 10
pure refraction, as long as refracted signal is -so -6o -40 -o " 20i 40 60 60
slightly stronger than the reflected signal. Only y-Position [pm]
signal visibility is deteriorated due to strong
reflections. The knowledge of these critical Fig. 8: Experimental (E) and simulated (S) data
diameters is very useful in optimizing system of phase as a function of drop location
layouts for specific applications, in order to
minimize trajectory effects. 5 Conclusions

In the present arrangement, two critical drop Two phenomena that may severely affect the
diameters, i.e. 38.2 pm and 76.4 pm, exist within performance of a phase Doppler system are
the measurable size range (0,94 pm]. The examined. Multiple scattering, in the case of
refracted and reflected signals are out-of-phase submillimeter particles, may be modelled as a
at 38.2 pm and in-phase at 76.4 prm. A range of refraction of the entire laser beams. The limiting
droplet diameters, in the vicinity of the second values of particle concentrations for PDA that
critical diameter was used for experimental are specified in the existing literature are based
verification reported herein, solely on the dimensions of the measurement

The results of measurements are given in Fig. 8 volume and ignore the multiple scattering effect.
If accurate measurements for individual particlesand compared with simulations based on

generalized Lorenz-Mie theory (GLMIT). In this are desired then the limiting concentrations are
as much as two orders of magnitude smaller

figure, the droplet diameters are reduced by 5 an th specifiedes

pm in comparison to their values based on the

droplet generator settings. This measure However, multiple scattering causes only a
appears to account for evaporation of drops in a broadening of the measured size distribution
satisfactory manner and leads to an excellent without severely affecting the mean particle
agreement between theory and measurements. diameter. Furthermore, it should be possible to
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deconvolve the effect of multiple scattering as verification of the critical diameters is given
the phenomenon conforms fairly well to a rather herein, which substantiates the above method
simple model based on geometrical optics. The
future work will aim at corrections of the Acknoledgement
measured distribution to offset the multiple The GLMT code for simulation of phase Doppler
scattenng effect. technique, used in this work was developed

It is also important to recognize that the multiple through collaboration between author Naqwi and

scattering effect is rather demanding for the and Dr s G. Gr6han of INSA do Rouen, France,

signal processor. The optimal settings of a with kind advices from Prof. G Gouesbet The

processor for single scattering are not applicable authors are grateful to their partners from INSA

in the presence of multiple scattering In the for this very valuable contribution.

present work, 256-point FFT was needed in the References
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IMPROVING THE ACCURACY OF PARTICLE SIZING TECHNIQUES

USING THE LIGHT SCATTERED FROM SINGLE PARTICLES

M.FJ. Bohan and T.C. Claypole

University College of Swansea, Wales

ABSTRACT scattered light intensity distributions being predictable for any

particle orientation. Therefore, it is possible to relate the
The sizing of particles by laser light scattering scatter light intensity (and visibility) to the size of the

techniques assumes the particles are smooth and spherical. particle.
When sizing materials such as coal and char, this assumption For particles of diameter much greater than the
is far from valid as the particles awe faceted and non- wavelength of light, three main processes dominate the light
spherical. The development of a technique for removing scatter. These are reflection, refraction and diffraction. The
spurious measurements caused by facets and other areas of amount of light scattered by these processes is dependant on
non-uniforeuty has been developed. Individual particls the wavelength of the illuminating light, the particle size,
within a sa range between 4Opm and 150onn were rotate shape and material and on the angle between the incideL:
in a laser beam and the signals front two and trm detectors light and the collection angle.
simultaneously compared. This has lead to a technique The particles analysed were coal with nomimal diameters
producing an improvement in the reliability of the varying between 50su and 200Ptm. For these particles, the
measurements by up to 75%. contribution due to refraction is negligible due to their high

light absorbtion. The contribution due to diffraction will
1.0 INTRODUCTION reduce dramatically outside the main diffraction lobe. For.-

spherical particle of 50 microns, the main diffraction lobe is
Many industrial processes involve flows of powders or appimately one degree off axis The irregularity of the

sprays in a fluid medium. Information about particle scattering particle will not significantly effect this angle, but
parameters such as velocity, size and concentration am of make the diffracted light profle non-symmetric. Therefore,
value in the control of such processes. Well developed non outside this regioo (0>lO) the majority of the scattered light
invasive optical techniques exist for the measurement of is due primarily to reflection from the particle surface.
velocity, e.g. Drain (1986). Several different techniques have Reflection from spherical particles is a relatively simple
been developed for the measurement of particle sz using problem, but is useful in highlighting the light scatter
the light scatted from individual particles. These include process. Consider a particle of radius R illuminated by a
the use of intensity, visibility and phase Doppler. However, collimated beam of light. Suppose the scattered light is
the measurement of irregular particles remains an area of collected by a lens of diameter d and focal length f. It can be
considerable difficulty, despite the widespread occurrences of shown that the intensity of the scattered light I, is given by
such particles. A signal validation technique has been
developed to improve the accuracy of the sizing of I R 12
irregularly shaped particles for visibility / intensity based I k
techniques. This fist required an understanding of the
scattering of light from irregular particles.

or any angle of incidence provided that the collection
2.0 LIGHT SCATTERING FROM IRREGULAR aperture is small. This relationship will remain good for

PARTICLES larger apertures provided the collection angles we away from

the forward direction.
A short discussion of the processes involved in light Now consider an irregular particle. The primary change

scattering from particles would help in the understanding of in the analysis is that the radius that appears in Equation 1 is
the experimental program. The scattering of light from replaced by the local radius of curvature of the particle. This
spherical particles has been thoroughly reseched and is now is no longer constant but depends on the particle orientation.
weU understood, van de Hulst (1957), Bobren and Huffman For a spherical particle this is equivalent to the particle
(1983). The use of the spherical particle results in the diameter. However, this is not the case for non-spherical
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diaenter. However, this is not the case for non-spherical
particles. The extent to which measurements of radius of
curvature of the particle will provide a means of measuring
the particle size will depend on the degree of irregularity of
the particle. Therefore, as the local radius of curvatue
increases, theO would be a tendency for the sca light
intensity to increase.

2.1 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION INTO LIGHT A TA.

SCATIERING FROM IRREGULAR PARTICLES -IRM .ATE

Sf-204 f.z200 •u~~
Due to the complexity of the scattering from an irregular RAZOR LAM

Particle, the light scatter from these Particles was investigated 3-K. IN, PARLE
experimentally. In a free flow the particles would randomly
pass through the las beam in any orientation. A series of
experiments were undertaken with particles suspended on
stalks. Ibis allowed each of the particles to be individually ... • /
chracterised. The particles were slowly rowed about their
axis in the cente section of an illuminating la beam to j •
simulate the different orientations the particle would pass -
through a measurement volume. The scattered light was then - /
collected at different collection angles that varied betweeniI
five and ninety degrees. Coal was selected for the : ,/I.
investigation as this provided an irregular particle for which
there was a commercial interest regardinig the validity of the I1
sat information obtained from the current investigation. The
size range of interest varied between 40pm and 160Qm in S .i ,
rj.ms dia-mete.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The

mounted particles were rotaed about their ami centrally inGM
a laser beam. In this section of the lase beam, the intensity
was approximately even. The scattered light was then
collected using pbotimultipher tubes. The first set of
collection optics remained fixed at 5 degrees to the law Figure 1 Plan view of the experimental

beam and the second set were rotated about the particle to arangement, collection optics set at 5 and

collect the scattered light at 90W, 60& and 300 to the laser 80 degrees

beam. A repeat set measurements were taken at 90& to ensure -
experimental consistencey. The signals were transferred to A
computer via a set buffer interfaces. A tyical response from
a single routing coal particle is shown in Figure 2, for
collection angles of five and ninety degrees. The dominant
light scattering process for these particles is reflection. The
high intensity regions in the signals (A. B and C) correspond
to facets (flat areas) on the particle surface. At certain
orientations these can give rise to localized flashes of high
intensity light. h was found that as the collection angle is
increased the intensity of these flashes will increase. These
flashes can lead to large erors in particle sizing if , I
conventional laser based systems wre used (only 50% of the I

measurements we within 125% of the nominal particle size).

90*

TIME

Figure 2 Signal fluctuations for a collection angle
of 5 and 90 degrees
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3.0 SIGNAL VALIDATION TECHNIQUE USING TWO signals. If a iumit is applied to this difference to validate the
DETECTORS signals, then those signals due to the facets on the particle

The previous section has shown bow facets on t surface (flashes) can be removed The use of this technique
results in a 35% improvement in the prediction of the particle

particle section can give rise to localised flashes of intense siz approximly o i the mrementh artic

light, depending on the particle orientation. Using this ar Y% of the measee a re w i
feature, a differencing technique has been developed ±i
remove these flashes. The initial evaluation of the signal
validation echnique was carried out using coal particles. The
method is based on using two spatially separated collection
apertures and comparing the two signals received. A ,

A

T vi'ew /-

V/ , -0
A

S -.- •Pai-le Figure 4 Signal fluctuauons and dferencing for a 100

'-ZOOmniaron coal particle
Y ' etiaton

S Percentage of correct esum non
Particle

Type Onginal Sisml Diffeaence Signal

View A ±15% _k25% I15% *25%

Coal 35.9 53.6 53.2 72.2

-ieNe! 34.6 53.1 50.0 71.i

Table I Average percentage of correct estimations for coal
and char particles

The work was extended to include different particle
surface characteristics by the use of char. The experimental

Figure 3 Experimental arrangement using two detectors techniques were similar to those applied to the coal particles.
The hght is scattered differently from the char when

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3. The compared with the coal, Figure 5. This can be attributed to

particles are rotated in the central section of a laser beam the char structure which has been formed by the driving off

with two identical sets of collection optics being used to of volatiles from a coal particle. The resulting structure does

collect the scattered light. These were aligned at 90 degrees not possess such well defined facets and tends towards a
to the laser beam, with an internal separation of 20 degrees. roughened surface. This results in the flashes from the char

The coal parLties used were mounted on 9 micron tungsten particles not being as intense or as localised as those from
wires. This allowed for a tight control over the type of the coal particles. The differencing technique when applied
particles examined. Particles were only selected that had to these particles increased the accuracy to a similar degree
aspect ratios between 0.6 and 1.0. This meant that the to that observed with the coal, Table I.

changes in intensity would primarily be functions of the
parowl, surface and not the changing apparent particle size.
Figure 4 (i) shows the signal fluctuations from a 100 micron
coal particle. The flashes tend not to be detected by both the
photomultipliers simultaneously as they are fairly localised.

If the two signals are compared, Figure 4 (ii), it can be seen
that the in regions where there are high intensity flashes,
these will result in there being a large difference between the
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Figure 5 Signal fluctuations and differencing for a 64
micron char particle

4.0 THE USE OF THREE DETECTORS FOR SIGNAL
VALIDATION

A

Study of these results indicated that the accuracy of the
technique could be further increased by the use of three
detectors. The scattered light was collected at three spatially
separated aptures. The signals received from the 72pm
particle are shown in Figure 5. The three signals detected
again illustrate the effects of facets with the flash L being a
different between all three signals. The differences between
the signals AAB. AAC and ABC can be used for validation.
The improvement obtained when only one set of limits we
applied (AB or AAC or ABC) is increased to 72%, which is
in good agreement with the earlier findings. This allows the
results from the three detector work to compared with two c
detector findings.

The use of a minimum of two limits (AB~&AAC or
AAB&&Bc or AAC&ABC) to validate the signal significantly
increases the average percentage of correct estimations and
change due to the application of the validation technique. Figure 6 Signal fluctuations and differencing for three
The average number of correct estimations within ±25% of detectors using a 72 micron and particle
the particle size is improved from 52% for the original signal
to 71% with one limit being applied and to 92% with the use 5.0 CONCLUSIONS
of all three limits being used to validate the signal.

Th.e further improvement in the percentage of cor The results have shown that the sing of irregular
estimations with the use of three detectors can be explained paTrticles on the assumption that they are spherical as
by referring to the signal fluctuations, Figure 6. At position dangerous as it can give rise to large errors. Thee ar
X, there is the star, of a flash caused by a facet. The dependent on the particle surface characteristics and sae. If
response of detectors A and B to the start of this is similar. desende ation te chnique s cribe is ap d to a. ef
This is caused by the faceted area being situated nominally the signal tho tecu e d edsuaemedt a se
midway between the two collection angles. This results in the of two signals the accuracy of the mt can be
signals from the faceted area being validated. However, the increased. This can be further increased if three detectors are

response from detector C is completely different in both

amplitude and shape. Therefore, the resulting signals are not
validated using this detector as they are outside the difference
limiL The use of three detectors will also eliminate signals
that are validated as the transitional response from the two
detectors coincide. This may happen as the response of one
is increasing as a result of the faceted area as the other is
decreasing.
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ABSTRACT

A common situation is the polydis- anemometry (LDA) the final goal of inve-
persity and the slippage of particles stigation is some distribution function
in two-phase flows. If the Doppler spe- of the object, e.g. the flow velocity
ctrum of two-phase flow is registered profiles or the particles size distribu-
in accumulation mode, then a broad spe-" tion. function (Durst et al (1976), Rin-
ctrum is obtained instead of a single kevichius (1990)). To reach these goals,
Doppler line. The complex shape of this it is natural to employ the integral
spectrum reflects the distributions of approach (Kononenko (1993a)), trying to
particles velocities and scattering register the whole spectrum ofparameter
properties due to polydispersity of values simultaneously, and to obtain the
particles system and to variation of relevant distribution function from a
the flow velocity in space and time. single measured curve.
Thus, by solving an inverse problem, The general formulation of the in-
one may hope to reconstruct some of the tegral approach in LDA of laminar flows
distribution functions characterizing is as follows. Let us consider a fluid
the particles system or the flow itself or gas flow containing particles of va-
from the shape of the integral Doppler rious size. Let v (r ,a,t) be the par-
spectrum. Such procedure can be conve- t tid vlocty C~~at)be the time-
nient when the tracking of particles or
the scanning of a flow are complicated, average particles concentration, both

The aim of this paper is to develop the functions depending on coordinate r,

theory and to show characteristic time t, and particle radius a. Let a(a)
of the Integral Doppler spec- be the appropriate cross-section of

tra of two-phase laminar flows with the laser light scattering by a particle
trae-velof t two-pa elamionar f s wt t- (Rinkevichius (1990)). The Doppler spec-
size-velocity correlation in a par- trum corresponding to a single particle
tidles system. can be described (neglecting any broa-

dening) by a delta-function centered at

1. BASIC CONCEPT OF THE TEGRAL the 1oppler frequency of a particle

DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY (IDA) (r,&,t), 4 being the scattering

wavenumber. A time-average amplitude of
In many fields of laser Doppler this Doppler line is proportional to the
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particles concentration and to the ticles, which can be used for investiga-
scattering cross-section of a particle tion of polydisperse multivelocity sys-
squared. If the integral Doppler spec- tems of particles in stationary flows
trum S(M) is registered instead of a without sfatIal dependence or measured
single Doppler line, then this line's locally: v-v (a), C-C(a).
position and Intensity should be Integ- Of these three branches only theraOfdthese threeebranchesronlyethe
rated over all relevant parameters, spatial IDA is developed at the present
i.e., over space, time, and particle time as a practical measuring technique,
radius: and It was applied successfully to

- cs investigations of the narrow channel
S(W) = const.J 2 (a).C(ra,t). flows (Kononenko (1993b)).

• otw-q-v (V,a,t)] dr da dt (1)
p

Formula (1) Is the general expression 2. IDA OF POLYDISPTSE MULTIVELOCITY

for the integral Doppler spectrum. It

connects the shape of this spectrum The particles in multiphase flows are
with the characteristic functions of usually polydisperse, and their velo-
the flow and the particles system In a cities may differ from the local flow
flow. Using this connection and employ- velocity v depending on the size, shape
ing special algorithms, one may hope to v
reconstruct these functions from the and physical parameters of particles.
Doppler spectra. Thus, the problem is The typical examples are the sedimenta-
formulated as an inverse one. It is tion of aerosols and particles in a
known, that problems of this kind can fluid, or the inertia slip of particles
be solved correctly, i.e., the unique in hypersonic flows (Rinkevichius et al
solution can be obtained for the integ- (1974), Rinkevichius (1990)). The multi-
rand functions, provided some additio- phase flows may, in general, have the
nal a priory information exists on spatial dependence of flow velocity
their functional form. First of all, also. Thus, to avoid the mixture of the
that means that functions entering (1) spatial and the polydisperse-multivelo-
should depend on a single variable city integral effects, It Is necessary
only. This demand means the possibility to register the spectrum locally. The
of several branches of the Integral shape of IDA spectrum in this case Is
Doppler Anemometry (IDA), depending on liven by the integration In (1) for
the physical characteristics of the r,t=const:
object being studied and on the measu- S(W) const=2[a(W)].C[a(W)].
ring conditions (Kononenko (1993a)).
The main of these branches are the Idav I w )ew - (2)
following ones: 1) the spatial IDA - ) 2
(Kononenko (1992), (1993a), and
(1993b)), which can be used In the case The function a..l In (2) is defined by
of time-independent, spatially-varying the equation Iq-v(a)[=w, and the boun-
flows with particles velocities follow-4 4 4 daries w and w of the integral spect-
Ing the local flow velocity: v d=vr F(r). 1 2

C=C(P,a); 2) the time-scale IDA, which rum are defined by the particles size
distribution boundaries according tocan be applied to the time-dependent this equation.

flows and time-dependent particles sys- The spectral equation (2) shows two .ea-

tems without spatial dependence or mea- s pessiblitien the IAo pea-sured4 loal: (),C(ta;3 suring possibilities In the IDA of poly-
sured locally: vp-v(ta), CC(ta); 3 disperse-multivelocity systems of par-

the IDA of multiphase flows with size- ticles. The first one Is the reconstruc-
velocity correlation of carried par- tion of the size (or other parameter)
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distribution function C(a), knowing the f2 (#,I ) ' sin(t ).sin(fi)+ cos(vd-
dependence v (a) of particle velocity 2 1 1 1 2 1

on this parameter (the slippage law). 2 ) 2
The second one Is the determination ofthe slippage law v (a) if the distribu- 1-1,2. (3)
tio suionag law)v P is ko beforehan In the large particles approximation:tion function C(s) Is known beforehand

or measured independently. The situa- de
tion has a formal similarity with the - a a2 J 2 (kasinOI )-sin-2 , 1-1,2
spatial IDA considered by Kononenko and d1 1

Shimkus (1992). The difference is that (e J (ka-sin )i (kasin )
the reconstruction algorithms should 1 2 1 1 2
take into account the rla) dependence, - - as•
which can be taken from the theory of d1 s2nt sln
light scattering by small particles. of ) "@ )

Let us consider two limiting cases 3 1 1
then c(a) can be expressed by simple f 06 o ) = s ~ )+
formulae: the Rayleigh-Gans approxima- 3 1 1 1 2
tion valid for the optically "soft" + cos(f )-cos( . (4)
particles of arbitrary size, and the 1 2
large (compared with the light wave- Here A is the relative complex refrac-
length) particles approximation, when teve i of a paticle subsace

the diffraction component dominates in t he o avpnuterladsubsthe

the scattered light. If a particle Is waeent o g the mediums0tis

illuminated by two linearly polarized wavelength of light In the medium, a is

plane waves simultaneously, as It Is the scattering anglec o is the angle

done In the dual-beam LDA arrangement, detwaen the plane of tteringi

then it can be characterized by the dent wave and the plane of scatteringB

usual (single-beam) scattering cross- J3/1) and J Ix) are the Bessel

sections o- and r2 refered to each functions. The Inequality 2kaI~r-1I<<1 Is
beam, and by the coherent (dual-beam) supposed to be fulfilled In (3). Formu-

scattering cross-section a (Rinkevi- lae (3), (4) are written for the scatte-
12 ring direction lying in the plane of the

chius (1990)). For a spherical particle incident beams. The scattering cross-
In Rayleigh-Gans approximation the dif- sections c entering formulae (1), (2)
ferential scattering cross-sections are the integrals of the expressions (3)
have the form: or (4) taken within the aperture solid

d A 2ka3 angle AD of receiving optics (a cone
- V.~ f (0 1P )J(k-n1 with the apex angle P<0). Fig. I shows

M0 4 ( . 3 ' 1 3• 2 the particle size dependence of the
sin corresponding cross-sections.

2 The analytical expressions (1)-(4)

2 2 2 for the shape of IDA spectra can be used
S1 (0 1P ) sin f I+ cos V _ cos 0 both for computation and for comprehen-sive analysis of this shape. As these

2 3 expressions and Fig.1 show, the oscilla-do-r12 • At- ka (it'@9) tory behavior of r for large particles
4 02~3/212sin sin may result in a series of minima and

2 - 2 f maxima in IDA spectrum of polydisperse
particles system In a flow, even in the

1 2 case of smooth size distribution func-
•J 3 1 2 (2ka-sin-)J 3/2(2ka-sin-2) tion of these particles.

2 2 2
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scattering cross section, r.u. C(a), rel. un. ,W/V, 2.0
1.0 .20

-. small large

0.6 .8

0.2 AVx~ 0.6
S*1.0

-0.2 0.4 . ...

-0.6 0.2

-1.0 ................. ........... . 0.0 0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4

particle radius in microns particle radius in microns

Fig.1. Dependences of single-beam scat- Fig.2. Size distribution In a model mix-
tering cross-section rI and dual-beam ture containing two fractions with the

(coherent) cross-section a on par- normal distributions: small particles
12 with a%=0.1 prm, 8-0.06 pm and large

ticle radius In Rayleigh-Gans (solid 0
curves) and large particles (dashed particles with ao-3.6 pi, 6-0.53 pi.
curves) approximations for differential Dashed lines: size-velocity correlation
LDA arrangement. 0 1-0210 , •P2, for large particles at small (1) and

X=(0.63/1.33) Prm. . large (2) distances for uo-0.25 vr

3. DIFFERENTIAL LDA OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT a
max

Let us consider the shape of poly- S(6))-2 f Jfv(YzS).C(Yzaa).
dispersial IDA spectrum for the diffe- a
rential optical arrangement of LDA, min 2
using the fringe model of Doppler ane- JFWy,z,a)I dy dz da +
mometer (Durst et al (1976), Rinkevi-
chius (1990)) and the stochastic ana- 2
lysisprocedure (Kononenko (1993b)). 4x1 6(e) . (5)
Each particle moving with a flow Here F(w,y,z,a) Is the Fourier transform
through the fringe pattern near the m
beams intersection generates a time- of the pulse shape [x(t),yza with

dependent signal of the registering x(t)=v (y,z).t, and 12 Is the time-ave-
photodetector. A total signal can be rage photocurrent. The F(w,y,z,a) exp-
considered as a random succession of ression for the differential LDA arran-
pulses, the shape of a pulse being de- gement Is given by Kononenko and Rinke-
termined by the profile I(x,y,za) of vechlus (1993).
the scattered light Intensity taken The formula (5) is the general exp-along the particle's trajectory with ression for the shape of IDA spectrum,
particular lateral coordinates y, z. which describes both the spatial and
The power spectrum of this signal is polydispersial integral effects in LDAgivenpria itgrl by:s n D
given by: of stationary two-phase flows taking

into account the instrumental function
of the optical arrangement of Doppler
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anemometer. To consider the polydisper- ticles are still slipping In a flow
sial IDA spectra only, the integration according to above-written laws. Fig.3
should be done in (5) over y and z. shows the IDA spectra of such two-phase

flow, calculated using the equation (5)
with the corresponding scattering cross-

4. TYPICAL IDA SPECTRA OF TWO-PHASE sections w.' V2' 012 obtained by Integ-
FLOWS rating (3) within the receiving aperture

cone (see Fig.1). The main feature ofLet us consider a system of sphe- these spectra Is the line structure of
rical solid particles with the normal the spectral curve corresponding to the
size distribution, which are introduced fraction of large particles. As it can
with zero initial velocities into a be seen from equations (2), (3) and
high-speed gas flow. It can be shown, Fis 2 this structure originates from
that for high values of particle's Rey- th s cl lat ory behavior o f nte ffe-
nolds number the size-velocity correla- the oscillatory behavior of the diffe-
tion in this system Is described by ro
v (a)ou (x)(ao/a) / for small distan- for a>I pm.

ces x from the injection point, and by Let us consider another characteri-
v (a)-v -u (x)-(a/ao) for large distan- stic and practically important example

p F 0 of polydispersial integral effects in
ces close to the equilibration dis- LDA, namely, the Doppler spectra of po-
tance. Here a0 Is the distribution- lydisperse particles system with the

normal size distribution, which settledistribution width, uo i ) Is the par- in a still medium. In this case v p(a)-

=uo *(a/% )2, um_2(p-~p2)ga 2/9-q . Here pticle's velocity corresponding to aO. a ao}1,0 1

Fig.2 shows the size distribution func- > P2 are the densities of particles ma-
tion C(a) of a model system consisting terial and medium, correspondingly, g Is
from two fractions of particles. It Is the acceleration of gravity, 71 is the
supposed, that at two characteristic medium viscosity. We assume that the
observation points downstream the flow light scattering by these particles can
small particles has already acquired be described either by Rayleigh-Gans
the flow velocity, while large par- approximation (3), or by large particles

spectral power S(w). relative units

large

large

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
relative Doppler frequency, c./ip

Fig.3. Integral Doppler spectra of bimodal polydisperse particles system (Fig.2)
carried along by a high-speed gas flow, calculated for small (I.ottoml and large
(top) distance from the Injection point. uo(x)'0.25 F *1m0m10 ,vF
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approximation (4). Fig.4 shows the trum of settling particles being dis-
changes of the Doppler spectrum of this cussed, calculated using Rayleigh-Gans
particles system when the mean particle approximation for various angles 26 bet-
radius a0 is increased but the relative ween the probing beams. As formulae (3),
width 8/a of the size distribution (4) show, the particle's radius-depen-

o dent oscillations of o become less
function is kept constant. The latter 12

ensures the constant shape of the spec- consequence, the Doppler spectrum of

tral envelope C[a(w)].[da(w)/cd1. For largep cle theD shpe c-

small a the spectrum shape is deter- large particles acquires the shape cha-
0racteristc of the spectrum of small

mined by a smooth contour of the size particles. Thus, decreasing the angle
distribution C(a). With the increase of between the beams, one may transit to
a the modulation of the spectral enve- the region of "effectively small" par-
lope by the oscillations of the scat- ticles, where the spectral shape proces-
terbng cross-section sing and the reconstruction procedureterin cros-setion are more simple.
a 122ka(w).sin(0/2)] (Rayleigh-Gans) or

a12 [ka(w).sin(O)] (Large Particles)
5. CONCLUSIONS

begins to manifest itself. This process
can be easily understood by comparing The theory of a new type of the object-

ST12 (a0 M -integral effects in LDA is developed.
moves gradually to the left with the The physical basis of these effects is
increase of a0 , and the transformations the combination of the polydispersity of

of Doppler spectra shape at FIg.4 evi- particles with their slip relative to a

dently reflect this movement, flow, the slip velocity depending on the

Fig.5 shows the shape of IDA spec- particle parameters. The characteristic

spectral power S(w), rel.un. spectral power S(co), rel. un.

1. 21.2

1.0 -1.0 2

0.8 0.8
3 :

0.6 0.6 4

0.4 04'
I I *i ,*, i *

0.2 0', o.2:ji I I~ ,, :. ,,',

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
relative Doppler frequency, i/co relative Doppler frequency, /•wo

Fig.4. Doppler spectra of settling par- Fig.5. Doppler spectra of settling par-
ticles system with the normal size dis- ticles system with the normal size dis-
tribution, calculated in Rayleigh-Gans tribution, calculated In Rayleigh-Gans
(1,2) and Large Particles (3) approxi- approximation for a =3.6 pm, ao/8=7, and
mations for a0/8=7, a =0.1 pm (1). 26 = So (1), 200 (2), 600 (3). *I= ,

0 0 1 2a0=3.6 pm (2,3). 6,= 02=10 1=2 0=20.
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features of Doppler spectra registered Physics Letters, Vol. 18, pp.693-694.
in such conditions are the following: a
large spectral width conditioned by the Kononenko, V.L. 1993a, The integral
width of the parameter distribution approach in laser anemometry, Optical
function C(s) and by the particles Engineering Bulletin SPIE/Russia,
slippage law v (a); a possible mismatch N.1, pp.15-18.

between the position of the spectral Kononenko, V.L. 1993b, Integral Doppler
contour maximum and the local Doppler anemometry: a new technique for the
frequency w F of a flow ; a complicated measurements of flow velocity

shape of a spectrum with the possible profiles and particles concentration

line structure due to the oscillatory profiles In a flow, In Laser Anemo-

behavior of the coherent scattering metry: Advances and Applications.
cross-section 12(a) for sufficiently Proceedings of the Fifth Internatio-

large particles. As Figs.3-5 demonst-
rate clearly, the size-velocity corre-
lation in large particles system In a Booij, H.W.H.E. Godefroy, P.J. de
flow may result In Doppler spectra Groot, K. Krishna Prasad, F.F.M. de
which look like those of discrete set Mul, E.J. Nijhof, Proceedings of
of particles fractions, even if the ac-
tual size distribution function of par- pp
ticles is a smooth curve. The line Kononenko, V.L. & Rinkevichius, B.S.
structure in such spectra strongly de- 1993, Aerosols characterization using
pends on the angular parameters of the integral effects In laser Doppler
registration of the scattered light, anemometry, in CIS Selected Papers,
namely, on the angle 20 between the
probing laser beams, the observation Optical Monitoring of the Environ-
angles 01, 02, and aperture angle 1 of ment, ed. N.N. Belov and E.I Akopov,

receiving optics. Thus, the polydis- SPIE Volume 2107, pp.385-399.
perse-multivelocity integral effects Kononenko, V.L. & Shimkus, J.K. 1992,
may lead to serious-metrological errors Methods and metrological aspects of
In LDA, If did not taken Into account Integral Doppler Anemometry, Measure-
or misinterpreted. On the other hand,
If handled properly, they can be used ment Techniques, Vol. 35, pp. 933-940.
for determination of some characteris-
tic distribution functions of two-phase Rinkevichius, B.S. 1990, Laser Diagnos-
f lows from the shape of the Integral tics in Fluid Mechanics. ed. V.A.
Doppler spectrum. Fabrikant, MPEI Publication, Moscow

(in Russian).
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A MINIATURIZED INSTRUMENT IMPLEMENTING PULSE DISPLACEMENT

TO MEASURE PARTICLES FROM 2 pm TO 5,000 pin

Craig P. Wood and Cecil F. Hess

MetroLaser, Inc.
18006 Skypark Circle, Suite 108

Irvine, California 92714
USA

ABSTRACT (1993); and Hess and Wood (1994)) have described the
pulse displacement technique (PDT) which has the

This paper describes a miniaturized particle sizing potential of measuring the size of particles over a range
velocimeter built by MetroLaser, highlighting the optical exceeding 1000:1. Unlike earlier techniques, PDT
probe containing an integrated transmitter and receiver, illuminates a particle with a laser beam or sheet that is
The instrument is the first of its kind to utilize the pulse typically smaller than the particle diameter. This results in
displacement technique (PDT) to measure particle size. resolved refraction and reflection pulses scattered by a
PDT is based on the detection of scattered refraction and particle as it traverses the beam or sheet. At a fixed index
reflection pulses which sweep past a detector at different of refraction and scattering angle of detection, the time
times as a particle traverses a narrow laser sheet. In between the refracted and reflected pulses is a function of
conjunction with the I., particle sizing technique and a the size and velocity of the particle. Therefore, knowledge
time-of-flight velocity measuring technique, the instrument of the velocity and the time between the refraction and
will measure the size, velocity, and concentration of reflection pulses leads directly to a measurement of size.
particles with diameters ranging from a few microns to
several millimeters. An overview of the features and
specifications of the instrument are presented, followed by 2. INSTRUMENT OVERVIEW
a brief review of the optical techniques employed. The
optical probe is then described in detail. Finally, the dpta Figure 1 presents a schematic drawing of the
processing hardware and the algorithms developed to sort miniaturized particle sizing velocimeter. The instrument
and identify all reflection and refraction pulses are consists of:
described. Several challenges and innovations associated * a miniaturized optical probe with integrated
with the instrument are addressed, including the use of an transmitter and receiver;
optical fiber bundle integrated with two multimode fibers * an argon ion laser with a laser-mounted fiber optic
to allow measurements over both a small probe volume (in coupler;
the measurement of sizes from 2 to 100 Pin) and a large * a flexible, water-proof conduit containing single-
probe volume (in the measurement of particle diameters up and multi-mode optical fibers and a fiber bundle;
to several millimeters) without any modification to the 0 a rack-mounted opto-electronic interface module
optical probe. containing the photodetector assembly and probe

beater controller; and
0 an IBM-compatible microcomputer containing two

1. INTRODUCTION digital signal processing boards.
The instrument will measure particle sizes in two

Single particle counters typically use illuminating ranges without the need for realignment. The first range,
laser beams with dimensions on the same order of from 2 to 100 pm, utilizes PDT and Iro together. The
magnitude or larger than the size of the measured particles second range, from 100 to 5000 pm, utilizes only PDT.
(see, for example, Bachalo and Houser (1984); Chu and When changing size ranges, the optics within the probe do
Robinson (1977); Durst and Zar6 (1975); Hess (1984); and not require reconfiguring so the probe can be left
Holve (1980)) and are characterized by size ranges of undisturbed at the point of measurement while the operator
about 35:1 for a given configuration. These features can makes simple changes at the front panel of the opto-
present a serious limitation in many two-phase flows which electronic interface module (OEIM). For example, if the
are characterized by a large size range and a high particle size range of interest falls between 100 and 5000 pm, the
concentration. output of a custom fiber optic bundle (described in detail in

Recently, however, several publications (Hess and Section 4.2) is connected to the front panel of the OEIM.
Wood (1992); Lading and Hansen (1992); Hess and Wood If the size range of interest falls between 2 and 100 pm,
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probe volume to allow the operator to, in real-time, adjust
laser-to-fiber launching efficiency or correct for beam

Laser•'-to-Fibter Co.pler obscuration in dense sprays. In addition, the operator can
Conduitchange the photomultiplier tube gains via system software

Argon Ion Laser Contlaining using a custom high voltage control card mounted within
30 PM F1 Fibersthe computer.

The instrument employs a 2 watt argon ion laser
(Lexel Model 95-2) operating in the multiline mode
between 0.4579 and 0.5145 ;Am. Laser light is launched
into 25 meters of Fujikura SM 48-P single-mode optical

Opto- Ic ob fiber using a laser4o-fiber coupler (OZ Optics ModelElectronic

Interface Fiber 8=99 HPUC-23-500-P-l) mounted directly onto the laser head.
Box with Imnbedded 106 pm Fiber Approximately 0.8 watts of power is delivered to the

optical probe.
The optical probe, described in detail in Section 4,

consists of a transmitter and receiver integrated into a
single package. The transmitter contains optics to
a) produce a collimated beam from the light emerging
from the single-mode fiber, b) separate the resulting
multiwavelength beam into individual monochromatic
beams, and c) produce parallel, focused sheets separated
by 100 pim at wavelengths of 0.4880 and 0.5145 pm.

Figure 1. Miniaturized Particle S£iing Velocimeter Light scattered by particles traversing the probe
volume is collected by the receiver and is focused onto a
fiber bundle or individual multi-mode optical fibers

the output of a 100 pmn fiber, imbedded within the fiber (depending on the size range chosen) for transmission to a
bundie, and a separate 300 pIm fiber are connected to the photodetector assembly located in the OEIM. The
OEM. photodetector assembly consists of three photomultiplier

The instrument will measure particle velocities from tubes (PMTs), each mounted on a custom preamp card.
less than 0. 1 mWs to more ,'an 150 m/s. In its present Two of the PMTs are fitted with either an 0.4880 pm or an
configuration, the optical ,ue is constrained to measure 0.5145 ptm interference filter. The third PMT acts as a
particles which ent-r the probe volume at an angle of particle trajectory validator and accepts scattered light of
± 300 from the ,vrrmal -be sheets. This constraint is all wavelengths.
imposed to keep th. inter- of the optical probe dry in a The output from the preamps is sent to a pair of
wet experimental environment. It is not a limitation of digital signal processors (Signatec Model DASPIOOA),
PDT, which can be implemented to measure the velocity housed within the system computer, for digitization aud
of particles entering the sheets from either side over a wide data reduction. The function af the digital signal
range of trajectory angles. processors is described in detail in Section 5.

The optical probe is designed to operate in harsh The instrument is controlled by proprietary
environments characterized by high levels of noise and/or computer software which allows the operator to a) define
vibration, elevated humidity (from fog to rain), and low important experimental parameters (sheet waist
ambient temperatures. The inner structure of the optical dimensions, sheet separation, desired size and velocity
probe, containing all optics and mounting hardware, is ranges, etc.), b) set important data acquisition parameters
constructed of Invar, an iron/nickel alloy with a low (memory size, signal digitization rate, PMT high voltage
coefficient of expansion. The dimensional stability of levels, electronic threshold levels, etc.), and c) perform a
Invar, along with thermocouple-controlled flexible heaters wide range of post-experiment data processing functions
attached to the inside of the optical probe, ensures that the (calculate size/velocity/time correlations, spline multiple
probe will operate from below 00 C to well above room data sets, calculate liquid water content, etc.).
temperature without the need for realignment.

The optical probe is separated from the laser,
computer, photodetectors, and system electronics by 25 3. OPTICAL TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
meters of optical fibers to allow the instrument operator to
perform all required instrument adjustments in an The miniaturized particle sizing velocimeter
environmentally controlled area apart from the optical integrates two optical particle sizing techniques: the pulse
probe. For example, the coupling efficiency of the laser- displacement technique and the Im.x technique. Both
to-fiber coupler can be monitored visually with a panel techniques, as specifically implemented in the present
meter on the OEIM. This meter receives an electrical instrument, are briefly described in this section. For a
signal from a photodiode mounted inside the optical probe. more detailed discussion of PDT, the reader is referred to
The photodiode monitors the beam emerging from the Hess and Wood (1993) and Hess and Wood (1994). For a
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more detailed discussion of the Ix technique, the reader
is referred to Hes& (1984). goo rd)

receiver which measures the intensity of scattered light I
from a particle sequentially traversing two parallel laser no
sheets with wavelengths of 0.5145 and 0.4880 par. This is j _ _

shown schematically in Figure 2. The laser sheets have _.20,_

waists of 20 pri, smaller than the diameter of the particles -s 1 o is a 30

being measured by PDT. As a particle traverses either Tim (.. ondel
sheet, laser light is first refracted and then reflected by the
particle, resulting in a set of double pulses. This is shown
schematically in Figure 3. The temporal separation of 1000 flu) fWU -

either the two refraction pulses or the two reflection pulses M
is inversely proportional to the velocity, U, of the particle Me I/d)
normal to the two sheets. (This time-of-flight method of ," Welength -

measuring velocity was chosen because it can be 200
implemented over the entire size range measured by the a
instrument. In contrast, laser Doppler velocimetry will .200 .5 0 5 10 15 20 25 ;a
exhibit a significant loss of visibility, or frequency 4 0 5 10 15 20 25 20
modulation, at large sizes, making it unsuitable for this Tkne (wooonds)
instrument.) The temporal separation of the refraction and
reflection pulses (each of the same wavelength) is
proportional to the diameter, d, of the particle once the Figure 3. Simulated Refraction and Reflection Pulses
velocity is known. Measured with the Single Receiver, Dual Wavelength

The second of the two techniques, the I.. Configuration. Particle diameter = 500 gAi.
technique, can measure particle diameters smaller than
PDT. The I.. technique requires that a laser beam be
elongated in one dimension to form a sheet where the Combining the PDT and the I., techniques allows
intensity along the central portion of the sheet is essentially particle sizes to be measured which are both smaller and
constant. For particles smaller than the width of the laser larger than the laser sheet width. In the current
sheet, each traverse through the central portion of the instrument, I. is used to measure diameters from 2 to 45
sheet produces a single pulse of scattered light composed lpm and PDT is used for diameters of 30 pun and greater.
of merged refraction and reflection pulses whose peak This provides an overlapping region from 30 to 45 pm to
scattered intensity is proportional to diameter as predicted calibrate the photodetector gains for the I., technique,
by Mie scattering theory. As with PDT, particle velocity correcting for fluctuations in probe volume intensity
is measured from the time-of-flight between the two sheets. resulting from beam obscuration in dense sprays or a

changing laser-to-fiber coupling efficiency.

Sheet 2 k2 I Shoot 1, k 4. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTICAL PROBE

A photograph of the optical probe of the
IUm- j miniaturized particle sizing velocimeter is reproduced in

Figure 4. The probe consists of a stainless steel L-shaped
mounting bracket at the base of the probe; a phenolic
thermal insulator; a transmitter arm (shown on the left

P cside) and a receiver arm (shown on the right side); and an
"L- anodized aluminum shell (the shell has been removed from

the probe in Figure 4 to provide a detailed view of the
interior). All fiber optic and electrical feed-through occurs
"at the lower left side. The overall dimensions of the

30 > assembled probe, including the mounting bracket, thermal
insulator, and aluminum shell, are 14.9 cm x 4.4 cm x
22.2 cm (L x W x H).

Receiver The inner structure of the probe consists of eight
parallel Invar rods (four for the transmitter and four for
the receiver) and various optical and fiber optic mounts
and supports. With the exception of two aluminum light

Figure 2. Single Receiver, Dual Wavelength Configuration shields, all interior parts are made of Invar.
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Figure 5. Optical Schematic of Probe

Table 1. List of Probe Optics Referenced in Figure 5.

It o Descriion
I Single-mode fiber with FC connector
2 10 mm f.l. achromatic lens
3 44 mm f.l. achromatic lens
4 Mirror

Figure 4. Optical Probe with Aluminum Shell Removed 5 31 mm U.l. achrimatic lens
6 Quartz dispersion prism
7 37 mm E.l. cylindrical lens

Size and velocity measurements are made within a 8 Elliptical mirror
probe volume midway between the transmitter and 9 Elliptical mirror
receiver arms and approximately 2.2 cm from the top of 10 Photodiode
the probe. The probe is designed to be completely 11 60 mm UI. achromatic lens
immersed within the flow field being measured, and to 12 Elliptical beamsplitter
face the oncoming flow (i.e., the transmitter and receiver 13 Mirror
arms must point into the flow) so that particle-laden air 14 300 pim optical fiber
enters the probe volume at the top of the probe and moves 15 Fiber bundle with 100 pm oplical fiber
downward as oriented in Figure 4. The flow is then
divided by a sharp wedge in the aluminum shell as it
moves downward beyond the probe volume (i.e., toward 4.1 The Transmitter
the mounting bracket). The results of CFD calculations
(Modarress and Hoeft (1993)) show that a velocity deficit The transmitter optically conditions the output of
of less than 2% occurs at the probe volume for 2 Pin the single-mode fiber to produce two parallel laser sheets
particles (which is within the accuracy requirements of the at wavelengths of 0.4880 and 0.5145 pm. The sheets are
measurement) while the velocity deficit is negligible for focused to 20 pum waists at the point of measurement
particles greater than 10 pm in diameter. centered between the transmitter and receiver arms of the

When operating in a wet environment, the interior probe. To accomplish this task, the multiwavelength laser
of the probe is kept dry using a combination of a) baffles light emerging from the single-mode fiber is passed
and purge air at the apertures where the laser beam exits through a teiscope to produce a collimated beam having a
the transmitter arm and scattered light enters the receiver lI/e 2 diameter of 1.2 mm. The beam is then directed into a
arm, b) o-ring seals, and c) by imposing a ± 300 quartz prism as depicted in Figure 6. The refractive index
constraint on particle trajectory. of the quartz is a function of wavelength and splits the

The optical layout of the probe is shown multiwavelength beam into individual monochromatic
schematically in Figure 5 with each numbered part beams traveling on divergent paths through the quartz.
itemized in Table 1. Items 1 through 8 comprise the (This effect is greatly exaggerated in Figure 6.) Each
transmitter, and items 9 through 15 comprise the receiver, monochromatic beam is turned at a slightly different angle
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Scattered light is first reflected by a turning mirror
placed at the front of the receiver arm and is then collected
and collimated by a 60 mm f.l., f/3 lens. The nominal

iultlwevelergth collection angle is 30'. The collimated light, now directed
Inpu!te Bowtoward the rear of the probe, is focused by a second 60

0uartz mnm f.l., f/3 lens onto the face of a rectangular 2 x 8 mm
Prism Cylindrical fiber bundle, containing a 100 pum multi-mode fiber

Leos Nimbedded at its center, and a separate 300 lum multi-mode
fiber adjacent to it using a 450 beamsplitter. The pair ofOrl6.S I 4 _ 60 mm f.l. lenses results in a 1:1 image of the probe

_____ volume at the face of the *i'ber optics irrespective of the

size range chosen.
4888pm Bea The design and use of the fiber bundle greatly

El,•ector simplifies the optical design of the receiver and allows the

Principle measurement of particle sizes from 2 to 5000 Pin without
Plane altering the optical configuration of the receiver. The

fiber bundle is composed of thousands of 50 pum glass
multi-mode fibers together with a single 100 pm fused
silica multi-mode fiber. At the termination within the
probe, the 50 pxm glass fibers are bundled into a 2 x 8 mm
rectangular aperture with the 100 pm fused silica fiber

Figure 6. Monochromatic Beams from a Prism positioned at the geometrical center of the rectangular
aperture. At the other end of the bundle (the end which
feeds light to the photodetector assembly in the OEIM), the

ups.- emerging from the output face of the prism. The 50 pm glass fibers and the 100 pm fused silica fiber are
angle of incidence of the multiwavelength beam to the bifurcated from each other, allowing the fiber bundle and
input face of the prism and the angle of die input face of the 100 pm fiber to be mounted separately on different
the prism to the geometrical axis of the transmitter are PMTs within the OEIM.
carefully chosee, so that the bisector of the 0.4880 and The fiber bundle is mounted within the optical
0.5145 pm beams emerging from the prism is parallel to probe so that the length of the laser sheets imaged onto the
the geometrical axis of the transmitter. bundle is parallel to the 8 mm dimension of the rectangular

If the divergent paths of the 0.4880 and 0.5145 Pim aperture, and the height of the laser sheets is parallel to the
beams emerging from the prism are extrapolated back into 2 mnm dimension. Furthermore, the fiber bundle and the
the prism, they appear to originate from a common point - 300 pm fiber adjacent to it are precisely aligned so that the
a virtual origin. Therefore, a 37 mm f.l. cylindrical lens image of the probe volume seen by the 100 pm fiber
is located one focal length from this virtual origin. The (centered in the fiber bundle) is exactly centered within the
0.4880 and 0.5145 pm beams emerging from the prism image of the probe volume seen by the 300 pm fiber.
intercept the cylindrical lens, resulting in the following: When measuring particle diameters between 2 and
a) the two beams are made parallel to each other with 100 pm, the 300 pm fiber acts as a signal aperture and the

a separation of 100 Pim; 100 pm fiber acts as a trigger aperture for trajectory
b) each beam is focused in one dimension only to a validation. light collected by the fiber bundle is not used.

sheet waist 1.2 mm high by 20 pm wide; and As explained in more detail in Hess and Wood (1994),
c) the sheet waists are located one focal length (37 only scattering events with a trajectory validation (i.e.,

mm) from the cylindrical lens. only particle trajectories recorded by the signal fiber and
The parallel sheets emerging from the cylindrical the trigger fiber) are processed. This ensures that the

lens are then reflected by a mirror and directed toward the particle has traversed the center of the probe volume. A
probe volume. The mirror is placed to locate the waists of trajectory through the edge of the probe volume can result
the sheets mid-way between the transmitter and receiver in scattered pulses which are both a) diminished in
arms and 2.2 cm from the forward end of the probe. intensity, leading to size errors when using ILx, and b)

skewed in time, leading to size errors when using PDT and
4.2 The Receiver to velocity errors when using either I,.x or PDT.

When measuring particle diameters between 100

The receiver collects light scattered by particles and 5000 pm, the 100 and 300 pm fibers are disconnected
traversing the probe volume and focuses this light onto a from the OEIM and the light they collect is not used.
fiber bundle or two individual multi-mode optical fibers Instead, only the fiber bundle is connected to the
(depending on the size range chosen). The scattered light photodetector assembly within the OEIM. (This is the only
is then transmitted to the photodetector assembly located in change made to the instrument.) In this large particle
the OEIM where only the 0.4880 and 0.5145 pm configuration, the receiver is now imaging a 2 x 8 mm
wavelengths are used. area centered on the sheet waists at the front of the probe.
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Unlike the small particle configuration described concern in the present instrument, a particle entering the
earlier, the use of the fiber bundle when measuring particle probe volume from one side will generate a refraction and
diameters between 100 and 5000 pm does not require a reflection pulse detected in a specific order with one
trigger aperture for trajectory validation. Although a wavelength pair initiated before the other, but a traverse
traverse through the edge of the probe volume can still from the opposite side will result in both the pulse order
result in a decrease in intensity and a shift in the arrival and the wavelength order being reversed.
time of a scattered pulse, these phenomena do not result in As depicted schematically in Figure 7, the particle
significant size and velocity errors. First, a decrease in sizing velocimeter uses two identical digital signal
intensity resulting from a particle grazing the edge of the processors, designated DSP)., and DSP.2, in a
field of view is inconsequential for a measurement of size master/slave configuration. These processors are used
with PDT, which derives size from the time between with either two or three PMTs (designated PMTx.1 ,
pulses. Also, at the low end of the size range, the field of PMTk2, and PMTTv) to collect and process the pulses
view (2 x 8 mm) is many times larger than particle described above. The specific hardware configuration and
diameter. Therefore, random traverses of the probe the specific algorithms employed depend on the size range
volume will result in a very small fraction of particles being measured.
traversing the edges, minimizing the number of pulses with
shifted arrival times and the resulting errors in velocity. 5.1 The Small Particle Configuration
Third, for particles near the high end of the size range, the
sheet separation (100 pm) is many times smaller than In the small particle configuration, scattered light is
particle diameter, and a traverse of the edge of the probe collected by the 300 pun signal fiber and is separated by
volume will result in an equal amount of shift in the pulse wavelength within the photodetector assembly. Pulses of
arrival time from each sheet, minimizing or eliminating wavelength 11 = 0.5145 pm are detected by PMT)L1 and
any error in measured velocity, digitized by DSP).i (channel 1). Pulses of wavelength X2

= 0.4880 pm are detected by PMT)2 and digitized by
DSP)L2 (channel 2). The clocking circuitry on the master

5. ANALYSIS OF SCATTERED PULSES board (DSP)Li) controls signal digitization on both boards.
Using an OR gate on DSP)j1, both digitizers are turned on

Critical to the success of the instrument was the or off simultaneously when the trigger input on either
development of robust and accurate algorithms to sort and board crosses a preset threshold voltage. This allows the
identify all reflection and refraction pulses to minimize timing of events recorded by either processor to be
potential errors and data loss. This section will describe correlated with the other to within ± 0.1 pzsmc. Digitization
the flow of data received in a typical Iax/PDT experiment ends after a preset time interval, called a time-out,
and will discuss how the instrument hardware and software following the return of the signal intensity below the
process these data to arrive at accurate results. threshold voltage. This contiguous sequence of digital

Data collected with the miniaturized particle sizing
velocimeter consists of two channels of digitized light
pulses (one channel each for the 0.4880 and 0.5145 pm
wavelengths) containing size, velocity, and arrival time 18ep* Fibn .
information for each particle traversing the probe volume. hl 45PM k •140f
The pulses vary in number, intensity, and temporal spacing 1lj-'5145pm l 2"eA886jri
depending on the size and velocity of the particle. In ['•
addition, pulse intensity is a function of particle trajectory Pt' I Trejectory PM' 2
through the probe volume in the large particle Validation
configuration where PDT is used exclusively. As a result, Threshold

each sheet traverse may generate one pulse to be analyzed 
Circuit

by an Itx algorithm, two pulses to be analyzed by both
I=x and PDT algorithms, or two pulses to be analyzed by Portllel
a PDT algorithm only, depending on the size of the S11; In' gS| In
particle. Because each particle must traverse two sheets to Mester6B or Slave Board
calculate velocity, one or two pulses are generated at each OSP) 1  OSPk 2
of two wavelengths for a total of two or four pulses per
valid traverse. Furthermore, the reflection pulse generated
by a particle larger than the sheet width is usually much
less intense than the corresponding refraction pulse and Host Coaq•utr
must not be mistaken for the merged reflection and
refraction pulses of a particle smaller than the sheet width.
In addition, trajectory effects may eliminate one or both
pulses from one or both sheet traverses requiring care in
the pairing of pulses for analysis. Lastly, although not a Figure 7. Hardware Configuration for Data Processing
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intensity values, bounded in time by 6e initial upward each channel to perform a PDT size calculation
threshold crossing and the end of the time-out, is called a either alone or in addition to an L.a size
record and is stored in on-board memmy along with its calculation.
respective start time. Both processors me quiet (i.e., no Analysis by Imax alone. Both pulses must be
signal digitization occurs) between the and of a time-out tagged and the pulse intensities must be sufficiently small
and the next threshold crossing. to warrant analysis by inmx alone. The velocity is

Trajectory validation (i.e., validaon that a particle determined from the temporal separation of the pulses (one
has crossed the central, constant inten'ky portion of the from each channel), and the particle diameter is
probe volume) is achieved by tagging the start time of each determined from the average of the absolute intensities of
valid record with specific information. The 100 Pin the pulses.
trigger fiber (imaging the central porion of the probe Analysis by PDT alone. If the intensity in question
volume) receives scattered light of ba& wavelengths XI is sufficiently large to warrant analysis by PDT alone, data
and 2". This light is delivered to PMT.rv as depicted in for the next pulse in both channels I and 2 are retrieved
Figure 7. The output signal from PMTTv, after from the software tables. Data for the four pulses (two
amplification by a preamplifier, is ien passed to a from channel I and two from channel 2) are considered to
trajectory validation threshold circuit. W the threshold is accurately represent a valid particle traverse if all of the
exceeded at any time during the creation of a data record, following criteria are met:
the output of the circuit goes high gad generates an a) Three of the four pulses are tagged. (Three pulses
interrupt which sets the most significant bit of the arrival are sufficient to determine size and velocity using
time to 1, tagging the record as valid. PDT.)

When the allocated memory onboard either b) The temporal spacing between the first pulses in
processor is full, data collection stops and the memory each channel must be equal to the temporal spacing
contents of DSP).1 and DSPX2 are analyzed. During between the second pulses in each channel to within
analysis, each record is scanned from beginning to end for a sufficiently small interval, chosen by the operator.
intensity maxima. A record may contai one pulse if the This is a check for equivalent velocity. If the time
particle was sufficiently small (i.e., Ie refraction and separation between the appropriate pulses is not
reflection pulses are merged) or the pasimle was large and equal, then the velocities are not equal.
traveling at a slow velocity (i.e., the time out ended before c) The average velocity, calculated from step b, must
the second pulse occurred, putting the mond pulse in the be less than the velocity maximum set by the
following record), or it may contain two pulses. In either instrument operator.
case, a software table is constructed lich contains for d) The average particle diameter, calculated from the
each pulse a) the peak intensity, b) the time of arrival of temporal spacing of the refraction and reflection
the pulse centroid (i.e., the time at which half of the pulses in channels 1 and 2, must be smaller than the
integrated pulse intensity has occurred), and c) a flag diameter maximum set by the operator.
indicating whether or not the original record was tagged If any one of the above criteria are not met, data for
for trajectory validation, the first pulse just analyzed in channel 1 is discarded, the

The next step is to correctly pair the pulses in both second pulse just analyzed in channel 1 takes its place, and
channels. First, data for the first pulse in channel 1 is the analysis starts anew.
retrieved from the channel 1 software table. Then data for If all criteria are met, the scattering event is valid
the first pulse in channel 2 with a time greater than the and the diameter and velocity are stored. Data for the next
channel I pulse is retrieved from the channel 2 software unanalyzed pulse in channel 1 is retrieved from the
table. This will result in one of three case software table, data for the first pulse in channel 2 with a
a) Neither pulse is tagged - In this case, the pulse time greater than the new channel I pulse is retrieved from

information from channel I is discarded, data for the channel 2 software table, and the analysis starts anew.
the next channel 1 pulse is retrieved from the Analysis by both PDT and Imax. If the intensity in
software table, and the analysis stints anew. question is of the appropriate magnitude to warrant

b) Only one of the pulses is tagged - In this case, the analysis by both PDT and ILx, the data is first analyzed
intensity of the single tagged pulse is compared with by the PDT algorithm described above to calculate velocity
benchmark intensities to determine whether a and diameter, dpDT. The diameter is then calculated a
second pulse should be retrieved from each channel second time from the absolute intensity (i.e., using the
to perform a PDT size calculation either alone or in I.x algorithm) to determine di.,. A calibration factor,
addition to an Imx size calculation. (An Imx equal to dPDT / dh.,, is calculated and stored along with
calculation alone is not meaningful since both pulses the velocity and diameter information.
must be tagged to determine an accurate velocity.) At the conclusion of an experiment, all of the

C) Both pulses are tagged - In this case, the average individual calibration factors are averaged to achieve a
intensity of the two tagged pulses is compared with single global calibration factor. All *I., only' diameter
benchmark intensities to determine whether a) the results are then multiplied by the global calibration factor
pulse pair can be analyzed by an lmx algorithm and displayed with the remaining results. The
only, or b) a second pulse should be retrieved from implementation of the global calibration factor can be
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ABSTRACT a conventional LDV, and the prototype system has been
An instrument based on an imaging technique and laser evaluated and shown to provide an accuracy of sizing to 10 Aim.

Doppler velocimetry (LDV) was developed for sizing particles The primary advantage of the method is that less care in
of arbitrary shape. The signal of a particle was detected by a 32 alignment is necessary compared with intensity based methods
channel linear diode array focused on the measuring volume, and can provide velocity and size information at relatively lower
and the image was reconstructed from 'sliced' images of the cost than a high speed camera system.
particle provided by temporal outputs from the detector. The The purpose of this study is the evaluation of accuracy
present instrument, which consists of a multi-channel transient of the instrument by measuring the area-equivalent diameter and
recorder and independent LDV processor, was used to measure velocity of arbitrary shaped particles in free-falling and
size, velocity, shape and trajectory information of particles accelerating flows. The signal processing which provides
ranging from 30 to 250 Am with velocity up to 10.0 m/s; the velocity, size, shape and trAjectory of the particle is also
size of a particle was obtained from the area of the shadow introduced and assessed. In tbe following section, the instrument
image and the trajectory was inferred by cross-correlation and method are described, And experimental results of sizing can
between two images projected by two incident beams of the be found in section 3. Secdon 4 presents a method to determine
conventional LDV. The accuracy of the average size for spheres the size distribution which eliminates the biasing effect caused
was less than 3.0 % compared with that measured by a by size-dependence of the effective area of the measuring
microscope. The size distribution of non-spherical particles .. volume...
showed similar shape with microscopic measurement, and
maximum error of average diameter was 10 % approximately. 2. OPTICAL SETUP AND SIGNAL PROCESSOR

2.1 Principle of Shadow Doppler method
1. INTRODUCTION The optical arrangement, which includes the

The sizing of arbitrary shaped particles is of technical transmitting and receiving modules of a conventional LDV
interest and accurate determination of their equivalent diameter system, is illustrated in Figure 1. A laser beam of 514.5 nm
is important, because many particles in industrial processes are wavelength (green), radiated by an Argon-ion laser (NEC,
non-spherical. For sizing spheres, many laser-based techniques, GLG-3262), was used as light source and formed a measuring
such as the phase Doppler anemometer [e.g. Domnick et al., volume with an intersection angle of 4.936 degrees. The
1993, Kobashi et al., 19921 and an imaging based system transmitting optics consists of beam expander, beam-splitter, a
[Hovenac et al.. 1985], have been developed. Although these pa of acousto-aptic modulator (AOM) cells and focusing lens.
instruments are accurate and robust, they can not be used for A pair of cylindrical lenses were used to form the incident beam
sizing non-spherical particles since the methods rely on the light in an elliptical cross-section to increase the effective energy
scattering from a sphere. The diffraction amplitude method
[Orfanoudakis & Taylor, 1993, Morikita et al., 1993] or the
other methods based on light scattering [e.g. Bottlinger and x Photo Diode Aray
Umhauer. 19881 are suitable instruments for this purpose, em o
however extreme care has to be taken to align the optical probe Y AI• Urns Lens
to avoid uncertainty caused by the non-uniform irradiance
distribution of the incident laser beam. A recent method
proposed by Kaye et al. [ 1991] resulted in higher accuracy than TmitigVokffm
the single detector system, however it requires large optical Lors
benches surrounding the test volume. n.c bko

Imaging based techniques [Knollenberg, 1970 and
1976. Bertollini et al., 1985] have an advantage for sizing non- Lm
spherical particles because two-dimensional images can Dream of ,-0o0m Aray
eliminate problems arising from the non-sphericity of particles. AOM pae 1, ,Sd W D P
The Shadow Doppler technique, which is an instrument for
sizing irregularly shaped particles developed by the authors Figure 1 Principle of the method and arrangement of
(Hardalupas et al., 19931, is based on the imaging method. In receiving optics. The direction of the particle motion was
this instrument, the images were projected by a pair of beams of perpendicular to the axis of the photodiode array
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density in the area detected by the linear diodes. The measured
diameters of the ellipse were approximately 500 and 250 Am Trajectory A Trajectory B Tra jtory C
with the major axis coinciding with the axis of the linear diodes.
Frequency shift of 50 to 500 kHz was provided by the AOM •M

component to avoid fluctuation of the sizing signals: when the Particle i .... ..
frequency shift is too low compared with the sampling rate of Trajectory 4 2 7
the transient recorder, interfered fringes in the measuring
volume derive large fluctuation in the sizing signals.

Two independent receiving probes for size and
velocity measurement were used. as shown in figure 1. for ease ,b
of alignment. The image of a particle in the measuring volume Ia
was focused on the array detector by relay lenses, with a Shadow at the S \" r D,?.h
magnification ratio between 75 and 120, and the Doppler signal detector plane W
from the same scatterer was detected, via focusing lenses and a SN I
spatial filter (pinhole), by an avalanche photo diode (RCA, V
C30902E). The sampling space of the APD was aligned to have
larger area than that for the sizing. "oter ing Stru•tbe"

Signal detection of the particle size and shape was Figure 2 Shadow images of a particle focused on the
achieved by a 35 channel linear diode (Hamamatsu S4114-35) photodiode array and trajectory dependence on their
which is focused on the measuring volume. As a particle passed appearance. A) in-focus, B and C) out-of-focus.
through the volume, the magnified shadow image moved across
the detector in the direction of particle motion; thus the output
amplitudes of the detector varied, as shown in figure 2(a). Signal Level Trajectory A a
Taking into account the velocity measured by the single photo .
diode for LDV, a two dimensional image of the particle was

reconstructed from the time-series output of the detector.Since the shadow images are from both of the two
beams, the appearance of the images depend on the trajectory of Ab Trajectory B b'
the particle. Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c) show various patterns of O.SVprojected shadows on the detector plane by a particle without .L.and with 'defocus', i.e. the distance between the particle and the •,

focal plane of the measuring volume. When the particle raectory C
trajectory was in the focal plane of the relay lenses, the shadow J I
images projected by the two beams coincided precisely and the VjIj •0 .5Voutput signals had two levels of amplitude, as shown in figure V1- - =
3(a); the marking a-a' denotes the line in figure 2 and the plateau Time
at the lower voltage level corresponds to the central dark part of
the particle image. Those two images separate gradually with Figure 3 Idealized output signals from the photodiode
increasing defocus distance and the signals became tri-state arre w tdeaoieed in fre 2.
(figure 3 (b)) because the irradiance of the region which lies in array with trajectories defined in figure 2.
the shadow of the particle illuminated by only one beam is half
as much as that of the region illuminated by both, unblocked because relatively short depth field of the relay lenses makes
beams. If the particle is out of the measuring volume, the such signals untriggerable.overlapping area and the dark shadow disappear. The novel features of the method are summarized as

In all the cases described above, the equivalent size, ds e follows: the signal level is independent of size, material andIn ll he ase decried bov, te euivlen sie, a, refractive index of the particle, because the amplitude is
based on the average area of the projected shadow is defined by reterind of the pr tice beca the amituefigure 2()adtefloigeuto:determined by the presence of a shadow; hence, no biasing due

e2(b) and the following equation: to size dependence of the signal amplitude arises, and
4(L + Sit) transparent media, such as water or glass, can be measured

da ='I 4 2 -- (I) without changing optical configurations. The instrument can
cracy provide not only the size but also the trajectory of the particle by

The sizing accuracy of the presented method. therefore. estimation of defocus distance. In addition, the requiredrelies on the quality of the, image and the size of the projected dynamic range of the detector is small and low intensity
shadow is affected by large defocus distance because the image resolution is acceptable, relatively to intensity-based methods.
becomes less sharp. However, the error caused by defocus is
.mall in the vicinity of the focal plane and the quality of the 2.2 Signal processor
image can be kept almost as good as that of in-focus For the data acquisition of the output signals from the
[Hardalupas et al. 19931. Thus. suitable signal triggering and array diodes with appropriately high sampling rate, a computer-
data rejection are necessary in order to avoid erroneous size controlled transient-recorder system was employed. Figure 4
information. For this purpose, the trigger level was set at a illustrates a block diagram of the processor. The system consists
normalized amplitude level between 0.2 and 0.3 so as to avoid of a head module including the diode array and multi-channel
capturing particles with large defocus (figure 2(c)). Also. an transient recorder for sizing. and an APD module and single
effective data validation scheme is described in section 2.3. channel recorder for velocity measurement. All the operating

In contrast, when a particle was in the path of the laser procedures were controlled by a personal computer (IBM 486-
beam but outside of the measuring volume, it was not triggered, 33 compatible).
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::ibeieei: :: Heed Uni l-::!Chanel Trengie .redor detailed information of the hardware. see Hardalupas et al.iiiiii.. ......... .. ... . .......... o~ i
.... .... (1993) and Kobashi et al. (1992).

&ON The trigger !evel was set at around 20 % of the
normalized amplitude, as mentioned in the previous subsection;

Stherefore, particles with defocus required a pre-triggering
function [Kobashi et al., 19921 to obtain the whole signal

S"N corresponding to the leading negative-edge (figure 3(b)). In
order to accomplish that. the address generator on the master
"board was designed to be able to control the address pointer:::::::::::::: "C m~o mm • ,m iii~i! ..... Smeflexibly.

nw: ::: board ate ;121 For velocity measurement, a single channel recorder..... I Sla"e3

WNW .......... with 128 kByte storage memory was also provided. The clock
SB" of this board was synchronized with system clock of the multi-

channel recorder with a sampling frequency up to 20 MHz. No
trigger circuitry was incorporated on the board because the
function was operated by the master board.

Stored signals were transferred to the host computer
through an interface module connected on the ISA-bus and
processed. The data processing and validation functions are
described in the next subsection.

for Sizing
for Velocity Measurement 2.3 Software processing

The digitized data, which were stored in static RAM.
Figure 4 Signal processor including two bead-units of the were transferred to the host computer and processed to construct
detectors for sizing and velocimeter. a 'pseudo-image' of the particle. In this subsection, the

procedure to infer velocity, area-based size, defocus distance
The linear array detector had 35 diode segments and 32 and trajectory direction is described.

of them were used as active channels to simplify the design of a. Velocity calculation
the transient recorder. Each diode had a 0.9 mm width x 4.4 mm First of all, the Doppler burst signal detected by the
height and a slit aperture with 1 mm height was fitted on the APD was analyzed to obtain velocity information from a fast
detector to increase the spatial resolution; thus each diode had 1 Fourier transform (FFT) using an adjusted Gaussian
x I mm active size, which corresponds to 10 x 10 pm of the interpolation [Kobashi et al. 19901 scheme in frequency space.
measuring volume given the magnification ratio, G, of 100 of The applied validation routine was described in Kobashi et al.
the collection optics. and the maximum error was estimated at 0.2% of the

The multi-channel recorder comprised a master and fundamental frequency of the spectrum. If the triggered signal
three slave boards. Signals detected by the array diodes were was recognized as erroneous, it was rejected and another
transferred to the recorder through buffer amplifiers and iteration of sampling was started.
distributed to 8 analog multiplexers (Analog Devices AD9300) b. Normalization
which each had four inputs and one output. Two multiplexers on The peak amplitude of the signals from the diode array
one board were connected to one AID converter (Fujitsu varies along the detector due to the Gaussian intensity
MB40568) of 8 bit resolution and the converted results were distribution of the incident laser. Hence, amplitude
stored in static RAM with 32 kByte on each board. The normalization was required to adopt fixed level thresholding for
maximum conversion rate was 8 MHz from the system clock, all diodes. Since the amplitude was dependent on the presence
which corresponded to 1 MHz total sampling rate. For more or the absence of the particle image, the minimum level was

1ch I "I ch 32ch

Z D

Dh

32ch__ " _ _ _

time

Output signals of Reconstr~ed Tri-state image Separaton Cross-correlation
Photodiodes Pseudo-Image

Figure . Procedure of the recomstruction of a 'psudo-image, validation of the sicnal and
determination of the dcfocus distancc
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equal to the ground level and the maximum level was equal to This equation allows us to acquire an 'approximate' two
the amplitude of the incident laser illumination in the absence of dimensional velocity measurement by use of a single channel
particles. The normalized amplitude of diode channel i at time t. LDV. although the accuracy decreases with decreasing defocus
rnopm(i.t). was, hence, defined by the following equation, distance. This angle was also used for determination of the

r(ijt) - rmin(i) correct size distribution described in section 4.
rnorm(iJ) = rmax(i) - rmin(i) (2) When the two binary images have the same shape and

where rmax(i) and rmin(i) are the maximum and minimum area, the number of the correlated pixels agrees with the area of
the projected shadows; therefore, the maximum value of the

amplitudes of each channel. Figure 5 shows an example of the core ction dire fo e d the comaesonde
normalized signal. correlation function directly quantified the correspondence
c. Temporal Windowing between two images and was used in the validation of the image

c Temponstral ta tdw o-g pof multiple scattering. The tolerance of the correspondence wasTo construct a two-dimensional pseudo-image of a set at around 30% which was decided empirically. This

particle, time averaging of the temporal signals was necessary to function, for binary data, was performed with logical, rather

convert these to a pixel image. The distance over which a than arithmetic, multiplication because it is economical of

particle, with velocity U [mis], moved within one sampling computation time.

period of the recorder, I/f [s], was equal to U/f, and the pitch

distance between each detector of the array was 1.0 mm. which 3. RESULTS OF VELOCITY, SIZE AND DEFOCUS
corresponded to 10- 3 /G [m] in the measuring volume of the DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
LDV. Thus, the number of the samples which corresponds to the
channel pitch of the detector, N, is 3.1 Spheres In an accelerating flow

N 103 (3) Figure 6 shows the size-velocity correlation of
GU polyethylene spheres (Flowbeads, Sumitomo Seika, colored

Consequently, sampled signals must be averaged over batches black) which was measured in an accelerating flow, produced
of N samples. In the present instrument, this was implemented by the suction flow induced by an inlet nozzle of 30 mm
using N integer where N>2.0, and linear interpolation was diameter set vertical with maximum velocity approximately 4.0
applied where N<2.0. However, it should be noted that a test mis. The particles were released 100 mm above the nozzle
showed that the effect of this averaging resulted in negligibly entrance and were measured at 50 mm above the nozzle on the
small error compared with that caused by other factors. axis. The sampling frequency and magnification ratio, G. were
d. Thresholding 312.5 kHz and 116, respectively.

In order to determine the boundary of the particle, At the measurement point, the particle velocity varied
thresholding with two fixed levels were adopted. Figure 5 shows with size because of inertia. The velocity was correlated to the
the example of a tri-state image. The threshold levels were measured size, and the maximum rms value of the size in each
empirically set at normalized amplitudes of 0.4 and 0.75 as velocity class was about 10%. It should be noted that the flow
recommended in our previous work. The projected area was was carefully controlled, so that the scatter seemed to be caused
evaluated by a 'painting' routine to remove the shadow image of by fluctuation of the flow. This result, therefore, confirms the
any other particles existing in the measuring volume at the same precision of the size measurement.
time. The resultant area was substituted into equation 1 to
calculate equivalent diameter. 3.2 Free fall partides of arbitrary shape
e. Separation of Image and Cross-correlation In order to evaluate the accuracy of the measurement,

There are mainly three purposes in this process: first, to the velocity and size of particles with various shape were tested
determine the defocus distance of the particle; second, to by sizing particles in free-fall condition to provide direct
estimate trajectory direction; third, to eliminate 'multiple assessment of sizing accuracy and comparison with the
scattering' which can cause serious error in sizing. Tri-state aerodynamic diameter.
image was separated by pattern recognition routine into two
binary images, which correspond to shadows from each of the . .
two incident beams. These separated images were used for
calculation of cross-correlation to determine the displacement
(lag) between two images. As shown in figure 2 and 6, the
vertical component of the displacement, DA is proportional to the
defocus distance. Thus. the defocus distance, Ddef, can be
obtained by.

Ddef= 2 tan(&) (4)

where 0 is the beam intersection half angle. When the defocus
distance is comparable to, or larger than, the focal depth of the 1
receiving optics. quality of the image becomes poor. To
eliminate this effect, the defocus was limited at between 300 to
800 ptm. I_ _ _ I _ _

Similarly. the horizontal displacement is proportional to 0
the particle movement in horizontal direction Dh; hence, the 0 50 100 150 200 250

trajectory direction. 4p, of the particle can be described by the Diameter [pm]

following equation. Figure 6 Size-velocity correlation of polyethylene

.n1(2) spheres accelerated in the suction flow. Defocus distance
47= tat. %(5) is limited at 800 sAm.
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Figure 7 Size-velocity correlations (a) and distribution of Figure 8 Size-velocity correlations (a) and distribution of
aspect-ratios (b) of copper spheres. Defocus distance was aspect-ratios (b) of irregularly shaped copper particles.
limited at 800 pri. Defocus distance was limited at 800 prm.

Scatter plots in figure 7 (a) and 8 (a) show resultant array. Figure 7(b) is the pdf of the aspect ratio from copper
size-velocity correlations of spherical and non-spherical copper spheres which shows a narrow distribution around unity ratio.
particles with defocus limit set at 800 prm. For comparison, the Thus, this gives us confidence that the temporal windowing was
terminal velocity of a sphere is shown by solid lines. The accomplished correctly.
measurements were performed with a flow channel of 100 x 100 The velocity of non-spherical particles, under the same
mm cross-section which was equipped with a particle feeder condition, showed smaller values as compared with the spheres
driven by an acoustic vibrator. The measuring volume was in fig -e 8(a). The motion of the particles depends on their
positioned 1.0 m downstream of the feeder at the bottom of the orient-ion because the drag force from the surro'-nding air can
channel. Particles ranging up to 150 Pui were estimated to reach vary with the shape and orientation. At relatively iow Reynolds
their terminal velocities. The sampling frequency and number, the orientation especially tends to be such that the
magnification ratio were set at 250 kHz and 105, respectively, maximum cross section is aligned normal to the direction of the

The terminal velocity defines the aerodynamical motion [Clift et al. 1978]. Figure 8(b) shows that the 'alignment'
diameter (Stokes diameter (Clift et al. 19781), and the area- of orientations was clearly observed. Since the plots showed
based diameter of spheres coincide with the Stokes diameter. monotonic increase of size with velocity, this result confirmed
The velocity measurement was reliable and accurate, therefore, that qualitative measurement is at least possible and suggests
the result for the spheres in figure 7(a) allows us to evaluate that the projected area is statistically related to the Stokes
sizing accuracy of the method. The velocity of a particle was diameter.
linearly related to its diameter for the whole size range and the
rms value of the size distribution at 2.0 m/s was 10 gm 4 CORRECTION OF BIAS ERRORS FOR
approximately. The size tended to be overestimated by about DETERMINATION OF ACCURATE SIZE
15% in contrast with the results of our previous work which DISTRIBUTION
resulted in 10% underestimation. This is likely to have been For practical applications involving a dispersed phase
caused by error in determination of the magnification ratio, in a flow, it is often necessary to determine the size distribution
since it is obvious that the error was systematic. The plots show at each measuring point with high spatial resolution. For this
wider scatter than that of polyethylene in figure 6. because the purpose, particle sampling should be unbiased over the size
flow was influenced by the particles, range, that is large particles should not, for example, be easier to

The shape of a particle also provides useful detect than small ones. The sampling bias was mainly caused by
information, such as the aspect ratio of the projected shape. The the dependence of the effective sampling space on particle size.
ratio was defined by the ratio of the maximum sizes (Ferret defocus and shape: in order to eliminate this effecL data
diameters) relative to normal and parallel axes of the photodiode correction based on the determination of particle trajectory was
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attempted as described below, graph is limited by the effects of the image exceeding the edge
of the detector.

4.1 Area of measuring volume The overlap area can vary with particle shape, so that
Figure 9 presents the size dependence of the effective the sampling space is also a function of the shape. If the particle

size of the sampling space and its width (area) over which the shape is so complex that the area of the sampling space is not a
instrument can be triggered. For simplicity, in-focus spheres are monotonic function of the defocus distance, correct
shown. The triggerable width, dw, is equal to the diameter of the measurement would require some suitable algorithm to estimate
particle because only the 17th channel of 32 available was used the effective area. In the present study, an equivalent ellipse.

for triggering; therefore, the triggerable width increased with defined to have the same projected-area and same aspect-ratio
increasing particle diameter. of 'fixed axis' Feret diameter as the particle to be measured, was

For determination of the area-equivalent size, the used to represent its shape in order to simplify the calculations.
whole projected image must be recorded and the last channels at The reconstructed image of the particle was converted to an

both edges of the array. i.e. channels I and 32, were used to ellipse and the size bias cotrection was implemented using the
detect the condition at the edge of the image. If the diameter of axis of the ellipse parallel to that of the array.
the particle exceeds the effective width of the array, the
triggerable width is limited and hence decreases with increasing
particle size; therefore, the maximum diameter of a particle was z (defocus)
equal to the width of 30 segments of the diodes.

At the same time, the effective area of the sampling
space varied with defocus distance due to reduction of the
overlapped area of triggering as shown in figure 10; the
effective sampling area of the measuring volume remains
elliptical for all particle sizes but its width, dt, is dependent on
the particle size. Figure I I shows an example of the size of the
sampling space for spheres with magnification ratio of 75......:..:::::::..
approximately, and the blocked and open symbols correspond to
the area without defocus limit, and with limit at 400 pm, ...........- ""
respectively. In principle, the effective area was proportional to .. ......
square of the particle diameter, however, the right side of the

.............................. *4....

Ich Array diode 32ch ......-...

I dIh o--e-f-ctiveIar-- -IIIIIEffective area of ...........S width of efetv area (W} measuring volume

Figure 10 Relationship between defocus distance and
effective area of the sampling space.

0.5 1 1 , ,o 1

0.4
0 00E

I0
0.3 0"

45;
L? 0.2 C;

I ...... . sizeo. parlie.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Particle diameter [prm]

o without defocus limitation

Figure 9 Effective width of the sampling space depending * with defocus limitation at 400 pm

on the particle size. dw denotes the valid width of Figure II Example of effective size of the sampling
triggering for spheres of in-focus condition. space as a function of particle size.
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-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 Eqtuvalent Diameter [pm]
Distance from trigger channel (y) [pm] Figure 13 Size distribution of polyethylene spheres

measured by a microscope (open) and shadow Doppler
Figure 12 Distribution of particle trajectories of non- velocimeter (blocked).
spherical copper particles.

30
Figure 12 shows the distribution of particle positions 0 Microscope

in the bisector plane of the incident beams which was inferred 2 5 * Shadow
by the procedure described in section 2. Each plot corresponds v Stokes
to one particle and the total number of samples was 1000. It • 20 t
should be noted that positive and negative values of defocus are
not distinguished; i.e., particles which am at a defocus distances 15
of 200 and -200 jim were plotted at the same ordinate.k *

The distribution was elliptical. corresponding to the 3 10 -
shape of the sampling space, but the density of the distribution
was not uniform because the triggerable area depends on the
particle size. The empty region between defocus distances of 0 k - O SI
and 100 pm was caused by finite responsiveness of the
photodetector, and particles there were estimated to be around O V
da%00 jim which corresponded to one pixel displacement of the 0 50 100 150 200
two projected images. Equivalent Diameter [pm]

4.2 Correction of size distribution Figure 14 Size distribution of non-spherical copper
Figure 13 compares the size distribution of polyethylene particles measured by microscope and shadow Doppler

spheres with area-based diameter obtained from microscopic velocimeter.
measurement. The bias error was effectively removed with the
method based on the sampling area described above. The results
showed higher stability and reproducibility, as compared with 30 , 1
amplitude based method, because the fluctuation of the aser V o Microscope
power or the temperature drift of the detector did not influence Ep 25 - * Shadow
the accuracy. The maximum error of average diameter was :
about 3.0 %. If 20 - OV Stokes

The corrected size distributions of non-spherical copper C.-
and stainless-steel particles are shown in figure 14 and 15, 15 /4 0
respectively, and compared with microscopic and Stokesian Y" - 00
diameter obtained from the terminal velocities. The distributions _ I
agree well with the results from microscopic, rather than 3 10
Stokesian, diameters and with better accuracy than the intensity-
based methods; microscope occasionally measure particles with o. 5 4
large error. The maximum difference of average diameter was ,
approximately 10 % compared with microscopic measurement, 0 I•-w•-"-
and the distribution tended to be biased to smaller diameter as 0 50 100 150 200
we expected: particles were likely to present their largest area to Equivalet Diameter [pm]
the observer when measuring by microscope and, hence, the
distribution was biased to larger diameter than that from the Figure 15 Size distribution of non-spberical stainless-
present instrument, steel particles measured by a microscope and shadow

Doppler velocimeter.
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S. CONCLUSION Domnick. J., Durst. F., Melling. A., Qiu. H. -H.. Sommerfeld. M.

In this study. performance of shadow Doppler and Ziema, M.: A new generation of phase-Doppler
ins ent ths a sstedy werfreg shapedow Dopa les iinstruments for particle velocity, size and concentrationinstrument was assessed with irregularly shaped particleslo measurements. 3rd lnt Cong. Optical Particle Sizing.fundamental flows. Novel results are summarized as follows: Yokohama, pp. 407-4l!4.. 1993.

1. A signal processing method for shadow Doppler Hardalupas, Y., Hhshida1 K.. Maed19 M.. Morikita, M.. Taylor.

velocimetry has been demonstrated using computer controlled A..K. P. and WhigeLaweda. .. H A Sbadow Doppler

hardware. The procedure. which comprised temporal technique for sizing particles of arbitrary shape. 3rd

windowing, pattern recognition and correlation of the image, Congress on Optical Particle Sizing. Yokohamar Japan.

successfully provided information of area-equivalent size, shape 1 993.

and trajectory direction of the particles. Hovenac, E. A.. Hirlelnwi, E D. and Id, R. F.: Calibration and

2. Simultaneous measurement of size and velocity of sample volume characterization of PMS optical array

irregularly shaped particles has been achieved in an accelerating proles, proc. of ICLASS. London f U.K. 1985.

flow and quiescent air. Measurement of defocus distance Kaye, P. H., Eyles, N. A., Ludlow, 1. K. and CLark, .JM.: An
allowed us to identify the erroneous data which was caused by instrument for the classification of airborne particles on the
poor images of particles with large defocus distance. basis of size. shape, and count frequency, Atmospheric
Polyethylene particles in the suction flow resulted in about 10 % Pnvironment, Vol. 25A. No.3/4, pp. 645-654, 1991.
precision, including the fluctuation of the flow. Knollenberg, R. G.: The Optical Array: An Alternative to

3. The size distribution of the particles was obtained Scattering or Extension for Airborne Particle Size
using a correction scheme based on the effective size of the Determination. J. of Appl. Meteorology, vol. 9. pp. 86-103,
measuring volume. The resultant size distribution of 1970.
polyethylene spheres agreed with the microscopic measurement Knollenberg, R. G.: The use of low power lasers in particle size
within 3.0 Lzim error of arithmetic average. For irregularly spectrometry, SPIE, Vol. 92, Practical applications of low
shaped particles, the size information inferred from the two- power lasers. 1976. . 137-152.
dimensional projected image showed greater similarity with the Kowash rsK. 976,hpp. and-152.distibuion fro th mirosopicmeaureentrater han Kobashi, X., Hishida. K. and Maeda, M.: Measurement of Fuel
distributions from the microscopic measurement, rather than Injector Spray Flow of I.C. Engine by FFT Based Phase
that of Stokes diameter.

Doppler Anemometer. in R. J. Adrian, D. F. G. Durao. F.
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ABSTRACT velocity of approximately lOm/s. which corresponds to
a chord based Reynolds number of 4. 105.

This paper presents the results of an investigation A two-dimensional diffuser was connected to the

of the turbulent wake of a flat plate subjected to a test section to create a strong adverse pressure gradient.
severe adverse pressure gradient. The measurements To prevent boundary layer separation from the diffuser

were performed with a three-component laser Doppler walls, the walls were equipped with 2mm suction slots.

velocimeter, and include all three components of the and a gauze was placed at the exit of the wind tunnel.

mean velocity, the Reynolds stresses and temporal The gauze created an overpressure inside the channel,

correlation functions. Spatial correlation functions were which caused the boundary layers to be removed at the

also measured to obtain estimates of the dissipation slots, thereby taking care of natural boundary layer

length scales. control.

1. INTRODUCTION boundary layer suction gauze

The flow-field around a multi-element airfoil is vtiy flat plate
complicated. One aspect is the development of the wake
of the main element in adverse pressure gradients, u."m 1 .- L
induced by a flap. In the present investigation, this
phenomenon is simulated by the wake of a flat plate
developing in an adverse pressure gradient, induced by
a two-dimensional diffuser. In this flow there is only a
streamwise pressure gradient, so the effects of for
example streamline curvature are not taken into account. two-dimensional

The investigation is part of a project related to diffuser straight duct

high-lift configuration turbulence modeling, comprising Figure I: Flow confuration.
trailing edge flows, boundary layers and wakes in adverse
pressure gradients.

2. TEST CONFIGURATION 3. MEASUREMENT GRID

The experiments were conducted in the wake of a The complete measurement grid for the flow-field

flat plate. The plate has a 600mm chord, and a thickness measurements is shown in figure 2. It consists of nine

of 18mm. The last I 10mm of the plate were tapered to traverses, starting at the trailing-edge. The traverse

form a sharp trailing-edge. The plate was placed at zero furthest downstream is at 230mm behind the trailing-

angle of attack in the test section (400x400=11m2) of an edge. All traverses consist of approximately 55 stations,

open-type wind tunnel, see figure 1. The boundary layers resulting in a total number of about 495 grid points.

on the plate were tripped with wires positioned at 6% The present paper reports the results of the six traverses

chord. The wind tunnel was operated at a free stream from xf= l7mm up to x= 175mm.
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orientations, such that either u, v or w is measured.

U,,, The flow was seeded with small oil droplets with a

____ mean diameter of lpm. The particles were injected into
the flow upstream of the fan, thereby ensuring a
homogeneous distribution in space.

x= 175mm transmitting . U., / "optics " ," "

Figure 2: Measurement grid for the flow-field optics

measurements.

4. INSTRUMENTATION transmitting 2d traversing

Optics mechasm

The measurements were performed with a three-
component, dual beam LDA system. The green Figure 3a: Set-up to measure single-point statistics.
(514.5nm), blue (488.0nm) and violet (476.5nm) colours
of a 5W Argon ion laser were used to measure the three set-up 2
components of the velocity simultaneously.

The transmitting optics were arranged such that receiving optics
three nearly orthogonal fringe patterns were created. 7 =
The measurement volume width was approximately
0.12mm. To collect light only from the overlap region of tranmitting . ,
the three measurement volumes, the receiving directions optics

were almost perpendicular to the transmitting optical 3d traversing
axes. Small pinholes mounted in front of the mechanism 11
photomultipliers reduced the effective length of the
measurement volumes to 0.2mm.

To measure instantaneous flow reversal, Bragg-cell trmnsmining 2d traversing

frequency shifters were used in all channels, together optics mechanism

with electronic downmixing. The photomultiplier output Figure 3b: Set-up to measure two-point statistics.
signals were processed by three Burst Spectrum
Analysers. The processors were operated in the
'hardware' coincident mode, which means that a signal
is required on all three channels simultaneously. After
acquisition, the data was processed using a 'software' 5. MEAN-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
coincidence window of 15ps.

Two different optical configurations were Figure 4 presents the three components of the
Figure 3a shows set-up 1, which was used to measure mean velocity measured at station x=53mm. Although
single-point statistics (mean velocities, Reynolds stresses, the velocity defect is very large, there is no mean flow
triple products and time correlation functions). To reversal at this station. Outside the wake, the transverse
measure spatial correlation functions, a slightly different mean velocity increases in positive y-direction, which is
set-up was used, see figure 3b. The main difference a consequence of the fact that the flow develops in a

between the two set-ups is that in set-up 2 the third diffuser. The spanwise mean velocity is small compared
component could be traversed independently of the to the other two components, suggesting good two-

other two. With this set-up simultaneous measurements dimensionality of the mean flow. From figure 4 it can be
were performed at two different locations in the flow. concluded that, within the experimental uncertainty, the

The third component could be arranged in different flow-field is symmetric.
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1.0 velocity on the wake centre line changes sign.
Downstream of this location, there is a region of mean
flow reversal near the centre of the wake.

auaaaoam, ....................... D•aaabb'a The development of the kinetic energy of the
a% a
a 0a LU, velocity fluctuations, k- =h(u'2+v'+w'), is presented in
0 . figure 6. The distributions grow in both height and width0 .6 ............ ..i-'• = ................. I • . ............

a when moving downstream. The location of the peak
S.0 values occurs near the point of inflexion of the mean

.................. CL ............ ....... .......... velocity profiles, and moves away from the centre line.
0 0 Figure 7 gives the contribution of u, and w' to= = "+ ;lU•

S ae the kinetic energy for seven stations on the wake centre

0.2 ..................... ................... line. The contribution c, the streamwise component, u'-a\ a *oo.oO°°°
-- -- - 200 •

oooo0oooo 0130 x=175

-0.2 = "
-100 -50 0 50 100 120 8

Figure 4: The three components of the mean velocity : Do
measured at station x=53mm. 40 • % a

The development of the x-component of the mean
velocity is shown in figure 5. It can be seen that the -40
width of the wake increases dramatically. The value of0

the displacement thickness increases from 44mm at the A
first station to 91mrm at the furthest downstream station. -120
The velocity defect increases in downstream direction. a a
Between stations x=85nmn and x =13Omm, the mean o

-200
200 0 25 25 25 25 25. I ~~~175 KOkU.

130 = l0001 IU e
a a

85 * a Figure 6: The development of the kinetic energy of
120 a = ) velocity fluctuations.

x4 17m 30 a

-1 2 0a

a a0.6

y Imml - 0.45 u- 1K... •

40 a aZ• IIk

-120 " o -"/k

aO O ~~0.15 .. ...
e0 0

-200
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

51 0 50 100 150 200 250
nf x [nmnl

Figure 5: Development of the x-component of the mean Figure 7: Contribution of W', ' and • to the kinetic
velocity, energy.
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is much larger than the other two at all stations. At the 200
first station, x= 17mm, the contribution of v' is the 175
smallest. However, at the furthest downstream station
the values of v- and -w- are almost equal. 9

The development of the turbulent shear stress 150 ........... ..............
u-v'is shown in figure 8. The triple products urq-= 9

U'n+u'-v' 2+u'-w'w and V'q' = vuP+v;3 +v'w'2 were also 5

measured. These terms represent the diffusion of kinetic y [mml - - *53ienergy by velocity fluctuations. Figures 9a and b show ... 30 . ..

the development of Ui7 and v'q in the downstream x=17nun a
direction. The main contributor to u'q is uP. The * a

remaining terms show a similar behaviour, but they are a a a .

much smaller. The value of u'q at the wake centre line 5 ..... o ...... ct..... o . . a .. . ., . . - . .

icreases in the downstream direction, and changes sign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :a

between stations xf=S85mmand x= 13Omm.The individual ..
components v'- 2 , v-1 and v� of the term v'q' give

approximately equal contributions to the overall value a *a

of v-• at all traverses. "10
-10 0 0 0 0 0 0

200 10:170I . W771T/fJ
130 - Figure 9a: Profiles of triple-product u'.

S• 85 a a

120 - 0 53 I 0

. .: 175
40.0. 130

y Imm] 150 ................ ........ ..... ..

y I mm] z P : 0o* " : 85' a

1: 53 a ab: 3o 4), o
100............ .. ...

100 J'mO 10 I 0

-120a. X a 0 a a a

g o g 0 :0 0 i

"-200 1 0 5 ..... .. ... . ..... ...
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Figure 8: The development of the turbulent shear stress. a aa

0 -t. a a.t %- 0 0 0 0 0 0

6. TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS Figure 9b: Profiles of triple-product vq.

At a number of locations in the flow auto

correlation functions (acrs) of the streamwise velocity
component were measured. The acf's were calculated {•u'(i )u f (tj )})(k&7)
from the LDA data with the 'slotting technique'. This P(r) = k=1,2 .... ,N (1)

technique can be described by the following algorithm, I N

see e.g. Mayo et al (1974): H(kA7) . u/(t )
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where {Ea'~u'(t,)'(Mv) is the sum of all cross To calculate the acf at very small time lags, a
products of velocity fluctuations u'(ti)u'(t) separated by slightly different algorithm was used in which the
a time lag within the range (k-'½)&v:t ,-t, <(k+½%)47, denominator in (I) was replaced by:
H(kAv) is the number of cross products within a slot, ,i7
is the width of a time slot, and N is the number of
velocity samples. t-1,2,..... (2)

Figures lOa and b shows six act's measured at { u2 )(f))(

station x=30mm. At each location 10s samples were
used, which were acquired at an average data rate of
approximately 1000Hz. The acf's were calculated for a This means that for every time slot a separate
maximum time lag of 1500rOi ',t width of lOms. estimate of the variance of the velocity fluctuations is
Near zero time lag the slot Xreased to 2ms made, in which only velocities are used that also
to show more detail, contribute to the cross products in that slot. At very

small time lags, this estimator has a much lower variance
than (1), and facilitates the calculation of the small time

1.0 lag part of the acf.
Figure I I shows a detailed view of the act's near

1.0 0y=2mm zero time lag. The functions were calculated using the

1.0 . .same data records as the act's in figure 10. but with
much smaller values of the slot width, 20~s, and the

0.8 !y-14nun: maximum time lag, lms. A striking aspect of figure I Iis
, k the very small discontinuity at zero time lag. This

=. indicates that the influence of uncorrelated noise was
0.4 _ small during the measurements.

0. "•To estimate the Taylor micro time scale, an
attempt was made to fit a parabola to each acf at zero

time lag, using a method suggested by Zhu et at (1992).
0.0 - First, the measured correlation values were replotted as

_ _ _"_ __1-p(7) versus ,&,. Then a straight line through a number

0 500 1000 1500 1500 1500 of data points near A7=Owas constructed. The intersect

tuine lag r [s) of this line with the Ae =0 axis, gave an indication of the

Figure 10a: Auto correlation functions measured at
x =30mm for various y-locations. 1.0

1.0 0 . 0
1.0 10

101.07
0

1.0 1.0. .. %..........1......... ...

1.01 .0 - -. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .

y-42mm 1.0 - ' --

0.82

0. y =35m mn' 1.0- ......... 21 .. .... ...........
.A.. . ........ . 21

y• =28mm111W € "-!"• ' 28

0.8 -" ",- "
0.4 * .. .. ... . . . . . .-

0.6 parabola y-42mm

0.4
0 500 1000 1500 1500 1500 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

time lag 7 [Ms] time lag [mis]

Figure lOb: Auto correlation functions measured at Figure 11: A detailed view of the auto correlation
x=3Omm for various y-locations. functions near zero time lag.
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Figure 12: Variation of the Taylor micro time scale Figure 13: Measured small scale spatial correlation

across the wake at x=30mm. function at station x=175mm, y=47 mm.

discontinuity of the acf at zero time lag. After removal that both channels measured almost identical
of the discontinuity, a parabola was fitted to the selected instantaneous velocities, i.e. errors due to uncorrelated
data points. The resulting values of the Taylor micro noise were very small.
time scale are given in figure 12. It can be seen that the Another aspect is the presence of a small bump at

Taylor micro time scale decreases when moving away separations of less than approximately 0.1 mm. This has
from the wake centre line. also been observed by Absil'er at(1990). In this region

the measured spatial correlation coefficient is biased
towards higher values due to the partial overlap of the

7. SPATIAL CORRELATION FUNCTIONS measuremt volumes. The processors only acquire data
when a signal is present on all channels simultaneously.

At several locations in the flow, spatial correlation This requirement is most likely met when a particle
functions (scf's) were measured with set-up 2. To obtain transits the overlap region of the measurement volumes.
information on the Taylor micro length scales, attention However, in that case the effective spatial separation is
was focused on the correlation at very small spatial zero. Therefore, the measured spatial correlation

separation. The mensurement volumes were aligned such coefficients do not correspond to the true values, as long
that the streamwise velocity component was measured as there is a partial overlap.
simultaneously at two different locations in the flow. Information on the small scale scf is obtained only

Starting at zero separation, one of the when the measurement volumes are completely
measurement volumes was traversed in streamwise separated. In this set-up the width of the measurement
direction in steps of 25gm. For every separation 3.10' volumes is 0.12mm, so it is to be expected that the
velocity pairs were acquired at an average data rate of measured correlation values are valid only at separations
approximately 25Hz. The spatial correlation coefficient larger than approximately 0.12mm.
was estimated from:

N 8. TAYLOR'S HYPOTHESIS
u, (x)Wa, (x+4dx)

p(Ax) = Figure 14 shows measurements of the spatial
NN U i2XA)correlation coefficient, together with the auto correlation

* 'a 
2(x) ~ ui 2(x+hx) coefficient with time lag converted to distance using the

local mean velocity,according to Taylor'sbypothesis. For
small separation the two curves practically coincide upto

Figure 13 gives a typical result measured at station Ax =0.Stmo,corresponding to a time lag of about 0. 1nis.

x-= 175mm, y-=47mm. A striking aspect of this scf is the This coincidence behaviour has also been observed by
high correlation value at zero separation. This indicates Cenedese et al (1991).
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1.00 Mayo, W., Shay, M. and Riter, S. 1974, Digital
Estimation of Turbulence Power Spectra from Burst

00 Counter LDV Data, Proceedines of the second
international workshop on laser anemometry, vol.1,

0.96 pp. 16-26.

p(Ax) •Zhu, Y., Antonia, R. and Kim, J. 1993, Velocity and

Temperature Derivative Measurements in the Near-Wall

0.93 ...-... ........... - . Region of a Turbulent Duct Flow, Near-Wall Turbulent

parabola fined , • F pp549-561.

0.89 ........... .............. ..

scf o parabola fitted0.85 acf • to acf \,

acf.
0.85,

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

separation Ax [mnm]

Figure 14: Comparison between the spatial correlation
coefficients and the convened auto
correlation coefficients.

Parabolas fitted independently to both curves,
yielded Taylor micro scales of L,x=2.75mm (from the
spatial correlation function), and uT,=2.94mm(from the
auto correlation function). In this particular case the
application of Taylor's hypothesis gives reasonably
accurate results.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The measurements described above are the first
results of a continuing project. Experiments performed
at the present time include measurements of as many as
possible terms contributing to the dissipation, and
providing starting conditions for numerical exercises in
the flat plate boundary layer.
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ABSTRACT forms, but the way of expression used in equation (3) is beat
adopted to our way of measurement.

We report on the development of an LDA based method by It must be noted that the upper index, h or n appearing
which all the different terms in the dissipation rate tensor can in equations (1)-(3), are not tensor indices. h is used to
be measured. It is shown that the homogenous pan of this indicate the homogenous part of the tensor and n the non-
tensor can be expressed as a sum of two terms, the second homogenous part. This convention is also followed for other
derivative of the two point correlation tensor with respect to quantities appearing as superscripts in this paper.
the separation between the points and the second derivative One of the main difficulties in experimental studies of
with respect to position of the Reynolds stress tensor. The dissipation is that they require that measurements are obtai-
inhomogenous part contains mixed derivatives of the same ned in two nearby points, without the measurement in one of
quantities. An error analysis is performed which shows that the points disturbs the measurement in the other, and that the
the dominating errors are due to the uncertainty in the small difference in velocity between the two points is well
determination of the distance between the measuring points resolved. In addition to this the effective measuring control
and to misalignment of the laser beams. The method is volume must be very small, of the order of the Kolmogorov
applied to the study of a low Reynolds number circular air jet microscale, to avoid that the velocity may vary noticeably
with Kolmogorov microscale of the order of 100 ptn and, across the measuring control volume or that the distance
except for a region close to the outlet nozzle, the error is between the measuring points may not be accurately known.
shown to be of order 5 - 10%. Some results from the The laser Doppler anemometer has for a long time been
measurements are also presented. considered attractive for this kind of measurements, since it

automatically solves one of the most severe of these
problems; it measures without disturbing the flow. 'he size of

1. INTRODUCION the measuring control volume can also be made very small by
using expanded laser beams and side scattering. It has

Reynolds stress modelling of turbulent flow fields requires however some severe drawbacks, in particular the influence of
that an accurate and general model of the dissipation rate a rather high noise level, usually of the order of I percent, and
tensor is available. A number of such models have been influence of imperfect beam alignmemt.
proposed, but direct experimental verification of them is very We report here on the development of an IDA technique
difficult. For a discussion of these and related matters see e.g. which solves these problems, thus making accurate direct
George & Taulbee (1990). In the Reynolds stress equations measurements of all the elements in the dissipation rate
the terms associated with d&Nsipation usually appears as tensor possible. Some results on a circular jet are included.

S(1) 2. D ISSA ONRATETENSOR

2.1 Homogeneous part of the dissipation rate tensorDj=2v L' (2)
k (OX2 To try to measure the various terms appearing in the

homogenous dissipation rate tensor by direct measurements
of the velocity in two points simultaneously and forming the
average of the product of their difference would lead to

M I V- ( . + v-I u (3) unacceptable error levels. This is due to the fact that the
D:= -&k 'Xi) + &k (U 'dx,) (3) calibration constants of the two systems can not be

determined accurately enough to permit the small difference in
where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ui is the velocity between the two measuring points to be measured

hery vsthe kine tic viscosdinate d iof . Taccurately. We therefore have to transform the expression (2)
velocityector anun d ensembl covordinatedr. Te terms to a form that will permit more accurate measurements to be
denotes an unbiased ensemble average. The terms •g performed. We write

in equation (3) are sometimes written in slightly A .... Wwi
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0'_1. Lrnm U,(z.)-Ui(Xb)u Xj(Z.)-Uj(Xb) ag(J°)U,(A>)U(X)U,(Zi)

ax ax-k AxA -*0 AX1  AX (12)
_2R#(Xo)+ Ad 4 .('+,o(

- Urn1 ajX (4) It equations (7) and (12) now are entered into equation (4) and

an ensemble average is taken of the resulting expression we

ui(x. )U(Xb)+ui(Xb)u,(=,,) obtain

where we have written i k Wk (13)

i fUi O+• - ) ) It must be noted that the first term on the right hand side of
2(5) equation (13) is the second derivative of a one-point

correlation, R, with respect to the co-ordinate xk, while the

( ) (6 second term is the derivative of a two-point correlation, Q"
"Ui(Rb) =U X, zo 2 (6) with respect to the separation between the two points.

and we, thus, have made a symmetric separation of the two 2.2 Inhomogenous part of the dissipation rate tensor

points around the centre point xo. The primary expression to be considered when evaluating the
The frst term on the right hand side of equation (4) inhomogenous dissipation rate tensor is according to

contains only one-point correlations. By expanding them in equation (3)
a Taylor series around x0 we obtain after some algebra

ui(xa)uj(x.)+ui(Xb)uj(xb) Ui

= 2R# + +0 j2R (
ai Th o(is) (7)ca in be epressed as

whuer llm, " o+ +ui Xo-"e-
Rij M Ui~j (8) Ui a u r / 2  ) 0 2

and it is understood that all terms on the right hand side of (7)are to be evaluated at the point x0. Uk XO +± - 4k Xo -± )

The second term on the right hand side of equation x ( )_ (
(4) is of a different nature. It consists of products of' ,locity Ari
components obtained it, wo diferent points. If we wrhL* it in x j 14
the form Urn Rik XO + 2 ) -Rik XO -f (14

Ui(Xa)Uj(Xb)+Ui(Xb )uj(xa) Ax -+ 0 2Axj

=i ,XO +.At)~(k U uO-(x) l im) r Qik(xo.Ax,)-Qa (xo..4&xj)
(9) - j"O 2Ar

we see that it is symmetric in Ax. We will now consider each where Rik and Qik is defined by equations (8) and (11)
term in (9) as a two-point function, denoted by Qij. of the respectively. Note again that Rik is a quantity defined in one
separation Axk. Due to the symmetry we thus have point, while Qik is a two-point quantity.

If we expand the terms in equation (14) which
ui(x.)Uj(Xb)+ui(Xb)uJ(xa) contain Rik in a Taylor series around x0 we obtain

=Qy(XOAxk)+Qj(Xo.,-AX) (10) R +O(A )

where (X 2 )_2 &

r _x)( . )Similarly, if we expand the terms containing Qik in equation
Qij(xo,Ax& ) ui xo + ujix0 - (2 ) (14) in a Taylor series around Axj=0, keeping x0 constant, we

obtain

Expanding this in a Taylor series around AXk=O gives
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Qa~z.Ax~+QaXO.AXj) -2tAxj2& +O(&z;) (16)

If the last two expressions are entered into equation (14) and
an ensemble average is formed on the resulting expression we
obtain

1 a K -2 -Rao.(17)a j a•

The non-homogenous dissipation rate tensor can thus be
expressed as

D!,= v-L d +i + - Figure 2. The measuring control volune.

a (ar i .1a~ ~the reciprocal of the F-number of the emitted beams which is=v-• + -- + ~ fgiven by the optics used and can be reduced by beam
& ý ax1  dx i 4 J)j axi expansion modules. The length of the measuring control

volume, see figure 2Z is determined by the receiving optics. in
It is thus clear that the prinmay quantities to measure in order our case, we use Dantec probes and the length of the
to obtain a measurement of the dissipation rate tensor are the measuring control volume is then approximately 80 larger
Reynolds stress tensor. Tk, and the two-point correlation than the diameter of the beam waists. We obtain a dimeter of

45 pun and a length of 80 pin.
tensor, Qa. Each pair of the probes are traversed symmetrically

about a centre point. In this way a number of error terms
directly proportional to the distance between the measuring

3. EXPERIMENT control volumes vanish identically (as opposed to a case
when only one of the probe volumes would be traversed). The

3.1 Measurement technique probes are brought to measure the velocities in the two points
at five different separation distances in turn and the

The basic requirement of an instrument used to measure the correlation coefficient and the rins values of the measured
dissipation rate tensor is an ability to measure in two diffe- velocity components are computed. These data are then fitted
rent points simultaneously. We accomplish this by using four to a fourth order polynomial
fibre optic probes operating in pair, see figure 1. One probe
in each pair is used to emit the laser beams and the other to
collect the scattered fight at 90" collection angle. With this (Ax) +p AX)4  (19)
arrangement it is possible to reduce the measuring control (if i = j, p, - 0) and the p meter p2 is evaluated. The
volume considerably. Its diameter decreases in proportion to

second derivative of C# with respect to Ax as Ax goes to zero
is equal to twice the value of this parameter. In this way the
second derivative of the corelation function at zero separa-
tion is properly obtained. The procedure is then repeated for
separation in the other two ca-ordinate directions.

One of the probe pairs is always used to measure the
velocity in the main flow direction, even in cas when we do
not need to measure this component to obtain a particular
element of the dissipation rate tensor In this way we are
always able to perform a speed weighting of our data, thus

A x:I permitting us to compensate for particle statistical bias.The Reynolds stresses were measured using one of
the probe pairs in a conventional set up to measure all three
velocity components simultaneously.

3.2 The jet flow rig

A simple experiment has been carried ou. An air jet with a

speed of 10 mts at the outlet of a nozzle with a diameter "=
mm entered into a chamber 70x70 cm in crass section and 1.2
m high, see figure 3. The nozzle was made as a part of the

lIw,. 1. Probe confturation. bottom wall of the chamber and was turned in the shape of a
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formulas are of course available for the measurement in the
point xb using system II.

To carry the analysis further using general expres-
sions would make our formulas very cluttered. We therefore
choose to proceed by developing the expressions only for a
certain specific choice of combination of velocity compo-

nents and to imply the others by way of analogy. We willL also confine ourselves to an analysis of the YV - terms and

leave the T _1- terms since these are much smaller than the

two point correlations and varies with position at a much

smaller rate than F, and thus contribute very little to the

final error estimates.
Each system is, at a certain phase of the experiment,

used to measure the velocity component in the direction of
one of the co-ordinate axis. The unit vectors in which we

Is measure are therefore always one of the following

41=(2 )i2 (23)

Figure 3. The jet flow rig. 4=(. . _ (e.)_(E4 ).)(4

circular arc, see inset in figure 3. The walls of the chamber
were made of glass to permit the laser beams to enter into the (

chamber from the probes which were placed outside the sI 2- 7 (25)
chamber. The flow returned through triangular channels at the
comers of the chamber. The flow was driven by a carefully
regulated fan. Between the fan and the nozzle a number of with analogous expressions for system U /. z,, .y and ef we
screens were placed to reduce the disturbance level of the air Y
stream entering the nozzle. The outlet velocity profile had a small components of the unit vectors due to some inescapable
top hat shape with very constant velocity across the nozzle misalignment of the laser beams.
and a low turbulence level. We now consider the specific example of obtaining

QI. With the aid of the above expressions and equation (10)
we obtain

4. ERROR ESTIMATES
Q12 = U(Xa)V(Xb)

Our method to measure the different terms in the dissipation D, a)-
rate tensor involves the use of two separate LDA systems. The 4(x')
Doppler frequency measured by one of the systems (I) in point = -Eyv(Xa)-EZW(Xa)

x, at the particular instant of time x1 is given by 1(61)2 (C.)2 (26)

f1;Jb)-fn ( exu) . x)......wI(2....fD I C --x 4,10 b V- '•W (',X b

;7D(X't') C'S'.;V(X~t1)(21) 
4 e,) E,)

where we have implicitly assumed that system I is measuring
in position xa and system H in position xb. In addition to this

fb(xa,t)=c's' .vtx4 .t') (22) we have also here written the velocity vector as (u, v, w).
The directional errors. E, are often of the order

where we have split the velocity vector V into its average V, of-0.01. This implies that they can safely be neglected
and its fluctuation v. Note that the overbar denotes a non- compared to 1 in the square roots in the denominator of
biased average. Further, ct is the "calibration" constant of the equation (24). We further assume that the noise terms, f. and
system I, giving the ratio of the detected Doppler frequency of
the projection of the velocity vector V in the direction Os 411 are uncorrelated with all other terms except when
(unit vector), which points in the direction of the bisector to correlated with themselves. Forming a non-biased average of

the two emitted beams of system i. fA is the noise Q12 based on a large number of samples we then get

contribution to the detected Doppler frequency. Analogous
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If these expressions are entered into equation (28) we find

-I ()I(x) afe cnie ablegebra
Q12= ji211

-fD(xa)u(xb)--1fD(xa)W(Xb) (27) C,/i (7)y

--4fDf"(Xb )V(X.)'-! f D(X5 )w(x4 ) whetre
C C

When deriving this expression we have also neglected term (,ix.)2  u 2
which contain products of directional errors. These term am of ac +-- 2
order 1O"4 times smaller than the dominating terms. In this .)) 2 2in 1.,

specific example (Qj2) we note that all noise terms have been (D YD) (fir)b) ii(Xb)2 (34)
cancelled since no terms where they were correlated with

themselves were present. -Z V(by~b - I Uxvx,-4Nwx
Ufwefl nethernowthatfA/c'mu(x,) andjtt/clmV(xb) AV(Xb)2 N(Xa)2 u(x.) 2

we find that the last three terms in equation (27) representing
the error in the measurement of U12 leads to reltive errors of pC . C._ .H (X )W(xb)

order 0.01 since all correlations uiujare of the same order of ' - -- Z
magnitude and the v:s are of order 0.01. This error is thus of _______7 (35)
the order of a few percent. Note that signal noise does not ÷eyi v(xk)v(xa) +, v(xb)w(xi)
contribute to this error. Z )2

It turns out that the scatter in the rI2 data is larger 49(x.? 4Z7 460.7 v(Xb

than the scatter in the corresponding correlation coefficient, When deriving equations (29) - (35) we have as before
which is defined as neglected terms which contain products of directional errrs,

correlations of noise terms with anything except themselves
C~ ~ (28 and products of noise and directional err

The a- terms contain only one-point data, which(X b) changes very slowly compared to two-point term. The terms

are small, of the order of 0.01, and the second derivative of
When taking the second derivative of QI2, as is required to these terms can safely be neglected. A word of warning is
obtain the homogenous dissipation rate tensor according to however in place, since the noise terms may, due to spurious
equation (13). this is of importance, and we thus prefer to effects, vary also over short distances.
work with the correlation coefficientL The second term. Pc, in equation (33). contain terms

The rms values and which are also small, of the order of 0.01. However, they.
h m aa (xb)an be contain two-point data. which are expected to vary in space at

computed from equations (20) - (22) in a way analogous to approximately the same speed as the dominating term in
the derivation of equation (27). We find equation (33). This implies that they will contribute an error

term to the homogenous dissipation rate, which is of the
same order as their contribution to the correlation term.

The homogenous dissipation rate is finally
=a c (I + a.) (29) computed as

___~a~ a m ' l2Rk2
4=2Ds2=2v.D-. (X b (36)

cr ( +a) (30) 227 (.4v

where
We have demonstrated that the relative error due to noise and

e1 (xa)) 2  u(%x)v(Xa)- (31) misalignment in C12, and 4s)) are all of
( )

2  (U(X)) (u(xa)) the order of a few percent. The errors involved in the measu.
rement of RW2 is of the same nature and thus of the same order

jn 2  
__of magnitude. Moreover, the second derivative of R"2 is to

=_ _,11 u(±x)V(X!) _fI V(Xb))w(x) (32) be obtained with respect to xk, while the derivative of Q is
kJ2 ((xb)) (V(xb)) (V(xb)) to 3e evaluated with respect to Axk. The variation in space of
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any quantity with respect to xk is an order of magnitude slo- This turns out to be the dominating error in the determination
wer than the variation with respect to Axk, and, thus, the error of the effective distance between the measuring control

in Dh is dominated by the error in ~ In the following we volumes. This is thus our estimate of the zero position error.
D2 'The particles cross the measuring control volumes at

will therefore neglect all errors except those in Q12 - arbitrary positions. The separations were such that the main
We have so far considered errors due to signal noise flow direction had one of the relations to the measuring

and misalignment of the laser beams. There are however some control volume depicted in figure 4.
additional errors that must be considered. These are

a) Statistical uncertainty in the measurement of Q12. a)
b) Errors in the determination of c', CU.
C) Error due to the finite size of the measuring control

volumes.
d) Errors in the determination of the effective distance

between the two measuring points.
e) Particle statistical bias.
f) Particle density bias. b) 10 0 0

The statistical uncertainty, in the measurement of Q12, has
been investigated experimentally. In a certain point and for a
certain separation we measured Q12 20 times. From this en-

semble of Q12 -values, the mean and rms values could be cal-
culated. The central limit theorem then tells us that this en-
semble can be modelled as having a Gaussian distribution,
and thus the uncertainty in the determination of the mean

- l.96orvalue of Q12 can2 be estimated as 0 at 95% confidence, Figure .4 The possible relations between the inflow of

where o is the rms value of the ensemble. We found that if particles to the measuring control volume and their
separation.

each measurement of Q,2 was based on 2.5 minutes integra-
tion time, the error was less than 1%. We thus concluded that In figure 4a) the measuring control volumes are separated
if we based our estimates of U12 on 50 minutes records the along their longest dimension and the main flow direction is
corresponding error should be of this order or less. from below. In b) the measuring control volumes have been

Errors in cl and C1 enters in the computation of the separated in the main flow direction and in c) they are
rms-values multiplying the two-point correlation coefficient separated sideways such that the main flow is coming out of
in equation (36). These quantities can usually be determined the paper. It is immediately realised that in cases a) and c) the
within 1%, and thus contributes to the relative error in the influence of the randomness in position of the particles do
homogenous dissipation tensor with the same value, not change the effective distance. In case b) we examine the

The measurement of dissipation is essentially a cases that the particles give samples of equal probability
measurement of the variances of spatial derivatives of the either anywhere in the two measuring control volumes or
velocity components. It is thus clear that the measuring anywhere in the lower halves of them. In either case we
control volumes must have a linear dimension significantly obtain the result that the effective distance between the two
smaller than a distance over which the instantaneous velocity measuring control volumes is unaffected by the randomness
changes noticeably. This distance is the Kolmogorov of the particle position.
microscale. In our experiment this scale varied from about 70 The third position error, A(. due to imperfect
to 180 pgm. Our measuring control volumes had a shape like a translation of the probes is believed to be very small. The
circular cylinder with diameter 45 pim and length 80 p;m. This mechanical devices used for the translation was very stable
is considered to be a sufficient spatial resolution to make the and the scales used to read the translations were accurate to
error due to the finite size of the measuring control volume within 2 Itn. A check on the translation error was performed
negligible, by returning the probes to zero distance every time the

Errors due to the uncertainty in the determination of measurements at the longest translation was finished. We
the effective distance between the two measuring points can were in all cases able to recover the original correlation
be evaluated as follows. There are three sources of this error, coefficient very closely
an imperfection in the determination of the position where The errors in the primarily measured quantities Q#
the two measuring points coincide, Ao, an error due to the fact
that scattering particles cross the measuring control volume and due to the uncertainty in the determination of the
at varying positions, &P, and an error in the traversing of the effective distance between the two measuring volumes is
two measuring control volumes, At. dominated by the zero position error Ao. In order to estimate

The first error, A0, was evaluated during the the error in the homogenous dissipation rate tensor, DM, due
adjustment of the measuring control volumes. We found that to this error a numerical simulation was performed. The
the coincident data rate changed noticeably when we moved parameter P2'j in equation (19) was evaluated for three sets of
one of the measuring control volumes a distance of 5 - 10 Jim.
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separation distances. corresponding to h0 =-10pm. 6o .0 and_____________
A =+0O pnm. In our particular ase we found that p 2,J varied I

between 2 - 66 at diffient position at the CeUtn in our jet --- C 22 vs dxI
flow. Two possible sources of bias errors am at Mured, 0.98 - C22 vs dx2
particle density bias and pricie statistical bias. The first of - -- C22 vs dx3
these is due to the fact that only the flow coming out of the jet
was seeded. The flow was however recirculated and the flow 0.96
was seeded at short time intervals, which indicates that the
seeding level should be fairly uniform. Although we cannot
give a quantitative estimate of the error due to this effect we 0.94

of magnitude as the averaging earm, i.e. of the order of I 
C2.

It is well established that the particle statistical bias 0.92
is caused by the increased probability to obtain a sample
when the volume flow rate through the measuring control
volume is high. One can ormet for this effect in single point 0.9
measurements by weighting each sample with the reciprocal
of the volume flow rate, see e.g. McLaughlin & Tiederman
(1973) or Buchhave et al (1979). In two point measureents .
the situation is slightly more complicated, but in our case it 0.88 0 0 0
is simplified by the fact that. due to the 0 0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002
between the measuring control volumes, the volume flow rate As I " (m)
is very nearly the same in both points. The proper weighting
factor is then again the reciprocal of the volume flow rate
through either of the measuring control volumes. In all Figure 5. Te two point correlation coefficient C22 for

measurements we have measured the longitudinal velocity separation of the measuring points in the three co-ordinae
component in at least one of the measuring points, i.e. even direuions at the centre-line, 60 diameter downstream of the
when the primary interest was to measure the two radial or the nozzle.
two tangential velocity components. In this way we were able
to correct properly for the particle statistical bias effect in all at xIdcm4O (filled squares), which should be identical to the

measurements. measurements for separation in the x2-direction. Although
We have thus found that two sources of error the measurements differ slightly at large separations the

dominates, the error due to misalignment of the laser beams estimated values of p2.1 are very clkos
and the error due to the zero position offset. Our analysis A sensitivity analysis of the influence of the zero
shows tha the total error in the homogeno• s dissipation rate position error was made using these data. It was found that a
tensor thus can be estimated to be of the order of 5 - 10%. position e=or of 10 jlim changed the estimated value of p2

..................................... I............

5. SOME RESULTS AND DSCSSION

We shall show some examples of our results obtained along 0.98
the centreline of the jet and limit ourselves to the diagonal
elements of the homogenous dissipation rate tensor. At the
centre line all the off-diagonal elements are zero. Figure 5
shows the two-point correlation coefficient C2a at xl/d=60, 0.96
for separations in the three co-ordinate directions. It cam be
seen that C22 decreases roughly twice as fast in the x1-
direction as in the x2-direction. In isotropic turbulence this is xlld
expected, but we would also have expected that 0.94 P 2

C 22(Ax 1)=C 22(Ax 3 ) which clearly is not the case in our 0 20 -4.66 ES
measurements. 3

A clearer impression of the second derivatives of the 0 40 -1.22 ES 0
correlation coefficients is obtained by plotting it versus the 0.92 - 60 -5.76 E4 a
square of the separation distance. This is done for iuj-l in
figure 6. The open symbols show C1I versus (Ax21x,) 2 at 0 40 -1.24 ES

xi/d=20, 40 and 60. It can be seen that C11 drops with a 0.9 . I .... I_,_,_,_,_I_ _,

constant slope down to approximately 0.95. The dominating 0.96 5.0 106 . 6  5
terms in the series expansion, equation (19), are thus po,,t 0.0 2.5 16 7.5 10"
and p2 ,11, the latter being half the second derivative of CI Ax22x1l2, ,X" 21x12

with respect to Ax2. The estimated values of p2.11 shown in
the figure are obtained by fitting the data to the polynomial
(19) including the (Ax 2)4 -term, but no higher order terms. Figure 6. C11 on the centre-line, 20, 40 and 60 diameter
Included in the plot is a measurement of C1I versus (xAhX,) 2  downstream of the nozzle.
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from the different two-point correlations, once again
5000 ..... .'' '' ' '''' ' ''' normalised by -x1

2/Uc1
2 . If the first term on the right hand

side of equation (36) is neglected, this represents DI / 2 v,
and its components.

4000 2 All quantities shown in figures 7 and 8 should go to
41 uzero near the nozzle and become independent of x1/d if the jet

)e ' IQI/a( )2 was self similar.
The normalised value of the scalar dissipation. D-/2,

3000 -•- , IaZ / can be obtained from figure 8. if the inhomogenous part is
&- a2 Q~i /a() 2  neglected. Normalising the kinematic viscosity with z, U",

yields zlD#./2U,31=0.255 at xi/d=60. A number of estimates
2000 of this value have been published, preferably in the self

- similar region and at higher Reynolds numbers. Maybe the
best comparison is made with Panchapakesan & Lumley
(1993), who obtained the value of 0.174 (32% lower) from an

1000 energy balance in an air-jet at Re = I I000.

0 . 6. CONCLUSIONS

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 We have here reported on a method by which all the elements
in the dissipation rate tensor can be measured directly. This is

l/d accomplished by putting the expressions for the dissipation
rate tensor into a form which contains second derivatives of

Figure 7. Normalised second derivatives of T. the two point correlation with respect to the separation
between the points and second derivatives for the Reynolds

with about 6% at xlld=20, decreasing to about 2% at x1ld=60. stresses with respect to the position for the homogenous part
of the dissipation rate tensor and mixed second order

At the centre-line I u2(x) was found to be very close to derivatives of the same quantities for the inhomogenous part.
a constant, why a12 UIa-tX) 2 becomes W- I The method works for flows with, Kolmogorov

o w(&Xk)2 ba2 U#I7/ (Axk)2, microscale of the order of 100 lim or larger. It should be
for i=j. This sum over k, and its elements are shown in figure possible to extend this to higher Reynolds number flows by
7, normalised with -x1

2 / U, 1
2. Note that i 2ft/(Ax 3 )2 is using more expanded beams and very stable high precision

mechanical traversing.
equal t 2 / I(Ax2 )

2due to symmetry. It has been shown that error bounds can be computed
Figure 8 shows )2 /a(i) t )2 and its components for the different elements of the dissipation rate tensor. It

turns out that an accuracy of the order of 5-10% is attainable.

160001 The method has one severe drawback; it is extremely
time consuming. To obtain the complete dissipation rate

14000" tensor in one point will typically require several days of
measurements.

12000 .1 2 'U 2 x

10000 _2Q11  2Buchhave ,P., George, W.K. & Lumley, J.L. 1979, The

a -I----- a2-- I measurement of turbulence with the laser-Doppler
8 a~qanemometer, in Ann. Rev. Fluid. Mech., eds. van Dyke, M.,

-"&-)2Wehausen, J.V. & Lumley, J.L., vol. 11, pp. 443-503.
6000

George, G.W. & Taulbee, D.B. 1990, Designing Experiments
4000 • to Test Closure Hypothesis. In Proc. Int. Svmn on

Engineerina Turbulence Modelling and ExnerimeCs eds.
Rodi, W. and Ganic, pp. 383-397, Elsevier, New York.

2000
McLaughlin, D.K. & Tiederman, W.G. 1973, Biasing

0 correction for individual realization of laser anemometer
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 measurements in turbulent flows, Phys. Fluids, vol. 16, pp.

x /d 2082-2088.

Panchapakesan, N.R.& Lumley, J.L. 1993, :rurbulence
Figure 8. U

2
mI(Axk )2and its elements normalised with measurements in axisymmetric jets of air and heliAm. Part I..
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LASER SHEET TOMOGRAPHY OF JET FLOWS
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ABSTRACT concentration distributions for different gas densities by
gas chozatographic analysis of samples (Era & Saima

The mixing process of a single jet in a parallel flow and 1977) or by infrared imagery (Gorge & Page 1993). Other
in a cross-flow has been studied experimentally by a techniques include elaborate schemes of Mie-scattering
quantitative visualization method. The jet gas was seeded and laser-induced flourescence (Measersmith & Dutton
with micron-sized particles whose scattered light ina laser 1992), beam deflection tomography (Cohat at al 1992),
sheet was video recorded. Subsequemt image processing, and pulse laser visualization (Zhang & Bray 1992), which
including calibration data for geometrical distortion and is required to resolve detailed structures needed for the
the distribution of light intensity, produced quantitative statistics of flame wrinkling.
distributions of concentration. The distributions of mean The present experimental study pumues the idea of a
concentratim for the jet in a parallel flow show good simple visualiiation technique which was presented in a
agreement with similarity solutions. preliminary study by (Andmen et al 1993). This study

has demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining quantitative
concentration distribution in planes intersected by a laser

1. INTRODUCTION sheet in the mixing zone of a single jet or arrays of jets in
a cross-flow. The jet gas was seeded with 0.5-3 um

Injection of jets of gas into a channel flow provides for a diameter glycerol droplets from an atomizer and the image
simple and often effective mixing process. Its purpose of the laser sheet section with the flow was
may be either to cool the near-wall flow or to establish a
controlled chemical reaction in the bulk flow. A single jet,
or an array of jets, injected into a cross-flow, are
deflected and develop secondary vortex flows with thin
shear layers and strong entrainmment, which is assumed to
contribute to effective mixing. The effectiveness and raze .M
of mixing, the latter being important in mmy chemically
reacting mixtures, depend on nozzle type, initial jet
velocity, possible swirl, and the spacing of jets in an
army. To experimentally determine the mixing
characteristics and select optimal configurations it would
be expedient to use a full field technique such as light k
sheet tomography.

The literature on velocity distributions is fairly
complete for the single round jet into a stagnant fluid (see, yw
e.g. Schlichting 1968). For round jets in a cross-flow, a LY ,
number of studies have been made on both the single jet
(Patrick 1967; Le Grivbe 1978; Andreopoulos & Rodi
1984) and for a row of jets (Kim & Benson 1993). The Fig. 1 Experimental setup (schematic)
study of scalar mixing processes include velocity and recorded on video tape. Subsequent image analysis, using
temperature distributions in jets (Schlicbting 1968), also calibration records of scattered intensity over the view
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field and correcting for projection geometry, gray-scale sheet angle (Dantec 9060X5001).
iso-concentration contours were resolved. The calibration The light scattered from the seeding droplets of the jet
records of scattered intensity relied on calcul-ated Mie- flow was viewed by a monochrome video camera (Cohu
scattering intensity variations over the field of view 6510). The camera head contains a 1/2 inch-format CCD
combined with measured incident intensity obtained by use image sensor and related support circuits. The active
of an inclined plate of polyacetate. The present study, on imaging area is 6.4 mm by 4.8 mm, with an array of 739
the other hand, relies on a single direct calibration record, horizontal by 484 vertical picture elements, each of 256
obtained after filling the wind tunnel with a uniform grey levels. The camera control unit (CCU) allows manual
concentration of seeding particles. In addition, results are gain control and adjustments to ensure a linear response.
presented on the statistics of mixing processes for jets in These features were essential to yield quantitative data.
parallel flow and mean fields have been compared to The camera signals were stored on SVHS video tapes
theoretical predictions. at a framing rate of fifty half-pictures per second. The

exposure time of each frame was about 1/60 s. Individual
pictures were captured from the video tape by a frame

2. EXPERIMENT grapper. These digitized pictures have a resolution of 512
by 512 picture elements with 256 grey levels.

2.1 Flow System
2.3 Image Processing

Visualization experiments were carried out in a 0.2xO.2

m by 1.0 m long test section of a wind tunnel (Figure 1), All recorded images were corrected for geometric
having 3 sides made from float glass and one side from distortion and for nonuniform scattering intensity, so as to
PVC in which nozzles for jets could be mounted. Using a provide quantitative results of concentration distributions
blower placed downstream, air was drawn through an inlet of the seeded jet flows.
section with screens giving a uniform bulk flow of U. = The geometrical distortion is shown i Figure 2 (top)
0.8 m/s or 1.1 m/s, as determined from the calibrated for a plate with a reference square gnd placed at the
flowmeter. location of the light sheet. Th7 optical axis of the camera

Two jet arrangements were studied: a single was aligned with the midplane of the test section and
axisymmetric jet in parallel flow, and I (or 3) jets in a viewed the light sheet at a scattering angle of 320. Given
cross-flow. The axesymmetric jet issued at the centerline also the solid angle of view of the camera, however, the
of the test section from an L-shaped stainless steel tube transformation of the recorded image to one viewed in the
(3.2/2 0 mm dia.) mounted in the PVC-wall, 70 mm direction of the normal to the light sheet can be readily
upstream of the jet exit. Two jet velocities were calculated from geometric optics (see Andresen et al 1993
considered, U. = 57.3 m/s and 28.7 m/s, corresponding for equations). This transformation was applied to each
to Re = djU0/v = 7600 and 3800. Jets in cross-flow recorded image. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the reference
issued from convergent nozzles (2.0 mm dia. at exit) grid after such a transformation, as well as the superposed
mounted flush in the PVC-wall of the test section. One jet square grid of + marks, spaced 25 mm apart, which were
was located in the midplane while jet spacing was 50 mm inserted as part of the image processing. The
in case of 3 jets. Only the low jet velocity of Uo = 28.7 transformation is accurate to within about 2 mm over the
m/s was employed for jets in cross-flow, and at U,. = 1.1 200 X200 mm flow area.
oi/s, implying a momentum flux ratio of At any small volume in the light sheet, the recorded
[(pU2•,/(pCP).J12= 26.1. intensity of scattered light from seeding particles is

The jet flows were seeded with 0.5-3 um diameter proportional to the local concentration of particles, the
glycerol droplets (density 1260 kg/M 3 and index of intensity of incident light, and the scattering angle. This is
refraction 1.4746) generated in an atomizer. The flow was true also for particles that are not monodisperse as long as
determined from the pressure measured in a chamber their size distribution is the same at all locations. But the
upstream of an orifice plate through which the flow was incident intensity is not constant, due to divergence of the
critical. laser sheet, and the scattering angle varies over the field

of view. These latter effects were calibrated out by

2.2 Optical System recording the light scattered from the laser sheet when the
bulk flow was seeded uniformly with the same particles.

A plane light sheet, oriented perpendicular to the direction The result, after correction for the geometric distortion, is
of bulk flow and covering the full flow area of the test shown in Figure 3. Here, as in final images presented
section, was generated by an air cooled argon-ion laser below, a cyclic grey scale processing has been introduced
(Uniphase 2013), fitted with a standard fiber optics of 40° to merely facilitate interpretation of the black-and-whitw
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Fig. 3 Image of scattered light intensity distribution for
uniform seeding of bulk flow

digitally. This fairly low number of frames is due to the
fact that each captured frame takes up 0.25 MB of
memory. Alternatively, the averaging can be done over
long period in the camera before an image is digitized by
the frame grapper. This feature was not utilized since only
half-frames were used to ensure positional accuracy.

3. RESULTS

In each test series, after establishing steady flow
condition, a series of short video recordings were made at

X selected axial position downstream of the jet exit at x =
0 mm.

Fig. 2 Image of reference grid, as recorded (top) and
after transformation (bottom) 3.1 Single Jet in Parallel Flow

Successive half-frames in a record at x = 80 mm (Figure
reproduction. The grey scale bar at the top of the image 4) show moderate differences in structure, while the 16-

gives here 7 cycles, starting from the lowest intensity (to frame average is representative of the mean concentra-
the left) and increasing to the right. As seen, the light tion. The velocity at x = 80 mm is estimated to be about
sheet enters the picture from the right. 5 m/s at the centerline, hence an about 20 nun diameter

All images were thus processed for geometric by about 80 mm long column will have swept through the
distortion and variation of scattered light intensity. The light sheet during the exposure time of about 1/60 s. The
resulting image was then inverted and the grey scale was single frames therefore represent an averaging of all small
scaled to represent relative concentration by equating the spatial scales and only large scales of the mixing process
concentration at the jet exit to unity. At the top of each can be resolved. As the velocity of the jet decreases
image this is shown as the right most (black) grey scale, downstream, smaller and smaller scales can be resolved.
while zero relative concentration corresponds to the left Figure 5 shows the axesymmetric development of
most (white) grey scale. Distributions of mean concen- mean concentration for 4 axial locations. According to the
tration were obtained by averaging 16 single frames cyclic grey scale, the relative concentration at the
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centerline has dropped to about 0.4 at x = 100 mm, for From the data, the axial development of jet half-width be.,
example, and centerline concentration CICo could be obtained, as

Figure 6 shows line plots of concentration profiles shown in Figure 7. The least squares fit to the data can be
along one (horizontal) diameter at 8 axial position. The expressed as
quality of this data could be improved by using a less
coarse grey scale and averaging several diametrical be.5 = 0.0847 x , QC,0 = 25.41 x'-, (I)
sections at each axial postion, but this was not done.

where x and b0.3 are in units of mm.

+ , . + .* .. +. 3.2 Jets in Cross-Flow

Successive half-frames in a record at x = 80 mim (Figure

- *,+ 8) show large differences in the structures resolved, while
the 16-frame average is again representative of the
distribution of mean concentration. The velocity

. .. distribution was not measured locally, but is estimated to
be close to the bulk velocity of U. = 1.1 m/s. Hence,
scales larger that about 10-20 mm should be resolved. The

.• .: effectiveness of the mixing process in cross-flow, as
compared to that of a jet in parallel flow, is clearly seen

"+ by comparing Figures 8 and 4.

+Figure 9 shows sections, at 8 axial positions, of the
single jet in cross-flow, revealing the well-known

S.. . development of two counter rotating vortices. The ratio of
4 .4 4 4 jet to bulk volume flow was about 0.8%, but the

. ..•momentum flux of the jet sets up secondary flows
contributing to the mixing process. As the jet gas spreads

Fig. 4 Singlejet in parallel flow, x 80 mm. 3 succes- downstream to fill the wind tunnel, wall effects were
sive frames and the mean of 16 frames (lower observed to appear, drawing the jet gas closer to one wall.

right). Cyclic grey scale as in Fig.4 for x = 60 Using 3 wall jets, with the center jet seeded (not
and 100 mm shown), suppresses sideways dispersion and secondary

flows but increases the penetration due to increased

--- - - ''- -- "

S. . . . . " . . . . . •......... a-to
S............ . . . .. .. .... V ......... ...........

Rdu r .... ImlIO

.0.80-

0 .*YO -*0 -I0 0 I0 20 •l

• - . Radius r Imm

Fig. 6 Distributions of relative concentration along diam-
etral section at various axial positions of single Jet

Fig. 5 Single jet in parallel flow. Mean concentration in parallel flow
distributions at x = 20, 40, 60and 100 mm
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momentum flux and entrainment. For further data on velocity field is governed by the thin shear-layer
multiple jets, we refer to the earlier study by Andresen et approximation
al (1993).

aul/x + (l/r)a1/r(rv) - 0 , (3)

4. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE JET IN PARALLEL FLOW u~uIax + wOul/r = (r,Ir)ba1r(raul8r), (4)

The classical similarity solution to the velocity distribution subject to
of the turbulent, free, round jet issuing into a stagnant
fluid is based on the simple eddy viscosity model, r, m u(x,O)lr - 0; v(x,0) - 0; u(x,-=) = 0, (5)
bo. U[ - constant, where bo.9 is the half-width and U, the
centerline velocity. This simple algebraic model is which accepts a similarity transformation in terms of
consistent with the experimentally observed approximate
relations, see also (1), 17= r/x; u - (v,x)f'()/; v = (, 1/x)(f -flu), (6)

boj - x ; U. - x", (2) and transforms into the ordinary differential equation

where x denotes axial position. Ignoring the molecular if'lf - (f'/21( -if)'2/ nf -f'If'",
diffusivity and taking the pressure to be uniform, the (7)

........ f-0) = O;f'(0) - 0,

where a prime signifies differentiation with respect to il.
The remaining boundary condition is related to the total
"momentum of the jet, K - JIp - (vr14) 2U02, or the
centerline velocity us, and may be expressed as

8hm (..(f 'l) = uxhw,, = (318vr)K/,' 2 - 460.5, (8)
.9

according to the experiments of Reichard fsee, Schlichting
1968), using the empirical value s,/K'2 - 0.0161 . For a

: • jet in parallel uniform flow, the velocity u equals the
excess velocity over that of the bulk flow.

-- -- --- - - - -- - - -- -- -- -- - - - - --J . . ... . . . .

10 100 1000x mml

30

.0

0 '10-.--. . .2M. . ....... ......--..

Fig. 8 Singlejet in cros-flow, x 80 mn. 3 successive
Fig. 7 Axial variation of centerline concentration (top) frames and the mean of 16 frames (lower right)

and half-width (bottom) of single jet in parallel flow
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Fig. 9 Single jet in cross flow. Mean concentration at x = 0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100, 120 and 140 mm

The concentration distribution of jet gas, assuming This gives the relation rlbo. = i•10.0848, which was used
local analogy between mass and momentum transport, to plot numerical solutions for Sc = I and Sc = 1.2
hence a constant eddy diffusivity D, =f v/Sc, where Sc shown in Figure 10. After testing a number of values, the
denotes the Schmidt number, is governed by value Sc = 1.2 was found to be the best estimate,

implying an expected lower diffusivity of micron-sized
uaclax + vwclar = (D,Ir)a18r(racIar), particles.

(9)
c(O,r) = Co; Oc(x,0)/8r = 0; c(x, oo) = 0.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It accepts the similarity transformation (6) and

The present study has demonstrated the utility of a simple
c(x,r)/C0 = g(T;Sc),/x, (10) visualization method that gives full field, quantitative

concentration distributions of a mixing process. In the
I4 being a reference length, and transforms into method, one stream is seeded with micron-sized particles

whose concentration is assumed to represent the
ng" + (I + Sci)g' + Scf'g = 0, concentration of this stream. The light scattered from a

(11) laser sheet intersecting the flow at selected planes is
g(0) = 1; g(o) = 0. recorded on video for susequent image analysis.

Calibration for geometric distortion of the recorded image
Note, that (11) reduces to (7) for g = f'/Iiat Sc I 1. and the nonuniform scattering intensity is required, but is

Numerical integration of (7) and (11) gives velocity readily achieved.
distribution and, for a given value of Sc, concentration The results obtained for the single jet in a parallel
distribution, both of which are functions of i1 and may be flow validate the method in regard to giving quantitative
normalized to unity centedine values. However, to results for distributions of mean concentration. Also, an
compare to normalized experimental data on distributions estimate of the turbulent Schmidt number for the micron-
of concentration, the relation between rlbo.3 and iq must be sized particles used (Sc - 1.2) was obtained. Therefore,
known. Since the velocity distributions were not flows with more complex mixing processes, such as jets
measured, the empirical boundary condition (8) was used, in a cross-flow (Figure 9), may be readily studied and
yielding the value %. - 0.0848 at the velocity half-width. interpreted in light of computational results on the

assumption that the Schmidt number remains unchanged.
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TWO - DIMENSIONAL LASEROPTICAL CONCENTRATION

MEASUREMENT IN A LARGE SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL

Bernd Leitl

Technical University of Dresden
Fluid Mechanics Dept.
Subsonic Wind Tunnel

When modeling problems of air pollution in a boundary
layer wind tunnel, concentration measurements are require

ABSTRACT frequently. Not only for studies on emission or imission of gases
or dyes, tests with tracer gases must be caried out. Tracer g"s

The present study was carried out in the subsonic wind measurements are also useful for test runs, concerning the
tunnel of the Technical University of Dresden. A modified two- ventilation of cities. The conventional way of concentration
dimensional laseroptical concentration measurement technique measurement is the following. At positions, where emissions
for measuring within large planes has been developed. Using should be simulated within the model, a mixture of tracer gases
laser light sheet, light scattering by small glycerine-water- and air is emitted into the flow. The tracer gas concentrations in
droplets and digital image processing, concentrations can be the modeled area may be measured by sampling and analysing a
measured within a plane of a flow field nonintrusively. The light sample. Using today's equipment, it is possible to measure
scattered by particles moved within the light sheet is be recorded fluctuating concentrations with sampling rates up to 200 Hz
using a CCD-camera. Using the developed software package [HFR 400, Combustion Ltd.]. The pros and cons of conventional
OPTOKONZ the recordings can be corrected corresponding to concentration measurement techniques are wellknown.
the actual recording conditions without questionable "calibrating On one hand the accuracy of tracer gas measurements is
images". Both time averaged concentrations and temporary very high. On the other hand, much time is needed to handle
recordings can be converted to concentration fields. The many points of measurement A large number of measurements
resulting data have the advantage of being both quantitative and is required to get a sufficient resolution of the investigated con-
visually interpretable. First results and comparisons with centration field when using single point measurement
conventional concentrations measurements agree quite well. techniques. Multi point measurements are costly when using

conventional instrumentations. In order to better understand
processes of dispersion of pollutants in urban areas or in the

1. MOTIVATION natural wind it is very useful to measure concentrations in a
plane. Thus, it would be possible to pursue the spreading of

Due to the increasing influence of people on environment, pollutants not only in time at one point but also in space. In
investigations on problems of air pollution and dispersion of several papers the benefits of 2d-laseroptical concentration
pollutants become important in applied aerodynamics research. measurements using the laser light sheet method, light scattering
Beside numerical models, wind tunnel tests are often used to by small particles and digital image processing are described
determine the effects of buildings and topographic on gas dis- [see lit]. Mostly, the instrumentations used for laseroptical
persion in the atmospehric boundary layer. Up till now, wind concentration measurements are developed for single use in a
tunnel modeling is the most appropriate method for figuring out specific experimental arrangement at particular measuring
dispersion of pollutants and wind comfort in complex urban conditions. To prevent unfavorable conditions of light
areas. Even air pollution by cars or heavier than air gas disper- scattering, small measuring planes are realized. Uneven light
sion may be modeled in a boundary layer wind tunnel. In a distributions in the light sheet are corrected by so-called
boundary layer wind tunnel, essential parameters (like mean "calibrating images". The attenuation of laser light due to the
velocity profile, turbulence intensity, turbulence length scale ...) light scattering by particles is usually neglected for small
of the atmospheric boundary layer are modeled correctly. At the measuring planes. Therefore the described instrumentations
subsonic wind tunnel of the Technical University of Dresden cannot be applied without restrictions on large measuring planes
several projects concerning flow and diffusion in atmospheric that are typical of a large wind tunnel. So a modified in-
boundary layers are going on. strumentation was developed to carry out effective two-dimen-
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sional laseroptical concentration measurements in rectangular digitizing the images there are discrete grey values within the
measuring planes with more than 400 nun's length in each di- image that represent the intensities of the recorded light.
rection. The modified instrumentation is easy to operate and To calculate particle or gas concentrations from the grey
independent of restrictions like above mentioned experimental values, some essential factors, the recorded grey values are de-
arrangements or the need to use "calibrating images". pending on, must be considered. First of all the light intensities

within the unseeded light sheet are not uniform. Depending on
the kind of creating the light sheet there are several kinds of

2. BASICS light distributions like Gaussian intensity profiles when using an
"ideal cylindrical lens". In "real" light sheet systems using

Two-dimensional laseroptical concentration measurements cylindrical lenses, it is difficult to describe the light intensity
base on the laser light sheet method for flow visualization. A within the light sheet because of the non-Gaussian laser beam,
flow field is being seeded with small scattering particles, which the contamination of the lenses and their distortion. The non-
follow the flow without "slip". If these particles pass a thin light uniform distribution of light can only be considered using so-
plane placed in the flow field, light will be scattered out of the called "calibrating images". That is why in the present study a
light plane (see Figure 1). In general, the intensities of light rotating mirror is used to form an appropriate light sheet. Using
scattered from the particles are proportional to the local particle a rotating mirror the light intensity E is a function of the angular
density in the light sheet (see van de Hust 1981). If the seeded velocity, of the radial distance r from the axis of rotation (Eq. 1)
gas mixes with the unseeded air into the wind tunnel, the num- and of the attenuation of laser light within air (Eq. 2).
her of scattering particles in each unit volume of the flow field
will be reduced and the intensity of scattered light will diminish E E(
proportionally. When mixing the seeded gas with unseeded air r
in a boundary layer wind tunnel the dispersion of particles re-
present the turbulent mixing mechanism only. Because the dis- E = E0 e-p h, (2)
persion of gases in the natural boundary layer is determined
principaly by the turbulent motion of the flow, the mixing of If one side of the recorded image is long and the rotating
gases due to the molecular agitation (Brownian diffusion) can be mirror is placed near this side, the angle of reflection at the ro-
neglected. The Lorenz/Mie scattering (i.e., scattering from tating mirror must be considered. Typical measured reflection
particles with sizes on the order of the wavelength of light used degrees at the silver mirror used in this work are shown in
for generating the light sheet) is used for the instrumentation to Figure 2.
be presented here. Using LorenzfMie scattering, the intensities
of scattered light are much stronger than using laser induced
fluorescence.

1.00

7 ýý,•I:I:•- ight sheet optics 0.mb

laser light sheet -.8 J_-

0.00 M0W 40.OO

Figure 2: Reflection degrees at the mirror (laser light, parallel
polarization).

seeding recording camera
particle source scattered light When carrying out con".wtration measurements in a seeded

Figure 1: Light scattering by particles moved within a laser light flow, the light distribution within the light sheet will be affectedsheet (schematically). by the particles moved within the light sheet. Due to the
scattering process by particles closer to the rotating mirror laser

The spatial concentration field can be dicerned in two di- light is getting lost for scattering by particles distant from the

mensions at a moment, using a CCD camera system. An image rotating mirror. For maximum seeded flows the attenuation of
c . digitized and stored using an image processing system. laser light can be measured and the coefficient of attenuation P*

Depc.,Jing on the available video memory of the image proces- can be derived. Assuming a linear behavior between scattered

sing system short series of images can be grabbed. It is possible light, particle concentration and the attenuation of laser light, it

to calculate time averaged images from many snap shots. After is possible to calculate local attenuation coefficients P within a
seeded light sheet.
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Using a modified form of equation 2, it will be possible to image processing system
calculate and correct the non-uniform light distribution due to rotating irror
scattering and attenuation of laser light by particles (Eq. 3). light shut

E= E0 .e~ (3) -~area of
measurement

Additional important factors, the recorded grey values de-
pend on, are the influence of the line of sight of the recording Y
camera and the angle of view of the camera lens. Because of the CCD
visibility of the light sheet within groups of obstacles, light sheet
images must often be taken under oblique angles. First, oblique Figure 4: Experimental setup for measuring scattered light
lines of sight leads to geometrical distortions of the recorded
objects. Such distortions may be sufficiently corrected, using
standard-algorithms of digital image processing (see Leit 1992).
Furthermore the intensities of light scattered by small particles
(MIE-scattering) depend on the angle of scattering. Figure 3
shows the typical results of computing the scattered light _ - l=f(y)
intensity for glycerine-water-droplets with a diameter of two and + 1,f(1 ) fad/bck•vsd_
four microns (computational code: STREU, author: Dr. A. 3E4

Napwi). 2E_4

p 4 51$4.5 rm I I F I- 1 1 11"

0 20 40 60 S0 100 120 W 140 180IO

.0 1,210Figure 5 Measured light intensity for scattering by clouds of
particles.

Figure 3: Polar diagramm of scaered intensities for gylcrine- 09..

water-droplets. i -7 --

For depicted groups of particles respectively a particle .. ..... - - ,.
spectrum applied to 2d-laseroptical concentration measurements, 0.40.

the relative intensity of scattered light can be measured using a
small light plane and a CCD to collect the light scattered into
different .4irections (see Fig. 4). Typical results of such intensity Figure 6: Vignetting of the objective lens COMPUTAR TV
measurements are shown in Figure 5. The structured 8rmm.
distribution of scattered intensities that is characteristic for MIE-
scattering at a single particle (Fig. 3) will be smoothed when In contrast to the exponent n = 4 at naturally vignetting,
observing clouds of particles formed by a particle spectrum. an exponent n - 10 describes to the investigated objective lens

The mapping properties of the objective lenses used with (COMPUTAR TV 8mm). Problems dealing with image recor-
the recording camera (particularly their shading) must be taken ding, digitizing images and digital image processing should not
into consideration too. For the lens used in the present study the be discussed in this paper. Due to the optimum adjustment of
extenuation of the recorded light intensities near the edges of the CCD-camera (COHU 6710) to the image processing system
image plane was measured. In Figure 6 the results are compared (KONTRON IMCO 10), a range of around 230 usable grey
with the cosine-law (Eq. 4). values could be realized. A fine tuning of the camera signal

leads to a noise level of one up to two grey values only.

E = E, _cos4 w' (4)
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3. OPTOKONZ - SOFTWARE PACKAGE by an algorithm for extracting profiles or groups of profiles from
complete "concentration images".

Based on the ideas mentioned above, a computational code
for digitizing anli correcting images of grey values as well as
their conversion into concentrations was creat,.: The software 4. CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS USING
package named "OPTOKONZ" consists of several independent OPTOKONZ
programs (see also Figure 7) for Personal Computer.

TOKONZ •4.1 Experimental Setup

UTILITIES RECORDING EVALUATION PROCSING The experimntal setup is shown schematically in Figure
MSR rTTL 8. In the present study glycerine-water-droplets are used for lightSCANNERKO I
g ZIUL scattering. Such particles can be formed ,tsing an atomizer.

SEQUENZ KONZ2 DATA The light sheet is formed by a rotating mirror, reflecting
PRO, RREIA the principal wavelengths (514.5 nm / 488 run) of a 6.5 W cw

PROoMES Sargon-ion laser. To adjust the thickness of the light sheet to
O about I mm a collimator is placed in the path of the beam. In

order to synchronize the rotating mirror with the CCD camera,
the rotating mirror is powered by a stepper motor. The frequency

Figure 7: Parts of the software package OPTOKONZ. for the stepper motor can be derived from the camera clock
using a plug-in-timer/counter-board for PC. In order to expose

Using a first group of programs, the rotating mirror Can be each of the half frames of a video image, the revolution of thesynchronized to the camera clock to perform the defined ex- rotating mirror is fixed to about 50H.

posure of image frames (program SCANNER). The programs

GOJUST, PRONMESS and PROFMESS optimize the recording
conditions like laser power, as well as gain and offset of the
CCD. By means of the second group of programs the recording rotating m
of images can be carried out. Both single images and series of flow, seeded with

images can be digitized and stored real-time. It is possible to dolt

calculate time averaged grey values too. According to the size of
the video memory and the current image dimensions, a real-time
block-averaging algorithm is used. In order to correct the current
grey values and to calculate concentrations from the corrected i ---

grey values, the third group of programs (KONZ) may be used.
In these programs the corrections corresponding to the relations
described above are carried out. Performing corrections pixel by
pixel, each grey value will be corrected relative to the angle of Figure 8: General experimental setup used for laser-optical
view (- respectively the intensity of the scattered light) the concentration measurements.
vignetting of the objective lens, the attenuation of the rotating
laser beam due to the radial distance of pixels from the rotating The camera used in the experiments was a CCD-camera
mirror as well as due to the scattering process by small particles. COHU 6710 (single CCD using frame transfer method) with a
The whole correcting algorithm must be carried out iteratively 1/2-inch image area and 699 x 576 active pixel cells. Mostly the
because of the dependency of the grey value on the coefficient mera is used with fixed gain and standard integration time
of attenuation. When the grey values are corrected, (I/50 sec.). A linear correlation between light intensity and grey
concentrations can be assigned to the grey values assuming a value within a digitized image was fixed. The output signals of
linear relation between grey value and concentration. Two the camera were digitized with 8 bit resolution that corresponds
significant reference concentrations can be used: the to 256 grey levels. An atomizer was used to produce small

concentration at the particle source release (- 100%) and the glycerine-water-droplets with diameters from about 0.6 microns
"zero concentration". Reference concentrations measured with up to 4 microns. The main diameter of the aerosol was about 2
conventional techniques can be used too. Also the concen- microns. The maximum seeding leads to maximum particle
tnations or grey values may be transferred from one image to an concentrations of 800...1400 particles per cubic millimeter.
other when recording overlapping images. The image processing system used in the present study was

To ease the handling of a large number of measured con- a PC-based system with 3 MB real time video memory (IMCO
centrations within a recorded image, OPTOKONZ was extended 10, Kontron Munich). Depending on the size of the recorded
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images it was possible to digitize and store up to 12 images in gas concentrations within the measuring plane that results from
real time. To measure significant mean concentrations more than the converted grey values are shown in Figure 11. Due to the
1000 images were averaged in groups of 10 images. Because the slot at the top of the wind tunnel the concentration profiles are
sampling frequency is comparatively low when using the not symmetrical on the right. For verifications of the laseroptical
European video standard (25 images or 50 half frames per measuring analogous conventional concentration measurements
second), only "slow dispersion" of particles or rather gases can were carried out. The laseroptical and conventional
be pursued in real time (- up to 10 m/s, depending on the image measurements are compared in Figure 12. A good
size). It is possible to speed up the video frequency as a matter correspondence between the results can be detected. Also a
of principle when using a video system, which is independent of distinct difference in quality and quantity can be seen when
the limitation due to the standard video frequency. An extension comparing concentration profiles calculated from uncorrected or
of OPTOKONZ to pursue "faster gas dispersion" is in process. corrected grey values.

4.2 Concentration Measurement within an Open Jet

A first set of 2d-laseroptical concentration measurements
were made in a wind tunnel with closed test section (see Figure
9). The aerosol generated by the atomizer described above was
lead through a duct to form a horizontal open jet within the wind
tunnel. The CCD-camera and the rotating mirror were mounted Figure 10: Recorded grey values - center plane of the jet.
at a traversing system out of the wind tunnel. The laser was
placed at the top of the wind tunnel. The light sheet as well as a
sampling unit for conventional concentration measurements was
guided in the test section using a small slot at the upper wall of
the wind tunnel. To allow for a side view of the light sheet the
wind tunnel was equipped with a pane at one side.

channel flow u=3m/s
duct (18 mm)/w-3m/s X 11010 ......

t ru•traversing unit y [mini

Slight sheet Figure I1: Concentrations measured by OPTOKONZ.

0

Figurae 9: Expeimeta 120ieoiangeset. open imaet flow. nsae 'u' ,',

140 - --

467 mmx 187mnmnrespectively 650 x256 pixels. This an- 0 10 • 30 40 so
corrected image was further processed using the program KONZ •1 "l1
to correct the actual recording conditions as well as to calculate Fiue2aCoprsnbtenOTKNadconcentrations from the corrected grey values. Calibrating

will~~~~cnvnioa bocetat coorcdeasihiuremenetlaesfth.j s n 6

images are not necessary because the correcting algorithm is
based on the simple relations already mentioned. The particle or
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1()o 
costs Of time in a large wind tunnel, the factor of efficiency

should not be neglected. Using OPTOKONZ it was possible to
6 . . . . . study and measure a lot of types of street canyons in a few
s hours. Some typical results are shown in Figure 14a and Figure
40 is represented (- 350 mnx350 mm). The laseroptical

14b. In both cases a bird's view on a horizontal measuring plane

10 is re.-cte (-30nnx30m).Te-srpi
0 ! 1 meaueents are compared with measurements using a hydro

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 50 carbon analyzer (also flame ionization detector - FID) in this
X 1i, case too. Figure 15 shows measured concentration profiles

Figure 12b : Comparison between OPTOKONZ and along a line between the line source and the upstream row of

conventional concentration measurements. buildings (pedestrian area). A good correspondence between
laseroptical and FID measurements can be detected again. The
small differences result from the varied experimental setup when

using FID or OPTOKONZ.
4.3 Laseroptical Concentration Measurements within the

Model of a Street Canyon
wind direction

Beside the verification of the laseroptical technique
OPTOKONZ was applied for several investigations on gas dis-
persion within models of urban areas. The experiments were
carried out in the large subsonic wind tunnel of the Technical
University of Dresden, a return-flow tunnel Gottinger type, with
a jet diameter of two or three meters (optional) and an open test
section. To simulate the atmospheric boundary layer the wind
tunnel is equipped with a turbulence grid and an appropriate
surface roughness. A line source for simulating the emissions of
cars and the model of a street canyon was placed in the test
section. A sketch of the experimental setup in the large subsonic
wind tunnel is given in Figure 13.

Besides velocity measurements, concentration measure- r.-1

ments by means of OPTOKONZ and a hydro carbon analyzer C€.s_ .m..i,

were carried out. Using OPTOKONZ the advantages of 2d- image dimensions: 350mm x 350 mnm
laseroptical concentration measurements become veiy clear. On
one hand it is possible to see the turbulent gas dispersion im- Figure 14a: Grey values and lines of equal concentrations within

mediately by observing groups of particles moving within the a street canyon.

light plane.
wind direction 1

nozzle street canyonline source release

mrouhness cubes (60 x 60 x 60)
turbulence grid

Figure 13: Experimental setup within the test section of the large
subsonic wind tunnel (bird's view - schematicaly).

On the other hand due to the easy handling of OPTO- C [ V -A

KONZ working without difficult and laborious calibrations du- image dimensions: 350 mmu x 350 nun
ring the measurements, the laseroptical concentration measure-
ments can be carried out very reliable and fast. Because of the Figure 14b: Grey values and lines of equal concentrations within

a street canyon,
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A modified technique for 2d-lascroptical concentration Dynamics

measurements "OPTOKONZ" has been developed. It could be
shown that laseroptical concentration measurements within large Huber, A. H. (1988): Video Images of Smoke Dispersion in the

planes are possible without difficult and laborious calibrations. Near Wake Flow of a Model Building. Part I, J. Wind Eng. Ind.

It was shown that the recorded grey values must be corrected Aerodyn. 31
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CONCERNING TAYLOR TIME AND LENGTH SCALE ESTIMATES
MADE FROM COUNTER-PROCESSED AUTOCORRELATION

MEASUREMENTS IN GAS FLOWS

L. H. Benedict, P. L. Yearling and IL D. Gould

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, NC 27635

ABSTRACT made however, it was neeisary to develop toenimques for
As inve o wa- p d in p -/cd t- constructing discrete lag products fkom data with posmanAnlinvestigtation h peryformed kin grid-gencra r- arrival stautisi. Early papers coerned with the devil-balance to test the capacity for makin accurate mi- opmeM and use of discretised autococrelatiom algorithum

croscale estimates from discrete autcorrelation measure- for the LDV are those of Mayo set L (1974), Scott (1974),
memn made in a gas Row using a laser Doppler velocimeter Smith and Meadows (1974), and Wang (1375). Mayo is
(LDV) with counter-basd signal processing. Comparison usually given credit tar the so-called dslotting algorithm"
was made to hot-wire results and the theoretical growth which has become the standard autocorrelatiou algorithm
laws determined by the decay of turbulent energy. The for LDV measurements and was the technique used in this
chi concern was the presence of a spike in the measured investigation. In the slotting technique, a discretised eati-
autoconreiation functions at t = 0. It was found that tenor- mate s(tAt ) of I. () is maid by summing lag Products
malising the autocorrelation to a value at t = 0 determined ove M equi-apaced sots of interval Ar. Lag products of all
by "backlittine a quadratic equation to the slot nea points up to a specified mazximum lag time are accumulated
t = 0 allowed for accurate determination of microscales. in appropriate bins. The average of all the auto-products
Microscale estimates from the LDV measurements showed falling in each bin is assumed to be the vmine of the discrete
the same trend as the decay law and agreed within e'- antocorreation function at the midpoint of the bin. The
perimental uncertamty with those determnined using a hot- algorithm may be summarised as:
wire. Additionally the papa presents practical gudellint
for performing accurate autocorrelation measurements by
LDV. H(',.-) = SUMk 'r)

1. INTRODUCTION where SUM(kAr) is the sum of all cram products %et.)w(ti)
separatedby(agtim (k--|)Ar < It,--l < (k1'+)A',As the loan Doppler velocimeter (LDV) becomes a and H(&Ar) is the number of lag products falling within

more common tool in the study of turbulent Row phenom- this slot.
ens, researchers are rapidly moving on from the measure- These early efforts were geared toward spectral anal-
mint of simple means and variances of velocity and ane ysis; however, historically, dating back to the early homo-
attempting increasingly complex measurements. As might geneous isotropic turbulence studies of the thirties, auto-
be expected, additional problems usually must be overcome correlation measurements have been used to estimate the
whenever more advanced measurements are undertaken. Euleriau integral time scale, defined as the integral of the

One such advanced statistic is the discrete Eulerian autoconelation function,
autocorrelation function, i.e.

g'- f RD(t0• (3)
u(ff)i +r) (1)uRt(t) and the Eulerian dissipation (micro)wcale, defined in terms

In reality a simple statistic, used for decades by hot-wire of a Taylor series expansion of the autocorrelation curve
practitioners in studies of turbulent flows, it's accurate near t = 0. In practice the niicroscale is often determined
measurement by LDV is complicated by the random at- by the point at which an osculating parabola fitted to the
rival times of the measurements and - as will be shown autocorrelation function near t = 0 crosses the time axis.
her - the Iowa (relative to good hotwires) signal to noise The equation for this curve is given by (Rinse, (1975)):
ratio of the instrument.

Although LDV measurements were initially made us- AB(t) f 1 (4)ing analog frequency tracking units, the development of
coaunterprocessors in the late sixties and early seventies The integral and micro-length scales nay then be deter-
allowed for successful discrete measurements in gas fows. mined from their respective time scales by applying Tay-
Before discrete autocorrelation measurements could be lor's hypothesis. Taylor's hypothesis, which is valid only
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if the Sow field has uniform mean velocity, 0, and small of magnitude low, if not further. Integral length scale esti-
turbulence intensity, gives a relationship between temporal mates are less affected by such noise effects, however they
.ad spatial quantities(.e. a = 1Ot). If Taylor's hypothesis may also be greatly underestimated unless the noise is ac-
applies the relations, Al = 0T7s and Al -. OrCi, result. counted for.
Note that only the longitudinal length scales can be esti- Absil at eL focused mainly oan the accuracy of turbu-
mated with Taylor's hypothesis. lknce intensity measuements and the geneal measurement

In the late seventies, Barnett and Giel (19T6) and Lan oa autocorrelations using LDV. Their work also did not re-

st 4L (1979) noticed while making measurements in jet ceave proper attention as evidenced by the lack of papers

flows that the LDV predicted consistently higher turbu- citing their work in the recent literature.

lence intensities than corresponding measurements made As researchers begin taking simple turbulence inten-

using a hot-wire. In follow-up work, Lau (1980) and Lau sity measurements for granted and move on towards spatial

at aL (1981) traced the source of the discrepancy to the correlation measurements and spectral estimates, it s

squaring of uncorrelated noise in the LDV signal when the important to put the practical art of -king accurate an

variance of velocity is calculated. The noise level was found tocorrelation measurements an a firm footing. This pa-

to be roughly constant for given LDV settings such tgat per then attempts to summarise what knowledge has been

the deviation from the hot-wire results was most grievious gained by the authors in the course of making extensive

at low turbulence intensities. This discovery was aided by autocorrelation measurements in various gas flows for the
concurrent autocorrelation measurements which revealed a purpose of estimating integral and micro length scales.

large spike at t = 0 due to the sero-lag products, i.e. the 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
variance of the velocity. The spike was obviously unnatural
in a jet flow autocorrelation and thus helped solidify the It was felt that an important element lacking in pre-
theory that signal noise superimposes an added variance vious work in this area was comparison with agreed stan-
to the measured velocity. Additionally, these correlation dards. This is especially important for length scale esti-
measurements showed tnat for all practical purposes sig- mates which can be consistent but still inaccurate. The
nal noise is uncorrelated and does not affect lag products difficulty of validating most LDV measureme is a lac
other than the zero-lap in discrete autocorrelation mea- of certainty in the accuracy of any other data used for
surements. It should be mentioned that hot-wire signals comparison. Agremert with hot-wire results is a frequent
also have a noise component; however, usually it is so smaU benchmark test, but in many flows hot-wire results are even
as to go unnoticed unless the turbulence intensity is very les reliable than LDV data. It was decided in this work
low and the sampling rate very high. that comparison would be made with hot-wire results in

Lau further claimed that the spike caused by the sero grid-generated turbulence. This decision was made with
r f e deference to the -nst amount of well documented researchlag products could be eliminated by the cross corelation done by able investigators in this area and to the fact that

of two photomultiplier tube signals responding to the scat.tere liht rom he ame partcle. U fortnatly aus the energy equation in grid-generated turbulence requirestared light from the same particles. Unfortunately Lau's that the squares of the microscute vary linearly with dis-
work did not receive the attention it deserved, considering tathe sr e of the lor vy9elwhi
its implications for LDV measurement accuracy. Admit- tance from the grid (Batchelor (1953)):
tedly, at that point autocorrelation measurements made A220,s
using an LDV were only being attempted by a few re- I = _I _ 1_) (5)
searchers. It was not until the late eighties that Lau's w0

where the constant, 20, follows from Hinse's (1975) defini-
claims were further investigated. Absil et aL (1990) made tion of 12
discrete autocorrelation measurements in the wake of a

cyLŽi Jer 2mm in diameter in air at a free streamn velocity 1 1 [.2,(
of 10 m/s. The turbulence intensities for their measure- (6)
ment locations were below 5% and the Kolmogorov scales 2 V.0
were rather large thus allowing for adequate resolution of and n is the exponent from the decay law for the turbulent
the autocorrelation curve near t = 0. The low turbulence energy given below.
intensities ensured that any noise would be well indicated
in the autocorrelation measurements. Their research did = = a( - 1(
much to substantiate Lau's work and more clearly showed -- M )
the spiking effects caused by the squaring of uncorrelated This implies that the microscales are functions only of dia-
noise in the sero-lag products. Cross-correlation measure- tance from the grid with slope determined by the mean
ments from two photomultiplier tubes were also attempted velocity, V and viscosity, &'. Thus, checks can be made
to eliminate the noise spike, but the effect was only to for each instrument with theoretical predictions as well as
reduce the noise, not eliminate it. Absil at al. noted that against one another. Additionally, the low turbulence in-
the presence of the spike severely inhibits the estimation of tensities present in grid-generated turbulence assured the
microscales from LDV autocorrelation measurements. The significant presence of noise effects as well as elimination
present author's experience indicates that in flows with tur- of velocity bias as an issue in this investigation.
bulence intensities below 10 percent, the ignoring of noise To carry out the work, a low speed wind tunnel was
effects could cause microscale estimates to be a full order built consisting of a blower, a 1.2 m on a side cubical
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plennm chamber with a 1.2 m long entrance section to a pled digitally using a MetraByte DAS20 12 bit A/D corn-
converging nosale. The entrance section was 54 cm by 54 verter interfaced to an Intel based 3856 computer. The fre-
can in cross section with the noszle feeding to a test sec- quency response at the velocities used in this investigation
tion 15.24 cm by 10.16 cm in cross section and 61 cm in was approximately 50 kls.
length. The test section was fabricated from aluminum in
such a way as to allow for complete optical access f 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUfr
all four sides. Basically the walls were all glass windows. All flow conditions were maintained at nar constant
This allowed for the possibility of signal collection from values throughout the testing procedure. Two inlet center-
any direction. Honeycomb and screens were placed in the line velocities were considered, Ua = 6.15 m/s and, Uw -
entrance section reducing the free stream turbulence levels 11.80 m/s giving ReM = 25686 and 4962 based an upstream
(without the grid) to between .2 and .3% for the velocities centerline velocity and grid sise.
used in this investigation. Hotwire velocity statistics and sutocorrelations were

The grid was of the bi-plane round rod variety with formed by using 10 sets of 4096 individual realisatiCUS at
6.35 mm between rod centers and a rod diameter of 1.5875 each axial measurement location. Good reduction of run
m- . Thus M/d = 4 for this grid and the solidity ratio was to run variance was achieved by using the 10 sets of data,
.4375. This solidity ratio should be low enough to avoid and repeatability of the measurements was high. LDV data
vortex shedding effects from the individual rods which can were acquired in segments of 60000 samples. Variance
cause the low to remain inhomogeneous far downstream of of LDV autocorrelation measurements formed using the
the grid. The grid is also geometrically similo-- to the M = slotting technique is known to follow the formula (Scott,
25.4 mm grids used by Cormin and his co-workers, and of (1974), Benak et o.., (1993)):
equal mesh size to the smallest grid used by Batchelor. The
LDV used for these experiments was a two component dual-
beam system, operating in forward scatter mode. Only VAR [Ra(k&T)] < 4(0)+ JHBOA") + 4(k0
single component was used in this study as only the axial _ H(kAT) + TJ (
velocity statistics were of interest. The 514.5 pm laser line (a)
from a Model 168B 2 Watt Spectra Physics argon ion laser where h is the slot number (OAy) represents a lag time),
was used to make the measurements. The beam half angle H(k•A") is the number of lag products falling in the kth slot
for this system is 6.261" and the fringe spacing is 2.359 and T is the total sampling time. The Brst term may be
pm. Brag cells were used to shift the frequency of both thought of a variance based on the number of lag products
beams by 45 and 35 MEs, respectively, in opposite direc- accumulated per slot. High data rates help to accumulate
tions causing the hinges to move at IOMHs in the upstream large numbers of lag products per slot as the expected num-
direction (approximately 4 m/s). The LDV employs 3.0x ber of products per slot is given by (Mayo, (1974), Absil,
beam expansion optics and gives a probe volume approx- (1990)):
imately 100 pm in diameter and 1000 pum in length. A
TSI Model 1990C counter processor was used in the data E [H(kA')] = NvAr (9)
collection and processing system. High and low pass filters ifT > MAr where v is the averge data rate and Ar is the
wer set to I MAs and 20 MHz. The processor was set to slot width. Thus, the first term is reduced by a high data
sample in a single measurement per burst mode (multiple rate; however the second term may be thought of as run to
measurements per burst not allowed), count 32 fringes and run variance and is increased by a high average data rate.
use a I % comparator. Data (one velocity and the run- Thus when increasing data rate in an attempt to resolve
ning time for each realisation) were transferred through a small scales it becomes necessary to take a great deal of
Dostek LDV interface to an intel based 486 66 M~a per- data.
sonal computer for storage and analysis. Several combinations of run number and sample size

To fully resolve the small scales in the flow down- were investigated to determine what the most efficient
stream of the grid, it was realised that very high data method of taking data would be. In general it was found to
rates would be necessary. To this end, 4 custom built be most advantageous to take as many small sets of data as
seeder units roughly following the design of Liu and Lee possible keeping in mind that the condition 7TT must be
(1975) were fabricated and mounted to supply seed parti- maintained for each individual data set. This conclusion
les straight into the blower inlet. This method of seeding was realised somewhat late in the investigation such that
ensured a constant seed density throughout the test sec- the LDV data were taken somewhat inefficiently. A single
tion. The seeders generated vegetable oil particles in the set of 60000 data points was acquired at each measurement
1 pm size range. At 12 m/s, single measurement per burst location. The 95 % confidence interval according to Scott's
average data validation rates of up to 60 kHs were possible formula for the uncertainty of autocorrelation estimates ac-
although at lesser speeds this maximum average data rate quired in such a fashion proved to be typically on the order
decreased. of 2 %, however this did not guarantee accurate microscale

The hot-wire equipment used in this investigation con- estimates.
sisted of a TSI 1054 anemometer with a TSI platinum P2 In computing statistical parameters, a two step pro-
semsor. The sensor diameter was 5 pm and the length 1.25 cm suggested by Meyers (1986) was used to eliminate noise
mm. The linearized output of the anemometer was sam- from the data. Ali velocity measurements deviating mor
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than 3 standard deviations from the mean are thus elimi- I I

sated. For a properly operating LDV system less than -% = . £00

of the data should be discarded. In this investigation this && Do P.M* - 120W HZ

was true in all cases. A&MOs
~ 08 & 0 hisewaed doaA" A AComfecod for m=L

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS w. inh p- b-A

4.1 Previous Work 0h -

Before reporting the results of the grid experiments, V, aa•

some previous results pertinent to this investigation should 0.4 raah,2o
be reported. In Figure 1, typical autocorrelation functions x/Hu6
measured at 6 step heights downstream (x/H = 6) and 2
step heights (r/H = 2) from the axis of an axisymmetric ex- 0.2 I ,
pansion are presented. The facility and equipment used in 0 0.001 O=

this experiment has been described in Gould and Benedict ' (s)
(1992) The discrete autocorrelations, shown in Figure 1, Figure 1. Effect of continuous sampling.
were obtained using a slot width of 50 on. Note that there
is still some scatter in the data even though 50,000 samples
were used to build the autocorrelation functions. A mean and make another measurement a short time later. For
data validation rate of approximately 12,000 per second this reason continuous sampling promotes haphasard dis-
was used here with a free running processor (possibility of crete autocorrelation estimates.
multiple measurements per bunt). This scatter is statis- These results clearly support the use of single measure-
tical in nature and is due to too few lag products in each ment per bunt mode when making autocorrelation men-
slot which causes some variance in the data (each bin con- surements in order to prevent biasing of the autocorrelation
tained approximately 30,000 lag products). Interestingly, function as described above. This puts a tremendous bur-
although sero-lag products were not included in the first den on seeding requirements; however, since investigators
slot of the discrete autoconelation function, a severe spike frequently make use of continuous sampling processor set-
results at the origin (bottom curve). This spike represents tings to boost data validation rates. It was this reasoning
those lag products falling between t = 0 and t = - which which led to the multiple seeder arrangement used in this
in this case were used to normalise the autocorrelation as investigation.
opposed to the sero-lags products. If the slot sise is de-
creased further the spiking effect carries into the next few 4.2 Grid Results
slots after the first as well. This particular spiking effect Absil reported that the noise spike in LDV autocorre-
is caused by the continuous sampling of the LDV system. lation measurements varies with the data rate, although,
Continuous sampling allows for multiple measurements to in general, the noise effects come from several sources in-
be made on a single Doppler bunt. In such a situation, a cluding photomultiplier shot noise and heterodyning of sig-
slow moving particle can be sampled more than once as it nals from several particles simultaneously at the detec-
passes through the probe volume. This first slot thus con- tor. This noise evidently manifests itself as a variation of
tains mostly the squared fluctuating velocities of particles the Schmidt trigger signaling the processor when to begin
moving at velocities much less than the mean. They thus counting hinge crossings in the Doppler burst. It had been
make a large contribution to the discrete correlation esti- noted by the present authors that processor settings had a
mate at this time lag and serve to bias the autocorrelaion great influence on turbulence intensity measurements and
as a whole, so a series of autocorrelations were performed to determine

An algorithm was employed to remove multiply san- if finge-count settings had a significant impact on the sig-
pled velocity measurements from the data set. Basically, nal to noise ratio. Figure 2 shows correlations made under
the data set was searched for successive measurements the same conditions except for a variation in the number of
which had velocity-time between data products less than fringes required for validation of a Doppler signal. It can
the probe volume diameter. If this occurred, these men- be seen that the parameter N (number of fringes) has a
surements were assumed to have come from the same par- significant affect on the mean square of the velocity. Note
tide. After eliminating these redundant measurements, a that all curves are normalized to one at £ = 0 and the
new autocorrelation function was calculated and is also immediate drop in Rir is this 'spiking" effect.
shown in Figure 1 (top curve). One may observe that It would seem from the figure that the greater the
this new autocorrelation function displays the expected number of fringes the better, but even with frequency shift-
parabolic behavior near the origin without any spiking. ing it is probable that some form of fringe bias (Edwards,
From such an autocorrelation function the Taylor mi- (1987)) is taking place when 128 fringes are required to
croecale may be easily estimated. It should be noted how- validate a measurement. Also there is a severe penalty in
ever that the correction algorithm cannot be certain of re- average data rate for chosing N = 128 so that a compro-
moving only multiple realization samples as there may be mise solution is justified in choice of fringe-count settings.
particles which have traversed only a small portion of the Setting N = 32 proved to be the best compromise be-
probe volume thus allowing the processor to reset quickly tween noise and data rate in this investigation and may
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i.c 1 . with the noise level measued during the experiment, the

Z~ to Noise spiking was predicted for a given voltage level from. the
0Rue a 400 Ho x ' apparent RMS noise level of 9 mV. After converting to ve-

0. V U09 .34a locity, the predictions agreed well with the spiking seen in

0.6Yj -: O 4 90 the autocorrelation measurements. Thus, there was eon-
0.4fidence that the hot-wire displays uim-lar behavior to the

0.4* LDV albeit to alesser extent. All hot-wire measurements

Z 
were therefore corrected as was done with the LDV mea-

AN 2 ON:26 0.*~e ________________

0 VN 3 N rl.0 0 0

0 0.0005 0.0010 0 0 Hotwied do"a

't (s) 0.9

Figure 2. Noise as a function of fringe setting.AO
0.9 -0

be globally applicable for LDV's with frequency shifting, S =06*
1 : Daas=OO z

but researchers are encouraged to evaluate the optimum 10.7 L t- lo.20
combination for their systems. U-6.=/

As Anrt suggested by Lau, the autocorrelation mea- X/ -1

surements may be corrected for noise by some form of cumv 0.6 I
fitting back to the t = 0 axis (i.e. the spike was discarded as 0 0.0001 0.000
erroneous). In this work, quadratic fits between the second (a)
and third slots were using to abackfit" a parabolic variation
to t =0. Figure 3 shows the corrected discrete autocorre- Figure 4. Measured and corrected hot-wire results.
latious exhibiting good agreement although there is some
variance caused by the finite time sampling discussed above The measured and corrected decay curves for the nor-
in connection with Scott's formula. m-lised turbulence energy at TI = 6.15 in/s and U = 11.80

in/s are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The Kolmuogorov fre-
~~1. quencies in this flow range from 29 k~rn toll6 k~rz at V

0ON:2 3  = 6.15 in/s and 91 k~z to 52 k~s at UF = 11.80 m/s. In
10.m 0 AN i4both cases, hot-wire measurements were m-Ad at 50 k~s

VN 2' while the maximsumn LDV sampling rates were depende-
8 ~ON=26 onth man velocity. At 11.80 m/s rates over 50 k~z were

0.6 attained with the LDV, however data rates of only roughly

0.4 VV25 k~z could be attained at the lower velocity. It was no-
I. ticed at the lower velocity however, that the continuous

Sesple 600 Voo data rate was on the order of 110 kils. Since the hot-
Dst 0.ft a 000H wire data indicated that al 60pi slot size was sufficient

SU-9.0 h to maeaccurate microscale estimates at this lower ye-
0 YJM- 40locity, an attempt to use a *controlled processor" to mnske

0 0.0005 0.0010 equal time sampled autocorrelation measurements with the
LDV at 16.T kHz from the continuous running average data

,c (s) rate of 110 kliz according to the technique investigated by
Figure 3. Noise-corrected LDV results. Gould et .l. (1989) was made. To the authors knowledge

this technique has not yet been applied to autoconrelationt
Figure 4 shows that hot-wires also have a character- measurements as it would seldom be feasible under nor-

istic EMS noise level (approximately 9 mV in this work) inal measuring conditions. (Note that this type of use of
although the signal to noise ratio tends to be much greater a controlled processor is not the same as using all of the
than that of the LDV. The hot-wire equipment used in data from a free running processor, although in both case
this investigation was on loan and somewhat out-dated. It the counter is set to continuous measurement mode.) The
may be that this is an unrealistically high level of noise for LDV measurements at 11.80 m/s were made in a data ready
state-of-the-art hot-wire equipment but it is strange that fasshion.
little if any mention was made of such effects in some of The decay data was fitted according to the technique
the classic hot-wire studies. In such studies, wind tunnels described in some detail by Gad-el-Hak and Cori-sin (1974).
were often used with free stream turbulence intensities of The data were first plotted in logarithmic coordinates and
0.02 %. Surely noise effects would be evident under such a virtual origin, me, determined. The slope of the line then
circumstances. As a check to be sure the spiking matched determined n and the vertical position, a. The constants
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0.A* of measurements made in grid-geneated turbulence, but

0 wDV 4m a correct(' it is doubtful that any noise corrections were applied in
0.4 O LDY ...md data the past. These corrected curves would indicate that grid-

A Ho-wr data generated turbulence is even more disparate from homoge-
Fitsto orretedneous isotropic turbulence than what has been suggested

Figure T compares the integral length scale estimates
0.2 7 made from all of the corrected autocorrelation measure-

ments. These estimates were made by integrating the dis-
M 0.65 ancrete Eulerian autocorrelation function up to the point at

bi-Plane. round rod arid which it crossed the time axis. The justification for this aW
U - 6.15 in/s proach is discussed by Compte-Bellot and Corrsint (1971).

0 r 1 4 10 3 The integral length scale tends to be a geometric property
of the flow and has been reported to be independent of

X/M mesh Reynolds number for this Raw. The best At to the

Figure 5. Decay curves for U =11.80 m/s. data is:

A,=0.1 3.0)" (10)
in the decay law (Eq. 7) for data taken at both V = E Mf
m/s and V= 11.80 in/s are summarized in Tables I %@me 15 %greater than the fitgiven byCon-sin to anumber
2. of previous experimenba concerning 25.4 mm meshes. It is

unclear whether the low Reynolds numbers in the current
Table 1. Decay law constants, (measured data). P..periments were responsible for the deviation.

Instr. VU(m/s) a Is se o
Hot-wire 6.15 39.5 1.27 -500N .3
LDV 6.15 -13.5 1.47 -0.5 07 M- =*.35c
Hot-wire 11.80 39.0 1.23 -5.0 bsmjilaerounnd rod gid 0

LDV 11.80 57.0 1.05 -6.0 0.6 * ~
Table 2. Decay law constants, (corrected data). &-a~

______ ______ ______0.5 6
Instr. U (m/s) a- 12 go & £V 18
Hot-wire 6.15 18.5 1.49 -5.0 1 OLMYU-6 lS5i/

LDV 6.15 12.0 1.53 +0.5 0. 6.v~U 15.0r
Hot-wire 11.80 35.5 1.28 -5.0 - Fit to &H data
LDV 11.80 20.5 1.35 -1.0 0.3 1

20 40
riM

0.4. Figure 7. Integral Scale Comparison.
-* [DV data: noise aucton

,&o-incmeasued deautocorrelation functions by tefitting of a parabola toth

Fit to corce.dtis three discrete estimates of the autocorrelation func-
..... tion. Figure 8 attempts to illustrate the effect of making

S02.microscale estimates on correlations without sufficient res-
olution. If it is assumed that the solid curve, fitted toe. ~the first four slots in this Case, represents the Correct mi-

0.1 M 0.635 cm croscale estimate, then one may note that had the sam-ý
b-an.. ron rdV pling rate been lower, lag-products further removed from

U M 1180 MInS t = 0 would have been used to Ait a parabola to the die-
0 crete autocorrelation function. The solid line is then the
20 40estimate generated by 50 klis sampling. The dashed line

XiM corresponds to 16.7 kHz and the dotted line to 10 k~z sam-
Fiue6. Decay curves for U =6.15 in/s. plig. Of course, the important point is that the sampling

Figurerate must be on the order of the smallest scales in the Rlow.

These results are similar to those compiled by Gad- Thus, one must always be aware of the Kolmogorov scales
el-Hak and Corrsin summarising 40 years of research in in the flow of interest.
grid generated turbulence. The exponent in the decay re- -Figures 9 and 10 compare the hot-wire microscale so-
lations tended to be in the higher range of the spectrum timates to the LDV estimates. Note that the agreement
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Figure . Resolution effects on microscale estimate. Figre 10. Microscale campazuiera, UO .15m/s.

for Al itself is actually quite good - well within the experi- agreement is excellent uni *i =- 40, at which point the
mental uncertainty - as the gph@h we showing A.2 which estimates deceam markedly. This pbenomea. is actually
greatly magnifies my discrepancy. More importantly, the due to a bias induced from attempting to sample in equal
estimates we consistent with the variation predicted by the intervals at a frquecy too close to the single mout-
decay laws as measured by each instrument. Note that the menit per bunst (SM/B) mean data rate. Recall that equal
estimates for ]f - 6.15 rn/s show less scatta than those time measurements were attempted at 1.7 klHs while the
nmde at V = 11.80 ro/s, mustrating the resolution difficulty continuous data rate was about 110 kHs. Thus the contin-
as the Kohnogarov hequencies increase. This hints at the uous data rate was about 7 times the controlled sampling
major problem with autocorrelation measurements in gen- rate which may be sufficient Gould et al. (1989) to produce
eral. Although the length scales remain relatively constant reasonable equal time measurements. The SM/B data rate
as velocity increases, the time scales drop very quickly ow- at this point was only about 25 kHs, howevea, dropping to
ing to the relation between length and time scales given 19 kHs at -h = 44. Evidently this is cloe enough to 16.7
by Toylor's hypothesis. Making spatial measurements is k•z that some of the eqiu-tire samples had to have come
a "mch nmoe promising way to attack the problem, but frm the same particle. This implies that multiple mee-
requires much more equipment and as yet still unacquired surements per brat wen made, thus icurring the type
e i of bias explained above. The bia that caused the results

It might be mentioned i passing that spatial correls- in Figure 9 is barely perceptible to the eye as m by the
tion estimates are affected by the same noise problem dis- S0 ps curves in Figure 11. Though the biased curvature
cussed her. The result in the cae of spatial correlations is hardly to be recognised, it has a significant impact om
is not a spike near sero separation but rather a faure of microscale estimates where even slight changes in satocor-
the correlation to reach unity at sero separation, relation function curvature make a huge difference. This

is why accurate microcale estimates are extraordinarily
S, , . . . difficult to make.

M=O an To better mustrate the point of sampling too quickly
7 Mi4 /when using a controlled processor, new measurements were• i-!1;o. •nd od sfid

S1o • made at 25 kHs (i.e. slot width = J. k•z) when the SM/B
6 d a. data rate was approximately 19 kHs. In this cms the bias

* " induced in the autocorrelation near t = 0 is readily per-
5 ~ceved.

4 5. CONCLUSIONS
o fnm LDVcodte

3 S'io•frm V y It has been shown that spiking in autocorrelatiam mea-
7- - Slops fiu botwin decos dma surements obtained using LDV is a prevalent phenomena

2 1 1 1 that may be caused by biase induce by continuous ua-
ping (if seo-lag products are not included in the autocor-

X/M relation) but more oeften by the squaring of uncarrobaed

Figure 3. Microscale comparison, U=f1.80m/s. noise in the sao-lag correlation estimate (variance of the
velocity fluctuations). The spiking r s zed by a continuous

It is also interesting to note the consistent microscales processor sampling bias may be overcom e to same extet
derived from the controlled-processor LDV measurements in the post-processing stage by filtering the data to remove
at i = 6.15 m/s. It can be seen in Figure 10 that the the multiply sampled particle measurements if necessary,
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MULTIPLE LIGHT SHEET PARTICLE HOLOGRAPHY FOR 3-D FLOW VELOCIMETRY

H. Hinrichs and K.D. Hinsch

FB 9 - Physik. Carl von Ossietzky University
Pf25 03, D-26111 Oldenburg, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION simultaneous registration of the in-plane velocity
components within a plane from the flow volume. The

In recent years, the problems tackled by field of observation is selected by the placement of the
experimentalists and theoreticians in fluid dynamics illuminating light sheet. Usually the particle pair
have grown considerably. Sophisticated flow facilities separation is evaluated by processing small
like large size or high speed wind tunnels are the basis interrogation areas. Photographic and video techniques
for ambitious experiments, and powerful computers contend for the recording. digital and optical methods
allow modelling of very complex flow fields. Interest for the processing.

has turned to nonstationary flows, their spatial Strictly speaking. PIV is not a whole-field

structures and their development in time. An ultimate technique because velocity is measured at locations in a

aim is to measure and understand the evolution of single plane only and without the depth component. The

turbulence. study of complex and nonstationary flows calls for

The metrological tools for the experimental study extensions in all dimensions. Two basic approaches are

of flow fields have also seen an impressive pursuedpesently-

improvement. Optical probing of the flow through tracer - Conventional imaging with more than one camera

particles has been preferred because it allows noncontact from different directions. This includes stereoscopic

remote measurements with high spatial resolution. It recording of a light sheet as well as video imaging of

relies, however, on the presence of small particles in the a large field with several cameras. Depth of focus is

flow and assumes, that the particle motion faithfully a limiting factor in these methods.

resembles the fluid motion. In gaseous flows this Holographic recording of a deep volume. This solves
res les thery fllprid the focus problem and allows almost unlimited depth
requires very small particles and sets limits to the of field. Thus. for true three-dimensional studieslargest velocity gradients acceptable, holography is the method of choice. The

Fluid velocity, the characteristic parameter of the reconructe partie feld ca bpocesse

flow, is a three-dimensional quantity and many flow reconstructed particle fields can be processed by

configurations of interest are of three-dimensional conventional techniques, stereoscopically, for

nature. Especially the structural character of a flow, a example.
topic of current interest, is only revealed by its spatial Holographic records cannot be evaluated by the

featres Whe th flws ae vry olumnou or reliable interrogation schemes developed for PIV. Often,features. When the flows are very voluminous or

measuring time is expensive, the effort or te t to costly three-dimensional particle tracking must be

scan the flow with a single point probe are enormous employed. We have therefore developed a concept that

and may be even prohibitive. Even more, when the preserves favourable properties of ordinary PIV while

flows are nonstationar there is no time to move a single offering the extension into the third dimension. Yet, the
point probe through the flow fieldn method is restricted in its application to moderately

In view of these problems, much recent effort has three-dimensional flows because the flow is still

been dedicated to the development of flow velocimetry sampled by light sheets. For a deep-volume study the

in several dimensions. Particle image velocimetry (PTV) system features are:

is presently the most successful technique for . The light sheet is retained to establish the region of

quantitative whole-field flow velocimetry (Hinsch ;nvestigation.

(1993a)). It relies on the double exposure high-speed . The deep volume is covered by a hologram of several

recording of tracer particles and provides the light sheets at proper spacings in depth.
Optimum use is made of the illuminating light by
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multiple pass through the volume, aligned to travel identical object illumination paths but
- Crosstalk between light sheets can be avoided by different reference paths. Upon reconstruction, first and

ct, crence adjustments in the holographic recording. second exposure can be viewed separately.
- Light sheets are evaluated one by one by the well- Off-axis holography is easily disturbed by

known methods of interrogating a PIV transparency. vibrational noise, requires good coherence, and relies on

an accurate reprodiction of the reference wave for
2. HOLOGRAPHIC VELOCIMETRY OF PARTICLE reconstruction. For small objects like the flow tracing

FIELDS particles, the so-cailed in-line arrangement is much

simpler and provides better stability (Meng (1993)). In
2.1. The Principle of Holographic Particle Recording this case there is no extra reference wave, because the

tiny particles leave enough of the illuminating plane
Holography is the only method for true imaging wave light undisturbed so that it can serve as referenceof three-dimensional space. All particles of interest in light. In-line holography relaxes many of the restrictions

the flow are illuminated with a properly taylored laser mentioned for off-axis holography and its application in

light wave. In a commonly employed configuration (Fig. mentioned has hologrhy a s appl e,

1), the complex light field scattered by the particles is particle studies has a long history (see, for example.

stored by superposing a reference wave from the same Thompson (1989) and Vikram (1990)).

laser source and recording the interference pattern on a
photographic plate. Due to the oblique angle between Recording
reference wave and object light this is called off-axis
holography. The coherence length of the laser must be illuminating light
adequate to guarantee interference over all path length

differences encountered. The developed pattern (the reference light

hologram) is used to reconstruct an image of the object.

For this purpose the hologram is illuminated with the photographic
original reference wave that reconstructs a virtual image 2plate
of the particle field. When looking or photographing
through the hologram the particle configuration can be
seen as it was during the recording of the hologram.

A very useful feature of holography is that also a flo scattered light field
real image of an object can be obtained without the need particles
for a lens system. For this purpose, the hologram must
be illuminated with the complex conjugite of the
reference wave. For a divergent spherical reference Reconstruction of virtual image
wave this is a convergent wave from tne opposite
direction. In this case the hologram produces backward reconstructing
travelling object waves that form a real image of the reference light
light sheet. With a CCD-array, for example. a plane hologram
anywhere through the field could be examined for -- - h tparticles. If aberrating media like windows or low 0 r
quality lenses have distorted the object wave on its way o recnstructed
to the holographic recording plate, these distortions can {. 0 wave field
be compensated during the backward path of the
conjugate wave provided the distorting media are still in
the old position.

It should be mentioned that holographic particle virtual particle images

imaging in the off-axis configuration provides a solution
of the ambiguity problem in double pulse particle
velocimetry. When operated with a separate reference Fig. 1: Holography of a deep flow volume
beam for each of the pulses the first and second image
have been distinguished by Coupland (1987) for 2.2. Resolution in Holographic Particle Recording
removing the directional ambiguity that is inherent in
simple double pulse recordings. Hussain (1993) and Particle velocimetry calls for small and high
Adrian (1993) have used a dual pulsed Nd:YAG laser quality particle images. Basically, the resolution in
system, for example, to supply suitable pulses that are optical imaging is limited by diffraction and is
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determined by the angular spread fl of the light that mentioned earlier place a large bonus on off-axiscontributes to image formation. Omitting nonessential holography for particle velocinietry. Despite thenumerical factors, we obtain for the transversal disadvantage that the overall intensity of the scatteredresolution length (X being the wavelength of light) light is much lower for sidewise observation we have
therefore made off-axis holography our method of

dt ft A /Q(I) choice.

and for the longitudinal resolution length 2.3. Noise in Holographic Particle Recording

The application of holographic particledi •-A / n (2) velocimetry to a volume of large depth introduces a new
problem. When the positions or displacements of a pairWhen a particle is smaller in size than the resolution of particles must be evaluated from a reconstructedlength it will not be resolved in the image, when it is image (real or virtual) the light from additional particlelarger its geometrical image has to be convolved with a images produces a disturbing noise background. This ispoint spread function whose width is given by the especially pronounced in in-line holography, whereresolution length. light from both the virtual and real image overlaps andGenerally, in holography the angular spread is in addition is disturbed by the unused portion of thelimited by the size of the holographic plate and its reconstructing wave. Off-axis holography deservesdistance from the particle. This assumes that the particle another credit in this respect, as the various wavescatters evenly over the range occupied by the plate. For components propagate in different directions. Thethe commonly used particle sizes (diameter dp), this is contributions from out-of-focus particles, however,

the case for a large angle between illumination and cannot be el;minated when a deep volume is illuminatedobservation direction (as for the 900 viewing in PIV). In as a whole. Here, the light sheet concept of PIV isobservatlione dirangemetion (as ev the 90rvw nginc Psuperior, because only the particles of interest arethe in-line arrangement, however, the pronounced illuminated.
contribution from forward scattered light is essential. For a simple evaluation of an ordinary deep-The intensity in this angular region exceeds the average volume holographic recording the virtual image of theintensity in other directions by several orders of particle field can be photographed by focusing onmagnitude. It is concentrated in the central lobe of the different planes in depth, one after the other. When thediffrdction pattern of the particle which is given planes are oriented parallel to the dominant flowapproximately by 0 = A / d p. Thus direction these records provide the basis for

interrogation as in PIV. In this case, what is thed dp (3) degradation due to the many out-of-focus particles?
We have carried out an analysis that is based on

a numerical simulation of the image plane superpositiondi d' / A (4) of more or less focused images from particles that aredistributed within a volume of given depth. A single
In many practical cases where dp is considerably plane is well in focus, the rest oz the volume is sampledlarger than X longitudinal focusing will be much lower in depth by a series of other planes at equal Imm

than transverse focusing. intervals. All particles are assumed to scatter the same
Various proposals have been made to improve energy that is spread evenly over a disk-shaped image.the resolution in in-line holography: an auxiliary Within the depth of focus, the size of the image is given

illumination beam has been introduced by Royer (1977) by the diffraction limit (16 limo in the present case, set byto enhance the scattered object light or two traditional the F-number of 8 of the imaging optics), outside by thein-line setups at right angles have been combined by appropriate geometric growth determined by the 40 coneHussain (1993) or Bernal (1993). In another approach of light limited by the aperture. Particle positions aremultibeam illumination was introduced by Hussain placed at random, the average number per 1 mm2

(1993) to increase the aperture by recording several interrogation area of 1 mm depth equals 15. This hasbeen found by Keane (1990) to be a proper choice for
scattered fields, each of extent £), on the same reliable evaluation. Particle pair separation in the focus
hologram. Thus highly effective forward scattering is plane was chosen to be 160 sro, the minimum value for
combined with good axial focusing by a large aperture. good performance. For each out-of-focus plane
Such setups, however, get rather complicated so that a magnitude and direction of the displacement was varied
great advantage of in-line holography is sacrificed.
These considerations and the beneficial features randomly up to a maximum displacement of 500 pin.
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This represents a flow situation of practical interest Light sheet of Imm thickness:
where the velocity changes accordingly within the
volume under investigation.

It must be mentioned that in the photography of
particles from a holographically reconstructed double 0.8

exposure image field, the contributions from first and
second exposure particles add up coherently. This 0.6

differs from a directly obtained double exposure record,
where they are superimposed one after the other and 0.4

thus are summed incoherently. In sheet oriented PIV
with low particle density this difference is of no 0. z
importance because hardly any particle images overlap.
In our case, however, the out-of-focus images of
considerable size offer many possibilities for -0 +s0OPM
interference. Thus, in our simulation we attributed a
random phase to each particle image. The constant Volume of 10 mm depth:
phase approximation within a particle image is justified
in the present geometry because the cone of light is
restricted to less than the first Fresnel zone.

0.8

k~gQOJ) 0.6

0.4

0.I

.500P r0 +50O 0PM

Fig. 3: Scans through autocorrelation functions
6 25 so 75 too (center is blocked)

Fig. 2: Intensity histogram for 60 mm volume This development is shown by Fig. 3 where we have

plotted scans through the autocorrelation function along

The image intensity calculated from this model the direction of the displacement. A single plane
environment was processed like a common PIV record. particle field is compared with a volume of one
We calculated the power spectrum by a Fourier centimeter depth (10 layers of model particles). The
transformation, applied a zero order blocking filter and shown examples are from the outcomes that could be
obtained the autocorrelation function from a second evaluated correctly.
Fourier transformation. Finally, a search for the highest
peak was to yield the particle displacement in the plane deth failed evaluations confidence interval
in focus. The value thus obtained was compared with Imm! (of 100) 1%]
the input displacement. An experiment was rated 1 4 10,71
successful when both the values agreed. 10 14 17,20]

With growing depth of the volume the image 20 56 145,661
plane intensity showed an increasing amount of noise 40 72 163,801
that deteriorated the in-focus images and spoiled the so 9 195,100]
corresponding double structure. The intensity
distribution gradually assumed speckle character which Table 1: Results of simulation
Was proven by calculating the probability density
function of the intensity. For a 60 mm deep volume Fig. The results of the experiments are summarized in
2 demonstrates the negative exponential dependence. Table 1. 100 realizations were calculated for each depth

Accordingly, the autocorrelation peaks for the in- of volume and the number of erroneous evaluations
focus displacement gradually were buried in noise. determined. Furthermore. the 95% confidence interval
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ABSTRACT. flow. This provided a standard through sheet velocity which
could be used for method validation.

The paper reviews developments in 3-component sheet and The second experiment was in a water tank in which vortex
volume velocimetry. An in-line stereo viewing system for PI-V motion had been generated by stirring along the vertical main
is presented and demonstrated in hydraulic and aerodynamic axis. The orientation of the light sheet was vertical so that
experiments. The colour coding is used to determine substantial through-sheet flow was present. In order to measure
directionality, the through sheet velocity the sheet was thickened. The

possibility of directional ambiguity was eliminated by using a
colour coded illumination scheme. The flashes and the two

INTRODUCTION. camera shutters were synchronised and controlled by a PC. The
cameras used colour transparency film.

There is currently great interest in three component pulsed
laser sheet velocimeter (PLV) systems. The authors have
previously published studies wher both holographic and 1. REVIEW
stereoscopic principles have been demonstrated to be possible
scenarios for such a system (Grant et al (1991)). The experi- The significant advances in two component Particle Image
mental difficulties and analysis complexity has so far hindered Velocimetry (PIV) made in the last decade (Grant (1994)) have
the general acceptance of any universal scheme for three recently encouriged interest in three component velocimetry
component measurements. where a thickened illumination sheet allows the measurement

The present paper reviews these methods and presents an of the out-of-plane componenL The established two component
approach using two in-line cameras to provide an improved PIV technique suffers from and inherent parallax error which
stereoscopic viewing system. The geometry of the technique is gives an apparent in-plane motion due to through-plane motion
discussed and developed into a form which was used for at points away from the optical axis of viewing (Laurenco
investigating a three dimensional flow. Mathematical transfor- (1986)). The three component development studies may be
mations are summarised which allow the two images to be conveniently classified into holographic and stereoscopic
reconciled and the data reliably assembled into a three dimen. viewing methodologies.
sional image. The accurate calibration of the relationship between object

The visual fusion of the two images is described and the and images in stereogrammetry is still the subject of general
procedure shown to follow a hierarchical scheme. This used discussion. Mural (1930) and Kent and Eaton (1982) examined
spatial cross correlation of corresponding regions in the two the effect of camera position and lens distortion on the object-
views to obtain a coarse alignment. This allowed both the image relationship. The efficient application of
distribution and the order of occurrence of the particle images stereogrammetry methods to PFV, the subject of this paper, was
to be taken into account. Following the coarse matching, where first considered more than a decade ago (see for example Utami
position and destination were considered, individual particle et al (1984). Chang et al (1984).
image groups were matched in the two views and the appropri- Adamczyk and Rinmai (1988) used electronic mixing of the
ate velocities obtained. output of two video cameras to store the two views on a single

The arrangement has higher resolution away from the optical frame. Sinha (1983) demonstrated the relative inaccuracy of
axis. This feature can be used in reconciling the two views the out-of-plane measurements compared with the in-plane
since the limiting case along the optical axis gives overlapping measurements. More recent development studies in the
images thus establishing a reference direction or point in each application of the method are reported by Grant et al (1991)
view. who used a single camera, split screen arrangement and

In order to demonstrate the use of the technique for velocity compared the performance of in-line holography. Trigui et al
measurement, two experimental studies were conducted. (1992) considered the digital interpretation of the digital images

The first experiment was conducted in a wind tunnel where obtained in three component velocimetry studies.
the mean flow passed through a lights sheet inclined to the Other recent variants for three component measurement
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include the work of Thompson (1989) who demonstrated the simplicity in the geometrical argument we use the pseudo
great potential of holography for simultaneous particle size and image plane Xa-Oa-Ya which, as seen from the figure, is placed
motion measurement. Cenedese and Paglialunga (1988) used at the same distance as the image plane from the camera on the
parallel light sheets of differenw colour to obtain a colour coding opposite side of the lens. The pseudo image plane has an erect
from which a depth co-ordinate could be obtained. Willert and image (non-inverted) of the same dimensions as the equivalent
Gharib (1992) used a single camera and utilised the degree of image on the camera back focal plane. In the following
defocusing as a means of obtaining depth. They resolved the discussion the "'image plane- refers to Xa-Oa-Ya.
ambiguity relative to the focal plane using an aperture coding The focal length of the camera lens is f. the image distance
method. (to the pseudo image plane) is Il = OO and the distance from

Key problems in stereogrammetry considered by the the lens centre to the object point is Z. The Gaussian lens
aforementioned authors have been loss of accuracy in the third formulae gives
(out-of-plane) component. accurate specification of camera and
object position and unambiguous registration of the two views I I I
The registration of the two views refers to the unambiguous 7 =T Z
matching of the two stereo images, usually using feature points - .- -f f
as a key. Classical stereogrammetry studies have mostly - " - - - . .... ()
considered solid objects where reference features, such as edges and

or apexes, are easily located. In PIV the particle images are and

frequently considered as being randomly distributed in space in x = reX, y = mY
a Poisson fashion.

Investigations which used image groups as registration
features rather than individual particle images have been or r=mR, in a cylindrical co-ordinate system, where R is the

reported. This approach, essentially one of image segmentation radial co-ordinate of the object point and r is the radial co-
and cross correlation, though meeting with some success is ordinate of the image point (Figure 2). So
computationally intense and does not resolve one of the basic 2 = and R = 4X + y2
limitations of lateral viewing stereogrammetry, namely loss ofresoutin i th outof-lan coponet ~gur 1)with m being the magnification between the image plane andresolution in the out-of-plane component (Figure 1).

The procedure adopted in this study was image capture from the object plane.

two in-line cameras, in one of two possible configurations,
followed by identification of corresponding regions in the two
views where registration features could be identified. on Same Side of Flow.

The precise matching of equivalent particle images in the The experimental realisation of this concept is discussed
two views is necessary, but not sufficient, to establish the three below in the description of the wind tunnel tests and used a
velocity components. The velocities can only be determined belithe de view obstructin beten use a
when the relative positions of the cameras and the lLa s beam splitter to avoid view obstruction between the two
are known. In the present experiments in situ calibration was cameras.

achieved by placing a standard optical calibration grid in the Figure 3 shows the geometry of the in-line, stereo, viewing

laser sheet and recording its images on the two cameras at one optics arranged so that both cameras are on the same side of the

depth positions. region of flow (sheet ) to be observed. The camera centres are
located at Fa and Fb, on the optical axis. Fs and Fb are sepa-
rated by distance d. The centres of the two pseudo image

2. THE IN-UNE STEREOSCOPIC PIV SYSTEM GEOM- planes at OA and OB are taken as the centres of two plane
ERY. Cartesian co-ordinate systems. The object or real-world co-

ordinate system is cylindrical with the origin at Fa and the Z-
axis co-incident with common optical axis of the two cameras.Two possible configurations are discussed for the in-line Terltosisbtentera-ol on (.C.L n

imaging system. These are (i) with the cameras on the same

side of the flow and (ii) with the cameras on opposite sides of its images on the two pseudo-image planes are

the flow. r

2.1 The Camera Imaging System. Ia Z+d

rb = R ......... (2)
The image formation is discussed here using Gaussian lens ib Z

formulae. The use of the Gaussian model allowed an accurate
description of the image formation process (Figure 2). A single
lens was used to represent each camera imaging system with 0
being the lens centre. 0 was taken as the origin of a world co- where ia=Fa" Oa and lb=Fb" Ob with Ia and lb being the image
ordinate system with the Z axis co-incident with the lens distances from the respective virtual image planes to the
principal optical axis and X'-O-Y' representing the image plane corresponding cameras. Equations (2) show that for this
of the camera. On this plane. the image of the object point configuration the nearer camera, camera A, always has the
P(X. Y. Z) is found on the inverted image at p (x', y'). For smaller magnification. The images on the two planes and the
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object point always fall on the same azimuthal angle.
Rearranging the equations (2) gives the important result LI = f(.+ m) ,=f

Z : rf. Ib -d..... 
, n

rba. - r'.b d .(3) Lb =f(l+mb), b f(l+mb)

anad Rib

R = .(Z+d) or R=L-*Z ......... (4) whereListhedistancefromthecentreoflensatotheobject.
l. lb Lb is the distance from the centre of lens b to the object and d =

This shows that the magnification changes with object distance Once the calibration has been completed the magnification
from the appropriate image plane. of the two canwras can be obtained and from this knowing the

focal length of the cameras the distances I and L are obtained.
2.3 The Geometry of the In-Line Stereo System. Cameras on The position and focus of the cameras remains fixed, the flow is
Different Sides of Flow. started and images captured without disturbing the optics. The

three dimensional object space is covered by the depth of field
Figure 4 shows the geometry of the in-line, stereo, viewing of the cameras.

optics arranged so that the two cameras are on the either side of
the flow sheet to be observed with their principal optic axis co-
incident with each other and the normal to the light sheet. The
experimental realisation of this concept is discussed below in 3. CORRESPONDENCE MATCHING.
the description of the water tank tests.

Referring to Figure 4 the cameras are placed on either side As indicated in the introduction, the matching of features
of the light sheet. The plane equidistant from the two cameras, between the two stereo images is an essential feature in
XOY, is termed the reference plane. The object point in this stereogrammetry. In the present case a hierarchical methodol-
light sheet. P(R, a., Z) is observed at (r.. a.) and (b. at)) on the ogy was used. Firstly the image groups on the individual
image planes of the two cameras respectively. The relationship planes were matched using the statistical PTV approach of
between the co-ordinates in the world (reference) plane and the Grant and Liu (1989).
local co-ordinates in the two observational planes are given by The next stage was the correspondence matcing between

image groups on the two planes. An image group was selected

r= R on one of the planes, A say, then the radial co-ordinate of the

if_ L+Z image group, r5, was measured. The corepnding radius in

L ......... () plane B is then rb where
,,b L-z ..r=R!- .(7)
Ga = ab = a I Z r Is J I

In order for this relationship to be used it is necessary to
know the depth co-ordinate of the object particle. Since depth

where 2"L = FAFt and co-ordinate is unknown it is only possible to define the extreme

Z=rb-.-b L(values of m which defime, quantitatively, the radial window
re L .. .(6) search limits on plane A within which the corresponding image
r b+ rb" will be found. The limits are determined by considering the

extremes cases where the object particle was at either edge of

In an idea case the image distances and object distances the light sheet, thickness 2h.

would be the same with la = 1b. In this case there is no simple This gave the limiting values of Z as Zm = 4+ h and
constant relationship between the magnifications of the two Zmi = Lb - h. Substituting them in equation 7 gives the radial
c tanereat limits of rb for the search window.

In the case where the observation points an on either side of
the illuminated plane

2.4 Calibration of the System. rb- "bIbr - L+ Z' - . .(8)
rbTa h -Z L4Z.Z1J4- ~ b Ia *...3

As seen above, in equations (3) and (4), the image distance gives the relationship between the radial distances on the two
and the displacement between the two cameras are required in planes. The limiting cases for depth parameter, Z, in this case
order to interpret any two stereo views of flow seed particle am
position. In order to obtain these parameters a standard optical Z..x = La-L + h and Zam = La-L - h. Substituting them in
calibration grid was placed at the centre of the light sheet and equation 8 gives the limits of rb-ra for the search window.
recorded by the two cameras. The magnification of the two The angular limits for the search window were chosen, after
images of the grid is governed by equation (I). Consequently. some empirical iteration, to be
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o processes.
18 where 0= In order to eliminate directional ambiguity two white-light.

2 In r 2  flash guns were synchronised and covered with red and green

The use of the In function ensured that the search angle filters respectively. The slow speeds involved in this experi-
increased quickly at small r values to a stable value at large R. ment. meant that the pulse duration of the flash guns was short

Any ambiguities in pairing which occurred at this coarse enough to obtain a clear image. The images were recorded on

matching were resolved by choosing the candidate pairs on the colour slide htim for analysis. The coloured negatives were
second plane which were nearest to the original pair. examined under white light illumination with preferential red

filtering in order to provide an input to the monochrome image

processing system which would still carry time signature
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION. information. The effect of the filtering was to produce different

intensities and sizes in the image partners. At this stage
4.1 The Wind Tunnel Experiment. preliminary partner grouping was achieved using methods

developed by the author elsewhere Grant and Liu (1990).
The tests were conducted in the Fluid Loading and hinstu- A typical stereo image segment pair is shown i, "i eure 8.

mentation Centre closed return wind tunnel at Heriot- Watt
University. The authors are involved in aerodynamic studies of
wind turbine and helicopter rotors where there is an interest 5. THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY.

both in wake dynamics and in blade vortex interaction. For a
detailed description of the experiments see Homer et al (1993) It is possible to display the three dimensional velocity

Grant et al (1993). vectors in a perspective or in an isometric view. The isometric
A Yag laser was located on the wind tunnel roof with the view, when projected onto the surfaces of a notional reference

beam being projected down into the working section. Sheet cube containing the data, gave an accurate (measurable)
forming optics were used to diverge the beam to a thickness of presentation of the velocity components in pairs. The perspec-

approximately 10mm. tive views gave an impression of the three dimensional
The cameras were mounted together on a frame on the same appearance of the flow.

side laser sheet. A beam splitter was mounted on the frame to
allow the cameras to be placed with their axis orthogonal to By animating the perspective views, the image may be
each other to avoid interference effects. A HeNe laser was cyclically oscillated or rocked through an angle of, say. 900,
used to define the optical axis of the cameras and allow giving a clear three dimension impression. This is because the
accurate alignmenL Figure 5 is a sketch of the top view of the oscillation provides stereo cues to the observer. This type of

experimental arrangement. cuing is an action unconsciously performed when gauging

In order to provide a standard flow whose properties wee depth information in the real world. Simulating this action in
known the laser beam was arranged so that it was vertical and the graphic display is correspondingly effective and informa-
at 450 to the mean flow. The axis of the camera observation tive in the interpretation of data in the present case.
system remained at right angles to the laser sbeet. Ibis has the Examples of wind tunnel data inside a reference cube and

effect of introducing a steady cross sheet flow of known presented in a perspective view are seen in Figure 9. Figure 10

magnitude. shows the data viewed isometrically along the normals to the
Seeding particles were introduced to the tunnel downstream three cube faces, effectively giving planar projections of the

of the working section. causing no disturbance to the flow data along the three co-ordinate axis. Figures 11 and 12 give

measurement volume. This was a clear advantage of a the same data displays for the water tank data.

recirculating tunnel. After some use the tunnel accumulated
enough seeding to seed the flow automatically. Seeding
particles of polycrystalline form, with a volume average of 6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

about 30 microns, were used. These particles were found to

have high scattering efficiencies. A stereoscopic viewing system for three dimensional
Figure 6 shows examples of the images from the two particle image velocimetry studies has been described. The

viewpoints (cameras) superimposed prior to processing. When system uses an in-line viewing configuration which makes the

the data from the two views is collected for analysis the calibration and correspondence matching, implicit and impor-

composite image, when correctly aligned, takes on a radial tant in strereogrammetry, more reliable and straightforward.
appearance. This is because, with the cameras on the same side The camera set-up procedure, using a low powered laser beam,

of the experiment. the images points and the corresponding allows the position of the film planes of the two cameras to be

object point always have the same azimuthal angle. optimised prior to the commencement of the experiment.

Calibration of the cameras takes place. in situ, using an optical
4.2 The Water Tank Experiment. grid in the observation plane. The transformation equations are

demonstrated in the present paper to show that the accuracy of
In this case the two cameras were fixed on opposite sides of the in-depth component measurement increases with distance

a glass sided tank, as shown in Figure 7. The experiment was from the (co-incident) principal optical axis of the cameras.

concerned with local swirling flow measurements in the The method is illustrated by its application to wind tunnel

presence of temperature gradients with applications in energy and water tank tests. In all cases where transparent walls are
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used to contain the flow. the further advantage of viewing at imaging with a single camera. Experiments in Fluids 12. 353-

normal incidence is implicit in the present method. 358 .0
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ON THE ACCURACY AND REABITY OF PIV MEASUREMENTS

Anders Hodt-Madsen and Denise R McCluskey

Dontec Measurement Technology A/S
Tonsbakken 16-18,2740 Skovlumde, Denmark.

ABSTRACT parameters, as well as properties of the particular flow field
under investigation.

An analysis of noise in PIV systems was undertaken and it However, even if such criteria am satisfied, ther is till
was found that invalid vectors, termed outliers, bias the a need for validation of the PIV data set becaune there is a
measured estimate of the velocity towards zero, artificially finite probability that ,aine PIV velocity vectors will be
increase the rms turbulence value and interfere with the arneus and even a single eroneous vector ca sevmely
egperimenteas perception of the flow fields behaviour. By bias the experimental data set. Historically, the m
adapting robust statistics so that specific features of both fluid assessment of individual vector reliability has been done on a
dynamics and the PIV measurement technique were human intervention basis where the human operator produces
accounted for, three automatic data validation procedures a display of the vector map on a screen and intuitively
were developed. A measure to assess the performance of the considers whether individual vectors fall outwith expected
validation methods was suggested. The validation methods norms.- Vectors which me deemed 'erroneous! e manually
were then tested by inputting a simulated vector set removed from the data set. This approach is far frm ideal
containing 25% randomly distributed outliem It was found since it produces an indeterminable bias to the expainmtal
the validation methods were feasible to implement and that data.
even with as many as 25% outliers in a vector map it is One reason for the'predomnanoe of manual PIV data
possible to extract the original vector field with almost no validation is that historically researchers have captured only &.

deviation. Thus, it should be possible to obtain reliable few frames of each flow field. The low data rate has been
measurements under non-ideal conditions and thereby extend partly due to the fact that PIV records have been captured
the applicability of the PIV measurement technique. photographically, the time taken to process the film has a

significant knock on effect on experimental time particularly
when fine-tuning the data acquisition procm. Furthermore,

1 INTRODUCTION when the data acquisition process has finally been idealised,
data is captured on only I or2 rolls of film since it typically

This paper will discuss the influence of noise on PIV data takes several hours to analyse a single frame. That is, the
sets with a view to developing automatic data validation total number of analysed vectors has been limited by the
methods. previously available technology.

The accuracy of PlV data, as with data obtained by any With FlowMap from Dantec Measurement Technology
other measurement technique, is critically affected by noise. A/S evaluating several thousand vectors per second, such
Therefore, an analysis ofthe noise found in PIV measurement technological constraints will no longer exist and so large
systems is necessary to ensure optimal performance of the data sets will be produced. When millions of PIV velocity
technique. There has been little discussion on data validation vectors are evaluated, it is not feasible to validate vectors
of PIV data itself, with only a few pa1p s from Willert & manually and so criteria for automatic data validation
Ghanib (1991), Raffel et al (1992) and Moraitis (1991). algoritlus am required.
Instead, the main approach, as illustrated in the series of Automatic data validation methods would also be of me
papers by Kean & Adrian (1992), has been to indirectly where flow fields are produced in large sale facilities where
ensure data quality by satisfying a number of criteria which experiental time is at a premium. Here, there may be
enmass all aspects of the measurement technique, that is insufficient time to satisfy all the seeding, illumination,
seeding density, illumination, recording and analysis recording and amalysis system constraints. Thus, researchers
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will require as much information as possiblc from PIV data trnc signal peak. That is in outlying regions of the correlation
sets obtained under non-ideal conditions. Here, a reliable plane. Hence, the term outlier.
mesas of determining whether individual velocity vectors are
reliable would be invaluable.

Frthermore, as the PIV technique becomes even more 2 PIV ACCURACY
popular, inevitably there will be instances where researchers
will want to stretch the capabilities of the method since many The basis of the PlY analysis method is that a multiple
interesting flow fields are inherently complex in their nature. exposure of a seeded flow field is recorded, eiter onto the
A look at the history of WDA provides munerous illustrations same frame or successive frames, and the correlation function
of pushing measurement systaem capabilities, with full-scale of small interrogation regons is evaluated. The mximm
pulverised coal burner measurements being one example. peak in the correlation plane is at the location of the
This example is a useful parallel because this application has movement between the two recordig (when disregarding
generated much discussion in the LDA literature with regard the self-correlation peak in autocorrelation analysis)
to signal processing and validation. In the case of PlY, since
the particles are naturally occurring in this flow field and {rIR(r)- maxR(t)={ (v.tA4
uniform distribution cannot be ensured, indeed particle

concentration is often of interest, it is unlikely that idealised Therefore, by determining the location of the highest peak in
PIV measurement procedures can be satisfied throughout the the correlation plane the velocity vector is found. However,
flow field. Therefore, if PIV is to be successfully applied to noise in PlV data and PlV measuremaent systems produces
the study of such flows, mcchanisms for automatic data many noise peaks in the correlation function. In some cases,
validation should be deployed. this noise may affect the accuracy with which the velocity

Hence, this paper will discuss PIV noise analysis and vector is known. A fWther possibility is that the height of
suglgest approaches for automatic data validation. An one of the noie peaks may be larger than the height of the
important consideration in the identification of spurious actual velocity peak. Unfmunately, this case produces an
vectors, is the direction as well as the magnitude of a velocity invalid measurement, termed an outlier.
vector. That is, either autto-correlaion with directionalresolution or cross-correlation analysis should be usdwhr 2,1 Problems of outliers
the detion of the flow field is shu ld. Eithr ousd i Outliers interfere with the assessment of the flow field inrheadiycimplementhed whflowfieldpn = tain.oy where othn a both a qualitative and quantitative manner. Qualitatively,
readily implemented with FlowMap tochnology CCD cae outliers obscure the visual information in the PIV vector mapwith built-in directional resoluting or special cames for and this can be illustrated by comparing Figure 1, which is awith-built-in d naly sos, vector map which includes outliers, and Figure 2 which is the

When comparing auto-orrelation and cross-corrlation same data set with the outliers removed.
analysis methods from a data validation view point, the
robustness of the cross-correlation method makes it the // ,/ ,
prefared option for determining PIV velocity vectors. Cross- I>.
correlation is more robust because it requires fewer seeding
particles per interrogation regio and has a much larger
dynamic range than auto-correlation analysis. Furthermore, /
unlike auto-correlation, cross-correlation inherently produces . " ,
vectorswith a known direction as well as magnitude. That is, , - -

for a given e imetal circumstance, there is a greater '

probability of obtaining a true velocity vector rather than 1Im - --.o .,
spurious noise when deploying crosscrelation analysis.

While the merits of the cross-correlation analysis method ,
have been discussed in the past, the principal reason for its \cv'(// ,
inclusion in this particular paper is practical: with FlowMap- /

technology, cross-correlation PlV analysis is now feasible for .J r"-•/' -"-

beth low and high speed flows. ANote that the temninology of signal prcssn theory is, ,,,,--• .•..

incorporated in this paper. In particular, invalid vectors will - s .0 1s5 aZ

be termed oudies:- as will become apparent in the Figure 1: Simulated vector map with 25% invalid

discussio invalid vectors are normally found in regions of vectors.

the correlation plane which are far from the position of the
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.igure 3. Biasing of velocity measurement due to outliers
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Figure 2. Validated vector map.
This shows the vector map shown in Figure 1 w3e3p ton
outliers have been removed and appropriate substitutions
made. *A -- a

Quantitatively, outliers have a significant eflect on the
men an rms velocity statistics. This is illustrated in Figure
3 which shows measured average velocity, where the data set ..
includes outliers, versus the irie velocity. For a given 0.2

seedn density, as the true velocity increases, the measured ,

average velocity deacas. That is, outliers bias the average . , .
velocity measurement towards zero - the lae the actual 0. /"
velocity, the greater the bias. MTiheeentotfthe bias is also .
influenced by the average number of seeding particles per -- -
interrogation region: when there are 12 particles the bias is r - .........

not significant. Reducing the number of seeding particles per iiii.iiiss"S
interrogation region increases the bias in the measured Figure 4: Outlier probabilty.
velocity. This result is partly explained by Figure 4 which The probability of making an invalid measurement due to
shows the probability of detecting an outlier versus the ratio noise in the correlation plane is examined as a function of the
of velocity to interrogation length. For a given seeding ratio of velocity-.length of interrogation region. The grmater
density, as the ratio of velocity to interrogation area length the ratio, the more likely an invalid measurement is nude.
increases, the probability of detecting an outlier becomes This probability is also dependent upon the seeding density-
greater. In the same figure, it is also clear that the probability the lower the seeding density, then the greater the probability
of detecting an outlier is dependent on seeding density. the of obtaining an invalid measurement Cross correlation

iager the number of particles in the intergation region, the analysis of PIV interroption area on 32 x 32 pixes. Constant
l likelihood of detecting an outlier. velocity. 300 realizations

Thus, the general effect of outliers on statistical
quantities, whether these are evaluated as a spatial average
overa singe PIV recording or a a temporal average over a 22MoelnNosInP.Sstmumaber of PIV recordings, is at In order to quantitatively assess the effects of the above noise

n bias the measurement of the mean velocity to a n PIV rements and develop strategies to remove such"value which is low of the tmeanv noise, an analysis of noise in PIV systems is required.

"* produce rmis velocities (turbulence intensities)
which are greater than the true values
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noise can have other distributions, but the Gaussian

ConeaI Model white noise assumption usually leads to rather

Consider the model of the 'noise flow' in a PIV system robust estimation.
shown in Figure 5. Here a number of input noise sources are e False detection noise arises when sources of light
processed through a PIV evaluation system and this results in totally irrelevant to the flow interfere with the
output noise. This output noise can be classified and has a measurement. This noise can come from reflected
diverse range of characteristics. or scattered laser light, dust in the optical system

or malfunctioning pixels in the CCD chip. Since
this noise depends on the specific measurement

ineasuementsituation, no analysis of its distribution or
noise characteristics can be made.

outliers When the aforementioned noise sources are processed by the
(invalid PIV system, it will result in uncertainty in the velocity

ttV Plylor) estimates. This noise uncertainty can be divided into two
distrteo evaluation distinct categories.noise system additive

noise Additive noise: This manifests itself as uncertainty
Wee (unceitainty) in the location of the exact position of the velocity

dekctlot peak in correlation plane. It arises from the
noise cumulative effects of particle distribution noise,

mt noise and, to a lesser extent, &Ise
detection noise. In some cases, it may be

Figure 5. Modelling noise In PIV systems. reasonable to assume that this is additive Gaussian
noise. However, the noise may be dependent upon

An actual source of input noise is that found in the PIV the measured velocity1 and so in many situations it
recording. When the PNY recording is evaluated, this noise could be non-white and non-unifonn. This
will give an uncertainty in the velocity estimates. This uncertainty also affects the velocity value of
uncertainty is termed the output noise. The magnitude of the neighbourhood interrogation areas if the
input noise will depend on the particular experimental interrogation areas are overlapping. Furthermore,
situation and the laser, camera and other equipment that is due to non-uniformity of particle distribution and
used. However, it is possible to qualitatively identify and illumination, this noise uncertainty is location
analyse the sources of noise independently of the specific dependent. In spite of these reservations, a
experiment Similarly, while the magnitude of the output Gaussian white-noise assumption gives r.
noise will depend on the specific method of PIV evaluation reasonable signal characterisation.
used, it is possible to categonrise the output noise * Outlierz Noise produces many peaks in the
independently of this. correlation function and in some cases the height of

Thus, a PIV system can be optimised by firstly one of the noise peaks may become greater than the
considering input noise and the sensitivity of the PIV height of the peak corresponding to the velocity.
evaluation system to it. Subsequently, steps can be taken to This results in an invalid measurement. The form
minimise the effects of noise on the complete system. of this outlier noise is distinctly non-additive and,
However, in this paper the purpose of identifying noise as discussed later in this paper, its distribution is
sources and evaluating the effects of such noise on PIV far from Gaussian.
systems is to address the problem of data validation. The problem of additive noise is relatively well behaved.

A number of input noise sources can be identified and Standard methods of signal processing exist for dealing with
characterised as follows this problem, even for non-uniform and non-white signal.

"* Particle distribution noise is due to the random The fact that, in contrast to most signal processing problems,
distribution of signal particles in the fluid which is PIV measurements are multidimensional in several ways,
being measured. This is inherent in the PIV does not pose serious complications. The problems of
method. outliers is less straight-forward and methods of automatically

"* Measwement noise is caused by optical and identifying and removing these from the data set will be the
electronic noise in the equipment used for recording main subject of this paper.
the PlY images. An example is electronic noise in
CCD recorders and the quantisation noise of the
chip. Generally, it can be assumed that this noise is

Gaussian white or coloured noise. In real life this I E.S be== ofdep thecowelvinpakheilhteanha* veto"
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Mathematical analysis of noise in PIV The false detection noise on the other hand is very
In order to develop methods for automatic removal of difficult to analyse since it is caused by specific conditions in

outliers from the PrV data set, it is necessary to analyse the the concrete experiment. Let us suppose that any false
effect of noise on the calculation of correlation functions. For velocity is equally probable. In this case, the outlier
simplicity of notation, the analysis is one dimensional, distribution will be symmetric around zero and have the

Consider the case where the PIV data has been captured above triangular distribution.
on successive image frames, v(t) and w(t), and so the Outlier distribution for narticle distribution noise
correlation function is The outlier distribution due to particle distribution noise

is difficult to analyse, yet it can as the only noise source be
R(r) = v(t)w( - r) analysed to good accuracy, since we have a very realistic

statistical model of the noise. This further underlines the
If the noise can be identified in each frame, the noise- fundamental nature of this noise.
corrupted versions of v(t) and 14(t) are v(t)+n,(t) and Since the noise sources can be reasonably assumed to be
w*t)+ný(t) rspectively. If these are captured in a finite independent of the velocity, it would sean plausible to

interval [-T.Tj. then the correlation is assume that the invalid vector value arising from the false
r rr r rr r " correlation peak is uncorrelated with the true velocity. From

R'(1)= . [V(t +L) +nRV (2 +- ) --- )+n (O---) this assumption, it would be possible to have the following2 2 2 simple model of outlier distribution in velocity vector maps.
T-jrY2 r r There is a probability, p, that the measured correlation peak

= _| v(t+ -)w(f---)dt corresponds to the true velocity vector. Otherwise, the-T4 1 ry2 2 2
measured correlation peak is an outlier and this can be at any

T-1rV2 r T r location within range with equal probability.+ I t-) (--) ,.u,--)a (,÷-)÷ (,) (-)--
-Tl-rV +2)" +2 2 I2 v + 2 )•-( 2& However, the analysis in Section 2.1 shows that the

probability of detecting an outlier from a PIV recording is

,(I- Irl JR(r)+ N(r) dependent on the velocity of the fluid and the seeding density.
-2Tý Furthermore, computer simulations of PIV data sets show that

where Mv) represents the noise terms. Assuming that the noise peaks in the correlation plane, and hence outliers, are
signal and noise are uncorrelated and that the two noise not symmetric around zero. This is illustrated in Figure 6
sources n,(t) and nw(t) are independent ana white, then which shows a plan view of the correlation plane. The true

velociiy signal is located near the bottom left hand region of
EfN(r )= 0 the image and the noise peaks towards the top right hand

region. This distribution of noise peaks within the correlatios.

E{N(r )2 }f(I-2fN(O) 21t plane will further bias the velocity towards zero if outliers are
I I ~ 2# 1  Jnot removed from the data set. Thus, outliers will not be

uniformly distributed over the PIV vector map, but

From this result it can be concluded that concentrate in areas of high velocity and low seeding rate.

"* The height of true correlation peaks will decrease as This feature of outlier noise can be termed negative velocity(-1 V/2) with increaing velocity magnitude bias.
(The authors consider the finding that the distribution of

(represented by It I)" This is a triangular noise peaks in the correlation plane, and hence outiiers, are

distribution. not symmetric around zero is new information in PNV noise
"* The height of noise peaks will decrease as analysis. Therefore, a theoretical explanation of this

IT-I r I/2T. This is a square root dist 4 ution. phenomenon has been undertaken. However, due to space

Thus, the probability of detecting an outlier instead of the limitations, this will be presented in a future paper.

true signal increases with increasing velocity. This
probability will exacerbate the biasing of the av".rage
velocities towards zero.

Characteristics of noise in the correlation plane
The easiest noise to analyse is the measurement noise.

This case exactly corresponds to the above general case, in it
will thus give an outlier distribution that is symmetric around
zero and has the above square-root distribution.
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i Even if a methods invalidates many correct vectors,
this will not be a problem as long as the substitution
is very close to the correct vector.

A measure that takes into consideration all of these effects is
the following

)vr
AHere v are the measured vectors (before or after validation)

trueand vt are the actual vectors. The summation and the

-, 4., M I averaging is over the PIV measurement field. The measure
A determines the difference between the non-validated or
Figure6. Distribution of outlile in the correlation plane. validated & substituted vector field and the actual vector
The tme velocity peak is in the bottom left hand region of the field. This difference has been normed so that it is
correlation plane whereas the noise peaks which produce reasonably comparable for different vector fields. The
outlier, are distributed towards the top right hand region. norming is so that it more or less measures the artificial
Cross correlation analysis of PIV interrogation area on 32 x turbulence intensity due to outliers relative to the true
32 p*iel. Constant velocity, on average 5 particles in the (spatial) turbulence intensity. This quantity typically is a few
interrogation area. 10000 realizations. percent before validation and a few tenths of a percent afte

validation.
2.3 Validity of data validation It is recognised by the authors that this measure is not
Although data sets may contain invalid measuraments, it is ideal since it can only be used on simulated measurements or
important to consider whether it is reasonable for measurements of known flow fields. However, this is a
eementers to perform d validation and question general problem which is encountered in the assessment of
whether it is justifiable to deem certain measurments to be most measuettnent techniques.
TaWl. It should be noted that xpawiemnstr have'a certain a
priori knowledge of the flow field. Ile knowledge may be
the upper ard loner limits of the velocity vectors or that the 3 OUTLIER REMOVAL
vectors are gradually (spatially) vmym&g Automatic data
validation is a foennlisation of this knowledge in a model and Now that a model of outliers and a measure of the
is justifiable if the effects of the model can be tested performance of validation methods has been established, it is

reasonable to proceed with devising methods which will
2.4 Evaluation of data validation methods automatically remove outliers from PIV vectors sets. This
Before developing methods for validation, it is therefore removal of outliers will be called validation.
important that a nmxe the performnce of an evaluation
method can be obtained. A natural measure is the proportion 3.1 Robust statistics
of outliers the method correctly invalidates and the proportion Although there has only been a limited amount of work on
of corect vectors the method wrongly invalidates. However, data validation in PIV, in statistics outlier removal, which is
this method of evaluation has some problems: known as robust statistics, has received much interest during

"* It does Mot give us a single number to rank methods. the last two decades. Some recent references include Barros
Some methods will be very good at finding the & Moura (1992), Mirza & Boyer (1993), Atkinson & Mulira
outliers, but may at the sae time invalidate many (1993), Hardie & Boncelet (1993), Zhong et al (1992) and
correct vectors, while other methods will perform Veldhuis (19S8). While it is possible to get inspiration from
oppositely. these other fields, PIV measurements have some unique

"* It does not take into consideration one of the most characteristics which make it difficult to directly apply the
important functions of data validation, namely the methods. Particular differences are detailed as follows.

removal of outliers which strongly diverge from the I. In PIV the measurments are vectors, not scalars.
data set. 2. In signal processing, it is often assumed that the

"* Normally, a method of validation will also define a data is a realisation of a stationary process of which

substitution for those vectors which are invalidated. the autocorrelation function is known. In PIV, there
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is a limited 2D field, with the boundaries playing an The number of parameters are called the degrees of
important role, and the autocorrelation is not freedom of the model. The fewer degrees of freedom the
known. model has then more strict the model is in the removal of

3. In flow measurements, in contrast with image outliers. However, the fewer degrees of freedom in the model
analysis, the values generally change gradually then the more it will bias the measurements. This bias will
(except in a few cases like boundary layers). be severe if an inappropriate model is applied to

4. In PIV analysis, it is feasible to incorporate measurement validation since it will produce data which fits
knowledge of the fluid dynamics into an analysis of the model rather than assessing whether the data represents
the measurement validity, the flow field. That is. the model would be self-fulfilling.

In spite of these reservations, the idea of robustness could Therefore, it is important to achieve a balance when using
also be applied to PIV measurements. deterministic models and so choose models with an

Robust statistics is applied when the probability density appropriate number of degrees of freedom. The advantage of
of the stochastic variables are not known in detail. Robust the model approach in validation is that the model is explicit
statistics should give a roughly correct answer for a wide and so we can predict what bias the validation will produce in
class of probability densities. The above analysis of outlier the measurements.
distribution means that the distribution trends are known
although the exact distribution is not. Identifying outliers in the deterministic model

3.2 Deterministic Model After having chosen a suitable model, the next stage of

Two possible approaches to formulating data validation data validation is to find vectors which are deemed outliers.

models are deterministic or probabilistic. This paThat is, to find the undetermined parameters of the model so
that the 'best possible' fit to a given set of measurements isconstraidetforw approac s deterministic modelsi thee mst obtained. A usual way to do this is to use Least Squares (IS)

straightforwvard approach. In this deterministic model there is fitn. owerLS itngpsuoesa asin
a (vector) function f of n variables (p ) giving a set of fitting. However, wS fitting presupposes a Gaussian

V, distribution of the errors which is an inpropite
velocity vectors at the PIV measurement locations. Of the n description of outliers. As pointed out in the literature on
input variables, the parameters of the model, some can be robust statistics, LS fitting may behave very badly in the
given in advance while others have to be fitted so that the presence of outliers. IS fitting is the Maximum Likelihood
model matches the measurements. (ML) estimation (see Papoulis (1991)) for Gaussian errors.

An example of this approach is of a flow field which is In PIV this also seems to be a reasonable method of fitting the
constant throughout the PIV measurement area. A model of undetermined parameters of the model to the measured vector
this flow would then be a function whose input parameters map.
are the direction and magnitude of the flow. The output Assuming that the distribution of outliers is such thad.
would be an array of vectors each with this direction and there is a probability p that a vector is correct. Otherwise, the
magnitude. If M is a PIV measurement (an ordered set of measured vector is an outlier, which may assume any value
vectors), to satisfy the model p must be found so that independently of the correct vector, with a probability (I -p).

The distribution of the outliers may not be uniform, but the
M - fq~p = 0 exact distribution will not be important. This approach can

be extended so that each measured vector Mi has an

To allow for (additive) noise in the measurements and a individual probability that it is correct. This probability could
model that does not fit totally, this constraint can be be obtained from say the peak heights in the correlation
weakened to plane. Denoting that the probability that M, is correct as

pip, then the probability that it is wrong as -pip. For a
m M - f C given set of parameters V, it is then possible to partition the

measured vectors M into two sets: set C comprises coreict
vectors and the other set is outliers 0 = M - C. Thus,where II| is some suitable norm (distance function). The dntn h oe sgCms aif

model can be formulated as a set of equations that have to be

satisfied. If M is a PIV measurement, then it has to satisfy
the equations ]g C)Is CI)

g9.(M) [ 5 C The likelihood function (as discussed in Papoulis (1991)) for

the given partition and the given set of parameters is now

which allows for a certain deviation.
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L(M;C.v)- nl pp nl (l1-pp) maxV(M)j-MiIS r (3)
vieC i vigo I

Maximum Likelihood estimation is the maximisation of this where i runs over the set of vecton in the mesamanent M.
function with respect to C and p. For general pi this Suppose that the filterf has a certain convergence property

maximum is complicated to find, but assuming that everr
vector has the same probability of being correct produces a for R--40 (4)

simpler expression
for all M. That is, when starting with any measurement and

L(M;CA)- jq -I-p)MHq applying the filter ove and over sain, the result will
converge towards a measurement invariant underf With this

where ICd is the number of vectors in C. Assuming that p> p it is possible to implement a simple validation

0.5 (that is, a measurement is more likely to be correct than Apply tie filter to the measured data. Toe vectors
wrong) then the maximum of this function is when IC is which deviate too much from their filtered value are
maximum. Note that this maximum is independent of the labelled as outliers.
value of p. If p, is different for different i this statement is This simple method has to be refined to work reasonably.
not true. This ML principle can be fonnulated as The outliers will affect the filtered measurements also at

the model should be fitted so that lhe fewest numbers of positions where there are no outliers. Thus many vectors,
vectors are invalidated which are not outliers, will be labelled as outliers. A method

to overcome this is by repeated filtering (we also Moraitis
Is this a feasible anroach? (1991)) whereby
Although this is a simple principle, it is impossible to do I. the filter is applied to the measured data

directly in practice. This is because it is a discrete 2. those vectors which deviate too much from their
optimisation problem, and in general it is impossible to solve filtered value are labelled as outliers and
these exactly in a reasonable time. Methods which give an substituted by their filtered value
approximate solution to the problem will be discussed in the 3. the filter is reapplied to the new set of measurement
section 3.3. which contains the substitutions

Notice that the model fitting breaks down if more than This loop is repeated a certain number of times. In order for
half of the vectors are wrong. In that case the ML principle this approach to work optimally one further refinement has to
tells us that we should invalidate all vectors. It is. a general be made. The outlier may cause large deviations between the
feature that outlier removal only works if less than half the filtered and the non-filtered measurement also at position.
measurements are outliers (see Rousseau & Leroy (1987) where there are no outliers, especially in the neighbourhod
chapter 4, theorem 7). of the outliers. The vectors at these positions will be labelled

3.3 The model I filtering approach as outliers and will stay as such throughout the following

Although discrete optimisation problems are generally iterations, even when the true outliers are detected. This is
impossible to solve exactly. methods of approximate solution well-known from simulated annealing: if the temperature isimposibe tosole eactl, mthos ofappoxiate oluion lowered too fast (quenching) the system is frozen in a slate

do exist. A particular method is simulated annealing (see e.g. wered doest (quenming) the sy idfptin a te

Press (1992)) and aspects of this approach will be adapted to which does not have minimal eneg. By adapting and testing

PIV vector validation. This approach can be termed the a simulated annealing approach, a method of overcoming this

filtering model. problem has been developed.
In this approach, some random vectors initially labelledA filter is a functiouf: M -, M, which given a set of 'outliers! subsequently change their state to non-outliers.

inputemeasure ment asurement M satisfies the filtering Although this has some positive effect, it is minimal. A
model with filterfifM is invariant undersf, better way is to let i in equation (3) decrease in value after

each iteration. This is has been termed an annealing

f(mM)- M sequence. In this way, the strongly deviating outliers, which
may otherwise cause non-outliers to deviate from their
filtered value, are removed during the first iteration. During
the next iteration s is decreased, so that more outliers are

jf(M)- MI Sfound, and so on. With this refinement, the method of
filtered validation can be described in exact terms as follows

It has been found that the only reasonable norm to use is the
max norm, thus
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_ The invariant set of f are those M satisftying

Let MO be the original measurement, and let ,j = L..N be supp(lk)cr-((l}), i.e. thoemeasurementwbose

an annealing sequence. For eachj let Fourier transforms is only non-zero where f is
equal to i.

f -IM0f(Mi-I) i • The filter f satisfies the convergence condition in

MI 0 i <•" equation (4)if nd only if I everywhere.

f(Mf-i )j otherwise Three different filters were investigated.
I!. Moving average. Here the filtered vector is given

The result is MN', where outliers have been substituted. If by an average of the vectors in a certain
neighbourhood. The invariant subset is the conant

'e v r w ano ier vector fields.

2. Linear interpolation. The filtered vector is given by

To use the above method, a suitable annealing sequence fitting the vectors in a neighbourhood to a plane by

jJ* -IL..N has to be found. The e's have to adapt to the Least Squares fitting. It is easily proven that this
me asuremet otoe ound.he s ha ve to antwh tofilter can also be expressed on the form given in

Someasurement therwise one has to experiment with the i's equation (2), and that the invariant subset ae the
for each new measurme~nt. If there is a very large outlier in paevco ils

the measurement, this large outlier will also cause other good plane vector fields.

vectors to deviate strongly from their filtered value. Thus, the letting l(x) p1 on some neighbouthood of 0, and

es must depend on the largest deviation and it was found that lero elehee In t dmensions, ot onl
it ws covenintlyto cosezero elsewhere. In two dimensions, not only the

it was conveniently to chose band limit, but also the shape of a filter must be

determined. We have found that it is reasonable to
C'. fa. MxAIM? -f(M-l)"I let the filter be circular symmetric, due to the

i i isymmetry of turbulence. The invariant subset ae of

where a 1 is the acceptance factor. course those vector field, which are ideal low-pass.

To use the model, one thus has to find the number of Boundary conditions pose a special problem in the
steps, N. the (final) acceptance factor aUN and a suitable filtering approach. If the flow is viscous, it will converge
sequence aj,j=l..N-I decreasing to aN. This will be towards zero on boundaries, and the boundary problem can be

discussed further in Section 5. solved by setting the flovJ field to zero outside the boundaries.
If the flow can be considered (almost) non-viscous this cannotm

Develoingi Suitable Filters be used. Furthermore, the boundaries of the Ply data set do
The next issue to address is which filters to use? Both not typically correspond to the boundaries of the flow and so

non-linear and linear filters could be used. Although in setting the flow to zero outside the data set boundaries will
general non-linear filters can be superior, linear filters were give wrong results. A more realistic condition to impose is
developed. The reason for this choice is that those that the flow extends in a 'continuous! manner across the
measurements satisfying the model, the invariant set of the boundary of the PlY recording, and use this to extrapolate
filters, can be described very easily. Furthermore, it is within the measured flow field. How this should be done
straight forward to find the convergence properties of the depends on the specific filter. For moving average filtration
filters. This is a very important feature of a validation and linear filtration it is quite straightforward, but for ideal
method, as mentioned in section 2.4 since this makes it low pass filtering more advanced solutions have to be found.
possible to describe and predict the bias of the methods. The It is well-known that a function cannot have bounded
filters which will be discussed can be written as a convolution support in both the space and frequency domain. Thus, if the

bounded domain of a PIV measurement is extended by setting
f(M)= f®M it to zero outside the boundaries, the result will not be low

pass. Thus, intelligent boundaries have to be set. The

(The issue of the boundary conditions shall be discussed Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm (see Marks (1991) section 7.3)
below.) Thus, in the Fourier plane the filter is a was adapted to this purpose. Here, the initial step is to pad
multiplication the PlY measurements by a certain number of zerm and then

follow the algorithm in figure 7.23 in Marks (1991), with the
f(M)-=f. modification that in step (5) an additional substitution is

made. This will not work so well in practice, since PGA
ideally assumes continuous sampling, it does converge very
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slowly and it does not converge in the L? -sense: specifically This vector map shows the difference in vector values
it does not converge on the boundaries, contrary to what was between the raw data set shown in Figure 1 and the validated
wanted (Gibb's phenomena). To improve on this, the data shown in Figure 2. Both these figures are in Section 2.
bandwidth of the filter was allowed to expand from iteration
to iteration, initially with a very sharp filter and expanding to Table I: Performance of different filter models.
the chosen bandwidth. Filter measure Correctly Incorrectly

I invalidated invalidated
Low Pass .3. 10-4 259/261 0

4 TESTING THE VALIDATION METHODS Moving avg. .4.10-4 259/261 0

Linear .1.10-3  256/261 21
The validation algorithms were tested on a number of Moving 6.1.10-4 257/261 12
simulated pictures an example of which is shown in Figure 1. av_ I 2
Typically, a random selection of 25% of the vectors were In all cases the measure given by equation I before validation
designated oxitliers. This provided a reasonable method of was 6.4.10-'.
evaluating the performance of the validation methods
although it was not a realistic distribution of outliers.

Figure 2 shows the picture after validation with low pass 5 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
filtering. Table I gives a summary of results of this and the
other validation methods. All the data is for 6 iterations and A review of the PIV literature showed that only a handful of
a logarithmic quenching sequence, except the last entry in the papers had discussed the issue of automatic PIV data
table, where a constant acceptance factor was used. It is seen validation. Since there is a finite probability that even with
that an appropriate choice of quenching sequence is essential ideal data acquisition and analysis procedures invalid vectors
for reasonable performance. Also, when using a slowly will be produced, validation methods are required.
decreasing quenching sequence, the choice of acceptance Validation methods should be automatic for reasons of
factor is non-critical. If a too low a value of acceptance factor practicability and experimental rigour. The practical aspects
is chosen, many valid vectors will be designed outliers, are that with FlowMap evaluating several thousand vectors
However, since the value of the substituted vector is so close per second, it is no longer feasible to examine data sets
to the original, this is not a serious problem. The validation manually. Experimental rigour is compromised by manual
will just work as a low pass filter on the data, which should data validation since it produces an indeterminable bias to the
not prose problems provided that an appropriate selection of measurement process. Further important considerations are
filter is made in the first instance, that if researchers wish to adopt the PIV technique in

situations where data acquisition takes place with non-ideal
. conditions, then there should be validation methods to ensure

that they can reliably distinguish the real data from the noise.
This will also be useful if experimenters which to extend the

2 " -. application of the PIV technique to measure complex flow

- - fields.

........ The analysis of noise in the correlation plane, which was
20 generated by noise from both PIV data and measurement

"""systems, highlighted two problem areas. The first is noise
• - induced uncertainty in the location of the velocity peak and

'5 the second problem is detecting a spurious noise peak instead
- .of the peak associated with the velocity. The later occurrence

, is perhaps the more serious as it produces an invalid vector
20 . . which was termed an outlier. Analysis of the characteristics

of outliers showed that they bias the measured estimate of the
velocity towards zero, artificially increase the rms turbulence
value and interfere with the experimenter's perception of the
flow fields behaviour. Even a single outlier can significantly

- affect the measurement process.
I s 1o I's '0 2S , 0 By adapting robust statistics so that specific features of

Figure 7: Effect of data validation, both fluid dynamics and the PIV measurement technique were

2 with emcm eompmae fracer
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accounted for, it was possible to develop automatic data Zhong. J., Weng, J. and Huang, T.S.: Robust and
validation procedures which were feasible to implement. physically-constrained interpolation of fluid flow fields, IEEE
Three validation methods, flow pass filter, moving average ICASSP 1992.
filer and linear filter were proposed. In order to assess the
performance of these methods, a measure was suggested.
This was used in a controlled test of the validation methods
where a simulated vector map was altered so that it contained
25% randomly distributed outliers. It was found that even
with as many as 25% outliers in the vector map it was
possible to extract the original vector field with almost no
deviation. Thus, it should be possible to extend the
applicability of the PIV measurement technique to more
complex flow fields.
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NEAR FIELD STRUCTURE OF A SUPERSONIC JET: "ON-LINE" PIV STUDY

A. Krothapalli, D. P. Wishart and L. M. Lourenco
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Florida A&M university and Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32316, USA

ABSTRACT flow field in a supersonic jet, it is necessary to obtain
measurements of at least two fundamental variables such

Results of an experimental investigation to as density and velocity. Whole field density measurements
determine the velocity field of an axisymmetric supersonic have been made with success using interferometeric
jet using the "on-line" Particle Image Velocimetry are (Ladenburg and Bershader (1956)) and more recently
presented. Particular emphasis is placed on the description Moird-Schlieren methods (Tabei eLal. (1991)). In this
of a shock cell structure comprising of shocks, expansion paper, we describe a novel Particle Image Velocimetry
fans, and three dimensional shear layers. Comparison of technique to obtain instantaneous two-dimensional veloc-
the PIV daft with those obtained from pressure and ity field with in a selected plane of the jet.
schlieren flow visualization show good agreement. An
interesting phenomenon of internal shear layers within the On-Use Pardtle Image Velocimetry
jet are identified.

A fully digital and operator interactive PIV
I. INTRODUCTION system developed by iourenco (1990) was used in this

experiment. This instrument uses a high resolution CCD
As part of an ongoing program to study the area sensors, replacing the conventional photographic

structure of supersonic jets, issuing from different nozzle recording and processing step, and state of the art
configuration and exit conditions, a systematic investiga- microcomputer hardware and software. Unlike earlier
tion has been caried out on a jet issuing from an digital approaches, it is capable of recording flows within
axisymmetric nozzle. This program was intiated by the a wide range of velocities, from a few millimeters per
renewed interest in the development of exhauast nozzle second to several hundreds of meters per second) while
configurations for stealth aircraft and high speed civil retaining the spatial resolution of a conventional 35mm
transport. The focus of this paper is to provide, through film. The basis for the evaluation of the displacement of
PIV data, a better understanding of the shock-cell structure particle images is the auto-correlation method (see
that is associated with imperfectly expanded supersonic Lourenco etal, (1994) for details). This system was
jets. designated as "On-line" PlV.

The near field structure of a supersonic jet is The main components of this fully integrated PIV
mainly determined by the nozzle exit pressure ratio (exit ae the laser source, with associated sheet forming optics,
pressure / ambient pressure) and area ratio (exit area/throat the high resolution video sensor, the microcomuter and
area). An ideally expanded jet is the one where the exit image acquisition and processing hardware. A video
plane pressure is equal to ambient pressure, commonly camera (KODAK 1.4 Megaplus) with a CCD array con-
referred to as the design condition. When the pressure in taining 1320(H) x 1035(V) active pixels was used to
the exit plane is greater or less than the ambient pressure, acquire the multiply exposed images. The pixels are 6.8
the jet is referred to as under or over expanded re- pun square and have a center to center spacing of 6.8 Pin.
spectively. To minimize thrust losses, exhuast nozzles are The spatial resolving power of this sensor array is
generally designed to perform at the ideally expanded equivalent to 74 line pairs per mm. The camera features a
condition. However, under many circumstances the nozzle built-in 8 bit anolog to digital converter that produces a
is operated away from the design condition resulting in the digital video output signal containing 256 gray levels. A
generation of a quasi-periodic cell structure containing customized digital intemface and frame buffer board in
shocks and expansion fans, referred to as shock-cells. The the host computer receive and store the digital frame data
flow field within these shock cells is yet to be fully from the camera. For short exposure times, the maximum
understood. This is primarly due to limited measurements frame rate is about 6.9 frames/sec. Using a calibration
within the shock cell structure. In order to characterize the experiment, Lourenco etal (1994) have demonstrated that
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the velocity measurement error is bounded and of the at 1 Hz. The width of the light sheet was about 15cm. The
order of * 1-2% full scale. Using this technique in thickness of the sheet was about Irmm. The time between
combination with a velocity bias method, velocity pulses was set at I ;isec. To capture the velocity of the
measurements in regions of high shear can be made with entrained fluid from the ambient medium and the details
good accuracy (Lourenco and Krothapalli (1994)). of the shear layers, a velocity bias was applied using a

high speed (6000rpm) spinning mirror (Wishart (1994)).
2. APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTATION AND Double pulse images were acquired using a 1.4
PROCEDURES MB (1340x1035) Kodak digital Video camera in

conjunction with FFD MkllI "On-line" PIV system. The
A blowdown heated jet facility was used for the images were processed on a rectangular grid (50x60).

experiment. This facility consists of a high pressure (2000 Using a i486, 66 MHz, based computer with an i860
psig) reservoir with a capacity of 10 m3 that is charged accelerator board, velocity vectors were computed at a
using a high displacement reciprocating air compressor. rate of 30 vectors/sec. A schematic arrangement of the
The desired stagnation pressure and temperature for the jet apparatus is shown in figure 1.
is obtained by passing the high pressure air through a
series of control valves and electrical resistive heaters LAM am
(power = 450kW). Microprocessor based closed loop
controllers were used to maintain the stagnation pressure
and temperature to within +1% of the set values. For the jg

detailed description of this facility reference can be
made to Wishart (1994).

A convergent-divergent nozzle with a design I"
Mach number of 2 was used. The nozzle exit diameter D, T-A Slog*

was 2.94 cm. The jet issued into an ambient medium. DINNO __-_- 7 1 m
Stagnation pressure was varied to obtain underexpanded
and overexpanded conditions. A converging axisymmetic
nozzle with the same throat area (4.45 cm2) as the Mach 2
nozzle was used to generate a highly underexpanded jet. - L "

For all the experiments considered here, the stagnation mW
temperature was about 288 K. The exit Reynolds number
based on fully isentropic conditions was about 3 x 106.

A standard schlieren technique was used to Figure 1. Schematic arrangement of the setup.
visualize the jet. The duration of the light flash was about
2.5 pisec. The image was captured on to a high resolution 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(2048 x 2048 pixels) Video camera (KODAK 4.2
Megaplus). Figure 2 shows typical schlieren pictures of the

In applications of PIV to the measurement of near field of the jet, issuing from the convergent-divergent
high speed flows, the selection and implementation of the nozzle, operating at three different pressure ratios
proper seeding strategy is a major factor contributing to (stagnation pressure, p./ ambient pressure, p.). Photo-
successful measurements (Lourenco and Krothapalli graphs cover the region from the nozzle exit to three
(1994)). The jet was seeded with 0.8 Wzm A1203 particles, diameters downstream. The knife edge is oriented normal
They are introduced through an agitated fluidized bed with to the jet axis to accent the shock cell structure. Figure 2a
low mass flow and velocity so as to allow only small corresponds to the case where the nozzle is operating close
particles to enter the flow. The suspended particles are to the design condition with a very weak wave system.
then passed through a cyclone particle separator to remove When the nozzle is operating away from the design
any remaining large particles. The details of the seeding condition, compression (overexpanded jet) and expansion
apparatus were given by Ross et.al. (1994). The ambient fans (underexpanded jet) occur at the nozzle exit as shown
air was seeded with smoke generated by a Rosco 1500 in figures 2b and 2c respectively.
Fog/Smoke generator. The generator produces particles in For highly underexpanded jets, strong shocks are
the range of 0.5 to 1.5 ptm. formed within the first few diameters of the nozzle exit.

The laser sheet was created by using a Lumonics Figure 3 shows an example of a highly underexpanded jet
double pulse (pulse width =20 nsec) Ruby laser operating issuing from a convergent nozzle. The nozzle pressure
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distance between the nozzle exit and the Mach disk is a
function of the nozzle pressure ratio. In figure 3, this dis-
tance was measured to be about 1.78 D in agreement with
previous measurements (Landenburg et.al. (1949) and
Tabei et.al (1991)).

A typical double exposure digital image of an
ideally expanded jet, corresponding to figure 1, is shown
in figure 4. Different seeding method used in the ambient
(smoke) and the jet fluids (A120 3) appear in the picture as

a descriminator between the two distinct fluid regions.
Seeding introduced in this fashion along with the velocity

(a) Ideally expanded condition. p. /p, 7.8

"- Figure 3. Schlieren image of highly underexpanded jet.
p. /p. = 7.8

bias makes it possible to obtain the data within the shear
(b) Overexpanded condition. Pa/Pa = 5.8 layers. From this and a number of similar pictures, the

large structures observed in the shear layers appear to be
incoherent and three dimensional. Such an observation- has also been made by Clemens and Mungal (1992) in two
dimensional shear layers under similar conditions.

(c) Underexpanded condition. P. /P. = 9.5

Figure 2. Schlieren pictures of supersonic jet.

ratio correspond to that of an isentropically expanded
Mach 2 jet. The resulting static pressure ratio (nozzle exit
pressure/ambient pressure) is 4. The dominating feature
of this flow field is the normal shock at the center portion
of the jet terminated by a triple shock structure. The Figure 4. Double exposure digital image of an ideally

normal shock is commonly referred to as Mach disk. The expanded jet corresponding to figure 2a.
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An illustration of the usefulness of double
exposure images as flow visualization pictures is clearly
seen in figure 5. This picture corresponds to the schlieren
picture shown in figure 3. The variations in the particle
concentration observed in the picture can be qualitatively
related to the density of the fluid. For example, a distinct
boundary in particle concentraton is noticed at the location
of the Mach disk. In the subsonic region immediatly after
the shock, a noticeable increase in the particle concentra- --.__..__..........

tion is observed suggesting a relatively large value for the .....................

density as compared to that ahead of the shock. The slip-
line shear layer inside the jet, that originate from the triple ....................

point, is also clearly seen. Because of their relative low (a) Ideally expanded condition.
convective Mach number (Mc = 0.3; where Mc = (Ul-

U2)/(a1+a 2); U, a represent mean velocity and speed of E..............
sound respectively, and subscripts I and 2 designate the ---------------

high and low speed sides of the shear layer) large --- ---------------- --___ _-_-__-=-----------_-

coherent structures are observed. Due to the relatively
high underexpanded condition of the jet, outer shear layers
follow a concave curvature. Such shear layers generally
promote the growth of streamwise structures as noticed by
Krothapalli et.al (1991). As a result they become three

dimensional.

S. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(b) Overexpanded condition.

~~~- ---- --- ------ -----

7.. 7: rr- • l

..,. ,,,- ..j - .. . ... .. ...... .._

... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ....... ' . •.. -,...;

Figure 5. Double expososure image of highly ... ..........

underexpanded jet corresponding to figure 3.
(c) Underexpanded condition.

The double exposure images were processed Figure 6. Mean velocity vector fields for supersonic jets

using a cartesian grid (x, y; where x denotes the ordinate corresponding to schlieren images in figure 2.

along the axis aligned with the centerline of the jet with its fidelity as shown in the figure. A better representation of
origin at the nozzle exit) of 50x60 corresponding to a the shock cell structure is shown in figure 7. The
physical space of 1.73x1.15 mm. Mean velocity fields corresponding out-of-plane component of vorticity was
corresponding to figure 2 are shown in figure 6 as obtained as shown in figure 8. In addition to the outer
uniformly scaled velocity vectors. These were computed shear layers, the inner slip-line shear layers were also
using 12 instantaneous velocity fields. The mean velocity captured. It is of interest to note that the vorticity strength
variation within shock cell structures is captured with of the slip-line shear layer is comparable to that of the
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outer shear layer. For example, the maximum normalized
value of vorticity (tlzD/Ue) in the outer shear layer is
found to be about 15, while for the slip-line shear layer it 2.0o - POM,-
is about I1. I - mida

To asses the accuracy of the PIV data, a a ,3 t 3 , A

comparison is made with the centerline velocity data
obtained using pitot and static pressure measurements in t.
an underexpanded jet. Figure 9 shows such a comparison
for the jet operating at conditions corresponding to those oi
in figure 7. The velocity data is normalized with the exit
velocity obtained from the pressure data, which agrees W)
with the theoretical value. The Pj data at the nozzle exit a 1 2 3 4

is suspect due to light reflection from the nozzle surface Figure 9. Variation of the normalized centerline velcity

which dominate the scattering from the particles. The of an highly underexpanded jetp. v/P. e 7.8

agreement of the Ply data with that derived from pressure

measurements is good upto the shock location. Due to the 4. CONCLUSIONS
particle lag the PIV data after the shock differs from the
fluid velocity. The solid line represents a model taking Application of the "on-line" PIV, to supersonic
into account of particle dynamics (Ross et.al (1994). jets is demonstrated by the measurement of the shock cell

structure in overxpanded and underexpanded axisymmet-
.-.. ... :. - Tic jets. By using different seeding material for the

... :."::................ -ambient medium and the jet fluid in combination with an
appropriate velocity bias technique, details of the complex
velocity field is obtained with fidelity. These include
flows with three-dimensional shear layers, shocks and
expansion fans. In particular, for the umderexpanded jet,
the internal shear layer associated with the slip stream is
identified. The particle dynamics model proposed by Ross
etal (1994) was found to accurately estimate the effects of
particle lag in the PIV data.. 2. ::......... .... '
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ABSTRACT background suppression. This feature has also been used to
observe compressible mixing layers (Elliot, et. al. (1992)].

Precision measurements of velocity, temperature. and The ability of the filter to resolve the spectral character
density with Filtered Rayleigh Scattering require that the filter of the light scattered from a flow was demonstrated in a Mach
characteristics be accurately known and that the geometrical 5 free jet, which was illuminated at 45" by a laser sheet
factors be properly modeled. Failure to account for these [Miles, et. al. (1992)]. As the laser was frequency tuned, theeffects in low F number optical systems will lead to large light scattered from the Mach 5 jet was swept in frequency
errors in both the velocity and temperature measurements, through the absorption banu of the filter. In this case, the light
The best signal-to-noise is achieved with a sharp cut-off that was scattered was not only shifted in frequency due to the
blocking filter whose width exceeds the linewidth of the Doppler effect, but it was broadened by thermal motion of the
Rayleigh light scattered by the air. The signal-to-noise can be air molecules. By obsering the Rayleigh scattering from airfurther enhanced by operating in the ultraviolet region of the at a particular location in the flow field as the laser frequency
spectrum where large enhancements in the scattering cross was swept, the flow velocity, temperature, and relative density
section and better optical filters are available, were determined. Other researclhe have also addressed this

aspect of Filtered Rayleigh Scattering, exploring the velocity
profile of mixing layers [Elliott. a. al. (1994)1 and examining1. INTRODUCTION the potential of Filtered Rayleigh Scattering for measurement
of mass flow [Winter and Shirley (1993)].

Filtered Rayleigh Scattering is a diagnosiic tool which The utility of the Filterd Rayleigh Scattering technique
has been recently developed for imaging high-speed flow for the measurement of velocity, temperature, and density,
fields (Miles and Lempert (1990)]. The approach relies on the relies on the accuracy with which these measurements can be
utilization of a narrow linewidth laser source which made. That accuracy depends on numerous factors. The
illuminates the flow and an atomic or molecular blocking fundamental noise process is shot noise associated with the
filter which is placed in front of a camera which observes the number of photoelectrons collected from each resolvable
scattered light. The filter has a very sharp cut-off (from 10% image element. To reach this limit, however, many other
transmission to 90% transmission in a few hundred MHz) and things must be precisely known. These include precise
an attenuation of many orders of magnitude on line center, tracking of the laser frequency, a precise charactefization ofFiltered Rayleigh Scattering has two major applications. The the cell transmission, and a precise understanding of the errors
first is the observation of weak scattering by blocking strong introduced by the collection optics. Two paradigms will be
background light which is only a few hundred MHz away. used in this discussion. The first is the iodine molecular vapor
The second is the spectral characterization of the scattered filter used in conjunction with a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
light, laser, and the second is the mercury atomic vapor filter used

Both of these features have been demonstrated in recent in conjunction with a frequency-tripled titanium-sapphire
laboratory experiments. The blocking capability of the filter laser. All the Filtered Rayleigh scattering experiments, tocan be used to remove light scattered from windows and walls date, have been done using the first paradigm, the iodine
in order to permit the observation of weak Rayleigh scattering molecular vapor filter. For future measurements, however,
from the flow field itself. For example, a series of two- the mercury vapor filter shows great promise. Preliminary
dimensional cross-sectional slices of the flow field within a mercury filter characterizations scans will be shown together
Mach 3 inlet duct were imaged using this technique, leading with a discussion of the potential impact of the mercury
to a volumetric picture of the crossing shock and boundary vapor/Titanium:Sapphire system.
layer structure [Forkey, et. al. (1994)]. Without the
background suppression feature, the light scattered from the
air would have been obscured by the light scattered from 2. IODINE FILTER
windows and walls. In this experiment. the flow cross
sections were observed from downstream through a mirror The operation of the iodine molecular filter relies on
placed in the flow on a sting, and the resulting Doppler effect specific absorption lines associated with the B-X electronic
provided enough frequency shift to achieve strong band of iodine. These transitions have been studied before.

and current literature exists which delineates line positions
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and extinction coefficients IGersternkorn and Luc: vapor pressures, leading to optically thick absorption profiles

Tellinghuisen (1982): Glaser (1985)]. In addition, the line measured with an accuracy better than 1 MHz.

broadening can be modeled assuming a combination of A model of the iodine absorption profile was initially

thermal and collisional processes. While the accuracy of the constructed using literature values for line positions and

literature values is good, it is not sufficient for precision extinction coefficients, and the classical expression for

measurements. For example. relative line positions must be thermal broadening. This model was then corrected using the

known to an accuracy of a few MHz, the line broadening accurately measured line positions, so that it gave a precise

parameter must be verified to the same accuracy, and the match with the experimental data taken over the operating

absorption c.oefficients must be known to within a few range of interest. Figure 1 shows the measurement of the

percent. These are all important since the measurement of the iodine absorption spectrum and the corrected model fit to that
velocity has an error of approximately I m/sec if the line measurement. Note the Lorrection has been made for the
position is off by 1 MHz (or I part in 10s). and the optically thick line of interest, the rsidual error is still
measurement of the temperature is critically dependent on the apparent on other lines shown. Or..e this model has been
knowledge of the slope of the filter cut-off, which, in turn. is a developed and validated, it can be used as a tool to
function of the broadening parameter and the extinction deconvolve from the experimental data the lineshape,
coefficient. Generally, the iodine molecular absorption cell is position, and strength of the scattering from the particular
operated at high enough iodine density so that the absorption observed element in air.
line is optically thick. In that case, the maximum slope of the In the case where the scattering light level is low, fast
cut-off scales as the square root of the log of the product of (i.e.. low F number) optics are desirable in order to collect the

the line center extinction coefficient, a0. times the path most light possible. In this case, additional corrections must
be made to the data to account for the subtended angle of

length. L. divided by the Ltermal linewidth, Af: collection optics. These corrections must take into account

two important phenomena. The first is that the Doppler shift
( "o/ associated with light collected through one portion of the

dI optics is slightly different from that associated with light
0. 74 ( collected through another portion of the optics. This occurs

-= - In(,t) ( I ) because the Doppler shift observed is related not only to the
df Af angle of the incident laser beam, buz also to the angle at which

the scattering molecule is observed. The second major
In order to achieve sharp cut-off, the thermal minewidth must correction that needs to be applied is due to the varying path
be narrow (i.e., the temperature low, and the mass of the lengths of the light rays as they pass through the iodine cell.
molecule high), and the extinction must be large (i.e., high In the case of an optically thick transition, these varying path
vapor pressure or long path length). The accuracy of the lengths do not introduce a significant change in the data, but
measurement improves with a sharp cut-off filter. This should be taken into account for the highest precision
suggests that a heavy gas vapor with a high vapor pressure measurements.
such as iodine or mercury, is desirable. It also suggests that For example, the cell response to an idealized Mach 5
the cell operate at the highest possible extinction coefficient. jet (velocity of 721 m/sec. static temperature of 50 K, and
As a practical matter, this is limited by the out-of band static pressure of 40 tort) illuminated at 45', and with
absorption, normally associated with very weak absorption scattered light collected normal to the iet (see Fig. 2), is
phenomena. In the iodine cell, for example, there is a shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for collection optics with a lens
background continuum absorption due to the C-X transition in diameter of 1/5 of the distance from the lens to the jet (Fig. 3),
iodine. This continuum absorption leads to a maximum and with a lens diameter equal to the distance from the lens to
contrast before the off-line center transmission begins to drop the jet (Fig. 4). Each figure shows three curves. The dark
significantly. In iodine, this maximum contrast is curve corresponds to the response of the system neglecting the
approximately 5 orders of magnitude. geometric factors and neglecting broadening of the light

A series of experiments have been conducted in order to scattered from the air (i.e., assuming a temperature of O0K or a
establish with precision the location of the absorption lines, mass of -,). This curve just gives the filter response. The
the behavior of those lines as a function of ceil temperature dotted line shows the system response to the point in the
and iodine partial pressure. the maximum extinction, and the center of the field-of-view and includes the geometric factors
effect of weak background absorption. Thr ! experiments associated with light collection. The dashed curve
used a pair of continuous wave Nd:YAG lasers. The first of incorporates the thermal broadening of the air and represents
these was frequency-doubled, modulated, and locked to a the modeled response of the filter and optical collection
nearby optically thin iodine absorption line. A portion of the system to the 50 K air in the Mach 5 flow. The curves all
infrared beam from this reference laser was passed into an cross at the same point since the broadening in all cases is
optical fiber and onto a detector. The second laser was symmetric. This crossing point is used to determine the
frequency-doubled and passed through the iodine cell to be
characterized. A portion of the infrared light from this laser velocity of the flow. It is evident that the I I collection
was combined with the first laser in the optical fiber and

passed onto the detector. The beat frequency between the two optics lead to an effective broadening of the filter cut-off,
lasers was measured using a high frequency counter which which would, in the absence of proper modeling, be

was accurate to better than I MHz. As the second laser was misinterpreted as a higher temperature of the gas flow. These
swept in frequency, the transmission of the iodine cell was geometrical factors are different for different points in the

recorded while the frequency of the second laser was image due to vignetting and the associated scattering angles of

precisely monitored These transmission versus frequency the light collected. For example, Fig. 5 shows the effect on
measurements were repeated for various different iodine cell the observed element at the farthest edge of the field-of-view.
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This figure corresponds to Fig. 4 (i.e.. dY/ = I). but note transmission (q = 90%). the predicted number of photons
present at the detector per resolution element (Eq. 2) is 160

that the frequency is offset somewhat (about 350 MHz) for each pulse of the laser.
because the element observed is seen from a different angle.
so it gives a significantly different apparent velocity. This ( I Xjya) Vgeomtry = j- A)~l
shift is still apparent with a = 5 collection geometry hw H98 V M
(Fig. 6). but is significantly smaller (about 70 MHz). (2
Nevertheless, failure to account for this shift will lead to a [ 1significant error (approximately 50 m/sec or 7%) in the (TO

velocity measurement of the Mach 5 jet. 4F
In addition to the fundamental filter/collector image

transfer characteristics, one must also add the laser linewidth
to fully model the image transfer function. Once this With a 40% quantum efficiency detector (e.g.. a high
modeling is complete, then the data associated with any point efficiency CCD), this corresponds to 64 photoelectrons
in the image can be deconvolved so that the frequency shift collected. The shot noise ,s equal to the square root of the
and line profile associated with the scattering at that point can number of photoelectrons, so with a single shot, the density
be determined. A fit to that data then yields the temperature, can only be measured to one part in eight. or 12.5%. To
velocity, and density at that particular point in the flow field. achieve a density measurement of better than 1%. at least
For example, the data for the Mach 5 jet is shown in Fig. 7 10,000 photons per resolution element must be accumulated.
together with the fit. Here direct (unshifted) background This corresponds to approximately 160 laser pulses, or 16 sec
scattering of the laser is also present and included in the fit. at 10 pulses/sec. For more accurate single pulse
The data is noisy, largely because of jet fluctuations rather measurements, faster collection optics are required. For
than shot noise. Even with this large amount of noise, the fit example, an F=1 lens will collect 25 times as many photons,
gave the velocity and density with an accuracy of 4%. and leading to an accuracy of approximately 2.5% for the
temperature with an accuracy of 8%. measurement of density in a single shoL

Once the transfer function of the laser filter and The measurement of velocity and temperature requires
collection optics is determined, the limitations of the either that the laser be scanned, that the scattering volume be
measurement accuracy are, primarily, signal-to-noise observed through filters from several different angles, that
associated with each resolvable element in the image and the laser illumination be incident from several angles, or that
experimental factors, such as the precise measurement of the filters with slightly different cut-off frequencies be used. The
laser incidence angle, the measurement of the scattering most straight-forward approach is to scan the laser frequency.
element. and the locking stability of the high power laser. Of course this leads to an average velocity and temperature at
This locking stability error arises due to the fact that a pulsed each point. The velocity and temperature are then found by
frequency-doubled YAG laser is used for the actual fitting the curve, as discussed previously. The velocity is
measurement, and that laser is locked to an injection laser determined from the laser frequency at which the filter
which is slowly tuned and precisely monitored. The output of attenuates the signal, and the temperature is determined by the
the high power laser is assumed to be at the same frequency as rate at which the signal is attenuated as the laser is swept in
the injection laser. With currently available commercial high frequency. The accuracy of both these measurements depends
power lasers, the ability to track the injection laser is related on the quality of the fit. By tuning the laser far enough so that
to the speed of the scan. If the scan is too rapid. the higher the scattered light has a frequency such that it is fully
power laser cannot track, and the injection locking becomes transmitted through the molecular filter at the beginning of the
intermittent. With designs currently under development. die scan, and again is fully transmitted at the end of the scan, then
high power laser will track the injection laser on a pulse-by- the velocity can be determined quite accurately from the
pulse basis, so intermittent locking will not be present. There symmetry of the attenuation profile. In this case, the accuracy
may, however, be some residual frequency pulling that has yet of the velocity measurement is similar to that of the density.
to be examined. The temperature measurement. on the other hand, requires

In the absence of experimental factors, the fundamental that the slope of the curve be fitted. This means that the data
limitation is the shot noise associated with the number of associated with low transmissivity is important This data
photoelectrons collected from each resolved element. For corresponds to a reduced number of photons collected, and,
example, assuming: a laser with an energy, EL of 100 mJ at consequently, a higher shot noise. For this reason, the
0.532 micron (frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser); expanded temperature measurement is intrinsically less precise than
with a height. H, of 2 cm, and a thickness, 8, of 50p; air at velocity or density.

An estimation of the filter performance can be made by
and (. 69V 10" recognizing that an ideal notch blocking filter can be

standard temperature npressure = 2.69 X c visualized as a low pass step filter with a cut-off frequency,
f-c, plus a high pass step filter with a cut-off frequency of f+c.

with a differential Rayleigh cross section. • ' of The signal passing through the low pass filter can beexpressed as the integral of the scattering frequency profile

6 x 10-'ncm2 Isr; a resolved volume element, V. of 50px R(f) upto the cut-off frequency.:

501Ax 50•; a collection system consisting an F5 lens,
imaging a 2 x 2 cm cross-sectional area of the flow onto a ISf V
cm2 CCD device with 25 x 25p elements (a magnification _ _R f- -fL (3)
factor. m. of 0.5); and an additional 10% loss due to optical
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Fig. 8. A close-up of the Hg202 transition is shown in Fig. 9,

V along with the thermally and collisionally broadened model.
where the argument f - - - f includes the Doppler shift The maximum transmission of 70% is a consequence ofIL window reflectivity and does not correspond to background

associated with the flow velocity and the frequency. f " of absorption in the mercury vapor. The predicted contrast of
L this filter is 31 orders of magnitude.

the illuminating laser. The signal passing through the high An expernment set-up with the same collection optics as
pass filter is the integral beginning with the upper cut-off described in the previous section. and, again, using a single
frequency and continuing to infinity: 100 mJ laser pulse expanded to 2 cm sheet, gives 1.55 x 103

photons collected onto a 25 micron x 25 micron detector
- f array. Using a thinned CCD device. 40% collection

S.= R f f- (4) efficiency can be achieved, leading to more than 600
' photoelectrons collected per pulse. This corresponds to

approximately 10 times the number of photocelctrons
The overall signal recorded is just the sum of these. As the collected at 0.532 microns in association with the iodine filter.
laser frequency, fL, is scanned. the signal is swept through This increased count reduces the shot noise significantly. For
the filter profile, and the light collected represents a example, with this collection geometry the shot noise
convolution of the filter characteristic with the signal. For decreases from approximately 12% to 4% per laser shot.
example, if the scattered signal. R(f). has a Gaussian profile. Decreasing the F number to an Fl system increases the
10% of the light will be attenuated when the lower frequency number of photons collected per resolution element to 15.000,
cut-off, f-€, is N2 X A" above the peak scattering frequency. which leads to a shot noise of less than 1% per pulse. The

2.76 GHz bandwidth of the filter matches well the
As the laser is swept, 50% attenuation will occur when the approximately 2 GHz width which is characteristic of the
filter cut-off is exactly at the peak frequency, and 90% will Rayleigh scattered light at this wavelength.

occur when the scattering peak frequency is 4r2 x Af above The mercury filter/Titanium:Sapphire laser system will
the lower cut-off. There will be very little light transmitted lead to much higher accuracy in the measurements of density,
until the upper cut-off is reached, and then the signal returns temperature, and velocity, than would be possible for the
to full strength following the same curve. In order to achieve iodine filterlfrequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser configuration.
the maximum contrast, the filter width should be much greater Several other features of the ultraviolet approach are worth
than the linewidth of the scattered light. If, for example, the mentioning. One is that the on-line center extinction can be
filter width is just equal to the Gaussian scattering linewidth, much greater than for iodine vapor, due to the absence of

4f. then even at the minimum, the filter transmission will background absorption bands in mercury, so that light

still be 16%, since some light will be transmitted scattered from boundary layers close to surfaces can be

corresponding to those portions of the scattering falling above directly observed. In addition, in the ultraviolet, background

the upper cut-off and below the lower cut-off. For molecular scattering from windows and walls is reduced due to the low

blocking filters much narrower than that, the temperature reflectivity of metallic surfaces at this wavelength. This leads

becomes difficult to measure because the contrast between to an additional enhancement in the practical signal-to-noise

full transmission and maximum attenuation is reduced. The limit of the experiment.

iodine filter has a linewidth of approximately 1.8 GHz. which
matches well the 1.1 GHz Gaussian linewidth of light 4. CONCLUSIONS
scattered from room temperature air.

Filtered Rayleigh Scattering promises to be a highly
3. MERCURY VAPOR FILTER accurate measurement tool for air flows. In order to achievehigh accuracy, the cell must be properly characterized to take

An attractive approach to reducing the noise is to move into account the filter transmission and collection geometry.

into the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. The Rayleigh Once these have been properly accounted for, the

scattering cross section scales as the fourth power of heg measurement of velocity, temperature, and density is limited

frequency times the square of the porzability. In the primarily by the shot noise associated with photon detection.

ultraviolet portion of the spectrum the frequency is This shot noise can be reduced by using fast collection optics

approximately a factor of two higher, and the polarizability is and high efficiency detectors. Due to the fact that Rayleigh

increased by 10% or so. Many different materials can be used scattering does not saturate, signal levels may also be
increased by using higher power laser sources. A particularlyfor optical filters in the ultraviolet, but a very attractive attractive approach to reducing the noise level is to move into

candidate is mercury vapor. Mercury absorbs strongly at thulrvoeprinofhescrmadtkedatgef

0.2537 microns. and also has the desirable characteristics of the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum and take advantage of

high mass and high vapor pressure. The fact that it is an large enhancement in the scatering cross section. In this case,
atomic vapor leads to a very simple absorption spectrum a mercury atomic vapor filter is used and there is a significantatomc vporlead toa vry smpl aborpton pecrum reduction in shot noise.
consisting of nine spectral lines which come from the six

different isotopes of mercury (196. 198, 200, 201. 202, and
204). and associated hyperfine splitting. This region of the
spectrum is accessible using frequency-tripled 4. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Titanium:Sapphire lasers, or frequency-tripled Alexandrite
lasers. An example of an experimental scan of a 5 cm long This work was conducted under the support of the Air
mercury cell with a side-arm temperature of 23"C is shown in Force Office of Scientific Research. NASA-Langley, NASA-
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Figure 1. Plots show comparison between 12 cell data (solid line) and theoretical model of iodine absorption (dotted line). Data is

renormalized to 100% transmission away from absorption lines, since background absorption and absorption due to windows is not
included in the model.

Figure 2. Experimental geometry for Mach 5 jet calculations and measurements. The laser is incident at 45" to the downward
directed jet. Flow conditions: Mach 5 with T0 =300 K, Po=400 psi (velocity: 721 m/s; static temperature: 50 K; static pressure:
40 torr).
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ABSTRACT
Despite the extensive research on pre-filming airblast

The break-up of an annular liquid film in the presence of atomisation over the last three decades (Rizkalla and
co-flowing air streams is analysed, making use of laser Lefebvre, 1975; Rizk and Lefebvre, 1980; Sattelmayer
shadowgraphy and a high speed video camera. The and Wittig, 1986; Aigner and Wittig, 1988; Jasuja,
experiments were conducted in turbulent flows for a 1990), the basic mechanisms leading to the atomisation
liquid mass flow rate of 10.8 g/s, three primary (i.e., need further clarification as a number of determining
inner) air velocities (20 - 90 m/s), two secondary (i.e., parameters, whici influence the droplet size distribution
outer) air velocities (20 - 40 m/s), and two liquid film and have not in general been investigated separately.
thicknesses (0.2 - 0.7 mm). The results include the While increasing air/liquid velocity has been shown to
analysis of the film structure at break-up and of the produce smaller droplets, the mechanism for break-up is
distance and time of break-up and are compared with an not yet clearly established, as recently discussed by
analytical model, suggesting that the deterioration of the Engelbert et aL (1994). However, a common analysis has
liquid film close to the atomising edge exhibits a periodic been based on the following processes: i) the shear
behaviour and is mainly dependent on the primary air induced in the liquid/air interface causes waves (dilational
velocity. Film thickness strongly affects the time and and sinusoidal) formed on the surface of the liquid sheet,
length scales of the break-up process for the velocity and ii) the waves grow and separate from the liquid sheet
range under study, in the form of ligaments and/or liquid clusters, which

subsequendy fragment into droplets.

Because the geometry of an airblast atomiser is
1. INTRODUCTION somewhat complex, a planar liquid sheet has been used in

most of the experiments (Sattelmayer and Wittig, 1986;

Airblast atomisers have many advantages over pressure Beck et al., 1991; Stapper et al., 1992; Call et al.,

atomisers, especially in their application to gas turbine 1993). Most sheet disintegration research (Arai and

engines (Simmons, 1980; Rizk et al., 1987) of high Hashimoto, 1985; Sattelmeyer and Wittig, 1986) has-

pressure ratio. They require lower fuel pressures and since been performed on simplified nozzles similar to

produce a finer spray. Moreover, because the airblast those of Rizk and Lefebvre (1980). Previous research has

atomisation process ensures thorough mixing of the air been mainly aimed at studying how the final droplet size

and fuel, the resulting combustion process is distribution is affected by air and liquid properties and

characterised by very low soot formation and a blue geometry of the nozzle (Rizk and Lefebvre, 1980;, El-

flame of low luminosity, resulting in relatively cool Shanawany and Lefebvre, 1980; Shaw and Jasuja, 1987),

liner walls and a minimum of exhaust smoke. A further as also reviewed by Lefebvre (1989). The analysis has

advantage of the airblast atomiser is that it provides a been considerably extended by Engelbert et al. (1994)

sensibly constant fuel distribution over the entire range through the combination of high-speed photography and

of fuel flows. Also important, is that the temperature phase-Doppler velocimetry but, again, the results are

distribution of the gases, which is determining to limited to the breakup of a simple liquid jet surrounded

turbine blade life at high pressures, may be adequately by a coaxial flow of air.

predicted from temperature surveys carried out at lower
and more convenient levels of pressure. This paper considers the breakup of an annular liquid

sheet surrounded by inner and outer coaxial air streams,
in a nozzle configuration which resembles those used in

1 w msitkrsea r on bave kfro ft Ur ty of B~adeig practical combustors. The main concern of the study is
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the detailed analysis of the near exit zone of a magnification of 1. The output of the photo multiplier
prefilming airblast atomiser. Laser Doppler was band-pass filtered and the resulting signal processed
measurements were carried out to characterise the mean by a frequency counter operated in the single-
and turbulent air velocity field in the absence of the measurement-per-burst mode with a fixed number of
liquid film. Then, laser shadowgraphy and high speed cycles validated in the time domain. The validated data
video were used to analyze the characteristics of the were transferred to a computer, where the time-average
liquid film, and the results used to determine the time moments of velocity were evaluated.
and length scales of the break-up process. The next
section describes the flow configuration and the
experimental techniques used throughout the work.
Section 3 presents and discusses the results and the
main findings are summarized in the last section.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1. The Model Prefilming Airblast Atomiser

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the airblast
atomiser used throughout the work, which consists of 12 T W S

three coaxial cones, as follows: i) an inner cone with a
50 angle and an exit radius of Ri = 2.5 mm; ii) an Iil"i
intermediate cone for water flow, which may provide an I I
annular water film with a thickness in the range of 0.2
to 0.7 mm; and iii) a 70 mm long external cone with an Figure 1. Schematic diagram of flow configuration
angle of 35* and an exit radius of Ro = 20 mm. Air can
be fed through the inner -•ad outer cones separately and
the results presented here are concerned with single and Table 1. Flow conditions
coaxial jets without swirl for inner air velocities, Ui, up
to 89.2 m/s and velocities of the outer air stream, Uo, RUN A B
of 20 and 40 m/s. Table I summarizes the flow (singlejet) (coaxial jets)
conditions used. Tests were also carried out with
coaxial swirling jets and the results have shown that for
the reduced inner atomising air velocities reported here, Ui (m/s) 20; 40; 89.2 20; 40; 89.2
the influence of swirling the outer air flow is small,
when compared with the influence of the inner air
velocity. Details of this phenomena are reported Uo (m/s) 0 20; 40
elsewhere. The experiments with the liquid sheet were
obtained for a constant mass flow rate of 10.8 g/s, and
for a liquid film thickness of 0.2 or 0.7 mm. Rei x 10- 6.6 to 28.7 6.6 to 28.7

2.2. The Experimental Techniques Reo x 10-3 46.4 to 92.9

The velocity field for the air flow downstream of the Liquid sheet
model atomiser was measured by a dual-beam forward- thickness, t (mm) 0.2; 0.7 0.2; 0.7
scatter laser-Doppler velocimeter, which comprised an
argon-ion laser operated at 514.5 nm and with sensitivity
to the flow direction provided by light frequency shifting
from acoustic-optic modulation (double Bragg cells). The Re= .p.U.t 731; 667 731; 667
half-angle between the beams was 4.620 and the t

calculated dimensions of the measuring volume at the e-2
intensity locations were 1.676 and 0.135 mrm. The For the results presented and discussed in the following
transfer function in the absence of frequency shift is section, the origin of the axial axis, x, and of the
3.194 MHz m-ls. Forward scattered light was collected transverse y and z co-ordinates is taken at the centre of
by a 150 mm focal length lens and focused into the the inner jet exit. The nozzle was fixed and located
pinhole aperture (300 mm) of a photo multiplier with a
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vertically directed downwards. The complete LDV system the air flow into which the atomisation process occurs.
was mounted on a three dimensional traversing unit, This is because, although the disintegration of a liquid
allowing the positioning of the laser-velocimeter control- sheet into ligaments and drops depends on the thickness
volume within ±0.1 mm. The inner and outer air flows and velocity characteristics of the liquid sheet, it is
and the ambient air were seeded with atomised liquid particularly influenced by the velocity, density and mass
paraffin, with rates of particles in proportion to the air flow rate of the atomising air, as well as by the way
flow rate in each one. atomising air impinges on the liquid sheet. Of great

importance is the kinetic energy and turbulence

The analysis of the two-phase flow downstream of the properties of the air streams surrounding the liquid flow

nozzle was performed, making use of two visualisation in the vicinity of the nozzle in order to achieve
techniques, as follows. First, laser shadowgraphy was optimum interaction between the liquid sheet and the
achieved by using a conventional optical configuration atomising air.
in order to produce a cylinder of parallel light that
crossed the flow and project an image on a screen. A 52 The air flow patterns downstream of the nozzle are
mm camera was used to register the flow images in 100 readily identified in Figure 2, by the projections of the
ASA films with an exposure time of 0.125 ms. velocity vectors on the vertical plane passing on the axis
Second, a high speed CCD camera with a minimum of the nozzle. Run A is formed by the discharge of fluid
exposure time of 10 nanoseconds and 8 bits resolution through a circular contraction nozzle of exit diameter Di
was used together with image processing of the results, into a quiescent ambient environment. In the immediate
in order to enable the recognition of certain geometrical vicinity of the nozzle exit the discharge of high velocity
characteristics of the sprays analysed as well as a closer fluid causes a thin and cylindrical shear layer to be
insight on the liquid film disintegration process. formed about the perimeter of the core. The shea layer is

observed to undergo transition and widen with the
The main limitation of the shadowgraphy consisted on downstream distance and, eventually, engulfs the
the averaging nature of the method, as well as on the potential core at approximately x/Di= 5, with the
minimum time exposure (0.125 ms) required in the turbulent kinetic energy reaching its maximum value
present flow. For the image digitisation technique, a along the centreline and at x/Di=12. The jet turbulent
narrow focusing plane was used, which increases the velocity shows evidence of self-preservation after
noise level at high electronic gains and brings approximately 24 diameters downstream of the nozzle
difficulties in penetrating the "haze" associated with exit.
high air velocities. In both methods the possibility of a
statistical analysis of the collected data is obviously a For Run B, the initial flow close to the nozzle exit
time consuming approach, and is a severe limitation of consists of two potential cores separated by an annular
the techniques when quantitative information is a mixing region surrounded by an external shear zone. The
primary goal. This is the case of the analysis of the width of each core decreases with downstream distance,
breakup lengths, which have been determined from a with the individuality being lost at approximately
larger number of images. The results exhibited a x/Di = 20. The distribution of turbulent energy exhibits
standard deviation up to 25%, so that the vales reported two maxima, namely close to the nozzle between the
below may be associated with a statistical uncertainty of two air jets and along the outer shear layer, in a
less than 20%. considerably different way from that found for Run A.

We now turn to the analysis of the process of liquid
atomisation downstream of the nozzle used throughout

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION this work, when a liquid sheet is introduced into the air
flows analysed above. Figures 3 and 4 show sample

The analysis of the flows considered in this paper makes results obtained for Run A with laser shadowgraphy and
use of flow visualisation results, mean velocity vectors high-speed video, respectively, while Figure 5 shows
and contours of turbulent velocity characteristics. The results for Run B. The figures quantify the effect of the
main objective is to improve knowledge of the air velocity and film thickness on the atomisation
atomisation of liquid fuels in practical combustors by process and are important to improve understanding of
having a closer insight into the break-up mechanism of liquid breakup in airblast atomisers.
annular liquid films.

At very low velocities of the inner air flow a bubble is
Figure 2 shows results of mean and turbulent formed due to pressure differences between the inner and
characteristics for the air flows associated with Runs A the outer flows. The pressure from the surrounding
(single jet: Ui=20 m/s) and B (coaxial jets: flow plus the surface tension forces are balanced by the
Ui=Uo=20 m/s) in the absence of the liquid film pressure inside the bubble, which is due to the kinetic
downstream of the atomiser (for details see Barata et al., energy of the inner flow.
1992). The aim is to quantify the turbulent structure of
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the liquid film and by friction forces between the inner air
- flow and the co-flowing liquid film. The higher the inner

a) air velocity will be, the shorter the break-up length, and
smaller ligaments arc formed, which consequently will
lead to the formation of smaller drops and, therefore, to a
better atomisation. Then, the break-up process described
above can be analysed by considering that the sheet is
destabilised by aerodynamic forces and the instability is

•E damped by surface tension.
SE 7 mm

a'

b)E
E

C)4

E

E Figure 4. High speed video visualisation of the
S(be• ~liquid sheet for Run A(Ui =20 m/s)

E

Ma) t = 0.2 mm, b) t = 0.7 mm

.. The patterns discussed in the previous paragraphs are
S~readily analysed in the schematic diagram of Figure 6.

At the lowest gas/liquid velocity, (a), the break-upFigure 3. Laser Shadowgraphy of the liquid sheet in follows from dilational distortion of the liquid sheet, in
the near exit zone of the atomiser for Run agreement with the ories of Rayleigh. An increase of
A (t = 0.7 mm) the relative velocity, (b), leads to movement of the
a) Ui=2Omn/s; b) Ui=40m/s; c) Ui=89.2m/s "break-point" closer to the nozzle, shorter fundamental

wavelength and hence smaller drops. At even higher
The total pressure inside the bubble increases with the velocities, (c), the first order instability (Azzopardi et al.,
inner air velocity and, eventually, becomes higher than 1989) is observed. Further increase of the liquid sheet
the total pressure of the outer flow plus surface tension velocity, results in stripping of ligaments from the sheet
forces and the bubble will burst at its bottom. If Uw surface and for velocities higher than 100 envs the liquid

keeps increasing, the bubble is not formed and the liquid appears to promptly atomise at the nozzle. The results

film becomes unstable, giving rise to the formation of are independent of the outer air velocity in the range

ligaments which will break into droplets. The formation 0 < U, (m/s) < 20 and this is a remarkable finding of the

of these ligaments is induced by natural instabilities of results presented here.
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40 mm both single and coaxial jets, decreases due to reduced
mmsaerodynamic shear forces acting on the liquid film. The

a) break-up length is also dependent on the liquid velecity,
as can be observed by comparing the results for the two
different initial film thicknesses (0.2 and 0.7 mm), with
higher liquid velocities leading to longer break-up
lengths.

E The figures mentioned above include results
(for t = 0.7 mm) obtained with shadowgraphy and with
the high speed camera, and show that the former are
always higher than the latter, due to the time exposure
limitation as noted above. The measured results are
surrounded by two curves, which represent the error range

b)

In order to quantify the interaction time between liquid
and air streams, a break-up time was calculated by
dividing the break-up length by the liquid velocity at the
nozzle tip, and the results are plotted in Figures 7b) and
8b). The break-up length and time increase by decreasing

E air velocities and a substantial deterioration in the spray
E

quality is obtained for reduced air velocities. It was
observed that the threshold value of air velocity below
which atomisation is of poor quality, is around
Ui = 40 m/s and further reduction in velocity results in
lack of atomisation. For an easier comparison, the results
are ploted together for both single and coaxial jet in

Figure 5. Laser Shadowgraphy of the liquid s - in Figure 9.
the near exit zone of the atomiser for Run B
(t = 0.7 mm) Figures 7 and 8 show also a comparison of the
a) Ui=Uo=20m/s; b) Ui=20;L--=40m/o experimental results described before with the analytical

model of Dombrowski and Johns (1963), which
The effect of the atomising air velocity on the break-up considers a liquid sheet thinning in time and moving in
length and time for single and coaxial jets for the two the streamline direction through a stationary gas. The
liquid film thicknesses used throughout the work is model predicts (at least, qualitatively) the experimentalshown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The results results, for high inner air flow velocities but, otherwise,

show inFigres an 8,respctiely Thereslts overestimates the present results, due to the prevailing
quantify the length from the nozzle tip to the point at bberm tha usual recedes the breakuoft
which the liquid film fragments and show that as the "bubble" form that usually precedes the break-up of the
primary air velocity increases, the break-up lengths, for liquid sheet into ligaments.

AptU AI AMU AMWi~

C WTJCIWA M gWAT AY ANWArn4ArnfWT AM

9 .-•!" -.7.

2 3 4 . . 6 7

Figure 6. Schematic diagrams of the breakup of the liquid sheet as a function of the inner air jet velocity (Ui) for outer jet
velocities in the range 0 < Uo < 20 m/s. Ui increases from diagram (1) to (6), respectively from 0 to
90 m/s. Diagram 7 corresponds to prompt atomization for Ui > 100 m/s
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Key-. Key:
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6- 0.700 mm, corresponding to Uliq- 0.95 m/s for a
constant value of Ui=1O m/s, varying Uo from 30 to

* 62 n/s.
.1

The agreement found is particularly good for a film
S4- thickness of 0.7 mm, and suggests the likely

* dependence of the process on the film characteristics,
apsit from the observed dependence upon die primari airflow rate.
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Figure 9. Effect of the atomisation air velocity and
liquid film thickness on break-up length and
time scales for Run A and Run B

(o=O u=o 0 10 20 30 40

t=0.7A Uo=20m/s V Uo=20m/s b) 3D

o0=4Om/s U Uo=40m/s 0.

Figures 10 and I I quantify the influence of the air/liquid
mass ratio on the breakup process, which is a variable 20-
usualy reported in the modelling of airblast atomisation
(e.g. EI-Shanawany and Lefebvre, 1980). Since this F
type of atomisation relies upon the airstream
momentum for the liquid disintegration, the air/liquid 10 '"
mass ratio influences the spray quality. This is because
the deficiency of air results in failure to overcome the o
viscous/surface tension forces that ame resisting to liquid
disintegration. Finally, it is important to establish the
performance of the present airblast nozzle in terms of 0 -- I

those tested previously and reported in the literature and 0 10 20 30 40
1lALR

Figure 12 accomplishes this by comparing the present Figure 10. Effect of the atomisation air velocity and
results with those obtained by Stapper et al. (1992) in a liquid film thickness ca i break-up length and
planar configuration and with those of Lavergne et al. time scales for Run A, as a function of the
(1993) in a nozzle similar to that used throughout this air/liquid mass ratio, ALR
work. The reference parameter in the comparison is the 0; t=0.7mm; - best fit
velocity of the liquid film at the nozzle tip: Stapper et 0; t=0.2mm; - best fit
al. (1992) used a film thickness of 0.508 mm, 13; t=0.7mm; ---- best fit (shadowgraphy)
corresponding to Uliq= I m/s for coaxial flows with a) Film break-up length
Ui=Uo (range: 20 - 60 m/s), while Lavergne et al. b) Film break-up time
(1993) used either a liquid film thickness of 0.400 or
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Figure 11. Influence of the aiquid ratio on the break- break-up length for coaxial jets (Rim B)

up length and time scales for Run B. as a
function of the inner air/liquid mass ratio, a) Comparison with Stapper et al. (1992)
ALRi and Lavergne et al (1993) for a wide

range of flow conditions (t=0.7)

0; t=0.7mm; Uo=20m/s 13 Uo=20m/s 0 Stapper et al. (1992)

0; t=0.7mm; Uo=40m/s U Uo=40m/s A Lavergne et al. (1993)

A; t=0.2mm; Uo=20m/s b) Comparison with Stapper et al. (1992)

A; t--O.2mm; Uo=40m/s for Ui=Uo=20 m/s and Ui=UO=4O m/s

a) Film break-up length 13 t=0.2 mm /

b) Film break-up time A t=0.7 mm U1 =Uo

0 Stapper et al. (1992)
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downstream of a model airblast prefilming atomiser, Velocity. J. Propulsion, 7(2), pp. 207-212.
along with near-nozzle visualisation of the liquid film Call, C. J., Lozano, A. and Dopazo, C. (1993). An
break-up making use of both shadowgraphy and a high Investigation of the Breakup of Thin Liquid Sheets.
speed video camera. The flows analysed correspond to Joint Meeting of the Italian and Spanish Sections of
single and coaxial turbulent jets downstream of a conical The Combustion Institute, June 28 - July 1, Stresa,
nozzle and include the analysis of the break-up of an Italy.
annular liquid film in a field of co-flowing shearing air. Dombrowski, N. and Johns, W.R. (1963). The

Aerodynamic Instability and Desintegration of
It was observed that both instabilities and disintegration Viscous Liquid Sheets. Chem. Engng. Sci., 18,
of the liquid film are induced by the dynamic pressure and pp.20 3 -2 14 .
shear layer between the inner and outer air streams. The EI-Shanawany, M.S. and Lefebvre, A.H. (1980).
results support the "wavy bubble" mechanism of the Airblast Atomization: Effect of Linear Scale on Mean
liquid film disintegration. When the inner air velocity is Drop Size. J. Energy, 4(4), pp.184-189.
small, the bubble at the atomiser's exit becomes unstable Engelbert, C., Hardalupas, Y. and Whitelaw, J.H.
and bursts into poor quality atomisation. At higher air (1994). Breakup Phenomena in Coaxial Airblast
velocities the amplitudes of the liquid film instabilities Atomisers. Imperial College of Sci. Tech. Medicine,
sharply grow leading to pronounced shorter break-up Mech. Engng. Dept., Internal Report No. TFi94/18.
lengths and, consequently, better atomisation quality. Jasuja, A.K. (1990). Stucture of an Airblast Atomised
The outer air flow appeared to be less effective on the Spray. ILASS-EUROPE, 6th Annual Conference on
break-up mechanism, with the corresponding length and Liquid Atomisation and Spray Systems, July 4-6,
time scales being primarily dependent on the inner air Pisa, Italy.
flow rate. Lavergne, G., Trichet, P., Hebrard, P. and Biscos, Y.

(1993). Liquid Sheet Disintegration and Atoinisation
Process on a Simplified Airblast Atomiser. J.
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MMASUREMENT OF VELOMrr PROFILE IN A FALLING LIQUI3D FILM
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ABSTRACT L INTODUCTIOM

A laser-induced photochramic dhe activration technique Understanding of countercurrent flow limitation (CCFL)
was used to determine the flow linctue in a thin falling liquid phenomenca is important an the switty analysis of nucw n ir~s.
film with a wataiaimrcunt gas flow in order to investigate the pauticularly during a hypothetical lsocomtaccident
physical medwasmai mesponsible for flooding an a vertical tube. (LOCA). howver., the physical machmaiuins respoinstble for the
Insmantmaceus velocity profile data obtained Walcafe onr onset of flooding have not bern filly unaudoisod -ewf over
of no flow reveral inside the liquid film, even at the onret of thirty yens of rese- -h. Most of the pyevious aspeimental
flooding cnd~itions. Direct meamaunens of the wall dmrn - , -m saudies have focused on the measuremlent of liquid film thickns
also indicate that presently used correlations boned on aveuage and surb wave characteristics. On the analytical sidr, one-
fluid velocities can sipificainuly underpredict the data daimnsinsal in= ad moneatmb balance have been mostly

used to predict the flooding data. How~ever. conclusions drawn
fimn ddireamt studies about the role of suithe wpma or tdo wall

NOMENCLATURE mad. mwinse da *Ar straiii. an the floodin phnaineuai we
ohma in disiirnirent or evna contadictony.

D - pipedimNee1111 Hewitt mad Wallis (1963) ;pralism d t~te g-lquid
g = aoceleration dume to gavty IM01s2  uiateflcial show as inmufficient to caoe liquid flow muverad mad

J. superfciml velocity (In*] that flooding wauld occur diue to the grow& of large auece
i diensinkasveloitywaves Two-fluid model prediction&. howvever, rmequre urtuficimily

Q =volumetic flow me utel(3 s] large interfacial fiction factors to correctly predict the flooding
Re Ryod uae gas velocities (Abe et aL, 19911

u - aia velocity (MIS) Zabuwa mnd Midker (I96) mand Binge el al. (1989)
d' - dumncnuonl. axia velocity (- uhi7) observed that the mtirfe womave n the liquid film propigate in
u7 WWaIl fiiction velocity (M(fti the domwwds direction but they are never larg enough in
y -distmanc funa wall (radia) imJ amoplitude to bridge the tutia Govm et al. (1991) on the other

=dimensionless distance fron wail (=pu7Y hand, claimed that flooding is caused by the qnward propagation
of a wmave mdoth accaunulation of other waves falliongo the

Subcarlps initial one
Be nderstianimding of the flooding medimniossreue

F -Film narme detailed knowledge of the flow structere in the wavy liquid
G inGes film faling through a vertical tube with a cosunaarairn flow of
L - Liquid gas. The ps flow would impose a significant interficul dmr
w =wall gnue on the liquid film in the upwardl direction mad inay have a

larg influence on the flow stricture of the liquid film. To
Greek Letters determine the continauouly dchanging velocity profiles in such

thin, wavy films require a novel measurement tediaiqume, saue
8 -liquid film thicknee. (ml] conaventional velocity measureenat techniques mmdic asW1V mand
P -dyniimnicvisccaityjkg/m-sj HWA methods can not be aqwete to yield truly ameflul
p - density Ikul 3  hafrniation.

I hf is N* To thin endthe lase-induced-1-l phtovoui dactivation
tedhaique (PD)A) las beow used to obtain the axial velocity
profiles acros the liquid film. with man aim to provade new
inigt int the -"a mechanims mesponsible for the
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initiation of flooding in countaccunt annular fow. The PDA A photochrumic dye. I ',3'4y iyldoline-6
techiuque is a non-inbusive flow visualization Whnique based niutrobaospiopyran (or ThSB) was dissolved in dil,,e,
on the UV a= activation of a phokochrmoric dye dissolved in a concetration in kenrow. Pulses of UV light firm a EXCIMM4
bunspart liquid, mid has recently been sccessfuly applied by law (Lurnonics Model TE4-604) we= focused using a five-lus
Kawxji et al. (1993) to the study of flow mrectua in various amy with a foca length of 250 ram. into the tst section as
two-pase flow regimes. sow in Fig.2, to acme five thin mrums n the liquid fin The

For a falling liquid film without any gas flow, Ho mad motions of the traces we recorded by a high-speed video
Hwmnel (1970) first applied this technique to imme= the tine- camera (Photron Model HSV-l IB)I which has a CCD cmma
averaged velocity profiles and pmposa the following non- with 256x256 pixel resolutim, at a speed of 744 frans per
dimensional correlation. second with an electiic shutter speed of 1/10,000 second. The

las was ti-ed at 50 Hz and the trae images wae =aWnale

y+ = u +0.1 I l(e°-281u÷ - 1) (I) using a nucocomputerased unAe manlysis syst"m.
To minimize opial &dlrbonic of the imges captwed by

the vide cmero due to the use of a cylindrical tube,ma optical
Their menstm wed maein a faling kerf s film with a corrction box was installed ardoun the tube as in Fig 2. The
surface active agent added to suppre interaciallinety of the actual ad obsvd distan fri the iner wall
corelation Was proposed for y <30 and *a was cnfirme by aanvjjg calibration work instu.
Rep = pum / At to 1000.

2. EXPERSM RTAL FACInYr E=
A schematic of the test loop used to conduct veatical,

countemumt annular flow experimets is shown in Fig. i. The
test section consisted of a 2.39 m-long Pyrex tube, with an in=ne
diameter of 50.8m n and a 3.8 nun wall thickness. The working
fluids were Shell-Sol 715 (deodorized kemene) and air. The
kerosene was circulated by a pump through a set of flow meteim
to the upper ple and flowed down th test section into the
oe plenum. Comp air obtained fromthe building air hwin

supply was ijected into the test section through a stainless steel
tube, whicihpenetrated through the lower plenum and entered
intohe bellmnouthofle test section as shown in Fig. I.

ft -
~am L=u W

Fig. 2 Optical Arrangement

KokT--. I RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

V-- In this study, thme differmt cases, as shown in Table I,
---- were examined, where the liquid and gas supefcial velocities

Lnd J nd o-dimenjiai l Velocis gJandn -je, are
shoim. The present flooding eperiments = characterimd by

. dthe Walli flooding came given by, I+ m4j = C with the

constants m and C equal to 0.70 and 0.68, respmively, as shown
inFig. 3. ThenmsinTablelarealsoindicatedinFig. 3.

Table I Experiniental Conditions

Run jL [M/sJ jG [m/l 4'
Air 1 0.063 4.06 0.30 0.46

2 0.0025 7.00 0.059 0.63

Fig. I Countercurrent Annular Flow Loop 3 0.0025 3.05 0.059 0.41
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movng downwad eveywtiae In ail the obearved in every

i rim, the trime neve monved upbwad to inditue flow reversal
] ~(upwwud flow) in any part of the iquid film.

ii 4The instantmaeous velocity profiles wee obtained hun the
j Run 2 trac motion in coseutivez fume as showas in Figa. 5 through?7

0.7 / for Runs I throaugh 3, respctivey. The intnanous velocity
profiles also indicate that although the inugcrI drag catuse

0.61 s / m-O.0C retardation of the film, flow nerthe mnusfice the downward
oOs 4elocitie we siff stibstantially large and for fum, reacing zer

0. 5 - 0.8 orpositve velocities. Of camw, a higher ps flow Mae case
0.4- mom significant retardation of the liqui film war the mnterface

/ as clearly evident bum a q apiso of Runs 2 aid 3. Bi. eve
Si Run i the nuxuimami interfacial shear streses reached at the flooding

0.1 _____________________gas velocities am not sufficient to cown flow reversa mad tqmmd

0.2 flow i the liquid filmi.

0.0 425o
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 l.a

F~.3 Flooding Curve

40 a

CM 0.6pZ000073 1000 1 .0 17 1

0100

II
F~~g.I 5 Mod..tne ofoct Tracese of Run 1IFae M n M

jusdit beoeteosesffodn

fore in Mthe n ofil rm indie that flo (Fvamades 38 not o8o0

shea duelow thversas lowtahsismxmmvleah n

ofd o o floodwg Thieivcerarly soccur in Fh qig. 4, l w ereptetrcesialy6IntnaeosVlctyPoieso u

the liquid film observed in two consecutive fiue in Ruin I ate just before the onset of flooding
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Fig. 7 Instnuftneotus Veociy Profiles of PRu 3 FI& 9 Average Velocity Pruofk for Rum 2

wagl before &he ornses of flooding just belore die oua" of flooding

3.2 Wall Shear Stres

Fuam the instentuoms velocity p8ron, th avase axdi am I
veocity pjofide am be evalumld w dsown in Fip. 1 thUllh 10
for Rum. I dihoughi 3. respectively. Using The avamp =Wi
velcity pmsile the waill d w c be ready Obtained 412
fun *A poduhc of te velocity prdint at the vail mad *hA

0

0.6 40.11D

43"
41M -l0

u.2 Si SI 04 8i G]I 1A

.6 Fig 10 Average Velocity Prile forRus3
.,,l before e ensoffloodit

___dyounic viscosity of hlkpiMa Thestarned values of mail siew
str. c- be cini uI widi diose psedicted by onodbousione

4* models such wa the Bhamuhin ad WADW (1963) ,mduie%
an 0am Ol V1 1.0 1.21 10 1.1 amim Hmvu , mhaveused Wli (1969) su tio i for the iquidfilm

dicne 6 o obitheaindvod fraincti .

Ft. 8 Averae Vecity Profile forRunm I 0.063J? (2)
jug beWm de oenst of flooding
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a:(,-25f(3 and Hummel (1970) for a fivly, falling liquid film without muy
a D~I-~ 3 upwadflow ofgasam shown inFigs. I I through 13 for Runs I

through~ 3, respectively. In all citses, a reasonable agreement was
Using the estimated void flmctiOn, Bhw ma nda Walli (1983) obtained in the lainar &"Wlye region. sugesting that this

region is unaffected by the cixinterturrent gau flow in the buffer
PWPedClon. 8~ zone (5 < y < 30). a sliWty lowe velocity is observed for the

equa on.liquid film than predicted by the law of the wall. Due to the

-2 extremely thin films which occur in cointacuruntu annular flovr,
f., PL J 1 (4) Runs 2and 3 contained no datai extending into the turbulent core

r~~* (I-a)2 region Wy> 34) Howaever. at a higher liquid flow mae such as in

Run 1. the film thcicesses did reach the turulent core reio
For the wall ffiction (actor. Bhuathoa and Wallis (1983) (Fig.II I) and the expuerimetal data yielded velocities
reconimeruded using aconstant value off -, 0.005, but different considerably higher tha the values suggesed by the law of the
values can als he used basel on s=Wge*=s fiction factos, vwill.

L - MAe,, for laminar film, and L, = 0.079/Rei"" for turbulent
film. Here a con~stant value of f. - 0.005 was used.

A comparison of the measured ga predicted wall shear 2
WOeue is showni in Table 2. The exaWuental data obtainned in
this work Clearly suggest that the prediction method based on
aveange liquid velocity and suigiglepase faction factor 20
Siglillcantiy minerestiniates: the data. as previously pointed out
by Abe et al. (1991). The tinderpesliction may he due to
ina1ccuracy in estimating the void fiaction (or the film thickness),i
Eqs. (2) and (3), but it clearly points out the need to improve the 21(:Ss
overall prediction method. Eq. (1)

Table 2 Comparison of Experimemtal and Theoretical
Wall Shear Stresses

Run Experimental T Theoretical *

2 3.3 1.27 2.6 0.1 1.0 10.0 ItWA
32.0 1.27 1.5

FIg. 11 Non-Dimensional Velocity Profile for Run 1
Ante ineetngTdt ista h esrdwl ha just before the onset of flooding

flooding ('" m 2) than when the gas flow rate is approximately
half the 0 .ng gas flow rate (Run 3). A posible expanation to
accout for dIUs is the presence of mome and largwrves at the 0
onsiet of flooding. These waves am fuimed due to the faister
countercurrent gas flow, which tends; to retard the liqui film
velocity near the interfac. Howvever, the smie wave action which 1 -. t~ .
decelerates the liquid film al the ineraGe, could accelerate the 2W+5

Eq. (1) 
00chn@ adcostntmssflwrate as maintained Voflic:s s0

created by the wave action at the m~intmc may also tend to
paniall caus the liquid acceleation nea the wall, and the .iQSOat)-o
liquid fim deceleration, at the interface. These effects should s- ,9SOMY*)-30

also he clarified in the fixture.

3.3 Noni-Dimensional Velocity Profiles 0 .-

The average velocity profiles wise non-dimrensionalized 0.1 1.0100I.
with wall friction velocities calculated fmn the expeimentaly 71
evaluated wall shear stresses. A comparison with the law of the Fig. 12 Non-Dimensional Velocity Profile for Run 2
wall for single-phase turbutlent flow and Eq. I proposed by Ho just before the onset of flooding
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velocity ner the infac howeser, the WirfC dia W1g

as never m-fiicima to cause flow reveal an any prot of the liquid
film even at the onset of floodin This mth aM the flow
revesul wn the liquid film is not mrs mbe for the am of

- flooding. The cxpainlentaly detemined wll w I
were sinifikneay undapricted by an asthng iubctive
method btred on the avm liquiW velocity, even at aditimos

Is Eq. (l) ÷-23WY + neaw the one of flooding,
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ANNULAR TWO PHASE FLOW SAUTER MEAN DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS
- COMPARISON WITH EMPIRICAL PREDICTIONS
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POBox925, Cardiff CF2 IYF, UK

ABSTRACT
Experimental Sauter mean diameter (d32) measurements. Experimental data bases have been assembled by a

based upon a hydrodynamic development length of 228 and a number of researchers taking advantage of diffraction based
tube diameter of 32 umn, are compared with four empirical light scattering instruentation. Empirical correlations have
correlations which have been developed to predict d32 for subsequently been developed based mainly upon the physical
vertical upward annular two-phase flows. Two gas flowrates parameters of the annular two-phase flow. Azzopardi (1985)
and a range of liquid flowrates have been considered, each proposed that
empirical correlation underpredicts d32 at the higher gas
flowrate of 82.21 kg/m2s. At the lower gas flowrate (25.14
kg/m1s) serious overprediction is evident from one correlation d32 15.4 +3.5GLE (I)
and underprediction, to varying degrees, from the other )T (We))0"5 8  PLUG
relationships considered.

for those flowrates where the drop size incream with liquid
1. INTRODUCTION flowrate. suffixes L and G represent the liquid and gas

Vertically upward annular two phase flow is respectively, XT denotes the Taylor wavelength
characterised by the existence of a thin wavy liquid P m on the (;T -aTp), o is the liquid's surface tension, g represents
pipe wall with an inner core of the flow which comprises the
gas and the entrained droplets. The droplets exist as a result of gravitational acceleration and p the density. The first term
entrainment and various break-up mechanisms. Experimental describes the effect of the gas phase, where We denotes the
observation has shown that the growth of waves on the wall Weber number based on the Taylor Wavelength,
film and subsequent liquid entrainment are caused by the high 2
gas velocity. Bates and Sheriff(1922) have reviewed the (We' PIU 0;T/ OUG is the superficial gas velocity), whilst

experimental techniques used to establish the range of droplet the second term accounts for th- liquid concentration, GLE is
size and the variations reported over the past three decades, the entrained liquid mass flux.

Two dimensional Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) Azzopardi et al(1980) had previously proposed a
techniques have been used, based upon optical -components different relationship:
which provided a probe volume on the green line with a length
of 9.56 mm and a diameter of 302 micron. Coupled with a dRe. 1 ( x0.6
scattering angle of 70 degrees this provides a droplet sizing ..91 Re"-PQ] +0.4 GLE (2)
range up to 776 microns. as well as axial and radial velocities DT We° 6 PU PLUG(2)
of 72 m/s and *26 m/s respectively. This droplet sizing range
is far in excess of the 224 micron figure previously discussed specifically for situations where the liquid was introduced
by Bates and Sheriff(1992). To achieve this range advantage through a porous wall, here We is the Weber number based on
has been taken of the minimum aperture setting available, via
the common translation mechanism, which is operated by a the tube diameter We - pr U2 DT / o and Re is the
micrometer screw at the rear of the Dantec receiving optics, conventional Reynolds number (Re = UGD1 4vG, in which v
For the current measurements off axis forward scatter at is the kinematic viscosity). The form of this relationship was
70 degree has been considered, to take advantage of the developed from turbulent droplet break-up and coalescence
dominance of first order refraction and the reduced influence analysis, the tube diameter (Dr) is also a variable. The
of both reflection and higher orders of refraction. Some droplet break-up term contains the observed effect of gas
ambiguity has been experienced when annular two-phase flow velocity within the Reynolds and Weber numbers, while the
measurements have been compared, on the same flow facility, concentration term accounts for the small increases in drop
using both 30 and 70 degree scatter, Bates and Ayob (1994). size as the liquid mass flux is increased.
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Gibbons (1985) investigated the use of equations (I) and
(2) for his experimental data and subsequently proposed that:

04g 5Opticl To AtrimpheM

d32 - 37OXT I G(W) )5  )0' + PLU (3)(We)0'65 PL Pl. PUG Cyclone

The weak effect of viscosity has been incorporated by the Sister section

introduction of (OG /I L) 005, which relates the gas viscosity
to that of the water in order to account for a small increase of
droplet diameter with increasing liquid viscosity. The Acrylic ResinTube 32mmdia
exponent of the Taylor wavelength based Weber number has
been increased to 0.65 to take into consideration the effect of
gas velocity on droplet diameter.

Ambrosini et al (1991) proposed another empirical Measuring
correlation Cylinder

= XIpfU; 0.5(X2
mn pGfiU2m i L

x exX3 21Z-RL .ýi(4)
"4 PLUG d32  We) f er Tank

Here fi is the interfacial friction factor representing the Compres Air
roughness of the gas/liquid interface and in is the wall film Supply Sirter Section
thickness. Both fi and m were detmined using corlons
based upon published experimental data. Optimised values of Figure I(&) Experimental Rig
the constants X1 (22.0), X2 (0.83), X3 (0.6) and X4 (99.0), as
shown in the brackets, were determined to fit two
experimental data banks. One of the latter being the Harwell
Laboratory data bank, which has been accumulated over a
period of at least two decades. Window

Teixeira(1988) reviewed the performance of other
correlations, advantage has been taken of his observations to
focus only on these four correlations since in general they
showed the bes overall performance. The current
measurements update those on a restricted sizing range
reported by Bates et al (1994).

Transmitting R 16 mm
2. EXPERIMENTAL FLOW FACILITY/DATA Optics

ACQUISITIONI
The experimental facility was ostensibly the same as that Comprc'.sd

previously used by Bates and Sheriff(1992), as shown in Air
Figure I(a). Compressed air was supplied to the flowline
which was 7.3 m long, between the inlet and outlet sinter ) Receiving
sections. Water was injected into the rig via the lower porous > \ Optics
sinter section, the air then transports the liquid upwards and an
annular wall film is formed. The wall film was removed just
prior to the optical measurement section, the water supplied to Figure I(h) A PhIn View of The Optical Hl-ad
the lower sinter was continuously monitored, together with
that extracted at the upper level. The difference between the the flow via a 50mm diameter optical window 3 mm thick.
two readings provides the entrained liquid mass flux (GLE). the scatterd light was collected at 700, via an identicalPDA measurements were obtained at the optical head Tesatrdlgtwscletda 0,vaa dnia
iAmedatelaernthe upere sainter s atin the opticl hed optical window, air purges were provided to prevent dropletim m ediately a fter the upper sinter section. The optical head .,e oii n u o ih r w n o . T e p e s r tt e p i t oas sownin igue l~), as esinedto povie aces to deposition upon either window. The pressure at the point of
as shown in Figure 1(b), was designed to provide access to measurement was maintained at 1.6 bar (absolute), other
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experimental vertically upward annular two-phase flow lower mass flux (18.96 kg/m2s). The data associated with

measurements at or near this pressure within 32 mm diameter each respective histogram shows that a greater percentage of

flow lines are shown in Table I. The table also shows spherical droplets satisfying the validation criteria with the

the hydrodynamic development lower liquid mass flux 95.9% and 98% for the lower and

higher air mass fluxes respectively. These figures compare

Table I Summary of Previous Work on Droplet Size-Velocity with values of 89% and 93.4% for the greater liquid mass flux

in Vertical Annular Air-Water Two-Phase Flow and the corresponding air fluxes.

70 1 , 1 , ,

(0) Gas m0s3 flux 25 14 kS/m sRleec 111 U(; UL. Sim Tcdamque
(01/3) (nuilU) (0mi 60 - ,Sym Attempted (No.) Spherical (No.) Doat Rate (Hz)

Whally d 1a 136 23-29 2-1 1 40-450 P-18 0 2336 2240 130
(197") * 14208 12618 793
Azwprd e al :125 23-42 W695 11-1 1281 Difato 50

Goib 160 2040 10-20 20-200 Viibmity
0985) 1_
H-addad 31.25 25-35 13.42 20-210 Visiblity • 40

(1986) __

Teuxon 125 15-75 16-125 11-1128 Diffiractit
(1918) 30-120 Vibiliy o l 2s

30-650 PDA 3 18.9o (
0 41.90

Taiulu 31.25 14-25 10-30 75-1500 La Pa•u"de

(1989) Monior 20
Shriff 135-229 12-43 10-65 5.5-224 PDA
S(1993) ____ ____ _______

Curfew 228 13-50 10-92 19-776 A 10

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
length (L), together with the range of superficial gas (UG) and Dometer (jm)
liquid (UL) velocities and the technique employed to 70 , 1 1 , ,

determine droplet sizes and the sizing range. 2

The table shows that the current measurements provide (b) Gas moss flux 82.21 kg/m s

both a hydrodynamic development length and a sizing range 60 Symbol 0

capability which compares favourably with the previous Attempted (No.) 10000 O000
investigations. Sphericol (No.) 9808 9343

Data collection on the centreline was based upon a two- Data Rate (Hz) 459 2040
dimensional orthogonal optical configuration, from a 300 mW
Argon-ion air cooled laser, with the green line being used to 40

provide the droplet's vertical velocity and the diameter, whilst
the blue line provided the radial velocity. The four •

photomultiplier output signals were processed via a Dantec co- ,a 30
variance processor, in the SIZEWARE software package all 00

the validation functions were enabled with a maximum phase 20

error of 200 and a spherical deviation of 20%. The sample 20Lquid moss flI (kg/n-s)
size was based upon either a maximum of up to 30000 o 18.96

validated points or an elapsed time duration of ISO seconds, 10 h 6 41.90 -

depending upon which occurred first. 0

3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 0

Droplet count histograms are presented in Figure 2(a) and 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 9go

(b) for air mass fluxes of 25.14 kg/m2s and 82.21 kg/m2s and DiOnaeter (am)

two liquid mass fluxes. At the lower gas flow rate the Fitire 2 Histogram of Drop Mean Diametr
normalised histograms virtually overlay one another, although At Constant Gas Mass Flux

as the data rates show greater entrainment is evident with the
higher liquid mass flux. At the higher gas flowrate The variation of number mean (dlO) and Sauter mean

Figure 2(b) shows small variations in the histograms with (d32) diameters for liquid mass fluxes of 18.96 kg/m2s and
increasing liquid mass flux. The histograms confirm the 41.90 kg/m2s and the range of air mass fluxes investigated

existence of more droplets in the 100-200 pun range at the (25.14-82.21 kg/m2s) are shown in Figure 3. The results show

higher liquid mass flux (41.90 kg/m-s) compared with the a general and almost exponential decay of both dl 0 and d32
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with increasing air mass flux, converging to values of 80 Im Droplet velocity versus diameter correlations are
and 140 pm respectively at the highest gas mass flux. presented in Figure 5 for the maximum (82.21 kg/m's) and

minimum (25.14 kg/m½) gas flowrates and liquid mass fluxes

350 I I I I I f I of 18.% kg/m 2s and 41.90 kg/m's respectively. At the lower

Liquid moss flux (kg/m2r) gas flowrate droplets are shown to exist over virtually the

300 lu s.96 whole sizing range, for each of the liquid flowrates

6 41.90 considered. The profiles show little variation in the decay
characteristics with variation in the liquid mass flux. At

"250 the high air mass flux, Figure 5 shows significant

70 I , i , , ,

.200 Liquid moss flu: (kg/mn s
ci 0 18.96

E 60 - 41.90
".2 50 d 2  CG82.21 kg/ms

50

1 2
0 030

100 >,000

II 
40

50E

0 I I I I I I E
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 .

2 s 20
Gas mass flux (kg/r s) 0 C 4.2.4 kg/ms

Figure 3 Variation of Number Mean (dlO) and 10 8• e @ Ie -•

Sauter Mean (032) Diameter With Gas Mass Flux 0

350 , f I I I I I I 1 0 #

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

300 - 611 Droplet mean diameter (Am)

00 0---- Figure 5 Droplet Mean Velocity-Diameter Correlation

3 250 differences with varying liquid flux, few if any large droplets
* are observed greater than 450-500 pm particularly at the lower

E 200 ,liquid mass flux. The occasional large droplets maybeE 200 o-e- ~
/ .---" travelling at a velocity greater than that of the average value of
W -the more numerous smaller droplets. Much less droplet slip,

Co 150 - compared with the superficial gas velocity, is evident with the

"E -O-0a Cs moss flux (kg/rn2 higher liquid mass flux correlation.

0 25.14"il 100 * 43.26 4. DISCUSSION
o 5 56.85 The current experimental variations of d32, together with

("1 v 70.43 "

50 a 82.21 " those of Sheriff (1993), and the correlation achieved with
equations 1-4 are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b) for gas mass
fluxes of 82.21 and 25.14 kg/m2 s respectively and the liquid

0 I t mass flux range investigated. The current measurements show
10 20 3J 40 50 60 73 a0 90 100 much higher d32 values, typically 300 pm, for the lower air

Liquid moss flux (kg/rns) mass flux compared with the 120npm results of Sheriff. This

Figure 4 Variation ofSSatiicr Me-an Diainetter (032) reflects the truncated sizing range of 224 pm which he

With Liquid Mass Flux investigated. The histograms in Figure 2(a) show that a large
number of droplets greater than 224 pm are present in the

Variation of d32 with increasing liquid mass flux, for the flow. Better agreement is evident at the higher gas mass flux,
range of gas mass fluxes considered is shown in Figure 4, the since as Figure 2(b) shows the vast majority of the droplets are
trend is such that the diameter increases slowly with less than 200 pm.
increasing liquid mass flux and decreases with increasing gas As is evident from Fig 6(a) each empirical correlation
mass flux, although only small differences are evident at the shows some degree of underprediction, the most serious
higher gas flowrates. discrepancies being evident from Gibbons empirical
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relationship (equation 3). The current measurements show flow rate. The fact that the current measurements provide d32
that d32 reaches a minimum value of 120 pan at a liquid mass values greater than those reported by other researchers
flux of approixmately 25 kg/mls and increases thereafter. reflects, as shown in Table I, the range of droplets which

The results, in Figure 6(b), for the lower gas mass flux could be observed by each measurement technique. The
show that serious overprediction of d32 is shown by the current sizing range capability compares favourably with the
relationship of Ambrosini et al. The best correlation with the other investigators shown in Table I. Since the empirical
experimental data is achieved by Azzorpardi's empirical correlations reflect the experimental sizing range, upon which

300 1 1 1 1 1 they are based, it is not surprising that significant differences
are observed. Not surprisingly the signal processing capability
of the equipment used in the current investigation greatly

(a) Gas moss flux 82.21 kg/m s exceeds that used for all previous studies, apart from that of
Sheriff (1993).

• • The current measurements based on a hydrodynamic

,5200 development length of 228 provides a greater opportunity for
Z; the flow to become established and fully developed. However
4 the d32 measurements in Figure 3 do not provide conclusive
E.2 evidence that the flow is fully developed. The reduction in

- d32 with increasing gas mass flux may be represented, for the
- * a data in Figure 3 by d32 = k(GG)0-73, where GG is the gas

E mass flux.
10 1At the higher gas flowrates the results, shown in Figure 4,

0 a confirm Azzopardi's observation of his data that d32 at first

8L Odecreases with increasing liquid flux and then increases. The
droplet velocity versus diameter correlations show that at the
lower gas flowrate the results are independent of the water

0 flowrate, whereas at the higher gas flowrate the correlations

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 show appreciable variations. The droplet axial velocity could
be expected to increase, at the higher liquid mass flux,

Liquid moss flux (kg/rn s) because of the reduction in the void fraction and the much

600 , , , greater droplet entrainment which occurs at the higher gas
flowrate. This increase in droplet mean velocity is observed in

V •Figure 4 at the higher gas flowrate over the whole range of

500 . droplets measured.

E" 5. CONCLUSIONS

"5400 The current measurements show a strong influence of gas
mass flux on droplet size and that the Sauter mean diameter

E (d32) is dependent on the gas mass flux to the power of -0.73.

ý6 300 a The measured values of dl0 and d32 are only weakly
- dependent on the liquid mass flux. Of the four empirical
V 0correlations considered, each underpredicts d32 at the highest

E
,200 8 8 8 8 j gas mass flux. At the lower gas mass flux reasonable

correlation is achieved by equations 2 and 3 and in particular

1 0with the correlation proposed by Azzopardi (equation i).
100

(b) Go-, mss flux 25 14 k9/rn a Ambrosini, W. Andreussi, P and Azzopardi, B J, 1991, A

0 a , I , I , . I Physically Based Correlation for Drop Size in Annular Flow,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 IntI Multiphase Flow Vol 17, 497-507.
u Azzopardi, B J, Freeman, G and King, D J, 1980, Drop Sizes

Liquid moss flux (kq/mfsi ~in Annular Two-Phase Flow, UKAEA Report AERE R-9634.
0 Azzordi et al (1980)o Azzopordi (1985) V Gibbons (1985) Harwell, UK.
V Ambrosini it al (1991) 0 Sheriff (1993) 2 Current o.ok Azzopardi, B J, Drop Sizes in Annular Two-Phase Flow,

Figure 6 Comparison of Expcrimcntal And Empirical 1985, Ex Fluid, Vol 3, 53-59.
Prediction of Sautcr Mean Diameter With Liquid Flow Ratc Azzopardi, B J, Freeman, G and Whalley, P B, 1978, Drop

sizes in Annular Two-Phase Flow, UKAEA Renort AERE-
relationship (equation 1), whilst the other two relationship R9074 Harwell, UK.
underpredict the variation of d32 with liquid mass flux. Each
of the flow correlations takes into account the effect of liquid
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VELOCITY AND PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENT IN A TWO-PHASE FLASHING JET

R. Balachandar, S. R. Mulpuru and M. H. Ungurian

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.,
Containment Analysis Branch, Whiteshell Laboratories

Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE ILO

a two-phase mixture of stearn and small water droplets

ABSTRACT generated by flash boiling atomization and aerodynamic
fragmentation. The presence of the fission products in the

Pressure vessels and pipe networks containing high high enthalpy fluid is quite plausible and consequently

enthalpy liquids under pressure are a common occurrence the water droplets formed can act as carriers of activity.
in the nuclear industry. The failure of a vessel or pipe in Experimental data on size and velocity distribution of the
the form of a small hole, results in the formation of a droplets are required to support safety and licensing
two-phase jet containing a mixture of water droplets and calculations on the transport of fission products in the
steam. These droplets are generated by flash boiling and containment.
aerodynamic fragmentation. There is the possibility of There has been a widespread interest in the study
the presence of the fission products suspended or of the mechanics of flashing. Flash boiling atomization
dissolved in the high enthalpy fluid and the droplets has applications in fuel-injection devices used to improve

formed can thus act as carriers of activity. Experimental engine performance. Aerosols generated from spray cans
data on size and velocity distribution of the droplets are by flashibg have wide household utilization as

required to support safety and licensing calculations on insecticides, deodorants, etc. Studies have been
the transport of fission products in the containment, conducted to understand the physics of the flashing
Furthermore, a good understanding of the droplet release process [Appleton, P. R., 1984; Jones, Jr., 0. C., 1980;
mechanisms is necessary in order to specify the source Koestel, A., et al. 1980; Lienhard et al.,1970; Oza. R. D.,
terms for subsequent dispersion calculations. Efforts are 1984; Sher, E. and Elata, C. 1977]. Attempts have also

currently underway at AECL Research, Whiteshell been made to measure droplet sizes in heated water jets
laboratories, to obtain the size and velocity of water [Anderson, R. C., et al. 1984; Bates, C. J., et al. 1986;
droplets in flashing jets generated using various nozzle Reitz, R. D., 1990].

geometries and reservoir test conditions. To this end, a Many of the earlier drop size measurements

phase Doppler anemometer is used to obtain the reported, involved the use of photography or some form
necessary information. This paper deals with the of light-scattering techniques. In the present study, a

presentation of results obtained using a custom made phase Doppler anemometer (Dantec Inc.) is used to
nozzle having a diameter of 0.061 cm and a throat length obtain experimers-l data on the size and velocity of water

of 0.61 cm (LID - 10). Typical results obtained at a test droplets forme -, , shing jets. With the advent of the
pressure of 4 MPa and a temperature of 230*C are phase Dopple. ... nometer (PDA) some of the

presented. Efforts are made to obtain the representative difficulties encountered in the earlier measurements have
diameter to characterize droplet size in flashing jets. been effectively overcome [Bachalo, W. D. and Houser,
Attempts are also made to obtain the proper scaling M. J., 1986; Durst, F., 1982; Tayali, N. E. and Bates, C.
variables that can be used to characterize a flashing jet. J., 1990]. It should be noted that the light intensity of

the transmitting beams and the sensitivity of the

1. INTRODUCTION photodetectors have a distinct influence on the particle
"size measurement. These factors have been discussed in

During a postulated accident condition involving a a recent paper [Balachandar et al. 1994]. This study will

break in the primary heat transport system, the focus on the measurement of water droplet velocity and

high-enthalpy water can discharge into the containment size, as the effluent jet progresses into the containment.
in the form of a flashing jet. The effluent jet consists of The tests are conducted at a pressure of 4 MP& and a
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temperature of 230 0C. Radial distributions of the mean that at a given location in the flashing jet, the count -
velocity and particle size are presented at two axial size distributions obtained were quite different at various
stations, intensities of the transmitting laser beam. Based on a

series of systematic tests, it was found that intensity of
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP the transmitting beams coupled with the sensitivity of the

photodetectors have a distinct influence on the size
Figure la shows a schematic of the experimental measurement. It was found that smaller particles (< 10

set-up used in the present study. The water is heated to prm) do not scatter sufficient light when the intensity of
the required temperature by means of a heating source the transmitting beams is low and hence are not
inside the vessel. The vessel is pressurised by adding recognised by the PM tubes. Similarly, when the high
nitrogen gas from the top. After the test conditions are voltage gain of the PM tubes is low, the smaller particles
attained, the pipe connecting the pressure vessel to the are once again not visible. A proper combination of
nozzle arrangement is also heated to the required value, these two factors was found necessary in order to conduct
The boiler and the piping system are well insulated to size measurements with a higher accuracy and in the
minimize heat losses. The nozzle assembly [Inset, Figure minimum possible measurement time. For the measuring
1b] consists of a straight section 150 mm long and 4.83 environment present in a flashing jet, it has been
mm in diameter. This is followed by a sudden established that the high voltage gain of the PM tube
contraction leading to a throat section 0.61 mm in should be set at 1000 V and the intensity of the
diameter and 6.1 mm long (L/D - 10). As the hot water transmitting laser beam should be set at 2.5 W
is depressurized through the nozzle, a flashing jet is [Balachandar et al. 1994). This ensured the measurement
formed at the tip of the nozzle. For the pressure and of very small particles and the acceptance rate of the data
temperature chosen in the present study, visual acquired was close tc 100%. The signal-to-noise ratio
observations indicate that the flashing jet is characterised was set at 0 dB and following the analysis presented in
by the formation of a nearly hemispherical expansion a previous study [Balachandar et al. 1994], the sample
followed by a linear spreading. size (N) was set at 3000.

At any point in the flow field of a flashing jet, the Figure Ib shows a simple schematic of the flashing
particle size and the velocity in the axial direction are jet and the coordinate system adopted. Measurements
simultaneously measured using the phase Doppler were conducted along the radial direction (Y axis) at two
anemometer (PDA). The present system uses a variable axial stations (Z - 48.8 and 146.4 cm; Z/D - 800 and
power, water cooled, Argon-Ion laser having a wave 2400). The nozzle assembly was mounted on a
length of 514.5 nm. A fiber optic probe fitted with a traversing mechanism to facilitate the movement of the
lens of focal length 400 mm forms the transmitting jet axially (Z - direction). The vertical direction (Y)
optics. The receiving optics is fitted with a convex lens measurements were achieved by simultaneously moving
having a focal length of 600 mm. A system of three the transmitting and receiving optics. The variables of
photomultiplier (PM) tubes with built in pre-amplifiers is interest include the mean velocity, the count mean
fitted on the receiving optics to obtain and validate the diameter, the Sauter mean diameter, count median
phase information contained in the Doppler signals. The diameter and the volume median diameter.
transmitting and receiving optics were mounted on
independent traversing arrangements. These traversing 3. RESULTS
arrangements were computer controlled and allowed a
simultaneous movement of both the transmitting and the 3.1 Radial distribution of mean velocity:
receiving optics. Preliminary tests indicated that the velocity

The PDA system was calibrated for the distributions were symmetrical about the jet axis.
measurement of both size and velocity using standard Consequently, the measurements were mainly conducted
procedures. The velocity measurements were validated on one side of the jet and the range of measurements
by conducting mmuasurements in known flow fields such were limited to -20 < Y (cm) < +5. Figure 2a shows the
as the potential core of an air jet. The size measurements radial distribution of the mean velocity at two axial
were validated by conducting measurements in an air jet locations measured along the Y - axis. In this figure, a
seeded with monodisperse soda lime glass beads of value of Y - +15 indicates the top portion of the jet,
known sizes. A remark regarding size measurement in where as Y - -15 indicates the lower part of the jet. The
flashing jets using the PDA is in order. In a related velocity distributions denote an increase in the spreading
study [Balachandar et al. 19941, it was found that the of the jet as the distance from the nozzle increases.
water droplets were fairly polydisperse in nature and their Using distributions such as in Figure 2a, the half width
size ranged from about I to 100 ;Lm. It was also realized (8) of the jet [the radial location where the velocity is
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one half of the centre-line velocity] was evaluated, dropping off beyond Z/D - 1000. The behaviour of the
Figure 2b shows the variation of 8 with increasing higher order moments indicate a general tendency to
distance from the 'xzzle. The jet appears to spread maintain self preservation as one progresses axially along
linearly and furtkermore, the rate of growth of the jet the jet Figure 5a shows the radial distribution of
resembles that obtained in a two-phase plane jet longitudinal turbulent intensities measured along the Y -
[Goldschmidt, 1966]. Figure 3 shows the variation of the axis. The distribution resembles the ones obtained in
mean velocity along the radius of the jet at the two axial single phase flows [Hetsroni 1971, Wygnanski 1969].
stations using Uc, and 8 as the normalizing velocity and Figure 5b shows the same set of data replotted in a
length scale respectively. Here U,1 is the value of the normalized fashion using U, and 6 as the normalizing
velocity along the axis at any given station. The data scales. There is a larger amount of scatter in the data at
collapse on to a single curve indicating that the mean Z/D - 2400. One should bear in mind that the two
velocity profiles are similar. For qualitative comparison stations being compared to determine the self preserving
purposes, a typical velocity distribution obtained in a nature of the flow are quite far from each other. The
single phase flow [Hetsroni et al. 1971 ] is also shown in near coincidence of the dimensionless turbulent intensity
Figure 3. Compared to previous measurements in free profiles (lower order moments) reveal once again the
jets, it should be borne in mind that the present inherent similarity of turbulent free jets.
measurements are conducted at much larger distances
from the nozzle. 3.2 Radial distribution of particle size:

Figure 4a shows the probability density distributions Figure 6a shows the variation of the mean diameter
of velocity at various radial locations for ZID - 800. along the radius at the two axial stations. At a section
The distributions are fairly similar at two symmetrical closer to the nozzle, the droplets are larger along the
locations (Y/8 - + 1 and -1) on either side of the jet. The middle portions of the jet. A similar observation was
distributions appear to closely follow a Gaussian curve. noted by Reitz (1990). Using two different illumination
A sensitive test of the closeness of fit with a Gaussian techniques, Reitz (1990) was able to observe that the jet
curve is provided by the flatness factor F - (Z,(Ui - consists of two regions; a core region and a surrounding
U.) 4/s 4 N) of the distribution. Here, U, is the velocity fine spray region. Reitz (1990) further speculated that
of the ith particle in the axial direction, U.. is the mean the main jet had several sub jets whose breakup
velocity and s is the standard deviation of the velocity set constituted the smaller particles in the outer edges while
under consideration. The theoretical value of F for a longer wave length breakup (hence larger particles)
normal distribution is 3.0. Figure 4b shows the radial contributed to the core region. This is reflected in the
distribution of F at the two axial stations. in the present present measurements. However, in Figure 6a, one
study, at Z/D - 800, the experimental values of F ranged notes that the larger particles are found to occur below
from 2.8 to 3.3 in the core region of the jet (-1.0 < Y/8 the axis of the jet and the size distributions are clearly
< 1.0). This resembles the values obtained in single asymmetric. At any axial station, the mean diameters are
phase jets [Hetsroni, 1971 ]. One also notes from Figure generally larger along the lower half of the jet (Y < 0).
4b that at radial locations beyond the half-width of the One would speculate that this is a consequence of
jet, the F values increase with increasing distance from gravitational settling and hence the asymmetry.
the jet axis. A similar observation was noted by However, it is interesting to note that along the jet axis,
Wygnanski et al. [1969] in single phase free jets. A the value of the mean diameter decreases with increasing
measure of the relative skewness (S - {E1(U, - distance from the nozzle. As indicated earlier, during
Uum) 3/s 3N} of the jet is indicated in Figure 4c. The visual observations, the particles could be seen physically
theoretical value of S for a normal curve is zero. Figures dropping off after about Z/D - 1000. Figure 6b shows
4b and 4c indicate that the deviations of the probability the radial variation of the Sauter mean diameter (-
density distributions from a Gaussian curve are -d,3/Xd 2) at the two axial stations. Here, d, is the
considerable towards the outer edges of the jet and these diameter of any given particle and the maximum value of
deviations are fairly similar at the two axial stations i - 3000. At Z/D - 800, the distribution resembles that
considered. The variation of both S and F, from normal obtained for the mean diameter. At Z/D - 2400, the
conditions could be attributed to the fairly high droplet particle size increases drastically with increasing distance
concentrations at the various measuring locations in a from the jet axis along the bottom half of the jet.
flashing jet. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that The use of the mean diameter does not in reality
the particles are polydisperse in nature travelling with reflect the proper nature of the size distribution. It
various velocities. For obvious reasons, the larger should be borne in mind that the particles crossing the
particles cannot be expected to faithfully follow the measuring volume at a given measurement location are
general flow and some of them can be visually seen to be highly polydisperse. Consequently, it is necessary to
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study the entire size distribution and obtain more Z/D - 2400 (Figure 9b). In this situation, with the
representative diameters such as the count median particles arranged in ascending order of size, the first
diameter (CMD) and the volume median diameter 1500 of the total number of particles contribute to about
(VMD). Figure 7a shows the variation of cumulative I% of the total volume while 50% of the total volume is
count - size distribution along the radius of the jet at an contributed by the last 1% of the number of particles. As
axial station Z/D - 800. One can note that at a location one progresses to a location in the lower half of the jet
Y/d - 1.0 (top portion of the jet), the range of particles (Figure 9c), the number of particles contributing to more
measured varies from about I to 60 gm. At this location, than 50% of the total volume decreases further. A vast
about 50% of the particles measured are below 6.5 un majority of the particles are very small (eg., 85% of the
while 90% of the particles are below 20 pj'n. The particles are less than 25 pma in Figure 9c) while the

procedure for obtaining the CMD is also indicated in range is quite wide (varying from I to 70 pan). A very
Figure 7a. Using such sketches, the CMD is evaluated . percentage (1%) make a much larger contribution
and Figure 7b shows the radial variation of CMD at Z/D ac total volume. In this respect, the CMD is a good
- 800. Figure 7b indicates that the variation of CMD is indicator of the smaller particles in the jet while the
very similar to the variation of mean diameter. No VMD is a better measure of the larger particles. Data on
additional information can be obtained by studying the both CMD and VMD are required for modelling transport
radial variation of the CMD alone at a given axial of water droplets in reactor containments, where aerosol
station. mechanisms such as thermophoresis can affect primarily

Figure 8a shows the variation of the volume median the smaller particles while gravity will influence mainly
diameter along the radius at both the axial stations. As the larger particles.
one proceeds from the top to the bottom of the jet, one
perceives an increase in VMD along the radius. The 4. OBSERVATIONS
radial variation of VMD at Z/D - 800 is quite different
from the variation of the mean diameter or the CMD. The following observations can be drawn from the
Indications of gravitational settling can be clearly inferred present set of results:
from Figure 8a. Furthermore, along the jet axis, unlike 1. Visual observations indicate that for the given nozzle
the variation of the mean diameter, the VMD increases configuration and experimental conditions (Pressure - 4
with increasing distance from the nozzle. Figure 8b MPa, Temperature - 230'C), the flashing jet initially
shows the variation of the relative span factor (A - (D9M expands in a near hemispherical fashion followed by a
- D10,•)/Ds) along the radius. Here, DA, D., and linear spreading.
Do1 refer to the 90th, 50th and 10th percentile of the 2. The axial velocity measurements indicate that the
cumulative volume respectively. The relative span factor velocity decreases with increasing distance from the
provides a direct indication of the range of the droplet nozzle. The radial distribution of the mean velocity
sizes relative to the VMD. At ZID - 800, the values of exhibits a typical Gaussian distribution and this behaviour
A decrease towards the jet axis, indicating that particles is similar to that noticed in single phase flows.
tend to be of more uniform distribution towards the core Furthermore, the half-width of the jet indicates that the
of the jet. At Z/D - 2400, there is considerable scatter jet grows fairly linearly beyond the hemispherical
in the data and the A values tend to decrease towards the expansion. The half-width of the jet appears to be the
outer edges of the jet. proper normalizing variable.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the 3. The values of the mean diameter and count median
characteristics of size distribution, several plots of the diameter along the jet axis, decrease with increasing
cumulative counts / volume distribution were evaluated, distance from the nozzle, while, the VMD increases with
Figure 9a shows a set of data evaluated at Z/D - 800 increasing distance from the nozzle. At any point along
while Figures 9b and 9c show similar sets obtained at the jet axis, there appears to be a greater dispersion in the
ZID - 2400. In addition to the mean diameter, VMD size range ats one proceeds from the mouth of the nozzle.
and CMD, these sketches also show the dispersion s - The radial distribution of particle size clearly indicate that
(D, 6,/D,•,)°• in terms of both counts and volume. For a particles are highly polydisperse. Representative
location along the axis of the jet, one notes from Figure diameters like the count median, volume median and
9a that of the 3000 particles measured at a given Sauter mean are collectively required to give a better
location, 1500 particles (d < 16 prm) contribute to about description of the size distribution and provide the
10% of the total volume. At the same time, about 50% necessary data for modelling of droplet transport in
of the total volume is contributed by particles accounting reactor containments. The influence of gravitational
for less than 7.5% of the total counts (d > 30 mm). The settling along the vertical downward direction is clearly
scenario changes as one proceeds axially along the jet to noticed in the size distribution.
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The Experimental Study on the Characteristics of Turbulent Polymer Solution
Flow in a 180 Degree Square Sectioned Bend

Feng Tong Sun Houjung
Shanghai Institute of Applied Mathematics Beijing Institute of Civil Engineerig
and Mechanics and Architecture
Shanghai University of Technology Beijing
China China

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

The comparative experimental study has The investigations on drag reduction in
been performed in the dilute polyacrilamide turbulent flow by polymer additives, also known as
solution (PAM,300 w.ppm) and the relevant pure "Toms effect", see Toms (1948), and the other
water flow in a 1800 square sectioned duct at the relevant researches have been carrying out for
same volumetric flow rate. The results of the decades. However, a drag increase was observed
velocity measurements by means of laser Doppler by Bamess & Walters (1969) when the dilute
anemometry shows the existence of a stronger polymer solution streams through curved pipes.
radial flow while the dilute polyacrilamide solution This phenomenon recognised as a paradoxical
streams through the curved duct. The results of behaviour to the well-known fact of drag reduction
pressure and velocity measurements shows the includes two aspects as follows: (1) drag reduction
consistency that the stronger radial flow is caused occurs in the laminar flow, while the dilute polymer
by the lager difference of the radial pressure solution passes through curved pipe, which
between the inner and the outer wall of the curved normally causes drag increment in straight pipe
duct, and, therefore, it may cause more pressure flow; (2) drag increment occurs in the relevant
loss in the curved duct than the relevant pure turbulent flow, which normally causes the drag
water flow. reduction in straight pipe flow. Ranade and

Ulbrecht (1983) measured the laminar flow by
NOMENCLATURE means of laser Doppler velocimetry and attributed

the drag reduction to the weaker secondary flow in
V, tangential component of velocity the core region of pipe due to the elastico-viscosity
V, radial component of velocity of fluids [3].
O volumetric flow rate To find -out the explanation about this peculiar
A cross-sectional area of square duct phenomenon, a range of measurements including
Vb volumetric mean velocityVb=Q/A the velocity measurement with laser Doppler
a width of square cross-section of duct velocimetry have been completed on the dilute
r* non-dimensional co-ordinate in radial polyacrilamide(PAM,300 w.ppm) solution flow in a

direction,r*=(r-r,)/a, where r, is the radius of 180 degree square sectioned bend. The
the inner wall of the curved duct comparative water flow measurements were also

0 co-ordinate in tangential direction performed at the same Reynolds number (5.64 x
z° non-dimensional co-ordinate in spanwise 10").

direction
y° non-dimensional co-ordinate in vertical 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

direction in straight section, y*=y/a
X, non-dimensional co-ordinate in horizontal 2.1. Polymer solution flow rig

direction in straight section, X,=x/(a/2)
h pressure head Geometrically, the flow rig and test system for
g acceleration due to gravity the present study was as identical as the one
w.ppm weight concentration. 1 w.ppm=1/106 described by Feng Tong et al (1990), see
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Fig.2.1.(a). However, for the purpose of polymer using an inclined manometer. A number of

solution study, some special designs and pressure taping holes were established along both
measures have been made to prevent the the inner and the outer wall of the curved bend in
mechanical degradation of the polymer solutions, order to acquire the detailed information about the
which includes replacing the common centrifugal static pressure distribution.
pump by a low shear pump and setting up the According to the non-Newtonian property of
temperature and sample monitoring devices, the polyacrilamide solution, the low shear rate
During the lasting Laser Doppler Anemometry rotating viscometer (Low-Shear 30, Contraves
measurements, the flow rig was operated in the Industrial Products Ltd, West Germany) and the
so-called one-pass way by injecting the higher gun rheometer (Deimos Ltd. Britain) were chosen
concentration polyacrilamide solution stored in a to cope with the determination of the rheological
pressurised container though the stainless steel coefficients of the polyacrilamide solution. The
nozzles around the upstream pipe section, see details has been given in the further section.
Fig.2.1.(a), into the pure water. To ensure the The strict measures such as temperature
polymer solution to be well mixed with the water, a control and sample detection were undertaken
series preliminary tests and the monitoring through the test to ensure the consistency of the
sampling tests have been performed from time to experimental conditions.
time during the test. A fluctuation of the solutionv emm- 2

concentration has been found within 5% of the rOZO111 J

mean value range. 4
The bend section with the cross-section of U

30x30 mm and the mean curvature radius of
150mm was manufactured as a mixture of perplex-
glass construction, see Fig.2.1.(b), which enables
elimination of the noises caused by the scratched
transparent walls hence enhanced the validation ,0

rate of optic-electric signal collection for the
present laser Doppler anomometry. (a) Polyl 0 baistn ftw ••g

I. wJw pWon 2 .W evlw •o* U3Jwft 4,&b.erumA~hm

2.2. Laser Doppler Anomometery .. S~ wI,,,,"2 , B.,ll ,- ,,gbm 7? ,,, a =,,U,
BI~ueilml I f.lww ahdyua Im•

A one-component laser Doppler velocimetry
system (PDLDV-100, Beijing Institute of 4 Fkw

Photographic Machinery) including a 10 mW He- 4e -- . -a-

Ne laser source was used for the velocity

measurement. The laser Doppler anemometer was
established in the forward-scatter alignment. The A L"

incident angle of the laser beam is 7.10. By means IL
of rotating the principal axis of optical probe
volume , the time-averaged tangential and radial Vol c
components of velocity as well as the relevant
mean Reynolds stress components are possibly (br-Oa'wo SnM, W4 I,,,,,fte, ,

obtained at the same spatial point in the flow
region, as deducted by Melling & Whitelaw (1976). Figure 2.1. Polymer Solution Flow Rig and Coordinate system
An on-line data acquisition system which consists
of a counter (JPS-2, Beijing Institute of Universal 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Technology) and a personal computer was applied
for data collection and analysis. The laser Doppler 3.1. Results of pressure measurement
anemometer was mounted on a three-dimensional
mechanism to reach the measuring positions in the As above mentioned, the pressure
flow region. measurements were carried out along the whole

length of the straight and curved section for the
2.3. Pressure and rheological measurements pure water and the ;.olyacrilamide solution flow.

Comparing to the pure water flow with almost the
The pressure measurement was performed same volumetric flow rate (0=1.692 UIs), the
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polyacnlamide solution with the weight specific of Cole law in both the low and high shear rate
concentration of 300 w.ppm gained the drag region as below
reduction rate of 40% along both the upstream and
the further downstream section. This observation
conforms the drag reduction effect in the turbulent ±=..+(p.-j.)(1 +(Q.Y)y (1)
flow through the straight pipe. However, by means
of the definition of the pressure loss suggested by
Ito (1959,1960), the pressure loss has calculated where X is the maximum relax time which can be
for both the pure water and the polyacrilamide used as a factor to estimate the visco-elastic
solution flow through the curved bend. The results property of the polymer solution For the
turned out that the pressure loss for the polyacrilamide solution used in this study, the
polyarilamide is greater than the relevant pure formula has been deducted based on the test data
water one by 17.6%. as shown in Fig.3.1.(a). as follows

Figure 3.1 .(b) illustrates the local details of
the non-dimensional pressure distribution along the
curved bend. By matching the non-dimensional 1.85+9.72(1+(0.013y)°9) (2)
value of pressure head (2glv.2) at station (0=200)
on the convex wall together, the radial pressure
difference between the inner and the outer wall where the unit of P and I are mPasec and sec",
can be clearly specified. For the polyacrilamide respectively.
solution flow, the radial pressure differences at all Based on the tests, the conclusion can be
stations in the curved bend are more or less drawn that the polyacrilamide solution used in the
greater the one of the pure water, especially the present study is a shear thinning visco-elastic fluid.
maximum one at station (0=1600) is greater than
the relevant value of pure water flow by 13%/6, etc.
Considering the secondary flow in curved ducts is ,o 1W

significantly driven by the radial pressure'0 ________,,_,,_,_

difference, see Humphrey et al (1977,1981), this
deviation of the radial pressure difference may 0..5

impact some influence on the (
flow in curved bend. The details will be discussed (a)
in the further section. -,

3.2. Results of rheological measurements (b)

In the present investigation, a commercially "
available polyacrilamide powder was chosen as 4
the drag reduction agent. This product supplied by
Shanghai Factory of Polylamide has been used by
previous investigators for the purpose of draq -3

reduction research, see Zhao et al (1979).
The rheological measurements were Figure 3.1.(a)&(b) Pressure Distribution a"ong the Duct

performed after the polyacrilamide powders had
well resolved into the water solvent. The results lo
revealed the polyacrilamide solutin is bound to be
classified as a power-law typed fluid, as shown as
in figure 3. and has the shear-thinning property ,
within a certain range of shear rate ( 4 < y < 100 s- 10

I ). However, as the shear rate increases further,
the solution converts to a Newtonian fluid again buti
with a reduced constant viscosity. , _.

According to the theory of rheology O , , ,o ,,0 , 100 I. o Sa 0a

(Chu,1988), for the dilute water-polymer solution, sr, f,,(1,)

the relationship between shear viscosity p and
shear rate I can be described in the universal form Figure 3.2. Shear Viscosity vs Shear Rate ( PAM solution 300 w.ppm)
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indicates the consistency with the results ot the
3.3. Results of velocity measurements pressure measurement, as the driven force of the

secondary circulation in the curved duct is
According to the symmetry of the geometric attributed to the pressure difference between the

configuration of the duct, velocity measurements inner and the outer wall of the duct
were merely performed within the right-hand half of
the duct cross-section at the following stations:
X.=-15. 0 =0°. 450, 900, 135°, 1800, X,=30 and

X,=50. As well known, the flow in curved duct and
even in square sectioned duct prevails the
apparent three-dimensional characteristics. A great
amount of attention has given by the present 131.2 e '

authors to this complex behaviour. Therefore, the 1.1 :'" I"
velocity measurement results are demonstrated in o 9 :t XH=50
two parts as bellow. 0.70.0.6I

(i) tangential components of velocity I:| .6 * s i

The development of tangential or main 1
component of velocity has been shown in figure 4. 8gI' XH=30
At the entry of the 180 degree bend, the velocity :9..
profile of polyacrilamide solution flow seems more j :"
pointed than the one of water flow over the whole 1.3 1o9
region of duct, see the profiles of the tangential 1.2 . . ....
components of velocity (V,/Vb) at the station of I *....

X.=-15. However, at the station of (0=450), the 091L.
inner part of velocity profile of polyacrilamide 1 0.671. .0.6[

solution flow is relatively plumper, after the station 1.1
of (0=90°). the outer part has been more pointed o.
than the one of water flow. This implies that, in 1.3 e=eo.
polyacrilamide solution flow, there exists a stronger 1j 0.6

radial mass and momentum transfer from the inner 1 I "
to the outer side of the curved duct. 0:o9 - e4so .
(ii) radial components of velocity 013r0

1.32 :FThe development of the radial components of 1.2 : .. *:
velocity as shown in figure 5 supports the above "'J . ".O,0 .91, e-" 1%o -

mentioned facts with the details of the 0..0.7-
development of radial flow along the curved duct. 1.3 0:6 . ...

1.2,Again, at the entry of the curved duct, the radial 1.1 •
flow of polyacrilamide solution is slightly weaker 1 0 X- "

than the one of water flow. At the station of (0 0:8 X M-15

.450), an obvious stronger radial flow has been 0.67

found in the polyacrilamide solution flow. which y orir
results in the more apparent shift of its tangential (a) Velodyprofiles (Vs)atz*=0.00
velocity profile from the inner side to the outer
side, so called "over shooting", which occurs in the
section between the station of (0=450) and the
station of 0=900 After the station of (0=450), the
radial flow of polyarilamide solution keeps
exceeding the one of water flow even in the core
region of the duct and then keeps this trend along
the rest of the duct sections. In the entire curved
section, a stronger radial flow at the most
measurement stations has been observed in the
polyacrilamide solution flow.

The results of velocity measurements
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4. CONCLUSIONS pp.258-61, Nanjing,China

Chu,Z.(1988) Polymer Structual Rheology,A range of detailed measurements have been Sichuan Press of Education (Chinese edition)
performed on the polyacrilamide solution (300
w ppm) and the relevant water flow at the same
Reynolds number of 5.64x 10".

The tangential and radial components of
velocity of the dilute polymer solution flow have
been obtained and compared with the ones of
water flow. The stronger radial flow in the curved
duct suggests the existence of the more intensive
mass and momentum exchange in the polymer
solution flow.

According to the elastico-viscosity of the fluid,
the stronger secondary flow in the polyacrilamide
solution flow may cause more pressure loss in the
curved duct.
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FLOW STRUCTURE IN MEANDERING COMPOUND CHANNEL FOR OVERBANK

K. Sblono*, Y. Muto**, H. [mamoto** end T. |sbigaki**

"Department of Civil Engineering, Loughborough University of Technology, UK
DPRI, Kyoto University, Japan

ABSTRACT illustrated the secondary flow structure using a dye tracing
technique and flow current meters. However the magnitudeMeasurements of s'.ondary flow are very difficult in a of the secondary flow and the Reynolds stresses were notlaboratory scale since ýhe magnitude of secondary flows measured. It is important to know the magnitudes of theare sometimes very •mall compared with the streamwise secondary flow and turbulence levels in order to improvevelocity. In recent years a laser doppler anemometer the relationship between the flow resistance and discharge

system has been improved rapidly and made it possible to for the overbank flow conditions.measure accurate velocity components in a laboratory This paper describes the measurement techniques andscale. Measurements of secondary flow and the Reynolds some results of the secondary flow and turbulence in astresses have been taken place in a meandering compound meandering compound channel.
channel for an overbank flow condition using a twocomponent laser doppler anemometer system with a smallprobe head. Fluctuations of the streamwise, lateral and 924vertical components of velocity were measured by placing- (untm)
the head above water surface and submerging the probe head I
in water. The structure of the secondary flow and theI
Reynolds stresses along the meandering channel for the
overbank flow conditions was obtained. Results showdevelopment of the secondary flow and locations ofintensive Reynolas stresses along the meandering channel.

1. INTRODUCTION .

Rivers often have a straight flood plain bank with a 120"
straight main channel and a meandering flood plain bank
with a meandering main channel in order to discharge water
on to flood plains at a time of high discharge. The
prediction of water level at such high discharge is vitallyimportant for flood alleviation schemes. The relationship
between the water level and discharge is influenced by the 3structure of secondary flow and turbulence. A study of flow 

3in a straight channel with straight flood plain banks has •,e. 13
been undertaken recently by Knight and Shiono(1990) and
Shiono and Knight (1991) . They have measured secondary Figure I Configuration of meandering channel-flows and turbulence in a relatively large physical model.namely the Science Engineering Research Council Flood
Channel Facility (SERC-FCF), using a two componentlaser doppler anemometer system with a small probe head. 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The results showed that the flow resistance was greatlyinfluenced by the secondary flow even the straight channel. Five meanders were constructed in a flume of 1.2 mSMeandering flood plain banks arc commonly wide, 350 mm deep and 9.2 m long. A valley bed slope wasconstructed along a meandering channel and the structure of set as 1/1000 and the dimensions of one meander were assecondary flow and turbulence is not well known along a follows : bed width 150 mm. flood plain height 53 mnm andmeandering compound channel for an overbank flow bed iadius 425 mmn with a vertical main channel wall, cross-condition. The recent study for a meandering channel was over length 380 mm. meander wave length 924 mnm and aundertaken by Willettes and Mardwich (1993). They cross-over angle of 60 degree. Flood plain banks were
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constructed parallel along the meandenng channel with a processing system to a 15 mm diameter submergible
flood plain width of 100 mm and a flood plain bank slope measurement probe head. Data was collected for 60 seconds
of 1:1 ( see Fig. 1). In the five multiple meanders, a half or 120 seconds depending on the location of measurement
meander wave length of the 4th meander section was used as with an average data rate of 100 Hz. Silver powder of mean
a test section and was divided into 13 cross sections of diameter size of 50um was used as a seeding agent. The
which the turbulent measurements were undertaken at the 7 vertical and longitudinal components of velocity were
cross sections. measured by submerging the probe head mounted on a

The turbulent measurements were undertaken using a cylindrical tube of a 20 mm, diameter with a 45 degree angle
2-component LDA system with a computer controlled mirror. The lateral and longitudinal components of
automatic traverser system. A TSI 2-component LDA velocity were measured by setting the probe head above the
system was operated in a back scatter mode with 10 m long water surface (see Fig.2).
fibre optic cable connecting the laser and signal

Fibre optic cabic

3.~~~Ta MENrLOidgeCERSTC

ch nn l nd th lo d la n e gh r sp ct v ly T er h v m l f st r Flow d Pin th i h a d s d f t e m ainfo

been a numbr of studie onmeande ing channelsfr canl.Cngofhhmmetm lwtwrdte

un edertake sinc wane vainstfrumen a o a vaflableve to pnderevsens deanversloping the sendary x flwdection th bendFi.
measur thevsecodrl lwan.ublneinamadrn For the overbank cos ersne ).A lwge o n dieatieons.itican be seen froimu

channel. Figs 4h tho li egt epciey heehv al atsthe waterin the lefht flood pine at the beind
Then anmbean oflo structues in temeandering channels for capexnends tong fow higthe maientu chnnlo twith dsom ange.

tnheankfl flow conditionis briefly described Paske follows. Thioiscrvebanksd sntcmlted byehfietaofflwprallelaaongath

Thsue dethe mecnan y veloty ndistuributionc alng th meandering cros-vr onthe o ightn flondplion., Ithr can be osered aro

channel for the bankfull condition. Dr=-0.0. is shown in horizontal circulation on the left flood plain just after the
Fig. 3. The maximum velocity appears to be located near bend apex. This circulation creates a stagnation area in
the left hand side of the main channel, and the velocity which deposits sediment or traps pollutant.
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Figure 3 Depth average velocity for Dr=0O.0 Figure 4 Depth average velocity for Dr--.5

(bankfull). (overbank).

4. STRUCTURE OF SECONDARY FLOW deflecting "to the right band main channel wall. A

clockwise circulation forms above the bankfull level
'Me measurements of the secondary flow in the between sections 9 and I I in the main channel, which

meandering channel for bankfull and overbank flow remains up to the next section 3 as an anti-clockwise
conditions were undertaken by a two component LDA circulation. This cell is against the flood flow entering into
system. The secondary flows were expressed as a vector the main channel and then creates a plunge flow at the

form in Figs.5 and 6 for the bankfull, Dr=-O.0, Dr=-0.15 and meeting place. 'Mere is clearly indicating the main channel
Dr=0.5. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the clockwise flow at sections 3, 5 and 7 overflowing onto the left flood
circulation of secondary flow at section I occurs stronger at plain. The flood plain flow enters into the main channel at

the left bank side rather than at the right bank side for the section 9 for Dr=-0.15. For the deeper case, Dr=-0.5, these

bankfull flow case.: There exists anti-clockwise circulation phenomena are pushed further downstream.

on the right bank side. This circulation remains along the
meandering channel which may prevent to development of
circulation due to the centrifugal effect of the bend. The S. STRUCTURE OF REYNOLDS STRESSES

structure of the secondary flow in the model differs from
that of natural rivers. The Reynolds stresses were calculated from a cross

For the overbank conditions. the secondary flow cells product of turbulent fluctuations using the raw data. and the

at section I in Fig. 6 separate into three parts : two parts Reynolds stresses normalised by the shear velocity

are in a clockwise direction below the bankfull level in the 14" = gRS0 at section 1. where PO = density of water. g =
main channel. An anti-clockwise cell occupies above the
bankfull level. The clockwise cell near the left bank below gravitational acceleration . R = Hydraulic radius and SO =
the bankfull level can be generated by the flood plain flow bed slope. were plotted on Figs. 7. 8 and 9. For the
rolling over the main channel flow. The clockwise cell - 2
near the right band bank can be due to the cross flow bankfull condition. the value of -- UW/ u. seems to vary
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- d y -U W//142 for the bankfull condition is distributed above

the Zer of W1-U ./ 2 and the maximum magnitude is the

same order as the positive maximum value in some cross
linearly from the bed to the position of the maximum sections but most cases are smaller. These areas are
velocity .about 1/3 of water depth, in which the bed strongly connected to the secondary circulation areas. For
generated turbulence is dominant. The bed shear stress the overbank conditiong Dr=-0.15, at section 3 the negative

obtained from the Preston tube was compared with that
obtained using logarithmic velocity profiles near the bed . magnitude of -U W// U. is two times bigger than the bed

These were good agreement. For the overbank conditions. shear stress near the bankfull level although the velocity
the distribution of the shear stress near the bed has similar gradient is relatively small compared with that near the
trend as the bankfull condition. The negative value of bed. This phenomenon is also observed at Dr=-0.5.
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R. -m-,-ow The large value of -UV/U. for the bankfull

0condition occurs near water surface along the meandering
"/ channel. For the overbank conditions, there have

-.- consistently large values at the place where the large

"--- values of -uwi U. exist although the value of

,,. ! - ' - . ' 7dU Idy is relatively small compared with that near the

main channel wall. There is an existence ofhigh
turbulence level along the left side of the edge of the main
channel. This region is the boundary between the

- horizontal circulation on the left flood plain and the main
V# 0 channel flow. It is noted that the zero value is not

~ corresponding to the region of dU /Idy = 0 and shifted
slightly to the left side of the region. The reason why this

......... happened is not known.

Namm 6. CONCLUSIONS

t Measurements of secondary flow and Reynolds
-. - *.----.* .stresses in a meandering compound channel were

S, undertaken using a 2-component laser doppler anemometer
system. The measurements of the lateral and vertical

• , components of velocity were carried out successfully by
placing the small probe head above water surface and by
submerging the head in water respectively. The structure of
the secondary flow and the Reynolds stresses were

:f-e - obtained. Development of the secondary flow along the
I meandering compound channel for overbank flow

I-L t conditions was observed and the region of intensive
5 -- turbulence was identified.
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Velocity Measurements in s Rotating U-Bend

Using a Stationary Fibre Optic LDA Probe

by

8 C Cheah, H lacovides, D C Jackson, H Ji and B E Launder

Mechanical Engineering Department, UMIST, Manchester, UK

ABSTRACT been solely concerned with heat-transfer
measurements (Guidez 1988, Wagner at al 1989).

This paper describes the use of WDA in the Moreover, because in previous Investigations,
investigation of turbulent flow through a U-bend that experimental models had to be of a relatively small
rotates In orthogonal mode, A stationary 2-channel size, most of the available data on rotating passage
fibre optic probe is employed to collect flows, involve only averaged values. The present
instantaneous flow measurements from the rotating work produces detailed flow-field data, by
test section. The flow Reynolds number is 100,000, developing an experimental apparatus that is able
and the U-band curvature ratio is 0.65. Three to provide WDA mappings of the mean ad the
cases have been examined: flow through a fluctuating motions in a U-bend of square cross-
stationary U-bend, flow through a U-bend rotating section that rotates orthogonally around an axis
positively (the trailing side coinciding with the bend parallel to the axis of curvature. The main objective
outer side) at a rotation number (Ro a 11YLUJ) of is to produce flow measurements suitable for CFD
+02, and rotation at a rotation number of -0.2. The code validation, over a fange of Reynolds and
resulting measurements produce a detailed rotational numbers that are typical of engine
mapping of the mean ad fluctuating flow filds, operating conditions. The paper describes the
from which the effects of strong curvature and experimental apparatus, the instrumentation and the
rotation on the flow development can be data processing system that enable the collection of
understood. rotating flow data from a stationary probe and

presents a representative selection of the resulting
measurements. A fuller presentation of the

INTRODUCTION experimental data is simultaneously reported in
Chesh et al (1994).

Flow development within rotating U-bends of strong

curvature is of great interest to gas-turbine 2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
designers because of its relevance to blade cooling.
In modem gas-turbines, serpentine passages In order to be able to resolve the flow field in
traverse the inside of the blade. In an attempt to sufficient detail, a reasonably large scale rig was
predict the heat transfer within these passages necessary. As a result, rotational speeds could be
numerical procedures have been developed (Bo at kept at modest levels thus avoiding problems due to
al 1991, Boetal 1994), butitisessentialtoensure mechanical stresses. To reproduce engine
that these solvers are able to produce reliable conditions at modest rotational speeds, water was
results so as to avoid potentially costiy mistakes at chosen as the working fluid because of its low
the design stage. Numerical modellers th*efore kinematic viscosity. The test rig consists of a
need to know how together rotation, srong motor-driven turntable mounted in a 1.22 m
curvature and secondary flow influence the diameter water tank. A U-bond of 50mm square
development of the mean and the turbulent fluid cross-section and of curvature ratio FWD - 0.65,
motion in a three dimensional flow. shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), is mounted on the

turntable with the curvature axis of the duct parallelMost studies of blade cooling flows have so far to t1 axis of rotation. Flow is fed to the duct
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through a passage Ohat is built into the rotating
turntable, as shown in Figure I(b); the ouliow is

4W.0 Into the open water tank. The test section is made
dof 10mm tick~ perspex for optical accss. The rotor

-tunmtable can be driven at any speed up to 250 rpm
in either direction. The water volumetric flow rate is

... ....... monitored with an orifice-plaft arrangement At the
entrance to the test section, a combination of fine
wire meshes and a honeycomb section ensure that

0- M.0 at a station five diameters upstream of the bend the

(a) Plan view flow is unlorm and symmetric.

2.1 DATA ACQUISITION

The LDA system employed was a TSI two-channel,
four-beam, fibre-optic probe system with frequency

Notation shifting on both the blue and green channels. A
Ai 4-watt Argon-ion laser was used to power the

F- pcsystem and two counter processors(TSI 19805)
Prbe were used for signal validation. Subsequent data

processing was done through a Zech data
acquisition card on an Opus PC.

uBond Duct ,

T1,:.-b,- Flow measurements within the rotating U bend were
made with a two channel 10 m long fibre-optic
cable and probe. The probe was clamped into et
stationary X-Y-Z traversing unit mounted directly

I nabove the U-bend. With this arrangement

- ZOr measurements could be made with the probe set at

(b) Side view a fixed radius (with the bend rotating) or the probe
could be traversed to collect data for flow in a

Figure 1 Experimental Apparatus stationary bend. In the case of the rotating U-bend
the data were collected as the duct swept past the
stationary laser beams, as shown diagrammatically
in Figure 2, with the laser beams entering the
working section of the U-bend through the top wall.

-. ----------- . The height of Vhe measuring volume above the
44 bottom wall was determined by establishing the

rotation %;j., Intersection of the laser beams on the bottom wall
as the reference point and then monitoring the

------. , . height by which the probe was raised. As the

probe is raised by 1 mm in air the measuring
vi. :volume is raised by 1.33 mm. In water. The radial\•• ... . .ositi•on of the probe measuring volume was

, 9.. determined from the radial location of the traversing
't,..a " " ------ ,.,,za uniL The lasw measuring volume within the U-

%-. +.,•/," tralverse line""-•s"' •bend passage has a diameter of approximately 91

".... ... nm and a length of 1.8 mm these being average
"dimensions for the two colours. The angular
position of the bend was recorded with each

Figure 2 Circumferential traverse lines measuremenLt

For the stationary case the traversing unit was
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aligned with a radial line drawn from the axis of dramatic Improvement in the signal-to-nolse ratio.
rotation to the bend axis, shown as line 0-02 in Fig The specific gravity of comflour is about 1.3 and the
2. Traverse were made across the straight measured diameters of the particles were in the
passages with the probe measuring the streamwise range of 15.25 pm. Only small amounts were added
and transverse velocities within the passages. so as to ensure as far as possible that ther was
When radial traverses were made within the bend only one particle in the measuring volume at any
the orientation of the probe relative to th traversing time. A more detailed account of 1h comparisons
unit remained unchanged. Use of this method between the seeded and unseeded measurements
ensured that the laser probe remained undisturbed. can be found in Cheah at al (1992) and JI (1994).
Mean and rms quantities were determined from at
least 2000 instantaneous velocity measurements at The angular location of the rotating U-bend was
each measuring point along the traverse line. obtained from a half-degree incremental encoder

attached to the motor drive shaft. The motor drive
The two orthogonal velocity measurements were shaft was connected to the turntable drive shaft by
obtained with the blue (488E-9m) and green a toothed belt drive wit a speed reduction of 4 to
(514.5E-9m) channels with a coincidence time 1. Wit this arrangement and without any backlash
window set at 20 ps for signal validation. The laser in the drive, it was possible to measure the position
signals were filtered between high- and low-pasm of the U-beond to one eighth of a degree. With a
filters. Comparison between the periodic time pulse doubler in the LDA data acquisition interface,
averaged over 5 cycles to that averaged over 8 it was thus possible to achieve an angular
cycles was set so that only signals having periodic resolution of 1116 of a degree. The 5760
times differing by less than 1% were validated, incremental pulses per revolution of the U bend are
Each validated measurement, according to Its referenced to a reset pulse that comes from an
circumferential location, was stored in a optical switch attached to the turntable. The angular
corresponding angular segment bin In the form of a position at any time is thus determined by the pulse
summed value. Each angular segment bin counter reading that is fed into the 24-bit shaft-
contained the accumulated sums of the measured angle Input on the data acquisition system.
instantaneous values of veloity" and all velocity

moments up to third order 1,e.I,. V. V. , The rotationl speed of the turntable was monitored
51,1 V, 16I. andZV together with the-number of using a counter fed with 360 pulses per motor shaft
dsta points accumulated in that particular bin. For revolution from the incremental encoder. As this
every 1000 data records collected, the acquisition shaft rotated at four times the speed of the U-bend
program performed a statistical calculation based turntable this represented 1440 pulses per turntable
on all the collected data and calculated the mean revolulon. As most of the current tosts were run at
velocity components, Reynolds stresses and biple 76 RPM, this translated to a turntable speed of
correlations. This method ensured that storage 1824 counts per second.
requirements were hold within finite bounds. The
number of measurements recorded along each As the measurements were taken over a period of
traversing circle during the rotating flow traverses several hours it was essential that the rotational
was between 60000 and 100000, which meant that speed of the rig was maintained constant The
several hundred measurements were accumulated Ward Leonard drive system employed is an open
in each bin. loop system but, with the aid of an electronic speed

control system that utilises the pulses from the
Seeding requirements were determined during an incremental encoder, it was possible to maintain a
earlier study, using the same basic rig, of flow In a constant rotational speed for tho duration of the
rotor-stator cavity, Cheah st al (1992). It was found tests.
that the natural seeding material within the closed-
loop water circuit produced a too low data 2.2 DATA PROCESSING
acquisition rate. Normal hard particle seeding in the
circuit was considered to be inappropriate as this The velocities measured as the U bend sweeps
could have caused damage to the large diameter past the measuring volume are the absolute
seals that had been used in ft construction of the velocifies for a stationary frame of reference,
turntable. The introduction of comflour caused a collected along circular arcs. It Is therefore
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3 21 necessary to tl m the measrments into a
I I

' !Bn____ form that is easier to understand. The resulting
rI 1n1fomat-1 produced a set of velocities for a

rotating frane of reterence, resolved along tho axial
and the croe-duct directions and ong straight

SI Itraverse knm across ft duct.
I Il

In order to apply these transformations two distinct
, \ regions of the rotating duct needed to be

Q1, , considered: the two straight sections and te bend
P2 \k Itself. The probe collects measurements for two

S\.L \ velocity components along the radial and
A ,\ , circumferential directions relative to the axis of

(a) St\aiht "eto\ rotation. In order to transform these measurements
to a rotating frame of reference, th local turntable
velocity is subtracted from th measured fluid

-------- circumferential velocity. Then, at each angular
3 location, the flow quantities that re initially

measured along he circumferential and radial
~I P21----------------- locations, awe resolved along the axial and coiassi-

------ ------------------ -duct directions.

- ---- Of course, It is convenient to record the data over
.-- planes normal to the duct axis. For each selected

plane velocity data are therefore successively
recorded along thres closely spaced circular
trajectories that span the plane in question (AS in

(b) U-bend Fig 3a). The locations of these data records are
denoted as points Pn in Fig 3a B1-linear

Figure 3 Interpolated data lines interpolation, either between arcs 2 and 3 to the line
segment AM or between arcs I and 2 for the
segment MB establish the relevant data values at

lew 1 2 3 4. 5 6 points such as Q along AS.

In the U-bend region data interpolation was made
onto straight Ines passing through the centre of the

U, Re. 0. 2 bend in the same way that traverses were made in
(a) the stationary duct. The interpolation method

"4S' employed is eimilar to that adopted in the straight
-3 sections. In this region the four adjacent bins on
= the two nearest arcs containing data were used for

VU + --- three linear interpolations as shown In Fig 3b.
Ra. 0. 0 Interpolations were made at 15-degree intervals
(b) around the bond. Each straight line had 49

interpolated points spaced at 1 mm Intervals along
13 the lin. The 14 arcs on which data had been taken

in th bend, provided more than 2500 bins of data
points in the bond region from which the

1R-. 2 interpolated data were derived.(C)
With data being stored at 118 degree intervals forthe rotating cases, ft length of the storage bins

Figure 4 Measured velocity vector field varied as the probe was set at different radii. At the
along the symmetry plane
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smiallest radis. 1he width of fte bin was 0.157 mm
and at Mie largest 0.6 mmn. Due bto dtiedference in
storage bin sife, along traverse arcs of smaller radii
twer were more bins containing flow data, but with _

eWer date poinsstored in each bin. MW tthe UV. 4 -- A"0. 20 UM N).S
0.5 *--b&0 0.3

straight sectins. data from adjacent bins wer ING - 0.2
ftiereore cormbined! fm obtain the senemble
average. The Wota circumferential length of the G. 3 0.1 A.LaI
combined data bins did not however exceed 0.8 0.2 46. .5.v 0.0 ---3.0

1.0

G.0. o

U,s 0.02U, ;1 / 0.02 U. Pn
0 ---------- --------- . . . ..

In 'r~g atieaboe fgues ie oilwirg ~f~0. 0 0. 2 0. 4 0.60Q.1 1. 0 0.0 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
In rrvig t te boe igresth fllwin efetsOuer~ KI Inner Outer KID Inner?

were considered: tie uncertainty of tie rotor speed, 6sjvs opnn
phase ufletaiflty of the doppler signal, uncertainty () Srsws opnn

ofwavelength and beam angle, velocity gradient
broadening, velocity blas and flow rate uncertainty
associated with tie orffice plate._____

UMn a --Res.0.20 UM

S RESULTS 0.5 * --- Ro- 0.00 0.3 20 .

0.4 o - e- 0 0.2

Measurements have been obtained along tie 0.3 b35r4 0.1I
symmnetry plane (iIDO- ) and also along a plane 0.2 0.0
near tie fop wail (2yID - 0.75), where ylis tie
vertical distance from the symmety plane. A 0.

number of cross duct traverses have been 0.0---------------------
G.O MO'produced covering a region from 3 hydraulic b9

diameters (D) upsireamn of the bend entry to SBD 4 ý 0 -----..
downstream. The three cases investigated, Ro - - a -
0.Z 0.0, 02.2 were all at aflow Reynolds number --------------
(Re a U.Mv) of 100,000. A positive rotation
direction, as shownin Figure1, is defined as onle In .0*

which tie duct ftralig (pressure) side coincides with 0.......................-0.........--....

tie outer side of tie U-bend. Due to space
Imitnations only symmetry plane measurements are &6~.~
presented here. A mnore detailed account Is a/0__4__0

provided in Cheahat al (1994). 0
&.0 0. 2 0.'. 0. 6 06 .1 0. 0.0 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

The mean velocity measurements along the oute KID I~s Outert KID Inner

symmetry plane awe presented In the vector plots of (b) Cross-duct component
Figure 4. The stationary U-bend results indicate Figure 5 Normal stresses along symmetry plans
that at the bend entry there is a strong flow
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acceleration along the inner wail, while along the again Irt this region the tiple-moment correlations
outer wail, the flow is strongly decelerated. Within have substantially higher levels than upstream.
the bend, a separation bubble is formed along the These four triple moments reach their highest I evls
inner wall near the 90" location. Reattachment at 1D downstream of the U-bend. The triple
occurs at 1.7D from the bond exit (for the stationary moments ae also affected by the sense of rotation,
cam). Positive rotation (Ro - 02) mainly affects negative rotation leading bo higher values than
the downstream flow. The Coriolis induced positive rotation with the stationary results lying In
secondary motion opposes the return of the high between. Negative gradients of the triple moments
momentum fluid to the inner side of the duct, almost imply a local diffusive gain of fluctuating energy. In
doubling the length of the separation bubble. the downstream region, the regions dose to the
Further downstream, the flow approaches fully inner and outer walls are consequently gaining
developed flow conditions for a rotating straight energy at the expense of the highly turbulent fluid
duct. The high momentum fluid accumulates along in the core.
the trailing side of the (rotating) duct, which for
positive rotation, coincides with the U-bend outer 4 CONCLUSIONS
wall. Under negative rotation, the Coriolis-induced
secondary motion transports the low momentum In this paper we have shown that, with a suitable
fluid to the outer side of the duct. As a result, a data monitoring and processing system, It is
small region of flow reversal develops along the possible to collect accurate LDA measurements for
outer wall at the bend entry. In the downstream internal flows through rotating ducts, using a
region, the Coriolis-induced secondary motion stationary fibre-optic probe. This method has
begins to move the fluid across the duct towards generated detailed mappings of the moam and
the inner side causing reattachment to occur at fluctuating flow fields In rotating U-bends of strong
around 2D downstream of the exit After curvature. The results reveal that within the U-bend
reattachment, the cross-duct movement transports the flow is dominated by the strong stramnwise
the fast moving fluid to the duct inner side. pressure gradients. At the U-bend exit these

gradients cause flow separation along the duct
Profiles of the normal turbulent stresse along the inner wall, which starts at about the 90" location,
stramowise and cross-duct directions are shown in and strong flow acceleration along the outer side.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. In general, Regions of flow acceleration are also found to be
turbulence levels are found to be low in regions regions of relatively low turbulence and in regions
where the flow accelerates and high in regions of of flow separation turbulence levels ae
flow deceleration and separation. In the presence considerably higher. The triple-moment
of negative rotation, turbulence levels are measurements indicate that in the exit region them
consequently higher than those for flow through a is significant transport of turbulence from the core

region to the near-wall regions through turbulence
stationary U-bend whereas positive rotation Is found mixing.
to have the opposite effect.

Orthogonal rotation at a rotational number of 0.2 is
The distribution of the turbulent shear stress found to have significant effects on the flow
component u2u, within the cross-duct plane is development Positive rotation increms the length
shown through the profiles of Figure 6. Since most of the separation bubble downstream of the bond
of the significant shear stress variation occurs and generally suppresses turbulence within the
downstream of the bend, only the downstream bend and in the downstream region. Negative
profiles ae shown. Within the first three rotation causes flow separation along the outer wall
downstream diameters, turbulence shoer stress at the U-bend entry and also increases the overall
levels rise significantly. The shear stress turbulence levels.
distribution Is also affected by rotation. Negative
rotation increases shear stress levels while positive ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
rotation has the opposite offect
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3-DIMENSIONAL LASER DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS

IN A CURVED FLUME

Robert Booij and Jan Tukker

Faculty of Civil Engineering, Delft University of Technology,
P.O. Box 5048, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands

SUMMARY of mean velocities and turbulence quantities were executed
in a mildly curved flume in the Laboratory for Fluid

Measurements of the three Reynolds shear stresses Mechanics of the Delft University of Technology, the
in a fully developed flow in a mildly curved flume were LFM flume, see fig. I. (The measures of the flume are:
executed using a 3-dimensional laser-Doppler velocimeter. radius of curvature, R = 4. 10 m; width, W = .50 m and
The assumption of equal eddy viscosity coefficients for the water depth, h - .05 m) The cross-section of the
the different Reynolds shear stresses, depending only on flume is rectangular and bottom and sidewalls are
the main flow, which is often used for such a mildly transparent to allow velocity measurements by means of
curved flow appears not to be justified. The results of the a laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV).
measurements confirm results of previous much simpler Previous measurements showed that in the second
2-dimensional measurements, which were however part (>90*) of the bend the flow varied only slightly
unreliable because of the required beam configurations. along the flume. Consequently the flow in the cross-
Moreover the 3-D measurements can be used to obtain section at 135°, where the measurements were executed
higher order correlations of the three velocity components can be considered fully adapted to the flume curvature. In
that can be used to evaluate results of advanced turbulence this part of the flume the main flow can be defined as the
models. flow component in the direction of the flume axis and the

secondary flow as the flow components perpendicular to
I. INTRODUCTION the flume axis. Of the secondary flow components the

horizontal one is the most important.
The curvature of the flow in river bends gives rise

to flow components perpendicular to the main flow
direction, the so-called secondary flow. This secondary
flow has important consequences for the morphology of
alluvial beds in river bends. Near the bottom the flow,
and therewith the sediment transport, is directed towards
the inside bank of the river bend. As a result the outer
side of the river bend is eroded and undermining of the
outside bank can occur (Bendegom, 1947; Odgaard, 1981).

A thorough knowledge of the secondary flow is "
essential for predictions about the morphology of alluvial
river bends. Computed intensities and vertical E -

distributions of the secondary flow depend strongly on the 1A111 0.5 o
modelling of the Reynolds shear stresses, in particular the [j
shear stress that accounts for the vertical exchange of
secondary flow momentum. Generally gradient type LI
momentum transport and isotropic eddy viscosity are
assumed (Leschiner and Rodi, 1979). ,...,

To examine the correctness of the assumptions and, bow h.d

if not, to improve the turbulence modelling measurements Fig. I. The L.F.M. flume: layout and cross-section.
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2. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the ýs-section at 135" the instantaneous (local)
velocity cc nts u, v and w in longitudinal direction,
x, in trans Jirection, y, and in vertical direction, z,
respectively, were measured (see fig. I). The positive
vertical co-ordinate is taken upward with z = 0 at the
bottom of the flume and the positive transverse co-
ordinate is taken outward with y = 0 at the flume axis.
The instantaneous velocities (u, v, w) were decomposed
into the time-averaged velocities (5, i;, ;) and the a) spatial configuration b) plane configuration
turbulent velocity components (u/. v/, w'), e.g.

Fig. 2. 2-Dimensional LDV; laser beam configurations.

u =ii u 1  (i) (i and r are the illuminating and reference beams
respectively, - > are the measured velocity
components)

Cross-correlations of the turbulent s,- ;ty components
yield the three Reynolds shear stre-

processors. The optical system used was a combination of
.r_ = ou-7"'7 , r- = Pu-v and T.= Pv' 7 (2) a 2-dimensional probe anda l-dimensional probe, see fig.

3. The velocity components measured with the 2-D probe
(directions 2 and I in fig. 3) are the velocity component

and auto-correlations the three turbulence energies in transverse direction v and a combination of velocity
components (u)' . (v), (w-' components u and w. Combination of the last one with the

Several years ago measurements with a 2- velocity conmxmnent (direction 3 in fig. 3) measured with
dimensional reference beam mode LDV with a 10 mW the I-D p,-obe.. ields u and w. The relatively large angle
He-Ne laser were executed. A 2-dimensional LDV allows (60") between direction I and 3 allows a precise
the simultaneous measurement of only 2 velocity determination of w with this beam configuration. Identity
components, from which only one shear stress can be of the ,seasured particles is assured by requiring arrival
obtained. To measure the three shear stresses several time coincidence.
beam configurations, all with a vertical optical axis, were
used. The conventional spatial beam arrangement of fig.
2a yielded simultaneous measurements of the velocity
components u and v and therewith the shear stress 7-.

The LDV arrangement of fig. 2b with the beams i flow 20.:'
the cross-section plane allowed the simultaneous
measurement of v and w and consequently the shear stress _--_-_-_______" ____"_" __-__

r . (The same information with a spatial beam glass bottom i// ...- " 1.9mm
configuration would have required the almost impossible 30 angle- air slit
setup with the optical axis in the flume direction.) The 30:an-..
same arrangement rotated over 900 about the vertical
yielded u, w and -r.. A drawback of this plane // waterfled
configuration is the'small angle between the two measured prism

velocity components. As a consequence the errors in the " .,.

measured values for wand for the shear stresses 7 and'r 2
are relatively large. Moreover it is impossible to obtain
higher order correlations of the three velocity
components. The results of the 2-dimensional 1-dim. probe 2-dim. probe
measurements were reported in Booij (1985).

This paper describes the first results obtained by
means of a 3-dimensional LDV. The measurements were
executed with a DANTEC 3-colour fibre optics system
with a 4 Watt Coherent Ar-ion laser and DANTEC BSA Fig. 3. The 3-Dimensional LDV beam configuration.
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the time-averaged velocity components at different places in the cross-section.
(The velocity scale for y - 0 m is given at the bottom. The velocity scales for the other verticals are
displaced, see top of each plot. The vertical lines indicate the characteristic velocity, e.g. u - .2 m/s.)
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To simplify aligning of the many laser beams a a) ......... z-45, ...- .

water-filled prism, with sides perpendicular to the optical z- .. . Z-

axes of the two probes, was attached under the measuring 20 z=24,m

cross-section, see fig. 3. The refraction by the glass-plates ........ .....

forming the bottom of the flume and the top of the prism, - .......

which were at an angle to the optical axis, complicated 0 -

the creation of overlapping measuring volumes for the y- ...

different beam pairs. This refraction effect of the glass . " ... .

plates could be effectively compensated for by a small air- "0.
filled slit between them. The measuring system can be

traversed in y- and z-direction and the two probes
independently in the x-direction. This combination of 4 -.25 -.125 .00 .125 .25

movements is required to be able to execute
measurements over the cross-section without having to
align the beams between measurements. A small b) ......... z4sim . -2,
measuring volume of the order of . mm in all three . -- 5mm z-4nm

• • z-24,mm

directions was realized. 
V

The use of semi-automatic measuring procedures
allowed measurements of 6 minutes each over a fine grid
(up to 37 measuring points at each of 21 depths) to be --t
executed within two months. The plots in this report re a
composed from the smoothed results of these
measurements. The individual measurements are not
reproduced here for clarity of the plots.

-$

3. TIME-AVERAGED VELOCITIES 00 .125 .25

Vertical profiles of the measured time-averaged
velocities at different places in the cross-section are
plotted in fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows an increase of the depth Fig. 6. Horizontal profiles of secondary flow velocity
averaged main flow velocity 1 towards the outside bend. components at different depths.
This is caused by convection of the main flow by the

secondary flow.
The transverse velocity ; in fig. 4b and the vertical upward flow along the inner wall. The vertical velocity in

velocity ; in fig. 4c show the usual secondary flow cell, the flume centre is almost zero. An additional small
rotating clockwise. Near the water surface the flow is counter-rotating second cell near the upper outside flume

directed towards the outside flume wall and near the wall can be distinguished (Vriend (1981a), see the sketch

bottom towards the inside wall. The secondary cell is in fig. 5). This second cell stems from an instability of

closed by a downward flow along the outer wall and an the flow along a concave wall (Vriend, 1981b).
The presence of a two cell system is more obvious

in fig. 6, where a few horizontal velocity profiles of the

measured secondary flow components at different depths
are plotted. The distribution of the secondary flow
velocity components in the lower outside bend corner

appears to indicate the existence of a small secondary cell

in this region. This kind of secondary flow cell, which is
also found in straight flumes is caused by an anisotropy
of the turbulence.

The main secondary flow cell has two marked effects

" -'--___ ___- I on the distribution of the main flow. The convection of
_ms tmd bmd the main flow by the secondary flow distorts the nearly

logarithmic velocity profiles of the main flow in free
surface flow, as slower moving water from the inside

Fig. 5. Sketch of a two cell system of secondary flow. bend is convected towards the outside bend in the upper
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of the shear stresses at different places in the cross-section.
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part of the flow. As a result the maximum value of the 'ry . -z ' 8f 8y V(
,main flow velocity i in the centre of the flume is reached - a V- (5)

well below the water surface. Moreover the local depth-

averaged main flow velocity increases towards the outside Here the approximations

wall.
Attention should be paid to the difference of the a_ = 0 and -=0 (6)

scales for the different velocity components in fig. 4. The ax rx R ay
scale of • is about 10% of the scale of ii and the scale of are used. The assumptions for the velocity-derivatives

;i is of the order of 1% of that of Z, which is of X8v lax and Iv lax can be made as the flow varies very

importance for the relative errors in the secondary flow slowly in the longitudinal direction in this part of the

velocity components and in particular for the accuracy in flume. a ,/ly is negligible except near the sidewalls.

the determination of the vertical velocity. Vertical profiles of the three introduced eddy viscosities

in the center of the flume are plotted in fig. 8. Apparently

4. SHEAR STRESSES AND EDDY VISCOSITIES the three eddy viscosities are far from equal and the

assumption of an isotropic eddy viscosity in analytical or

The vertical profiles of the different Reynolds shear numerical flow models is not justified for this kind of

stresses obtained from the cross-correlations of the flows. The singular behaviour of the eddy viscosities at
measured turbulent velocity components at different places points with a zero velocity gradient is of minor
in the cross-section are plotted in fig. 7. These shear importance as the shear str•ees. are generally small too
stresses provide for the transport of main flow momentum there.
and secondary flow momentum in combination with the The shear stress -r,., transports main flow momentum
convective transport. Assuming gradient-type momentum in vertical direction. The measured 7, profile deviates
transports in the various directions, eddy viscosity significantly from the linear profile found in a wide
coefficients P.., etc. for those transports can be derived, straight open channel. In the central part of the flume the
using shear stress almost vanishes in the upper part of the flow.

The corresponding eddy viscosity v.x, obtained from the

" -7 (2U 2:w) am measured shear stress and the vertical gradient of the

0 pz a (3) main flow using equation (3) is also very small in this
region (appreciably smaller than the theoretical value

7- -y = - -U a. - _ oi R around half depth). To understand this behaviour oft.,a•(y -) () and a'x it is useful to consider the distribution of the

shear stress rO.

.05-
"I0~m) 1 .04 ',i

.03-.. ----

.02-
'.5•. ..-.-. " --

.01

.00
-250 -200 -150 -1i00 -50 0 50 100

eddy viscosities (mm2ns)

Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of the three eddy viscosities in the center of the flume.
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The shear stress 7 transports main flow momentum corresponding turbulerce energy in a straight flume. The
across the flume. In a large central part of the flow the damping of the turbulence in the central part of the curved
transport appears to be in the wrong direction, flow increases with the distance to the bottom.
corresponding to a negative eddy viscosity (see fig. 8). The hindrance of the vertical movement of the fluid
An explanation can be found taking a closer look at the parcels in the upper part of the curved flow is presumably
turbulence structure. caused by the typical main flow profile induced by the

In boundary layer flow and in open channel flow an convection of the main flow by the secondary flow. Then
important aspect of turbulence is the movement of the rate of damping depends on the aspect ratio h/B, as
coherent parcels of water from the bottom in upward the convection by secondary flow in relatively wide
direction. These coherent parcels and to a lesser extent channels is less important compared to the influence of
the compensating fluid moving in downward direction the bed shear stress. This damping of the vertical
provide the largest contribution to the stress 7,, (Brodkey, movement of the parcels coming from the bottom region
1974). The upwards moving parcels arriving at a higher reduces also the values of T., and P,, measured in the
level have a positive value of w, and a relatively low upper part of the flow compared to a straight flume.
value of u and v, implying a positive wl and negative ul The shear stress -ry transports secondary flow
and v1. Downward moving parcels have analogously momentum in vertical direction. The measured negative
negative wl and positive a' and v'. Both kind of parcels values of v agree with the positive wl and negativev'
give a negative contribution to u-w and a positive for upward moving and the negative wl and positivev/
-.ontribution to u-- . The positive value of u--r•measured for downward moving parcels. The upward moving
has evidently nothing to do with a gradient of 1i across parcels are created around y * = yu ./ = 30 (Brodkey et
the flume, but stems from the mechanism described all., 1974) or at about I nun from the bottom. This is
above. near the depth where the negative secondary velocity is

The low value of -ry, near the surface seems to largest. A positive shear stress 7., that is expected below
indicate that the upward movement of coherent parcels this depth is found in these measurements (see fig. 7),
which is important over the whole depth in a straight where in the previous 2-dimensional measurements near
flume is hindered in curved flow, especially in the upper the bottom the noise prevented this.
part. This is confirmed by the distribution of the The eddy viscosity Vy. is smaller then the eddy
turbulence energy per unit of mass, k, see fig. 9, where viscosity of the main flow vI. This can be understood,

k 1 (V/72--/) when it is considered that the shear stresses do not onlyk + . + (7) depend on local conditions, but also on the properties
transported by the parcels created in the bottom regions.

In fig. 9 the measured turbulence energy in the centre of This smaller eddy viscosity leads to higher secondary
the cross-section is plotted ;.nd compared to the velocities than predicted with estimates based on the

assumption of equal eddy viscosities and explains the
.0 , deviations often found between measurements and

Z(M) theories.

stcurved flume.04 \----------------aihtfume ~ 5. CONCLUSIONS

.03I% \ 1993) - By carefully designing the optical arrangement a 3-D
LDV configuration can be used to do semi-automatic

"%, simultaneous measurements of various turbulence
.02 % moments e.g. the three Reynolds shear stresses in a

* flume.
- Descriptions of the flow in curved channels using

.01 gradient-type momentum transport concepts are of
limited use.

.001 Use of equal eddy viscosities for the various0 100 200 300 400 500 momentum transports in curved channel flow is not

k S justified.
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A REAL-TIME FREE-SURFACE ELEVATION MAPPING
TECHNIQUE

D. Dabiri, X. Zhang, M. Gharib

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT component measurements, one slope at a time. Zhang and
Cox (1992) extended this work by allowing the

Recently, there has been an increased interest in the measurement of two slope components simultaneously,
interaction of vortices and turbulence with free surfaces. throughout a two-dimensional spatial domain. Since the
A central issue in understanding the free surface technique is photographically-based, it allowed data
turbulence is to relate the surface elevation to the near acquisition at only one point in time. In this paper, we
surface -ow field. In that respect, the lack of a global report on the development of a real-time version of this
surfact ,napping technique which could reveal the technique that facilitates studies of time evolving flows.
temporal evolution of the surface elevation has prevented
the progress of viable research. Thus it is the purpose of MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
this work to present a new technique integrating optics,
colorimetry, digital image processing, to in ::ure the 3-D By combining the technique developed by Zhang and
surface elevation for a time-evolving flow. Cox with a video recording system, and with digital image

processing, we have produced a techninue capable of
BACKGROUND measuring surface slopes in a two-dimensional spatial

domain for time-evolving flows. Figure I shows the set-
It is highly undesirable to use a probe which extends up for this technique. A 2-D diffused white light source is

through the water surface to study surface structures due covered with a color palette. Therefore, color is now a
to the fact that the probe interacts with the free-surface. It function of position on the light source. The color palette
is therefore highly desirable to use optical methods since used to cover the light source is shown in figure 2. A
these techniques do not interfere with the free-surface. As large lens is placed at exactly one focal length away from
suggested by Cox, it is convenient to measure the water- the colored light source. This will then create a system of
surface slope instead of the free surface elevation, since parallel color beams. Each set of colors will be parallel,
the higher frequency waves have lower amplitudes while but in different directions with respect to other colors. As
they maintain higher slopes. Therefore, Cox (1958) can be seen from figure 1, green, which emanates from
measured the surface slope by the refraction of light near the center of the light source, turns into a parallel set
through a free-surface. A light source of spatially of beams which are near-parallel to the axis of the lens.
linearly-varying intensity was placed at the bottom of a However, blue, which emanates from the edge of the light
water tunnel, and a telescope imaged one point on the source, is transformed into a parallel set of beams which
water surface into a photocell. Therefore, the brightness are parallel, yet at an angle to the axis of the lens. This
of the light seen by the photocell was proportioned to one system of parallel beams are used to illuminate the free
component of the slope of the free-surface. This surface. A 3-chip RGB color camera is located far away
technique is referred to as the "refraction mode" since the to observe the color reflections of the free-surface. By
observed light rays are refracted through the surface, placing the came-a as far away as we can, we make the
Likewise, one can perform the experiment by illuminating beams entering the camera as parallel as we can. It is
the surface of the water from air and observing the important to realize that 1) each of the different colors
reflections. This technique is referred to as the "reflective incident on the free surface at different angles, will be
mode" since the observed light rays are reflected from the reflected only from a certain angle from the free surface
surface. Using a photo diode array and a laser as a single toward the camera, and 2) the reflections must all be
point light source, Long and Huang (1976) were able to almost parallel, regard!ess of their color in the direction to
measure both components of the surface slope at one the camera. Figure 3 shows a close-up of the color
point. Further work done by Keller and Gotwols (1983), reflection from the surface. With these two points in
Jahne and Wards (1989). and Jahne and Riemer (1990), mind, it becomes clear that this technique color-codes the
progressed the technique to allow for two slope different slopes of the free-surface.
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Fig. I This picture demonstrates the principle of the measurement technique. A diffused white light source
illuminates a color palette (see Fig. 2). A lens, located at its focal plane from the color palette, transforms
the merging color-coded light into a multiple system of parallel colored beams. This system of beams, after
being reflected from the free-surface, is captured by a camera located far away. It is important to note that
each color will reflect from a particular slope of the free-surface. Thus, the basis of the technique lies in the
fact that different slopes of the free-surface are coded with different colors, through the setup of the color
palette and lens.

Fig. 2 This is the color palette used for color-coding the free-surface slopes. The color palette can be varied to
resolve various scales of the free-surface slopes
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Fig. 3 This is a close-up of the color reflection from the surface. Note how the different colors incident fromdifferent angles will reflect away into the same direction depending on where they hit the free-surface.

Fig. 4 This is the experimental setup for measuring the free-surface deformations due to near surface turbulencc.The color palette and lens are chosen and setup to respond to surface slopes from -4 to 4 degrees. A three-
chip color video camera captures the surface deformations. The imagcs arc then recorded onto three laserdisk recorders for captunng time-evolving flows. Each laser disk recorder records one of the three colorsignals (red, green, and blue) of the camera, thereby increasing she bandwidth of the acquired data. Finally.the images are analyzed individually with the color frame grabber residing on the computer.
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Fig. 5 A picture o0 the free-surface captured by a RGB color video camera. The surface is deformed bv the
turbulence generated within the volume of the fluid. The images covers an area of 22 cm bh 15 cm. Again.
it is necessary to emphasize that this picture and picture 6 are real. and are not pseudo-colored.

Fig. 6 A picture of the free-surface captured by a RGB color video camera. All specifications are idenucal to those
given for picture 5 except that this picture was acquired I second after picture 5. Also, circular color
patterns similar to the color pattern shown is picture 2 are seen showing the evolution of the cortex
connections with the free-surface as compared with picture S.
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Fig. 9The three-dimensional surface plot ol the v~ortex reconnection to the free-surface. Thi-, plot sho~k % ortex
in the boxed area of picture 5. showing the surface elevation in detail.

Figý 10~ The three-dimensional surlace plot ol the vortex rcconnection to the trce-surlacc. This plot shows 'vortex I
inithc boxed area ol picture () showing the surfaceclelvauon in (detail, atter I second.
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ANALYSIS generating equipment would be placed underwater. and
refractions would be observed. However, since the angle

rhe imnages are acquired in the RGB domain of refraction is less than the angle of reflection for a ei ven
However, analysis of the data in the RGB color domain is angle of incidence, the reflection Mfode is more sensitive
quite difficult. Therefore, analysis is done in the HSI to the surface deformations than the refraction mode.
color-domain (Zhang, 1993: Dabiri and Gharib, 1992). Figures 5 and 6 show two sequential raw images acquired
Through the use of a calibration image, colors are with a 0.1 second time interval. It is important to realize
translated into slopes of the free surface. The that these images are true color images and are not
reconstruction of the surface elevation is done in Fourier pseudo-colored. The images cover an area of 22 cm by 15
space. Let the Fourier series expansions of the surface cm. Figures 7 and 8 show the surface elevations
elevation and its gradients be F(k.x, ky), Fx(kx, ky), and calculated from the measured slopes extracted from
Fy(kN. ky) respectively, where kx and ky are the two pictures 5 and 6, respectively. Note the evolution of the
orthogonal wave number components. Then, the vortices on the free-surface. Vortex I has remained
following relations hold: stationary while its relative depression has decreased.

Vortices 3 and 4 (in figure 7). within 0. I seconds, have
fT(xy) F(kbegun to merge into a larger vortex (labeled vortex 3 in

figure 8) with a relatively lower depression. Figures 9
fxi (x,) 0 ikx F(kx, ky) = Fx (kx, ky) and 1,0 show the 3-D surface plot of vortex I shown in

f y T (x, y) iky F(kx, ky) = Fy (kx, ky) figutrc, 7 and 8.

where the double-headed arrow represents a Fourier series In conclusion, we have presented a technique capable
transformation and superscript T denotes the periodically of measuring the elevation of the free-surface in real time.
extend function. By multiplyinL, factors ikx and iky to Fx We have also demonstrated its capabilities by applying
(kx, ky) and Fy (k x, ky) separately, we find the technique to study the interaction of turbulence with

the free-surface.

Fx(kx, ky) - (-ikx) + Fy (kx, ky) • (-iky) = (kx 2 + ky 2) ACKNOWLED(;MENT

F-(kx, ky) This work was sponsored by
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AN OPTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID FILMS FLOWING AROUND A HORI.ONTAL TUBE

P. Speck, M. Khan, P. Desevaux and PK. Panday

Institut de Gnie Energetique, Umversite de Franche-Comte
Parc Technologique, 90000 Belfort, France

ABSTRACT condensate film is produced artificially. The high difference
in the film thickness between the upper and lower parts of

In tiUs paper, an optical method is presented for the tube imposes the use of two distinct optical techniques.

determining the geometric characteristics (film thickness,
equation of the external contour) of liquid films flowing
around a horizontal tube. Two techniques are used as a 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
functiou of the studied area. One of them allows the
visualization of the film section under the tube, and the other 2.1 Flow System
one permits the punctual measurement of the film thickness
around the upper half circumference of the tube. Both The liquid film is artificially produced by the flow

methods use Laser-Induced Fluorescence (L.I.F.) and Image system shown in figure 1.
Processing techniques.

Head

1. INTRODUCTION tank valve

Knowledge of the geometric characteristics of the Pump
liquid film flowing around horizmotal tubes is of great valve
interest to study the mass and heat transfer in many modern Horizontal tube
industrial equipments as radiators or condensers. Concerning FlowIZlt
the condensation around horizontal tubes, these ,nlt

characteristics, especially the film thickness, are calculated
analytically by many simplified models fNusselt (1916), Support Collector Storage tank
Shekriladze (1977), Rose (1984)]. These models, which container (water - fluoresceint die)

assume the film to be lamiiar and continuous, give correct
results for the calculation of the global heat transfer
coefficients. Shlidover & Semenov (1981) and Pritchard Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the flow system

(1986) have studied experimentally the discontinuous nature
of the condensate flowing in drop form and in more or less
stable columns. Usually, the characteristics of liquid films A horizontal tube (OW= 18 inu, O4t= 16 mm) is fed by

flowing on flat plates are obtained experimentally by water seeded with fluorescent dye (fluorescent or
measuring the variation of the electrical conduction through rhodamine B) in a weak proportion (concentration of about

the fluid [Lyu & Mudavar (1991)l or by surface contact 50 mg/liter), which does not significantly change the

devices. These measuring techniques are difficult to apply in physical pMperties of the water. This mixture flows out from

the case of non-flat walls. Optical techniques have also been inside to outside of the tube through a set of holes (I nun

developed for determining the characteristics of a liquid film diameter) perforated along a line at the upper surface of the

in a nonantrusive manner. In this way, techniques applying tobe aid spaced 3 mm apart. A pump ensures the WcUlation

Laser-Induced Fluorescence have been used recently to of the mixture from the storage tank to the head tank

measure the thickness of a liquid film in movement [Driscoll maintained at a constant level. The mixture flows by gravity

et al. (1992)1, and to visualize the whole section of a liquid flowm this tank to die inlet of the test tube. Flow regulation is

film flowing betwee two rowing cylinds ec & achieved by mns of a valve mounted in the circuiL The

Buchlin (1994)) or in narrow grooves pKhan et al. (1993)]. 1l5 flowrate is measured by weighing the fluid collected in

The latter method is extended here to the invesuigation of the collecor container.
liquid films flowing aound a cylindrical horizontal tube. The
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This stludv is facilitated b% mounting this tube on a sliding the image which is incompatible with the visualization ot the
support, which can be translated to change the studied whole section of the! film. Consequently, a local
section during the investigation of the liquid film along the measurement technique, also based on the L.IF. principle, is
tube. It may he noted that we use an unpolished copper tube used to measure the qiqiod film thickness in this zone.
in order to facilitate the establishment of the liquid film. Figure 3 also presents the optical device utilized in this case.

2.2 Optical Device and Image Acquisition System

T7he film thickness is found to var' strongly around Camara Eeo recorde
the tube circumference from top to bottom of the tube.
Consequently, we distinguish between the two studied zones Spherical []
which are indicated in figure 2. These zones require for Mirror telee Filter
investigation the use of two different techniques.

reflecting ol t "

16t= i6mm plate

telescope lemn Filter

Camara
iVideo recorder

Argon I- 'o t

Tube V"eopine

Liquid film

Fig. 2: Tube section image processing

TV monitor

Optical devices required in both techniques are schematized
in figure 3. Regarding the lower part of the tube, the Fig. 3: Visualization and image acquisition system
visualization of the whole section of the film is possible.
This visualization is obtained by integrating Laser sheet
methods [Prenel et al. (1988)) and Laser-Induecd A spherical telescope ensures the focalisation of the laser
Fluorescence techniques. The optical device utilized allows beam at the tube surface. At this surface, the focused beam
the generation of a vertical light sheet which illuminates a diameter is about 0.2 num. The portion of liquid crossed by
cross section of the film flowing around the tube. The light the laser beam is observed from the top by using an assembly
beam issues from a continuous wave argon laser operating in of a video camera microscope and a photographic objective
the blue line (X = 488 nm, P = 150 mW). The laser beam is with great magnification. This observation is carried out
directed perpendicularly to the tube axis with the aid of through a stop-band filter (O = 488 nnm), and the obtained
mirrors. A spherical telescope focuses the beam at the image is digitized and then analysed by the image processing
surface of the tube. A cylindrical lens spreads this beam, software.
forming a thin laser sheet of a thickness of about 0.3 mm. During the utilization of both techniques, special
The intersection of this light sheet with the water flow doped care is taken into account in locating the camera in order to
with fluorescein produces a fluorescent light section. This realize correct centrng of the visualized zone.
section is observed through a video camera microscope
(magnification x 20, effective pixels 579 x 583). The
presence of the liquid film along the lower part of the tube 3. INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE
between the studied section and the camera prevents the
front viewing of this section. As a consequence, the camera 3.1 Investigation of the Liquid Film in the Lower Part of the
makes an angle 0 (which does not exceed 150) with respect Tube
to the tube axis. Furthermore, as only fluorescence light must
be received, a stop-band filter (X = 488 amn) is placed in front The visualization of the film section obtained show
of the camera to remove the incident light. The obtained a distortion of the optical image due to the three-dimensional
images are then digitized and processed by an image effects and to the film concavity, which acts as an optical
processing software (PCSCOPE). diopter and thus makes the light rays deviate by refraction.

This visualization technique is not applicable for However, the representation of the front external contour is
investigating the flow around the upper half circumference of not deformed, and the back external contour is deduced from
the tube, where the liquid film is extremely thin. The symmetry. On the other hand, the dissynimeby which
observation of such a film requires a great magnification of appear- in the images of the film section comes from the
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tilting angle 0 of the camera fins delbonation is taken In(o In a first step. the original image is digitized and an
aceownt at the timc of mathematical reconstitution of the appropnate thresholding of the gray levels is applied to
contour remove the background noise and to obtain a clear image

"The senes of pictures presented in figure 4 (figure 4a). An edge detection is then achieved by applying a
illustrates the main processes applied to the original image to gradient operator. "This operator extracts the edges of the
draw out information concerning the liquid film geometry lines as well as providing a thin gray-level strip (figure 4b)

This picture is then converted to a binary image in order to
obtain a binary boundary and to extract the contour of the
film. Finally a typical image of the film obtained after
skeletonizing is shown in figure 4c. To obtain quantitive
reformation about the liquid film geometry, calibration is
required to give the relationship between the distances
measured in pixels and millimeters. This calibration is
obtained by recording a reference object located at the laser
light section. It is then possible to determine for several
values of the abscissa x, the distances h(x) from the contour
to a chosen reference line (here the horizontal tangent to the
bottom of the tube, as shown in figure 5).

Y

a: Thresholded original image

Fig. 5. Reference system

b: Image after applying a gradient operator Knowing a sufficient number of points, a mathmtical
€computation software (MATHEMATICA) allows
reconstitution of the contour curve (figure 6) and deduction
of its mathematical equation

0*0

- M Lmud IBM,•

conTube contour

-10

-12

cF Final image after skRleotiezing

Fig. 4 a-c: linge processing prtcedure K (e nt)

Fig. 6: Reconstitution of the external contour oftue film
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Mhe calculation procedure takes into considcration the tilting I'lie time ongi In = 0 is taken whcn the previous drop

angle 0 of the camera and gives the correct representation of separates from the tube Figure 8 regroups the mathematical
the external contour of the film section under the tube reconstilutions related to these pictures. Two riflection

As an example, the contour shown in figures 4 points may be observed on the contour curve corresponding
and 6 can be assimilated, in the (O xv) coordinate svstem to the time t = 0.76 s These inflection points correspond to a

(with 0 taken at the tube axis), to a curve of the folliwing stnction of the liquid film which appears in the region where

polynomial equation, the drop separates from the tube

y(x) = ai xi 0
whereý a. =- 13.7359 at = 0 .2 .c1 ]i.nmcntal values

a2 = 0.264833 a3 = 0 4- thcorcticalcu•vc
a4 = -0.116082 a, = 0.0806921
a6 = - 00194694 a, - 0.00170891
a. = 0 a, = 495046 10-6 E "s-. Tube contour ,

This technique is proved to be adapted for -" --------

following the temporal evolution of the liquid film in the -,0 = 0.32 s

lower part of the tube. Figure 7 presents a senes of pictures =-0.52,s

showing the formation of a drop under this tube. 0.76

-5 - -2.S 0 2.5 S 7.5

x (rm)

Fig8: Reconstitutions of tde film contour
at t = 0.32 s, 0.52 s and 0.76 s

3.2 Measurement of the Film Thickness in the Upper Part of
the Tube

The film thickness around the upper half

t-0.32s circumference of the tube is determined by a local
measurement technique. The use of this tedhnique is justified

by the fact that the fdm thickness can be cotsidered constant
in this region [Nicol & Dempsey (1982)). For convenience,
the measurements are carried out in the horizontal median
plane of the tube, as shown in figsue 9.

Camera

t 0.52 s Filter = Liquid film

t '

Impact point I

% :Laser beam I...........
z X

t 0.76 s Fig. 9: Measurement of the film thickness
in the upper part of the tube

Fig. 7: Temporal evolution of the liquid film
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lnie portion of the liquid film crossed by the laser beam 4 CONCLUSION
appears as a bright spot (figure I0).

The investigation method reported in this ariucle
allows us to study and to characterize the geometric form of
liquid films flowing around a horizontal tube. This method
integrates visualization of a film section under the tube and
punctual measurement of the film thuckness around the upper
half circumference of this tube.

In the two cases, we combine the principle of the
Laser-Induced Fluorescence (L. IF) with the image
processing techniques to extract the mathematical equation
of the external contour of the film and to measure the film
thickness.

It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of this
investigation technique, because of the many pcurameto i
this procedure. However, the accuracy here is related directly
to the magnification of the objective of the camera used and
depends strongly on the measurement of the tilting angle of

Fig It: Visualization of the liquid film thickness in the the camera.
upper zone of the tube The application of this optical method gives the

possibility to follow the evolution of the film geometry for
different flow conditions. By combining this technique with a

The film thickness cannot be obtained by direct measurement rapid video acquisition system, the study of the separation of
of the spot length. Indeed, the film curvature deviates the the drop from the tube, and the observation of the drop
light rays by refraction and causes a distortion of the optical behavior during its fall are possible. We are now working to
image. The impact point I of the laser beam at the external extend this method to investigate the liquid film generated
surface of the film is the only one observed without by condensation. It may lead to a better understanding of the
distortion The film thickness is hence obtained by tearing mechanism of droplets in tubular condensers.
measuring the distance from this point and to the dry tube
surface filmed in the absence of liquid film. Measurements
are performed with PCSCOPE software and also require a REFERENCES
calibration to give the relationship between the distances
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APPLICATION OF LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
FOR MEASURING THE THICKNESS OF LIQUID FILMS

ON TRANSPARENT WALLS

Jean-Francrois LE COZ, Claudio CATALANO and Thierry BARITAUD

Institut Frangais du Pttrole
Rucil-Malmaison, France

ABSTRACT We will examine the different methods used for measuring
the thickness of liquid films. Then the technique based on laser-

A non-intrusive method is developed to quantify the induced fluorescence will be described. The choice of the
thickness of liquid fuel layers that cover the intake pipe walls in fluorescent tracer will be explained in detail. The calibration is
port-injected spark-ignition engines. The technique is based on realised on a liquid wedge, and an application on a transparent
laser-induced fluorescence, which has been adapted for local tube with pulsed injection will demonstrate the efficiency of the
measurements through transparent walls, technique.

The fuel studied is a mixture of iso-octane and a fluorescent
tracer. The tracer concentration in the liquid film may vary LIQUID FILM DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT
because of different evaporation rates of the two components.
The selection of suitable tracers in the ketone family is based on Choice of measuring technique
liquid-vapor equilibriums. A rather common method employed for two-phase flows

The optical set-up uses a single optical fibre for transmission uses the difference in conductivity between the liquid and the
of both laser excitation and fluorescence. The technique is gaseous phase. Conductivity probes mounted in a wall sense the
calibrated on a precise liquid wedge. An application is realised resistance of the fluid and, hence, the thickness. This method is
on a transparent pipe, with stationary air flow and pulsed low- not suited for liquids with weak conductivity, as hydrocarbons
pressure injection. The technique has proven to be able to show 131. In the case of pure water, which has also a weak
the essential phenomena. The impact of the spray, the deposition conductivity, a capacitance method is applicable [4].
of a large quantity of fuel and the displacement of liquid waves Unfortunately, the dielectric constant of an hydrocarbon is much
are quantified and followed with time. lower than that of water : 1.94 for iso-octane. 78.54 for water.

Therefore, the capacitance method would be more difficult to
INTRODUCTION apply to gasoline films.

Optical methods look more adapted to the measurement of
This work is justified by the need of a characterisation of the liquid films. Absorption through the film have already been used

injection of gasoline in the intake pipe of a port-injected spark- to determine the thickness of methanol films 151. This solution
ignited engine. In port-injected engines, injectors are located needs optical access on both sides of the film. Fluorescence has
very close to the intake valves in order to allow a fast response been used essentially for measuring the thickness of oil films [6,
under transient conditions; the time available to obtain an 7, 8, 9, 10. 11] or the concentration of chemical solutions (e.g.
homugeneous mixture of gasoline with air is extremely short. [121). With the use of laser sources and optical fibres flush
Once the droplets are generated by the injection, evaporation and mounted in opaque walls, the probe is practically non-intrusive.
convection may not preven, some of the droplets from impacting For transparent walls, the optical system can be very simple and
the wall. The largest droplets have particularly a small drag easily movable for scanning large zones. Only one optical access
coefficient compared with their inertia and go directly to the is needed. This is the reason why we decided to build such a
walls. As they transport a large proportion of the injected system.
quantity, a continuous liquid fidm is formed. The primary
atomisation can be practically erased by the film formation Theory of fluorescence
which acts as a buffer between the injector and the valve seat. A volume of matter illuminated can absorb a part of the
This film flows tow5-ds the valve seat, where secondary incident light. The molecules from this matter are brought to an
atomisation occurs 1]. This secondary atomisation is poor, so excited level. When they return to their original energy level,
that probably largt liquid drops reach the wails of the they can emit light with the same wavelength, that is elastic
combustion chamber (21. The amount of liquid accumulated on diffusion, or with a different wavelength, almost always longer,
the walts finally influences tht mixture preparation inside the that is inelastic diffusion. Among inelastic diffusions, we find
combustion chamber. The subsec uent mixture quality determines fluorescence, in which there is a passage through an intermediate
the unburned hydrocarbons emissx.3ns (from liquid fuel stocked energy level. The properties of the fluorescent light are :
in piston crevices), especially unde, cold conditions, and also the omnidirectional, incoherent, and very often broad band emission.
combustion stability through the fuel distribution in the The release process leading to fluorescence requires a time of the
combustion chamber. In conclusion, there is a need for a better order of 10" seconds. The intensity of fluorescence is described
understanding of the processes going on inside the intake by the equation : F = 4/10(l-e Ebc) where 0 is the quantum
manifold of port-injected engines. In particular, the development efficiency, I the intensity of the incident radiation, e the molar
of the liquid film and its evolution towards the intake valve is an 0
important matter. absorptivity, b the path length in the liquid film and c the molar
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concentration. For small thicknesses, absorption is not very Signal Processing
intense and the equation can be fitted by a linear function : The film thickness can be calculated from the fluorescence
F - 0DIObc For these conditions, the fluorescent intensity is and the excitation intensity. The following equation is used if
simply proportional to the thickness of the measured volume, to absorption is not strong :
the concentration of the fluorescent compound, and to the b = F
excitation intensity. 1(O)c

The requirements are the following. The background light
Optical configuration which is different from controlled fluorescence by the tracer

A fibre optic laser induced fluorescence technique is needs to be subtracted precisely. A precise calibration is needed,
developed, similar to a previous one used at I.F.P. to determine in order to determine the correspondence between the thickness
the thickness of oil films [131. In theory, the fluid can be and the fluorescence efficiency for a given tracer concentration:
fluorescent itself, or a fluorescent tracer can be added to provide (eOt)c. It must be verified that absorption of the excitation light
a controlled fluorescence. The optical arrangement is suited for across the film does not introduce a non-linear behaviour.
transparent walls (see Figure 1). Finally, the tracer concentration must be constant in the liquid

Constant air flow film.

InjeciorCHOICE OF A FLUORESCENT TRACER

TUBE Requirements

The evaporation process gives a very restricting condition for
film urementi vokume our application : the compounds responsible for fluorescence

need to have a constant concentration in the film under
fcusing lenses evaporation. This is equivalent to say that their concentrations

are the same in the liquid phase and in the vapour phase with
optical fibre respect to the total concentration of fuel; in other words, that

they follow correctly the evaporation of fuel.
Gasoline does exhibit fluorescence when exposed to blue

photodlode light. But very different "efficiencies" are found between all the
excitation He-Cd components. Factors of the order of one thousand or greater canexcitaion HeCd %kdlchrohk. mirror

441 nm 1% be easily found between the main components : paraffins, olefins
and aromatics. The latter are the most fluorescent Moreover,

lu according to an analysis performed at I.F.P.. fluorescence isbeam m generated mostly by one molecule, naphthalene, which is not

4 aw-pass filter representative of the mean feature of gasoline, because its
boiling point is located at 217 *C,. This temperature is quite

pthoomuftoler higher than the 50% evaporated point of ordinary 95 octane
number gasoline, which is close to 1090C. A chemical analysis

Figure I :Optical set-up for laser-induced fluorescence using of gasoline has shown a molar concentration of 0.3% of
optical fibres naphthalene (4]. Furthermore, the composition of gasoline is not

certified. In conclusion, only traces (of the order of 0.1%) can
Excitation is done by a continuous laser He-Cd whose provide the largest contribution to the overall fluorescence.

wavelength (441 nm) is suited for the fluorescent tracer that will For these reasons, we preferred to use a well-defined
be selected. The laser light is carried by an optical fibre and component that is not fluorescent at all, and to add a fluorescent
focussed on the inner surface of a transparent wall. The reception tracer. This way we can at least quantify our accuracy : the
of the fluorescence light -located around 485 nm- is performed in equilibrium between the film and the vapour phase could
the reverse optical path. A dichroic mirror separates the theoretically be determined exactly. We chose iso-octane as fuel,
fluorescence from the excitation and directs it towards selective because it is a common reference fuel with high purity and easy
optical filters and a photomultiplier. The excitation intensity is supply. This fuel is fluorescence frce.
monitored by a photodiode that receives about I% of the incident Ketones are widely used in studies observing mixing
light reflected by a beamsplitter. processes in gaseous turbulent jets [151 or fuel distribution inside

Several filters are used for extracting the useful the cylinder of spark-ignition engines 116, 17, 181. Their use in
fluorescence : first a band-pass filter (X=485 run, AX=20 nm) engine studies is justified by a boiling point which is relatively
centred about the maximum in the fluorescence spectrum of the close to that of iso-octane 1191, or close to the 50% point of the
selected tracer; second a long-pass filter (X>455 nm) for distillation curve of normal gasoline. In all these applications
attenuating the light at the excitation wavelength, coming from they are used in the vapour phase. The use of aromatics
reflections in the interfaces : beam splitter, transparent wail; compounds, as laser dyes, used in oil films or in diesel sprays is
third, a short-pass filter (X<500 nm) for excluding excluded because of their very high boiling points. By
phosphorescence from the tracer and possible fluorescence from comparison, ketones have a fluorescence yield that is
optical components and the material of the wall. approximately 1000 times lower than aromatics compounds.

The fluorescence from ketones comes from their C=O
carbonyl bond (201. Mono-ketone have one isolated carbonyl
bond. Their absorption is maximum near 270 urn, and changes
slightly with the molecule. The fluorescence spectrum ranges
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from 330 nm to 630 rum with a maximum near 430 nm. Tests concentration increases in the liquid phase. Figure 3 illustrates
realised in our laboratory showed a maximum fluorescence of 3- the discriminated evaporation.
pentanone with an excitation around 300 ram. Fluorescence is
divided by 2 with excitation at 275 nm or 330 tm. and divided 0.20-

by 25 with an excitation at 350 mun.
a-Diketones. as biacetyl, are molecules with two ,

neighbouring carbonyl bonds. The conjugaison of the two bonds
shifts markedly the absorption band to 440 num, in the visible 1 0.1

0
range. This allows the use of numerous materials for the walls. /
For our concern, plexiglas is commonly used in transparent > ,

models of pipes or cylinder heads. It does not allow transmission T
of UV light. This is why ci-diketones are interesting. Moreover, 0.1
continuous lasers near 440 run are much more affordable than C
those near 300 tim. "

One could classify the ketones by their boiling point and V
choose that with the boiling point closest to iso-octane. This I
would simply insure that iso-octane and the ketone have similar T 0.0 T3328K. P-O.36bar
pressure vapour curves versus temperature. When mixed T-353K. P-0.BebarT-%368K, P-O.g2bar
however, the two compounds do not behave as if they were T,375K. P-1.t2bor
separated. Repulsive molecular interactions disturb their
respective equilibrium with the vapour phase. The most visible 0.00-/

effect is the formation of a lower azeotrope. This phenomenon 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
can be seen as an expulsion of the minority compound from the
liquid to the vapour phase by the majority compound. On £3-pentonone] liquid
principle, the tracer concentrations used are low. So. the tracer Figure 2 : Liquid/vapour equilibrium iso.octane + 3-pemnone
vapour pressure with a tracer/iso-octane liquid mixture is higher
than with the pure liquid tracer. The practical consequence is a dxEvapated quantity
higher evaporation rate of the tracer than expected according to
its pressure curve. The tracer whose evaporation follows iso-
octane needs to have a higher boiling point than iso-octane. This
results in a lower vapour pressure and tends to compensate for Liquid phase

the repulsive forces exerted by iso-octane. A list of possible
tracers is given in Table 1 with their boiling points. x yx y

(iso-octane) (traer)
molecule boiling point type Figure 3 : Definition of discriminated evporation

iso-octane 99 alcane dy = aZ, where x stands for iso-octane and y for the tracer.
3-pentanone ' 102 mono-ketone dz X
4-methyl 2-pentanon' 117 " a is called the discrimination coefficient between the two phases.
2-hexanone 127 " _ Assuming that this coefficient is constant, as practically
2,3 butanedione 88 a-diketone observed with 3-pentanone, one can integrate the equation versus
2,3 pentanedione 108 " x, the iso-octane quantity, and obtaih the evolution of the tracer
2,3 hexanedione 130 " concentration versus the remaining liquid fraction:

Table : List of possible tracers f --I /°

Lqukldvapour equirlbuns We will determine the values of the discrimination
The liquid/vapour phase equilibrium was completely coefficient for the most suitable tracers whose coefficients are

calculated for 3-pentanonefiso-octane mixtures. The boiling probably close to unity.
point of 3-pentanone is 103*C, that of iso-octane 990C. The
following result is obtained : at low concentrations the molar Calculations of the liquid/vapour equilibriunm are possible
fraction of 3-pentanone in the vapour phase is twice that in the only for mono-ketones. Interaction between the carbonyl bonds
liquid phase (Figure 2). This is observed for concentrations of 3- m a-dibtones cannot be included in the chemical models at this
pentanone lower than 5% and for temperatures between 298K te We have seen that pentanone is a too light compound for
and 375K. Certainly 3-pentanone concentration will rapidly tracing the evaporation of iso-octane. Thus, we made
decrease in a liquid film under evaporation. calculations with two hexanones : 2-hexanone and 4-methyl 2-

In the following discussion, we will call discrimination pentanone. Figure 4 shows the equilibriums for iso-octane + 5%
coefficient the ratio between the concentration of ketone in the ketone mixtures. It is observed that the ideal behaviour is
vapour phase and that in the liquid phase, relatively to the approached by 2-hexanone. One can notice that the concentration
conentrations of io-octane in each phase. If this coefficient is
larger than 1, the tracer concentration decreases in the liquid in the vapour phase changes rapidly with the boiling point.
phase during evaporation. If it is lower than 1. the tracer
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0.15- This error is proportional to the amount of liquid x. If we

divide this error by the initial liquid amount. we obtain the
following relative error:

0

> 0.10- { 1 1.

3-pentanone Figure 6 shows that the relative normalised error passes by a
"-y pminimum during evaporation. Discrimination coefficients of 0.8
4-methyl 2-pentanon. - - and 1.2 lead to estimated maximum errors about 7 % of the

.4.1 initial liquid amount A discrimination coefficient of 2. gives a
C:, ideal tracer unacceptable error of 25% of the initial liquid amount. From this

C 0.05------------ --- ---- - - error analysis we can conclude that 2-hexanone and
a) 2,3 hexanedione follow correctly the evaporation of iso-octane.
o 2-hexanone

o 2.0-
Ci-

0.0I I [ I 1.6-

298 318 338 358 378 398 .
S1.I alpha 0.8

temperature (K)
Figure 4 Liquid/vapour equilibrium calculated for three c1.2

tracers. mixtures iso-octane + 5% ketone alpha 1.

1.0-
Experiments have been conducted to validate the calculations U

with mono-ketones and to provide data with one a-diketone, 0.8-

2.3 hexanedione, which was guessed to be a satisfactory tracer. A >4.1 0.6- alpha 1.2
continuous air flow is introduced in a bubbler containing a a
mixture of iso-octane with 5% ketone. Some samples are taken () 0.4-
for analysis as evaporation goes along. Then, from the initial W alpha 2.
concentration, the remaining quantity and the new concentration, 0.2
the discrimination coefficient is determined. The final results at
200C are presented in Table 2. O.O-

The accuracy is about 0.05 for both calculated and 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
experimental values. The agreement between calculations and Liquid fraction
experiments is satisfactory. The difference between hexanone
and hexanedione is not important. The best tracer at this moment Figure 5 Evolution of tracer concentration versus
is 2.3 hexanediene for an application in the visible range with discrimination coefficient

iso-octane. No perfect matching of a tracer can be achieved. 0.2
C

tracer calculated a measured a :3 0.20-

3-pentanone 1.8 2.19 0.... E o.15-
2-hexanone 0.8 0.8 0
2.3 hexanedione not available 0.75 -" 0.10- alpha 0.8

Table 2 : Discrimination coefficients. 20*C, "
mixtures iso-octane + 5% ketone .• 0.05-

Error Analysis - .

An error analysis is now possible, based on the -O.05--
discrimination coefficients. If the tracer concentration decreases 0
in the evaporating liquid film, the situation worsens as the liquid L -0.10- alpha 1.2
quantity decreases. Figure 5 shows that the tracer concentration (P

diverges progressively from the original one as evaporation goes • -0.1
along. along :*•-0.20-

Let us consider again the fluorescence technique. If it is 0
assumed that the concentration is constant, an error is introduced 4) -l.25-

in the determination of the liquid amount, or the equivalent film 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

thickness. The absolute error on the liquid amoumt is :.0 0.1 fr0ction

Liquid fraction
X l-xFigure 6 : Evolution of relative error made on liquid amount

when assuming constant tracer concentration
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CALIBRATION Calibration results
Three tracers were tested : 2.3 butanedione (also called

Calibration set-up biacetyl). 2.3 pentanedione, and 2.3 hexanedione. Calibrations
To calibrate the technique, it is important to create very with 1%, 2% and 4% butanedione are shown in Figure 8. The

precise thicknesses of the order of those found in common graph shows a good linearity of the fluorescence intensity with
situations. We use a wedge illustrated in Figure 7 that is formed respect to the film thickness. The fluorescence increases with the
by two superposed flat quartz plates separated by a scheme on tracer concentration, as expected, but with 4% butanedione. a
one side. The flatness and the roughness of the surfaces are thus stronger absorption of the laser light does not allow to use a
controlled. The thickness varies linearly from 0 to 500 microns linear curve fitting. A second order fit is more accurate in this
from one side to the other. The displacement of the measurement case. Such a fit could also be used for increasing the accuracy of
volume along the horizontal plane is done by a motion controller thicknesses smaller than 300 microns for every concentration.
unit whose accuracy is about I pm. From this variation of concentration, the correct concentration of

The influence of temperature on fluorescence was not butanedione is 2%. for the [0-300 microns] thickness range.
investigated in this work. It could be introduced as a factor
changing the gain of the calibration curve.

optical fibre

"17". -2- 4 butonedione

focusing lenses

measurement volume
L - -1

0.58mm r1i uo ein

Over [• • quartz windows]

82 mm
liquid wedge

iso-odanehetone mixture
Figure 7 : Calibration wedge G-

0 100 200 300 400 500
Calibration procedure

Measurements are done at locations corresponding to thickness (microns)
increasing thicknesses with a step of 20 microns, from 20 to Figure 8 : Calibrations with mixtures isooctane
540 microns. The acquisition lasts for 1 second without + 1%, 2% and 4% butanedione
excitation and 1 second with excitation. The mean level before
excitation is an offset reference for the two signals. Then, the The same tests were done with two other tracers
maximum in the photomultiplier signal is only kept, and divided 2,3 pentanedione and 2,3 hexanedione. Figure 9 shows the
by the excitation intensity. The following expression summarises calibrations obtained with these tracers. with concentrations of
the data processing : 2% and 4%. With both tracers, a concentration of 2% gives a

max(signal.,) - signal1  lower fluorescence intensity than with butanedione. A
Ssignal- concentration of 4% is reqcired in order to get sufficient'sil laser2 lase intensities. A lower absorption is obtained, thus the correct

signal' represents the P.M. signal, 'laser' the laser intensitysignal. Index 1 indicates the first part of the record, without operating concentration of pentanedione and hexanedione is 4%.
excitation, that is the offset. Index 2 indicates the second wit We verified that either quartz or plexiglas can be used in awith excitation. Despite the filters, background light is always model of intake pipe or cylinder head. Using an upper windowpresent, probably additional fluorescence from optical made of plexiglas instead of quartz in the calibration wedge doescomponents made of glass, and excitation light reflected on the not modify the fluorescence signal significantly. Figure 10 showscomonets adeofglas, nd xctaton igh rfletedon he calibrations made with the same mixture iso-octane + 4%
optical interfaces. A test is done with pure iso-octane, which calbaion e with th samemixtur isowotan na4allo s q antiicaion of te b ckgoundsolly.hexanedione with a quartz and a plexiglas window. No additional

background is added by using plexiglas. The results are
background, - backgroundl encouraging and show the possibility of using plexiglas instead

•aser 2 -lase of quartz.
The final normalised useful fluorescence is the normalised

fluorescence signal corrected by the normalised background:
sfluorescence = ssignal - Sbackground

After a complete path on the quartz window and after
processing. the data are plotted in a graph versus film thickness.
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-2- injection duration and frequency. A PC synchronisation board

generates coding signals and injection control pulses as a shaft

encoder would do. This allows to simulate engine conditions.

Operating condition

6.00e/ One condition is tested to assess the performance of the
measuring technique. The air flow rate, the injection frequency

D,.,/ ,,, and the injected quantity are representative of the simulated
3 .' engine condition reported in Table 3.

"600 displ. volume 441 cm 3

engine speed 1200 rpm = 10 Hz

tn . .. e vol. efficiency 0.8
fuel/air eq. ratio 1

injection duration 94 CAD = 13 ms
injcted quantity pr shot 43 mm3

air flow rate (00 C, 103 Pa) 0.211 m3/min

0- Table 3 : Simulated engine condition

0 100 200 300 400 500 Experimental procedure

thickness (microns) The measuring probe attached to the optical fibre is simply

Figure 9 : Calibrations with mixures isooctane moved from the calibration wedge to the pipe. We observed that

+ 4% pentanedione, 2 and 4% hexanedione background light changes with time for these unstationary
measurements. Probably feedback occurs between reflections

-2- and liquid film because we have an open film. Thus, a correction
is necessary for each measurement location versus crank-angle
degree (CAD). For this purpose, each test is repeated a second

time with pure iso-octane, which allows quantification of the
background solely. The acquisition and processing procedures
are the same as those used for the calibration except that the

17. signal and the background are functions of CAD. The
fluorescence signal is obtained by normalising by the laser power
and by subtracting the normalised background. This signal is
transformed to a thickness signal by inverting the equation

-1 -determined by the calibration.

.__ Comparison between three tracers
First, the three tracers were compared at one location.

250 mm downstream from the impact zone of the spray. At this
point, the liquid film is almost stabilised; there is a strong liquid
stream on the lower side wall of the tube. Before forming this
stream, evaporation has certainly affected the liquid film. The
ensemble mean film thicknesses are shown in Figure 11. It is

0- - clear that 2,3 butanedione gives a wrong information. Its

0 100 200 300 400 Soo concentration has certainly decreased by more than 30% along
the liquid stream. With 2,3 pentanedione, the situation is not yet

thickness (microns) acceptable. A change of 10% in concentration can be inferred

Figure 10 : Calibrations with a mixture isooctane when comparing with 2.3 hexanedione. The latter tracer is
+ 4% hexanedione with a plexiglas wall and with a quartz wall supposed to give the most precise estimation of the real film

thickness.
APPLICATION TO A MODEL INTAKE MANIFOLD

Scan of the tube
Description A mixture iso-octane + 4% hexanedione is used for scanning

The goal is to test the measurement technique in a situation the tube in the region where the spray impinges the wall. Figure
similar to the intake pipe of an engine under cold conditions. The 12 displays the measurement locations; the axial step is 15 mm,
test pipe is cylindrical and made of quartz. Its inner diameter is the radial step is 10 degrees. A translation and a rotation stages
36 mm. It is inclined 30 degrees with respect to the horizontal. A allow displacement of the probe throughout the entire pipe.
constant air flow is introduced in the pipe at atmospheric Some curves are reported at locations lying on the
pressure. A standard injector BOSCH EV 1.3 A is fixed to it, intersection line between a vertical plane and the bottom of the
directing the sprzy with an angle of 45 degrees with respect to tube (on the side opposite to the injector). We present ensemble
the tube axis. Injection is pulsed as in a port-injected engine. The mean cycles calculated over 100 injection cycles in Figure 13. In
fuel is supplied at 3 bars. The monitoring system controls the the upstream region, the impact of the spray is clearly shown. A
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delay between the onset of injection and the increase of the film be matched to the fuel studied, here iso-octane, in order that its
thickness is visible. The injection duration is also detectable in concentration in the liquid film keeps the most constant possible.
location 3. The film thickness gradually increases downstream. The best tracers found in the ketone family are 2-hexanone and
The arrival of the spray on the pipe wall clearly generates a peak 2,3 hexanedione. The latter was selected because it is excitable
which is transformed into a wave in location 6. This wave is in the visible range.
moving downstream under the influence of air flow and gravity. Excitation light at 441 nm is carried by an optical fibre and
The film velocity can be determined from the time delay of the focussed on the inner surface of a transparent wall. Collection of
wave peak between two locations. The wave is not yet damped at fluorescence light around 485 nm is performed in the reverse
a distance of 100 mm from the impact zone. optical path. A dichroic mirror separates the fluorescence from

A map of the total mean film thickness is shown in the excitation and directs it towards optical filters and a
Figure 14. The x-axis is a symmetry line. The film is spread on a photomultiplier. The excitation intensity is monitored by a
large area in the impact zone. This area becomes narrower and photodiode.
the thickness increases when the liquid is flowing down. A The fluorescence is calibrated on a precise liquid wedge
strong stream is finally formed in the bottom of the tube. with a which makes the thickness vary from 0 to 500 microns. The
thickness of 250 microns. working tracer concentration is 4% by mass, which showed

sufficient fluorescence yield and weak absorption by the liquid.
3013- i.e. linear response with film thickness up to 300 microns.An application of the technique is realised on a model intake

pipe : a stationary air flow inside an inclined straight pipe, and
pulsed low-pressure injection. Three tracers with different

- 25- boiling points are tested. It is confirmed that matching the liquid-
- vapor equilibrium of the tracer to iso-octane is of great

E2.3 hexnedione importance. even under cold conditions. The technique has
proven to be able to show very interesting phenomena. The
impact of the spray, the deposition of a large quantity of fuel and

oV) 200- the displacement of liquid waves are typically quantified and
Q) followed with time. The technique accommodates to plexiglas

2.3 pentonedione models.m-)
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Figure 14 : Map of the total mean film thickness in the investigated area (unit : microns)
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ABSTRACT 200jum thick, roughly one order of magnitude less
than the viscous sublayer. Mass transport through

A laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique has this layer is described as an interplay between molec-
been developed to measure vertical concentration pro- ular and turbulent processes. Boundary layer models
files of dissolved gases in the aqueous mass boundary usually describe the turbulent transport part either by
layer at a wavy interface. An optical wave follower is a turbulent diffusion coefficient (K model) caused by
used to track the surface with a CCD camera. small eddies (Coantic (1986)) or by statistical renewals

One dimensional time series of vertical concen- of the surface layer by large eddies (SR model) (e.g.
tration profiles with a temporal and spatial resolution
of 2 ins and 30 pm, respectively have been measured Mttnnich and Flothmann (1975)). Without any as-
at the circular wind/wave facility at the Institute for sumption about the transport mechanism one can de-
Environmental Physics, University of Heidelberg fine the transfer velocity, k, and the characteristic ver-
low and medium wind speeds ranging from 2.4 to 4.6 tical length scale (boundary layer thickness) z.. The
in/s. The boundary layer shows substantial variations transfer velocity is given as the ratio of the flux den-
in thickness. The time series also reveal large eddies sity, j, and the concentration difference between the
sweeping parts of the boundary layer down into the very surface and some suitable reference depth:
bulk. From these time series, mean vertical profiles k -are. computed. The mean boundary layer thickness k-=ý- (-'-)
and the transfer velocity are determined.

The boundary layer thickness z. is given as the depth
1 INTRODUCTION at the intersection of the tangent to the concentra-t tion profile at the water surfaed and the reference con-Despite of significant experimental and theoreti- centration level. The steepness of this tangent at the
cal efforts the mechanisms controlling the transfer pro- water surface can be directly related to the flux den-
cesses across a gas/liquid interface are only superfi- sity across the water surface. At the very surface the
ciallv understood. It is still state-of-the-art to use var- influence of turbulent transport has to vanish. This
ious'disturbed equilibrium methods to determine mean assumption is independent of any model especially it
flux densities across the interface. Unfortunately these is also valid for surface renewal models. This is simply
techniques cannot give much insight into the mecha- caused by the fact that a diffusive flux scales with the
nisms. For example, Jahne (1989) showed that it is distance squared. For short distances it overcomes the
impossible to distinguish large-scale eddy (surface re- influence of any turbulent transport, and so also of sur-
newal) models from multi-stage eddy diffusivity mod- face renewal when averaged over time (Jahne (1993)).el) witodthelse fromniulstagen ihed SWith this property we can apply Fick's first law forels with these techniques even if the Schmidt number diffusion:
dependency is measured by multitracer experiments.

This paper describes a laser-induced fluorescence AC DAC D
technique which measures vertical concentration pro- z* T- (2)
files within the aqueous mass boundary layer with a
very high spatial and temporal resolution. The fun-
damentals of the technique used here have already Measurements of the mean concentration, pro-
been described in earlier papers by Jihne (1991) and files within the aqueous mass boundary layer give a

- direct measurement of the boundary layer thickessJghne (1993). Here experimental results of the one- and according to e. 1 h rnfrvlct. Thmesrla

dimensional technique are presented. ancodigt q. 1 the transfer velocity. The rela-
tion of boundary layer thicknesses of different tracers

2 THE AQUEOUS MASS BOUNDARY LAYER measured under the same conditions is since given by
Jahne (1985):

The transfer of moderately soluble and slowly
reacting gases is controlled by a thin aqueous mass z)1 (3
boundary layer. This layer is in the order of 20 - z.- (3)
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where the indices 1 and 2 denote the different trac- k. [Ha)
ers and n is the relevant Schmidt number exponent. A"PE
Jthne (1989) showed that in contrast to mass-balance ....................... ATMOSPH.R
based measurements of the transfer velocity, vertical
profile measurements can distinguish different concep-
tual models, since they result in different concentration boundary laver co"enranon
profiles (see figure 7). Also statistical fluctuations on .. watars.ded Iv R
short time scales predicted by several models, e.g. by ..... J.la. q .. .[H.
McCready et. al. (1986), could be detected by investi- WATE kw MHRl
gatingtime series of measurements within the aqueous BODY
mass boundary layer.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the vertical con-3 CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS WITH- centration profiles at the air-water interface, when HCIIN THE AQUEOUS MASS BOUNDARY LAYER is absorbed by a buffer solution.

High-resolution concentration profile measure- 160
ments at the water surface require non-contact opti-
cal techniques. So far, exclusively laser-induced flu-
orescence (LIF) techniques have been used. While I
Wolff et. al. (1991) measured oxygen profiles via the 8 120
quenching of fluorescence by oxygen, the technique
used here effectively replaces the flux of the gas across 100
the boundary layer by the flux of a fluorescent pH indi-
cator. This has the advantage of a significantly better so
signal to noise ratio compared to the oxygen quenching
technique. 60

sing such a system requires that the fluores-
cent light is directly proportional to the concentration 40
of the tracer transported through the aqueous mass 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
boundary laver. The simplest chemical system that
can meet this requirement is a buffer solution contain- concnnaion of the doubly cheid anion (R)
ing both forms of a fluorescent pH indicator, denoted
here as HR and R-, in equal concentrations. The fol- Fig. 2: Intensity of fiuorescent light versus concentra-
lowing equilibrium holds: tion of the doubly charged fluorescein anion.

[H+ IR]I -by measuring the intensity of the fluorescent light.[H• R i Al (4) For thýe fluorescent indicator fluorescein used

[HRI here the intensity of the fluorescent light is propor-
tional to the concentration of the doubly charged an-

where A 9 is the equilibrium constant of the fluorescent ion over a wide range of intensities. Since fluorescein isindicator. Therefore equal concentrations of HR and used at its second pK value all the conclusions made
R- are given for a pH value equal to the pKi value, above hold if HR and R- are replaced by HR- and
The transfer process is initiated by injecting traces of 2 r
an alkaline or acid gas, e.g. NH 3 or HCl, into the air Ri respctively. Assuming a 10-c M fluorescein so-
space of a wind/wave flume. The gas is quickly trans- lution, the maximum usable change in concentration
ported to the air/water interface, where it promptly of the doubly charged anion would be 3 x 106 mol/l to

stay within the linear region of 2. This concentrationdissociates. Using data from Yam et. al. (1988) cal- change is brought about by less than 0.2 ppm HCl in
culations show that within the first 0.5 Am 99% of the the air space.
HCl gas gets dissociated. So at the very water sur-
face the R- gets instantaneously protonated into HR. 4 ID-MEASUREMENTS
This process constitutes a sink for R- and a source for
HR resulting in a concentration difference across the Measurements were performed in the circular
aqueous mass boundary layer (see figure 1). Using eq. wind/wave facility at Heidelberg University. This fa-
1 the flux densities are therefore given by cility consists of a 30 cm wide and 70 cm high gas-tight

annular channel with an outer diameter of 4 m. Wind
3w = k, AIHR] = -k. AIR-] = j. = k.IHClI (5) was generated by a rotating paddle-ring driven by 24

small DC motors. The channel is filled up to a height
The H+ concentration adjusts in such a way that the of 25 cm; so the water and air volumes are 0.88 and
chemical equilibrium is maintained everywhere, but 1.6 m3 respectively.
since HR and R- are much more abounded than H+ Auorescein was added to the deionized water
(at least two orders of magnitude) no significant con- (conductivity < 1 AS) to form a 2 x 10-1 M solution
centration changes in the bulk occur for HR and R- which was titrated to its buffer point at pH 7 (equal
due to this reaction. The essential fact is that no sig- concentrations of HR and R-, see eq. 4). At the begin-
nificant chemical reactions occur while the ions and ning of each experiment about 2.5 - 3.5 Ncm 3 of HCI
molecules are transported across the boundary layer. were injected into the air space resulting in an initial
In conclusion, HR and R- behave in the bulk just like concentration of about 2 ppm. Fluorescence was ex-
an inert gas tracer except for a different molecular dif- cited by a 20 mW argon ion laser at 488 nm focussed
fusion constant. The R- concentrations are obtained on the water surface with a cross section of about
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air drives

. .\scannr mirror
V .ewater bodyS•,with -Mn

• •Fluorescein

____________ 2D CCD Chip

cross section through used in partial
wind/wave flume scanning mode

Fig. 3: Space-time-image at a wind speed of 2.4 Fig. 4: Sketch of the one-dimensional experimental
rn/fs. setup with optical wave follower and imaging CCD-

The sequence shown here is about 0.8s long. The im- camera.
age height is about 6rmm

0.05 mm 2.
Figure 5 shows a 0.8 s long part of a space-

time-image at 2.4 m/s wind speed. The aqueous mass
boundary laver can be seen as a wavy dark line in the
image. Above this layer a distorted mirror image at
the wavy water surface can be seen. It is obvious that
even at low wind speeds the boundary layer tends to
be carried out of the field of vision by the waves.

Therefore an optical wave follower was used in
the optical path of the COD-camera (figure 4) to track
the water surface with an accuracy better than 1 mm.
The use of an optical wave follower is inevitable to
keep the moving water surface within the range of vi-
sion of the imaging sensor at medium wind speeds. A
separate line array camera was used to detect the wa- A
ter surface. The'amplitude sigal from this camera 1 mma
was processed in real time to drive a scanner mirror r
in the optical path of the COD-camera. With this
mechanism waves with a peak to peak amplitude up ..
to 3.5cm could be followed. More details of the ex- i
perimental setup are described by Mainsterer (1993).
The COD-camera (Pulnix TM-640) took images of a
0.3 mm (horizontal) x 6.6 mm (vertical) sector at a rate
of 600 frames per second. Fig. 5: Unprocessed space-time-image with the use of

These image sectors were averaged over the hor- an optical wave follower.
izontal width of 0.3 mm in order to integrate the flu- ing water surface using digital image processing tech
orescence intensity over the whole widtlh of the laser niques This is necessary for anyig gtlhe pr ocessing
beam. The resulting columns were stacked to form nqes. This is nece fran r processing
so called space-time-images. One of those space-time- step. For details of the image processing see Mvsm-
images consists of 8000 single concentration measure- sterer (1993). The aqueous boundary layer is visible
ments performed in 13.3s. as the thin dark layer at the top of the image. With

this technique certain characteristics can be seen more
5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS clearly. The boundary_ layer thickness shows strong

fluctuations in time. Variations in thickness at least
Figure 5 shows a 0.8 s long part of a space-time- up to a factor of five can be detected. Such fluctua-

image at the wind speed of 2.4 m/s as in figure 3. As tions were also reported by Wolff (1991) although not
can be clearly seen the wave follower is capable of keep- as time series with a comparable time resolution. In
ing the boundary layer well within the field of vision. !his sequence at about 0.3 s part of the boundary layer
This was possible up to a wind speed of 4.6 rn/s. After is swept into the bulk. Such an effect was detected in
this the optical distortions become untolerably large. sequences at all wind speeds ranging from 2.4 to
It should be noted that the position of the boundary 4.6 m/s. Obviously these effects can only be detected
layer in the image does not reflect the wave height but in time series with a high temporal resolution and a
rather a function of response time of the wave follower, good signal to noise ratio.

Figure 6 shows the same sequence already trans- Averaging over such an image results in a mean
ferred into a z-coordinate system relative to the mov- boundary layer profile. Figure 7 shows such a profile
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frames _r75 • •
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Fig. 6: Space-time-image in the frame of reference of 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 -. 0
the moving water surface. wvind speed [m/s]

Fig.8: Masued bund layer thicknesses for dif-
feient wind speeds. Stars denote single measurements
averaged over 13.3s, ovals stand for the average over
all these single measurements for one wind speed and

0.8 diamonds snow the result of the parallel oxygen inva-
sion measurements.

0.6 follower was changed from a scanner mirror to mount-
ing the complete optical system to a belt driven linear

0.4 positioning table.
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ABSTRACT bluff-body placed axially downstream of the nozzle, a
region of reverse-flow forms in the wake region of the

Particle-laden flows are of practical interest due to bluff-body. The reverse-flow is instrumental to flame
widespread commercial applications. Industrial and food stabilization.
processors involve handling of solid particles of various
sizes and shapes. While solid particle-laden flows are Considerable understanding of the role of bluff-bodies
important in environmental and pollution engineering, achieved by measurements of aerodynamic flow patterns
liquid particle-laden flows are important for combustion (1), (2), (3). However, in order to get a more detailed
engineers. The behaviour of flows containing liquid understanding of the role of bluff-bodies in the
particles, or droplets, in the surroundings of a bluff-body combustion of high-sped spray flows, it may be
are of considerable practical interest because the size and necessary to investigate the distribution of size, number
velocity of the particles play an important role in relation density, and velocity of spray particles in regions
to the stability and combustion length of turbulent spray surrounding the bluff-body (4), (5), (6).
flames. In this study, a Phase Doppler Analyzer and
Laser Sheet Photography System are applied
simultaneously in a complementary fashion to
characterize the spray particle flow in the regions
surrounding the bluff-body. A cone-shaped bluff-body 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
was placed axially down steam from the spray nozzle,
with the "point" of the cone towards the nozzle. The PROCEDURE
results showed that the mean diameter lied between 4.0
and 50 microns in all locations. The particle size became In this study, a cone-type of bluff-body is fixed in the jet
smaller approaching the sides of the bluff-body as well at 23 mm downstream from the nozzle exit. The
as in the wake region. Conversely, larger diameters were experimental fuel is fed through a nozzle of 0.5 mnm inner
measures further out from the sides of the bluff-body. diameter. The nozzle pressure was selected to be either
Higher number densities were measured in regions of 20 kPa or 50 kPa.
smaller diameters. A recirculation zone, containing
negative velocities, was formed in the wake region of the Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the experimental
bluff-body. The mechanism of bluff-body spray flame apparatus, which consists of a compressor, experimental
stabilization has been investigated from the various fuel (water), air supply system, and the injector nozzle.
measured results. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the nozzle. The

two fluids are fed through the nozzle, as shown in the
figure. The flow rates were 2.8 cc/min at 20 kPa nozzle
pressure and 4.7 ccA/in at 50 kPa. A schematic diagram

1. INTRODUCTION showing the measuring points (x), the bluff-body outline,
along with selected streamlines are all shown in Fig 3.

In industrial nozzles typically used for high-load The coordinates Lc and R in the figure represent the axial
combustors, the exit velocities arc sufficiently high for distance from the nozzle tip and the radial distance from
the flow to be turbulent at the nozzle exit. In a typical the spray axis, respectively.
case, the fuel exists from an annular nozzle and with a
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"Validations", "Corrected Count", and "Run Time".
In this work, a Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) Attempts refer to the total number of Doppler bursts, and
and Laser Sheet Photography (LSP) systems are used to hence, potential velocity-diameter data points, "seen" by
analyze the spray. Detailed profiles of spray droplets are the detectors. Validations refer to the number of valid
measured with the PDA together with the overall velocity-diameter data points actually accepted by the
visualization of the spray flow from the photographs. PDPA software. Data are rejected for various reasons,
The physical arrangement of the PDPA is shown including out-of-range values, non-spherical droplets,
schematically in Figs 4 (a) and (b). The PDPA, an conflicting phase data, etc. Although the actual probe
Aerometrics model DSA 3000, is set up for 2 axis (Lc volume is fixed, the effective probe volume depends on
and R in the figure) velocity measurements and is the size of the particle passing through it. Since larger
equipped with fiber-optic transmitter and collector units. particles scatter from a larger region in space than smaller
The half-angle of beam intersection, 8, was set to 1.3177 ones and the instrument can only accept single particles
degrees and the receiver was arranged to collect the in the probe volume at any one time, the data must be
scattered light at an angle 4 = 50.0 degrees from the corrected for this bias, particularly for the smaller
transmitter axis. The receiver contained three "detector" diameter particles (7). Hence, a corrected count is
fibers (DF 1, DF2, DF 3) for gathering the fringe phase obtained. The run time refers to the time interval during

and spacing information. These spacings were set to which the data was obtained.
10.07 mm for DF 1 to DF2 and 30.21 mm for DF 1 to
DF3. The probe volume was 2.9xl10-4cc. Spatial distribution (maps) plots for the regions

surrounding the bluff-body are shown in Figs 7 to 12.

The Laser Sheet Photography (LSP) system was used to These plots show the following data: the Sauter MeanThe ase Shet Potogaph (LP) sste wasuse to Diameter D32, Arithmetic Mean Diameter DA (both in
image the light scattered by the spray. A 70 degree Dat A itn
scattering angle was chosen and the light was formed into pim), Number Density (Particles cc/s cm 2 ), Mean

a sheet measuring 50 mm by 0.5 mm. The 488 nm line Velocity (U, in m/s), and RMS or "fluctuating" velocity

of a 2 W Argon ion laser was used in this system. The (U', in m/s).
camera shutter speed ranged from 1/15 to 1/500 s. In
order to carry ut localized studies near the bluff-body, the Several trends can be observed from Figs 7 to 10. The
injector nozzle and bluff-body were attached to a three- SMD lies within the limits of 8 to 49 ltm. while the
dimensional traverser, while the PDPA and LSP were arithmetic mean diameter lies between 4 and 4ljim. The

fixed in the laboratory frame. To improve the accuracy of particle sizes become significantly smaller nearer the side
the experiments, the entire apparatus was enclosed in a surface regions and near the rearward parts of the bluff-
darkened "booth" during data acquisition. body, but significantly larger further out from the sides of

the bluff-body. The number density lies within the range
102 to 105 particles/cc, and is higher in regions of
smaller diameters but only slightly lower further out
from the sides of the bluff-body. The volume flux,
which refers only to the volume of particles, varied from

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 10-5 to 10-2 cc/s cm 2 . Larger values were found at the

upper of the bluff-body where the sizes were not large,
For brevity the results here will concentrate on the data at but the number densities were large.
4.7 cc/min, i.e. 50 kPa nozzle pressure. Photographs of
scattered light at 1/125 s for a plane perpendicular to the Looking at Figures 11 and 12 the following observations
spray axis are shown in Fig 5 (a) with the bluff body and can be made. The mean velocity U ranged from - 0.7 m/s
Fig. (b) without the bluff-body. The flow-rate was 4.7 to about 16 m/s and was negative for all the measuring
cc/min (50 kPa). As shown in Fig 5 (a) the adverse points in the wake region. The RMS velocity was from
pressure gradient downstream of the bluff body is strong 2 to 7 m/s in the upstream of the bluff-body, but only
enough to cause separation of the boundary layer. A 0.3 to 0.5 m/s in the wake region.
recirculating vortex of particles is formed in the wake
region of the bluff-body. The size of the recirculation Correlation plots of particle size -vs- velocity at four fRý,
eddy is about 27 m. (axially) x 16 mm (half-base of the Lc] points [9 mm, 35 mm], [15 mm, 35mm], [15 mm,

55 mm], [15 mm, 60 mm] are shown in Figs 13 to 16.

Particle size and velocity histograms at the end of the The location of Figs 13 and 14 are typical points for the

wake region (Lc = 65 mm, R = 18 nm) are shown in Fig regions away from influence of the bluff-body. The

6. This measurement point is within the boundary layer particle sizes near the bluff-body are comparatively small,

of the recirculation zone and jet flow stream, and thus we but their velocity range is quite wide. For the two
see both positive and negative velocities. The Sauter locations in the wake region at the rear of the bluff-body,

Mean Diameter, (SMD or D3 2 ) at this point was about shown in Figs 15 and 16, the diameters am quite similar

13 gtm. Summarized in Fig 6 are "Attempts", - ranging from 2 to 20 11m. The velocities at Lc = 55
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mm, which is near the bluff-body, are seen to be all
negative values, but at Lc = 60 mm both positive and Haniu, H., Sakamoto, H., and Dogan, Y., Transactions
negative velocities appear. The size and strength of the of the JSME-B, Vol. 59, No. 567, Nov. 1993, pp. 276-
recirculation eddy decays rapidly to free jet proportions 281.
near this point.

Kurihara, N., Ikeda, Y., Yamamoto, T., and Nakajima,
T., Proc. of the 29th Symposium on Combustion, Dec.
1991, pp. 196-198, [in Japan].

CONCLUSIONS Nishida, 0., Fujita, H., Harano, W., Okamoto, N., and
Harano, N., Journal of the JSME, Vol. 28, No. 7, July

Local size and velocity measurements were obtained in 1993, pp. 443-452.
regions surrounding a bluff-body to better understand its
effect on practical combustion systems. The following Nishida, 0., Fujita. H., Harano, W., Hatano, N., and
conclusions are drawn from this study: Okawa, H.,Proc. of the JSME, Vol. 52, Oct. 1993, pp.

71-74.
1. The Sauter and arithmetic mean diameters lie within

the limits of 8 to 49 gm and 4 to 41 gom,
respectively. The particle sizes are smalier nearer to
the sides and in the wake of the bluff-body, but the
number density is higher in both regions.

2. The volume flux of particles is slightly higher near
the side surface regions of the bluff-body, but
significantly lower in the wake.

3. The particle velocity is highest upstream of the bluff-
body and lower along the sides. A recirculating zone
is established in the wake of the bluff-body.

4. The size of the recirculation eddy, estimated from the
velocity profiles of the particles, is equivalent to the
longitudinal sectional area of the bluff-body.
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(a) Without bluff -body (b) Withbluff-body

Figs.5 Photographs of spray flow system
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MULTIPLE INTERACTING SPRAYS BY PHASE DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY

Masahiro HIGUCHIL Tsuyoshi SHIRAKAWA, Hiroshi MORIKITA, Koichi HISHIDA and Masanobu MAEDA

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Keio University
3-14-1 Hiyoshi Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 223 JAPAN

trigger was investigated. The result indicates that this function

ABSTRACT enables us to analyze the interaction flow structure.
Estimating mass flux, size distribution in higher

Measurements of droplet size and velocity in accuracy, both the dual coaxial measuring volume and
multiple impinging sprays were carried out by phase Doppler measuring volume with a specific estimating method were
anemometer(PDA) in order to achieve a passive control of employed: the former can eliminate the sizing errors by
local size distribution of the droplets. A FFT based signal trajectory ambiguity, the latter was estimatd by calibration
processor featured by a digital signal processor(DSP) with based upon Gaussian profile of beam intensity. Consequently,
specific functions of the software triggering was employed in the accuracy of mass flux of a single spray examined varying
order to achieve improvement the accuracy in droplet mass both the measuring distance from spray and provided pressure.
flux measurement at a lower signal-to-noise ratio(SNR). Two and four sprays impinging currents were investigated in

The resultant validation rate of acquiring Doppler the present study in order to characterize the flow of the
burst signal was increased up to 31% compared with the fixed interaction region of multiple sprays,
triggei...g. due to the burst center triggering' by software
and/or by optical triggering with dual coaxial measuring 2. OPTICAL APPARATUS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
volumes

Measurements in interaction region of four hollow-
cone sprays revealed that the area of uniform droplet size was 2.1 Optical Arrangement
observed in circle region whose area was 1% of spreading flow
area where 20% of the total mass was concentrated. In the Figure 1 schematically illustrates the measuring

uniform size region, the variation of the average diameter system of the two-components PDA optical system and signal

through the region did not exceed 9 %, which were normalized processor. A 2.0W Argon-ion laser with multi-line operation

by average value in uniform size region respectively, was employed as a light source, and green and blue beams
were selected by a beam-splitter. For each colir, double Bragg

1. INTRODUCT ION cells were mounted on the system so as to produce differential
IO frequency, and the beams were transmitted through optical

The flow field accomplished with multiple impinging fiber probes. The differential frequency was occasionally
sprays has been expected to shape an uniform spatial droplet optimized with the flow condition, and was adjusted from 2 to
size distribution, and to contribute to many industrial processes 10MHz. Optical configuration and constants were set as.listed
such as spray cooling, spray painting, spray dryer, etc. in Table I

The studies of interaction flow field within dual air
jets have been widely conducted by D.R.Miller &
E.W.Comings(1960), and E.Tanaka(1970)(1974). son----W'*--0)
Y.F.Liu(1990) and C.S.Wang(1993) reported the existence of At-inLwQ Q (PDM

the reverse flow in the interaction region, and the self- t.m
preservation of mean velocity, velocity fluctuations, and
Reynolds shear stress.

Two spray interaction with electrically charged
droplets was examined by S.R.Snarski & P.F.Dunn (1991) P swvl Fbw

using PDA. This study attempted not to analyze interaction No Cow P

flow field itself, but to evaluate the effects of charge force and M

of the distance between two sprays.
In the present study, the signal processor was

optimized to enable the signals of smaller particle to extract
from total system noises. The employed signal processor
working on FFT, developed by author's group (K.Kobashi et p- s V 0 1200Ws PAM

al. 1988, 1990, 1992), was consisted of digital signal processor _O__ __ _ RAM

and transient memories. The burst center triggering function > ,SMATOW

realized to increase in validation rate for relatively low SNR
Doppler burst signal compared with the fixed triggering. To Fig. I Schematic of the measuring system
evaluate the flow of multiple interacting sprays, the function of
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Table 1. Optical parameter set up Table storage for each channel, which corresponds to 0.2sec storage
(a) Transmitting optics at IOMHz sampling rate, with which the performance are

Parameter Unit enough for the measurement of the present study.

Wave length of laser X 488.Onm(Blue) 514.5nm(Green) The trigger and memory controllers had two
operational modes for each channel, to enable us to optimize

Power of laser 2.0 W the specifications under various conditions as described in the

Beam interaction 20 4.960 reference (Kobashi et al. 1992). The trigger controller provided

Shift frequency 2 MHz(Blue) pre-triggering and post-triggering functions: the pre-triggering
5 MHz(Green) is for storage of whole signals, so it was operated storing

Size of measuring volume 3 whole signals, with the pre-triggering mode in all the
l125x125x3000pm (Blue) measurements described as in next section.

25x255800 (GrThe memory controller has two different type
8 (Green) operations, so called sequential process mode(real time mode)

Fringe spacing 8 5.9431.m(Blue) 5.766pro(Green) and continuous storage mode. The sequential process mode

Focal length 300mm uses small amount of memory which is required to obtain

(b) Receiving optics frequency information, and the DSP starts processing signals

Parameter Unit from the point which every trigger event occurs; The
Off axis angle 30° continuous storage mode is to store signals up to full memory

Fcaxs anglf 300 size and processing is proceeded at once. The remarkable
Focal length of 300sm advantage of the continuous storage mode is that the signals
collimating lens _can be captured and processed even when the amplitude of

Slit size 200p±m signals was lower than the fixed trigger level or was

Detector angle 2.076-, 4.7530 comparable to the environmental noise.

Phase factor 1.377 degree/gm Since the FFT based processor had an ability to
accept signals with relatively low SNR, the bias error on size

3.152degree/4±m distribution caused by the fact that the signal amplitude

Rectangular aperture 2depends on the droplet size, could considerably be improved.
3x20mm2  The procedure for FFT was done by software run on the DSP

and host computer, so the processing algorithm was optimized
In order to reduce sizing error due to the trajectory without changing hardware.

ambiguity, two green and blue beams were aligned into
different size coaxial measuring volumes; for elimination of 2.3 Signal Processing
trajectory ambiguity and increasing SNR as described in the
next section. The size of measuring volume of green beam, Figure 2 indicates the timing chart of sequential
which was used for sizing droplets was set at about 8 times process mode and continuous storage mode. In the sequential
larger than that of blue beam. Measuring volumes were process mode, the signals were stored in a short memory and
250250x5800Aim3 and 125x125x3000m3 for green and processed by FFT sequentially. FFT calculations are carried

2o0 green anm pout from the point of trigger event occurrence which

blue beams respectively, correspond to the beginning of signals (FFT.p (1) and FFT.p
Receiving optics assembled by four channel fibers, (3) in Figure 2(a))with lower SNR than the center of those.

that is, threr. of them for PDA with green measuring volume This operation results in data loss by processing the part with
and one for lateral velocity measurement with blue measuring low signal quality. Moreover, the signals (signal(2) and
volume, were set at near forward position with an off axis signal(4) in Figure 2(a))which exist within the processing
angle of 30 degree. Displacement of three apertures for PDA duration time of triggered signal (FFT.t(I), FFT.t(3) in Figure
are also listed in Table 1. The collected lights were converted 2), were neglected. Since the number of signals existing within
to electric signals by photomultipliers (Hamamatsu, R1447) the processing duration time was affected by the maximum
and transferred to a signal processor. processing capable rate and number density of particles, the

data loss by processing time was not considered in section 3.
2.2 Signal Processor In the continuous storage mode, as the transient

LDA signal processing has always encountered the memory continuously acquires the signals up to full memory

difficulty of discrimination of Doppler burst signal from size without any processing such as detection of signals, the

electronic and optical noises. Various noise sources prevent the trigger loss cannot be found in principle.
As for the algorithm of signal detection, the

signal processor from acquiring low SNR signals, especially in processing of all parts of storage memory data needs a plenty
measurements of dense smaller particles, of FFT calculations although one needs not to adjust the trigger

The FF' based signal processor usually provides level. In order to reduce the number of FFT calculations to that
more accurate information than the other type of those for of Doppler signals, the center triggering whose trigger level is
LDV in an insufficient noise environment. In the present study, comparable with noise level but less than fixed trigger level,
a transient memory system which was designed by the authors was employed. When signal was triggered, the center part of
group (Kobashi et at. 1988, 1990, 1992) was employed to signal which can be selected by searching the peak of signal, is
accomplish measurements under the low SNR conditions, processed by FFT (Figure 2(c)). Thus, the continuous storage

The signal processor consisted of high speed AID mode which can be conducted only by the signal processor

converter, a transient memory and a Digital Signal Processor with the transient memory, can be a reliable signal detection

(DSP, Motorola 56001RC27) as shown in Figure 1. The flash meth usint centr-triggering f ion whic e

A/D converters can convert the signals up to 40MHz sampling effectively to detect all signals.

rate with 8bit resolution, and transient memories had 2Mbyte
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IF� -1 1 obtained from a single spray and stored in the hard-disk., was
- / . . .. .- L j u s e d . F i g u r e 3 c o m p a r e s t h e s i z e d i s t r i b u ti o n o b t a i n e d w i t h t h e

LOST continuous storage to thos of the sequential process mode
A with various trigger levels. The validation to judge whether

(1) (21 (3 (4) sampling data can be Doppler burst signal, or not, was carried
D 11 out by the following procedure:

STOR pII I STOR p(3)

El T] 1) The summation of the peak spectrum and two
(a) Processing parts of Doppler signals spectrum around the peak frequency should be more

FFT I ,' T I7 1FT, i3) than 5 times of the second peak spectrum
STOR 1i) STOR 1(3) 2) Each velocity among three receive channels for PDA

(b) Processing time of Doppler signals should be coincident.
Sequential Process Mode 3) The ratos of phases obtain between channels must

A be the same ratio of geometrical configuration of the
S'•w w~.•....,observing 

point.

-_ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ __T_ T Both probability density and accumulated probability
(2) (3 (4) density were defined as eq.2 and were normalized by 30000

STOR p data which were the maximum data number inferred with the
PA ) L burst center triggering described in the next subsection. The

PEAK E•. , (2) PEAK 3) PEAKl (4) trigger level denotes the normalized amplitude by half of the
FF r FFT p (2) PFr 0 (3) FF r P (4) maximum dynamic-range of the 8bit A/D converter(eq. 1), and

(c) Processing pa rts of Doppler signals the maximum level of the signals corresponding to the
L S, I I amplitude of about 80p nm particles in the configuration. It

WPritl11 FF7 1 21 FFT 1i3i1 o-
PEAK i (1) PEAK ii;2 PEAK 1i31 should be noted that all results were from the same signals

M 11') }which were in the external storage of the host computer.
PEAK I dIII______

(d) Processing time of Doppler signals
Continuous Storage Mode E

STOMP.: Pan 1oW Wonn "Irk
PEAK.p Pan I&r NaICh Vi peak l0ci o pMtn••ofjn l

FFT.p par io FFT cajba& Swn A

S T O R A. d u r a ti o n t re fo r $1SIW W S" i l lI

PE AK .I dura nli otnh W W (ix S a t n 0 peA ocato l III W " 11171011l• •mI a ,

F F 1 . I w a iW r t i om ko r F F T c a l o j a t o n a -

Fig. 2 Difference between sequential process and continuous
storage mode

3. SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS FOR ACCURATE SNR=lOlog[SumAISumB]

DETERMWNATION OF SIZE

Fig. 3 Schematic of SNR definition

3.1 Contributions of the Continuous Storage Mode to
Validation Rate and the Effect of Trigger Level 30 iroc - -

Sequential operation of the memory can be an 0! Fin so .

effective method to measure large particles with high SNR, 20 M L /

however, it neglects the signals in dense spray because of two ro F 6 so

major reasons: since the total processing time of DSP 0 ,0 MON I I
including a duration time for data transfer is longer than the to 0'go 1 ,i __ .,
sampling time, the data acquisition must be inhibited while the a
every processing is completed; if the sirnal amplitude is . Ij ° o

comparable or smaller than the trigger lew the trigger event 0 LZ -

never occurs. A typical A/D converter cr )nvert with 8bit 0 20 40 60 9o0 0 20 40 Wo Wo ix

resolution; so the droplets in the small ..Le range could be Particle ODiatwrlMl Pafline Otu(nmI

neglected to cause distortion into resultant size distribution (a) (b)
lacking small particles. If the analog circuit at front-end of the ((a) is based on the number of data in the continuous storage

A/D converter was designed by linear amplifiers, 8bit mode)
resolution approximately corresponds to 10times difference in
particle size range; therefore, the trigger level should be set as Fig. 4 Effect of lowering fixed trigger level
low as possible, while, the trigger level is usually set at certain
level in order to avoid mis-triggering by the noise which cause
the number of neglecting particles. TL[%) = Trg Amp- Ofst Amp x100 (1)

To evaluate the improvement derived by the FR
continuous storage mode, a series of digitized data, which was
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Nf)x(di) Demonstrating the effect of the function, the same
PD(d5)1%JX 100 source signals in the memory was processed with and without

Ncen Ai) the function. Figure 6 compares the size distribution with the
di trigger level at 5.5% which is the proper trigger level so that

the validation rate with the fixed triggering can become
APD(di )I%] = =0 x 100 (2) maximum. It is noted that the result of the continuous storage

Total _ N mode was accompanied with a triggering to compare with
them properly.

As Figure 4(a) and (b) show the shapes of probability
density, and those of accumulated probability density, 30
respectively as a parameter of the trigger level. Size T - -
distributions as shown in Figure 3(a) are normalized by the
number of data in the continuous storage mode. It is obvious b
that the continuous storage mode has an advantage in terms of 02 oG
the validation rate. In principle, lower trigger level would 00 J
result in higher validation rate over the size range, however, Z i'
the probability density(Figure 3(a)) of 2O0tm size triggered at 0o,. __W ]•0/ -• 15

8% is higher than that triggered at 4%. On the other hand, the * / \0\o0
accumulate probability density's(Figure 3(b)) show that the lb 0 00

signals detected by the trigger level 4% relatively include the 0 20 40 60 80 too00 20 40 60 too

particles smaller than 304 m compared with the result of the Pajnk* DOameter Imil Particle Dlmaqr IbPml
trigger level 8%; this is likely to be caused by the difference of
the SNR which is at a part of FFT pTocessing. Since the trigger (a) (b)
level of 4% corresponds to the signal amplitude of 1O±m size, Fig. 6 Comparison between the center and the fixed triggering

((a) is based on the number of data in the continuous -storage
most of the particles with 10im size was triggered at the center mode)
of the signals which correspond to maximum SNR, as shown As compared with the size distribution with the fixed
in Figure 5-c, although the signals larger than l0pm size triggering(Figure 6(a)), the total number of the validated data
whose proper trigger level is 8%(Level A) in Figure 5-b, were by the center triggering was raised up to 31% and the effect
processed at the beginning part which corresponded to lower was especially remarkable in the small size range. The
SNR with triggering at 4%(Level B) as shown in Figure 5-a. improvement is important because a spray atomizer often
Thus, as for SNR of FFT processing part, the results showed a derives Rosin-Rammla distribution; hence the data rejection in
difference by employed technique. To eliminate this effect and the small size particles causes bias error on the probability
increase the validation rate, the center, that is, the most clear density.
part, of the signal was to be selected for processing the signal Figure 7 shows the validation ratio as a function of
of individual particle. SNRcen varying the trigger level. The calculation method of

SNR ( SNRcen, and SNRftx) and validation rate was defined

0 12 by the following Eq. 3 and Figure 3 respectively:
FFT process part I - ' - 6 - ' - 6 - o

E TVl e

L ee A 

O00 O O O 0 0- --.

i6 eve B:h. o - mode L"ve
C %

•n oFi xed 41S60 //

a b c C O- O ..
Large particle signal Small particle signal 40
a center pan of large particle signal

b: beginning part of large particle signal > 20 -
c: center part of small particle signal

Fig. 5 Schematic of difference of the processed location by 0 *5 0 5 10 15 2
the center and the fixed triggering SNRc.n [dB 5

3.2 Burst Center Triggering Fig. 7 Validation rate by different trigger levels
(based on the number of data in the continuous storage mode)

Burst center triggering is a function to obtain the
maximum SNR in a Doppler burst signal, by searching the N(SNRI'r)
maximum amplitude of the signal. Since this function can be VR(SNRcen) = Nx (3)
accomplished by only the continuous storage mode, because N(SNRcen)
the center of the signal must be stored. It is a typical
application aids to a fast transient memory system with the With a lower trigger level, large particles
DSP. (SNRcen<lOdB) were triggered at the beginning of their
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signals, consequently the data dropped and the validation ratio signal processor does not have any storage, such as a counter
remains around 50%. On the contrary, smaller particles were system, one can eliminate the error by coaxial dual measuring
neglected by higher fixed trigger level. The burst center volumes optically.
triggering function satisfies for the large and small particles
and effectively removed bias in the validation by the trigger
level. 100 - - -o o- 0- 0 -

Figure 8 illustrates the contour of the correlation
between SNRCen and SNRfix with and without the center- 8 s0

triggering at the same condition as Figure 6. The value of
contour was normalized by total number of data. Left side of c 60t
the diagonal line denotes data of which the SNR was
improved by the function. The maximum value in the map .

1i 40
located at the point where the SNRcen was lOdB with the '2 re" '1"" T
center-triggering of 10dB, whereas the SNRfix without the > W"

center triggering was 2dB, thus the improvement of the SNR in V ,., MV ,
the sampled signals was 8dB. This result confirms that noise M s
was reduced effectively in the sampled signals, and hence, the -10 .5 0 5 1 15 20
function contributed to increase the validation ratio. SNRcl:n [dB]

20
Fig. 9 Comparison of the validation rates between the coaxial

15 1 and the single measuring volume (based on the number of data
in the continuous storage mode)

S10.
_ 4. Experimental Result

C
0) 5In the present study, tbh size and two-component

velocities of droplets in the intpraction within multiple sprays
1) were measured to achieve passive control of the local size

distribution of droplets. Conbinations with two and four spray
nozzles were examined.

Figure 10 shows a geometric arrangement of the two
-SO 1 - spray nozzles and coordinates system. The solid lines indicate

.10 . 0 10 Is 20 outer edges of the two hollow-cone sprays which contain most
SNRfix [dB] of the droplets after the atomization.

HOllOW-Coft sw N012%

Fig. 8 SNR improvement in sampled signals by the center
triggering(Trigger level 5.5%)

3.3 Coaxial Measuring Volumes by Two Color Four
Beams EtkdA

Coaxial measuring volumes are provided to eliminate 40 Iffl

trajectory ambiguity on sizing and to realize the higher
validation rate. Since the duration time of the signals from
small measuring volume by blue beams is short compared to
that from large measuring volume by green beams, the center
of the sizing signal is processed by triggering the signal of blue
beams. Figure 9 shows the improvements by the coaxial
measuiing volumes indicating the validation ratio of the size M"m"Lno Z
information as a function of SNRcen of the signal. The keys 0i WS: vc"o , ,m d • Ora o,, ra
by closed circle and open triangle correspond to those of
triggered by blue beams and green beams respectively, which Fig. 10 Schematic of two spray arrangement
were normalized by the maximum particle number obtained by Experiments were carried out with various inclined
the continuous storage mode. The result of validation rate was angles of 15, 30 and 45degrees and distance between two
low compared with typical condition, because the particle flow sprays of 20, 25 and 30mm. The spray nozzles were aligned
was dense enough to make optical noise. It should be noted with suitable distance between two sprays to avoid interaction
that both beam intensities were set to give the same signal before the atomization completed. For all the measurement.
levels. The number of accepted particles differed about 1.5
times by the existence of the blue measuring volume, and sprays were driven with l.263x10 3 kg/sec in flow-rate and
caused no bias respecting to SNR. The role of the coaxial 58kPa in pressure recommended configuration by the

measuring volume function was substantially similar to the manufacturer(Delavan, Type A, Hollow cone).

center triggering function on the software, because the center Applying the continuous storage mode, mass flux

of the sizing signal was processed optically. In the case that a were measured by calibrating the measuring volume. A
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measurement of mass flux, and particle concentration by PDA varying the measuring distance from a single spray and
is unavoidable from the problem of calibrating measuring provided pressure.
volume, which depends on particle size due to Gaussian profile Figure 11 shows the profile of Sauter mean diameter
of laser beam intensity. with two sprays at Z=0O, 60, 80, 100mm with a inclined angle

The measuring volume calibration by Doppler burst and distance between two sprays of 45degree and 20mm,
length(M. Saffman(1987)) needs the restriction that the mass respectively.
flux can be defined only in the case of flow field with one
direction. The accuracy of the mass flux was sensitive for the
trigger level and SNR.

On the contrary, M. Sommerfeld(1992) suggested the S so
r: 0000

method by Doppler burst amplitude which was independent of o 00° °
direction of flow direction. The method had great advantage 0 ' ° z. 40tmrM

not to be influenced by the parameters of signal 40

amplitude(laser power, electric gain, optical configuration, and 0 210 F 4 '60 so

particle concentration) in spite of the estimation by signal so 6o0
amplitude. 0

Y.Hardulpas represented in the measurement of the Go 000000000
particle concentration near the stagnation point where the mean oO6oo°° n, l
velocity of particle was very low, the method by the burst 4O0 20 A0 60 80

residence time of particle was superior to that based on particle\ [ 0

mean velocity. 0so0 "0

For determination of mass flux, the following method so ooo0 00 ,

by scattering power estimation was used, because no reverse 00000 o ° Wo .ml
flow was involved and the mass flux is defined as follows; 40 .0. . . 60

n O 20 40 ,0 so

Moassflux =p 7_I(V(di) x N(di)) I(A(di) x Ts)) (4) 1, 00

60 ooooo0 .
where p is density of droplet, V(di) and N(di) is the 0o 0 ,.I

volume and the number of droplets in size class "i", where the 0 20 40 60 so

class includes diameters between di and di+5 [Vim], and Ts is

the sampling time. A(di), the effective cross-sectional area of Fig. II Profile of Sauter mean diameter distribution
the measuring volume of the anemometer normal to the flow, The profile of size distributions were modified by the
is described as existence of the second spray flow, and was obviously flatten

A(di) = 2rmax x z (5) at the center core of the flow, and the similar distributions were

observed at the positions Z. The size distributions
where z is the length of image of the image of spatial filter. corresponding to each plot in Figure 1 are also shown in

r..x is, as yet known, the maximum displacement from the Figure 12 (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. (a) and (c) are

center of the measurement volume and derived as follows, center of the region which has similar profiles in their size
Laser beam intensity profile is Gaussian profile, and is written Probability density, and (b) and (d) ame outside of it.The lateral velocity profile of the air phase was also
as. I,,,,/a x exp(-2r 2 /W2  

measured so as to compare with that of particles of each size
(r) )6) classes. Figure 13 shows lateral velocity profiles of air(a),

20pm particles(b:fine), 50tim particles(c:middle) and
where w is the beam waist of laser, r is distance from the 7011m(d:coarse), respectively. Tracer particles of which the
center of the beam. Due to Mie Theory, in the range of droplet diameter was approximately up to 8grm, were selected by a
size we discuss, the intensity of scattered light is proportional supersonic humidifier. Discrimination of the tracers were
to the square of droplet size as follows, achieved with size information inferred by PDA.

lnux = C1 x d2 (7) The result of the air phase velocity denoted that air
induced by particle motion was driven in vertical direction at

then eq. (6) and eq. (7) gives the center of the geometry.
The particles of 20m had already smaller lateral

rmax = C2 x (ln(lmax/ Imin ))12 (8) velocity component even at upper location Z-40mm and seem
to follow the air flow, and the particles of 70prm(coarse) almost

/max and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensity penetrated through the interaction region. Particles in both size

scattered by particles. C1 and C2 are the constants respecting ranges hardly fall in the interaction region. On the contrary,
the intensity of scattering particle which is influenced by the particles of 50gpm(middle) moderately followed the air flow,
optical and electrical gain. and were likely concentrated into the center core region.

On the accuracy of mass flux using above estimation, For practical application of similar size droplets
the mass flow rate obtained by two dimensional integration of concentrated below the interaction region, mass flow rate
mass flux agreed with the total mass balance to about 8%, should also be constant over the cross sectional area. Figure 14
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force by employing four sprays can contribute not only to
realize uniform size region certainly, but also to form two

"0 - 0. "*'M1Zq,,=-- dimensional region. From these points of view, the00 o to x Imml 0 30 examination of size distribution in the downstream of four
(a) 1b spray, was beneficial attempt for sprays application... .,The flow field by four spray nozzles was formed

4 with symmetrical geometry as show in Figure 15. Figure 16
indicates that Sauter mean diameter cannot exceed 9% whichW 1 0-- this uniformity of Sauter mean diameter was enhanced

i ,--'" 0.' compared with two sprays from the center of flow field to
> ;7 3 .. X-l5mm at Z=lo0mm. The result also showed that in

, . .• %(circle region with 15mm radius) of spreading area, 20% of

O L,• L • -,- total mass was concentrated since the enhancement of
0 - 30 ... ,0 , ~ entrained force made most of droplets follow the air flow.0 1* X (-mml 30 o o Xjtl mtj 2-0Hlow-QontSpW Zoo

(C) (d)

Fig. 13 Mean v-velocity profile

shows mass flux profile of total size class evaluated by eq.4.
Variation of the mass flux which was inside of X=lSmm at
Z=60, 80, 100mm cannot exceed 13% normalized by the
average mass flux in the region which average diameter was
flatten, and showed flat profile.

In case of two sprays, most of the entrained air
flowed fror.ý -he outside of flow configuration to the core
along X coordinate due to two spray arrangement. The region
of uniform size distribution which was influenced by the flow
direction of entrained air, resulted in one dimensional.

Since the force of entrained air flow by the two
sprays forms the uniform size region which was occupied at
high flow rate, it is expected that the enhancement of entrained Fig. 15 Schematic of four spray arrangement
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LDA MEASUREMENTS OF TURBULENT AIR-SOLID SUSPENSION FLOW IN A "0 BEND OF SQUARE
CROSS-SECTION
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Liverpool John Moores University, Byrom Street, Liverpool, L3 3AF, UK

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

A turbulent air-solid suspension flow in a 90* bend Two-phase suspension flows are found in many
of square cross-section was investigated using a two- industrial situations including power plants and pneumatic
channel Laser Doppler Anemometer. The bend had a conveying lines. The erosion damage sustained by nozzles
radius ratio of 4.0 and a cross-sectional area of or turbine blades is caused by solid particles or liquid
50mrnx50mm. The flow Reynolds number was 2.8x I04. droplets. Erosion, the extent of which is governed by the
Glass ballotini particles with a mean diameter of 485pin wall material, particle velocity and angle of impingement,
were used with a loading ratio of 1.32. The results can be very severe in curved ducts used in pneumatic
showed that the most significant effect of the solids on conveying lines. The ability to predict particle trajectories
the air flow occurred midway around the bend where requires detailed and reliable experimental data.
local solids concentration was at its highest. Fluid flow in curved ducts has been investigated by

Humphrey et al (1981) and Chang et al (1983); it is
NOMENCLATURE similar to that found between blade passages of turbines

but its two-phase character has received limited attention.
Di hydraulic diameter, non-dimnensionalising The availability of laser-based non-intrusive techniques

length scale makes it possible to advance knowledge of two-phase
k -(u')+(v)'+(w') 2, (proportional flows. Durst and Zard (1976) demonstrated the possibility

to turbulence kinetic energy) of obtaining the velocity oZ large particles in two-phase
N particle number rate flow. Zisselmar and Molerus (1979) studied turbulent air-
R, radius of curvature of the bend solid r,,spension flow in a pipe using LDA. They found
Re Reynolds number that twe presence of the particles (with 53pm mean
S correlation of the fluctuating velocity diameter and concentration of up to 5.6% by volume) in

components (= r./UJ) the turbulent stream led to an increase in the intensity of
Us fluid bulk mean velocity turbulence near the wall and a dampening in the core of
U, V, W mean velocity components in the the pipe. Tridimas (1981) carried out LDA experiments in

streamwise, radial and spanwise air-solid suspension pipe flows. He found that the velocity
directions respectively profiles of the two-phases crossed close to the wall and

UT, V., W. dimensionless velocity components that there was a decrease or increase in the air turbulence
u, v fluctuating velocity components in the depending on particle shape, size, concentration and flow

x, y coordinate directions Reynolds number. Yianneskis and Whitelaw (1984) varied
u., v., w. dimensionless streamwise, radial and the concentration of 270pm mean diameter particles

spanwise turbulent intensities between 0.5% and 1.0% by mass with Re=42,500 in a
'pipe using water as the carrier fluid. There were no

x, y, z streamwise, radial and spanwise noticeable differences between both the velocity profiles
coordinate directions and turbulence intensities of the loaded and unloaded

x", y%, z dimensionless coordinate directions water flows.
-0.5(inside wall)<'y 0.5(outside wall) LDA measurements of turbulent air-solid suspension

0 angulir position around the bend flow in a 90" bend of square cross-section were reported
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by Kliafas (1984). The air velocities /ere obtained cyclone

without particles being present in the t', Comparison seFO'uL .

of the particle and air flow velocity protiles showed that
they crossed near the wall. A 90' pipe bend was used by
Al-Rafai (1990) and Parry (1991). They investigated the b .

effect of different curvature and particle loading ratios.
Tanaka et al (1989) studied the distribution of particle
velocity and concentration using different air-solid flow
regimes ranging from dispersed to sliding bed flow. The
velocity distributions in the sliding bed flow were non-
uniform and had large gradients while the distributions in
the dispersed phase were uniform across the section.
Profiles of the concentrations showed severe distortion in
the bend owing to the centrifugal force. Rashidi et al parti Feede

(1990) varied the particle size, particle density, loading
and flow Reynolds number and found that large
(1 100pm) particles caused an increase in the number of
particle-wall ejections, leading to an increase in the bloe

measured turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses. Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the flow rig
Smaller (120pm) particles gave rise to a decrease in the
number of wall ejections, causing a decrease in measured
turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stresses.

Previous studies of two-phase suspension motion in SC
curved ducts have mostly used pipe flow which is
restrictive when using two-channel laser Doppler
anemometry because of the curved walls. The present
work attempts to provide quantitative information on the
mean velocity distribution of both phases, the turbulent
kinetic energy and shear stresses of the air and the solids
concentration. Results reported here are limited to the
symmetry plane of a square section bend. Spherical
particles with a mean diameter of 485 pm were used. The
solids mass loading ratio and flow Reynolds number were
1.32 and 2.8x 104, respectively. Measurements were made 6.
using a two channel laser Doppler anemometer. i i,c-4 1

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Flow Rig

Figures 1 and 2 show a schematic diagram of the flow 5MM
rig and the test bend. respectively. The square duct was I
made of transparent perspex to allow optical access. A
vertical leading tangent of 66 hydraulic diameters was Figure 2. Test bend

provided in order to achieve fully developed air flow at
entry to the bend, A rigid steel platform was used to gain 2.2 The LDA Optics
access to the test bend and to manually operate the
traversing gear on which the probe-head was mounted. A DANTEC two-channel optical system operating in
An orifice flow meter and a micromanometer was used to the backscatter mode was used. It incorporated a 500omW

monitor the air flow. The solid particles were gravity fed Argon-ion laser, colour separator, Bragg cell, polarization
into the flow down a flexible tube through an orifice and preserving single mode optical fibres and an optical probe
a venturi. A cyclone separator located at exit from the head with focal length 160mm. Table I gives details of
bend allowed separation and recycling of the particles, the LDA system.
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data rates. Discrimination against large particle signals is

PARAMETER DIMENSIONS based on a combination of a pedestal threshold level and
visibility parameter. A further function which allows

Focal length of imaging lens 160mm attenuation of the Doppler burst pedestal, when combined
Beam separation distance 38mm with the visibility level, makes it possible to discriminate

1) X•=488nm against small particles, thus minimising cross-talk between

Fringe spacing 2.068p&m phases.

Probe volume
diameter at li/e 0.0765mm
Probe volume length 0.649mm 2.4 Experimental Procedure

2) X=514.Snm
Fringe spacing 2.182pnm Stable conditions were achieved by running the rig for

Probe volume about one hour prior to taking measurements. Positioning

diameter at 1ie: 0.081mm of the probe volume was achieved by means of a manual

Probe volume length 0.684mm traversing mechanism made of a combination of
translation stages whose accuracy was within *0.01mm.

Table 1. LDA system parameters Estimates of probe positioning uncertainty are given in
Table 2 .

2.3 Instrumentation and Signal Proccssing

The scattered light collected by the probe head was COORDINATE UNCERTAINTY
delivered to two photomultipliers. The resulting signals
were processed using DANTEC burst spectrum analysers x *2mm
(BSAs). System layout is shown in Figure 3. y *0.5mm

z *0.5mm
0 "30

Table 2. Maximum probe volume positi',,ing uncertainty

All measurements were made on the symmetry plane
.o 1W with typically 17 points in a profile. At each point the

mean flow and turbulence characteristics were obtained
PORE from populations consisting of 2000 to 4000 signal bursts.LHK

M =O;X4TThe air was seeded with incense smoke and data rates up
0Tr:, rn to IkHz were achieved. Longer data acquisition times

were required close to the walls to compensate for the

•PW54.5,, •reduced signal-to-noise ratio.

14n ýalla5._. 2.5 Measurement UncertaintyCn) The flow investigated consists of a large axial
-- component and much smaller secondary flows.

Uo_•C 3W - • Misalignment in the orientation of the beams can givelarge errors, particularly in the case of the secondary flow
components, e.g. a 1I misalignment can give an error of

L CEI-*I68 the same order as the secondary component. Residence
time weighting, Buchave(1979) was used to correct the
measurement bias. Measurement of transverse velocity

Figure 3. Layout of the LDA system components with large standard deviations and small
means required the collection of a relatively large number

Measurements of air flow in the presence of solids of signal bursts in order to reduce errors in flow statistics.
present many experimental difficulties including the low In two-phase flow measurements, the two main sources of
signal-to-noise ratio which can lead to excessively low uncertainty are low signal-to-noise ratio, particularly close
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to the wall, and cross-talk between the phases. Table 3 shown in Figure 5. These appear to have the same
contains details of the estimated uncertainties. Velocity magnitude and to be unaffected by the presence of solids
gradient and other broadening effects have not been taken at -10DN and 0*. Small differences appear as the wall is
into account in the uncertainty estimates, approached, with the addition of the solids seemingly

causing a reduction in the magnitude of 7v. At 45' the

QUANTITY UNCER TAINTY(%) addition of the solids appears to produce a marked
reduction in the magnitude of U towards the outside of

Air Only Air with solids Solids the bend in the region where the mean velocity profiles
are significantly affected. In the region near the inside

k± wall and in the core of the duct the Tv' correlation values
U *24 are remarkably similar in magnitude. At 750 and 900,
U *2 *2 similar trends of v are shown across the section with the
V ±5 ±5 ±4 larger values occurring near the outside wall.
W *5 ±t5 ±4

u. *2 ±2
v. *4 *8 3.3 Turbulent Kinetic Energy
w *4 *8
uv *4.5 *8 - Symmetry plane k profiles, obtained by measuring and
N - - *19 summing the dimensionless mean square values of the

Table 3. Estimates of maximum measurement uncertainty three velocity components, are shown in Figure 6. The
results for the air with solids at -IOD1 upstream and at 0*
display similar profiles. At 450 similar profiles of k

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION indicate generally little effect on turbulent energy levels.
Towards the outside wall, there appears a small reduction
in the levels of k. This is seen to be caused by reduced

3.1 Mean Velocities turbulence energy production caused by a reduction in
shear stress rather than the mean velocity gradient which

Figure 4 shows non-dimensionalised mean velocity appears relatively unaffected by the presence of solids. It
profiles along the symmetry plane of the bend at locations is clear that between 0° and 45, levels of k at the outside
ten hydraulic diameters upstream of the bend (-IOD) of the bend have increased accompanied by a decrease at
and 00, 45, 750, and 900 around the bend. Each graph the inside wall. Between 45* and 750, the turbulent kinetic
shows profiles of air alone, air in the presence of solids, energy at the inner wall shows a significant increase,
and solids. The experiments were designed to keep the equally with or without solids, whilst values at the outer
air flow rate constant, with or without solids present. The wall are maintained. Levels of k at the walls diminish
mean velocity profiles at -10D1 and 0° for air reveal between 75 and 90m for the air only case. This reduction

similar features, reflecting little effect of the presence of is not evident in the presence of solids. By comparing the

solids on the air flow. The flatness of the solids profiles individual mean square values of the three velocity

is evident at these locations. At 45° there is a marked components which make up k, it is clear that the addition

difference between the air profiles. Whilst the air alone of solids did not alter the isotropic nature of the turbulence

still exhibits symmetry, the effect of the solids in the core of the duct.

concentration on the air mean velocity results in

significantly lower velocities towards the outside of the
bend. The solids velocities remain fairly constant. From 3. 4 Particle Number Rates
this point to the exit of the bend at 90*, the two air
profiles gradually become similar. There appears little The particle number rates presented in Figure 7 are
evidence in the solids profiles that the bend is having any indicative of the local solids concentrations. Reasonable
influence, the same basically flat profile being uniformity of solids distribution is apparent at 00 and 90".
maintained. The general reduction of level at 90" is indicating an

3.2 Turbulent Shear Stresses increase of concentration towards the side walls. The
major feature of these results is the high level of solids

The 97 correlation, which gives a measure of the concentration towards the outside of the bend at 45? and
magnitude of one component of turbulent shear stress, is a lack of solids towards the inner wall.
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1. INTRODUCTION ducting, where they will form a new rope and eventually
decelerate and deposit (McCluskey (1989)).

Pneumatic conveyance of solid particles is of interest in The rope will have a very high solid concentration and the
many industrial processes and has direct applications in most kinematic behaviour of the solids will therefore be strongly
industrial powder handling. Important examples include coal influenced by particle-wake interaction and mutual collisions.
combustion and food processing. However, it is a complex Thus by mutually "sheltering" each other, the rope formation
phenomenon with a technology, which at present is mostly takes a consistent nature, which generally mak.s it difficult to
based on empirical methods. The practical interest in re-disperse the rope. In a rope formation the particles will be
understanding pneumatic particle conveyance is to be able to in direct or indirect contact with the wall all the time. Thus
optimise the efficiency of a pipeline system to trmnsport a high wall friction and reduced effective drag coefficients
given type of powder under given conditions. A minimtun air characterise the rope phenomenon. Besides these points the
flow is preferable to minimise both the energy input to the difficulties of splitting the rope up equally when bifurcating
system and erosion particularly at pipeline bends. However, the pipeline adds to a general interest in understanding the
these constraints must not lead to sedimentation of powder and generation and behaviour of roping.
risks of blockage of the pipeline. One possible mechanism of
particle deposition is the formation of ropes when the air and
the solid phase segregate in upstream bends. Investigations 3. TWO-PHASE PIV MEASUREMENTS
using the Particle Image Velocimetry technique (PIV) (Adrian
(1991)) for simultaneous velocity measurements of the air- and This extended PIV technique is unique in the way that it
the particle-phases can provide more detailed experimental will obtain measurements from both the air-phase and the
infonnation'to aid understanding of pneumatic conveyance and particle-phase simultaneously and hence enable a study of the
validation of numerical models of this phenomenon. In this interaction between the phases. The particle-phase consists of
case the formation of ropes in a vertical-to-horizontal 900 particles with a mean diameter in the range of 50-200ptm.
bend will be studied. Under the given conditions their inertia will introduce

considerable slip velocities, which are easy to measure. The
velocity measurements of the air-phase is obtained by seeding

2. ROPING IN PIPE BEND it with particles so small (l-2pm) that they can follow the
given air flow within the measurement accuracy (better than

When a two-phase flow enters a bend and changes 1%). Thus by photographic means, the air-phase information
direction, segregation of the phases will occur if the can be distinguished from thu particle-phase information. The
acceleration of the flow becomes comparable with or exceeds acquired PIV image is then digitised and by means of image
the possible acceleration of the solids due to drag by the gas processing, the air-phase seeding and the particle-phase are
phase. If this is the case the solids will tend to continue along separated. A combination of both image size and intensity are
their original course and at some point collide with the outer used to identify the two types of particle images. The
wall of the bend. The curvature of the outer wall will focus the separated PIV records are then analysed independently using

solid-phase by a combination of sliding and single/multiple conventional PIV techniques. Thus, the instantaneous spatial
collisions and finally form a more or less dense rope-shaped velocity map of each phase, and hence the slip velocity, can be

structure of solids, travelling along the outer bend wall. In the determined. Figure 1 demonstrates a separation of the two
present situation, where the bend is 90 degrees with a vertical phases on a PTV image acquired from a set-up of a particle-

inlet and an outlet into a horizontal ducting, the rope will laden jet issuing into a concurrent air stream (McCluskey
emerge from the bend along the top wall of the pipe. In the (1994)).
ducting gravity will disperse the rope, and the solids will then
either be picked up by the gas flow again or fall to the bottom
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arrangement and a parabolic minor then collimate the laser
beam into a thin light sheet. The sheet is less than 1mm thick

and intersects the pipe bend in the plane of mirror symmetry -
coming from above the test section. The camera is focused on

the plane of the light sheet and is set up to acquire double
exposed PIV images with a magnification of 0.25. Below a
pulse separation of 40gs the pulse energy decreases quickly.
Thus, restrict to using maximum pulse energy, the minimum
size of the interrogation area possible for analysing the PIV
image appeared to be 3mm in the image plane.

Fig.1Sepaionofar- and p h in tNd-YAGw
I ."Outlet Light sheett

S~~~~Light sheetarngen

Inlet for partilo-pha s1

Wind tunnel with gridsshe

Fig. I Separation of air- and particle-phase in two-phase PIV "- timgsFrmheopa)T rwPVigb)hei-hse," I

images. From the top: a) The raw PIV image. b) The air-phase 0
only after the particles have been identified and erased. c) The
particle-phase only after subtracting the air-phase image from Fan

the raw PIV image. Inlet for air seeding

Fig. 2 Experimental set-up for PIV on pneumatic conveyance
4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP in a pipe bend.

The rig for the experiments on pneumatic conveyance is
shown in figure 2. A fan generates the air flow and directs it 5. EXPERIMENTS
through a small wind tunnel with grids and meshes to form a
laminar flow. The air seeding (corn oil droplets) is introduced The figures 3, 4 and 5 show the PIV images and
at the first stage of the wind tunnel. The last stage of the wind corresponding velocity maps using an air flow velocity of
tunnel forms a contraction section to interface the pipeline, approximately 15m/s and having a solid-air weight-ratio of 0.
The pipeline is made of glass and has a inner diameter of 4% and 7% respectively. Note that all the figures and
26mm. The particle phase (glass spheres) is introduced to the corresponding velocity maps of the bend are rotated clockwise
flow via a dust hopper at the vertical stage of the pipeline. 90 degrees relative to the true orientation of the bend.
Both phases then enter the test section, which consists of a 90 Figure 3.a shows the entire pipe bend and highlights the
degree bend with a bend radius of 82.5 mm. After the bend main problem of the present experimental configuration -
follows a 2m long horizontal ducling before a cyclone reflections of the light sheet. The lines along the horizontal
separator and the outlet. part of the pipe are reflections of diffracted light, emerging

The fan can give a pure air flow velocity in the pipeline of from the areas where the light sheet is transmitted through the
up to 25m/s. and can roughly be adjusted with the help of a pipe wall. The reflections only make PIV measurements
pitotstatic sensor in a range down to near zero velocity. The possible in a very narrow area of the horizontal part of the
corn oil droplets have a diameter of l-21Ln, a mass density of pipe. Thus this paper will only consider the initial part of the
850kg/m 3 and are generated by an aerosol generator driven by pipe bend as illustrated by the corresponding "subtracted"
compressed nitrogen. The glass spheres have a mean diameter velocity map of the air-phase in figure 3.b. A tangential

of 75pm (94% above 44prm/3% above 115Ipm) and as solid velocity of a constant absolute value has been subtracted from
spheres they have a mass density of 2500kg/m 3 . They can, the velocities in the map to illustrate the flow structures in
with the current dust hopper, be seeded at a rate of 1.2g/s. more detail. Of special interest is a small region near the inner

A double Q-switched Nd-YAG laser delivers two short bend (just after the inlet) indicated by a relative broad
light pulses (6-7ns of duration) of 0.1J each at a wavelength of boundary region with low air velocity. Further, a tendency of
532nm and with a pulse separation in time of 50gs. A lens the velocities to have a radial component directed towards the
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outer bend (even near the boundary at the inner bend) The velocity map of the particlc-phase (figure 4.c)
illustrates the secondary flow in the bend (Hawthorne (1951)). represents the particle velocities under the assumption that it is

the average velocity within the interrogation area. With a low

solid-air ratio the assumption of considering the particle-phase
as a continuum is not appropriate. Multiple value
measurements are possible due to the individual paths the
particles in a given interrogation area might have taken.
Particles which have collided once or only a few times with

the wall have mostly conserved their inlet velocity. Particles
which have collided many times and/or slid along the wall
have lost considerable kinetic energy (as is the case for mutual
collisions in the dense area, where the rope is formed) and are
also likely to have gained spin.

Fig. 3: Air flow with a solid/air ratio of 0%. From the top: a)
A PIV image of entire pipe bend. b) The corresponding
"subtracted" velocity map of the air-phase, acquired near the

bend inlet.

Figure 4.a shows the particle-phase entering the bend
almost uniformly distributed over the cross section of pipe. - . .. . --

Particles colliding with the outer bend are redirected either by - --- . -"

single or multiple elastic collisions or by sliding along the - - - -
wall. The "'subtracted" velocity map of the air-phase (figure - - - -

4.b) loses data near the inner bend (in the upper right part of
the illustrated bend) due to additional reflections from the
particles. Near the outer bend. data becomes more unstructured Fig. 4: Air-particle flow with a solid/air ratio of 4%. From the
due to travelling single particles, whose wakes can not be top: a) A PIV image of pipe bend. b) The corresponding
resolved with the given experimental conditions. In general, "subtracted" velocity map of the air-phase. c) The velocity
the effective air velocity within this particic-wake area is map of the particle-phase.
reduced.
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In figure 5.a the flow structure of the particle-phase The influence of the particle-phase on the air-phasc (figure
becomes clcarer. The relative high density of particle images 5.b) becomes more pronounced by increasing the solid-air
(near the right corner of the image) indicates the area whcre ratio. The air flow appears to be split into two regions after the
the particlc-phasc is focused by collisions with the pipe wall. focus of the particle-phase: A region near the rope within
Most of the particles pass this region with significant velocity which particle wakes arc reducing the effective air velocity
components perpendicular to the measurement plane. Thus, and a region of the "undisturbed� air flow with almost no
any early state of the rope will be scattered out of the particles but high air velocity. When increasing the solid/air
measurement plane temporarily and leave the plane ratio the first region expands in size and as the second region
immediately upstream of the focus almost empty ol particles, reduces, the air velocity of the "undisturbed" air flow increases
However. the curvature of the pipe bend will recapture the due to continuity of the flow. At the same time, as figure 5.c
particles further upstream and finally form a stable rope, illustrates, the PIV measurements of the particle-phase
emerging from the bend along the pipe top wall. becomes more consistent. The measurements shown in these

figures have not been corrected for aberrations due to using the
pipe wall as a window for the PIV measurements.

6. FUTURE WORK

In figure 5 a considerably cross-talk between the two
phases appears near the inlet of the pipe. This illustrates a
problem of separating the phases when using algorithms based
on global thresholds of e.g. intensity. Near the inlet of the
bend the intensity of the light sheet is reduced partly due to
significant reflections at the pipe wall. when the angle of

incidence increases, and partly due to obstruction of the light
sheet by a dense particlc-phase (the area of focus) just above
the inlet. Further it appears that the light sheet illuminates an

. "/ increasing number of unfocused particles when the solid-air
ratio is increased. This indicates that the forward scattering

I,, .cone of the particles near the outer bend disperses a
considerable amount of light away from the light sheet and

..... - additionally, by giving a misty background, the scattering

". ----- --..... .-. effects complicates the global phase-separation algorithms
-directly. A future, more efficient algorithm for separating the

tvo phases must therefore involve local setting of its
parameters.

Also, from the point of view of analysing the PIV image, a
new experimental configuration would be able to overcome

some of the problems of the present rig. By letting the light
, /1 sheet diverge from a point near the centre of the pipe bend,

. ,losses due to reflections at the pipe wall can be minimised.
, / obstruction of the light by the particle-phase at high solid-air

. ,,,ratios will be avoided and scattering from the particle-phase

will be reduced due to being backwards scattering instead of
forward scattering.

- -" - -•- i. Finally. involving a second and similar Nd-YAG laser, the
pulse separation can be reduced by a factor of two thus

..- enabling more detailed measurcmenLs in the pipe.

7. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5: Air-particle flow with a solid/air ratio of 7%. From the The work presented here is preliminary work on a project
top: a) A PIV image of pipe bend. b) The corresponding to investigate the pneumatic conveyance in pipeline bends and
"subtracted" velocity map of the air-phase. c) The velocity develop the PIV technique for this purpose. The first two-
map of the particle-phase. phase PIV measurements acquired on roping in a pipe bend

have been shown and discussed in the view of improving the

experiments for more detailed measurements. The results

illustrate a clear influence from the particle-phase on the air-
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MEASUREMENT OF PSEUDO-TURBULENCE IN BUBBLY FLOWS
BY PHASE DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY

CARTELLIER A.

Laboratoire des Ecoulements Gdophysiques et Industriels
CNRS - UWF - INPG, Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT uniform cloud of clean spherical bubbles at high
particulate Reynolds number. Assuming that each bubble

Bubble-induced turbulence, or pseudo-turbulence, induces a potential disturbance of the liquid flow field, he
appears in two-phase flow modelling as a Reynolds stress obtained:
tensor. The knowledge of this closure law is needed to
predict the behaviour of bubbly flows in various
engineering processes. Since Poiseuille bubbly flows + C• (v -x -x )
offer an opportunity to directly characterise this tensor, LG VL

experiments have been done at low Reynolds number of
the liquid phase, and with spherical and quasi-
monodispersed bubbles. This paper provides transverse Similar formulas have been proposed by Biesheuvel and
profiles of the axial mean velocities and fluctuations for Van Wijngaarden (1984), Lance (1986), Arnold et al.
liquid and gas phases measured by PDA. Adaptations of (1990). However, eq.(I) does not take into account the
the PDA system to get access to these variables am influence of wakes (especially for contaminated
reported. Experimental data are checked against global interfaces), that of collective effects (inducing distorted
flow rates, and the relative velocity is shown to agme trajectories), without speaking about the interactions
with existing results. The importance of pseudo- between the shear-induced turbulence and the dispersed
turbulence in Poiscuille bubbly flows is confirmed, and phase. To deal with such a complexity, recent trends in
the need for new modelling proposals of this tensor is modelling introduce a specific treatment for the agitation
demonstrated. induced by bubbles (Lance and Lopez de Bertodano (1992),

Bel Fdhila and Simonin (1992)).
Few investigations have been devoted to the

I. INTRODU1'rT(J\ experimental characterisationof pseudo-turbulence. In a
turbulent continuous flow field, it is indeed difficult to

Pseudo-turbulence stands for the agitation induced separate its contribution from that of the shear-induced
on the continuous phase by the presence of a dispersed turbulence. The common practice, which seems valid at
phase. This concept, first introduced by Buyevich (1971), low void fraction, is to assume that these two
formally appears in two-phase flow modelling as a contributions can be superposed. Thus, the pseudo-
Reynolds stress tensor : it is one of the closure laws turbulence is obtained as the difference between the
needed in the liquid momentum balance equation. Reynolds stress measured in two-phase flow conditions

Pseudo-turbulence is of importance in engineering and that measured in one-phase flow at the same liquid
processes such as bubble columns, gas-liquid contactors, flow rate.
electrolysis cells, aerators, etc.... for which the shear- To directly quantify pseudo-turbulence, we started an
induced turbulence of the continuous phase is weak or experimental investigation of bubbly flows at low
absent. It could also be of importance for dispersed gas- Reynolds number of the continuous phase (Cartellier
liquid flows in ducts at high liquid Reynolds numbers, as (1986)). Indeed, while the laminar / turbulent transition is
it has been early shown by Sato and Sekoguchi (1975) not reached, the measured Reynolds stress reduces exactly
and by Serizawa et al. (1975). to pseudo-turbulence. Beside, providing that both mean

However, attempts to model the pseudo-turbulence phasic velocities are accessible, and that the void fraction
are scarce. Nigmatulin (1979) derived a stress tensor for a ot is known, the validity of the eq.(I) can be checked.
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Such "laminar" bubbly flows have been scarcely * a Poiseuille number P = QL IL ( PL g L e3 ) (or a
studied. Sato et al. (1981) investigated a single laminar
condition, probably with ellipsoidal bubbles. More iquid Reynolds number ReL = PL QL /(2 L IJL)),
detailed results are available for cylindrical ducts and for where 9L = PL V L g is gravity, QL and QG am
controlled bubble size distributions, from Valukina et al. respectively the liquid and gas flow rates. For this study,
(1979), Nakoryakov et al. (1987), Kashinsky et al. P(or ReL) and 3 are the actual control parameters.
(1993). These authors use the electrochemical method to
get the liquid velocity and the void fraction ; the gas
velocity was not measured.

Our own investigations are concerned with a plane Glass windows
Poiseuille flow disturbed by spherical and quasi- thickness= 15 mm ED g
monodispersed bubbles. Some experimental results have
been presented by Cartellier et al. (1993, 1994). The triangular D%0 X<
purpose of the present paper is to detail how the Phase tank g Li---
Doppler Anemometry (PDA) technique has been used for
local liquid and gas velocities measurements, and to optical axis Do L

underline the difficulties encountered with it. Examples of
phasic velocity profiles will be given, and pseudo-
turbulence measurements will be discussed.

2

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY Air Liquid W

The experimental facility is described in Cartellier et
al. (1993) ; only key features are given hereafter. The test Fig. I Test section and optical set-up.
section (Fig. 1) consists of a vertical (L=500mm x
e--60mm) rectangular duct of height 4.5m. The liquid is a
mixture of water and glucose syrup : its kinematic 3. PDA IN BUBBLY FLOWS
viscosity vL is about 30 10"6m 2/s, its density is PL = It has been recognised early, probably first by

1220 kg/m 3 , and the surface tension with air is 0.059 Davies (1973), that large bubbles interacting with a laser
N/m. Air is injected at the bottom, through 686 Doppler anemometer (LDA), could deliver exploitable
capillaries of internal diameter 90pm. The bubbles are all bursts. Large means here a bubble of the order or greater
spherical. Their average diameterd (=2a) evolves slightly than the probe volume. Since that time, various problems
with gas and liquid flow rates in the range [1.15, have been studied ; let us recall briefly some of these.
1.741mm. For given flow rates, the deviation of size The frequency/velocity relationship for large
distributions is less than 20% of the average diameter, particles was discussed by Durst and Zari (1975), and by
thus their diameter is always within the interval (0.95, Cartellier and Achard (1985). The latter authors have also
2.4]mm. detailed the nature of the velocity which is measured. It is

These co-current upward bubbly flows am indeed important to relate measured quantities with
characterised by six dimensionless variables: concepts introduced in modelling, and this question is by

* a channel aspect ratio which is fixed (k = Lie = 8.3), no means trivial in fluid/fluid two-phase flows.
* a dimensionless bubble radiusE = a/e, which is almost LDA in bubbly flows was mainly used for

constant for these experiments; it evolves from 0.0098 to continuous phase measurements so that efforts were
0.0145, dedicatedto the elimination of the data issuing from the

a particulate Reynolds number Rep = pL G (2a)3/( 12 dispersed phase (Marii (1980), Theofanous and Sullivan
L (1982)). Some attempts have been also done to measure

built with the absolute value of the axial pressure gradient the dispersed phase velocity with LDA (Mahalingam et al.
G, and which varies between I and 5, (1976), Ohba and Yuhara (1979)). To discriminate

* a measure of the contamination of interfaces K = • / between phases, various procedures have been proposed
9L, where ý denotes the retardation coefficient. ý has been based on waveform analysis or on the relative velocity.

qualified: it leads to K = 6.27, that means that interfaces None of these is fully satisfactory. Thus, the advent of
wre heavily cmntamininated, PDA allowing simultaneous measurements of size and

• a volumetric gas flow rate ratio 13 =QG/(QG+QL), velocity has provided a priori a reliable mean for the
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discrimination between phases. Simulations of the (water is naturally seeded), the relation used for bubbles is
response of large spherical bubbles have given some probably not valid for tracers. However, this is expected
confidence on size measurements (Saffman et al. (1984), to have a weak influence on velocity measurements.
Borner and Zhan (1988), Brenade [a Rosa et al. (1989). Indeed, since tracers are smaller than the fringe spacing,
Cartellier (1992)). Defects of PDA such as trajectory their phase cannot be miscalculated as corresponding to a
ambiguity start to be analysed in detail (Grihan et al. bubble. Thus, cross talk error is avoided even though the
1994), and alternate solutions are now proposed (Vassallo diameter of tracers is not well measured.
et al. (1993)). However, while PDA has been extensively Another difficulty is related with the large difference

used for mist flows, its application in bubbly flows of amplitude between bursts delivered by tracers and bursts
involving large bubbles is still not so common, partly delivered by bubbles. Indeed, it is difficult to adjust the
because bubble shapes are usually highly distorted, PM voltage and the trigger level to obtain comparable
hindering thus accurate size measurements. validation rates for both phases. This problem becomes

The bubbly flow investigated here is well suited for more and more crucial as the void fraction increases since

PDA since (i) bubbles remain spherical (which is a the background noise induced by multiple scattering on

necessary condition for accurate size estimates) (ii) their bubbles increases in proportion. Beside, to ensure an

size distribution is narrow, and (iii) the size of tracers is acceptable accuracy during the digitalisation of bursts, the
kept below 30gtm thanks to mechanical filtering. size rangedynamicis restricted to a factorof about 36. If
Although few bigger tracers are expected to be also diameters up to 3mm are to be detected, the minimum
present (rust from pumps), the size distribution, detectable size is about 80.tm. Inversely, if tracers are to
composed of two well separated peaks, is almost ideal. be seen, it is not possible to include large bubbles in the
Yet, the next sections will show that practice is not same acquisition. Clearly, simultaneous measurements of

straightforward. phasic velocities with this system are impossible in our
conditions ; only the gas phase is well detected with this

3.1 The PDA system optical configuration.

All the results given hereafter have been obtained 3.3 Separate measurements with a single optical set-up
with a PDA from Aerometrics (transmitter model XMT-

1200-4S, receiverRCV-2200). The signal processing is a To detect the tracers with the previous optical
counter (software version 4.27F). Incident beams we configuration, we have tried to eliminate the information
perpendicular to the thick glasses which form the largest relative to bubbles. In this prospect, one can think to
side of the channel. The deviation D is relative to the fluid exploit a difference between reflection and refraction

medium. The actual deviation in air is larger due to the modes : these modes deliver projected fringes with
refractive index of the fluid which is about 1.47. To opposite sense of rotation on the detector. To check the
correct for ihis effect. a triangular tank, filled with the feasibility of this procedure, it was first necessary to test
liquid used in the test section, is placed along the glasses. the ability of the system to detect the sense of rotation of
It allows the light scattered by bubbles at D--40°to cross the projected fringes. This was done in a simple
the liquid/air interface at normal incidence. Thus, the experiment where a stream of monodispersed bubbles is

projected fringe width as seen by the detector could be generated by a single capillary tube. A change from
corrected by simple formula. reflection to refraction mode did not bring any difference

on the recorded histograms. The processing is thus unable
3.2 Simultaneous measurements to detectthe sense of rotation of fringes, so the validation

of bursts delivered by bubbles cannot be hindered.
A first difficulty consists in the choice of an Another solution is needed to get access to the liquid

adequate optical configuration. For our apparatus, phase.
phase/diameter relationships for bubbles are available for
receivers located in the plane of fringes, and for D=40' or 3.4 Separate measurements
600 in the reflection mode. Only D--40' is possible here
due to the high refractive index of the liquid. Since the Simultaneous measurements being not possible
fringe spacing 8 defines the accessible size range, the sizes with this system, we choose to optimise the optical
of bubbles lead to choose 8 as large as 100lj.m configuration according to the phase to be detected.
(collimating lens 160mm, frontal lens Im, track 1). With For the gas phase the optical set-up described in
the existing software, simultaneous measurements imply §3.1 is used. The gas velocity is obtained by considering
that the same phase / diameter relationship is applied to only the sub-set of data corresponding to diameters above
both phases. Since the nature of tracers was not known 950pgm. The results are almost insensitive to this
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procedure because very few data are below this size. Due
to the existence of noise, the sensitivity of the V
measurements to the threshold level has been checked. V : 20 mV/div
The axial mean gas velocities are almost insensitive to T: 50 Wlv
this parameter over a reasonable range. The fluctuation, ....... .. .........

overestimated at low threshold, reaches a well dfinedh
plateau for higher values, as it can be seen in Fig.2.
Notice also that, to improve the accuracy, validation
criteria were strengthened. This choice, combined with
the low void fraction investigated, lead to validation rates
below IHz. v .

T (cnVs)

l0-
Fig.3 - a: Tracer burst for D=15*.

8-

6 ............................. .... ............ V :20 m V/div ...

• T: 50 Pj/dv

4 - . ...... .. .....
~~~~~~............ ..........-... "'.. .... .

0,15 0 ,3 0 Threshold (V) 0,45

Fig.2: Threshold effect on gas velocity fluctuations.

For the liquid Dhase. it is necessary to increase the
amplitude of bursts delivered by tracers above the level of ........... ... ....... . ....... V 50MV/div
the noise induced by surrounding bubbles. This is done by S! :T :50 1Wdiv

positioning the receiverat a lower deviation, namely 15? ............ ........... ........... ... . ......

(the triangular tank is not used). Since the discrimination
cannot be ensured by size measurements, we used an ........ .............................. ....
alternative procedure based on visibility. The idea, . . T
previously exploited for LDA (Cartellier (1987)), is to "_____,__-

match the projected fringe spacing to the detector sensitive
area to increase the visibility of bursts emitted by tracers. Fig3 b Bubble burst at D=I50 .

In the same time, the projected fringe spacing from

bubbles 8' becomes quite small (it evolves as 1/a). as small particles due to the perodicity of the phase /
Providing that 6' is much less than the detector aperture, diameter relationship. However, very few databcreso

the visibility of the corresponding bursts strongly to a high amplitude, that means that very few bubbles me
decreases leading to their rejection by the validation actually detected and validated n this supports the

criteria. This procedure was adjusted by using raw signals, proposed procedure. The existence of low amplitude data
as shown in Fig 3 a and b. It is also probable that for even above 30jm could be explained by the mode chosen
such a deviation, the bubble bursts are composed of i.e. reflection 30 which does not give the correct phase I
reflected and refracted rays : the combination of modes diameter relationship for tracers (D= f S¶ the nature of
leading to distorted modulations, this effect reinforces the tracerss talunknown). Thus, to avoid as far as possible
elimination of bubble signals. cross talk error, the validation is restricted to the daa

An additional criteria is imposed on the burst enclosed in the triangle ABC depicted in Fig.4.
amplitude. A typical size / amplitude plot is given in Clearly, this somewhat qualitative procedure naes
Fig.4. In that optical configuration, the detectable size to be contirmed and quantifie. It should be consideredas a
range is restricted to 60]fm : thus the bubbles can be seen oractical tentative whose efficiency will be checked by the

coherence measurements.
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bubbles lead to huge variations of trajectories while, at
low void fraction, the deviations from vertical trajectories

_i,_ ..__.. _. ____ are less pronounced, and the corresponding histograms Cb
not exhibit such overestimated sizes such as that showni :•- :- •; -' Iin Fig.6.

e - " :49.0t 31 " ' -- " !

C
0

2 ,, N

9.9 63.8 127.5 191.3 255.9 !
Intensitg I

85.7 814.3 1542.9 2271.4 36W,
Fig.4: Size/amplitude plot for D=15*. biaiwetei' u

3.5 Additional difficulties
Fig.6: Bubble size histogram recorded with PDA.

During the experiments on bubble streams, the
validity of size measurements at D=40° has been tested. Another technical problem was encountered. Indeed,
Most recorded size histograms have a marked narrow peak. the velocities to be measured are quite low (0 to SOcmls),
The agreement with the size obtained from photographs is inducing low Doppler frequencies especially during gas
about 10%. Starting with a given regular stream of measurements for which the fringe spacing is large. The
bubbles, the injector was slightly moved, inducing a shift electronic filters of our system being unable to process
of the bubbles trajectories parallel to the plane of fringes : these frequencies, a frequency shift has to be used in all
the size histogram thus obtained exhibits two well defined cases. This shift, obtained by the rotation of the gratings,
peaks (Fig.5) : the modified trajectory leads here to an cannot be less than 2m/s because the rotation is unstable
underestimation of the size. below approximately 200 rpm. As a result, the finquency

shift is much higher than the frequency range of bursts,
2279 . _ __ and it induces a loss of accuracy on velocity

measurements, and probably a high artificial turbulence
which is hard to quantify. For the liquid phase, the

Csituation is better because of the lower fringe spacing used
0 (8 = 2.7gm). The artificial turbulence, checked in
U1140 4
N Poiseuille flow, has been found to be about 3% : this
T value, although not excellent, is low enough to allow

representative measurements of pseudo-turbulence in two-
phase conditions.

85.7 814.3 1542.9 .271.4 3929.
bianetei, LW

4. MEAN VELOCITIES AND VOID FRACTION

Fig.5 : Double peak size histogram due to trajectory Experimental results given hereafter have been
influence, obtained 3 meters above the injector. Typical transverse

(y direction) liquid velocity profiles obtained in the
In the test section, an opposite tendency was median plane (x--O) are shown in Fig.7 for W=2.5%. For

sometimes observed since some size histograms contains ReL =160, the global liquid flow rate deduced from these
both true diameters (around 2.2mm) and overestimated data (combined with the liquid fraction distribution) agrees
diameters up to 3.4mm. This trend agrees with the within 4% with global measurements. For other ReL, the
simulations of Grehan et al. (1994). The reasons for the
presenceor absenceof this defectare not clear. Possibly, flow is not exactly two-dimensional (Cartesier pt al.
for some flow conditions, strong interactions between (1993)) and the comparison exhibits defects up to 10%.
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The deviation from the parabolic solutios of Poiscuille
flow is pronounced especially near walls. 50.0 4

w a

30" cm/s ()
.WL 37.5 WG -325 (cm/s)

WL

205 Re.0, 2

15

12.5- F7
tso N

+ ReL= 125 0.0 0.1 0.2 yie 0.3 0.4 0.501 0 ReL= 160

-5 Fig.8: Profiles of local variables for ReL= 30 0 , • =2%.
-0,5 -0,3 -0,1 yle 0, 1 0,3 0,5

The agreement between global flow rates and those
obtained by the integration of transverse profilesFig.7 :Axial liquid velocity profile for f3 = 2.5%. (weighted by the void fraction) are 7% for the liquid phase
and 1.5% for the gas phase. This gives some confidenceWhen the liquid Reynolds number increases, a secondary in the proposed discrimination technique.

motion appears in the vicinity of walls where the liquid

flows downward. This behaviour has also been observed
in bubble columns. 5. PSEUDO-TURBULENCE

Fig 8 gives all the local variables for fixed flow
rates. Although these measurements have been done over Only the axial velocity fluctuations have been
different days, i.e. with slightly different liquid measured. Fig.8 illustrates the high values recorded for
viscosities, the gas velocity follows closely the liquid this term : in the center of the channel where the void
profile. Also, the relative velocity is in agreement with fraction is less than 2%, the gas fluctuations are about
availabledata(Cartellieret al. (1993)) exceptat the cent 10%, and the liquid fluctuations are about 6%. Similar
of the channel and near walls. The former error is magnitudes are reported by Kashinsky et al. (1993). Other
attributed to the bad convergence of the average velocities profiles of the liquid fluctuations, given in Fig.9, show
:indeed, by doubling the number of data, a relative: in eed by oubing he umb r of dat , a elaive com parable values of the liquid agitation for various ReL.

velocity of 2.2 cm/s was obtained, a value which is close
to the expected one (i.e. 2.8cm/s). For the wall region, it
must be noticed that no correction has been introduced for 5

the localisation of the actual probe volume for bubbles.
Indeed,the largest dimension of this volume is directed 40 o
along y, and it is quite huge (few centimetres) for the ON
optical set-up used for bubbles. Thus, it is difficult in 3 m
practice to precisely control the locii of measurements.
This uncertainty is probably larger than the probe volume 2

correction which is of the orderof the bubble size. Beside, 2-
bubbles never stick on the wall, and are not much 0L
deformed in the vicinity of the wall. Thus, it is senselessI
to try to get gas measurements at distances to the wall
less than a bubble radius. For ReL=3 00 and 03=2%, the 0

average bubble diameter is 1.46mm. Thus gas -0.5 -0.3 -0,1 Yle 0,.1 0.3 0.5
measurements were stopped at 0.7mm from the wall
beyond this point, no validation occurs.

Fig.9: Liquid axial velocity fluctuations for 13 = 2.5%.
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To analyse the modifications of the liquid velocity, the coefficient CTi are not of orderone but ae
fluctuations versus the control parameters, additional far greater. In fact, these experimental conditions deviate
measurements have been done at the center of the duct, in from the hypothesis of the model since the particulate
a region where the void fraction is nearly uniform. The Reynolds number is rather low. Thus, the flow
evolution of the relative fluctuation with ReL at fixed disturbances are mainly due to the distorted trajectories

values of 0 is given in Fig. 10. Gas fluctuations am observed in our conoitions. Such complex trajectories ae
clearly larger than those of the liquid phase, despite the induced by strong interactions between bubbles,
uncertainty due the artificial turbulence (see.§3.5). From interactions which are promoted here by the high
Fig. 11, the fluctuations are shown to increase with , viscosity of the continuous phase. Thus, new closure
with a sharp increase at low gas content. Notice that PDA laws traducing such effects are needed.
results are in good agreement with the data obtained with
conical hot film probes (indicated as HFP).

6. CONCLUSION

S •PDA has been applied to an almost ideal bubbly+ f as phase, 8=2%
3 0 quid phase, 8=2.5% flow composed of spherical bubbles with a narrow size

35 0 liquid phase, &=2% distribution and tracers of much smaller size.

Simultaneous measurements have been shown to be
+ impossible with our PDA. An alternate solution has been

025 proposed, which gives access to mean and fluctuating
P components of both phasic velocities. The experimental

+ profiles have been cross-checked with available results,
0 + demonstrating the correctness of the measuring technique.

r 15 o However, improvements are necessary to ensure (i) a
0O a better discrimination between phases, (ii) an accurate

0 l a ocalisation of the measurements, and (iii) a reliable
ReL

5 r--T--"- Idetection of the continuous phase. It is hopedthat detailed
simulations of PDA will provide some solution to these0 100 200 300 400 500prbes
problems.

A first quantification of pseudo-turbulence in
Fig.l : Axial fluctuations for both phases for 1 =2%. Poiseuille bubbly flow has shown that the theoretical

proposal is in default when strong interactions between
bubbles occur. Thus there is a crucial need for modelling

30' pseudo-turbulence by including such effects. Future
. experimental studies will be dedicated to quantify the

0 13 transverse fluctuations (along y) and some extra diagonal
0 terms among which the zy component which is expected

10 oto play a major role in the dynamics of Poiseuille bubbly
flows.
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Mass Transfer Measurement by Holographic Interferometry for a Turbulent

Jet Impinging on a Flat Surface at Moderate Reynolds Numbers
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ABSTRACT These refractive index changes in the fluid are due to
composition variations: different fluid regions may contain dif-

The swollen polymer method is an established techni- ferent amounts of the solvent. Near the swollen polymer surface
que for the measurement of both local and avc aged mass trans- large concentration gradients may be present, which will pro-
fer coefficients, but in the past attempts to determine local trans- duce the wavering effect in an analogous process to the every-
fer coefficients by using this method in conjunction with live day phenomenon of beat shimmer. The large scale movement of
fringe holographic interferometry have been hampered by spur. fluid away from the mass-transferring surface will also tend to
ious fringe movements. By using a prism to gain optical access carry solvent vapour into the relatively narrow unexpanded
to the polymer surface from behind it is riossible to eliminate beams, causing the woozing effect. Wavering and woozing
these movements and get quantitative measurements of the local could also be due to thermal effects in certain situations, such as
transfer coefficient solely from the observation of live fringes, where the jet is at a different temperature to the surroundings.
As an illustration of this technique, measurements are reported By incorporating a right-angle prism into the coated
of the convective mass transfer coefficients due to a free jet substrate (Fig. 1), it is possible to make holograms of the trans-
impinging on a flat surface from a distance of 2.1 tube diameters parent polymer coating from behind by using the phenomenon
at Reynolds numbers of 8100 to 18700. of total internal reflection; thus keeping the light paths away

from solvent laden fluid (Harper and Macleod, 1978). Problems
arising from a progressive loss of fringe contrast have been

1. INTRODUCTION reported with this total internal reflection technique in the past,
but were not encountered in this work.

The swollen polymer method is an established techni- Direct Viewing
que for making mass transfer measurements which has several
advantages over the conceptually similar napthalene sublimation
technique. A test surface is coated with a layer of silicone
rubber which is then swollen to equilibrium with an appropriate
solvent. Evaporation of the solvent causes the polymer layer to Transferring
shrink and it can be shown that, for an initial period of time (the Region
"constant rate period"), the local rate of recession is directly
proportional to the local mass-transfer coefficient (Macleod & Swollen Polymer

Todd 1973). The use of live-fringe holographic interferometry to I
measure surface recession can provide both qualitative and
quantitative results in real time over the whole field of view. Substrate

Previous users of this technique (Larez, 198Z, Ghol i-
zadeh. 1992) have observed spurious fringe movements, mainly
of two distinct kinds known as "woozing" and "wavering",
which make it difficult to determine fringe order accurately at a
given point. Woozing involves the concerted motion of all vis-
ible fringes, and is attributable to refractive index variation in Total Internal Reflection
the path of the reference beam. Wavering is localised motion, Figure 1: Diagram showing that direct view illumination of the
say only of part of one fringe, which is caused by refractive test plate passes through the solvent-laden fluid, whereas the
index fluctuations in the fluid near the test object. total internal reflection method avoids this.
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As mass transfer proceeds, alternate light and dark constant rate period the swelling agent in the polymer will be in
interference fringes form when the receding surface is viewed equilibrium with that just outside, and so c can be obtained
through a hologram of its original state. The fringes will be seen from the vapour pressure of the solvent P, by using the Ideal
to move away from areas of high mass-transfer towards areas of Gas Equation to get:
low mass-transfer. For a flat test surface the fringes will repre- c = P /IRT (5)

sent contour lines of equal mass transfer coefficient. Local
maxima in the mass-transfer coefficient show up as sources of Substituting (") i-o (4) then gives
fringes and local minima show up as areas where fringes con-
verge and vanish. The local mass transfer rate at a given point A = M M P IRT (6)
can be found simply from counting the number of fringes pass-

ing that point during a known time, while the distribution is Re-arranging and substituting (3) in thus gives:
clearly apparent from the overall fringe pattern.

After use the test plate can easily be restored simply = 1000 (k RTICPMs) Nit (7)
by re-soaking in a bath of solvent for a couple of hours. Use of

different solvents allows a wide choice of transfer rate to suit where all quantities are in common metric units. The factor of
different conditions and allows investigation of the effects of one thousand is due to the fact that M is usually expressed in
Schmidt number variation, grams per mole, rather than kilograms/mole.

The above analysis is valid for both the direct viewing
and total internal reflection methods as the only difference will

2. THEORY be in the value of C used. For the total internal reflection work

the value of C was 1.89, whereas for a typical direct view case C
During the constant rate period the volumes of the is around unity.

solvent and the polymer are taken to be strictly additive, i.e. if a The mass transfer coefficient A may be non-

region of the swollen polymer surface of area 6,4 recedes a dimensionalised as the Sherwood number Sli:
distance h due to the evaporation of solvent over a time t, then
the volume of liquid solvent lost can be taken to be h 64. The Sh = /L ID (8)
mass of solvent lost must then be h p.•&4, where p is the density
of the liquid solvent, and so it can be seen that the mass flux per where L is a typical length for the system and D the diffusion

unit area A will be given by: coefficient of the swelling agent in the fluid.
A=p h1t (1)

The surface recession h is measured by holographic 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

interferometry as follows: if one bright fringe passes across the

point of interest, then the optical path through that point has The test surface was made by setting a glass right-
been altered by the surface recession by one wavelength X. It is angle prism 64 by 64 by 91 mm with its hypotenuse flush with
convenient to relate the surface recession with the path length the surface of an Aluminium sheet 200 by 200 mm (Fig. 2), and

change by using a geometrical constant C, whose value will applying a uniform layer of GE RTV 615 transparent silicone
depend on the refractive index of the swollen polymer and the rubber about 1mm thick over the entire front face. The rubber
angle at which the light is reflected from the surface, such that was then left to cure at room temperature for 24 hours, forming a

smooth front surface as it set. The cured polymer was initially
h = NA/C (2) swollen by putting the plate face down in a tray of Ethyl Salicy-

and so late for a day.
A: p. VC N/t (3) The removable test plate was supported in a kinematic

mount on an air-cushioned optical table. Holograms were made
where N is the number of bright fringes that pass over a point using a Newport HC300 thermoplastic holographic camera with
during a time t. an HC500 controller. Illumination was provided by a polarised

The mass flux per unit area is proportional to the 25mW Helium-Neon laser. The object and reference beams were
concentration driving force, so we have separated using a variable ratio beam splitter and both were

(c- cb) (4) spatially filtered by microscope objectives and pinholes. A
ground glass plate was placed in the object beam just before and

where P is the mass transfer coefficient, M the molar mass of as close as possible to the prism to reduce glare. The HCS00

the swelling agent and c and c are the molar concentrations of controller automates hologram production after the initial set-
the agent at the polymer surface and in the bulk of the fluid ting up, and the holograms are ready to view approximately 15s

respectively. The latter can be taken to be zero. During the after exposure.
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The plate was then subjected to a normal free jet of

compressed air from a plain circular nozzle 7 mm in diameter

15mm from the plate, with Reynolds numbers ranging from

8100 to 18700 based on the tube diameter. The air was taken

from the building's compressed air supply, with the flow rate

measured by a rotameter.

As the mass transfer progressed the developing fringe

pattern was recorded with a video camera on to VHS videotape,

for later analysis.

V/C -VId1e Camera-

T/D-lime/Date Generator n--Comprernd Air
VCRVideo Recorder
M/S=-onitor

HP-Holographic Plate
S?-Spatil Filter
PD- Power Detector

S- Shutter
9S=Beam Splitter ••••

Swollen 
Polymer

i Surface
Substrete Frosted GlCla

bBS

Figure 2: Experimental layout.

4. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows part of a series of photographs of live

fringes developing at a Reynolds number of about 16 000. They

appear elliptical as they are being viewed at an angle (Fig. 2).

Line A indicates the stagnation point, where two successive dark

fringes can be seen to form and spread outward.

Fringes can also be seen to form and move out from

the area marked by line C (dark fringes forming in frames 2 and 4
5). This indicates a secondary maximum in transfer coefficient,

separated from the central maximum by a local minimum at line

B, where fringes can be seen to merge (light fringes in frames I

and 3).

Figure 3: Part of a series of photographs of live fringes develop-

ing at a Reynolds number of about 16 000, with the stagnation

point A and secondary minimum B and maximum C of mass

transfer indicated.
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As the flow rate is increased the difference between 5. CONCLUSION
the secondary maximum and minimum becomes greater,

whereas at lower flow rates they merge into a plateau. Figure 4 The total internal reflection method for the hologra-

shows the results from several runs at different Reynolds phic interferometry of swollen polymers allows the light paths to

numbers, as well as normalised local Nusseit numbers obtained be kept separate from the experimental fluid. This eliminates

for a jet with a Reynolds number of 23300 by Baughn et al woozing and wavering to such a degree that quantitative mea-

(1991) using a liquid crystal technique. surements can be obtained solely from observation of live

It can be seen that the methods agree on the location of fringes.

the secondary maximum and minimum, but the liquid crystal Keeping the optical paths and fluid separated allows

results tend to be significantly lower than the mass-transfer ones. the use of non-transparent or inhomogencous fluids. It should

This is probably because Baughn ct al were looking at a constant also be possible to use other optical techniques, such as LDA or

heat flux case rather than the constant wall temperature one PIV, to make simultaneous measurements of the bulk fluid flow

modelled here, and may also be due to inaccuracies in the values in front of the plate without any interference between the two

of the diffusion coefficient and vapour pressure of Ethyl Sauicy- systems.

late used in the derivation of the results. At present work is in progress to extend the technique
to situations involving natural or mixcd convection, by identify-

ing suitable solvent and polymer combinations.
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1 ABSTRACT double pulsed recordings are Lhe result of the sum
A dual-reference beam, plane-wave illumination, holo- of all changes over the width of a 3-D flow. As the
graphic interferometry set-up has been developed transient phenomena captured in the double-pu•sed
which can operate in a rapid double-pulse mode and experiments are essentially three-dimensional, the in-
which provides multiple simultaneous views of a com- tevation effect has to be overcome. Therefore the
pressible flow field. It is intended for the quantitative existing system has been modified so that multiple
study of the density distribution in a 3-D (turbulent) projections can be obtained at different angles simul-
flow field as well as for the study of density changes taneously, making tomographic reconstruction of the
that take place in a compressible turbulent flow in flow field possible.
very short time intervals (1 - 800 psec). Preliminary The accuracy of tomographic reconstructions de-
results were obtained for compressible free-jet flows. pends on the field being imaged, on the imaging

geometry, and on the computational reconstruction
method. Therefore, simulations were performed for

2 INTRODUCTION the present configuration in order to get an impres-
Holographic phase-stepping interferometry is a flow sion of the results that may be expected. The cali-
visualisation method which is non-intrusive and can bration is based on a model image of a turbulent flow
give quantitative results concerning the density dis- generated using a fractal sum of pulses method.
tribution in a compressible flow field. Preliminary experimental results using this system

Since no probes have to be put into the flow and no were obtained for a compressible jet flow emitted from
seeding particles are needed it is a truly non-intrusive a 3 mm diameter tube at subsonic and supersonic con-
technique which produces whole-field measurements ditions. Although this narrow flow field produces only
at one instant of time. a weak signal, tomographic reconstructions were made

Using this technique the phase delay of a light beam and give insight into the three-dimensional flow field.
going through the flow field is measured. This phase
delay is caused by an inhomogeneous distribution of 3 DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFER-
the refractive index (density) and is proportional to OMETRY
a line integral of the density along the light path When a light beam traverses a field with an inhomo-
through the flow field. Therefore, once the phase de- geneous refractive index it is retarded locally, so that
lay is known, the average density in the flow field can the phase of the beam leaving the flow field is changed
be determined directly. according to the refractive indices it has met.

A two-reference beam, plane wave, holographic in- For weak refraction, the phase delay is proportional
terferometer set-up has been used which can be placed to a projection of the refractive index field (Vest 1979):
over a flow field, e.g. generated in a wind tunnel (La-
nen et at.). The flows are recorded on a holographic 2w [-
plate with a pulsed ruby laser. Also, the set-up can be A4 =- j[n(z(s), y(s), z(s)) - no]ds (1)
used to capture two flow situations separately at very
small time intervals (1-800 psec) using the laser in where \ is the wavelength of the probe beam, n is
double-pulse mode. By phase-stepping the resulting the refractive index distribution, no is the background
interferograms, rapid density fluctuations in the flow refractive index field, Aq0 is the phase difference be-
can be determined quantitatively, which will provide tween a beam passing the flow field and one which
some insight regarding the time-scales involved in tur- only passes the background field and s is the light
bulent motion. path through the field.

However. as these measurements represent data in- Once the refractive index is found the density is
tegrated along the width of the flow field (i.e. projec- calculated from the Gladstone-Dale relation: n -
tion data) the local density (fluctuations) in a 3-D 1 = Kp, where K is the Gladstone-Dale constant
flow field cannot be determined from a single pro- (about 0.225.10-3 m3/kg for air) and p is the den-
jection. Also, the observed density changes in the sity (Merzkirch 1987).
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Figure 1: Projection imaging geometry

To determine the phase delay caused by a flow field,
the probe beam is combined with a second, coherent
light beam. The interference pattern created by these
two beams is described by:

I(X,y) = Ibias(X,Y) + Imod(X,y)cOsA A(X,y) (2)

where x, y are the projection plane coordinates, Ibia, Figure 2: Test field for simulations
is the background intensity, Imod is the modulation
intensity (contrast) and A4 is the phase difference obtained from its projections. These projections are
between the interfering beams. described by the Radon transform R(t, 0):

Using phase-stepping the phase difference can be
determined on an interval [0,27r > for each pixel in the R(t, 0) = (3)
projection plane. Phase-unwrapping is used to remove
all 2v ambiguities so that the continuous phase map f f(x, y)b(x - s cos 0 + t sin 0, y - s cos 0 + t sin O)ds

is obtained, which in the case of interferometry represents the
Since the interferograms are produced from projec- modified phase of a light beam. Here t is the trans-

tions of the density in the flow field this density can v odi nat e viewin ange a is the

only be determined directly for 2-D flows (where the verse coordinate, 0 is the viewing angle and s is the

refractive index is constant along each light ray) or for coordinate along the ray path (see Fig. 1). By invert-

a truly axi-symmetric flow (Abel inversion). ing this equation the refractive index distribution and

In general, however, and especially for the turbu- hence the density can be found.

lent structures the set-up is designed for, the density For continuously sampled data, R can be inverted

distribution will not be 2-D or axi-symmetric. Inter- directly to obtain the source function. However, for

pretation of the results is further troubled by the fact data sampled discretely in a limited number of views,

that several structures may be involved which may be the results will be contaminated by reconstruction ar-

moving with different velocities (time-scales). tifacts.

Therefore, to make the study of 3-D flows possible In general there are two methods for reconstructing

and specifically to facilitate the interpretation of the a 3-D image from its projections: analytical inver-

double-pulsed results a tomographic system has been sion (e.g. Daens 1989) and iterative algebraic meth-

built. ods (e.g. ART, SIRT, MART) (Gilbert 1972, Herman
and Lent 1976, Medoff 1987). The most common ana-
lytical inversion method makes use of the mathemat-

4 TOMOGRAPHY ical relation betleen the projections and the Fourier
Tomographic techniques are most familiar from med- transform of the source function (Rosenfeld and Kak
ical uses, however they are applied more and more 1982). To determine the reconstruction the convolu-
to other fields as well (e.g. fluid dynamics, plasma tion of the projections and a suitable high-pass fil-
physics and seismic sciences). ter are calculated. The reconstruction is then deter-

The purpose of optical tomography is to obtain 3-D mined by projecting the convolutions back onto the
measurements of a scalar quantity from a set of projec- field. The advantage of the Fourier methods over the
tions like those obtained in compressible flow interfer- iterative methods is that they are much faster because
ometry. There, the phase delay that is extracted from of the use of Fast Fourier transforms. However these
nterferograms is proportional to a line integral of the methods require a large number of uniformly spaced

L nsity. When projections are obtained from several projections for accurate reconstructions, which is of-
viewing angles the integrals may be inverted to obtain ten not feasible in practical applications.
the original scalar density distribution. Iterative methods divide the field into a large num-

Using tomographic reconstruction a cross-sectional ber of elements which are assumed to have a constant
image (foTioc = slice) of a source function, f(z, y), is value. Then an algebraic set of equations is deter-
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Figure 3: R~apid-switching digital holographic interferometer set-up. M,: mirror, 4i: lens, BSC: beamsplitter
cube, PBSC,: polarizing beamsplitter cube, PC: Pockels cell, H: holographic plate, Ri: retardation plates,
PZT: pieso-electric transducer, BD: beam dump, S: shutter

mined from the integrals over these elements and the pulses method (Lovejoy and Mandelbrot, 1985). The
projection values. The reconstruction is determined image (on a grid of 75 x 75 pixels) has a fine-grained
by solving this set of equations. structure that is similar to that expected in a turbu-

The iterative methods are well-suited for using a lent scalar field (see Fig. 2).
prior knowledge and for cases where the angle of Previous studies using this test field (Watt and Con-
sight is limited. A disadvantage of the iterative meth- cry 1993) have shown that, as may be expected, with
ods is that, although they need fewer projections than an increasing number of views the minimum level of
the Fourier methods, the matrix used in solving the the image residual error (the reconstruction error) de-
equations becomes very large, making the computa- creases while the image detail of the reconstruction
tion time consuming. As computational speed has increases. Although the reliability of the reconstruc-
increased, this issue has diminished in importance. tion improves with of the number of views, important

Unsteady fluid dynamics problems require that all features of the field were found to be already revealed
tomographic data must be obtained at a single in- in images reconstructed from as few as 6 views.
stant in time so that all views have to be recorded The configuration of the views is important as well.
simultaneously. Also, the number of views has to be It was found that limited angle reconstructions are
minimized .in order to minimize the size and cost of distinctly inferior to a reconstruction spanning a full
the data acquisition system and to minimize the time 180 degrees. However, when views are limited, re-
needed to reduce the experimental data. Furthermore, constructions from two bands at 90 degrees to each
the range of available viewing angles is often restricted other are better than those obtained from configura-
(e.g. because of wind tunnel walls). Therefore, al- tions with the same viewing range, but limited to one
• ebraic techniques seem to be suited best for fluid band.
ynamics studies and here only the algebraic (itera- Misalignment is another important issue in tomo-

tive) • .chniques have been considered. The algebraic graphic reconstructions. Here, two types of misalign-
algorithm used here (Constrained Conjugate Gradi- ment are considered: lateral misalignment and angu-
ent Algebraic Reconstruction) is an iterative method lar misalignment.
(Watt and Conery 1993). An image estimate is ini- Lateral misalignment is the difference between the
tialized and updated based on mismatch between the actual and the assumed radial position of the pro-
projection data and the projections of the estimate. jection measurement and angular misalignment is the

The optical and image acquisition system for to- difference between the actual and the assumed view
mography becomes very complex and an additional angle.
computational reconstruction step is required. Also, Since the detectors in a COD chip are linked rigidly,
the accuracy of the reconstruction not only depends each projection in a view will have the same lateral
on the quality of the original projections, but also on and angular misalignment.
the computational reconstruction method, the corn- Angular misalignment of 1 degree in all projections
plexity of the field to be studied and the imaging ge- results in a somewhat blurred image, obscuring a num-
ometry (spread of the viewing angles). Therefore it is ber of important features while lateral misalignment
necessary to calibrate a tomographic system numer- of one pixel produces severe line artifacts across the
ically, using accurate models for the test object, the image.
view configuration, misalignment and noise. When both misalignments are present the image is

The test object (representing a turbulent flow field) extremely corrupted. However, lateral misalignment
is generated by a modified version of the fractal sum of seems much more critical for the quality of the recon-
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struction than angular misalignment.
For the simulations noise was modelled as Gaussian

noise because random noise is usually the dominant
error source. The standard deviation is expressed
as some fi ".ction of the maxi"-um projection value.
When that fraction exceeds 1% the quality of the im-
age was found to be severely degraded.

The largest errors in reconstructing the test image
are concentrated in the off-centre region, where the
steepest gradients occur.

Essential flow features may be seen in as few as 6
views, but finer-scale resolution requires many more
views. Capturing dissipation-scale behaviour seems
remote however.

5 SET-UP
The holographic interferometer set-up is shown in Fig.
3. A ruby pulsed laser (pulse length either 0.5 msec or
30 nsec) is used to create a plane wave which passes
through the flow field (object beam) and two reference
beams. A flow situation is captured by storing the
object beam on a holographic plate using one of the
reference beams while the other one is blocked by a
mechanical shutter. This way, two flow situations can Figure 4: Simulated reconstruction of source image
be recorded and separately reconstructed (Lanen el from projections at -12, 0, 12, 78, 90 and 102 degrees.
al. 1992). Rms residual error: 0.17

In the post-processing stage, the object beam is
blocked, while both reference beams are used. The
holographic plate is illuminated with a continuous through the flow. For turbulent flows, which are
wave HeNe laser and four plane-wave, phase-stepped essentially 3-D in nature, therefore, a tomographic
interferograms are generated, which are digitally method is needed to obtain the local density distri-
stored and processed (512 x 512 pixels). Using these bution. Therefore, the system was modified so that
four interferograms the difference in phase, AO, be- multiple projections can be recorded simultaneously
tween the two flow situations is calculated. In the re- on the holographic plate.
construction stage the CCD-camera is focused at the In the present set-up, the number of views is limited
symmetry plane of the flow, as for axi-symmetric flows to six. To achieve this the object beam which leaves
this has been shown to minimise refraction errors. the collimating lens L, is split into two beams at 90

When two flow situations are stored on one holo- degrees to each other, which are each sent through a
graphic plate and made to interfere at a later time diffraction grating. Each of these two gratings (which
the difference in phase (density) between the two flow are mounted at 90' to one another) produces three
situations is found. This can be used to compare two high intensity beams so that a total of six beams pass
stationary flow fields (to remove wind tunnel wall ef- through the test field at angles of -12. 0, 12, 78, 90
fects and to only measure the disturbance caused by and 102 degrees. The field of view is about 15 x 30
a model placed in the flow) or to determine the differ- mm2.
ence between two unstationary flow fields. After going through the flow field the six, plane-

Studying rapid density changes in a turbulent flow wave beams are collected with an elaborate system of
requires a very small time interval between the record- mirrors making them all parallel to each other before
ing of two flow situations. However, to get quantita- passing through a converging lens (L2 ) which directs
tive data for phase differences (from differential in- the beams to the holographic plate. There they are
terferograms) the two situations need to be recorded stored in such a way that they do not overlap, while
by separate reference beams. This is achieved using they are still all completely covered by both reference
the double-pulse facility of the ruby laser, which can beams.
give two 30 nsec pulses with an interval adjustable This way, all views can be separately imaged by the
between 1 and 800 psec. A Pockels cell is used for CCD camera, which, because all views are made par-
rapid switching between the reference paths to enable allel before being directed onto the holographic plate,
phase-stepping of the resulting interferogram (Tim- does not need to be rotated to image each view cor-
merman 1993). rectly. Since each object beam has a different path

The time scale for turbulent structures is expected length between lenses L1 and L2 , however, the cam-
to be in the microsecond range as well, so that den- era does have to be focused on a different plane for
sity differences on a scale from 1-800 usec should give each view (so that it is focused at the centre plane of
useful information on the turbulent effects. the flow for all views).

As explained earlier, the phase map obtained in The reference paths have been lengthened some-
one direction contains information about the flow what so that their optical path length differs no more
field density projected ('averaged') over the light path than 10 cm from all object paths (which are equal in
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Figure 5: Sinogram for the subsonic case, filtered with a two-dimensional low-pass filter. Viewing order from
left to right: -12, 102. 0, 90, 78 and 12 degrees

Figure 6: Sinogram for the supersonic case

length to within 20 cm of each other) to ensure good Fig. 7 and 8 show the reconstruction for the sub-
interference, sonic and the supersonic case. respectively. Here the

The phase maps that are calculated for each view- results are shown as cross-sectional slices of the jet.
ing direction using phase-stepping are then used for The left top image is the slice at the most upstream
tomographic reconstruction of the recorded field. position, the one underneath it the second slice, con-

For this tomographic reconstruction all views have tinuing column per column until the bottom left one.
to be aligned properly, and their magnification has Fig. 9 and 10 show the same results, however now
to be determined as well, so that the correct (pro- the slices are taken parallel to the jet axis, instead of
jected) pixels are compared. For this, some markers orthogonal to it.
are needed which can be seen in each view. In this The cross-sectional and ax. slice images show
case, a needle was placed close to the nozzle exit, so rather different features of the fikw fields. In the sub-
that its point could serve as a reference point. Also, sonic case, the cross-sectional image shows that the
the nozzle itself was used to determine the magnifica- jet is undergoing alternating compression and decom-
tion and tilt for each projection. pression. However, the axial slices indicate that the

Simulations using the fractal sum of pulses method jet possess a helical structure and that the regions of
indicate that for the geometry used here, the general low density are not aligned along the jet axis. The su-
flow features may be determined, though small scale personic jet on the other hand shows a regular aligned
structures will not be resolved (see Fig. 4). series of compression and decompression region that

are aligned along the jet axis.
There were several complications with these experi-

6 RESULTS ments. First the signal-noise-ratio was less than 10-1,
The preliminary system with six views has been tested which in itself generates significant image artifacts.
on the jet flow leaving a cylindrical tube at both sub- Second. the orientation of the interferometric images
sonic and supersonic conditions. The tube was about caused the routine to interpolate data from outside
20 cm long and the supply pressure was measured at the camera field of view. This produced nonsensical
about 2 m from the tube. making exact characteri- results at the borders of some images. Finally, as our
sation of the flow difficult. However, the Reynolds simulations showed, this was not the optimal geome-
number can be estimated as greater than 10' for both try, but rather a preliminary study.
cases.

The phase maps of the six projections were used for
each case to generate a sinogram. which is the collec- 7 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
tion of the projections from the six viewing directions A tomographic holographic interferometry system has
at a given axial location y. The individual phase im- been developed with which 6 views can be recorded
ages were unwrapped, and corrected for tilt and mag- simultaneously on a holographic plate. The applica-
nification variation to obtain the projection measure- tion of optical tomography in fluid mechanics makes
ments at 101 points in each of 101 planes centred in it possible to obtain spatially resolved measurements
the nozzle. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the sinograms of density non-intrusively.
of all 101 of these planes. After the sinogram was However, it is difficult to determine the accuracy
constructed, reconstruction of each plane was made of the tomographic reconstructions. For this reason,
using the Constrained Conjugate Gradient Algebraic simulations have been performed to calibrate the ex-
Reconstruction Technique. Prior to reconstruction, perimental set-up.
the sinogram projections were filtered on a row by From these simulations it was concluded that
row basis. though the distribution of the views is not optimal,
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Figure 7: Cross-sectional reconstructions from filtered projections for the subsonic case. Black: atmospheric
density, white: 0.39 kg/mr3 above atmospheric density. Volume: 5 x 5 x 5 mm 3

Figure 8: Cross-sectional reconstructions for the supersonic case. Black: atmospheric density, white: 0.676
kg/rM3 above atmospheric density
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Figure 9. Axial reconstructions for the subsonic case

Figure 10: Axial reconstructions for the supersonic case
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the general shape of the test field could be recon- Lanen, T.A.W.M., Bakker, P.G. & Bryanston-
structed reasonably well. The finer details, how- Cross, P.J. 1992, Digital holographic interferometry
ever, cannot be adequately resolved, but some insight in high-speed flow research, Exp. Fluids, vol. 13 , pp.
should be gained into the magnitude and the domi- 56-62.
nating spatial scales of the density variations. These Lovejoy, A. & Mandelbrot, B. 1985, Fractal prop-
simulations also allowed the analysis of alternative de- erties of rain and a fractal model, Tellus, vol. 38, pp.
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in turbulent flows as well as determining the 3-1) in- Rosenfeld, A. & Kak, A.C. 1982, Chap. 8: Recon-
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ABSTRACT is recorded on the holographic plate with a mean angle of
200 with the illumination direction. A double exposure ofA holographic interferometry technique has been used the illuminated plane is taken using a collimated reference

to obtain the three components of the velocity in some beam.
planes of a Rayleigh-Binard convection flow where small
tracers are suspended.

With our recording system the analysis of one Holo.np.c plate
interferogram gives information about the component
perpendicular, but to determine the velocity, the analysis
of several interferograms with different sensitivity
vectors from the same hologram are required.

Some results have been compared with those obtained Arron
from velocimetry and show a good agreement. T L

The interferometry can be used itself to determine the 0
three components and in some cases as a complemtent ca'r"
tecnique of the velocimetry for a complete study of the
flow. 

- - - - - -
A E E.

L. INTRODUCTION -

The continuous development of laser-based diagnostic Figure 1. Holographic recording system
technique; offers considerable potential for advanced
research on fluid dynamics because of their non-intrusive
nature. In order to study fluid motion it is essential to 3. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE JM-AGE
obtain information from an extended region of the flow.
Holographic interferometry is a laser-based thecnique The holographic plate is illuminated with anwhich provides this information about the velocity field unexpanded collimated laser beam to produce the real,-. the flow. Up to nowonly one component measurements image. which is taken with a CCD camera and stored in a
.."ve been reported. Ueda. Kagawa. Yamada. Yamaguchi & IBM PC-compatible computer for measuring the
Harada (1982). corresponding fringe patterns.

The purpose of this work is to show the feasibility of Several interferograms with different sensitivity
the holographic interferometry to simultaneously measure vtcto,s are obtained from the same hologram by changingthe three components of the velocity field in a whole the coordenate of the illumination point. That produces
plane. changes in the mean observation direction of the image.The analysis of several interferogramas with different wich affects the light distribution on the image taken bysensitivity vectors, obtained from the same hologram by the camera. To record all viewing directions with enough
varying the viewing direction, allows us to obtain the intensity a holographic lens which acts as a directional
three components of the velocity. field lens is placed in the image plane. Andr~s N. ArroVo

M.P.. Quintanilla. M.. 1992.

2. OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT

4. VELOCITY MEASUREMIENTSIn the optical configuration used in these experiments
(Fig. 1) the beam from an Argon ion laser is shaped into a The determination of the velocity is made by
sheet of light which illuminates the flow under study. The comparing the order of the interference fringe at the same
light scattered by the small tracers suspended in the fluid position in the plane of the fluid in several
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5. RESULTS IN A BIDMENSIONAL FLOW
inter ferograms.

In some cases. the geometry described above allows us The technique described here has been applied to a
to determine from the analysis of only one interferogram Rayleigh-Benard convective flow in a cell with
the component perpendicular to the illuminated plane. Vy. dimensions L%=25mm. L).=25mm and Lz=12.3mm. The
if it is not negligible Ueda. Kagawa, Yamada. Yamaguchi cell is filled with silicone oil where lI.Im latex particles
& Harada (1982). have been suspended.

The automatic analysis of the interferograms looks for The present experiments have been done for Rayleigh
the maxima and minima of the intensity to get the numbers about Ra=6.5 Rac (Rac=1 7 07 ) giving velocities
skeleton. Due to the noise it is recommended to filter the up to 0.28 mm/s. Double exposure holograms have been
image previously to reduce the effect of speckle. To assign recorded from several YZ and XZ planes. At the same time
an interference fringe order to intermediate points between photographs of those planes were taken to analyse the
maxima and minima positions the dependence of the flow by particle image velocimeut..
intensity with the phase cosine has been used. The convective flow at Ra= 6.5 Rac is anticipated to be

a 2-D roll structure perpendicular to one side of the cell.
with Vy being much smaller than Vx and Vz. Arroyo.
Yonte. Quintanilla. Savir6n (1988)

The P.I.V. analysis of the XZ planes allows us to
determine Vx and Vz. the two components in the plane.
By holographic interferometry only Vz is determined with
accuracy because the contribution to the fringe pattern due

/ L to the others components are negligible. Vy. because is
I ;V very small and Vx because is parallel to the illumination

direction. In some cases, from the analysis of only one
interferogram. chosen with the smallest Z contribution to
the fringes, the Y component can be determined.

K Kc, The reconstructed image has a different fringe pattern
depending on the position of the reconstruction beam.
When the Z coordinate change the fringe pattern have a
different forme, (fig. 3.ab). The X coordinate change give
a slightly change in the fringe number, too small to
determined Vx with accuracy. (fig. 3.c.d).

In the plane y=3 mm. Vz and Vy have been measured
with a 79 relative accuracy (fig.4). The maxima velocitiesFigure 2: Optical an'angement for measuring flow velocity are Vy=80 jim/s and Vz=240 ;m/s. being Vy around three

by holographic interferometry. or four times smaller than Vz. In the central planes the

maximum velocity is V2=280jim/s. twenity times biggerIn the figure, ki is the illumination vector, in the than \y. then only Vz is determined,

propagation direction ot the sheetlike incident light. ko In both cases, the results show a good agreement withthe observation vector and v the velocity in the flow. In those obtained from particle image selocimetry.
the reconstructed image observed in the direcction denoted The analysis of YZ planes by particle image
by ko the bright interference fringes appear at the velocimetry give information about the Vy and Vz
position where components in this case. The importance of the

component perpendicular to the plane in that cases
r K T=m X (1) decrease the number of points measured and the accuracy of

the technique.
where X is the wavelenght in the fluid. m the interference In the interferograms from these planes the
order and T the time interval between expositions and the components of the velocity have a different contribution
the sensitivity vector, K. is defined as depending on the plane. In general Vx and Vz can be

determined with a good accuracy. The results for Vx and Vz
K =ko- ki (2) in the plane x=3 mm from three interferograms are shown

in fig. 5. The maxima velocities are Vx=70 pm/s and
The direction of the propagation vectors are different Vz= 140 jim/s The accuracy is around 87c.

in both media due to the refraction index change. and the In the central plane hologram only Vz has an
same happens to the wavelenght. It is noticeable that all important contribution to the fringe pattern. Thus only
the parameters are considered in the fluid. two interferograms are required to determnine this

With the geometry described above, the accuracy component. The maximum velocity determined is
decrease with the hologram-object distance. The accuracy Vz=240gim/s. From the inierferogram with the smallest Z
is higher for Vz and for the component perpendicular to contribution Vx can be estimated. (fig. 6). It is noticeable
the plane. and quite small for the component parallel to that is twenty times smaller than Vz.
the illumination vector. D. Nobis. CM. Vest (1978). In the plane x=6 mm only Vx contribute to the fringe

pattern. In all these planes. the Vy. quite small and
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parallel to the illumination direction, has a negligible
contribution. analysis of these interferograms Vz and Vy are obtained

with a good accuracy. (fig. 8). The maxima velocities
determined are Vz=4-50 gm/s and Vx=140 Vim/s and the

6. RESULTS IN A TRIDINENSIONAL FLOW accuracy is around the 7"/.

The present experiments have been done for Rayleigh
numbers about Ra=30 Rac giving velocities up to 1.1 7. CONCLUSIONS
mm/s. Particle image photographs and double exposure
holograms have been recorded for several YZ and XZ The holographic interferometry technique with the
planes. geometry described in this work allows to determine Vz

The analysis of the XZ planes by particle image and the component perpendicular to the illuminated plane.velocimetry allows us to determine Vx and Vz. The in some cases Vx and in other Vy. The component parallel
holographic interferometry analysis determines with a to the illumination direction has a very small contribution
good accuracy V, and Vy. The X contribution to the fringe to the fringe pattern.
pattern is negligible because is parallel to th~e Both components can be determined using phaseillumination dilrection and the contribution is small with differences with a good accuracy. In some cases, if theour geometry, 

component perpendicular is small from the analysis ofIn figure 7 some interferograms of the plane y-3 mm only one interferogram is possible to estimate it.are shown. The fringe patterns change its forme =hen m This technique is useful for a complete study of the flow
position of the reconstrucion beam change. and only the with particle image velocimetry simultaneously
number of them with the X posision change. From the

. ".-- :

a) b)

Figure 5. Isovelocirv distribution in the plane x=3 mm. a) Vz b) Vx
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Figure 6. Isovelocity distribution in the plane x= 12.5 plane. a) Vz b) VA
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a) b)

c) d)

Fi-lurc 7. Interferograms of the y=3mm plane at Ra=3O Rac for differents positons of the reconstructed beam. aii b) X- position
chanre. c) v d) Z position change.
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cause of using non-linear effect. LIF is suf-
fered from quenching effect. Photoacoustic de-

flection spectroscopy free from these problems
This paper describes measurements of flow was proposed by Rose, Salamo and Gupta (1984) to

velocity and temperature using photothermal measure gas temperature. Propagation velocity of
effect. We developed a differetial interferome- a photoacoustic pulse (sound) produced by the
ter for detecting small phase variation caused heating and the thermal expansion of the pump

by photothermal effect. The operating point is laser-irradiated region is detected by deflec-
set on the maximum inclination of fringe inten- tion of probe beams. The fast change in refrac-
sity curve by the use of a piezomechanical tive index of gas caused by the sound is about
translator. This system uses two focal points a tenth of that caused by a photothermal effect.
for time-of-flight method. Using jet of nitrogen We needed to increase detection sensitivity for
gas mixed with ethylene gas, it is confirmed obtaining reliable data. The fiber heterodyne
that this method is a useful tool to measure interferometer which we developed in the previ-
flow velocity and temperature. ous studies [Nakatani et al. (1989), (1991)) can

not be used for this purpose because of low

response. In this study, in order to increase
the sensitivity and to detect the fast change in
refractive index of gas, we developed a differ-

The laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV), which ential interferometer. A laser beam passed
has some advantages such as non-perturbing qual- through a Wollaston prism is divided to two
ity, capability of remote operation and high beams, and the beams are foucused for time-of-

spatial resolution, has been well developed to flight method. The operating point is set on the
measure flow velocity. However, the LDV [Durst, maximum inclination of fringe intensity curve by
Melling and Whitelaw (1981)) needs to seed scat- the use of a piezomechanical translator. A TEA

tering particles in flow. Recently, to be freed COz laser of short pulse width is used as a pump

from this problem, velocimeters using photother- beam to produce photoacoustic sound. The dif-

ral effect have been investigated [Nie, Hane and ference in phase between the two focal points is

Gupta (1986)] . In this study we investigated on measured to measure photoacoustic sound-velocity

measurements of flow velocity and temperature for gas temperaure measurement and velocity of

using photothermal effect. The nonintrusive puff of photothermal phase variation for flow

methods of temperature measurement in a flame velocity. Using jet of nitrogen gas mixed with
that have been proposed and demonstrated (CARS ethylene gas, it is confirmed that this method
[Attal, Mueller-Dethlefs, Debarrc and Taran is a useful technique to measure flow tempera-
(1982)] or LIF [Daily (1977)]) rely on a meas- ture and velocity.
urement of Boltzman dsitribution among rotation-
al sublevels of the molecules. Therefore, one
must assume that the thermal equilibrium exists, 2. A DIFFERENTIAL INTERFEROMETER
which is not always found to be the case. These
techniques have further following problems; Sig- A laser beam is passed through a Wollaston
nal intensity obtained by CARS is very weak be-
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and 5.0 mrad of the Wollaston prisms are 253/im

and 127 urm, respectively. The interference

prism for dividing two beams and obtaining two light is received with a photomultilier through

focal points of time-of-flight method. The oper- a rectangular slit of I mm x 15 jam for increas-

ating point is set on the maximum inclination of ing visibility. The difference between the

fringe intensity curve by the use of a piezo- phases of the beam for upstream focal point and

mechanical translator for increasing sensitivity the beam for downstream focal point changes the

of a interferometer. The experimental set up is intensity of interference fringe. As the two

shown in Figure 1. A He-Ne laser of wavelength beams are close to each other, the phase varia-

632 nm, power 5 mW and beam diameter I mm was tion of the two focal points is detected main-

used as the light source. The laser beam is ex- ly, and the interferometer is very stable. The

panded to 10 mm diameter by lenses L, and L, for operating point of the interferometer is set on

making focal points small. The expanded two the maximum inclination of fringe intensity

beams are passed through a Wollaston prism of curve by the use of a piezomechanical transla-

2.5 erad or 5 mrad in dividing angle for divid- tor. The ouput signal of the photomultiplier is

ing two beams. The laser beams are focused on divided, one signal inputs into a digital stor-

two points with a spherical lens L3 (focal aged oscilloscope, the other signal inputs into

length F3 = 200 mm). The distance between the a differential amplifier. The differential am-

two focal points is 0.5 mm and 1 mm for the di- plifier and PIDC controler are used as the elec-

viding angle 2.5 mrad and 5 mrad, respectively. tric circuits for controling the slit of the

The phases of their beams are varied by passage photomultiplier and setting the slit on maximum

of puff of phase variation by photothermal inclination of the fringe intensity curve.

effect. The beams are collimated with a spheri-

cal lens L4 (focal length 200 mm), and are
superimposed at the beams cross region. The two 3. MEASUREMENT OF FLOW TEMPERATURE

beams of orthogonal electric vectors are inter-

ferenced through an analyzer. The periods of the The medium absorbs the optical energy from

interference fringes for dividing angle 2.5 mrad the COz pulse laser and if the pressure is suf-
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ficiently high (i.e., if the quenching rates are conditions) compared with Eq.(1) which uses the
sufficiently fast), most of this energy quickly appropriate M and 7 (T) values as well as takes
appears in the rotational-translational modes of into account the gas velocities of flame. In
the medium. In a medium at atmospheric pressure, general, this will not be the case in a turbu-
this condition is easily satisfied, and only a lent diffusion flame where M can vary greatly,
negligible fraction of the energy appears as and thus, Eq. (i) must be employed. The basic
fluorescence. The COZ pulse laser irradiated experiment is to measure the velocity of an
region thMs Rets slightly heated, leading to a acoustic pulse as it travels through the gas
localized heating of the gas, and giving rise to flow as shown in Figure I (b). Nitrogen gas
a pressure increase. This acoustic pulse travels mixed with ethylene gas of volume ratio 0.10 was
outward, causing a change in the refractive used as a fluid. The nozzle of 4.8 mm in diam-
index of the medium. The velocity of an acoustic eter is used. The TEA CCz pulse laser is focused
wave which is propagating through a flame is into flow by a lens of ZnSe and focal distance
depending on the temperature of the flame. The 50 mm to produce acoustic pulse. The diameter of
relation between the temperature and the acous- the focused beam is 0.05 imm. The focal point of
ticwave-propagation velocity is given as the TEA CO? pulse laser is 3 mm -i-wnstream the

exit of the nozzle. The pulse laser was made by
T = (M/7 (T)R) V,2 , (1) ourselves, is 20 mJ in the maximum energy and

is about 50 ns in the pulse half-width. The ar-
where M is average molecular weight of the gases rival of the acoustic pulse travel at a beam was

in the flame, R is the universal gas constant, measured with the differential interferometer.
V, is the sound velocity, and 7 (T) is the tem- Two focusing probe beams separated by d = 0.5 mm
perature-dependent average specific heat ratio or I mm were used to observe the sound velocity.
at constant volume in the flame. The probe beam I was arranged 3.15 mm downstream

The solution of Eq. (1) for temperature T the foacal point of the pump beam for detecting
requires that M and 7 (T) are known. In a pre- acoustic pulse without influence of photothermal
mixed ethylene-air flame in the experimental puff produced by the pump beam. The operating
conditions of the future study, the main gases point of the interferometer is set using signal
component is N2 with the major components being whose high frequency fluctuation above 100 Hz is
C02 and H20. An adiabatic flame code can be used blocked by electronic filtering. Thus, the set-
to yield the gaseous composition of the flame as ting is free from interference of the acosutic
a function of temperature from which M and pulse. The typical oscilloscope traces of acous-
7 (T) can be calculated and used to extract a tic signals in d = 1.00 mm and 0.50 mm are shown
temperature from a sound-velocity measurement, in Figures 2 and 3. The flow rate is 1.5 I/min.
In the most accurate case, this is the approach The analytical models for obtaining veloci-
of choice. However, to a first approximation the ties from those traces are shown in Figures 4
composition can be assumed to be constant with and 5. Figure (a) shows the relation between the
temperature; and by simply rationing the veloc- movimg puff of phase variation caused by photo-
ity measured by ambient conditions to that in thermal effect and the probe beams. Figure (b)
the flame, a temperature can be determined by shows the traces of detection signal. The Gauss-

ian distribution of the phase variation is sim-
T,/T. = (V.,/V..)z. (2) plified by triangular shape. In the analytical

model of Figure 3 the width of the puff is
If the gas velocity is small compared to the larger than the distance between two probe beams
velocity of sound, Eq. (2) can be simply written and the half width of the puff is smaller than
as the distance. In the analytical model of Figure

4 the width of the puff is smaller than the dis-
T,/T, = (At./At,) 2 , (3) tance between the two probe beams. In step a the

edge of the puff of the phase variation reaches
where At. and At, are the measured times the edge of the probe beam 1, and the detection
required for the acoustic pulse to travel be- signal begins to decrease. In step b the phase-
tween the two probe beams with and without the variation peak of the puff reaches to the inten-
flame. Eq. (3) is found to give only a small sity peak of the probe beam 1, and the detection
underestimate of the correct T value (in flame signal shows minus peak. In step c the edge of
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the puff reaches to the edge of the probe beam perature 293 K. From these experimental results,
2, and the detection signal increase rapidly. In we could confirm the reliability of this method.
step d the phase-variation peak of the puff
reaches to the intensity peak of the probe beam
2, and the detection signal shows plus peak. 4. MEASUREMENT of FOW VELOCITY
Considering f rom these model, it is concluded
that time interval between a and c of trace of The C02-laser irradiated region thus gets
detection signal or time interval between b and slightly heated, leading to changes in the re-
d is for transit time of the puff between the fractive idex in the region. The movement of
two probe beams. puff of this phase variation is detected by the

As the peaks of Figures 2 and 3 have gentle interferometer. The time-of-flight method is
slope, we used the time interval between a and used to measure flow velocity.
c. The transit times obtained from those figures Using laminar jet of nitrogen gas mixed
are 1.43 is and 2.85 Am. Using these transit with ethylene gas of volume ratio 0.10, it is
times and the distances between the probe beams confirmed that this velocimeter is a useful tool
0.50 and 1.00 mm, velocity 350.5 m/s is calcu- to measure flow velocity. The nozzle of 4.8 mm
lated. Considering flow velocity 2.7 m/s ob- in diameter is used. The flow velocity is calcu-
tained by flow rate, the acoustic sound veloc- lated by measured flow rate. The experimental
ity is 347.8 m/s. T = 294 K is obtained by Eq. conditions are same as those predescribed in
(2) using this sound velocity, M = 28.02, and 7 temperature measurement of section 3. Typical
= 1. 402. This value is almost equal to room tem- oscilloscope traces of the measured phase varia-

v.,1 (m/s)

n 2.59

, trigger tze
D (500 Ais/div)

a.

1 .814

Figure 6 Typical oscilloscope
traces of photothermal signals
for measurement of flow veloci-

1. 38 ties. The probe beam 1 was
arranged 3.15 mm downstream the
focal point of the pump beam.
The distance between the probe
beams is 1 mm.

0.93
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SIMULTANEOUS TWO-COMPONENT VELOCITY AND DROPSIZE
MEASUREMENTS IN A COMBUSTING DIESEL FUEL SPRAY

G. Pitcher and G. W"gley

AVL List, Graz and FMCS, Kumberg, Austria

ABSTRACT were camried out to the original PDA system to enable it to
measure 2 orthogonal components of the droplet velocity and

The applhcation w1 d a %0-,.,lipoIleIl PDA b)StCI1 to tie diopsize sunultancousl).
characterise the spatial and temporal development of a Diesel A fine spatial grid of PDA measurements in a spray can
fuel spray irjected into the quescent combustion chamber of generate vast amounts of data and here with the highly
a single-cylinder research Diesel engine is reported. Details of transient nature of the Diesel spray a severe problem for data
the two- component PDA transmitter symn are given to evaluation and presentation is posed. While axial and radial
emphasise the accurate alignment necessmy to guarantee profiles of the time varying mean quantities can be presented
confocal measurement volumes and thenfore coincident in a precise manner it is very difficult to build up a mental
signals from single droplets. picture of what is happening in the spray, not only locally but

Data are presented for the mem aia and radial globally. An attempt has therefore been made at a planar
velocity components. dropuize and sample mmber a profiles visualisation of the spray data to obtain an animtion of the
in both space and time to allow precise comparisons and spatial distribution of the mean droplet trajectories. velocities.
evaluation of the spray characteristics. An antimation of the dropsizes and their population distributions.
spray data has been made to visualise the dynamic pluns The second part of this paper concentrtes on an
flow field structure in terms of the time varying droplet analysis of the spray data. based upon the liquid jet break-up
trajectories. velocities and smzes. model. Ruiz and Chigier (1985). and uses both mean data

profile comparisons and the animation as tools to identify the
major events taking place in the transient. combusung Diesel

I. INTRODUCTION fuel spray.

In im earlier work published by Pitcher and Wigley
(1992) a l-component PDA system was applied to study the 2. INSTRUMENTATION
break-up and atominion of a Diesel fuel spray injected into
the quiescent combustion chamber of a single cylinder The basic I- component PDA transmission system was
research Diesel engine. This complementary work describes described in detail by Pitcher and Wigley (1991). In 2-
here the use of a 2-component PDA system to characterise the component form it is shown in the schematic of Figure I It
radial growth of the fuel spray as it penetraes downstream consists of a Dantec 55X29 Bragg cell for both frequency
and the entranment processes that it generates. This shifting. 40 MHz. and beam splitting. 50/50, and 2 separate I-
represents the most comprehensive Diesel spray study to date component beam expander optical systems mounted in
but also involved a significant increase in the complexity of parallel with precision steering of I planar beam pair. Of
the measurement task particular interest is the bean splitting and wavelength

The PDA technique is a single particle counting separation method. The Coherent Innova 90/5 laser was
technique so the measurement of the 2- orthogonal velocity operated in the all-lines mode with 1.75 Wotws total output
components must come from the sane droplet. This is unlike power. This ensured TEM0o mode structure on both the 488
the practice in LDA where small coincidence times between and 514.5 mm wavelengths and the absence of thermal
the signals can be acceptable. The necessity for 2 confocal focusing of the laser bean by the Bragg cell. The Bragg cell
orthogonal measurem ent volumes forces a high alignment was orientated so that the zero and first order diffracted
precision and accuracy on the coaxial onhogonal beam pars beams were in the horizontal plane and that the Bragg angle
used to form the two measurement volumes. Furthermore, the was satisfied The RF power to the Bragg cell was reduced to
PDA signal processor demands coincident signals from each provide equal intensities in the zero and first order diffracted
velocity channel since the burst detector, which enables the beanm. A pair of fused silica Pellin Broca prisms were used
processing electronics, is only triggered from one channel. for wavelength separation with the dispersed beams exiting in

The first pat of this paper details the extensions that the vertical plane. The combination of the Bragg cell
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diffraction and the prism par dispersion produced the near the alignment mirror along the optical axis and/or tilt and
square symmetrical laser beam pattern, as shown in Figure 1. twist of this mirror about the optical axis. Adjustments for
with the diffracted beam pairs at 488 and 514.5 run lying in parallelism required a precision translation of the negative
horizontal planes. one above the other. lens in the individual beam expanders.

The opucal geometry of the prisms that direct each While this produced a high degree of alignment
beam pair to their beam expanding optical systems is only accuracy a final check for confocal measurement volumes
shown in pnnciple in the 2-dimensional schematic of Figure was made, in situ, after projecting them through the optical
1. One pair of beams enters directly its beam expander, here access window and onto the vertical axis of the cylindrical
the 514.5 run wavelength pair, while the 488 run wavelength combustion chamber. This involved the complete optical
pair must have their plane rotated through 90 degrees . This system with the receiver, a Dantec 57X10. positioned to
plane rotation was performed by two prisms with their collect the light scattered through the other window in the
hypotenuse faces at 90 degrees to each other As this method cylinder head located to produce a 70 degree scattering angle.
also rotates the plane of polarization of each beam, a lambda/2 The fuel injector was removed from the cylinder head and
plate placed at the entrance to the 488 run beam expander replaced by an artist's airbrush to produce a spray of alcohol
restores the polarization parallel to the plane of the fringe droplets directed down through the confocal measurement
patterns. volumes. The 2-component version of the 57X10 receiver has

The separation of each beam pair entering and exiting 4 photomultipliers, 3 for the 514.5 nm optics for the
the beam expanders were 13.2 and 50.0 mm respectively. i.e. measurement of the vertical velocity component and dropsize
an expansion ratio of 3.8 which also applied to the individual and I for the 488 nm optics for the measurement of the
output beam diameters. To bring the orthogonal 488 nm beam horizontal velocity component. the output from which were
pair to a common optical axis with the 514.5 nun beam pair a also balanced during this alignment check.
mirror periscope was used which consisted of a fixed circular The signals from each photomultiplier were monitored
mirror and a slim rectangular alignment mirror. To ensure on a Tektronix 2430A digitising oscilloscope. The digitsing
that the 488 and 514.5 num beam pairs were co-axial and rate was too low (100 MhiIz) for faithful reconstruction of the
parallel, they were checked over a throw of more than 30 Doppler signals (-50 MHz) but adequate when the
metres. Corrections to the former were made by translation of oscilloscope was operated in envelope mode for recording
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and companng the envelopes of the Doppler signals. 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equalisation of the 4 signal envelope peaks was then adjusted
by the high voltage supply levels to the photomultipliers and As discussed earlier, Pitcher and Wigley (1992), a
the coincidence of the 488 run signal with any of the 514.5 run ligament of liquid fuel moving through the measurement
signals was easily adjusted by correcuons to first. the volume was identified by a zero or minimum in the time
alignment mirror and secondly, to the focus, if the signal peak history of the sample distribution plots on or close to the
could be improved upon. With such attention to detail the spray axis respectively. They were most easily observed
data and validation rates were readily naximised and for 2- between z = 5 and 10 mm bel'w the nozzle and were
component velocity and dropsize measurements on the associated with a peak in the mean axial velocity time history
airbrush spray inside the engine combustion chamber the in the immediate shear layer. A similar behaviour was also
validation rate would exceed 95% observed here but only 3 ligaments were found rather than the

The single cylinder research Diesel engine and its 5 observed in the previous study. The only differences
operation have been described in detail by Pitcher and Wigley between the nozzles and their operation were those associated
(1992), but for completeness a short description is given here. with normal machining tolerances and surface finish, a
The combustion chamber is a vertical cylinder of 50 mm slightly shorter fuel injection penrod. 1.66 ms instead of 2.00
diameter and height inside the cylinder head which is ms. and therefore a lower peak pressure. 386 Bar instead of
accessed by 2 vertical plane circular windows angled to 425 Bar. Once again the effect of a ligament moving through
produce the required 70 degree light scattering geometry The the measurement volume produced a peak in the axial mean
fuel injector is mounted in the top of the combustion chamber velocity in the immediate shear layer but. furthermore, a peak
and produces one fuel spray directed vertically down the axis in the radial mean velocity was also observed indicating
of the combustion chamber. The combustion chamber is droplets being entrained in towards the ligament.
pumped by the piston of a 3-litre single cylinder 2-stroke A typical example of this behaviour is shown in
Diesel engine to produce, at the time of injection, a near Figure 2 for the measurement location z = 10 umm and r = 0.3
quiescent but turbulent compressed air charge of peak mm. The axial (U) velocity component is the upper profile
pressure 56 Bar and temperature 900 K when the engine was and is presented as positive, down from the nozzle while the
motored at 500 RPM. A Bosch 4 in-line Diesel injector pump radial (V) velocity component is positive for droplets moving
with only one active pumping element was driven directly by radially out from the spray axis. The histogram represents the
the engine crankshaft and supplied fuel to a Bosch DSLA sample number contained in each 40 ps time bin, normalised
Diesel injector drilled to produce a sac type single hole nozzle to the peak containing 2000 samples. In the following
of diameter and length 0.2 and 1.0 nun respectively. The discussion the analysis presented has been based on all the
nozzle flow control needle opened at a fuel line pressure of data obtained and cannot necessarily be derived uniquely
220 Bar, peak injection pressure reached 386 Bar. 0.39 ms from that presented in Figure 2.
after the needle opening, and 8.9 nmm3 of fuel were injected The fuel on the tip of the spray was poorly atomized, h
during the injection period of 1.66 ms. The fuel line pressure only a few droplets appear at 0.6 ms and were followed by a
at the injector was measured with a piezo-electric quartz ligament of fuel of approximately 0.3 nun radius and lasting
transducer and digitised to be displayed with the 80 pts. The few droplets on the spray up are moving down
velocity/dropsize data animation. and radially out from the spray axis with the same velocity.

The alignment of the measurement volume and the only 7 migs. Droplets sheared directly from the following
measurement grid within the spray followed the same ligament have a much higher axial velocity but show a
procedure as in the earlier study. The spray axis was negative radial velocity component, i.e. droplets immediately
identified by the intense light scatter coming from a thin behind the spray tip are entrained into the spray.
column within the spray. The radial measurement positions The second ligament is more substantial, it appears
were in 0. 1 mm increments for the axial locations of z = 5 and shortly after I ms and persists until 1.3 ms. This is followed
10 nun and 0.2 mm increments for z: = 15, 20 and 25 mm by a slow growth in sample number until 1.60 ms after which
downstream relative to the nozzle. It was noted that the spray the sample number increases, to a peak at 1.83 ms. with the
trajectory was not truly vertical between z = 0 and 15 nun. break-up of this ligament tWl and/or the arrival of a portion of

At each measurement position 15,000 validated the spray that is atomized. At this stage the mean axial velocity
samples were recorded. This required between 300 and 1200 profile has a minimum, dropping down to 16 m/s, while the
injections depending on the degree of atomization of the fuel entrainment velocity has been steadily decreasing with the
and the local air/fuel void fraction. Each sample consisted of radial velocity profile showing a value of -4 m/s.
the axial and radial velocity components, the dropsize and the The third ligament approaches the measurement
droplet arrival time relative to a trigger occurring shortly volume shortly before 2.00 ms and lasts until 2.25 ms. It is
before each injection. To ensure that all the data collected was followed by the highest sample number counts recorded. i.e.
attributable to the injected fuel droplets the burst detector in the highest degree of atomization of the fuel at this specific
the Dantec PDA Covariance processor was activated for a location. The injection of this igament occurs just before the
period of 4 ms after the trigger. In processing, the velocity needle closes at 2.14 ms. The axial and radial velocity profiles
and dropsize data were averaged over consecutive 40 Jts time have maximum and minimum values respectively during the
bins to allow the mean time histories of the 2-velocity passage of the ligament. In the well atomized portion of the
components, dropsize and sample number to be plotted. A spray behind the ligament. after 2.5 ms, the radial velocity
minimum of 10 samples was required in any bin. component is virtually zero with the axial velocity decreasing

as the momentum of the residual spray is dissipated.
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To indicate how these ligaments propagate again decrease with increasing radial location in the spray
downstream and finally break-up, plots of the sample number This radial vanation in the dropsize profiles is shown
distributions are shown in Figure 3 for the spray axis, r = 0 in Figure 5 at the axial location of z 21 umm. The lugh
umm. at the axial locations of z = 16, 21 and 25 mm. The time dropsize values in the shear layer are at r = 0.8 mm. position 5

of flight of the spray tip between the three axial locations is 80 in the plots. One point of note is that the tume history of radial
jis. giving a mean up penetration velocity of initially 62.5 m/s velocity component for r = 0.8 mm is the first to show
and decreasing to 50 m/s. The sample number distributions at predominately positive values. These droplets are much less
z = 16 and 21 mm are similar with the two main ligaments affected by entrainment which has a greater influence on the
clearly present, at 1. 10 ms and 2.20 ms for the first location smallest dropsize classes. An analysis of the raw data revealed
and with a short delay for the time of flight for the second that fewer small droplets were recorded but that also the
location. However, at this second location non-zero sample validation rate had a significantly lower value here than at
numbers indicate that the ligaments are not always present i.e. neighbouring radial positions. The explanation to this
spatial instabilities and/or break-up occurs. This partly behaviour lies in the final break-up and atomiztion of the
explains the large changes observed in the sample number unstable ligaments whose swept cross-sectional area is greater
distribution recorded for the third location, z = 25 umm. A than that of the initial axial ligaments. Effective droplet
high degree of atonization now occurs in and behind the generation is still to be found at the location of greatest 0
spray tip with the peak sample number found at 1. 1 ms which While this mean velocity. dropsize and sample
is followed by a steep decline in numbers and a levelling off presented in a precise manner it is difficult to visualise
after 1.40 ms. happening in the spray, not only locally but globall:

There are several processes which determine the animation of the spray data has been made to visualise the
sample number distribution between z = 16 and 25 mm. The planar droplet flow field structure. Four frames of this are
growing instabilities, break-up and atomization of the presented to highlight some of the events taking place. Each
ligaments responsible for the downstream droplet generation flow field frame shows a geometric representation of the
and vaporisation, ignition and combustion accounting for injector injecting in the horizontal direction. The spatial
droplet consumption. The dominant mode for droplet distribution of the data at any specific time shows the local
production is considered to be shear acting on the surface of mean droplet velocity and trajectory represented by a vector
the high speed ligamems. However, the shear force associated and the dropsize as a circle centred on the vector. The
with these high pressure transient sprays vanes in both space relevant time and scales are given above in the title bar, the
and time. The fuel injection pressure vanes dunng the vector arrow head also scales according to the vector length.
injection period and the resistance to the fuel flow decreases The title bar also contains the colour or grey scale code for
downstream from the nozzle as the upstrean droplets transfer each vector which is based on the data sample count in each
their momentum to the surrounding air. All of these effects 40 pas time bin and only represents the recorded droplet
contribute to determining the droplet size. Figure 4 shows density distribution. The fuel line pressure diagram is also
how the dropsize time history varies between z = 10, 16. 20. included in the flow field frame. Needle lift occurs at 220 Bar
21 and 25 mm for a fixed radial position in the spray of r - (0.46 ma). peak pressure is 386 Bar (1.02 ms) and the needle
0.4 mm. The family of dropsize profiles follow a curve closes at 136 Bar (2.12 ms). To reduce confusion with
similar to a shallow parabola with an initial decrease in the overlying vectors the radial distances have been expanded
dropsize. until after 1. i ms, which is followed by an increase, relative to the axial distances downstream from the nozzle.
after 1.22 ins, but with each profile having a different rate of The first frame, in Figure 6. is at 0.78 ms and the fuel
rise. The times of 1.1 and 1.22 ms ore significant, the first line pressure has reached 294 Bar. It shows that the spray tip
coincides with the fuel line pressure being a maximum at the has reached the 21 mm axial measurement plane and that only
nozzle while the latter is the time at which combustion is those droplets in the downstream peripheral regions of the
detected at z = 25 nun. The droplets on the spray tip at every spray, r > 1.4 min at z = 16 nim and r > 0.8 nuS at z = 20 and
axial location, other than z =10 mm, have the same arithmetic 21 mm., have any appreciable outward radial trajectories.
mean diameter, D10 . of 3.5 jim. All the dropsizes decrease Elsewhere, behind the spray tip and particularly in the
after the spray tip but the smallest, down to 2 pm. are to be measurement planes z = 5, 10 and 15 nun the droplets exhibit
found between z = 10 and 16 mm. The dropsize profiles at z = a considerable degree of entrainment back into the spray. It is
20. 21 and 25 mm exhibit an increase in time but also an important to note that the absolute vertical and horizontal
additional increase with increasing distance downstream from velocity components were measured and not those parallel
the nozzle. However. it is not that larger droplets are being and normal to the local spray axis trajectory.
produced in increasing numbers, as is the case close to the The variation in the vector lengths in the different axial
nozzle, but that the small dropsize classes, less than 1 pm. are measurement planes indicates the complex interactions of the
being depleted from the dropsize distribution, fuel ligament in the spray tip and the tramfer of momentum

Variation in the dropsize profile as a function of radial from the droplets to the initially quiescent airflow. The
position in the spray also has a certain dependence on the ligament is responsible for the spray tip penetration and
axial location. Between z = 5 and 15 num the dropsize droplet generation with high instantaneous velocities, at z= 15
decreases quite steeply across the core and shear regions of and 16 mn. while the high drag on the droplets cause rapid
the spray to a near uniform value in the spray periphery. At z deceleration, high momentum transfer rates and low terminal
= 16. 20 and 21 mm there is also a decrease in the dropsize droplet velocities at z = 5 and 10 mum.
from the spray axis out into the shear layer to r = 0.6 mm but The spatial variation in dropsize shows the largest
then an increase. at r = 0.8 nnm, before the dropsize profiles found are at z =5 mm and close to the spray axis at z = 15
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mm. The smallest droplets are found at z = 10 mm and in small. They are less than 10 and 15 mis respectively with the
general the dropsize decreases with increasing radial location, former being obscured by the 1arve scale of the dropsize data-
The highest recorded droplet sample counts are on the spray The velocity profile across the spray at z = 20 and 25 nun is
periphery at the axial locations z = 15, 16 and 20 mm. virtually a plug flow but with a slight radial in-flow on the

The second frame, in Figure 7, at 1.1 nis shows how spray axis. Assuming that the flow field structure is fully
the droplet flow field structure has developed up to the developed this would mean that the spray axis itself was
estimated time at which peak pressure at the nozzle is reached, inclined to the vertical and if not due to the mechanical
the line pressure indicates 368 Bar. This time coincides with alignment of the nozzle then it was due to the rn-cylinder ar
the smallest dropsizes being measured throughout the spray. motion and/or combustion.
The flow structure on the spray aias is dominated by the The dropsize distribution now shows large increases an
second fuel ligament passing through the locations z = 5, 10 the dropsize at all locations but particularly at z = 5, 20 and 25
and 15 mm. It appears to produce few, but comparatively mm. Not only are large droplets produced close to the nozzle
large droplets with high velocities and entrainment in the after the needle closes but evaporation and combustion are
neighbouring radial measurement locations. Away from the depleting the lower dropsize classes elsewhere. After this time
spray axis the droplet velocities show a systematic increase the dropsize steadily increases while the axial velocities
with distance downstream from the nozzle with the droplets in decrease until, at 2.70 ins, droplets are no longer found at z =
the spray tip, i.e. at z = 25 mm, having the highest velocities, 20 and 25 min. Droplets can still be found between z = 5 and
up to 70 m/s. and a near linear but weak velocity gradient in 15 mm as. late as 3.3 ms but with velocities of only a few m's
the radial direction. The sample density distribution across the and with dropsizes ol up to 20 pn or more
spray at z = 25 mnm is quite uniform out to r = 1.2 mnm and
higher than anywhere else in the spray. The dropsizes are
generally smaller in this frame than in the previous one and, 4. CONCLUSIONS
excluding those on the spray axis, have a narrow distribution
of sizes. The largest droplets are to be found at z = 5 nun, up Simultaneous two component velocity and dropuize
to 5 prm. followed by those at z = 25 mnm at 3.5 p;m. measurements have been performed in the near nozzle region

The third frame in Figure 8. at 1.46 ms and fucl line of a Diesel injector in a firing engine, using Phase Doppler
pressure of 324 Bar, shows the droplet flow field structure at Anernometry. The resulis support the presence of a central
the time when the droplet velocities at z = 25 nun have single phase core of liquid, from which droplets are formed
reached their maximum values of approximately 99 mis. The an d3e shear layer between the core and the gas. The
fuel ligament of the previous frame is coming to an end, its measurement of the radial component of velocity has allowed
presencecanonlybefoundatz=Smmatr=Oando.lmm the entrainment of droplets back into the spray to be
but low sample counts are still to be found on the spray axis identified. The central core is not contiguous during the entire
even down to z = 15 mm. Entrainment of the droplets back injection period, but is composed of several well defined and
into the spray is still high in this region and extends out to coherent ligament structures.
approdinately 0.5rmax where also the highest droplet sample
counts are to be found. At z = 20 and 25 nun the droplet
sample count and axial velocity across the spray is quite ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
uniform out to r = 1.0 mnm. At greater radial positions the
droplet sample count decreases, the radial outflow increases The authors are pleased to acknowledge the
and the axial velocity component decreases. The droplet sizes encouragement and support for this work given by AVL-List
have all increased compared with the previous frame but the GmbH and Dantec Measurement Technology A/S. and the
increase at z = 20 and 25 mm is higher since combustion sponsorship of the German Forschungsvereinigung
stted at 1.26 ms at z = 25 nun. The smallest droplets are still Verbreunungskraftmaschinen (FVV).
to be found at z = 10 and 15 mm with a decreasing size profile
as the radius increases.
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respectively. These high sample counts do not penetrate down a Two Component LDA System to Study Engine Flows. Proc.
to z = 20 umm, where a uniform distribution is found across Laser Anemometry Advances and Applications, Cleveland,
the spray, while at z = 25 mnm the sample count is a minimum vol. 1, pp. 179-189.
on the spray axis.

Without more fuel being injected the spray moves Ruis. F. & Chigier, N. 1985, The Mechanics of High Speed
under its own momentum and generates a radial out flow to Atomization, Proc. Int. Conf. on Liquid Atomization and
be observed at z = 5 and 10 mnm although the velocities are Spray Systems, London.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDI DIESEL SPRAY

MEASURED WITH PDA AND INSTANTANEOUS CONDITIONS IN THE NOZZLE

J.M. Desantes, J. Arrigle and J.V. Pastor

CMT. Dpto. Miquinas y Motores T~rmicos
Universidad Politicnica de Valencia, Spain.

ABSTRACT the Rapid Compression Machine (Takahashi et al.
(1991)) to the injection in atmospheric conditions.

Characteristics and physical phenomena inher- The main advantages of this kind of simplified mod-
ent to an IDI Diesel spray (pintle injector) vary els are the accessibility to observe and measure in
considerably during the injection process and de- the jet, and the close control of many experimental
pend mainly on instantaneous conditions upstream parameters.
the injector. The aim of research works on Diesel injection

Velocity and diameter distributions of fuel is often to determine characteristic variables of the
droplets have been obtained for a given spray at spray. The more available ones are the geometrical
various distances downstream the injector. Images characteristics, as spray tip penetration and spray
of the spray at each instant were also taken in order angle. Many works have been based on observation
to obtain the evolution of macroscopical character- by means of standard photography (Sinchez et al.
istics of the jet such as tip penetration and angle of (1992) and Arcoumanis et al. (1989)), CCD camera
the spray. (Ahmadi-Befrui et al.(1991)) and high-speed cine-

A description of the experimental facilities used matography (Reitz & Braco (1979) and Takahashi
to study atmospheric IDI Diesel sprays is presented. et al. (1991)) in order to obtain geometrical charac-
The paper concludes with a correlation made be- teristics as a function of test conditions.
tween the behaviour of the spray and the instanta- A very important variable to characterize the
neous characteristics in the nozzle. atomisation process of the liquid stream sprayed

by a nozzle is the break-up length. It has been
determined by measuring the electrical conductiv-

1. INTRODUCTION ity inside the spray (Hiroyasu & Arai (1990) and
Chehroudi et al. (1985)).

Characteristics of the fuel spray injected inside Counting of droplets collected in liquid or solid
the cylinder of a Diesel engine, is one of the main surfaces, was first used to measure the final diame-
factors affecting the combustion process and, so the ter of fuel droplets (Hiroyasu & Arai (1990)). More
engine efficiency and pollutant emissions. recently, optical techniques have permitted to de-

The need of obtaining "cleaner" engines nowa- termine droplet diameters distributions in any given
days, makes necessary to improve the knowledge of point of the jet.
phenomena of spray atomisation. An important step taken towards the com-

Many researchers have focused their efforts to- prehension of the liquid stream atomisation (pri-
wards the study and characterization of Diesel injec- mary atomisation) phenomena, the break-up of the
tion, some of them studying the spray directly inside largest unstable droplets into smaller ones (sec-
real fired engines (Quoc & Brun (1993), Ahmadi- ondary atomisation) and the coalescence, has been
Befrui et al. (1991) and Wigley (1990)). The com- the development and application of PDA to the
plexity and difficulties inherent to this kind of exper- study of Diesel sprays. The simultaneous determi-
iments has lead to the development of many physi- nation of the velocity and diameter of the droplets in
cal models more or less close to real engines in order any point of the jet has made possible to follow the
to make this study easier. Such models go from evolution of spray structure, and to observe directly
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the result of the different atomisation processes. 2. OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK
As a consequence of the general and relevant re-

sults obtained from these studies, a series of empiri- The object of this paper is to characterize free
cal expressions describing the relationships between sprays injected by a pintle injector under atmo-
characteristics of DI Diesel sprays and injection pa- spheric conditions and to establish the relations be-
rameters, in particular, diameter of the orifice, re- tween the behaviour of the spray and the instanta-
lation between fuel and air densities and injection neous geometric and hydrodynamic conditions up-
pressure. stream the nozzle.

It must be noted that, apart from some excep- With this purpose different injection parameters
tions (Zhang & Shi (1990), Arcoumaniset al. (1989) are measured in order to obtain the instantaneous
... ), most results are referred to DI plain orifice in- conditions in the injector hole. On the other hand,
jectors. PDA and shadowgraph techniques are employed to

IDI systems (pintle nozzle) sprays are different characterize the spray behaviour. Tests have been
from DI systems for several reasons. Besides the performed varying injection conditions and geomet-
fact that injection pressures are significantly lower, ric characteristics of the injector, in order to cover
the shape of the orifice of the injector is a ring, gen- the whole range of injection conditions peculiar to
erally non symmetrital, whose section and geome- IDI Diesel engines.
try are controlled by the position of the pintle. Be- In this paper, experimental facilities used for the
cause of this, the hydrodynamic characteristics of study of sprays under atmospheric conditions are
the fluid at the exit of the injector are very different described and an example of the results obtained is
of those of the direct injection and vary consider- given.
ably along the injection process as a function of the
pintle lift. Figure 1 shows that conditions peculiar
to direct injection are placed inside the "atomiza-
tion" jet breakup regime defined by Reitz (Lefebvre
(1989)). Conversely, in the case of a pintle injector, 3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

As a consequence of their variability, geometri-
Oh' cal and hydrodynamic conditions in the nozzle play

a very important role in the spray behaviour. Thus
it is very interesting to determine them in detail.
A previous characterization of the injector allows to
determine the effective section of the nozzle and the

10ioD hydraulic equivalent diameter as a function of pintle
DI lift. During PDA measurements and shadowgraphy,

" 0 a signal corresponding to this pintle lift is provided
Sby an inductive transducer. From this signal, it is

)00 ( possible to analyze the dynamics of all moving piecesRe and thus, to determine the pressure strengths act-
Re ing against them. By means of this method (Payri

et al. (1993)), different parameters are obtained: in-
Figure 1: Jet breakup regimes. 1: Raleigh breakup, stantaneous pressure upstream the nozzle, injection
II: First wind induced breakup, Ill: Second wind rate and instantaneous characteristics at the injector
induced breakup, IV: Atomization breakup exit, such as effective section, hydraulic equivalent

diameter, flow conditions ...
conditions in the nozzle vary along the injection pe- The experimental setups for PDA measurements
riod and can go from the "atomisation" jet breakup and spray imaging are shown in figures 2 and 3.
regime to the "second wind induced" jet breakup The emitting optics of the PDA system includes
regime. Thus, great differences in the spray be- a 4W water cooled Ar+ Laser source operated at
haviour when changing from one regime to another 400mW, a 40 Mhz Bragg cell as frequency shifter
are expected. and a TSI 15mm laser probe linked by 10m length

Results obtained with DI systems can not be al- fibre optics. A lens with a focal length of 100mm
ways extrapolated to IDI sprays because of afore- was placed after the probe in order to increase the
mentioned reasons. range of velocities allowed by the system. Collecting
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12, 16mm for Z=100mm). These point were chosen
Laser wavelength 514.5 nm to sweep a zone equivalent to that of the real free
Number of fringes 29 length of the spray in engine conditions.
Fringe spacing 8.708pm To take photographs of the spray, a Nikon 601-
Effective scattering angle 680 M camera with a 60mm Macro objective and ISO
Receiving lens focal length 310 mm 100/21 standard film was used. Obturation of the
Polarization orientation 0' parallel camera was manually operated. As illumination de-
Phase factor UI-2 3.09 deg/ttm vice, a Metz CT-45 flash with fixed duration of 70
Phase factor UI-3 1.55 deg/pm ps was placed behind the jet. A white metacrilate

plate and a rough glass were used as diffusors, in
Table 1: PDA configuration order to obtain homogeneous illumination in a rect-

angular area of at least 300x150mm.

optics and electronics are those of a standard Dan-
tec 1-component system. PDA configuration used is
summarized in table 1. injection pump

PDA measurements were performed without _ ).,

temporal gating. The 1 x cycle signal given by the
injection pump bench was used as a trigger for the diffusor r ......

PDA system. In order to use the injection line of Camorner ts I

standard engines keeping all injection parameters
controlled, the injector was fixed in horizontal posi-
tion and no movement was allowed. The PDA optics
were mounted vertically on a X-Y-Z table what per-
mits measuring at any point of the jet. Spray was o O

injected into the atmosphere. The aspiration system
was designed to collect most of injected fuel, gener-
ating an air stream weak enough not to disturb the Figure 3: Test facility for spray imaging.
jet.

A TTL reset signal coming from the injection
pump bench, electronically delayed at a previously

injection defined time with respect to the injection begin-
pump ning, was used as trigger signal for the flash. The

system allows to obtain only one photography each
PDA time, but taken at a prefixed delay with respect to

Electroncs " the injection beginning. So, images were taken at
Collectin Injector .... . instants separated 20,us, along the whole injection

opisduration. Global macroscopic characteristics such
as the angle of the jet and the spray tip penetra-

Flr ocs tion have been obtained with a simple processing.
Although quantitative information of microscopical

X-Y-Z Tape T parameters such as density distribution of the jet
I_ would need a shorter exposure time, this system has

proved to be a useful tool to compare sprays coming
Figure 2: Test facility for injection rate and PDA from different injectors or from the same injector un-

measurements. der different injection conditions, as well as to guide
PDA measurements.

Measurements were performed at 18 points and
5000 samples were validated for each one. Axial
symmetry of the jet was assumed. Thus 10 points
were located on the axis of the jet (Z = 5, 10, 15, 20, 4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
30, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250mm from the injector),
and the other 8 points were placed out of the axis Experimental results shown in this paper are a
(r = 2, 4, and 8mm for Z = 20, and r = 2, 4, 8, typical example of IDI spray corresponding to a full
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load injection with a pump speed of 1250 rpm. As quickly braked; on the other hand, the last 0.5ms
said before, the main characteristic of this kind of of injection correspond to relatively low pressures.
injection is the variation of effective section. In fig- However, the main cause of this effect is the modi-
ure 4, two zones with different behaviour can be fication of exit conditions.
noted. Up to a pintle lift of 0.4mm approx., section
increases slowly to create a pilot injection. Since
0.4mm, opening is quicker and appears a disconti-
nuity in flow conditions. As a consequence of this ,... , 3 ,D ,,, IE-?5

behaviour, Weber Number, which describes opposite .'...... so

strengths with influence on liquid core atomisation, L is
presents three rather different zones. 1" 49

Me410 LIft fS 1 IF

0.8

0.i 1,S 4.t . S S S.S 6 6.5 7 ?.5S U .5 (-3 a)

(..Z .rr setm'S e. o )Ua ~ FTOWM01'm0.0 of

0.2 fie 109"

-m) . .. 06~b44)'

o.2. / 12 ,o"*• !l . Io
0.1 6 4I

S b 3 1 S (.6-3 s) T

3.S 4.5 S S.S I 6.S 7.S 1 0.5 (1-3 8)

" Figure 4: Injection parameters. .M=, - (14 0. 3 .,MC Ct-* )

Figure 5 shows results provided directly by PDA. "9

The first plot represents the velocities of 5000 1" 'S

droplets measured at 5mm from the nozzle, on the 14.

axis of the jet. Each velocity sample has been plot- in

ted by a dot, whereas the continuous line shows the " .. a
phase averaged value of Sauter Mean Diameter. In-
jection takes place 3.5ms after the beginning of the 14

pump cycle.
Great variations of the droplet velocities can •i ,, • ..

be observed during the injection duration (2ms). 3.5 .S 5.5 & 6.5 7 7.S 8 0.5 (.-3 2)

Three different zones appear, corresponding exactly
to those of Weber Number previously commented.
For We around 20 000, very low velocities between Figure 5: PDA results. (a) Z=5mm, r=0;
20 and 50 m/s are obtained. In the central zone (b) Z=20mm, r=0 ; (c) Z=20, r=2mm.
of the injection, for We > 100 000, velocities are
much higher, reaching 130m/s. The low veloci- In agreement with Hiroyasu & Arai (1990), an in-
ties measured at the beginning and at the end of crease in Weber number implies a better atomisation
the injection are partially due to the fact that the of the spray and a decrease of the quantity Breakup
first droplets injected find a static air and thus are length/$q4e. However, due to the great variation of
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.0q along the IDI injection process, the increase of to a low spray angle. Conversely, for large values
Weber number implies, in our case, an increase of of We, we are closer to typical conditions of direct
the breakup length. For We < 50 000 atomisation injection, and spray angles are larger.
is already complete at a short distance from the in-
jector and the existing droplets are quickly braked.
Conversely, for larger We the liquid core is more im- Tip peiiiraln Wv) fpy inet tdowg

portant. Fuel maintains a velocity close to the exit
theoretical velocity until a larger distance from the $
injector. 1o0

120 40

We= 10 000 go 30

We - 20 000 1 20

We = 35 000 .
- 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.6 5.0 Ii 6.4 6.6 6.8 6.0

Time (ma)
We = 60000

We = 2_ 000 Figure 7: Spray angle and tip penetration.

It must be noted that, due to the variable be-

We = 230 000 haviour of the jet, its structure is not uniform and
"fuel packets" injected at every instant are over-
lapped by the next injected ones making difficult

We - 80 000 to analyze directly PDA results at large distances
from the nozzle. A method for processing results

We = 40 aOM provided by PDA which will allow to follow the tra-
jectories of the fuel packets at any instant and thus

We = 20_ 0 analyzing better the relationships between instan-
. taneous injection conditions and behaviour of the

spray is being developed at CMT.
We = 10000

5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6: Evolution of the spray. Photographs are In this paper, facilities put into operation for

taken at intervals of 20ps. Instantaneous Weber the study of IDI Diesel sprays, have been presented

number is indicated above each photograph. through an example. Simultaneous measurement of
hydrodynamic instantaneous characteristics at the

This discontinuity in the injected fuel braking nozzle and of droplets' velocities and diameters by
process explains the apparent acceleration of the means of PDA, as well as shadow photography pcr-
spray tip observed in figure 7 as a hard change in mit to obtain information for a better understand-
the slope of the tip penetration curve starting on ing of phenomena which take place in this kind of
4.0ms. The presence of the liquid core can be ob- sprays.
served in the graphs of PDA results (figure 5(a) and First studies have evidenced that spray charac-
(b)) as a zone with very few data at the centre of teristics vary considerably along the injection pro-
the injection. cess, and their behaviour depends directly on in-

PDA measurements out of the axis of the jet stantaneous Weber number.
as well as shadowgraphs' results (figure 7) also evi- Due to these important variations in the atomi-
dence the dependence of the spray angle on 0,, and sation process, the spray development is not homo-
Weber Number. For low We, injection conditions geneous and the rapid droplets catch up with the
are placed inside (or on the border of) the "second slow ones, increasing the difficulty to draw conclu-
wind induced" breakup regime. which corresponds sions from PDA measurements. Nowadays a method
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to follow the evolution of "fuel packets" injected at Hiroyasu. H. & Arai, M. 1990, Structures of Fuel
every instant is being developed. The method will Sprays in Diesel Engines. SAE paper 900475.
allow determining the relationship between the exit
conditions and the atomisation process and spray Koo, J.Y. & Martin, J.K 1990, Droplet Sizes
development, and Velocities in a Transient Diesel Fuel Spray.
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MANIFOLD INJECTION AND THE ORIGIN OF DROPLETS AT THE EXIT OF AN INLET VALVE

M.Posylkin, A.M.K.P.Taylor and J.HWhitelaw
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Mechanical Engineering Department

Exibition Road, London SW7 2BX, U.K.

ABSTRACT about 130pm and, for injection with an open valve, Miller and
Nightingale (1990) quote 10prm as the largest droplet diameter

Distributions of droplet size, axial velocity and liquid which is able to follow the gaseous phase i the inlet port and

flux have been measured downstream of a model inlet valve therefore able to avoid impingement on the solid surfaces of
with a phase-Doppler velocimeter. The valve had a diameter of the valve and the port Thus, most droplets impinge on solid
40mm. a 450 bevelled edge and was arranged at the exit of a surfaces and the consequences depend on the orientation and
straight tube of inside diameter 34mm with the lufts of 2. 4 and location of the injector. The liquid may re-atomiz, for

6mm. Suction was applied by a variable speed electric fan to example by impingement, or remain as liquid on the surfaces

simulate the intake stroke of a cylinder of 400cc displacement to be removed ultimately by evaporation or by the air flow.
at 1200 RPM. with an air flow rate for the 4rm valve lift of Extensive research has been carried out to study the
0.99m3 /imn, corresponding to the bulk velocity of 38m/s in affect of the interaction between sprays and solid surfaces.

the valve gap. Gasoline was supplied either by a commercial Photographic methods were used with single droplets, for

injector located 70mm from the valve or by its introduction on example by Stow and Hadfield (1981) and Chandra and
the surfaces of the valve and port- Avedesian (1991), and have shown that the droplet impinging

The injection of fuel with an open valve led to Sauter on a solid surface may spread, rebound or form smaller
mean diameters between SO and 100lpm, lowe than the 130pm droplets according to the droplet size, velocity, surface

appropriate to the free unconfined spray. With 2mm valve lift, roughness and temperature. However, the results were limited
the spray emerged between angles of 100 to 700 to the to droplets of approximately 1mm diameter and should be
horizontal axis and with larger valve lifts it emerged with extrapolated with care to the substantially smaller droplets of
narrow angle close to that of the valve head surface the impinging spray produced by a gasoline irjector.

immediately upstream of the valve bevel, that is 250. The Hardalupas. Okamoto, Taylor and Whitelaw (1992) used
introduction of fuel as a liquid streams led to a Sauter mean phase-Doppler velocimetry to examine the consequences of a
diameter of 240pm with the maximum flux emerging from the spray impinging on a inclined disk, without co-flowing air, and

edges of the valve and seat bevels, at angles of 500 and 400 to showed that resulting Sauter mean diameters were smaller than
the horizontal axis. respectively, in the free spray upstream of the disk but up to 180pm close to

the downstream edge, possibly due to impingement on the
surface covered with liquid film from previous injections.

1. INTRODUCTION Similarly, impingement on a rod led to secondary atomization
and a reduction of Sauter mem diameter immediately

Port injection of fuel can lead to mixture control, fuel upstream of the rod and to a liquid film with most of the liquid

economy and low emissions particularly when combined with content of the spray in the form of a stream downstream of the
a three way catalyst in a spark-ignition engine. Electronic rod. Measurements of the droplet sizes downstream of the inlet
control offers an added advantage in setting of the injection valve in a steady and unsteady flow simulation of the iso-
timing for individual cylinders and Quader (1982) has thermal manifold of a spark ignition engine, for example Miller
demonstrated that axial stratification, which can be beneficial and Nightingale (1990) and Dementhon (1992), have shown
with lean mixtures, can be achieved by injecting fuel into the diameters in excess of 200pm which are larger than those of
inlet port before the end of the intake stroke with the inlet the incident spray and probably due to the formation of liquid
valve open. film. Formation of surface liquid was also conjectured from

The droplet sizes produced by a pintle injector. see for measurements of the droplet sizes in a firing engine and with

example Hardalupas, Taylor and Whitelaw (1990) and injection with the inlet valve closed, Vannobel, Robart,

Dementhon (1992), correspond to Sauter mean diameter of Dementhon and Whitelaw (1994) and Posylkin, Taylor,
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Vannobel and Whitelaw (1994), which have shown large radial 1mm holes located 3mm above the upper surface of the
effects of the residence time of the fuel on the surface of the valve which had a hollow stem. and to the port wall from a
valve from which there must be evaporation, though not pipe of 5mm diameter located 400mm above the valve from
immediately after the start-up when the inlet valve is still cold. which it was allowed to spread freely over the circumference

Due to the complexity of induction phenomena it is of the wall.
difficult to distinguish between the consequences of a spray Two 90mm diameter glass windows provided optical
impinging on a solid surface and of the removal of liquid from access to the chamber and permitted collection of the scattered
a solid surface by co-flowing air. Thus, the purpose of the light at an angle of 300 to the axis of the transmission optics of
present work was to measure size, velocity and flux the phase-Doppler anemometer. The optical characteristics of
characteristics at the exit from an inlet valve of a spray the anemometer are summarized in Table I and the electronic
produced by injection of fuel with an inlet valve open and to signal was processed by a coumter triggered by a T"TL pulse
compare the results with these for subsequent experiments in train of Ims duration from the delayed gate output of an
which liquid futx was allowed to flow down the valve stem and oscilloscope and synchronized with the injection pulse from
down the pipe wall to be subsequently removed by air flow, as the driving electronics of the injector. Size-discriminated
with irjection during a cold start with the inlet valve closed, measurements of the velocity vectors were achieved by

The following section describes the experimental rotation of the plane of the beams about the axis of the
arrangement and instrumentation. The results are presented in transmitting optics as described by Hardalupas and Liu (1992).
the third section and the paper ends with a summary of the The accuracy of sizing was unaffected by the presence of
more important findings, non-spherical droplets because their velocities resulted in

Weber numbers less than unity for a typical measured auter
mean diameter of 100pm. which is far below the citical

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT breakup value of around 12. The measurements were br.sed on
about 5000 samples at each point, resulting in statistical

The steady flow arrangement used to investigate the uncertainties of less than *3% in the mean, *10% in the rms of
nature of droplets in the valve curtain area is shown in figure 1. the velocity signal and +2% in the cumulative size distribution
together with co-ordinate system, and with an injector based on the number of droplets (Tate, 1982). The liquid flux
directing a fuel spray towards a valve. Air was drawn through measurements are presented in arbitrary units since the
a flow contraction, with area ratio of 16, mounted on the top of uncertainty in the individual measurements is difficult to
the inlet pipe which was 400mm long, with inner and outer quantify and may be more than 30% in some regions of the
diameters of 34 and 40mm. The valve was located on the axis flow.
of the inlet pipe to within ±0.5mm by a spacer arrangement
with a valve stem of 4mm diameter and 410mm long. The
axial location-was controlled and measured by a micrometer AigAhe

arrangement to within ±0.05mm. The bulk of the micrometer
arrangement was located in the contraction and so did not
disturb the flow within the inlet pipe. The valve diameter was
40mm at the bottom face and 34mm diameter at the upper
face. with a 450 bevelled edge which corresponded to a similar
bevelled edge on the exit of the inlet pipe. The valve
arrangement was mounted vertically on the lid of a closed
cylindrical chamber of 220mm inside diameter and identical to TM. a&

that described by Hardalupas et al (1990). A variable speed wIw u

electric fan was connected to the bottom of the chamber to -
induce an air flow through the inlet pipe and the volumetric
flow rate of the air was monitored by a rotameter. Z

Unleaded ;soline of density 765 kg/m3 and viscosity 220

0.515 cSt at 25°C was drawn from a tank by an electric fuel
pump and supplied through a diaphragm pressure regulator,
which maintained a nominally constant pressure of 3 bar
gauge, to either a commercial injector or, through a control
valve and rotameter, to the upper valve surface or the port
wall. The fuel injector was located 70mm from the valve and dr&

at 240 to the vertical axis of the pipe, so that the axis of
symmetry of the injector was directed to the centre of the
valve. Fuel was supplied to the surface of the valve through six Figure 1: The experimental arrangement
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TABLE 1: Characteristics of the Phase-Doppler Velocimeter which was required to avoid impingement of emerging droplets

TramiringOptcs-on the bevelled edge of the port with a steady suction pressure
Tranmunng Oacs_______of Will gauge in the cylindrical chamber which resulted in co-

300mnW Inomalt Ai +Iiacr %%Wtuth 5M45 . ~ flowing air flow rate of 0.99m3/min and bulk velocities of
opterated at 100 MW 18.2m/s in the inlet pipe and 38m/s in the valve gap. This flow
Beamdlumetet. at c

2 Wieit 1.25 tonrate was about four times higher than the time averaged air
Foca Wr~ f om flow rate into a single cylinder of 400cc displacement
unaging let fromt [ame toPti 0(0)M operating at 1200 RPM and was chosen because induction

cur glaws fute sixties 200 own occurs during one of the four strokes. The injection duration

unngif few to form mcasaurig volumte 0 was kept constant at 7ms. unless otherwise stated. with a
Naumber of mIt= on radial diffraction grazizu 16334 (8192) corresponding charge of 25mm3/injection and an injection

Shiftfamtanrnal) ue to rotation of gutng 3 WU (1.5) frequency of 10 Hiz. which resulted in a fuel flow rate of
Shor-tein aabiity f * frqueny (~n~s) 03%15cc/mmn. and also corresponded to a speed of 1200 RPM in a

Bectajm W arablt v o f 34if (17)enc tran.)0. four stroke engine. For the experiments with introduction of

Mesueda o iteseti- .6'(o.8)n steady fuel streams, the flow rate should be larger than
CalulaedhaWiazuentwofbemintaerection voh20.at 15cc/mmn to simulate the high instantaneous flow rate

Calm2aintensity 4.44 (8.f bemrnectxnvh ea experienced by a solid surface during the impingement and

0.442 (0.15) tr therefore, since the 7ms injection duration corresponds to
0.1250.15)omaabout one third of the duration of the intake stroke at 1200

______________________0.125 (0-156) tom RPM, the fuiel flow rate was varied in the range of 12 -
Frouig spactog 9.106 (16.69) pim 42cc/mmn.
Calculated number offfintes vAethin lie2 

intensity 14 (9.4) The results are presented as ensemble averages over the
Frequency to velocity cotwetion factor 0.109(o.0599) injection cycle and with time measured from the beginning of

14z/itU ~ injection. The velocity results have been normalized by the
bulk air velocity in the valve gap, that is U. = 43.7. 38 and

Rereving Optics 3______ 3mIs for the valve lifts of 2. 4 and 6mm. respectively, and the
Location of collection optics from foru..d acatter 30 degrees diameter of the valve, D = 40mm. was used to normalize the
Focal trhof collimiatm lets inrcceivý oics 600 rn radial and axial distances from the valve exit. Measurements

Aperuresat oflinatrig cm:were made at a radial distance of Y = 24mm from the valve
dimemion of rectangular aperturci 45x tur6 exit which was chosen to allow at least 0. 5ms between
separation betwmecn sperucmxc I and 2 25 mmdetachment of droplet from the valve and arrival at the
separation betvpeen apeirotcs I and 3- 50 nu measuring volume to ensure spherical droplets, Naber and
Focal length of irnagaurig lencmrecerving optiecs 300rum, Farrell (1993). and to remain close enough to the valve exit to
Width of apalta; filter before the photomultiplicra 100 pam preserve temporal information. The measurement locations
Masimfication of reeetvinoptincs 2 were between Z = 1mm and 30mm below the exit, where
hence effective length of mcastaritig voltane 4Wojpm droplets emerged as a result of injection or introduction of
Phaae arngie-to-daamcter convenon factor for chainnel 0.51(1.02) liquid stream on valve or port surfaces, and corresponded to
land3 limlrilegree 0. 025 < Z/D < 0. 75 at Y/D = 1. 1. Velocity measurements are

presented for four ranges of droplet diameters, namely 24 to
30iam, 56 to 62jpm, 120 to 1261tm and 141 to 153pm. which

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION are referred to as the 27, 59, 123 and 147pm droplet-size
ranges. The 27pm range was representative of droplets subject

The results are presented in two sub-sections which to seconidary atornization and able to follow the gaseous
describe size, velocity and liquid flux characteristics of velocity most closely, the 59pm and 123pm ranges were

droplets in the valve curtain area as a result of injection with representative of the most probable diameter and of the sizes

an open valve and those produced by fuiel introduced entirely carrymg more than 50% of the liquid flux when the fuel was
as a liquid stream on either the upper surface of the valve or on injected with the valve open, and the 147pm size range wits
the port wall. The axial distributions of droplet characteristics typical of the most probable diameter when films were

as a result of injection with an open valve are presented for removed by air.

valve lifts of 2. 4 and 6mm and with air flow rates of
0.56m3 /min, 0.99m3imm and I .2m 3 /mns, respectively. 3.1 Spray Injected with theValve Open

Additional results are then presented for a valve lift of 4mm Fgr (-)sostm vrgdsaildsrbtoso

.Vahme m brackes showv the modified setting usdto inras h arithmetic and Sauter mea diameters, mean axial velocities of
measurable range of a PDA .armenn t during the evrmt with Liquid most probable size class and liquid flux for valve lifts of 2. 4
streams
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and 6mm, with the velocities of the co-flowing air, measured solid surfaces. It is worth noting that, to avoid impingement on
in absence of fueL shown by vectors. For the valve lift of 2mm, the valve, a droplet must acquire a radial component of
the liquid flux had a flat distribution and emerged in the range velocity
0.05 < Z/D < 0.75. that is in an am between 100 to 700 to the
horizontal axis, and a Sauter mea diameter of around 100lpm
compared with that of 1301im in the free unconfined spray.
With increase in the valve lift to 4 and 6mm, the axial
distribution of flux exhibited maxima at Z/D - 0.075 and
0.125 respectively, which suggests that most of the droplets
emerged from the region close to that of the valve head
immediately upstream of the valve bevel. Size-discriminated ,VM.*, ft.H *-M 6-1

measurements of the axial and radial velocity components at :Sai
the locations of flux maxima confirmed that the velocity o.
vectors in the Y-Z plane were at about 250 to the horizontal (0)
axis, compared with about 350 for the co-flowing air, and did ..

not depend on the droplet size. The Sauter mean diameters 'it
we some 20% smaller than with the 2mm valve lift, at about
80am. The axial velocity of the most probable size class, that -
is 57prm, at the location of flux maxima, was about lOm/s and
the magnitude of velocity vector of about 23m/s considering
the trajectory of droplets. Reduction of the air flow rate, and
consequently the bulk air velocity in the valve gap, by a factor fl
of two did not affect the spatial distribution of liquid flux/
although there was an increase of 10% in Sauter mean
diameter. ,.

Figure 3 shows the effect of injection duration on t 2
arithmetic and Sauter mean diameters of emerging droplets,
averaged over the injection cycle, with the valve lift of 4mm- -" (b
and at Z/D = 0.075, corresponding to the location of flux peak - m
of figure 2(b). The Sauter mean diameter increased
monotonically from 75 to 100pm as the duration of injection
increased from 3 to lims and the larger difference between
arithmetic and Sauter mean diameters with increased injection
duration suggests that the relative number of large droplets
increased.

Figure 4 shows the temporal development of Sauter mean

diameter, axial velocities of three size ranges and fluxes at the
same vertical location as in figure 3 and for injection durations
of 4. 7 and lOms. The Sauter mean diameter increased
monotonically with the time elapsed from the beginning of ,A," , , M-H U. b.oa)

injection, with the largest droplets emerging at the end of the ,i.
injection cycle and their size increasing with injection
duration. The axial velocities of the large droplets were found "C)S= _'L k 1 "" • (C)
to be lower than those of the small droplets and independent
of injection duration. This temporal development of Sauter
mean diameters and size-velocity relationship is opposite to
that measured in the free unconfined spray by Hardalupas et al
(1990) and Posylkin et al (1993). The temporal development
of the liquid flux shows that the peak has been displaced -- .

towards trailing edge of the spray, as compared with Ims delay
after the spray tip arrival in the free unconfined spray of
Posylkin et al (1993). Figure 2: Spray injected with valve open: Axial distribution of

The differences between characteristics of the spray at the mean diameters, axial velocity of 571tin size class, flux and air
exit of an inlet valve and these of the free unconfined spray are velocity vectors for valve lifts of (a) 2mm (b) 4mm and (c)
likely to follow from the impingement of incident spray on the 6mm. Y/D = 1.1
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continuous and stable liquid film could cover the valve head
since the maximum film thickness would be less than 20pm

assuming that all injected fuel remained an the valve.
SM Secondary atomization by splashing would result in an eves

120- thinner estimate of film thickness, as argued in Appendix A.
and would be unstable. The droplets, produced as a result of

U'.-impingement. would be removed by the co-flowing air to
explain the temporal development of the emerging spray, figure

M 40. 4, where small droplets appeared first. With increase in
14 imjection duration and time elapsed from the start of injection,

0 impingement of droplets could occur on already wetted
0 4" 6, 8, 1'0 1'2 1'4 surfaces and to contribute to an increase of the mean

Duration of Injection [ms] diameters, as indicated by figures 3 and 4, respectively. It is
not possible to deduce from the above results the relative

Figure 3: Spray injected with valve open: Effect of injection contribution ofthe drag applied by the co-flowing air on filmsu
duration on mean diameters of droplets downstream of the as with rejection against a closed valve. and the following sub-

inet onlve. mea diamfters of drolet dowste of the =0,075 section considers this by introducing the fuel entirely as a
Diameters averaged over liection cycle . liquid streams on the surface of the valve and port walls.

3.2 Fuel Introduced on the Valve and Port Surfaces

_ 160- Figure 5 shows the effect of fuel flow rate when
. 120. 4,m

S80- 7C, introduced as a steady liquid stream on the head of the valve
-40--oIs on Sauter mean diameter, axial velocities and liquid flux of

0.4- droplets, and the spatial distribution of these parameters will

0.3 + +- 27K= be discussed in relation to figure 6. The three volumetric flow

0.1 - rates of fuel were 12, 27 and 42cc/mm and corresponded to
900 those introduced by injection with durations of 5. 10 and
600- --- 15ms. Increase in the volumetric fuel flow rate caused the
3- .--- integrated flux profiles to increase in proportion with the

0,-. amount of fuel supplied but hardly affected either the axial
0 4 8 12 16 20 velocities and Sauter mean diameters of the droplets. A three-

Elapsed Time [ms] fold increase in the fuel flow rate resulted in an increase of less
than 5% in the Sauter mean diameter. far below than that

Figure 4: Spray injected with valve opan: Temporal predicted by the relation suggested by Rizk and Lefebvre
development of Sauter mean diameter, axial velocities of 27, (1980) for pre-filming air blast atomizers. Variation in the fuel
57 and 123pm size classes and liquid flux for injection flow rate introduced on the port wall resulted in similar
durations of 4. 7 and lOms. Valve lift = 4mm Y/D = 1.1; Z/D independence of the sizes of droplets downstream of the valve.

0.075 --o-- 2,in
-.- 0-- 2'vc'inu

- 300- -- 42cc.•n

from the air in the valve gap and, hence, the time of flight from 200.

the injector to the valve, t , must be large compared to the 1_0.4

0.4-Stokes response time, r = rd 2 / I8p, where r, and d are the 0.3.
density and diameter of the liquid droplet and p. is the 0.2-
viscosity of air. Thus the Stokes number S, = tf /r should be 0.1
of the order of 10, Ingham et al. (1990), and a typical value of 100000

tf is about 3ms for the present experimental arrangement, so
that droplets larger than 20pim are incapable of satisfying the
Stokes criterion. Mis suggests that more than 90% of injected 0 .0.0 0.l 0.2 0.3 0.4
into the port flux will impinge on surfaces. The increase in size

of the droplets emerging from the valve with time elapsed from Z/D

beginning of injection could occur due to coagulation as more Figure 5: Steady liquid stream on the valve head: Effect of the
droplets are accelerated towards a narrow gap, probably with Fuel flow rate on Sauer meam diameter, axial velocity of
some formation of a liquid film It is utlikely, however, that a 147pm size class and liquid flux. Valve lift = 4mm; Y/D = 1.1
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Figure 6 shows a composite of spatial distributions of 4. CONCLUSIONS
droplet characteristics measured with liquid streams
introduced on the valve head and the wall surface at different The following is a summary of the most important
times. The volumetric flow rate of the fuel was 15cc/mm and findings:
similar to that of injected fuel with a duration of 7ms and
frequency of 10Hz, so that results can be compared with these 1. Injection with the inlet valve opan implied reduction of
of figure 2(b). The distributions of flux showed that most of the the Sauter mesm diameter of the upray from 130pm to around
spray emerged from the lower edges of the valve and seat 90pm in the valve curtain. With valve lifts larwe than 2mm.
bevels, with the attached arrows indicating the flux maxima most of the droplets emerged from the region close to the
which were located at Z/D = 0.25 and Z/D = 0.05, and at surface of the valve head at anangle of about 250 to the
angles of 50* and 400 to the horizontal axis, respectively. More horizontal axis and for the 2mm lift they emerged between
than 90% of the liquid flux emerged as droplets with Sauter angles of 10- and 700. The magnitude of velocity vector of
mean diameters larger than 200pm, increasing to about 240pm emerging droplets was around 20m/s and eect of the flow rate
at locations of flux maxima. The axial velocities at these of air on their trajectory and size was small.
location were less than 4m/s which, considering the trajectory
of droplets, led to the magnitude of velocity vector of about 2. Injection with the inlet valve opan led to mom
6m/s or 15% of that of the bulk velocity of the air in the valve diameters which increased with time from the beginning of
gap. The remained fraction of the flux emerged in the region injection. and larger droplets emerged at the end of the
around Z/D = 0.15 as smaller droplets with higher velocities, injection cycle Increase in the duration of injection from 3 to
possibly due to the stripping of the liquid upstream of the lims led to increase in the Sauter mean diameter, averaged
bevels, over the injection cycle, from 75 to 100pm.

3. The introduction of the fuel as liquid streams on the
valve and post surfaces resulted in about 90% of the flux
emerging from edges of the valve and seat bevels at angles of
500 and 400 to the horizontal axis, respectively. The Sauter
mean diameters at locations of flux maxima were around

R -H UAMJ oDl im] 240pm, almost independent of the fuel flow rate, with
magnitude of velocity vector of about 6m/s. These results are
likely to imply that initial characteristics of the spray are
unimportant for the droplets at the exit of an inlet valve with
injection with the inlet valve closed.

APPENDIX A: Estimate of surface film thickness due to the
a -impact of a single droplet.

-. ,Fuei svea on ft valave An estimate of the effect of impingement by the single
- el team w• g-droplet on the valve head on the thickness of developing liquid

film can be obtained from the energy balance before and after
the impingement and assuming first that no splashing hasFigure 6: Steady liquid stream on the valve head and port wall: occurred and that the evaporation during the period of dreplets

Axial distribution of Sauter mean diameter, axial velocity of shape transformation is negligible.
147pm size class and flux. Before the impact kinetic and surface energy of the
Valve lift = 4mm; Y/D = 1.1; Fuel flow rate = l5cc/min droplet are given by:

The above results suggest that more than 90% of fuel was (1) Ek =-p, U2( 6d 1 )
in the form of droplets with Sauter men diameters above
200inm which were swept to the edges of the valve or seat (2) E., =x d
bevels before emerging at the angles of these surfaces and with
velocities which were comparatively low since the interface where a is the surface tension of the liquid drop. After the
occurred at the intersection of liquid and air boundary layers. impingement, kinetic energy was expended to transform the
Thus, injection with the inlet valve closed is likely to imply droplet into a disc of diameter D and with surface merwy
that the initial characteristics of the spray are unimportant for (Chandra and Avedisian, 1991)
the droplets at the exit of an inlet valve.
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ASPECTS OF LEAN-BURN COMBUSTION
AND IMPUCATIONS FOR SPARK-IGNITION ENGINES

C. Arcoumanis, D. Hull, J. H. Whitelaw and H.M. Xu

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine

London, England

ABSTRACT preferable in achieving charge stratification by avoiding contact
of the spray with the surfaces of the port and cylinder head. On

Experiments have been carried out in a single-cylinder the other hand, injection against a closed valve is preferred in
spark-ignition engine and a constant-volume combustion many production engines and it is evident from the experiments
chamber to investigate various aspects of lean-burn combustion. conducted so far that injection well before intake valve opening
The engine was fuelled with gaseous propane at equivalence will enhance fuel evaporation with a number and size of
ratios of 0.7 to 0.9 and operated at 1000 rpm with two in- droplets which reduce as a function of the time spent within the
cylinder flow conditions, namely quiescent and with swirl port and on hot solid surfaces from which they can more easily
generated by a shrouded valve, whereas the constant-volume evaporate. Injection towards a closed valve just before valve
chamber employed a secondary injection system which added a opening will result in a proportion of the spray taking the farm
small amount of rich mixture in the vicinity of the spark plug, of wall liquid films which will be stripped by the slower
with the remainder of the lean mixture premixed with overall moving air stream close to the wall as the valve opens, with
equivalence ratios of 0.72, 0.39 and 0.34. The engine results consequent large and low-velocity droplets making up most of
showed an improvement on the cyclic combustion variations in the liquid content.
the presence of swirl but with limitations imposed by very lean The results and deductions swnmaised in the previous
mixtures and a small effect from the premixedness of the paragraph provide an incomplete picture of the way in which
injected fuel, while those obtained in the constant-volume the fuel enters the cylinder as a consequence of manifold
chamber demonstrated that 100% ignitability could be achieved injection and a pessimistic view, at least in the short term, of
even at equivalence ratios as low as 0.39 by the local injection the possibility of relating this information directly to the
towards the. spark plug of a small quantity of rich mixture, distribution of the fuel at the time of ignition. The experiments

presented in this paper make two related contributions to
I. INTRODUCTION understanding the consequences of fuel injection and do so

specifically in the context of lean mixtures. The first part of the
The recent trend towards manifold fuel injection and its investigation was conducted in a single-cylinder engine with

arrangement so as to provide stratification of the air-fuel injection of gaseous fuel at equivalence ratios of 0.7 to 0.9 and
mixture has been documented in several references including two in-cylinder flow conditions, namely quiescent and shroud-
those of Quader (1982), Horie et al (1992), and Kiyota et al generated swirl. The second part was carried out in a constant-
(1992). It involves injection of liquid fuel over a crank-angle volume chamber in which a small proportion of the total fuel/air
interval of around 90 degrees, in either a sequential or parallel mixture was injected towards the spark plug with the remainder
mode. There remains considerable uncertainty about the of the mixture premixed with overall equivalence ratios of 0.72,
preferred timing not least because measurements of the 0.39 and 0.34. The engine results showed an improvement on
concentration of fuel within the cylinder at the time of ignition the cyclic combustion variations in the presence of swirl but
remain small in number and of uncertain accuracy. More with limitations imposed by very lean mixtures and a small
information is available of the immediate consequences of port effect from the premixedness of injected fuel. Those obtained in
injection as a result of experiments such as those performed by the constant-volume chamber demonstrated that 100%
Posylkin, Taylor and Whitelaw (1994) and Vannobel, Robart, ignitability can be achieved with an overall equivalence ratio of
Dementhon and Whitelaw (1994) which show that the 0.39 and local mixture stratification; obviously, this represents
characteristics of the spray matter little except where injection a remote target for port-injected spark-ignition engines but
takes place towards an open inlet valve. In this case, and every effort should be made to optimise fuel injection, local
provided the spray is charactesised by a small Sauter mean flow conditions and ignition in order to extend the present
diameter, late injection with a fully open valve may be air/fuel ratio limit of 25 in production engines even further.
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2. ENGINE, CONSTANT-VOLUME CHAMBER AND Table I Operating characteristics of the Fiat research engine
INSTRUMENTATION

Bore 79.5 mmn
The single-cylinde engine. Fig. 1, has been described Bo5

previously by Vafidis, Whitelaw and Xu (1992), Whitelaw and S 14.0 mm

Xu (1993) and Whitelaw and Xu (1994) and has the Conecting rod lea& 145.0 mm

characteristics shown on Table 1. It was designed and Cleasnesheight 7.6 oro

constructed by Centro Richerche Fiat with provision for optical Inlet valve opens 50 BT1C
access through the piston and through two windows located in I v closes 2250  ATDC
the cylinder liner. Exhaust valve opens 2250 BTDC

Gaseous propane was supplied to the engine at Exhaust valve closes s0 ATDC
equivalence ratios of 0.7-0.9, defined in terms of the fuel and E se10 rpm
air charged during each cycle in either of the two ways, i.e., Mean piston speed 2.87 m/s
port injection or premixed. In the first case, a specially designed Volumetric efficiency 0.72
injector was located at a position typical of port-injection Fuel injection senys 30 .AT7engines, and commenced injection at 300 CA after TDC of Feition stats20 0 A TC

induction. In the second case, propane was supplied at the entry Nonmal Equivalence ratio 0.7-0.9
of an extended manifold of 0.6 m length at a steady flow rate,
the manifold was baffled and contained wirewool which helped
to achieve premixed fuel and air with small turbulent scales. The flow generated by the cylinder head was first

The engine was operated at part load with volumetric characterised in a steady flow rig with a shrouded intake valve
efficiency (Tiv) of 0.72, in skip firing mode which comprised selected to alter the intake flow pattern. The velocity and
five firing cycles followed by ten motored cycles in order to turbulence levels in the vicinity of the spark plug at the time of
ensure the integrity of the engine optical components, and the ignition during engine operation were quantified by laser
water temperature was controlled at 323*K for the same reason. Doppler velocimetry with light scattered from 0.56 pun diameter
Whitelaw and Xu (1993) showed that with the above mixture zirconium dioxide particles introduced into the inlet manifold.
preparation system the first 'firing' cycle tended to be a misfire The steady flow tests showed that the inlet flow in the
and the second a fast-burning cycle caused by the residual cylinder was symmetrical about the diameter of the intake valve
unburned fuel from the first cycle so that the results discussed centre (Whitelaw and Xu, 1993c) in the case of the
here are those from cycles 3, 4 and 5, which are believed to be conventional non-shrouded intake valve, with almost zero swirl
representative of the combustion process in continuous firing (Table 2, case CV) and a weak tumble motion which originated
cycles, from the off-center intake valve position, with a tumble vortex

, /
I Ex

I 5 ~~SPIy. '

I ~ 4/

I / !/

,,-\ /-"/---- --------"- . . ..- "- - - -- - B o-

Figure I The single cylinder research engine and a bottom view of the combustion chamber.
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Table 2 Characteristics of in-cylinder flow shrouded valve (case SV-S), the convection velocity in the
Intake vicinity of the spark plug was 1.4-2.1 Vp, or 4-6 m/s, which is

tale CV SV-V close to the 3-5 m/s recommended by Pischinger and Heywood
(1991). The turbulence intensity, represented by the spatially-

averaged rms velocities, was 0.9-1.0 Vp, i.e., about 30 % higher
than that with the non-shrouded valve.

Conf. The constant-volume chamber is that previously described
by Arcoumanis and Bae (1992) and by Arcoumanis, Hull and
Whitelaw (1994) and is shown in Fig. 2 together with the

__ i, mechanical device which allowed the injection of a small
- quantity of a mixture of propane and air with slightly rich

RS MO 2.1 concentration into the chamber. The volume of the vessel is 59
cm3 and is equipped with two ports for the introduction of the

TVRo 0.58 0.83 mlxture, a port for the spark plug and windows which allow
observation of the flame kernel and its propagation. The

Mean* consequences of gas motion, caused by the tangential entry of
Velocity 0.35-0.4 Vp 1.42.1 Vp the mixture and the time allowed for the flow to transcend to
Rms* quiescent state, were quantified by Arcoumanis and Bae (1992).

Velocity 0.70-0.75 Vp 0.90-1.0 Vp Here a mixture of propane and air with an equivalence ratio of
* measured at the location of the spark plug gap, 310-330 0CA 1.1 and a volume of 10 cm3 was injected through one of the

ports towards the spark plug at times corresponding_ to those of
ratio TVRo (Arcoumanis et al, 1990) of 0.6. With the shrouded Arcounmanis and Bae (1992) and with the duration of injection
intake valve, a swirl ratio of 2.1 was generated by aligning the as a variable. The mixture was ignited with a conventional
shroud bisecting line perpendicular to the cylinder diameter spark plug of 1.6 ms duration and 15 mJ energy output (NGK
through the intake valve centre and the tumble motion was also BPR5ES) using a commercial automotive ignition system.
enhanced (Table 2, case SV-S). The swirl inclination angle was The present investigation focuses on ultra lean air-fuel
calculated to be approximately 20 deg, compared with the 30-45 ratios between 22 and 54, corresponding to equivalence ratios
deg found to be most beneficial in the four-valve pent-roofed from those of the engine 0.7-0.9 down to 0.29, where this is
Toyota lean burn engine (Furuno et al, 1992). defined in terms of the total quantity of fuel and air, that is the

Velocity measurements obtained at the location of the content of the initially quiescent mixture plus that of the rich
spark plug gap in the motored engine, supported the results of local' jet. Results are presented in terms of ignitability, time to
the steady flow tests and are summarised briefly in Table 2, burn as deduced from the pressure signal, and mass fraction
which indicates that flow field in the cylinder at the time of burned and are complemented by photographs of the
ignition with the non-shrouded valve (case CV) was nearly propagation of the flame front which were obtained with a
quiescent with turbulence levels of 0.7-0.75 Vp. For the single-shot shadowgraphy system.

TT R0

FRONT VIEW

Figure 2 Diagram of the constant-volume combustion chamber.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows typical pressure traces in the Fiat engine for
mixtures of equvalence ratio 0.9 and 0.7, with each represented #= .9
by 15 cycles. Compared with the case of 0.9, the burning rate . "' ":
with the leaner mixture was slower with the maximum pressure . . s
reduced by approximately 35%. Cyclic variations appear to be
more evident at the later stages of the combustion process for 4-oi
the leaner mixture, in support of the suggestion of Stone et al
(1992) that the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP)
should be included in the evaluation of the cyclic variability, as
shown in Fig. 4. With the leaner equivalence ratio, the spread
of the peak pressure decreases with its mean magnitude, and
the relative deviation increases rapidly, Fig. 4a. The
equivalence ratio at which the relative peak pressure spread Figure 3 Typical in-cylinder pressure tracs of lean
reaches 10% is about 0.8 and 0.75 for the no swirl case and combustion with equivalence ratio of 0.9 and 0.7
swirl case, respectively. IMEP, which defines the indicated (n=1000 rpm, rlv-0.72, no-swirl).
work per cycle, has a direct relationship with engine torque and
vehicle driveability problems usually result when COVi-, especially in the presence of shroud-generated swirl. This is
exceeds about 10% (Heywood, 1988). Fig. 4b shows that the because the cyclic variability in the Fiat engine seems to be
cyclic variability of IMEP deteriorates rapidly for lean mixtures dominated by other factors such as the velocity fluctuations and
especially for equivalence ratios lower than 0.8 and reaches residual gas dilution.
10% at an equivalence ratio of about 0.73 without swirl and it is evident from the above results that an improvement
0.68 with swirl. Therefore, IMEP seems to provide in the combustion of lean mixtures for this engine can be
complementary information about the lean limit to that of the achieved by introducing swirl but not beyond an equivalence
peak cylinder pressure. ratio of 0.68, corresponding to an air-fuel ratio of 23. With

It is well known that the influence of mixture preparation gaseous fuel there is also very little possibility of achieving
on combustion is more important for lean mixtures (Peters and charge stratification at the time of ignition even if it were
Quader, 1978), but the extent of its effect seems to vary from known that stratification is necessary to improve operation with
one engine to another. The cyclic variations measured with the very lean mixtures. With liquid fuel and port injection, attempts
homogenous premixed mixture in the extended manifold, Fig.5, have been made, to achieve stratification as for example by
are little different from those with port fuel injection, Quader(1982),Vannobeletal(1994)andPosylkinetal(t994)

~~~~~~~. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

"6 0.67-07
4 CV 11.,0"72 4 *,0 0.4

"* Sv-S eigU•Ml 0 CV

3 U SV-S 7I,=MB1 0.3

2 0.2

0.20 o0.1

C tv
E 0.16 0

9 > 10 P
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9J 0.10 -

0.06 1.....
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
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Figure 4 The cylic variations of peak pressure (a) and IMEP (b) of the engine as a
function of mixture equivalence ratio, with the conditions of no swirl and swirl
(n-1000 rpm, nv=0.72).
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Figure 5 Consequence of mixture preparation as cyclic variations (n=1000
rpm, rlv•0.72, ý0.7).

to distribute vaporised fuel, small droplets and large droplets by been shown that 100% ignitability can be achieved with an
taking advantage of large scale motions such as swirl and overall equivalence of 0.39 when 15 % of the fuel is injected as
tumble, even if the degree of stratification of the vaporised fuel a mixture of equivalence ratio 1. 1 over a period of 110 ms inat the time of ignition is a matter for conjecture. For gaseous the vicinity of the spark plug and with the remainder of thefuels, the stratification of the charge, if there is any, is mainly fuel/air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 0.25. Fig. 6 shows
presented as heterogeneous rich mixture pockets resulting from the variation of gas pressure with time for four overallincomplete premixedness due to the physical properties of the equivalence ratios and in one case without local injection of the
gas (Zhao et al, 1994), and the subsequent influence on small quantity of rich mixture. It is evident that the igmtability
combustion is relatively small. An alternative approach is to falls off rapidly below an equivalence ratio of 0.39 although this
maintain a homogeneous lean charge as in the present engine value may be further reduced by more careful optimisation of
experiment and to add a small quantity of a richer mixture close the rich mixture injection. Also, the maximum pressure isto the spark plug at the time of ignition. considerably enhanced by the rich charge even at an

This alternative approach of direct fuel injection locally equivalence ratio of 0.72 and it can be conjectured that this istowards the spark gap has been examined by Arcoumanis, Hull due to an improvement in the stability of the flame kernel and
and Whitelaw (1994) in the constant-volume chamber and it has in the consistency of its growth.

30 , 1 O 20 1 1 1 I
25 Injection .X t

,020 1 ./

70 Ite/tS20 -/ No injection

1• 5 -

0I .. 1
U / IIII

. 1 0 110

/0 - No injection
A.4 5

4

0
0 10 20 30 400 0 o 50 100 150 200 250 300

Time(ms) e to Burn (rmae)
(a) Overall improvement at (%=0.72 (b) Improvement in Lean Limit
(Injection: 1800 orient, 1mm port, um=8m/s, (T=120 0C, w ulmm, Pi=6bar, 1800 orient)
T=1200 C, Pi=6bar, injection in direction of bulk
flow, w=lmm, 10cc injected. No injection: 00
orient, um-=22m/s, T=1200C, w-lmm, Pi=6bar)

Figure 6 Pressure traces from the combustion chamber with and without local
stratification of the charge.
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Figure 7 Shadowgraphs of flame kernel growth in the constant volume

chamber. (a) 4i=0.72, no additional injection (b) 0=0.72. with local injection.
(c) 4=0.39. with injection

The photographs of Fig 7 confirm the conjecture of the burning rates which sustained less cyclic variations of

previous paragraph in that the growth of the flame kernel in the combustion with the COVmCp reduced by approximately 30%.

case of local rich mixture injection is greatly enhanced during The lean burn limit at which the COVimep reached 10% was

the initial stage of combustion and produces a more convoluted extended from an equivalence ratio of about 0.73 without swirl

flame front in the two cases presented. corresponding to overall to 0.68 with swirl.

equivalence ratios of 0.72 and 0.39. 2. With gaseous port fuel injection, the influence of fuel

preparation on the combustion cYclic variability was small and
the effect of stratification not evident, which prevented further

extension of the lean burn limit by means of intake-generated

Experiments in a single-cyliihder spark-ignition engine swirl.

with gaseous port fuel injection and in a constant-volume 3. The experiments performed in the constant-volume

chamber with secondary direct mixture injection towards the combustion chamber showed the clear advantages of the local

spark plug revealed the following: injection near the spark plug of a small quantity of slightly rich

I. The high convection velocity and fluctuation intensity mixture into a mixture of very low overall equivalence ratio.

in the engine with shroud-generated swirl resulted in fast The lean limit has been extended to 0.39 ith 100% ignitability
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and even greater improvements seem possible with further H. (1993), "Toyota Lean Combustion System-The Third
optimisation of the position of the rich mixture relative to the Generation System, *SAE paper 930873.
electrode orientation and of injection duration relative to the PETERS, B. D., AND QUADER, A. A. (1978), "Wetting the
spark timing and ignition energy distribution. Appetite of Saprk Ignition Engines for Lean Combustion, " SAE

paper 780234.
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COMPARISON OF IN-CYLINDER SCAVENGING FLOWS IN A
TWO-STROKE CYCLE ENGINE UNDER
MOTORED AND FIRED CONDITIONS

P.C. Miles, R.M. Green, and P.O. Witze

Combustion Research Facility
Sandia National Laboratories

Livermore, CA 94551-0969 USA

ABSTRACT associated with chemical methods of generating particles, and
increased engine wear due to abrasion.

The in-cylinder flow field of a loop-scavenged, two-stroke Although obtaining velocity measurements in a motored
engine has been characterized using laser Doppler velocimetry. engine is considerably easier than obtaining the corresponding
The radial component of gas velocity was measured along the fired measurements, it is not clear that the motored data provide
axis of the cylinder for both motored and fired operation. an accurate representation of the flow field under firing
Measurements were obtained under conditions simulating both conditions. Studies comparing motored and fired data in a four-
crankcase and external blower driven scavenging. Mean profiles stroke cycle engine have observed large differences in both
of the radial velocity show marked differences in the global flow mean velocities (e.g., Baritaud et al. (1986)) and turbulent
structure between motored and fired operation for both intensities (e.g., Witze et al. (1989)) between motored and fired
scavenging methods. These differences persist throughout the operation. Because engine performance in two-stroke cycle
scavenging process and survive compression of the fresh charge. engines is strongly influenced by the scavenging process,
Root mean square (rms) velocity fluctuations near TDC were accurate knowledge of the mean flow during scavenging is,
also determined, and significant differences between motored arguably, of greater importance than knowledge of the mean
and fired operation are observed. The rms fluctuations are found flow field in a four-stroke engine. There are several factors that
to correlate well with the mean shear during compression. may be expected to cause differences in the mean scavenging

flow field between motored and fired operation. Perhaps of
greatest importance is the difference in fluid properties of the

L INTRODUCTION fresh mixture and the residual gas in the combustion chamber.
Under fired operation, the jets of fresh charge issuing from the

The experimental investigation of the in-cylinder flow intake ports typically have a density 60% higher than the
field in an internal combustion engine is often performed under residual gas (Blair, 1990). Similarly, the viscosity of the residual
motored conditions for a variety of reasons. Early studies gas is over twice that of the fresh charge. With motored
employing hot-wire anemometry to measure the fluid velocity operation, the 'residual' gas may actually be cooler than the fresh
were obviously restricted to motored operation due to the charge due to heat transfer during the compression and
inability of the probe to survive the harsh combustion expansion portions of the cycle. Concomitantly, the fresh charge
environment. Similarly, engine simulation rigs used for research is characterized by a lower density and higher viscosity than the
purposes are often not designed to withstand fired operation. residual gas. Clearly, conditions for the dynamical similarity of
Because of significant experimental advantages, studies under the motored and fired flow fields are not satisfied. In addition,
motored conditions continue to be made despite the use of pressure waves in the exhaust and intake manifold are known to
optical diagnostic methods in engines capable of fired operation. affect the scavenging flows. Under fired conditions, both the
Principally, concern over the survival of the windows which magnitude and phasing of these pressure waves can differ from
allow optical access into the cylinder motivates this tendency to motored conditions; consequently, the scavenging flow fields
avoid fired operation. Under fired conditions, peak in-cylinder may differ as well.
pressures and temperatures are considerably higher than under Experimental studies comparing motored and fired flow
motored conditions, and the mechanical and thermal stress velocities in the intake and exhaust passages of a Schnlrle
induced on the windows is correspondingly higher. In addition, (loop) scavenged, two-stroke engine have been performed by
the windows tend to foul more rapidly with combustion, lkeda et al. (1991) and Ohira et al. (1993). Tese studies report
necessitating their frequent removal for cleaning. Finally, for large differences in both the magnitude and phasing of the peaks
most optical velocimetry techniques, it is necessary to introduce in velocity. Obokata et al. (1987,1988) have measured mean
seed particles into the flow in order to obtain the measurement, velocities and turbulence intensities inside the clearance volume
If measurements are desired throughout the engine cycle, these of a modified Schntlrle-scavenged motorcycle engine. Mean
particles must survive the combustion process. This requirement velocities were found to be strongly dependent on whether or
precludes the use of many non-abrasive or low-density particles, not the engine was fired, although turbulence intensities and
such as oil droplets or latex spheres. The commonly used characteristic time scales near the time of ignition were not
refractory particles present additional concerns--notably the found to vary significantly between motored and fired operation.
difficulty of dispersing dry powders, the corrosive by-products None of these previous studies reported measurements of the
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flow field in the volume swept by the piston, which largely Table I Engine Characteristics
determines the effectiveness of the scavenging process.

In this paper we report in-cylinder velocity measurements
obtained in the controlled environment of a single-cylinder, Type: Single cylinder, two stroke
SchnUrle-scavenged research engine. The intent of this work is w/ piston-conuolled porting
to identify large-scale, global differences in the scavenging flow Bore: 94.4 mm
fields associated with motored and fired operation. Stroke: 95.3 mm
Measurements are reported for simulations of both blower and Clearance Height: 9.5 mm
crankcase scavenging to illustrate the relative sensitivity of each Comp. Ratio (Geom.): 11.0
scavenging method to the mode of operation. Because Comp. Ratio (Eff.): 6.0
turbulence levels at the time of ignition can significantly affect Intake Port Opens: 120 CAD
combustion performance, and because the generation of Intake Port Closes: 240 CAD
turbulence ib determined by the mean shear, we also examine Exhaust Port Opens: 90 CAD
differences in rms velocity fluctuations during the compression Exhaust Port Closes: 270 CAD
process for both modes of operation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION Table 2 Engine Operating Conditions

2.1 Engine

The engine used in this study is a modified Cooperative Engine speed: 800 RPM

Lubrication Research (CLR) engine, in which the head was Fuel: Propane (homogeneous charge)

removed and replaced by an extended cylinder assembly (Fig. 1) Equivalence Ratio: 1.0

containing a liner with intake and exhaust port openings. An Delivery ratio: 0.3 -0.85 (variable)

extended piston was mounted to the top of the CLR piston. The Firing strategy: Burst fired

intake transfer passages and port geometries were designed to Firng sequence: 13 cycles fired

impart a Schntrle-loop directional characteristic to the flow as it 27 cycles motored

enters the cylinder through the scavenge ports. The cylinder Ignition timing (1st fired cycle): 7.5 BTC

head supported a window located above a pancake shaped Ignition timing (other cycles): 22.5 BTC

combustion chamber of the same diameter as the cylinder bore.
To reduce the maximum flame-travel distance across the
combustion chamber, the spark plug was mounted in the center Exhaust
of the piston crown. An AVL Model QC42D-E piezo-electric
pressure transducer was mounted in the head to monitor the in- Tra
cylinder pressure, and the crankshaft was instrumented with a Passage
shaft encoder with 0.5 crank angle degree (CAD) resolution.
The important geometric characteristics of the engine are
summarized in Table 1.

The engine operating conditions used in this study are Extended =
summarized in Table 2. To achieve realistic scavenging Piston . . Extended
conditions while reducing the thermal loading of the window, Piston
we adopted a "burst-fired" ignition strategy, wherein the engine Intake Cyine
was fired on 13 consecutive cycles followed by 27 consecutive Assembly
cycles of motored operation. The first cycles of the fired burst T ra nsf e r
exhibited transients in the mean peak cylinder pressure and in Pass age
the crank-angle of peak pressure. By the tenth cycle, however,
the statistics of peak pressure and the crank angle of peak
pressure had converged to relatively constant levels, indicating
that quasi-steady conditions of fired operation had been reached.
Velocity measurements were therefore obtained from the
scavenging portions of cycles 9-13. for a total of 5 CLR
representative fired cycles per burst. Measurements of twenty Piston CLR
such bursts were obtained for a total of 100 engine cycles. The
motored velocity measurements were also obtained over Crankcase
approximately 100 engine cycles.

The engine configuration described above was used for
both the crankcase and blower scavenging methods. To simulate
blower scavenging, fresh mixture was supplied through a critical
orifice to large-diameter supply lines which served as a high-
volume plenum. Pressure fluctuations due to wave dynamic
effects were damped by elbows and a honeycomb section in the
supply lines; the pressure at the intake ports was thus maintained
at a reasonably constant level throughout the time that the intake
ports were open. To simulate crankcase scavenging, the orifice Figure I Two-stroke optical research engine.
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metering the flow into the plenum was removed, and a second 50 MHz for a measurement bandwidth of -25 to 130 m/s. The
orifice inserted between the plenum and the intake manifold filtered signals were processed with a counter type processor
(Fig. 2). In this case, the flow into the manifold caused an (TSI 1990C), which was operated in a single-measurement-per-
increase in the pressure at the ports while the intake ports were burst mode and set to count the time for 8 fringes with a 1%
closed. Upon opening of the intake ports. the gas in the manifold validation criterion. Velocity data and simultaneous crank angle
was rapidly discharged into the cylinder, simulating the initial readings were transferred to a laboratory computer using a
blowdown period of a crankcase scavenged engine. For the DOSTEK 1400A interface.
remaining portion of the scavenging process, the mass flow rate Measurements of the radial component of velocity were
through the intake ports was low due to the restriction of the obtained along the cylinder centerline at 12 axial locations
orifice. The volume of the intake manifold was tailored to obtain spaced 8.0 mm apart. The uppermost measurement location was
an intake port pressure history typical of crankcase scavenging. 4.0 mm below the inner surface of the window, and the lowest
Additional details of the engine, its operation, and the location was approximately 13 mm above the piston crown at
simulation of blower and crankcase scavenging are described by bottom center. The axial coordinate z identifying these locations
Miles et al. (1994). has its origin at the inner surface of the window. The measured

radial component of velocity lies in the plane of symmetry
defined by the cylinder port geometry; this plane is shown by

2,2 Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) the dashed line in Fig. 2. Velocities in this plane are identified as
positive when the flow is towards the exhaust port. The

Measurements of the in-cylinder radial velocity velocity/crank-angle pairs obtained were sorted by crank angle
component were obtained with a custom-built fiber-optic LDV into bins 2 CAD wide for computation of the velocity statistics.
probe. In the configuration used in this work, a 310 mm focal Results are reported only for those data obtained when the
length transmitting lens focused the beams to measured waist distance from the probe volume to the ground electrode of the
diameters of 52 lim at the LDV probe volume. Such tightly spark plug exceeded 3.6 nun or. equivalently, 7.0rmi from the
focused waists were required in order to obtain sufficient signal piston crown. Due to noise associated with light scattered from
levels with the backscatter collection geometry employed. The these surfaces, the data obtained closer to the piston are not
beam spacing in the probe head was 50.0 mm, giving a fringe considered to be reliable.
spacing of 3.21 lim with the green line (514.5 rim) of an Argon LDV seed particles were generated from the high-
ion laser. A differential frequency shift of 10 MHz was used, temperature thermal decomposition of titanium tetra-
and the Doppler signals were band-pass filtered between 2 and isopropoxide (TrIP), using an apparatus similar to that

described by Okuyama et al. (1986). Although we have not yet
characterized the output of the seeder, we were able to obtain
large, relatively stable quantities of TiO2 with, judging from the

Intake LDV signal, a reasonably narrow size distribution. As seen in

Orifice - Fig. 3, the seeder is a simple device wherein nitrogen gas is

(for Crankcas Exhaust passed over a heated pool of liquid TrlP in a closed evaporator,
Pressure such that the gas leaving the evaporator is saturated with TriP

.-cavenging Transducer vapor. The mixture then passes through a high temperature
only) reactor where the decomposition reaction takes place. It is

important to ensure that the reactor temperature remains high
enough and the mixture residence time long enough to react the
greater part of the TTIP vapor. Otherwise, condensation

"Exhaust Exhaust downstream tends to cause flow blockage. This seeder has
several important advantages: 1) the TiO2 particles are well

Seed 
Heating Element

<•--q Reactor, T-750 K

Evaorator
N2  TW K

Plane of • 0ntk

Symmetry Pressure InsulationTransducer

FIgure 2 Plan view of the port layout and manifolding. Figure 3 LDV seed particle generator
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dispersed and further agglomeration can be minimized by the Flird 15 (nV- ) Moord
addition of diluents downstream of the seeder; 2) particle size
appears to be controllable via TIP vapor concentration and/or 100 100 -

residence time in the reactor; 3) chemical by-products of the
decomposition reaction are relatively innocuous-H20 and 1]
C3H6; 4) the seeder can operate at extremely low flow rates; 5)
the seeder can be designed to dispense seed into high pressu.,e U
systems; and 6) by substituting the appropriate metal alkoxide
feedstock it may also be possible to produce suitable A120 3 and
Sib 2 particles. At present, the major disadvantage appears to be
plugging of the tubing between the evaporator and the reactor i
after a few hours of operation. We are encouraged by our
experiences with this type of seeder and believe that it warrants
further deve' it.

110 110 -

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comparison of the mean radial velocity profiles under
motored and fired conditions is presented for both crankcase and
blower scavenging, for a single delivery ratio of 0.6. For
organizational purposes, the cycle is divided into periods which
are discussed separately: cylinder blowdown, 90-120 CAD;
early scavenging, 120-150 CAD; mid-scavenging, 150-210 _
CAD; late scavenging, 210-270 CAD; and compression, 270-
360 CAD.

3.1 Mean Velocity Profiles - Crakcake Scavenging FIgure 4 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during

The crankcase scavenged radial velocity profiles during cylinder blowdown for crankcase scavenged operation.

blowdown at selected crank angles are shown in Fig. 4. The
profiles are quite different throughout the blowdown period, as
might be expected. Early in the blowdown period, at 100 CAD,
the fired velocity profiles show a strong, positive flow toward
the exhaust port. As the blowdown period progresses, the
positive flow rapidly reverses and a negative radial velocity is Fired 50 (NVs) Motored
established along much of the cylinder centerline. This negative 130 130
velocity is likely caused by a backflow from the exhaust -- -

manifold into the cylinder due to the cylinder volume expansion
associated with piston motion, and persists until the intake ports
open (IPO) and the scavenging process begins. In contrast, the
motored profile shows a pronounced in-flow at 100 CAD, again
due to a backflow from the exhaust manifold. These negative
velocities, however, are much larger than those seen at later
crank-angles for fired operation. Later in the blowdown process,
negative velocities persist in the central and upper portion of the
cylinder, but a positive flow is established near the piston top. `.
By 110 CAD a tumble vortex, rotating counter-clockwise from
the point of view of Fig. 4, appears to have been established in
the lower portion of the cylinder. This apparent tumble motion 140 -140

changes little until IPO. __ -
During the early portion of the scavenging process --

(Fig. 5), the fired mean velocity profiles rapidly become positive -

in the upper portion of the cylinder, such that the flow is U
characterized by a dominant tumble vortex rotating clockwise U
(130 CAD). The velocities near the top of the cylinder continue
to increase, and the center of the tumble motion moves toward -7
the piston top, until a positive radial flow has been established
along the entire centerline. By 140 CAD, this positive flow
profile is of nearly uniform magnitude. The motored profiles, .. -.
however, continue to display a counter-clockwise rotation near
the bottom of the cylinder, and establishment of strong, positive
radial velocities near the top of the cylinder is delayed until Figure 5 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during early
approximately 130 CAD. From this point, radial velocities in the scavenging for crankcase scavenged operationl
central portion of the cylinder gradually become positive, and
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Fired 10 (mvs) Motored Throughout the middle portion of the scavenging period
(Fig. 6) the differences between the fired and motored profiles

lea ISO 1persist. For fired operation the radial velocities decrease rapidly,
and by 180 CAD (bottom center) the profile is still uniformly
positive, although with much lower velocities. Thereafter, the
flow becomes more complex, with diminishing velocities in all
but the upper regions of the cylinder. For motored operation, the

- -clockwise tumble motion seen low in the cylinder does not
change initially, but then moves upward as indicated in the
profile shown for 180 CAD. Beyond 180 CAD, the tumble
motion is generally centered in the cylinder and changes little
thereafter.

------- During the latter portion of the scavenging process
(Fig. 7), the fired velocity profiles can not be simply
characterized, but do become uniformly positive and remain so

Figure 6 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during mid- until just before exhaust port closure. As seen in the profile
scavenging for crankcase scavenged operation. shown at 240 CAD, the velocity profiles during this period

exhibit a maximum near the top of the cylinder, and a secondary
maximum near the piston top which may be indicative of a
piston driven flow out the exhaust port. In contrast, the motored
profiles during this period continue to be characterized by a

Fired 5 (nis) Motored dominant clockwise tumble motion which remains roughly
centered in the volume.240 •240 Finally, during compression (Fig. 8) both the fired and
motored flow fields are well characterized by a dominantZ n -clockwise tumble vortex. However, the mean velocity gradients
in the axial direction are everywhere greater for the motored
profiles.

3,2 Mean Velocity Profiles - Blower Scavenging

The blower scavenged radial velocity profiles during
. I - blowdown are shown in Fig. 9. For fired operation, the profiles

Figure 7 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during late Fired 15 (nis) Motored
scavenging for crankcase scavenged operation. 10 - 100

Fired 5 (m/s) Motored
300 3W0

I _ _ _ =o 1_
110 IIII -7

Figure 8 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during
compression for crankcase scavenged operation. -.

the positive velocities low in the cylinder diminish. By 140
CAD, only the lowest axial location exhibits a negative radial Figure 9 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during
velocity. cylinder blowdown for blower scavenged operation.
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Fired 20 (W~s) Motored Fired 10 (Mfe) Motored

110130; 240 117 o1]

140 40
_____ II FIgure 12 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during late

scavenging for blower scavenged operation.

Firedre 10(5)Mtoe I[ (Mfg [otre

~~Figur 13 Mean radial velocity profiles measured duringeal
scompeessio for blower scavenged operation.

period. In contrast, the motored profile changes little during this
period, and strong positive velocities are not observed at any
location on the cylinder centerline.

--- -- -1 P 11]=Wq By 180 CAD the fired and motored profiles are somewhat
comparable. The tumble motion characterizing the fired profile
is no longer apparent (Fig. 11), and a positive radial velocity is

Figure 11 Mean radial velocity profiles measured during mid- observed at all axial locations throughout the remainder of the
scavenging for blower scavenged operation. mid-scavenging period. For motored operation, the profile is

also generally positive by bottom center, and remains so for the
remainder of this period. During the late scavenging period
(Fig. 12), the fired and motored profiles both exhibit a radial

are quite similar to those observed with crankcase scavenging, velocity maxima in the upper region of the cylinder, although
although larger negative velocities are observed prior to intake the profiles differ in detail. Such a rough, qualitative similarity
port opening. Under motored operation, the earlier discussion of holds until exhaust port closure.
the crankcase scavenged profiles applies, although a surprising It is clear, however, that despite the rough similarity seen
difference is observed near the top of the cylinder where in the centerline profiles during the late scavenging process, the
positive radial velocities are seen throughout the latter half of over-all flow fields must have been dramatically different to
the blowdown period under blower scavenged operation. give rise to the compression profiles shown in Fig. 13. Under

In the early scavenging period, the radial profiles for fired fired operation, the profile is clearly dominated by a tumble
and motored operation remain different (Fig. 10), and are quite vortex and characterized by high shear. In contrast, the motored
distinct from the corresponding crankcase scavenged profiles profile appears far less linear and is characterized by velocities
(Fig. 5). The fired profile is characterized by a well-defined of considerably lesser magnitude than the corresponding fired
tumble vortex that continues to build strength throughout this velocities.
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3.3 RMS Vedty Fluctualom 4A SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Rms fluctuations in velocity during compression, from Measurements of the radial component of velocity along
270 CAD to 330 CAD, are shown in Fig. 14 for the upper three the cylinder centerline in a two-stroke engine have been
measurement locations under crankcase scavenging conditions. obtained for simulations of blower and crankcase scavenging
Despite the larger axial gradients in the radial velocity under motored and fired operation. Mean profiles of the radial
component seen in Fig. 8, the rmis fluctuations observed during component of velocity are reported at selected crank angles, and
this period are similar for motored and fired operation at these nms velocity fluctuations during the compression process are
locations. Under blower scavenged conditions (Fig. 15), also presented.
however, the effect of the large mean shear observed for fired Significant differences in the mean velocity profiles for
operation (Fig. 13) is manifested in the observed fluctuating motored and fired conditions indicate that the general nature of
velocities at all of the measurement locations shown. the in-cylinder flow is changed dramatically. These differences

are observed for both blower and crankcase driven scavenging,
and persist throughout the compression process. Rums velocity

6 fluctuations near top center are also affected, and are found to
Crankcase Scavenging correlate reasonably well with the mean shear observed during

5 the compression stroke.
In general, we conclude that the scavenging flow field for

motored operation is not representative of the flow field in a
(A4 fired engine. Realistic measurements of the in-cylinder

scavenging flow field of two-stroke engines can only be assured
by running the engine in a steady or quasi-steady fired mode.

" 3 ,,Finally, we caution against forming universal conclusions
about the relative differences in the motored and fired flow

ý0 2fields under blower and crankcase driven scavenging, based
X- 2solely on the limited data presented here. For example, in

contrast to the similar rms velocity fluctuations shown in Fig.
1 14, we observe significant differences in the motored and fired

rms velocities during the compression stroke for crankcase
scavenging at other delivery ratios.

01
270 280 290 300 310 320 330
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PARTICLE FLOW DIAGNOSIS IN POWDER INJECTION LASER ALLOYING PROCESS
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1. Introduction transverse direction of about a few 104 W/cm 2 on a

The development of laser cladding and alloying typically 4 x 10mm2 surface (figure 2)[1].

techniques is of great importance in many industrial
fields, particularly in the aeronautical industry which
makes a great use of aluminium alloys, as that process 12
allows the improvement of the surface properties of
materials like resistance to wear. corrosion and
oxidation. The reasons of this interest lie in the high 10 -
quenching rate. the good fusion banding and the 9-
localized heating which reduce the thermal distorsions
and the size of the heat affected zone.
The process may be performed by either preplacing the
powder on the substrate or blowing the powder into the
laser-generated molten pool. It can also be done by
applying the clad material as a wire sheet or plas. ý,
spraycoat or electroplate coal. The blown powder
process is preferable to the preplaced powder
technique, in so far as the shape of the clad and the 2-
level of dilution are easier to control (11. 1 -

0 1 2 3 4 5

High ec nf 50ix(mmpower
laser
beam 

.

/ 15amm

F- U, Ax Substrafte

VT (processing speed) Fig 2: Laser beam analysis

in the interaction zone
Fig I : The laser cladding set-up

As shown on figure 1, the alloyed layer is created by High power laser beam analysis is performed by an
injecting powder into the laser melted surface with an appropriate device which is mainly constituted by a
angle 0 around 50* defined from horizontal. The C02 rotating hollow cylinder with 40 gm diameter holes
source is a 22 kW U.T.I.L laser. The incident beam is regularly spaced in screw. During laser irradiation,
homogenized through a kaleidoscope device which each hole takes a part of the incident laser beam which
permits delivery of an energy distribution in the is focused on pyro-electric detectors (. = 10.6 gtm).
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Considering hole location and rotative speed of the both mean and rms values of the axial component of
cylinder (50 cm in diameter), the whole intensity gas velocity in abscence of metallic powders are
distribution in the interaction area is achieved by this carried out.
well-tried apparatus 12, 3]. This original optical device
allows effective shaping of the 22 kW laser beam with 2.1. Experimental set-up
a symmetric distribution of power density.

Velocity measurements are performed using a
The C02 laser sources usually devoted to laser surface one-component Laser Doppler Anemometer operating
treatment range from 2 to S kW which lead to surface in the backward scatter mode as schematically
transformation of narrow tracks placed side by side to illustrated on figure 3.
generate extended treatments in width. A 2 W argon laser supplies the light source. The laser

beams (IL = 0.514 lin) issued from the beam splitter
In our experiments, laser powers of up to 16 kW have are focused by a 193 mm focal length lens to form a
been used in the Al/Ni surface alloy formation on probe volume with a diameter of 90 pun and a length
aluminium substrate leading to 10 mm large alloyed of 701 gtm. The fringe spacings are 2 9±m.
tracks in one step. The main jet (carrier gas) and the shielding gas jets are

separately seeded with sub-micronic oil-droplets which
In order to provide homogeneous powder delivery in have been both able to follow the gas flow and to

the interaction zone. an injection head with backscatter light from measurement volume.
rectangular geometry had been chosen. As there is no influence of gravity, the nozzle-plate

Several phenomena governing the alloyed layer system is rotated for convenience. The plate represents
formation depend on transport of the powdery material the substrate in the impinged region during laser
in the carrier gas : powder interaction time, laser surface treatments defining a 50°angle with the jet
material coupling, surface alloy composition... axis.
It appears that no melting occurs without powder,
wheras a molten pool is generated on the ground
surface when powder is injected showing that powder
particles enhance the global absorption of laser energy.

Due to the great influence of powder in the laser
material interaction , different experimental set-up I : Argon Laser
described below have been developped aiming at 2: Beam splitter
particle and gas flow study in the zone of interest to 3 : foealiution optics
take a step forward in the blown powder process 4: reception optcs
control. : injection head Measurement

The powder injection head consists in a 10 mm large 6: plate Volume

slit nozzle, whose thickness e can be varied
continuously from I to 4 mm. This geometry has been
chosen to ensure the maximum particle entrapment Fig 3: Scheme of the set-up
into the laser melted surface. The nozzle presents two
additional slits delivering argon gas to protect the Taking z = 0 at the nozzle exit, mean velocity
substrate from oxidation. The powder injection head is measurements are obtained from 5.6 mm to 18 mm in
fed with AI50/Ni5O premixed alloy particles, 0.06 mm the jet axis (4 mm from the plate) (figure 4).

in average diameter. carried by argon gas. The particle
jet is produced in a Plasma Technik feeder, presenting
wheels with grooves in which the powder falls. The
powder mass flow rate is determined by the rotation
speed of the wheel and the dimension of the grooves.

Two non intrusive techniques are implemented in
order to investigate the two-phase flow jet: Laser
doppler anemometry of the gas flow issuing the
injection head and Particle linage Visualization of the
powder jet.

2. Laser Doppler Anemometry of the gas flow jets
ZY0 x50"

In order to characterize the flow velocity field
in the interaction zone, experimental measurements of Fig 4 : L.D.A measurement locations
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Reproducing experimental flow conditions, gaz flow 6
rates values from 2.5 to 8.5 I/min are supplied in a
Plasma Technik feeder to produce the main jet when S Dg=2,5 I/nu
40 I/min are distributed in secondary jets. E -
2.2L Results ~-- 3-

At first, gas flow rate effects on mean velocity . 3
are achieved in the main jet alone. An homogeneous 2 - -.-

mean gas velocity is observed along y axis as
expected. U
Following x axis, symmetric velocity profiles are J I
observed as shown on figure 5 (z = 5.2 mm) : this
free jet region exists up to 10mm above the nozzle 0
exit. Axial mean velocity increases with flow rate at a
fixed nozzle geometry.

122
,o @ g=s,51/nm

ý, .............. 4

... ..... ... - U - -• -- -- ... .... . .. .. ...

-1 1 2 3 4=,,Z x(mm)

Fig 6 : Mean gas velocity profiles
Fig 5 Influence of the gas flow rate (z =18mm : e = Ilmm)

(free jet region) (e = 1)

At the location z = 18 mm, mean axial velocity profiles
are no longer symmetric due to plate-flow interaction.
as shown on figure 6. Jet impingement leads to higher , ..
decay of mean axial velocity and smoothed velocity MOM only-•m••

prfies secondar extozzleeat aias velowite pofie 8.5" " ' --: •

........ .. ....

... ............................. ......

The~~~6 Meandar gasw velait profilestyprfiesar

described by means of two different seeding(m

jet (carrier gas). Because of panricles diffusion. LDA p s .......................................
measurements may be performed over a wider zone
than the main jet region and allow shielding gas flow h
field measurements. In a second step. when both main .. ,,-.
and secondary jets are seededa it appears that the same
velocity field is depicted at the z = 10 mr s cross
section. This accounts for the gas jet mixing (figure 7).

Fig 7s: Flow velocity measurements
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Thus. in our experimental conditions. LDA
measurements yield that secondary jets may have a
great influence on the carrier gas jet. Nevertheless.
respective gas flow rates (main and secondary jets)
insure effective confinement of the central jet.

3. Particle Image Visualization

In order to investigate particle flow. a particle
image visualization method based on trajectories
recognition is applied to metallic powder carried by
argon gas.

3.1. Experimental procedure

The pauticle velocity is obtained by means of i
the set-up presented on figure 8. An argon laser sheet
illurninatcs cyclically the planc comaining thl particle
trajectories. The time base is given by an acousto-optic Fig 9 Trajectory recognition and powder velocity
modulator (10 kHz). The frames, corresponding to a measurements
2.6 mmx 2 mm window, are recorded by means of a
CCD camera on a micro computer hard disk. As a result, particle mean velocity corresponding to

specific aerodynamic conditions which have been used
during thermal treatment (rectangular nozzle with

0 2 e = lmmm and gas flow rate varying from 2.5 to 8 .5
I/mn) is identified (see figure 10).

-~40
£ U Dg=8.5 /rmin

0: Argon laser [] Dg--4.5 I/min
1: Aoousto-Opticl Modulator /

0. Dg=2.5 I/min2: Filtering optics 4

3: Cylindrical Lens f = 300mm 30
4:514 nm filter $
5: Cylindrical Lens r= 300mm
6: 18mm lens +CCD camera
7: Interaction zone

_•20
Fig 8: Experimental set-up

3.2. Particle velocimetry

Image processing makes possible to identify 6
automatically the trajectories and to calculate the t-
average velocity along each trajectory. Strong
trajectory rejection criterions have been introduced inl
order to prevent errors of identification. Trajectory

recognition algorythm is based on imposed residual 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

light beetween two luminous intensity maxima (see powder velocity
figure 9). (oi/s)

A sequence of 15 frames may be automatically Fig 10 :Particle velocity increase
acquiered and treated (trajectory recognition and with carrier :sas flow rate
distance measurement on validate ones). A hundred
particle mean velocity measurement is achieved within The main limitation of thei method is due to low solid
the interaction zone. phase volume fraction needed to achieve trajectories

recognition (nearly 10-3)
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3.3. Density distribution in the particle jet 70 -

The determination of density distributions of the
particles uses the same apparatus (see figure 8) but
requires the argon laser sheet to be perpendicular to the
particle jet axis. The laser sheet irradiates continuously 60

a 50 •am cross section. Each metallic powder particle
passing through laser beam scatters an amount of light
to CCD camera. The luminance in each point of the
image is then supposed to be proportional to the local so -.... .
particle density.C
The two-phase flow jet is weakly diverging. The
subsequent lowering of density distribution may be
described qualitatively at a given location in the jet --. _

axis. 40 -
The entrapment rate depends on the area of the molten

pool with respect to the particle jet impingement. as
particles falling outside the pool are lost. Powder
distribution in the near substrate region is of great 30 1
importance in order to optimize this characteristic, as
shown on figure 1. -2 .1 0 1

Jet axis moving :Ax
10 (mm)
9

Fig 12 : Effect of jet axis translation with respect to
high power interaction zone

4. Conclusions

3-- _, -- -- LDA measurements have been achieved in order to
,I investigate gas flow jets mean axial velocity during

high power laser surface treatments.
ot A flexible processing image device allows us to

0 - e W It in ,0 1 a a, -0 qualify our slit nozzle in term of particle velocity and
powder density distribution.

arbilrary •cale
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laser power is absorbed partly by the particles cloud
and partly at the clad/substrate interaction zone. As a
result, powder entrapment rate around 65% was
obtained by means of both laser beam and particle
flow shapings (homogeneous in one direction).
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MICROPROJECTILE VELOCITIES IN A GAS DRIVEN LAUNCHER

A.L. Duval, N.W. Page and K. Bremhorst

Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Queensland,
Brisbane QLD 4072, Australia

ABSTRACT Klein et al (1992).

Microprojectile methods of genetic engineering sometimes For genetic engineering purposes the microprojectile
employ a macroprojectile which launches the microprojectiles impact velocity on the cell wall is of the greatest importance -
when it hits a stopping plate. A study has been made of the the microprojectile must have sufficient velocity to penetrate
relationship between the velocities of the macroprojectile and cell walls but without destroying them. Other studies have
the microprojectiles it launches. Macroprojectile velocities been made of the terminal ballistics phase in which the
were measured using a novel laser beam cutting method and microprojectile strikes the target cells (Kwong 1993). This
the microprojectile velocities measured directly using a laser paper is primarily concerned with the launch phase of the
Doppler anemometer. Particles of tungsten, titanium dioxide microprojectiles. Of interest in a microprojectile launcher of
and silicon carbide were investigated as microprojectiles. The this type is the relationship between the macroprojectile and
microprojectile velocity has been found to depend not only on microprojectile velocities. The macroprojectile velocity is the
the macroprojectile velocity but also on the microprojectile one directly controlled by the shock tube driver. While
size and material, the bond strength with the macroprojectile clearly related, the microprojectile velocity at impact on the
and the gas flow that develops ahead of the macroprojectile. cell wall also depends on the interaction between the
On average, the microprojectile launch velocity was similar to microprojectile and the gas flows caused by the
the macroprojectile velocity. However, some tungsten macroprojectile motion. An understanding of microprojectile
particles had velocities 2 or 3 times this value. Experimental separation from the nmcroprojectile and its subsequent drag
evidence suggests that these higher velocities were caused by history in the macropmjectile generated flows is necessary for
early break-away of this heavier particle material from the process optimisation.
macroprojectile followed by further acceleration by
aerodynamic drag arising from the gas flow ahead of the
macroprojectile. 2. APPARATUS

A schematic of the microprojectile accelerator is shown in
1. INTRODUCTION Figure 1. The macroprojectile consisted of a membrane

placed across the end of a shock-tube driver consisting of a
There is currently considerable interest in the use of reservior and driven tube, with a stopping plate on the

microprojectile techniques to introduce new genetic material downstream side of the macroprojectile separating it from the
into living cells (see for example Sanford et a[ (1987), Klein target chamber. Full details are given in Nabulsi et al (1994).
et al (1992). A gas driven microprojectile acceleration device In the version used for genetic engineering experiments, the
suitable for this purpose has been developed at The University stopping plate consisted of a regular array of small holes, with
of Queensland (Nabulsi et al, 1994). This device uses a light- an open area of 60%. This led to the minimum blockage
weight macroprojectile to which microprjectiles are attached possible consistent with the stopping plate having sufficient
to the downstream side, these microprojectiles having strength to support the load of the impacting macroprojectile.
previously been coated in the new genetic material. In It was important to maximize the flow area to minimize gas
operation, a shock wave is used to accelerate the pressure buildup between the macroprojectile and the stopping
macroprojectile to high velocity. The macroprojectile then plate which would have had the effect of decelerating the
strikes a stopping plate. The inertia of the microprojectiles is macroprojectile before it reached the stopping plate. The
sufficient for them to break away from the macroprojectile small size of the holes in the stopping plate prevented the
and fly off into the target section of the device. There, the macroprojectile from bursting and having driver gas
micropmjectiles penetrate through the wall of target cells contaminate the target section.
carrying new genetic material into the cell interior. A recent In operation, the shock tube reservoir was pressurized and
review of this method of genetic engineering is given in the primary diaphragm separating the shock tube reservoir
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from the driven tube ruptured so that a pressure wave was lens. A recessed pressure tapping in the stopping plate was

generated in the driven tube. This pressure wave struck the used to measure static pressure in the nozzle with a PCB
thin membrane macroprojectile accelerating it towards the model II A26 piezo-electric pressure transducer. Details of
stopping plate. Microprojectiles coated in new genetic the design and testing of this transducer are given elsewhere
material had previously been dispersed on the stopping plate (Nabulsi et al, 1994). Duval 1993).
side of the macroprojectile. The motion of the
macroprojectile was arrested when it struck the porous
stopping plate. In practice, the macroprojectile would begin 2.2. Laser Doppler Anemometer
to decelerate before striking the stopping plate because of the
pressure developed in the gas being compressed by its The laser Doppler anemometer was used to measure
movement towards the stopping plate. The velocity of the particle velocities of 3 different microprojectiles. details of

microprojectiles reaching the target chamber would depend on which are shown in Table I. Particle diameters were
when they detached from the macroprojectile and what measured with a Malvern Mastersizer. Prior to particle size
subsequent aerodynamic drag they were subjected to. Once in measurement, ultrasonics were used to disperse the powders in
the target chamber they would continue on to the target cells water with the aid of the additive Calgon.
penetrating through the cell walls carrying the new genetic The laser used was a Spectra Physics Model 165-08 argon

material into the cell. For successful genetic transformation, ion laser operated at a wavelength of 514.5 nm and maximum

a large number of cells must express the new genetic material power output of 1.7 W. The diameter of the beam at the lie2

and survive the trauma of the impact event, level is 1.23 mm. No frequency shifting was required as the

For the present study, a simplified experimental model of microprojectile velocity direction was known. The

the stopping plate was used in which flow through a single photomultiplier signal was processed by a TSI Model 1990

orifice was considered. This avoided the complication of counter type signal processor to give particle velocities from

complex interaction of multiple jet flows produced by the burst frequencies. The monitor output from the processor.

original stopping plate. A diameter of 20 num for this nozzle which is a voltage inversely proportional to the particle

gave a good compromise between maintaining flow area and velocity, is the signal which was recorded.
preventing the macroprojectile from bursting. Nabulsi et al A schematic of the microprojectile accelerator with the
(1994) have discussed a variety of geometric configurations positioning of the LDA beams is shown in Figure 1.
possible for this basic microprojectile accelerator in which the Tektronix type 2211 (20 MHz) oscilloscopes were used for

length of the shock-tube driver and initial geometry of the recording the macroprojectile velocity transducer signal, the
macroprojectile were varied. For the study described here, a static pressure in the nozzle, the output from the LDA signal
combination of a long driven tube and an initially flat processor (microprojectile velocity information) and the

macroprojectile was used. incident shock pressure.

2.1 Macroprojectile Velocity Transducer
3. RESULTS

The velocity transducer is based on the principle of the
cutting of a single beam of light by the macroprojectile. This Preliminary experiments were performed under the same
single beam device is extremely compact providing a *near conditions shown as Series I in Table 2. The LDA
point" measurement of the macroprojectile velocity very close measurements were performed in a diametral plane of the
to the end of its motion. This design is particularly suited to axisymmetric window with the measuring volume in the center
the tight geometric constraints and the unsteady nature of the of the nozzle. In these shots the measured macroprojectile
velocity measured in the present study. velocity was significantly lower than those of the

The velocity transducer consists of a light emitting diode microprojectiles (approximately one third). This velocity
which directs a parallel beam normal to the motion of the differential was attributed to interaction of the microprojectiles

macroprojectile onto a photodetector. As the light beam is with the gas flow developed through the stopping plate as a
cut, the voltage output from the photodetector reduces. This result of gas compression between the macroprojectile and the
voltage reduction is linear with beam blockage over the centre stopping plate. This mechanism is discussed further below in

0.8 mm of the 3 mm diameter beam. The device was Section 4, but to minimise these effects, a second series of

calibrated using a depth micrometer to block varying fractions experiments was conducted with different flow parameters. If

of the light beam. Only two different depth micrometer the macroprojectile velocity and initial fill pressures are low
positions were required for a calibration. The two voltages enough, the static pressure buildup in the nozzle would be

corresponding to the two known positions of the calibrating significantly reduced, Series 2 settings in Table 2. With these
micrometer were recorded on the same oscilloscope as the settings the peak static pressure in the nozzle throat was
time varying signal output from the transducer when the beam measured to be 9.3 kPa. Assuming isentropic expansion from
was cut by the macroprojectile. The average velocity of the the space ahead of the macroprojectile. this static pressure
macroprojectile between the calibration points could then be corresponds to a stagnation pressure of only 17.6 kPa. Under
calculated. these conditions a typical experimentally measured pressure

The light source chosen was a Radio Spares I mW optical behind the reflected shock driving the macroprojectile was
output power laser diode module with a built on focussing 60 kPa.
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LDA measurements were also undertaken using Series 2 particles and the gas will be such that the Mach number based
conditions. A typical result of LDA velocity and on this slip velocity will also be less than 1. Hence only

macroprojectile velocity signals is shown in Figure 2. It is Henderson's subsonic drag correlation need be used here.
seen that the monitor output signal is highly discontinuous This gives the drag coefficient Cd in terms of the Reynolds
with only a few changes in voltage per shot. Each step in number (Re based on sphere diameter, on AV - the slip

voltage corresponds to a particle of different velocity passing velocity between the gas and sphere and on the freestream

through the measuring volume. Only a few particles per shot density and viscosity), the Mach number (M based on AV).
produce velocity data points. The first of these is used to the molecular speed ratio (equal to M%.J,/2, where -y is the

characterize the microprojectile response. It is assumed that ratio of specific heats), the temperature of the sphere (T,,

this particle left the diaphragm first (had the lowest bond assumed to be isothermal) and the temperature of the gas in

strength and so should have the highest velocity) and traveled the freestream (T). In the present case T. is assumed to be
to the LDA measuring volume along the shortest path length. equal to T.

Four different experimental configurations were used. Using this equation an analysis of the effect of the drag on

The first two used the same tungsten microprojectiles at two the microprojectiles can be performed. The flow conditions in

different measurement stations, one 5 mm downstream from the nozzle are complicated due to unsteady flow, however,

the nozzle exit and the second 20 mm downstream from the some details are clear from velocity and pressure data. There

nozzle exit. The other two configurations measured is a pressure buildup with the pressure staying constant for a

microprojectile velocities at a fixed location (5 mm short time (indicating choking of the nozzle) then the pressure

downstream from the nozzle exit) but used two different drops again approximately returning to its original value as the

microprojectile materials, titanium dioxide and silicon carbide. rarefaction wave caused by the macroprojectile hitting the

Results for different particle systems are compared in stopping plate reaches the pressure transducer section. Since

Figure 3 (a)-(d). Error bars incorporating the inaccuracies of the period of higher pressure lasts only a short time

the measuring apparatus are also shown. The velocity ratio is (approximately 50g ) compared with the time delay between

the ratio of the microprojectile velocity based on the first the velocity transducer and LDA signals (approximately

pulse captured on the LDA and the macroprojectile velocity. 0.35ms) by the time the particles were entering the LDA

If At is the time delay between the macroprojectile velocity measuring volume, they would be passing through gas affected

measurement and the corresponding microprojectile velocity by the rarefaction arising from the macroprojectile stopping at

measurement as a consequence of the spatial separation the stopping plate. Thus, the gas pressure and temperature

between the two measurement points, V.. the macroprojectile would have been close to the initial fill conditions, and the

velocity and D is the axial separation of the macroprojectile relative velocity would, therefore, be the particle launch

measurement position and the LDA measuring volume then velocity or macroprojectile velocity. These conditions were

the normalised time At is, used in the subsequent analysis. From the definition of drag

-= V; A#D (1) coefficient and using the equivalent volume sphere
approximation, the particle acceleration is

Not included in the error analysis are sources of scatter = d (IV2 = 0.7 5Cd ±M(A V)21d (2)

such as the stretching of the macroprojectile through the -X 2_ P p
nozzle hole, the non-constant motion of the particles and the
variable size of the particles being measured. The curvature where x is the coordinate in the streamwise direction. V, is

of the macroprojectile coupled with the irregular shape of the the velocity of the particle. p=, is the gas density, p., the

particles may cause them to move in non-rectilinear microprojectile density and d its diameter. Equation (2) must

trajectories. Since the particles are of variable size the drag be integrated numerically using a Runge-Kutta method because

for each will be slightly different and this may also cause Cd is obtained from Henderson's drag equation which is also a

some scatter, function of AV. This gives the particle velocity as a function
of travel distance. Three different inftini particle velocities

were considered - 50 m s". 100 m s' and 150 m s" (as these

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION were close to the microprojectile launch velocity or terminal

macroprojectile velocity) moving into a gas at rest. The

An important feature of the motion of microprojectiles is reason for the gas being assumed to be at rest is as stated

the aerodynamic drag between them and the gas flow through above - after the nozzle choking the pressure returns close to

the stopping plate. A drag coefficient correlation formula for its original value and hence the gas velocities are assumed to

small spheres has been given by Henderson (1976). The flow be low when this happens. The results are presented in

regimes covered include continuum, slip, transition and free Figure 4.

molecular flow at Mach numbers up to 6 and Reynolds Clearly, over the distance being considered (nominally

numbers up to the laminar-turbulent transition. The effect on 46.5 mm - the distance between the macroprojectile velocity

the drag of a temperature difference between the sphere and measurement and the LDA measuring volume), the drag has

the gas is also incorporated. Since in this case a convergent only a small effect in reducing the tungsten particle velocity,

nozzle is used, the maximum possible Mach number for the that is, its response to the gas is quite small and a constant

gas is 1. The microprojectiles will be moving in the same velocity assumption would be a good approximation. The

direction as the gas and so the slip velocity between the other powders are affected more by the drag under these
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conditions; that is their velocity is lower than that of the possible mechanism that might explain these particles with
tungsten or closer to that of the gas for any given distance anomalously high velocities would be aerodynamic drag
under the conditions considered. However. with the exception effects in the stopping plate flow. Drag effects have been
of the SiC initially at 50 m s', none of these powders is considered previously in terms of retardation of the particles
brought close to rest (the gas velocity) over the distance downstream of the stopping plate. These effects were
considered. analyzed on the basis of particles moving through quiescent

The following results are apparent from the data of gas. In this case the slip velocity would have been of the
Figure 3: order of the microprojectile velocity. If gas was compressed
I. the tungsten particles are mostly moving at velocities ahead of the macroprojectile, this gas would expand through

similar to that of the tnacroprojectile, however, there are the nozzle in the stopping plate possibly reaching high
some particles which are moving faster than the velocity. Any particle dislodged from the macroprojectile
macroprojectile, indeed some are moving about twice as prior to it hitting the stopping plate would be entrained into
fast as the macroprojectile this gas flow and accelerated by the drag force dependent on

2. higher velocity particles appear at an earlier time, the slip velocity, in this case with the gas velocity larger than
especially for the tungsten the particle velocity.

3. there is no obvious difference in tungsten velocity at the To investigate this possible mechanism, a gas flow
two measurement locations analysis was performed. Assuming isentropic flow for a

4. the silicon carbide and titanium dioxide particles are choked (M = 1) nozzle, the stagnation pressure leading to the
moving more slowly than the tungsten particles, static pressure recorded on the transducer (9.3 kPa) is 17.61
Clearly the different particle systems gave different kPa. Further assuming that ahead of the moving

velocity outcomes. There are two possible mechanisms that macroprojectile there was isentropic compression from the
could explain these differences - one relating to different initial fill pressure, the stagnation temperature for the choked
strengths of attachment of the microprojectiles to the nozzle flow would have been 830 K leading to a static
macroprojectile. and one relating to different interaction of the temperature in the throat of 691 K. This leads to a speed of
microprojectiles with the gas flow set up ahead of the sound (and hence gas velocity since M = I at the throat) of
macroprojectile. These will now be considered in turn. 527 m s'. The response of the tungsten r ,rticles to this gas

Anomalously high velocities were not observed with any flow can be found using the same computer program as for
of the titanium dioxide or silicon carbide particles. These the results of Figure 4. Results for three different tungsten
particles are smaller and lighter than the tungsten particles, particle sizes - I m, 5 rm and 12 pm (the mean size)
Furthermore, unlike the tungsten particles, they are initially at rest are shown in Figure 5.
electrically non-conducting thus possibly leading to an Clearly the response of the particles to the gas flow is a
electrostatic charge which bonded them more securely to the very strong function of diameter which could explain some of
macroprojectile surface. This higher bond strength coupled the faster tungsten velocities. The higher velocities could
with their lower mass would have meant that they were more correspond to smaller particles which left the macroprojectile
tenaciously held to the macroprojectile under both deceleration early and were entrained into the gas flow. This agrees with
and gas entrainment effects. This could explain why higher the results of the graphs in Figure 3 where the faster moving
velocities than the macroprojectile were not observed with tungsten particles are measured at an earlier time. This
these particles. tungsten particle velocity being faster than that of the

Alternatively, all results can be understood in terms of the macroprojectile also agrees with other results - Klein et al
interaction between the macroprojectile motion and the gas (1992) measured a microprojectile velocity of 1350 m st at a
flow this causes through the stopping plate. Particles that point 1.97 cm below the stopping plate for a macroprojectile
stayed attached to the macroprojectile until the sudden velocity of 750 m s- in a gunpowder driven biolistic device.
deceleration caused by it hitting the stopping plate would be They associated this higher velocity of the microprojectiles
released into gas affected by the rarefaction wave arising from with the extrusion of the macroprojectile through the small
the same macroprojectile deceleration. This rarefaction wave orifice in the stopping plate thus further accelerating the
would travel at the local speed of sound relative to the gas - microprojectiles. They did not make it clear whether this was
much faster than the particle velocities under study. Once a drag effect due to the velocity of the gas in this orifice
launched, the velocity histo-3 of these particles would depend acting like a nozzle accelerating the microprojectiles or if it
on aerodynamic drag effects caused by the slip velocity. The was some other effect.
generally higher velocities of the tungsten particles compared The arrival of the microprojectiles at an earlier time than
with the other particles is consistent with this mechanism in expected is consistent with early particle release and
that aerodynamic drag retardation is ess significant in their entrainment in the gas stream prior to the macroprojectile
case, Figure 4. reaching the stopping plate. However, for the purposes of

Another result that could be explained in terms of the determining the depth of penetration of the microprojectile and
aerodynamic drag effects was the observation that some of the the amount of damage to the cell it is not really relevant since
tungsten particles were measured to be moving faster than the it is the velocity of the particle and not its time of arrival
macroprojectile. in fact in some cases at about twice the which determines this. From the LDA velocity measurements
velocity of the macroprojectile. It was observed that these performed here it is clear that any attempt to calculate damage
measurements generally occurred at an earlier time. One to cells and depth of penetration of microprojectiles in cells
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the terminal velocity of the macroprojectile is a good
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Table 1: Microprojectiles Table 2: Initial Settings

Material Diameter Density Source Series I Series 2

Mean SD (kg/m?) Shock tube diaphragm
(,am) (Im) thickness (um) 50 12

Tungsten 11.98 12.20 19250 Sylvania M20 bursting pressure (kPa) 220 variable
Tianium dioxide 5.61 3.97 4100 TSI Model HIC2 Macroprojectile thickness (um) 50 50
Silicon carbide 2.32 2.12 3200 TSI Model 10081 Gas upstream of macroprojectile air air

initial pressure (kPa abs.) 5 0.5
Gas downstream of macroprojectile air He

initial pressure (kPa abs.) 5 0.5
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LASER HOLOGRAPHIC STUDIES ON DEFORMATION AND FRAGMENTATION
OF DROPLETS IN THEIR OWN VAPOUR

G. Zerf and K. Hornung

Universitat der Bundeswehr Miinchen
D-85577 Neubiberg / Germany

ABSTRACT which one is used in theoretical description. Break up
occurs, when the applied aerodynamic pressure forces

An experimental study of the motion and de- exceed the restoring forces due to surface tension. A
formation of small water droplets in a shock tube is re- critical Weber number Wec is associated to this limi-
ported. In-line double pulse holography has been used ting case and is discussed in the literature (Simpkins
to monitor the deformation and displacement of water 1971). Within the present study, the droplets are im-
droplets for particle diameters in the range of 17 to 220 mersed in their own vapour with no additional carrier
pm. The studies were performed in a shock tube filled gas. The question is whether the deformation and frag-
with 26 mbar water vapour at room temperature. Dro- mentation changes its characteristics by the presence
plets were introduced perpendicular to the flow axis by of strong condensation and evaporation.
means of a vibrating orifice aerosol generator and were Generally the break up of droplets is caused by forces
then exposed to a weak shock (Ma=1.2-2.0). The dis- of various character like the surface tension, wind-
placement data are fitted by means of the equation of forces and shearing forces but in most cases it is not
motion, yielding droplet velocities, accelerations, and known which force causes which breack up mode. Ba-
drag coefficients. Deformation and fragmentation mo-
des are presented for Weber numbers between 3.6 and sacally we can assume that the proces of break up de-

39.2 as well as Reynolds numbers between 69.72 and pends on three causes: i) internal motions within the
3170.2 Thwel foratioeyofd jnum abiers iten the range droplets, ii) external fluid motion around the droplets
317.04. The formation of jet-instabilities in the range and iii) the properties of the interface. Like the case
of Weber numbers, around We=25, is observed, of droplet oscillation the different modes of particle

break up were also discussed in several studies (Rei-

1. INTRODUCTION necke and Waldman 1975 and Hisler 1970). There
are some data reported on break up of droplets in

Mixtures of vapour and droplets like in sprays, pure water vapour (Hisler 1970 and 1972). Schneider
clouds or in fogs form two phase systems of great tech- (1981 and 1982) found out, that when a droplet moves

nological and meteorological importance. Their none- through its own vapour at saturation conditions, the
quilibrium behaviour depends on the motion and inte- drag of the droplet is influenced by phase transitions
rior thermodynamic state. Mass exchange (condensa- at the droplet surface. The aim of this investigation

tion and evaporation) is considered and investigated is to contribute new experimental information on de-
in several studies (B. Schmitt 1988). In general, when formation, fragmentation and drag behaviour for the

a drop with surface tension a is exposed to an external droplet-in-vapour situation.
flow, such as the flow behind a shock wave and if a cri-
tical value of the Weber number We = pu%•2 a, is re- 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
ached, the drop ceases to vibrate and undertakes an ir-
reversible and continues deformation until the particle The basic components of the experimental set-
finally breaks up. It should be noticed that, instead up are a horizontal shock tube, a droplet generator and
of the Weber number, the effects of acceleration on a double pulse ruby laser. The reconstruction system
drop fragmentation are sometimes considered in terms of the holograms uses a three-dimensional microposi-
of the Bond number. But, since both parameters are tioning device and an image processing system. These
approximately expressed through the drag coefficient components are briefly described in the folowing.
Bo = 3/8cdWe, it becomes a matter of convenience
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2 Do2.2 Droplet Generator

SV The droplets are produced by a vibrating ori-

fice aerosol generator (model TSI 3450). The vibration
-0 0EM is provided by a bimorph transducer and the fluid flow

of the liquid can be regulated separately. The wave-

0 6 7 length A of the disturbance represents the spacing bet-

ween any two consecutive droplets. In Mulholland, Sri-
"12 •vastava and Wendt (1988) it is shown that this spacing

influences the value of the drag coefficient, but in our

came this influence could be neglected as compared to

the drag increase caused by droplet deformation. De-

stilled water was used to produce the uniformly sized

droplets. Careful filtering of the water was necesary

to remove suspended impurities which might obstruct
Figure 1: Experimental setup (I compressor, 2 vacuum the small pinhole apertures. A list of the theoretically
pump, 3 control of temperature, 4 destilled water ves- possible droplet sizes is shown in the following table
sel, 5 droplet generator, 6-9 charge amplifiers, 10-11
differential amplifiers, 12 trigger unit, 13 pulse laser orifice [pm] I Dp,min[im] [ Dig,3 ,zpm]

control unit, 14-15 oscilloscopes, 16 PC) 10 17.380 21.898

20 34.760 43.795

2.1 Shock Tube 35 60.830 76.642

50 86.901 109.488

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the tube 100 173.801 218.976

and the experimental arrangement. The tube has a
length of 1043 cm and is made of stainless steel with a It is not recommended to produce droplets with a size

wall thickness of 1.2 cm and a circular crossection with between the listed intervals because the droplet gene-

an internal diameter of 10 cm. In all our experiments rator would not work stable and give nonuniform par-

we used air as driver gas resulting in Mach numbers tides. The production of very small droplets required

from 1.1 to Ma=2.0 for driver pressures between 100 much effort. The pinhole had to be purified often and

mbar and 6 bar respectively. To produce shock waves sometimes the whole apparatus had to be cleaned by
of a controlled strength we used diaphragms made of using isopropanol. Dzoplets were introduced perpen-

commercially available cellophane having a thickness dicular to the flow axis into the shock tube. They were

of 0.1 mm. In the case of small driver pressure around then exposed to the shock wave.
100 mbar it was necessary to scratch slightly the cel-
lophane film in order to create a controlled crack be- 2.3 Holographic Camera and Reconstruction
haviour. To fill the test section with water vapour, the
dump tank was separated from the test section by a Double pulse in line holography has been used
thin 0.08mm cellophane film which would break up to monitor the deformation and movement of water

after shock passage. After evacuating the test section, droplets. A ruby laser with a maximum pulse perfor-

vapour of 26 mbar at a room temperature of 22*C mance of IJ (TEM.-mode) and a pulse duration of
is filled, which means saturation conditions. The up- 20 ns served as holographic camera. The wavelength

per piezoelectric pressure transducer is used to trigger of 694 nm has the advantage of being near the wave-
the pockels-cell of a ruby laser with a pulse duration length of the helium neon laser (A = 633 nm) chosen

of 20 ns. The flash lights are triggered independently for the reconstruction, because the main requirement
about 1 ms before by an additional upstream piezo for high resolution reconstruction is wavelength ratio
probe. The Mach number is determined directly by as near to unity as possible to avoid chromatic aberra-
two piezo transducers located at the observation win- tions. After several experiments we found that the op-

dow. To avoid condensation at the surface of the piezo timal pulse energy is about 0.5 mJ. This was achieved
transducer (Luger 1990) after shock passage and in or- by ulsevergy is ou t 0is wa pacity

der to get good signals we placed a 0.2 mm silicone film by using several gray filters of different filter capacity

over the probes. placed after the exit of the laser beam. With a com-
bination of a convex and a concave lenses the beam
is expanded and parallelized. To obtain optimum ho-
logram quality, special windows for the test section of
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the shock tube were used. Background light was re- This was the main reason why we choose in line ho-
duced by a red filter as well as by a shutter placed lography for visualizing the particles instead of direct
in front of the holographic plate. No additional op- photography. Filters which were positioned before the
tics between the droplets and the plate were used. All pinhole served to optimize the contrast and brightness
magnifications were done in the reconstruction unit of the holograms.
since this leads (Rath, Wiegand, Winandy 1988) to
better contrast results. The holograms were recorded 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHOCK TUBE
on Agfa-Geveart 8E75 HD holographic plates and then FLOW
developed with Refinal developer as amplitude holo-
grams. The evaluation of the developed holograms is The intepretation of our optical displacement
done with a three dimensional micropositioning de- data in terms of drag coefficient first requires a quan-
vice connected with an image processing system. The titative knowledge of the post-shock flow, especially
droplet shapes were examinated on a monitor in the its time dependence. In an ideal shock tube the di-
undeformed (first laser pulse) as well in the deformed stance between shock front and contact surfaces in-
state (second laser pulse). The arrangement for the re- creases with distance from the diaphragm. In the real
construction is given in figure 2. A helium neon laser shock tube, however the wall boundary layer acts as

a mass sink. This causes an acceleration of the con-
nurwor tact surface and a deceleration of the shock front thus

III V I' U V reducing the distance I below the ideal value. The se-
He-Ne-L~Ar paration will attain a limiting maximum value Im. At

2 Tthis limiting condition the shock and contact front
SX 3 move with the same velocity. In the literature (Mi-

rels 1966) a lamninar and a turbulent boundary layer
is treated. When a shock wave propagates through the
nearly saturated vapour the passage of the front can-

monim 4seo condensation at the wall of the shock tube. A thin
=- -s liquid film is formed which acts like the wall boun-

dary layer as a sink. This effect was investigated by

Figure 2: Reconstruction arrangement (I hologram Luger (1990). The theoretical description is analogous

plate, 2 aperture, 3 objective, 4 videocamera, 5 micro- to the one by Mirels (1966). Let us consider a moving

positioning device, 6 control of the stepping motor) frame of reference in the limiting case moving with
the velocity u, of the shock front. By this way we can
eliminate the time from all equations and instead of a

is used as light source. The beam is spatially filtered. transient problem we obtain a stationary description.
After passing the pinhole the beam is parallelised by In this shock stationary coordinate system the wall
using a combination of a concave and convex lenses. moves with the velocity u5 which equals the shock ye-

The light then passes the hologram plate and provi- locity in the laboratory system. The Mach number of

des a real image behind and a virtual image of the loiynthlartryste.TeMcnubrfdes rel iagebehid ad avirual mag ofthe the flow immediately behind the shock front is given

droplets in front of the plate. The three dimensional by the equation (Mirels 1966)

micropositioning device allowed to move the hologram

plate so that the real image is projected by means of / (-' - 1) M.2 + 2
an objective onto the target of a videocamera. The M2. - -_-_ ) (I)
resulting image which is enlarged 200 times (depen- 27 M2 

- (-f - 1)

ding on the distance of the objective and the video-
camera) then allows the examination of the particle where Mp is the Mach number of the shock wave pro-
shapes. Even in in-line holography there are speckle- pagation. The advantage of the moving frame of re-
like distortions which have a not negligible intensity ference is that the Mach number in the post shock
level. By means of a small aperture between the holo- region is expressed by the parameter I/I,,

gram plate and the objective it was possible to reduce 2+( 1) M ] t
these speckles. With the three dimensional micropo- M11 M [ 2 + )_M2

sitioning device it is possible to focus every droplet 11 2 12+ ( 1 I)M 2
2J

falling in the shock tube and store the spatial position (2)
they had at the moment of the laser pulses. The dro- where the parameter n is 1/2 for the laminar and 4/5
plets do not maintain their depth coordinate (in laser for the turbulent wall boundary layer. Luger (1990)
beam direction) during their falling and acceleration, found that n = 1/2 describes well the case of conden-
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sation. He also showed, that the conventional boun- In figure 5 resulting density, pressure and temperature
dary layer effects are negligible in comparison with profiles are listed. These variables of state are import-
the effects due to wail condensation. With a coordi-
nate transformation t = 1/u., it is possible to obtain
the time dependence from the distance parameter 1.
This means, that in the laboratory frame of reference t.2.
the gas will accelerate until it reaches the velocity of .__---
the shock front. In figure 3 a fit of the velocity behind . .
the shock wave to the LDA data obtained from Luger U._4 . tempmm

(1990) is shown. Obviously the particle velocity ex- 11.12.. .....

1.0.. . .. .. ....... . .. .........

540 1. 0 0.24 0.41 0.72 0.96 1.2

480 tim IMil
-420 t . ..... ..-

360.- " ...

30 """Figure 5: Dimensionless variables of state versus time
240 -"in the past shock region, M, = 1.61

120. fined p__ecory ant for the calculation of the local Reynolds- and We-

SLDWA mesmumss (Luer) her numbers.
0 . .,

0 04 0.1 1.2 1.6 2 24 2.3 3.2 3.6 4
dine [ml 4. DRAG MEASUREMENTS

Figure 3: Post shock velocity fitted to LDA data, M, = Many studies have been dedicated in the past

1.61, Dp = 20.3prm to the drag coefficient of spheres in a fluid flow. In
more recent work of Temkin, Kim (1980) and Luger

ceeds the velocity u2. immediately behind the shock (1990) on droplets the Weber number is kept low to ex-

front. We establish a simple phenomenological descrip- dude deformation effects. Temkin and Kim show that

tion for the limiting case, which is quasi-stationary in the forces on a sphere do not depend on the Reynolds
the mc.ving frame, but nonstationary in the reality. In number alone but the drag coefficient depends also on

figure 4 data of / dependig on the Mach number are the relative acceleration between fluid and sphere. In

shown for the wall condensation case. The turbulent an other study of Mulholland, Srivastava and Wendt
(1988) the influence of droplet spacing on the drag co-
efficient is determined. In our investigation we assume

0 . . . . .. . . that all these dependences are negligible when the We-90 ... wan! coodcusstio
. turbula botuxiry layer her number is high enough. Our experiments were per-

70 formend in an interval 3.6 < We < 39.2. Temkin and

60. Kim (1980) assumed We = 0.15 as the limiting value

50 below which deformation is no longer significant. Alt-
J 40 bhough the test conditions of Reinecke and Waldman

30• (1975) were different some similarities in the results

20. were observed. In Reinecke and Waldman the expe-
0..... riments were performend in air with higher pressures

0 and stronger shock wave velocities. As shown in figure
1 11: I. 1.'4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1. 1.9 2 6 a plot of dimensionless displacement X and dimen-sionless time T has the same character in our case. X

and T are defined as follows (Reinecke and Waldman)
Figure 4: Limiting case parameter 4. in dependence tU2o
on the Mach number X = - T = (3)

E-' -;, Vp

boundary layer case is plotted just for comparison, but with z. being the displacement, Dp the diameter and

turbulence can be excluded at our low Mach numbers. p, the density of the particle. The density p2. and
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Figure 6: Dimensionless displacement data of the dro-
plets Figure 7: Particle trajectories for one experiment with

various drag-coefficients

velocity U2, describe the state just behind the shock
front. The data of our investigation are lower than in the vibrating orifice
the literature and this may be caused by deformation.
The curve was fitted by least square method. Another u, = - = + (U2 - up)2
possibility to get the x-t diagram of one particle is to
solve the equation of motion of one droplet 2f (p)

i,,- = P (4)D2
(4) dwhere f is frequency of the vibrating orifice and Do is

Here is nip the mass of the droplet rnp = (ir6)DVpp 1 , the orifice diameter. Experiments show that the pres-
w, the absolute velocity vector and P the vector of sure of 26 mbar in the shock tube before shock pas-
external forces (gravitation and wind force) which act sage didn't decelerate appreciably the vertical velocity
on the particle. Since in our experiments the droplets of the particle. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the
and the surrounding fluid are in motion, it is convini- factor k on the Weber number. Like Luger (1990) we
ent to use the relative velocity between fluid and par-
tide We obtain for the horizontal vector component 7-

e following equation of motion

du. =  63p2 __ I,(u ,u) (5

di- UP (6) .cjcb0.79W 4 1

We can see that the right hand side of this differen- 3

tial equation depends on the state in the post shock 2 "
region characterized by the parameter nI.. To solve
this equation of motion we assume a drag coeffiient 10

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40proportional to the standard drag. The standard drag Weber number [-I
coefficient is given by

24 ( 1 Figure 8: Dependence of the drag coefficient on theJ~ -- • 1 + iRe (7) initial Weber number immediately behind the shock

front
where Re = 16 - ii, Dpp/,l. As shown in figure 7 we
fitted the parameter k of cd = kc&, to the measured observed an increase of the drag coefficient with the
zp-tp point of our experiment. In our calculation we Weber number. Figure 9 shows the Weber number and
used within the relative velocity Ii - 6,1 also a con- the Reynolds number during the shock passage. The
tribution resulting from the vertical exit velocity from relaxation zone of the post shock region is calculated
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at any time. With the actual particle velocities the re- (3.6 < We <' 39.9) from the deformation threshold
lative velocity can be calculated. up to fragmentation. For the critical Weber number

we found larger values as compared to other studies
(Reinecke and Waldman 1990, Simpkins 1971, Hanson
1963). Figure 10 shows that even at a Weber number of
10.8 an oscillation without break up of the drop could

6 60 be observed. The undeformed particle is also available
5.8 8 by the double exposure technique used for these stu-
5.6. -56- dies. For intermediate Weber numbers similar break
5.4 54 up mechanisms as in Hassler (1970), Andersen (1965),
5.2.52 g Patel (1981) and Engel (1958) could be observed, alt-

5 ------ •5 hough our droplets are much smaller in size. Figure1•4.8 .. ..g" ..... . 49
M - 1.78 'S4.6 DP -42 pm --. 46 1

4A4...... Weber number "-444

4.2. Rneyolds number 42
4 . , 40 "

0 20 40 60 8'0 100 12'0 140 1'60 180 200
time IPSI

Figure 9: Reynolds- and Weber numbers in the post
shock region

5. FRAGMENTATION AND DEFORMATION SHA-
PES

For our investigation we use water droplets Figure 11: The bag break up of a 120pm drop begins
which are surrounded with nearly saturated vapour. 86.6ps after shock passage at We = 15
After shock passage however, the fluid is not in phase
equilibrium. In our case the external fluid motion as 11, 12 and 13 show the classical bag break up which
well as the interface are affected by the presence of in our case occurs at Weber numbers around 15. This
condensation of water vapour onto the droplets sur- is slightly less then described in Reinecke and Wald-
face. This may be the cause why we found a different man (1975), where the water drops are immersed in

air and the bag break up is estimated for Weber num-
bers around 20. At higher Weber numbers (We _- 35)

Figure 10: Vibration of a 139prm drop at We = 10.8
and 57.21is after shock passage. With double expos-
ure technique the undeformed (left) as well as the de- Figure 12: Bag break up of a 120Orm drop at 9 5 .4ps
formed shape (right) are available. The shock wave after shock passage at We = 15
travels from left to right.

complex movement of the whole droplet could be ob-
deformation behaviour (Reinecke and Waldman 1975) served which is different from what one knows from

ias compared to water drops in air. The results of our the parachute-like shapes of droplets in air. The for-
studies cover a relatively wide range of Weber numbers mation of long and fine whiskers from local surface
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Figure 14: Formation of jet- instabilities on the surface of a 231.6prm water droplet at We 39.2 and 161.2jps after

shock passage

Figure 13: Bag break up of a 120pm drop at 104. 2ps Figure 15: Spiral forming jet-instability of a 1 15.8pm

after shock passage at We = 15 droplet at We = 32.4 and 148ps after shock passage

instabilities is very characteristic for this range of We- 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
ber numbers. These whiskers then break up into very

small individual droplets. This means that we have Our investigation shows that small water drops

found a kind of stripping mode, i.e. break up into dro- when accelerated by their own vapour show in some

plets, which are very much smaller than the host dro- respect a different behaviour than do droplets in air. A

plet, but already at small Weber numbers (the classi- fragmentation mode with spiral form jet-instabilities

cal stripping mode typically is at Weber numbers of could be observed. It may be assumed that these jets

1000 as described in Reinecke and Waldman 1975). are caused by complex interface motions in the pre-

Figure 14 shows an example for this situation. In fi- sence of mass-exchange at thermodynamic states far

gure 15 the whisker forms a kind of spiral which means from phase equilibrium. For lower Weber numbers we

that the flow around the droplet is very complex. The observed the same bag type break up as described in

double-exposure technique furthermore allowed to mo- the literature for droplets in air. The deformation of

nitor the displacement of the droplets. This gives in- droplets in their own vapour is also accompanied by

formation on the total effective drag force in the case an drastic increase of the drag coefficient.

of strongly deformed droplets (see figure 8). Such in-
formation should be of relevance to many technical
droplet-in-vapour flows. As could be expected the cor-
responding drag coefficient drastically differs from the
standard drag curve.
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SINGLE PARTICLE OPERATIONS BY LDA-ASSISTIED ELECTODYNAMIC THERIAOGRAVRAMETY
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keywords: lase-dopple anernmetry. single partcle lectrodinamic balance

ABSRACT , a, e. Measrmamz of drag forces in bot gas w
Absolute measuremems in unit operations on fiom chemical reactors or of umis trasfia coeficcets in

singe subnifilitwe particles are made possible by the the, spray-dryin of fwod are typical fields, wher new
application of Lase-Doppleir anemometry to an uuigls, could be expected.
electrodynaic balance. The flow field of the gas inside Howeve, the peculiar configration of thenmae
the hyperboloidal chambeir of the alneis characteajaid. cell does not allow for a predictio nor a sinpde evaluatio
Cigarette: snoke as used as a tracer Gas velocity proffies of the local gas velocees. Moreover, no stauive
are measured in the temperature rane 293-620 IL A mesirannent techetiques cmn be used, as they woudd
direct utiliration of the results for measuumg the absolute w&==nc the gas velocity profiles with respect to the

aeoyai drag fix=s acate on a 48 pm spherical glmass tialme of the suspended partices (leas the 200 pam).
particle: by a gas at any given velocity is shown As a mawte ofct find&&act calibratons by standard solids

have been used in the past works to estimate a cel
consMtan, M 3offehow related to the gas velocities (Davis et

1. INTRODUCTION ANM PURPOSE al., 1987; d'Anmor at aI., 1968)
The hawr-oppler anemometry in the special

In the study of the treatment of solids or drops in arinegemmn here adopted appear- to he a vahiasle way to
convenional apparatuses some parameters are difficult to overcome the expeimuntal difficulties aid to characterize
be properly take into account. This specially occurs when the flow fnied in the dmderk at the differu Operating
analysng results from unit operations on populations of conditions. This work aim at de a thi at
particles where heat and -as truuffr kitmctions may applicationt of LDA to the electrodymniic balance leads to
hinder the kntrprtation of experimental dafta collected, an -u experimental apparatus for studying heat, ms
For insanc, in gas and vapor adsorption on solids, and momenuman transfa mechnismis between partices anid
evokition of heat on sorptio and cooling on desorption *
could remilt in a time-ipnodest drift of sorption equilbra
(Gregg and Sing& 1982)

The use of the electrodynanic balance as a tool for the 2. EXPERMENTAL
analysi of momeotm and -as trams&h p1nomena
between gas and particles or drops has recently come up 2.1 Apparatus
to the Mmuerio as the balsanm is able to hold, by means of
electri fields, a single particle suspenided in space (D)ami A schematic view of the whole exp~erietal
and Ray, 198&, Sp~ut at al., 1985, 19M6, Cohmen t AL, apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
1987; Sageev Gradwer a l., 1917; Davis et ml., 1987). By The electrodynauzic cA Ier (Waerker at a!.,
contiuou detrnation of gas flow-rate and weigga and 1959; Davis and Ray, 1960; Philip, 1961; Sp*a, 1965)
size of the levitated particle, dire meamaremeMt of -as consists of three electrodes in an hyperboloidal
&luxe and evaluation of momenum and mass tiank~ corinfiuaion. Thbe chanemi create a dy~fnamic electric

cofiinswe possible. As a simple applcation the fnied capble of suspending a tingle charged partcLe- The
StUdy of the drag force excerted on solid particles by agas AC orrfing electrode ( 6) provides lateral stability to the
nmy be simply perfomed at any coodition, since the particle through an imposed AC field oscillating
particle can be indefinitely kept levtated imde the szouiuoidaly 2000 volts at 1001k. fue DC top and
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consiating in a flask connected to a vacuum pump on one Gas velocity prfmes alog the chamber diameter hae
side and a cigarette holder on the other side. Alter the been measured at gas flow rate of 4.65. 9.30, 13.95, 1.60
pump has evacuated the flask, the cinarette is cormected an 3/s and at gas temperstute of 293. 400. 460 and 620 K
and "smoked*. Two-way electrovalves then choag the for the thrse DC electrode couples indicated above. Al
path of the gas flowing to the balance, Jetting is pan ech opeating conditiolk meOmmOem of the centeri
through the fa. The smoke produced is conveyed to the gas velocity as a funcmon of the gas flow rate. in the range
measuring cell, and its vacaq effec is sautiactory. 0-37.20 c- 3 /s have been also performed

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Amodynamic drag force

A frce balance on a particle in equilibrium in the
chmbera in of gas flow gives:

mg -qE (1)

where mg is the gravity force, q the charge on the
particle, E the electric field strePght in a vertical upward
direction. The electric field in the vertical direction in an
dectrodynanic balance is

*qswam in mmW E =CV1I/z (2)

where V! is the DC voltage across the vertical electrodes
Fig. 2- Section of the electrodynamic balance required to balance the levitated particle, C the chamber

constan, and z0 the characteristic leaght of the chamber.
In p renme of a gas flow from downward direction, the

2.2 Techniques force balance modifies as follows:

In the drag force rmus, a particle is ijected into mg - Fd + qCV2 /zo (3)

the balance by a syringe. Particle dcrging by tribo or where Fd is the aerodynamic drag force acting in vertical
frictional electrification occurs naturally. Changes in the dil - and V2 is the new balancing voltage. By
gas flow rme tend to move the partice from the c -amber combining eqs. (1), (2) and (3) it is obtained:
center, where electrical and gravity force are in
equilibrium. The particle is brought back to the center by
changing the DC voltage, i.e. the electrical force exertecd Fd V2 V4
on it. The new balancing voltage is then recorded and
firtherly processed to obtain the aerdynanic drag form m8 VS
as a fuinitiof the gas flow rue. if the Reynolds number is far less than 1, Stokes's law

hods, and the drag form can be expressed as

After the smoke has been produced, a controlled
gas flow rate is paed thuh the k and then Fd = 3iv ()
adducted to the balance, for laserwdoppler anemomhtry. A
long calibrated tube enures the fi,.iy development of the where p is the gas viscosity, d the particle diameter and v
gas flow before the entrmce in the ioloidal chamber is the gas velocity.
By means of miiroslides, the laser beam enterming the
chamber are aligned so as to have their intersection From equations above, one would expect a line
rmng on the orizontal sinmetry plane of the relatinship between the quanity Fd/mg, i.e. the fractional

running onchamber.I i virtual weight reduction of the particle, and the gas
measuring volume generate c by the 650 is brought velocity, i.e the gas flow rate for a given section.

twice back and forth along the chamber diameter. However, resltsreporedinFig 3fora48umspherical

Measurement points are spaced 0.5 mm from each other. glass particle show a relait far from being linear.
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1.0 I at four differa ga flow rates. The hole in the DC
3 eectrodes is 5Mm Befre any analy, a sans bIlm- hs

beow done on the gas flow to check the reliability of the
gas velocity values measured. f v(r) is the gas velocity at
a given chamber radni r, and R is the danmber rad&^,S~than:

0.5 f

Qc" I v(r)rdr (6)
Jo

U

where Qc is the gus flow rate calulated by mean of the
laser doppler amnmmeryemdts.The d e&- betewem

e the calcuated vahles, and the measured gas flow rates fed
0.0 _to the chamber have been found in the order of2-3 %.

0.0 0.4 0.8 Curvature of the profiles at the am of the
0.0 0.4 0.8 balc, where paridcles are suspeded, is such that the

Q / (cm 3 /s) profi can be considered flat with respect to the particle
size. The infectiom points shown by the wuves indicte
that a simple lamnar flow assumton does not apply Mn

Fig. 3- Normalized aerodynamic drag force as a function this case, in spite of the very low Reynolds -numbers.

of the gas fow rate. Moreover, the strong decrease of the gas velocity near the

Particle diameter = 48 im. ring electrode walls suggests that a gas recirculation could

Temperature run = 300 K occur at higher flow rates, This would mean a more than
linear increase of the centerline gas velocity for an

3.1 Laser doppler anemoneuy increasng flow rate.

Figure 4 reports the gs velocity profiles along a Figure 5 reports the aS velocity profile obtaned with a

chamber diameter measured by laser-doppter anaometr DC electrode cule with a 2.5 mm hole, at a gas flow
rate of 13.95 O Z.

12 0 0 30

0 0

0A
8 0

¢, 20 A

0 A 0
0a A a,

40 E" a a a 0 10
A 0 A

0 X 03 0

0 0 A

-4 -1t 1

-5.5 0.0 5.5 -10 0.I ,

x, (mm) 0.0 5.5x / (mm)

Fig. 4- Gasvelocity profilesatvariousflow rates
Hole diameter in the DC eectrode: 5mm F. 5 - Gas velocity profile at flow rate Q = 13.95 cm3/s
0 Q 3.953 = 9.30 Hole diameter in the DC elearode: 2.5mm
A -13.95 0 - 15.60
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As the gas outlet section at the bottom DC ectrode is 4- repored a functiom of the gas flow rae in Fig. 7. The
tima smaller than the one of the previous rins (Fig 4), am linear relatiomnsip shown in the curve confis the
the gas ewer the ciamber at a hih velocity. The gas ndications above that a distortion in the velocity profles
recirculation above mentioned is now mor evident. It has holds when flow rate inmoa s.
to be pointed out the greater sigufhace of the mass
balance verification by eq. (6), shice the tr•mendous 10.0
increase in the downward Bow rate. Note that the greater
the radius, the hiher is the section available for the gas
flow. A trivial approach to the fluid dynamcs inside the o
hyperboloidal chamber could be to figue it omt as a
boundary-layer flow in a channel with small angle of 10.0
divergence (Schlichting, 1979). The condition for the
avoidance of back flow at the waft ina diverget tube of
radius R(z) was found to be dWdz < 12M., wher Re is .
the Reynolds number referred to the mean velocity of flow ,
through the channel an to its diameter. The condition 9 1.0

above is verifed for the runs in Fi 4, whereas it does not
hold for the nm reported in Fig. 5. As a matter of ct the
figure does show a fuMly developed back Blow.

Figure 6 shows the gas velocity profiles measured 0.1

in hot conditions, being the temperature profiles along the 1.0 10.0 100.0 1000.0

vertical axis of the whole balance very flat. Q (cm/s)

24 , i , Fig. 7 Centerie gas velocity as a functim ofgas flow rate
Hole diamet in the DC electrode = 5 mm
Temperature rnm = 300 K

3Neverthelm the knowledge of the gas velocity

profiles mide the chamber allows to go rd of any
-complication of the fluid dynamics. A proof is in Fig 8,

1.0

A U

'N a0.5
-5.5 0.0 5.5

x /(MM)

Fig 6- Gasvelocity profilesatvarioustemperaturm
Gas flow rae Q = 18.60 cm3/s; Hole diameter
in the DC electrode: 5amw

O T = 300 A=390 K& U=620K o.o
0 6 12

The centerline velocity increases more than expected, v centerline / (em/s)
suggesting that back flow at the chamber walls may play a
major role under those epmaizal conditions. Fig 8 - Normalized aerodynamic drag force as a function

of the centerline gas velocity.
The centerline velocities measured in cold Partidce diameter =4 pm.

conditions with a 5 mm hole in the DC electrode are
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where the drag foce resmus, already reported in m Fig 3, Sdditwing It, 1979, Bwudn JAM pp. 10.-
are now analysed in tares of the tiue absotm ps velocity 109, McGraw HIL New York
at the chamber centedine. It can be seen that a linear
relationship holds, as vepectd. Note that each poin in the Cie R., Grace, J.R- & Weber, M.E., 1979 ,.hf .
plot is reresentativie of an expaimental meamunent at a U Acdemi Pres, Now York
gie gas velocity.

Davis, E.J. & Ray, A-L., 1960 i a
si nd Mass Memawaenats Using an El -dmo

4. CONCLUSIONS Uflan J. Coloid Interface Sci., 75, pp. 566-575

Philip, M.A-, 1981, MS. Thesis, Mass. Ins of
The dectrodynaiic balance: has already been Technolop, Camnridje Ma.

used in the study of the unit operatio in mchenical
eg e for its special feature of being a sort of Greg SJ. & Sing KLS.W., 198., AAMl61Sb
microreactor for single particle operations. However, a Are ad AcademiPr, Londo
psrter chance is offered by its coupling to the laser-
doppler aneomnetry, as it may be now possible to Sather Spjut,R.E, Sarofim, A.F., & Longwell, J.P., 1985, JjaI
absolute data for many paramnmters of interest in the unit Heating and Partice mrature Mam t in an
operations on solid and liquid particles. The study of drag EkaaxdmmmkBalan amsnir 1, pp.355-360
force on differnty shaped paticles, either at etemely
low Reynolds nmber or far beyond the terminal velocity, SpjutR.E, Bar-Ziv, E., Sarofim, AF., & Longwell, J-.,
where relationships found in literature suggest corrections 1986, • Th • AnaNr Rev.
to the drag coefficient (Clift et al, 1978), and in cold and Sci. InstrumL, 57, 1604-1610
hot conditions , and the analysis of the dependence of
momentum and mas transfer coefficients on local velocity Davis .E., Zh3=, S.K, Fulton, J.K & Periasamy R.,
for difflrent partide sizes are some of the promising 1987, Measrement of the a Drag Force on
applications of this WDA-asisted elcanoynmic balance. Sig*le Aerosol PartideL Aerosol Sd and TedclM, 6, pp.

273-287
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PHASE-DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY (PDA)

A NEW TOOL FOR MONITORING THERMAL SPRAYING

R. Zeller, J. Domnick*, E. Schubert, H. W. Bergmann, F. Durst*

ATZ-EVUS, Rinostr.1, D-92249 Vilseck

* Lehrstuhl ffir Str6mungsmechanik
Universitit Erlangen-Nfirnberg, Cauerstr.4, D-91058Erlangen

ABSTRACT Helium and Hydrogen, and also mixtures of two or
more of these gases. The gun parts are water cooled to

Thermal spraying is an expanding technology with sustain the high operation temperatures and to avoid
growing markets. Especially the variety of plasma melting of the electrodes. Particles are injected into the
spraying techniques offers a number of possibilities for plasma jet, heated up, accelerated towards the substrate
new and advanced applications. The spraying of and finally deposited forming a functional layer
sophisticated materials, the demand for generating (Herman, 1988). Many experimental efforts have been
coating structures or substrate/coating combinations made to characterize the spraying process in order to
with novel properties and the improvement of the achieve a better understanding of the governing
spraying efficiency require a more detailed parameters. However, due to the extreme conditions
understanding of the physical and chemical reactions inside the plasma jet (temperature approx. 10 000 K, gas
inside the plasma, in order to achieve an appropriate velocity between 300.600 m/s) only a few techniques are
process control. The present paper demonstrates that applicable. Temperature measurements with
phase-Doppler anemometry (PDA) is applicable as a spectroscopy or enthalpy probes are common techniques
powerful tool for process diagnostics in plasma (Pfender& Spores, 1987), yielding an overall impression
spraying. Yielding simultaneous measurements of of the temperature distribution. For locally resolved
particle size and velocity at discrete locations, the measurements of the velocity field, laser-Doppler
PDA-technique generates new possibilities to anemometry (LDA) has been used recently (MayW et aL
characterize and further improve the spraying process. 1993 Fouchais et al. 1992). Based on experimental

results many attempts have been made to simulate the
1. INTRODUCTION spraying process (P1fender & Chyou 1989). Nevertheless,

at the current state these models cannot deliver a
Thermal Spraying is a multitask coating process in detailed description of the process because of too many
modern surface technology. Plasma spraying, initially simplifications necessary for modelling (Joshi 1992). On
developed for the aerospace industry, is one of the the other hand great efforts have been made to save
youngest but also most universal thermal spray expensive powders forming functional layers by an
processes (BusseA 1988). The heat source for the adequate process control. Up to this point all control
processing of materials with high melting points (oxide mechanism are based on the same principle, keeping the
ceramics, carbides, borides, nitrides, silicides) is a machine setting constant and assuming that there is no
plasma jet, exceeding temperatures between 6000 K and change in the spray process or in the layer quality.
20 000 K. However, also low melting materials could be Certainly, this is not satisfactory, but due to the
sprayed with this technique achieving high deposition complexity of the interacting parameters no successful
rates (.Lugscheider et al. 1991). The plasma gun consists on-line control is available at the moment. The use of
mainly of two electrodes. A rod shaped tungsten the PDA-technique may be a big step towards an
cathode is located inside a coaxial copper ring anode. A improvement of this situation.
high frequency ignition forms an arc between the
electrodes. By excitation, dissociation and ionization of 2. TEST RIG
the fluidizing gas between the electrodes a 4-5 cm long
plasma free jet is generated, exiting the nozzle at very The plasma spray facility used in this investigation
high velocities. Applicable gases are Nitrogen, Argon, consisted of a METCO 9MB watercooled air plasma
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spray gun facility with power supply and control unit for Through this arrangement, a final size range of 3 - 160
the mixing of the plasma gases. The spray gun and a Pim was achieved. The obtained Doppler signals were
4-axis ISEL traversing system were mounted in a sound filtered by an INVENT PDE filterbank and further

proof chamber. The powder feeder was a METCO 4 evaluated with a OSP PDA 100 FFT processing system,
MP type. Typical machine operation parameters are yielding a frequency bandwidth of 50 MHz. Fig. 1 gives
given in table 1. a schematic illustration of the experimental set-up in

combination with the plasma spray gun. The
measurement location of the LDA and the PDA was

Parameter Argon Hydrogen Current moved by traversing the gun, leaving the optical
arrangement fixed. The investigated powders were a

Range 30-80 1-10 300-500 A CuSn 6 bronze and a CrNi-powder. A typical SEM
I/mrin I/min image of the bronze powder with a size range of

0-63 pm in solidified state is given in fig.2. Clearly, the
Parameter Voltage Powder Carrier overall shape of the particles appears to be spherical,

55recognized. The surface has a certain roughness, which

Range 56-80 V 5-50 1-10 I/ma might disappear when the particles are molten. Also, the
g/min collectives of small and large droplets could be

destroyed inside the plasma flame. As mentioned above,
Table 1: Range of variable gun settings scattered light from reflection was used for the PDA

measurements without any noticeable problems. The
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP mean vaidation rate in the measurements was more than

90%.
In order to obtain a rough idea of the flow field
downstream the nozzle exit, thermal imaging for 4. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
different spray conditions was performed. Using an
infrared thermo-camera (H6rotron Infravision 500), Fig. 3 shows an example of images taken by the thermo
positioned perpendicular to the spray cone at a distance camera for 4 different sets of spraying parameter. The
of 1 m, the interesting regions of the particle stream picture mainly visualizes the temperature field generated
were visualised. The position of the camera was by the heated and accelerated particles, thereby
arranged in such a way that the tip of the flame indicating also regions with high and low particle
operating without powder was just at the edge of the number density. Without going too much into details, it
monitor. This arrangement was necessary because the should be noted that the particle stream splits into two
core of the plume was too bright for the selected filter separate jets beginning at approximately 100 mm
combination. The camera was operated in a downstream the plasma gun. According to Pfender
temperature window from 1273 K - 2273 IK The (1987) this is a region with highly turbulent gas flow,
intensity reduction was achieved by using specific grey influencing heavily the final properties of the layer. The
filters. This setting was appropriate for most of the observation of separate jets is also confirmed by first
powders, since only a few ceramic powders have LDA measurement. Fig. 4 exhibits the isotachs at 120
melting points exceeding a temperature of 2273 K. mm downstream the nozzle exit. In this diagram two
Preliminary measurements of the particle velocities distinct regions of high velocities can be detected. At
were made using an INVENT DFLDA laser-diode these positions the mean velocity reaches maximum
based fibre optics system, operating at 6 MHz shift values around 145 m/s. Near the spray edge, a strong
frequency. The backscatter transmitting probe was negative velocity gradient exiss, however, mean velocities
equipped with a 250 mm focal length lens, yielding a at the outermost measurement points are still around 75
probe volume with a diameter of 200 pm and a length m/s. It should be noted, that the LDA measurements
of approx. 2 mm. For the PDA measurements, this basically reflect the velocity of the particles, which might
transmitting system was completed with an INVENT differ strongly from the gas velocity. Also, some
PDE 2 detector receiving unit. The receiver focal length size/velocity correlations were obtained in the PDA
was 310 mm. Since the investigated metal particles are measurements. The results of the LDA measurements
highly absorbing, PDA measurements could be made were used to identify interesting areas for the PDA
with scattered light based on reflection. A scattering measurements.
angle of 55* was chosen, yielding a reasonable
scattering intensity at the particle sizes investigated.
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5. RESULTS

The PDA measurements were performed at the
following operating conditions: y (mm) d10 (pm) d. (lm) U (m/s)

Gas flow rate A 50 1/min H, 7 I/min 0 97.7 113.0 37.3

Powder feed 30 g/min -5 105.6 117.4 49.6

ra&er-10 120.1 123.7 74.5
Voltage 60 V -15 118.3 121.4 70.8

Current 450 A
- Table 3: Mean values at x = 0.0 mm, powder

Table 2 Settings of the plasma gun during the 63-160 pm
measurements

The velocities at these locations are relatively low, which
The measurements were made at an axial distance of is due to an asymmetric shape of the spray cone, as will
150 mm from the spray gun, which corresponds to the be discussed later. In fig. 7, the mean velocities are
standard working distance between plasma gun and given as a function of the particle sizes, indicating a
substrate. Therefore, the results indicate the properties strong positive correlation between size and velocity.
of the particles when reaching the target. In order to Obviously, 150 mm downstream the spray gun the gas
limit the powder and process gas consumption and also flow has already decelerated with the smaller particles
to reduce the heating of the optical system, the being able to follow this axial velocity gradient. On the
measurement time was limited to 10 s at each point, other hand larger particles still keep their initial velocity.
Therefore, the number of samples taken varied between This behaviour will strongly influence the residence time
approximately 50 and 2500 according to the local of different particle sizes inside the plasma flame and,
number density of the particles. In a first set of hence, the properties of the particles in terms of
measurements, two different particle fractions of the temperature and state when reaching the substrate. To
bronze powder, i.e. size distributions from 0-63 pm and examine a region of high mean velocities obtained in the
63-160 pm, were compared. The result of this LDA measurements, a grid of 25 measurement points
comparison, which was made at an axial distance of was arranged at 150 mm axial distance. These points
150 mm and 10 mm below the nominal centerline of were distributed in one quarter of the spray cone below
the spray cone, is shown in fig. 5. Clearly, two distinct the horizontal line of symmetry, i.e. at negative
number weighted size distributions can be recognized y-coordinates. The measurements were made with
with peak values around 25 and 125 pm. The obtained bronze particles of a 0-63 pmn size fraction. The result in
widths of the distributions compare very well with the terms of validated samples in 10 s is given in fig. 8. The
nominal size ranges with only a few samples laying maximum number of samples, and hence, the maximum
outside. From this result, it can be concluded that the particle number flux is obtained almost in the center of
PDA delivers the size of the bronze particles inside the this region, strongly decreasing along x and along y. The
plasma jet to a high degree of reliability. In fig. 6 the maximum measured particle arrival rate with the PDA
measured number distributions for the powder fraction is approximately 200 1/s, which is in the order of the
from 63-160 pm are shown for different y-positions at nominal arrival rate of 700 1/s, estimated from the
an axial distance of 150 mm. These measurements were powder feed rate, the volume mean diameter and the
taken at x = 0.0 mm, i.e. on the vertical line of probe volume cross section, assuming a homogeneous
symmetry. It is evident that the percentage of large number flux. The corresponding distribution of the
particles at the right hand side of the size distribution is arithmetic mean diameter d, is shown in fig. 9.
increasing with decreasing y-position, i.e. below the Basically, the mean diameter is increasing towards the
centerline of the spray. This can be explained by gravity vertical line of symmetry, reaching its maximum 15 mm
effects, which influence the trajectories of the different below the centerline of the spray cone. Maximum
particle sizes. The separation of the particle size classes arithmetic mean diameters are around 45 pm. The
is also indicated by the mean values given in table 3. distribution of the volume mean diameter, which is not

shown here, has a very similar shape. Surprisingly, the
region of the highest number flux is not correlated with
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any specific particle sizes. This is also true for the axial PDA-systems might become a tool for an on-line
mean velocity exhibited in fig. 10. Here, a smoothly control of the spraying process, rather than just keeping
decreasing mean velocity can be obtained moving along the spray gun settings constant during operation.
the x-axis. Furthermore, the mean velocity is almost
constant along the y-axis. This is in contrast to the REFERENCES
results shown in fig, 7; however, it should be noted that
the size ranges of the particles are completely different. Busse, LH.,(1988), Thermisches Spritzen Moderne
In general, the measurements indicate a strong Oberflchentechnik, OberflikL voL9, pp 30-39
asymmetry of the spray cone. Most likely, this is the
result of an asymmetric particle feeding system. Since Lupscheider,.., Eschnauer, H., MfillerU., Weber, T.,
the particles are injected into a region with extremely (1991), Quo Vadis, Thermal Spray Technology, Eg!dr
high mean velocities and velocity gradients, the Metauram lInternationaL vol.25, no.1, ppl8 -2 0
formation of the spray is heavily sensitive to any
disturbances in that region. It should be mentioned Hermao n H. , (1968), Plasma Sprayed Coatings,
again, that the duration of the experiments and their Scientific American. no.9, pp.78-81
spatial resolution had to be chosen as a compromise
between the practical value of the results and the Pfender, E., Spores R., (1987), Flow Structure of a
consumption of expensive plasma gases and powder. turbulent Thermal Plasma Jet, Surface and Coatin,

Jechnol Voi.37, pp.2 5 1-2 70
6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Mayr, W., Landes, K, Reusch, A., (1993),
The obtained results, although still having a preliminary Untersuchungen des Partikelverhaltens im Spritzstrahl
character, strongly indicate the feasibility of using mittels Laser-Doppler-Anemometrie, Prec. Thermal
phase-Doppler anemometry as an appropriate Sorav Conference TS93 Aachen. pp.14 3-14 7
measuring technique for the investigation of plasma
sprays. Some major characteristics of the spray, i.e. a Fauchais, P., Coudert,J.F., Vardelle, M, Denoirjean, A.,

vertical separation of particles of different sizes due to (1992), Diagnostics of Thermal Spraying Plasma Jets,
gravity or the presence of positive size/velocity Journal of Thermal Sprav Technoloy- vol.l, pp.117- 12 7
correlations have already been identified. One problem
that was recognized during the measurements is the Chyou, Y.P., Pfender, E., (1989), Modeling of Plasma
strong spatial variation of the particle number density. Jets with Superimposed Vortex Flow, Plasma Mt
Low particle number density regions could lead to and Plasma Processing. vol. 9,no. 2, pp. 291-328
either long measurement durations with expensive gas
and powder consumption or to significant reductions of Joshi S.V., (1992), A Prediction Model to Assist Plasma
the number of samples taken and, hence, to reductions and HVOF Spraying, Materials Letters. vol. 14, pp.

of the statistical reliability. Also, it should be noted that 31-36
the measurements presented herein were made with
initially spherical metallic powders. If non-spherical
particles are used, which do not melt completely inside
the plasma flame, erroneous size measurement would
occur. Further problems may appear, if particles of
ceramic materials are used. Here, the optical properties
necessary for the layout of a phase-Doppler system, i.e.
the complex refractive index, have to be determined
with great care. If measurements with reflected light
are not feasible, the refractive index at the process
temperatures of the particles has to be measured.
Nevertheless, the use of the PDA-technique in plasma
sprays could yield an improved understanding of the
plasma spray process through detailed investigations of
the gas-particle interactions inside the plasma flame. In
the future, this knowledge might be used for the
development of more sophisticated and more accurate
simulation models. Futhermore, small and robust
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Fig. 3: Thermal image of the plasma flame
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Fig. 9- Distribution of the arithmetic mean diameter at z 150 mm (d 0-63 p~m)

Fig. 10- Distribution of the axial mean velocity at z~ 150 mm (d =0-03 pm)
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A Fast Data Acquisition System for Digital PIV
application to fully-developed and transitional turbulent pipe flow

J. Westerweel, A.A. Draad, J.G.Th. van der Hoeven & J. van Oord

Laboratory for Aero & Hydrodynamics

Delft University of Technology
Rotterdamseweg 145, 2628 AL Delft, the Netherlands

Abstract with a CCD camera, and to interrogate the images digitally
A new and unique image acquisition system was built in small 32x32-pixel sub-images. Hence, DPIV effectively
for measurements with digital particle image velocimetry avoids any overhead for the processing of photographic film
(DPIV) in turbulent flows. The system can record se- and the mechanical translation of the negative along the
quences of 1016x 100-pizel images at a rate of 10 im- interrogation optics. In addition, the reduction of the num-
ages per second with a total real-time storage capacity of ber of pixels in the computation of the spatial correlation
256 MB. The system is used in two experiments: (1) the from 256x256 to 32x32 pixels reduces the total analysis
measurement of fully-developed turbulent flow, and (2) the time of a single image from 1-2 hours to less than 30 sec-
measurement of the transition from laminar to turbulent onds.
flow. The results for the fully developed flow are com- One may expect that the reduction from 256 x256 to
pared with those from a direct numerical simulation and 32x32 pixels affects the accuracy. This is true when the
with those from a conventional PIV measurement. We con- centroid of the displacement-correlation peak is determined
clude from these data that the level of accuracy for DPIV with the conventional center-of-mass estimator (Prasad et
is comparable to that of conventional PIV, while the im- al. 1992). However, Willert & Gharib (1991) found that the
age analysis in DPIV is completed in a fraction of the time estimation error at low pixel resolution can be reduced con-
needed in conventional PIV. siderably by using a Gaussian peak-fit estimator. Recently,

Westerweel (1993a,1993b) demonstrated that the estimates
1 Introduction for the spatial correlation are correlated over an area pro-

One of the most challenging applications of particle image portional to the particle-image diameter. This implies that
the information content of the estimated displacement-velocimetry (PIV) is the measurement of turbulence. For correlation peak does not improve above a resolution of

example, the measurement in a turbulent channel flow or 32x32 pixels. Thus, the analysis with only 32x32 pix-
pipe flow may require an image size large enough to include els yields by principle the same accuracy as with 256x256
the flow from wall to wall with a resolution that is suffi- els yielb re th e sam e a fc r as th reachcient to resolve the small-scale motions. In addition the pixels.' Therefore, it should be possible for DPIV to reach

the same level of accuracy as conventional PIV.measurement error needs to be small enough in order to So far, DPIV has mainly been applied to low-speed flows
measure the small velocity fluctuations near the centerline
and close to the boundary. And finally, as was pointed out foequate standtr a resolutio (see e rg.iWes
by Westerweel et al. (1991), the investigation of turbulent adequate spatial and temporal resolution (see e.g. Wester-

wee[ et al. 1991; Willett & Gharib 1991). With this typeflows with PIV will require the analysis of large numbers of e t a ne 191 Wilyet ari 191) With ets tp
of images, e.g. to determine the flow statistics or to inves- ouipment on a only take of measuremen ofturbulence in a relatively small area of the flow (Van der
tigate the dynamics of coherent flow structures from image Hoeven et al. 1992). To carry out DPIV measurements
seqnuences , that include a substantial area of the flow we need to usegraphic film, and the negatives are then analyzed by com- high-resolution CCD cameras that also have high frameputing the spatial correlation in small interrogation images rates; this requires a fast image acquisition system with a
- of typically 256 x 256 pixels - with a yield between 1,000 high bandwidth. In order to accommodate a large numberand 10,000 interrogations per negative. This approach is of images it should also be equipped with a large real-timeinherently slow, and therefore unsuited to deal with the storage capacity. It was decided to design and to buildlarge amount of images anticipated for measurements in an image acquisition system for DPIV - based on exist-turbulent flows. ing specialized hardware - for the purpose of turbulencemeasurements. A description of this system is given in Sec-An alternative approach - referred to as digital par- tion 2.
ticle image velocimetry (DPIV) - was suggested simul-
taneously by Willert & Gharib (1991) and by Westerweel 'Provided that we use an optimally efficient estimator for the
et al. (1991): they proposed to recorde the images directly given pixel resolution.
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square pixels, with a 100% fill ratio. The maximum frame
rate of the cameras is 15 Hz. However, under full external
control (i.e. for the timing of the exposure and for im-
age read-out) the frame rate reduces to 10 Hz. The frame
timing and pixel clock for image read-out are supplied by

SNP4*Y the MaxVideo-20 boards. The cameras are equipped with
AIkx Ik electro-optical shutters, which again are controlled by the

10-5sto of the CCD during image read-out.
00C Uw Ma 2 •The system is controlled by a VME/UNIX workstation

mwm (Sun-sparc). A large storage disk (1 GB) and digital tape
EtheINN unit are used to store and to backup the image data, so that

the system can be operated as a 'stand-alone' machine. An
ethernet connection gives access to other machines, which
makes it possible to access other software (e.g., for image

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the image acquisition system. processing and data visualization) or peripherals, or to use
a high-performance workstation for the data reduction.

Images can be recorded at any frame rate up to 10 Hz.
The two cameras can be operated simultaneously, or with

To illustrate the capabilities of this new and unique sys- a given time delay. It is also possible to acquire an image
tem we present in this paper the results of two pilot exper- at the response of an external trigger signal, or to record
iments: (1) the measurement of fully-developed turbulent a whole sequence of images started by an external trigger
pipe flow, and (2) the measurement of the transition from ('conditional start'). The system can also acquire images
laminar pipe flow to turbulent pipe flow. Both experi- continually, and then be stopped by an external trigger
ments were carried out in the same water flow facility. A ('conditional stop'). This particular feature was used in the
description of this facility and of the relevant experimen- measurement of the transition from laminar to turbulent
tal parameters will be given in Section 3; the results are pipe flow, reported later in this paper.
discussed in Section 4.

The measurement of fully-developed turbulent flow 3 Experiments
matches the flow conditions in an extensive study of tur- In this section we discuss the pipe flow facility. For the
bulent pipe flow by Eggels et al. (1994) that included both fully-developed turbulent flow we matched our flow condi-
numerical simulations and experiments. We will compare tions to those of the PIV measurement by Westerweel et al.
our present results with two contributions to this joint (1993). In Table 1 we compare the relevant experimental
study: the direct numerical simulation (DNS) by Eggels parameters for the PIV and DPIV measurements. These
et al. (1993) and the PIV measurements by Westerweel et parameters will be discussed in greater detail below.
al. (1993). In addition to these data we will also compare
our results with those by Tahitu (1994), who carried out 3.1 flow facility
measurements with laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) in For the measurements we used a closed-loop water facility.
the same flow facility and at the same flow condition as A detailed description of this facility is given by Tahitu
our DPIV measurements. (1994). The main flow line is a smooth pipe with an inner

diameter of 40.2 mm and a total length of 8.65 m. The2 The image acquisition system return line has the same length and diameter. The wa-
The image acquisition system is equipped with two cam-
eras. For the measurements presented in this paper we used
one camera; the second camera is intended to be used in
future applications. For example, a two-camera system can
be used for stereoscopic or two-color imaging. A schematic
of the system is shown in Figure 1. 0

The heart of the image acquisition system is a pair of twoeLa f

MaxVideo-20 (DataCube) pipeline processors. Each pro-
cessor is equipped with four MegaStore-32 memory boards, t. Wrs
which yields a total real-time storage capacity of 256 MB. A A8s
The pipeline processors are capable of digitizing, recording
and processing images at a data rate of 26 MHz with 8-bit Milli" Win
resolution. (For comparison: the bandwidth of standard mirror

NTSC-video is 8 MHz.)
Each processor board connects to a CCD camera (Texas Figure 2: Optical configuration for the digital PIV measure-

Instruments). The CCD array consists of 1000x1016 ments in a pipe.
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The box and thin wall reduce optical aberrations that re-
Table 1: The experimental conditions for the photographic Piftc
measurement (PIV) by Westerweel ei al. (1993) and for the sult from refraction of light by the curved pipe wall, and

digital PIV measurement (DPIV). allows us to measure the velocity close to the pipe wall.

PIV DPIV Westerweel et al (1993) stressed the importance of an in-

Pipe: dependent and accurate measurement of the friction veloc-

diameter (D) (mm) 127 40.2 ity in order to normalize the experimental data correctly.

length (i) 17 8.65 In these measurements the friction velocity was determined

Flow: from the measured pressure drop between two taps located

fluid air water at 4.40 m and 8.60 m from the inlet. The friction velocity

kin. viscosity (mm 2 /s) 15.22 0.998 is found from the pressure drop by (Schlichting 1979):

velocity (Ub) (ram/s) 627 130

Re 5,277 5,251 .
Seeding: 4pL

type oil droplets Optimage

size (Jm) 1 - 2 30 ± 10 where AP is the pressure drop over a length L, p the den-

number dens. (mm- 3 ) 40 6.1 sity of the fluid, and D the diameter of the pipe. The

Illumination: pressure difference was determined with a relative mea-

scurce 2x YAG Ar+ surement error of 0.8%, and through Eq. (1 we found:

beam type expanded scanning u.=9.081±0.004 mm/s.
thickness (mm) 0.4 0.5

energy/power 120 mJ 5 W 3.2 seeding
time delay (ms) 0.30000 2.685 The flow has been seeded with small tracer particles that
no. of exposures 2 8 have a nominal diameter of 30 pm (Optimage). These par-

Recording: ticles are almost neutrally buoyant in water. Sufficient time
type photograph electronic was allowed to ensure that the particles are distributed
magnification 0.70 0.30 evenly over the entire flow volume before we carry out
viewing area (mm 2 ) 15Ox130 40.0x40.7 the measurements. These particular tracer particles are

Interrogation: rather large, and in order to keep the volume fraction of
area (mm 2 ) 1.4xl.4 1.3x1.3 the seeding below 10', while at the same time maintaining

image dens. (NI) 20.1 23.1 an adequate image density, we decided to record multiple-

time' (s) 1,010 12 exposure images (Keane & Adrian 1991). We will return
Data set: to this point in Section 3.4.

vectors/image 8,500 3,721

no. of images 33 100 3.3 light sheet
'interrogation time per 1,000 vectors The optical configuration for the light sheet is shown in

Figure 2. The beam of a 5 Watt argon-ion laser is guided

through an optical fiber, and is deflected by a rotating

ter temperature in the facility is maintained at a constant 36-faceted polygon mirror. A cylindrical lens converts the

value of 20.3*C. angular motion of the reflected beam into a parallel motion.

The two experiments required different flow conditions A 45 0-mirror directs the beam through the test section.

at the pipe inlet. For the first experiment we want a fully- The plane of the light sheet coincides with the centerline

developed pipe flow. We therefore bypassed the settling of the pipe. A small inverted telescope at the fiber exit

chamber, and connected the inlet of the main flow line contracts the beam so that the width of the light sheet in

directly to the pump. The disturbances in the flow caused the test section is 0.5 mm.

by the pump are sufficient to establish a turbulent flow
state. In the second experiment (i.e. transitional flow) the 3.4 image recording

fluid passes a settling chamber and enters the pipe through The time delay between two consecutive passages of the

a smooth funnel. Now the flow remains laminar over the scanning beam is set to 2.685 ms. Each image is ex-

full length of the pipe at a Reynolds number of 5,600 (based posed 8 times, which makes the total exposure time equal
on the pipe diameter and the bulk velocity), until dynamic to 18.8 ms. The Kolmogorov time scale r (=i7 2 /V, with

instabilities cause the flow to become turbulent. 1u./y=l.6; Eggels et al. 1994) for this flow is equal to

The measurements are carried out in a test section lo- 31 ms. Since the total exposure time is less than r we may

cated at a distance of 6.5 m from the pipe inlet. This assume that the flow field during the exposure is essentially

distance is more than 160 times the pipe diameter, so that frozen.
for the first experiment we may indeed expect here a fully- An image of the particles in the light sheet is formed

developed turbulent flow (Schlichting 1979). The test sec- on the CCD array with a 50 mm focal length lens with a

tion consists of a square, water-filled box thr . encloses a numerical aperture of f/D=4. The optical axis of the lens

section of the pipe. Inside this box the normal p• ,,e wall has is perpendicular to the plane of the light sheet. The image

been replaced by a thin sheet with a thickness of 0.01 mm. magnification is 0.30, so that the view area of the camera
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is one pipe diameter in both the axial direction and the U,
radial direction with respect to the pipe. ._,_ .___,_. . ..___,_._ ,

In the first experiment (i.e. fully-developed turbulent _.____.....

pipe flow) we deliberately used a low frame rate of 1 Hz. _..__ ___ -

The integral time scale for the turbulent pipe flow is esti- 7 : ... .
~ ~~~P ........ .. 1 ..t .. . 2_

mated at 0.3 s (=D/U6 ; see Tab. 1)ý so that we may assume .....
that consecutive images are statistically independent. For . ......

the measurement of the transitional flow we used the max- ------- - ......

imum frame rate (i.e. 10 Hz), which enables us to resolve __:_............_

the event in a sequence of images. For this measurement
we used the system in 'conditional stop' mode. In both
experiments we recorded a sequence of 100 frames, which ............
occupy about 100 MB of storage each. .... ::::::: .:: -.............

3.5 data reduction ------ :
Each image is interrogated in 32x32-pixels sub-images at ...... .......... ... --- "- ...
intervals of 16 pixels (i.e. a 50% overlap). The size of -.... ..

an interrogation sub-image corresponds to a measurement ------------------.-----------.........- "--------::--::---:....
volume of (1.3xl.3×0.5=) 0.85 mm3 in the flow. The dis- .:.... ::..:: .... ....................... ........... . ..... ::::........................:::::
placement of the tracer particles between two exposures at Z------........

the centerline of the pipe is about 12 pixel units (px), which ...............
is almost 40% of the width of the interrogation image. The 0 1oo 200 300 x"
image density (i.e. the average number of particle image
pairs) is equal to 23.1. Figure 3: A vector map of the measured instantaneous fluctuat-

The interrogation is done symmetric with respect to the ing velocity. The vector at the top represents the mean velocity
location of the centerline on the images; this makes it possi- at the centerline.
ble to combine the flow statistics from the upper and lower
sections of the images directly.

Reliable measurements of the displacement are obtained displacement we scaled the arrows in this figure by a fac-
down to 14 px from the pipe wall - which corresponds to tor of 15. In fact, most of the arrows showed here actually
a distance of only 0.57 mm (or 5.2 viscous wall units). The correspond to fluctuations of the displacement of less than
centroid of the interrogation region closest to the pipe wall 0.5 px. This demonstrates the ability of DPIV to resolve
is located 1.16 mm from the wall (10.6 viscous wall units). displacements at sub-pixel level. Also note the turbulent

Each image yields a data set of 61 rows of 61 vectors flow structures close to the upper and lower walls. Figure 4
each. The image sequences are processed on a HP9000/720 shows two examples of grey-scale maps of the out-of-plane
workstation, which completes the analysis of one image (i.e. component of the vorticity (w.). One may recognize coher-
3,721 interrogations) in less than 30 seconds. Compare this
with an analysis time of 2.5 hours (see Table 1 that was
required for the interrogation of a single PIV photograph a -2A 0 s-'
(Westerweel et al. 1993).

Each data set is subjected to a data-validation proce- - .

dure to remove erroneous measurements of the displace-
ment. (Erroneous measurements occur naturally as a re-
sult of insufficient particle-image pairs in certain interro-
gation sub-images.) We use the median-filtering method
described by Westerweel (1994) to identify displacement
vectors that deviate unphysically from adjacent vectors: "' •,-.
all vectors that deviate more that 2.5 px from their localAK-t
median value have been discarded from the data set. The
average fraction of detected spurious vectors is 2.8%, with
the lowest and highest fractions being equal to of 1.2% and ova
5.7% respectively. The discarded vectors are replaced by
the local-average of the (accepted) adjacent displacement
vectors. 100 200 3W X"
• Figure 3 shows a typical result of the instantaneous fluc-

tuating velocity measured in the fully developed turbulent Figure 4: Grey scale maps of negative vorticity in s-1 perpen-
pipe flow. The top and bottom axes in Fig. 3 coincide dicular to the image plane. The flow is from left to right. The
with the pipe wall. To visualize the small fluctuations in pipe wail is located at y+ =0.
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Table 2: The flow conditions for the DNS (Eggels el al. 1994) ..
and for the measurements with PIV (Westerweel et al. 1993)
and DPIV.

DNS Ply DPJV
Re 5,300 5,277 5,251
Re. 360.0 366.3 365.9 b 10 - DNS (EUels er al1994)
Ub (mm/s) - 626.6 130.4 0 PIV (Westerweeletin 1993)

(mm/s) - 842.9 174.5 5 e DPIV
U1/U6 1.312 1.345 1.338 6 LDA (Tahitu 1994)
U. (m n/s) - 43.5 9.081 0 . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . ..
Uj/U. 14.72 14.40 14.35
(h/is. 19.31 19.38 19.21
C/ 0.00932 0.00964 0.00943 2.0
M/n. (mm) - 0.3467 0.1099

D+180.0 183.2 181.6
Ar+ 1.88 4.12 5.81
Az+ 7.03 4.12 5.81 1.0

Az+ 8.84a 1.15 4.55 v
*Tangential resolution at the pipe wall. 0.0

ent structures that closely resemble the 'shear-layer' and 0.6
'vortex' structures that were observed in the PIV data set
(ref. Westerweel et aL 1993). In this paper we will not 0.4
further examine these structures; instead we concentrate
on the comparison of the measured flow statistics. These 0.2
results are discussed in the next section.

0.0
4 Results 0.0 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

In this section we present the results from the measure- riD
ment of the fully-developed turbulent pipe flow and of the
transitional pipe flow. We will use u and v to denote the Figure 5: The mean axial velocity, the axial and radial RMS
velocity components in the axial (z) and radial (r) direc- fluctuating velocities, and Reynolds stress, normalized by fric-
tions respectively. The velocity statistics will usually be tion velocity, as function of the dimensionless distance from the
normalized by the friction velocity (u.) and plotted as a centerline.
function of the dimensionless distance from the centerline
(viz, r/D). The axes for vector maps show the dimensions
expz.ress i e wallxui es the vectory-aps coorw the dinaneidn- amount is so small that even though the criterion is not metnotressedinwallunits;in these distne the (e pp win a strict sense, we still view our data set as to have fullyresolved all flow scales for y+ > 10 (i.e. outside the viscous

4.1 Fully-developed turbulent flow sub-layer).

Table 2 summarizes the conditions of the DPIV measure-ment ofthefuly-deeloed urblen flo, tgeter ith The flow statistics of fully-developed turbulent pipe flowm e nts of the fully-develop ed turbulent flow , together w ith a e h m g n o s a o g t e a i l d r c i n n y m t ithe flow conditions of the DNS and of the PIV measure -are homogeneous along the axial direction, and symmetric
ments. Note the close correspondence of the flow condi- with respect to the centerline. We determined the flow

tions for the three data sets; the only real difference is re- statistics from the measured data by averaging the data
flected in the spatial resolution (viz., Ar+, Az+ and z+). along rows overall frames, and then combining the results
Let us compare the resolution of three data sets against from opposite sides of the centerline. In Figure 5 we have

Gr6tzbach's criterion, i.e.: plotted the results for the mean axial velocity (U), for the
axial and radial root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuating ve-

A < ir, with A = (ArAz~z)"13  (2) locities (u' and v' respectively), and for the Reynolds stress
(0i). We also plotted the corresponding results from the

(Gr6tzbach 1983; Eggels et al. 1994) where q is the Kol- DNS and from the PIV and LDA measurements.
mogorov length scale. For the DNS, PIV and DPIV data The data in Fig. 5 show that the differences between the
sets we find A+= 4.9, 2.7 and 5.4 respectively. The Kol- DNS, PIV, DPIV and LDA results are very small. We
mogorov length scale for this flow is estimated at Yj+=l.6 therefore plotted in Figure 6 the residuals for the experi-
(Eggels et ol. 1994), so that irq= -5.0. The DNS and the mental data with respect to the DNS data.
PIV data sets satisfy Gr6tzbach's criterion, whereas the For the mean axial velocity the PIV data are mostly
DPIV data set exceeds the criterion by less than 10%. This lacger than the DNS result, whereas the DPIV data are
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not the case, which supports the conclusion by Westerweel

0.4 00(1993a,1993b) that DPIX' can yield velocity data with the
0. O 0 0 same level of accuracy as PIV.

0.2 00 0 0 Note how au'* for the LDA and DP1V data exhibit
b o~ 0

0~ ~oooO~ooooO%~othe same systematical deviations ove: a considerable range
a a~ in r/D; again a clue that the differences we may observe

-0.20 46004oow 00,004 a & between the PIV and DPI\' results reflect differences in

0000 '00the flow rather than differences in accuracy. On the other

-0.4 hand, there is a considerable bias in the residual profiles of
.0. -t F, for the LDA data with respect to the DPIV data. We

believe that this is a result of cross-talk between the u + v
0.4 0and u - v signals in the LDA measurement (see Tahitu

0.2 1994).
"VOWR0*0 0. 0We would like to emphasize here on which level of detail

o~o 0011 we evaluated the DPIV data in Fig. 6: a difference of0.

(1.2a in these residual profiles corresponds to a displacement of
-0.2 0.12 px in the digital images. Note how small the fluctua-

-0.4 tions are with respect to the equivalent size of a pixel.

0.4 4L We also determined the skewness and kurtosis factors
a (denoted by S and K respectively), which are shown in

0.24 a a a Ao&f6 0 o6 Figure 7 together with the corresponding results for the
oo DNS and PIV data sets. The skewness and kurtosis factors

S0.04N 22 are directly related to the third and fourth order statistics,
- DNS (Eggels eta( 1994) and are generally considered to be more sensative to noise

-0.*2 o PIV (Westerweel et al 1993) than first and second order statistics.

-0D4IV The skewness factors of both u and v for the PIV and
-04 ALDA (Tahitu 1994) DPIV data coincide over a considerable range in r1D. Note

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 the similarity of the skewness factors for the two experi-

riD mental data sets: they both deviate from the DNS data in
the same manner. We emphasize that this is only a small

Figure 6: The residuals for the mean axial velocity (&U+) and
of the axial (,&u'+) and radial (Av' 4 ) RMS fluctuating veloci-
ties with respect to the corresponding DNS results for the PIV. 6... ...
DPIV and LDA measurements. The residuals are normalized - DNS (Eggels ef aL 1994)
by the friction velocity, and are plotted as a function of the 0 PIV (Westerweel ef aL 1993)
dimensionless distance from the centerline. 4 oDI

mostly smaller. Note that the results from the LDA mea-2100 000 0 0
surement (taken in the same facility and at the same flow
condition as the DPIV measurement) coincide with the S(u) 0 ---
DPIV results. This indicates that the systematic devia-
tions of the DPIV from the DNS cannot be attributed to 6
non-ideal behavior of the tracer particles, or to the dif- o:
ference between the number of exposures in the PIV and400
DPTV measurements. We therefore conclude that the sys- Iv)---------w---_--
tematic deviations are not the result of differences between
Ply and DPIV, but should be attributed to the fact that 2
the measurements were carried out in different flow facili-
ties. SWv 0

The differences between the PIV and DPIV results for
the residuals of u'+ and v'+ are negligible taking into ac- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
count the random scatter of the data. If the random errors r/D
(i.e., noise) in the DPIV data were substantially larger than
those in the PIV data, we would expect that the results Figure 7: The skewness (S) and kurtosis (K) factors for the axial
for U'+ and v'+ from the DPIV measurement are biased (top) and radial (bottom) velocities, as a function of the dimen-
with respect to results from the PIV measurement. The sionless distance from the pipe wall. The dashed lines represent
corresponding residual profiles in Fig. 6 show that this is the skewness and kurtosis for a normal randomn process.
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quired continuously until an external trigger signal is gen-

0.4 U> erated. In this measurement the acquisition was stopped
50 when a natural transition from the laminar to the turbu-

0.2 37.5 lent flow state had occurred. We found that the transition- " " '2.5 passed the view area of the camera between 5.8 and 8.0
0.0. seconds after the acquisition of the first frame in the se-

-025 quence.

--37 .5 To visualize results we determined the mean axial ve-
-0.4 -50 locity and RMS axial and radial fluctuating velocities in

0.4- > the axial direction for each individual frame. This can be
28 .viewed as applying a moving-average filter to the instanta-

0.2- 24 neous flow field, i.e.:16I.- (U (r)), = f~ur x) - d
Soo-- • q 2(U(r)), = fu.(rz zdx- L (3)-0.2-• 4 (n(r)),2 = f n(u.(,x) - (U (r)).,]2 dx

-0.4
..4 V> '(and vice versa for v) where the index i denotes the frameI.14 number, u.(r, z) the instantaneous velocity field, and L is

0.2- 12 the integration length along the axial direction (viz., r).
10 For the DPIV data the (maximum) integration length is

0.0. determined by the size of the images in the axial direction.

04 which is here equal to one pipe diameter. By combining the
-0.2- 2 filtered-velocity profiles we obtain two-dimensional scalar

0 data sets that reveal the changes in the flow across the pipe
.. ........ as a function of time. Figure 8 shows the results for (AU),

6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 (u') and (v'), with: (AU) = (U) - U1.. , where Uj.m is the

timeIs mean axial velocity profile in the laminar flow state (i.e.

for frames with index i <56). The transition first appears
Figure 8: Grey scale maps of the combined spatially filtered near the centerline at i=6.2 s. Fluid near the centerline
profiles for the image taken at 0.1 s intervals. The top graph decelerates, while fluid near the pipe wall accelerates. By
represents the residual mean axial velocity with respect to the t-7.1 s the transition has reached the upper and lower sec-
velocity in the laminar flow state; the middle ad, bottom graphs
represent the result for the axial and radial RMS fluctuating ve- tions of the pipe wall, but the mean velocity continues to
locities respectively. The scale of the contour levels is in mm/s. develop until t=8.0 s.

Flow structures that move with the speed of the mean
difference, but it might indicate an aspect of the flow that bulk velocity (see Table 1) will take about 0.3 s to travel
is not correctly reproduced by the DNS. across the field of view, and we may therefore capture these

The differences in accuracy level between the PIV and structures in three consecutive frames. Figure 9 shows sec-

DPIV data sets are more prominently visible in the re- tions of three vector maps of the instantaneous fluctuating
sults for the kurtosis. Although there still may be a fair velocity of the turbulent flow state taken at intervals of

agreement of the DPIV data with respect to the DNS and 0.1 s. Note a fairly large structure which deforms and ap-

PIV data for K(v), there is an obvious bias of the DPIV parently grows in size, while it passes a smaller structure

data for K(u) with respect to the DNS and PIV data. that travels at a lower speed close to the pipe wall.

It should however be mentioned that the identification of
spurious vectors in the PIV data was done interactively, 5 Conclusions
whereas the identification of spurious vectors in the DPIV From the results presented in the previous section we con-
data was done automatically; the automated procedure clude that our new image acquisition system complies with
may have left a small fraction of spurious data undetected. the requirements for (D)PIV measurements in turbulent
Besides, this procedure is based on second-order statistics flows:
only, which may also have contributed to the bias. It is e the image resolution is adequate to resolve both the
therefore likely that the bias is a result of minor shortcom- large-scale and the small-scale structure of the flow;
ings of the detection procedure, and that an improvement
of this procedure may compensate for the bias. e the measurement error is sufficiently small to obtain

accurate results for the statistics (of order four or less)

4.2 transitional flow of the fluctuating velocity;
In the measurement of the transitional flow the camera * the frame rate is high enough to capture the motion
frame rate was set to t0 Hz. The acquisition was done in and temporal evolution of large-scale coherent flow
the 'conditional-stop' mode: this means that images are ac- structures.
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ABSTRACr data (4 ]WIlytehecording for the above example) onto a
recording devic in a reasonable time and lo supply the Maornn

The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIM is a technique capacity for up to several hundred namaes during a nann
which is utilzed for measuring complete velocity vector fleda apau
in a few microseconds time. However. a lot of time is required
during the evauation. E g. if employing the autocoureation For the evaluation of the, NV exposures a few
technique it is necessary to calculat a few thousand auto- thousand two-dimensional. ACPs per exposure have to be
correlation functions (AC~s) for each FlY recording. In this computed. For each of these functions the local maxmu
paper an evaluation system for photographical PIV recordings indicating the mean particle dmplacoemait in a small subregion
will be described, which allows the determination of the AMP of the original imag baa to be found [1]. [2]. The computation
of small sub areas of the recording completely analog optically. of the ACF. which is done indirectly by computig two two-
An optically addressable liquid crystal spatial light modulator dimensional Fourier transform in most casesa. and th eak
was utilized to store the Young's fringes pattern appearing in detection in the utiocorrelation plane are fth critical procedures
the frequency plane at the output of a first optical Fourier for the PIV evaluation with respmect to time. The desired AC2

processor and toproid them as the input for a second optical cad be determined digtaly or, with relatively simple setups.
Fourier processor. Our analog optical autocorrelator offer a optically. There have been quite a few soggestions bow ID
high processing speed wan simultaneously a high resolutie in meFh7 sak optical. based aedhiques. 131.141.15M. Although fth
the autocorrelation plane. The realized set up is compact and digitally and optically working systems for the timecnamn
very easy to handile. evaluation of the NIV recordings incrased their poesn

speed considerably in the, last yeas. a faster determination of
each AC' is still desirabl and the ultimate aim remains the

1. INTODUCTION evaluation in real time. Therefore the competition b l-aetw-e the
dgtlyadoptically ngtechniques bas not stopped yet.

Today Particle Image Velocimetry (PM) is a quite Digitally based systems increase, their processing speed every
well known measuring technique in fluid mechanical research few months by utilizing new and more poweriul hardware
Although complete and satisyingy performing systems are components whereas on the optics side new optical components
already commercially available the development is still going are developed and employed. Because in principle the optical
on sinc NIV is still a relatively new method. symtms can yield the ACF in real time (the determination of the

involved Fourier transforms is carred out with the speed of
Some of the working PlY systems utilize CM) light) the work in this field still continues.

cameras and video techique for the recording of the NIV
images and then perform a completely digital evaluation. As mentionbd above two two-dimensional Fourier
However. for flimd mechanial problems with increased transforms have to be determined to get the desired ACP (1].
requirements concerinig fth space-bandwidth product (i. e. The input to the, first optical Fourier parocessor1 is achieved by
high resolution snd a large; observation field) the conventional simply illuminating a small so called interrogaidon area! of the
photographic technique is still superior to the digitally working photographic negative of the NIV exposure with a lase light
video systems. Photographic film (24 x 36 nun2 format) can beam. The major problemt for the existing optical systems is
have, a resolution of more than 100 line pairs per mm (lplm). how to gut the output data of the first optical Fourier FmProc1or
whereas CCD chips with e. g. 2048 x 2048 pixel and 25 x 25 the so called Yan@ fringes, into the secondl on&. In principle
mm2 sensor size achieve only 40 lp/nin Because a u the output of the first proc-or can be recorded with a video
amount of information contained in one NIV exposur has to be camera and subsequently be fed to a liquid crystal spatial light
processed during the evaluation, systems utilizing the moduletO (LC-SUO4 [4], [5). Another possibility is to write the

ventinei aegrplai recorungL- ~fringepatr W optclAally to An approrate light modulator.
adnventioagelti pboosspib ro erformin havgea par seond theau Optical set ups with electronically adressable liquid crystal
adonfthge. exisposurbes anaog propticall sortat pu fthe omputaio light modulators are easy to handle and allo frame rate (data
time can be reduced significantly. Furthermore, with digital iqu)aot10Hbtdet h iiesz fterpxl
systems there still exusts lie problem of writing the recorded (currently about 60 xC 76 Wm) their spatial resolution is limited.



Furthermore the input data to these devices, the fi-nges, have to size on the Ply recording.) This way the Young's fringes pattern
be digitized before they are fed into this kind of light (i. e. the two dimensional spectrum) corresponding to the
modulator. The optically adressable Bi11SiO. (BSO) spatial particle image displacement inside the present intemrogatim
light modulators on the other hand have a higher spatial spot is imaged onto the light sensitive layer of the light
resolution but at the same time they require some effort for modulator.
operation (high voltage, fah lamps for ersing the dat, etc.).

The readout beam is reflected onto the back plane of
The optically working evaluation system presented the SLM by means of two mirrors and a second beam splitter.

here combines the advantages of the above mentioned Tbis beam impinges onto the right hand side of the SLM and is
echniques by simultaneously avoiding their disdvantages. Our phase modulated by the device according to the Young's fringes

system utilizes an optically adressed liquid crystal spatial light pattern. (The working principle of the optically addressable
modulator capable of frame rates in the order of the video spatial light modulator is explained in detail below.) Due to a
frequency and with a high spatial resolution of 40 lp/mm (in the mirror inside the SLM the readout beam is reflected back spin.
frequency domain). The device is extremely easy to handle The part of the now modulated readout beam passing the beam
(operating voltage ca. 5 V a. c.. frequency 10 - 1000 Hz) so that splitter is then also Fourier transformed by another Fourier les
the entire optical setup itself is also quite simple and compact thus yielding the two dimensional spectrum of the Yomg's

fringes pattern, i. e. the autocofrelation of the greyvalue
distribution inside the interrogation spot The ACF is recorded

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP by a video camera.

2.1. Optical part of the evaluation system
2.1.1. Opticall addressable LC spatial light modulator

Up to now two systems for the evaluation of photo-
graphical PIV recordings by means of the optically addressable The optically adressed LC-SLM (see also [6]. 7]. [8])
SLM (type 300 p/01 of Jenoptik Technologie) are realized. The is a sandwich system consisting of a photoconductor. a liquid
one built at DLR makes use of already available hardware crystal layer, a dielectric mirror, alignment lavers, and
component belonging to an existing analog-optical I digital transparent electrodes on glass substrates (figure 2). The
evaluation system which involves the employment of a alternating voltage applied to the transparent electrodes is
worksta for the peak detection and post processing of the divided according to the impedance of the diharent layers. As
data. The second one which was developed at Jenopik light impinges onto the photoconductive merial the
Technologie is a PC based system. The optical set up for both conductivity of the latt increases so that the correspondingly
systems is the same in principle. Figure 1 shows the optical part increasing voltage drop across the liquid crystal results in a
of the evaluation system as it was realized at DL. varitio of th orintation of the molecules. This SLU may

thefore be used to transform two imensio"'l intenaity
reafatw distributions into suitable distributions of refractive index on

the output side, if the selection and control of suitable
phooconductors does not produce any noticeable lateral charge
balncing.

LC-$1M o

In the SLMs Plasma-CVD-deposited a-Si:H on
indium-tin-oxide ITO) -coated glass substrates is used as a
photooductive layer. To reflect the light. a multilayer
dielectric mirror is produced between a-SiLH and LC by

" electron-beam evaporation of TiO2 and SiO2 , With planar.
untwisted alignment a nematic LC is a uniauial birefringent
medium. Alignment is achieved by a polyimide layer.

p pslanV rv ming YouflnUg-n

Figure 1: All optical autocorelator for the evaluation of
photographical PIV recordings

On the left hand side of Figure 1 there is the light
source, a He-Ne laser, with a subsequent spatial filter which
removes the imperfections of the original laser beam. The
spatial filter therefore helps to provide a low signal to noise
ratio as well in the frequency plane as in the autocorrelation
plane. Behind the spatial filter the beam is splitted. The rays
passing the beam splitter (the write beam) are focused by the
subsequent Fourier lens onto the light modulator. The PIV
recording which is to be analyzed is placed between Fourier
lens and Fourier plane. L e. in the converging part of the beam
(10]. (This arrangement allows an adjustable interrogation spot
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Due to the bireftingent properties of the molecules
light passing the liquid ciystal is phase modulated according to Figure 3: Dependence of phase shift on write light intensity for
the paten of the more or less tilted molecules. The write beam different drive frequencies
with the input pattern incidents from the left onto the device
whereas the readout beam falls onto the device from the right
hand side. The readout beam passes the liquid crystal and is 100
reflected by the dielectric mirror so that it passes the crystal
twice. Leaving the device the readout beam is thus phase
modulated coresponding to the input pattern.

The scope of possible SLM applications in Fuier
processors is determined, among other things, by the absolute
and spectral sensitivity of the LC-SLM [9]. Figure 3 shows the 0o
illuminaion dependence of the phase shift A6 of the readout
light with different drive frequencies. For this measurement the
readout wavelength is given by A.= 551nm and the write 25
wavelength by .-633 cm. The direction of polarization of the a-SIM THICMNESS 3.3 1"'readout light is parallel to ne. the extrordinar refracive LC,4AYER THIKNESS 5.0

index. At a drive frequency of - 1001h- and an effective 0 -
volegu of U _=-3.25 V an ilumiato intenit of L - 1 10 100

10 pW/cml is required to generate a phase shi of ci - x. The SPATIA FQ N m)
higher the selected drive frequency, the higher the illumination

intensity must be chosen (L - c). Th5e stabilization of the phase Figure 4: Modulation ransf function of the LC-"L
shift on the readout side is guaranteed by controlling the SLM
drive frequency. The maximum spectral sensitivity for typical a-
SrH layer thicknesses of about 3 im ranges between 600 and The dynamic behaviour of the LC-SLM. ie. the
630 am. optical response to the illumination pulses, is determined by the

speed of the voltage chae between the a-SiEH and LC-layers
In another test rectangular gratings w prowell as by the dynamics of the LC molecule distribution of

onto the a-SIH-layer with a line-o-spsce ratio of 1:1 to the LC-layer Figure 5 shows an oscillogramn with the switching
determine the resolution of the device. From the intensity of the behaviour of tie SIM. The illumination pulse was attined

I th order of diffraction J,. the diffraction efficency can be with a mechanical ahutter. the exosum intensity iving a
determined as a function of the spatial frequency a of the phase differnceof the readout light of Aq x.
grating. Fiugre 4 shows the dependence measured for a LC
layer thickness dc,- 6 Pm. A diffraction efficiency of max. q
= 100 % is obtained for rectangular phase profiles with a line-
to-space ratio of 1:1 and a phase deviation of AV•-•x. The drop
in diffraction efficiency with increasing spatial frequency is due
to the change in phase form caused by a spread of the field
distribution in the LC and a lateral char balance in the a-SiIM
or the mirror sym. respectively. With the usual LC
thiknemese of d, -=6 Im, the resolution limit is around 35-
40 lp/mm.
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(minimum step size 1 tim). An alternating (square-wave)
voltage programmable in amplitude and frequency is generated

- - by the SLM controller and this a~c. voltage is selected according
to the PIV film contrast. Using this system components in
combination with a plain peak detection algorithm in an
interactively defined region of interest a processing speed of
165 ms per velocity vector can be, achieved. Therefore an
evaluation of a RIV recording consisting of approx. 3500

CH I -- --- ------- --- interrogation spots as e. g. in Figure 9, 10 or 12 lasts less than
10 minutes. It is expected that this speed can even be increased

S. .. . . by a factor of two applying a local-bus PC.

3. TEST OF THE NEW EVALUATION SYSTEM

Some basic tests were performed before the first PIV
_. . . . . . . ._ recordings were analyzed by the all optical autoorrelator. First

of all the linearity of the system was checked. For this purpose
we utilized some 'artificial' FIV exposures, so called

Figure 5: Time response of the LC-SLM (CHI: output light speckdegrams. The utilized specklegrams were achieved with a
response; CH2: write light, horizontal scale 20 ms div"1) double exposure of a speckle pattern before and after this

pattern was shifted by a certain amount. Therefore they show a
noise pattern of constant displacement over the whole image.

22. Digital part of the evaluation system The displacement of the different specklegrams is determined
by means of a microscope and by eye.

After the ACF is recorded the coordinates of the peaks
in the autocorrelation plane representing the particle inage The evaluation of specklegrams with three different
displacement are still to be determined. This is done digitally. displacements (152 pm. 217 pm, and 406 prm resp.) revealed
The ACF is therefore transferred to the memory of a computer the expected linear relationship between the displacement on
by means of a frame grabber. In our case a workstation (SUN the analyzed images and the location of the correlation peaks in
sparc station 10/41). or a 486-PC resp., are utilized for this the ACF plane.

purpose- To determine the scale in the ACP plane further tests

With no a priori knowledge about the position of the correlation were performed by evaluating three different specklegrams at
peaks the whole autocorrelation plane has to be searched for different positions with respect to the distance between PIV
these peaks. The algorithm implemented on the workstation recording and SLM in the optical set up [5]. With these tests
clips the greyvalue distribution of the ACF at an automatically the also linear dependency between the scale in the ACF plane
calculated threshold and connected parts of the ACP with and the distance d between the recording and the corresponding
greyvalues bigger than the threshold are labeled. In a second first Fourier plane (see figure 1) was checked and proved. The
step the centre of these labelled areas is determined considering recordings with the nominal displacement of 151 pim and 406
the grevalues of the individual pixels and their location. A Pim were evaluated at two different distances d and the
curve fit of the peaks with e. g. a two dimensional Gaussian recording with the nominal displacement of 217 pim at three
function is also implemented. This whole algorithm is quite different distances.
time consuming. Whereas the determination of the ACF itself
can nearly be done with video frequency in our system the These measurements were simultaneously utilized to
grabbing of the ACE and the peak determination are now the calibrate the whole evaluation system. i. e. the optical and the
limiting operations with respect to speed. the workstation based digital part of the system as a whole. This is necessary because
evaluation system with the above described algorithm for the the result of the peak determination is related to the pixel grid

peak detection therefore still requires 1 second for evaluating of the frame grabber that recorded the ACF. Thus for

one interrogation spot. An adaptive (with respect to size and calculating the displacement on the analyzed NIV recording a
location) region of interest would significantly reduce this time. relation between these pixel coordinates and the original
"This has not been implemented up to now, as the DLR PIV displacement with the unit 'meter' has to be established.

system is rather aimed at high quality (high spatial reslution,
small fluctuations, no loss of data) than at high speed Figure 6 shows the results in form of the determined

evaluation. The evaluation system based on the workstation is calibration factor. The expected linear relationship between

working fully automatically, displacement on the recordings and the distance d on the one
hand, and the displacements given by the peaks in the ACF

The PC based system of Jenoptik Technologie plane on the other hand is obvious. The standard deviation error

comprises an IBM compatible 486-PC equipped with slots for a bars are considerably smaller (wm 104 pm/pixel) than the
x-y stage controller, the SLM controller and the frame grabber. symbols utilized for the measurement points and therefore not
The CCD camera is a Sony XC-77 CE (756 x 581 pixel). plotted in this figure.

working on 2/3" interline-transfer-module basis. The x-y stage
can be operated with a maximum speed of 52400 steps /second
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larger displacement in the specklegrams can yield a smaller
value for the corresponding displacement in the ACF plane.

P ,, ,Table 1: Analog-optical I digital evaluation

0 151 44.55 0.0192 4.31-10'
0 217 40.74 0.0138 3,39"10`

"GA- 433 34.18 0.0110 3.22"10W

0 ,m a V,-6 - L• Table 2: Analog-optical I analog-optical evaluation with

electronically addressable LCD-SLM
Figure 6: Linearity and calibration curve of the all optical
autocorrelator (see text for deiis) AsV / Pm r 7Pixel 5, / Pixel 5, 7 r

151 198.85 0.0609 3.06-1r0
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EVALUATION 217 196.56 0.0422 2.15"10"
SYSTEMS 433 168.78 0.0375 2.22.104

To compare the performance of the new all optical
evaluation system with a conventional analog-optical I digital Table 3: Analog-optical I analog-optical evaluation with
system as described by Hacker (111 and with the o-optical optically addressable LC-SLM
/ analog-optical system presented by Vogt and Kompenhans in
[5] three different PIV recordings of the knd described in theI
previous chapter were anayzed with the different systems. mmThe P ia a ixl U

computer programs utilized for the processing of die A(C~s were 151 339,70 0,082 2,41-104
the same in all three cases. 217 314.59 0,044 1,4010W

The displacements of the three analyze patterns were 433 380.22 0,044 1,16-10w
determined by eye under a microscope and were found to be
151 pm, 217 pm and 433 pm. A displacement of 200 pm
between the image pairs on a PIV negative is a value which is In another more qualitative comparison the systemn
typical for the DLR-PIV system. The measurement of the utilizing the elecronically addressable SLM and the optically
displacements by eye might not be the best way to proceed. but addressable SLM were compared with PIV recordings of a
for the purpose of comparing the evaluation systems the turbulent flow field. These recordings were made 1.3 m
conetancy of the displacement is the only important feature, not downstream of a regular grid with a rod diameter of 1.5 mm
the displacement value itself. The fact that the displacement is and a mesh size of 19.0 mm. This grid produced an additional
constant all over the recording is guaranteed by the way the turbulence of 0.46 % (meaured with a hot wire anemometer) in
specklegrams were created& a laminar wind tunnel flow. The figures 7 and 8 show the

results of this comparison in a small sector of the recorded flow
Each of the images was evaluated at 400 different field. (Figure 9 shows the result of the whole evaluation.) From

interrogation spots whithin an ar in the centre of the these figures the enhanced resolution of the new all optical
recordings. The results are given in the tables 1. 2 and 3. The autocotrelator becomes evident
first column indicates the measured shift on the recoing, the
second the result of the evahations, the third the standard
deviation of the determined displacement and the fourth the
standard deviation in relation to the absolute value of the
determined shif

The last columns of the tables indicate that the new
all optical evaluation method yields the smallest re/aiv ero
for the determined displacements. This is mainly due to the fact
that the optics of the evaluation system allow an individual and
continuous adjusting of the distance of the correlation peaks
with respect to the center in the ACF plane. Such an adaption
can not be carried out with fully digitally working systems. The
possibility to adapt the scaling within the evaluation system
also explains that after a rearrangement of the optical set up a
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Figure 7: Sector of a flow field behindi. 4' o etermined with Figre 8: Same sector as in figure 7. but now evaluated with an
an evaluation system utilizing an electr% .cafly addressable evaluation system utilizing the optically addressa SLM
SL.M

S. EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

The new evaluation system was utilized to evaluae
PIV recordings of different measurement campaigns performed
at DLR Gzingen. The following figures show the results of a
flow field behind a grid, behind a circular cylinder in Pars

flow, above a NACA 0012 airfoil, and the flow field behind a
car model. It is emphasized that the displayed results are raw
data. i. e. they are not filtered or smoothed.
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A new paradigm for Particle Tracking Velocimetry,
based on graph-theory and pulsed neural network
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LETI - (CEA-Technologies Avanc~es)

DSYS / SCSI - CENG-17 rue des Martyrs
38054 - Grenoble Cedex 9 - France

1 Introduction • they provide degraded results. As a consequence,
a post-processing step is necessary to suppress er-

The Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) technique rors.
works by recording, at different instances in time, po-
sitions of small tracers particles following a fluid flow Obviously, improvements can be obtained by us-
and illuminated by a sheet, or pseudo sheet, of light. ing more sophisticated image processing techniques,
It aims to recognize each particle trajectory, consti- so as to use, for instance, the igformation present
tuted of n different spots and thus determine each par- in the original image, with a higher efficiency. Sev-
ticle velocity vector. In the present paper, we devise eral papers express some feature grouping problem as
a new method, taking into account a global consis- cmmbinatorial optimization problems and try to mini-
tency of the trajectories to be extracted, in terms of mire a global cost function including local constraints
visual perception and physical properties. It is based ([Par89], [5ha88], [Moh92r , [Den89], [Pet9i], [Gyu9t],on a graph-theoretic formulation of the particle [Yui91]). A major drawback is that all these methods
tracking problem and the use of an original neural need to be parameterized. Moreover, their computa-network, called pulsed neural network. tional time is so great that they are only applied tosmall size problems.

1.1 Background 1.2 A new formulation for the particletracking velocimetry problem
Particle tracking is one of the simplest and most power-

ful methods of quantitative visualization. It is among Our algorithm consists of two distinct processing
the few capable of providing instantaneous maps of stages :
magnitude, over extended areas, such as velocity or
vorticity. Some reviews on particle tracking velocime- 1. Creation of potential features extracted from the
try (PTV) describe the principles and applications original image, thanks to metric constraints im-
of many types of PTV ([Adr9l], [Hes88], [Agu87], posed by the image acquisition process, and de-
[Adr86], [Buc92]), which are applicable from slow to su- termination of a matrix representing mutual con-
personic flows. Various methods have been developped sistency between potential features, by use of per-
for PTV, using classical image processing techniques: ceptual grouping notions and physical properties
estimation of the particle's mean displacement during of the studied phenomena.
two images and search of the new position of the par- 2. Extraction of a set of features satisfying each con-
ticle on the following image thanks to the estimated straint in terms of global consistency, through
velocity [Nis89], minimization of an objective function a global constraints satisfaction problem and a
[Cha85], point-by-point matching by statistical analy- pulsed neural algorithm.
sis of displacement vectors [Has9l], [Gra89]. It appears
that those current methods present several drawbacks: First and foremost, somt points identified as particle

spots are extracted from the original numerical image.
the algorithms use image processing techniques The corresponding points list will be used to generate
like correlation or search-tree, which imply a high a certain number of potential features. Each feature
sensitivity to noise and a low speed of computa- represents a potential particle trajectory. Generation
tion, of such potential features (or trajectories) uses some a
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priori knowledge related to the experimental acquisi- which pi = I if i is retained in the final solution and
tion process (namely : number of points making up a pA = 0 otherwise. Given these definitions, we define a
trajectory, points layout, fluid maximal speed). At this quality function E(p-) = Zv v=i qN,.pt~p,.
stage, numerous errors can exist. Our aim is to obtain
a solution without these errors. Our method makes use From a mathematical point of view, the global con-
of perceptual grouping notions and physical properties straints satisfaction problem that we need to solve is
of the fluid, like viscosity, speed, Reynolds number, so
as to define consistency coefficients between each pair finding 1 maximizing E(p) i= _N=1
of potential trajectories. while satisfying Vi, pi E {0, 1}

The particle tracking problem can be formulated as Vi, j, Pi = pi = 1 : -,j = 0
"a global constraints satisfaction problem. One defines (1)
"a graph, in which vertices are potential features, and or, in other words : finding f such that pi I pi = 1} is
each edge between two vertices is weighted by a binary an independent subset of C and such that f maximizes
incompatibility coefficient between the corresponding E(p").
features. Incompatibility coefficients between features
are defined thanks to perceptual considerations and
physical incompatibilities on the image. The incom-
patibility graph points out which particle trajecto- The mathematical model of an artificial neural net-
ries are mutually incompatible. It provides hard con- work is composed of two principal components : neu-
straints on the features subset to be selected. Another rons and synaptic weights Tij between neurons. Tij
coefficient, called consistency coefficient, is defined be- represents the synaptic connection strength between
tween any twe features, through physical properties neurons i and j. Each artificial neuron has an input
on fluid. A function of all the potential trajectories ui, called potential, and an output p,. The gain func-
measures the global consistency of any subset of po- tion pi = f(u,) used is a step function, named Mc
tential features labelled as particles. Such a function Culloch-Pitts neuron model:
is called global consistency function. The problem is
then to select the subset of potential features which Pi = 1 if ui > 0
maximizes this global consistency function, while sat- I. = 0 if Ui < 0
isfying all hard incompatibility constraints. In a word,
the solution must be the best independent set of the The vector 1 = (pi, - - PN) represents the state of
incompatibility graph, maximizing the global consis- the neural network. Our artificial neural network con-
tency function. Therefore, the particle tracking prob- sists of recursive neurons which are auto-connected

lem is a global constraints satisfaction problem. (Tij # 0) and potentially fully inter-connected with

We will devise a neural method to solve this global symmetric weights (Tij = Tji). The potential tempo-

constraints satisfaction problem, using a new family of ral evolution is given by:

neural network : the pulsed neural network.

2 Pulsed neural network Such a network is a variant of the Hopfield model

([Hop82]).

2.1 Formulation of the global con- A neuron is ascribed to each vertex of the incompat-

straints satisfaction problem ibility graph C. A neuron belonging to the final solu-
tion will have its output equal to I in the final state

Let us define a graph C = (V, E), with a vertices vector. A neuron with an output equal to 0 will not
set V = {0, 1,..., N) and an edge set E = {ij I belong to the final solution. Initially, all ouputs are set
(i, j) E< 1, N >2, i # j). The adjacency matrix of equal to 0 and all inputs are randomly generated with
C, Ac = (cj)(.j)E<i,Nv>2, is a binary matrix and negative values. So as to speed up convergence time,
represents compatibility (cii = 1) or incompatibility the potential ui are bounded. Due to the small enough
(cij = 0) between features i and j. Let C be the bounding interval, every potential variation induces a
incompatibility graph, corresponding to C, such that state shift of the value pi.
its adjacency matrix is AC = (6ij)(ijj)E<1,N>2, with The evolution equation is defined so that to max-
eij = I - ci. imize the quality function E(p), while satisfying all

Let Q = (qii)(iJ)E<1,N>2 be a consisten'y matrix, hard constraints. The problem is to find an indepen-
which measures a real consistency value between fea- dent set of the incompatibility graph C that maximizes• • • N

tures i and j. We define f = (PI,-.., ,PN) a vector in the quality function E(f = Zi= = qj, .pi-pi)- For
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this reason, an updated neuron must have a transfor- - Random selection of X activated neurons
mation that increases the quality function. A neuron, (pi(t) = 1), which are disactivated at time
whose state is inactivated (pi = 0) just before its up- t + I (k(f, i) = oo and so pi(t + 1) = 0)
dating, must be shifted to pi = 1 only if its new state - Determination of the mean degree of the in-
contributes towards quality function increase. Further- compatibility graph C. Disactivation of all
more, so as to obtain an independent subset of the in- nodes whose degree is higher than this mean
compatibility graph, we impose that, if an inactivated degree. Thus, the inhibitory function intends
neuron i is updated to pi = 1, then all the activated to inhibit all nodes which display an "a priori
neurons j incompatible with it (such that cq = I and bad" degree.
pi = 1) will be unfired. Indeed, if a neuron is updated
to 1, it infers that this neuron is regarded as belonging The dynamic system evolution devised consists, in
to the final solution. In order to obtain an independent the first term, in updating neurons whose output is
set for the solution, all neurons activated and incom- equal to 0. An inactivated neuron will be activated if
patible with this neuron must be disactivated. its state shift increases the quality function. Since, at

Consider that neuron i, such that pi = 0, is updated. the same time, all activated neurons incompatible with
It will be shifted to I, and the activated neurons in- the updated neuron are shifted to 0, hard constraints
compatible with it will be shifted to 0, if these trans- are imperatively guaranteed. The use of the first term
formations induce an increase of the quality function: would be sufficient to provide a solution satisfying all

hard constraints, i.e. an independent set. This network

Before the transformations : pi(t) = 0 converges towards a solution satisfying all constraints
in a limited computational time. At convergence, for

After the transformations :all neurons i, Aui = 0. At this time, the network has

r pi(t + ) = 1 reached a local "maximum".
V ij such that pj(t) = I and cij = 1, pi(t + 1) = 0 Notwithstanding, the problem is to find a near op-

timal solution, that we define as maximizing the qual-
Now we determine the expression of the quality func- ity function E(p). The network must have the ability

tion variation, when these neurons state transforma- to find several solutions all satisfying the constraints,
tions are performed : in order to choose the one with highest quality func-

tion value. The network must be able to leave a local
AEd(t + 1) = -2 q,,.p,(t).p,(t) "maximum" and converge towards a new solution. The

{,le,.=1)i•. , ,i#' pulsation function and the inhibitory function (second

+2 % q12.pi(t) - 2 p,(t) + 1 term of the evolution equation) will enable the net-
ji s , i {ls..=i) work to converge to a new feasible solution. Initially

the pulsation function 6(Ail, t) is set equal to 0, un-
The equation evolhtion will use this relation. The til each neuron potential variation Aui becomes null.

evolution equation is : Then 6(Ati, t) is activated to 1 during one complete up-
dating of the N neurons. During this pulsation phase,

Aui(t + 1) = (1 - pi(t)).max(O, AEi(t + 1)) the network modifies completely its vector state. The
-pi(t).6(Aa, t).k(1 F, i) second term of the equation comes in. The idea is

Vj : i , Auj(t + 1) = -ij .(1 - pi(i)). to inhibit some of the activated neurons. Previously,
maz(O, AEi(t + 1)) we present two possibilities for the inhibitory function.

After the pulsation, 6(Ail,t) is set to 0 again. The
The functions used in the previous relation are de- network, conducted by the first term of the evolution

fined by : equation, can converge once again to another feasible
solution.

"6 (Ai, t) : pulsation function defined by: The network can be viewed as a network composed of
Potts model neurons. A Potts model is a generalization

I if t moa N = 0 and of the two-state Ising model to an arbitrary number of
b(Atl,t) -* t > 0 and Vi, Aui(t) = 0 discrete states [Fis9l]. In our case, a Potts neuron, i.e.

0 otherwise a vector, corresponds to each variable pi. This vector
has a components number equal to the degree of vertex

"* k(;F, i) : several possibilities can be used for this i in the incompatibility graph 0' plus one. Since the
inhibitory function. Its purpose is to inhibit some running mode chosen is an asynchronous by bloc mode,
activated neurons, in an attempt to test another at each step of the iterative process, all components of
solution. Two possibilities are: Potts neuron i are simultaneously updated.
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3 A combinatorial optimization We define consistency and incompatibility coeffi-

formulation for the particle cients between any two features. The consistency co-
efficient is the higher as feature pair is consistent with

tracking problem the fluid motion in its local environment. The binary
incompatibility coefficient will indicate the strict in-

3.1 Extraction of potential features compatibility between features. Our goal is to extract
and quantify, in both coefficients, the features abilityThe basic information that our particle tracking al- t nueacniut eln eodterpyia

gorithm needs is a set of potential features extracted

from the original image. In a first module, our anal- limits.

ysis starts with a classical point detection process. It
involves the recognition of each spot constituting a vir- 3.2.1 The consistency coefficient
tual particle trajectory, by applying computation of lo- Let i and j be two potential features. We want that the
cal histograms, determination of thresholds thanks to interaction between these features satisfies the percep-
histograms, thresholding of the original image, connex- tual knowledge on the flow. If the pair of features (i, j)
ity analysis, and computation of the centroid of each contributes to the perception of the global movement,
particle spot. the coefficient cii must be high. Otherwise their inter-

The second module receives as input a list of points action must be low. This coefficient is a consistency
and their respective attributes (here, the grey level), measure. We use some Gestallt principles so as to ex-
Its purpose is to determine a list of potential features, press the components of a consistency coefficient (our
It uses a priori knowledge (metric constraints) coming underlying goal is to keep the interpretaion as simple
from the experimental process. This knowledge can be as possible in a Gestallt sense).
expressed by : "a potential feature is constituted of n
distinct and consecutive spots, laying on a parameter- Similarity : similar elements are grouped to-
ized curve and verifying some metric relations". For gether.
instance, in our fluid mechanics application, features Neighbouring particles have about the same speed.
are composed of three spots, aligned in a fixed length In fluid mechanics, this observation is the higher as
ratio. The method uses a local search tree for each the fluid viscosity is great. The similarity coefficient
point. This tree is defined by the possible matches ci constrains particles i and j to have a similar
between this point and the others. It can be pruned speed. We devise the following expression
by using local constrmints corresponding to the a pri-
ori above-mentionned knowledge. By this way, a list j E V(i), mil - 1
of potential features satisfying the experimental con- ir/2
ditions is obtained. The potential trajectories identi-
fied are directed ; we obtain vectors. Obviously, local with
constraints can lead to select completely erroneous fea- Oi and Ej : orientation of features i and j,
tures. What follows seeks to detect and suppress those V(i) : neighbourhood of feature i,
erroneous trajectories. From an original image (Fig. Ia- b I if Ia-b I<
1), the extracted points are presented on Fig. 2. Fig. 3 r(b, a) = a - b - •r if 1 < a - b < 7r
depicts all potential trajectories created after the pro- - a-b + ir if - ,T <a-b < -2

cessing stage. 2

The similarity coefficient quantifies the direction
3.2 Notion of consistency and incom- similarity of two particles. Its value belongs to [0, 1].

patibility between features The coefficient will be null for perpendicular trajecto-
ries, equal to 1 if the trajectories are collinear, and will

Many authors have emphasized the capacity of the hu- linearly vary according to the angular difference of the
man visual system to complete some components of particle orientations.
an image, in order to get features, edges, regions, by
using local spatial constraints and satisfying a global Proximity : elements that are close together tend
consistency in the image, like in the illusory contours to be grouped together.
examples. We intend to use this observation in order Only a neighbourhood of each feature must be taken
to detect and suppress some of the features, which are into account. Otherwise, particle influence over an-
radically inconsistent with the flow motion. Further- other particle decays with distance. The proximity co-
more, some physical properties of the observed phe- efficient has to take into account the proportionality
nomena can be used (like fluid viscosity), between the influence the coefficient must have and
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the distance between features. The proximity coef- coefficient. Thus, the incompatibility coefficient will
ficient must vanish smoothly as the two features are belong to {0, 1) and will be equal to 0 only if both
farther from each other. We choose, as in [Her93] hard constraints are satisfied :

A~ e=Max (,Eien~e, E 7 ?imon Point)

= exp 2.oj Incompatibility coefficients form an incompatibility

where di. is the distance between the features i andj matrix C )(,,,jE<1,N >3 with , E (0, 11.
and trd is a fraction of the standard deviation of all the
distances over the image. 3.3 A combinatorial optimization

statement
Formulation of the consistency coefficient A consistency matrix and an incompatibility matrix

of the coefficients just definedat have been generated. At this stage, we intend to se-
lect the most consistent features, satisfying hard con-

,= A2iildrtV + A2. Cpozr•,,imi straints. The solution of the particle tracking prob-lem is consequently a subset of the potential trajec-
This sum gives a weighted measure of the consiste icy tories, in which all "erroneous trajectories" have been
of features pair. Parameters A, and A2 are related detected and suppressed. Those -'erroneous trajecto-
to the physical properties of the fluid. The more two ries" are features which display a low consistency with
features have high consistency, the more salient they their local environment or which do not satisfy the con-
are. Consistency coefficients form a consistency matrix straints inherent in the problem. For this reason, the

Q = (qij)(ij)E<I,N>2, with qij E [0,1 1]. problem can be expressed as finding a subset of poten-
tial features maximizing a quality function represent-

3.2.2 The incompatibility coefficient ing the global consistency of the image, and satisfying
all hard constraints. If 3 = (p .... pN) is a vector in

The incompatibility coefficient establishes hard con- which a o i = 1 if the trajectory is a good one, repre-

straints between potential features. Indeed, incompat- senting a real particle, or pi = 0 if it is an erroneous
ibilities can exist between some features. Two strict ontepblmcneeprsdby()Thsgba

condtios iduc incmpaibiityone, the problem can be expressed by (1). This global
conditions induce incompatibility : constraints satisfaction problem is solved by our pre-

"* Sense : two neighbouring features cannot have viously described pulsed neural network.
opposite senses.

"* Common point : two features cannot share a 4 Experimental results
common spot. The algorithm described in the previous section has

Sense : been applied to many series of fluid mechanics images.
The sense coefficient imposes that particles i and j The experimentation that has provided these images
must have strictly the same sense. This coefficient is was carried in a wave tank. A uniform intensity in-
calculated by : coherent white light source was used. A mechanical

Di ssechopper has enabled to pulse the continuous light to
ci ) obtain stroboscopic illumination. The fluid has previ-

ously been sowed with tracer particles, which scatter
where: D(i, j) 0 if .z" > 0 light into a numerical photographic system. A trajec-

1 if i.j < 0 tory is made up of three consecutive and aligned spots.
Common point: The directional ambiguity is overcome by using parti-

Two features cannot share a common spot. cles tagging pulse : the duration between the two first
pulses is twice the duration between the two following

-common potn f 1 if i and j share a common point pulses.
c) =, 0 otherwise Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show successive processing results.

Fig. 4 presents the final result, obtained after neural
network processing. Experiments were performed on a

Formulation of the incompatibility coeffi- standard SUN SPARC 10 workstation. As inhibitory
cient : term, we have chosen to randomly pulse 15 neurons.
We define the incompatibiliy coefficient as the max- The results are calculated with 30 pulsation phases.
imum of the sense coefficient and the common point
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The algorithm we propose is quite rapid : the pro- * The network regularly puts forward a feasible so-
cessing has needed about 3 minutes on a SUN SPARC lution. It is possible to impose a computational
10 workstation. Besides, it is far quicker than all classi- time limit.
cal velocimetry methods. The result proposed in Figs.
4 testifies to the great visual quality of the algorithm. * The iterations number necessary to converge is

Regardless of the image tested, the algorithm recog- much smaller than most of other methods.

nizes most of the particles seeded in the fluid. A statis-
tical description of the recognized particles has showed It is clear from the real experimental results pro-
that, among all particles recognized. about 97% were posed that our algorithm provides very good solution.
right particles. The quality of the results provided by Nevertheless realistic simulations must be investigated
our algorithm is undoubted. However, we must ob- in order to quantify the performances and limitations
serve that some particles have not been recognized, of our algorithm. In the future, we plan to continue
more particularly in vortex center. The main reason to try to improve our method so as to be able to
is that particles speed is so slow in vortex center that treat any type of fluid flows (laminar, vortex). We
corresponding positions spots are superimposed and also plan to devise and implement a regularization
cannot be identified as individual spots. procedure, based on computer vision and phenomena

It is very difficult to quantify the performance of a physics properties, in order to obtain velocity and vor-
particle tracking algorithm on real images. The ex-
periment presented here is therefore qualitative. A tii apsrof theoflow. in wei nten to ete n
quantitative comparison has to be done with numerical the approach advocated in this paper to other vision

quanitatve cmparsonproblems.

simulations provided by finite-elements based methods.

Such cc )arisons are currently being done. Thanks to
them it will be possible to quantify the performance 6 Acknowledgements
and limitations of our algorithm.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE NEURAL NETWORK TECHNIQUE TO THE ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE TRACKING (Piv)
IMAGES OBTAINED IN FLOWS WITH A DIRECTIONAL AMBIGUITY.

I Grant, X Pan and A Aroussi*.
Fluid Loading and Instrumentation Centre.

Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh. UK
Department of Mechanical Engineering,

University of Nottingham.

SUMMARY. an independent variable to establish its effect on the reliability of
the method. The success ration, sr, of this neural net was com-

The development and use of a multi layer, neural network in pared with that of the three layer net which lacked the directional
the analysis of low image density PIV images using the particle discriminating layer.
tracking methodology is described. The images carry a time The neural method is also applied to experimental data ob-
signature, or 'tag', in order that the flow direction may be tained in hydraulic studies involving vortex shedding and cavity
determined unambiguously by the net. flows. In each case estimates of the performance of the neural

The application of the net is demonstrated through the network were made and compared with that of an earlier net
analysis of flow images obtained from both simulations and model.
experimental data. The first category of data allowed an
assessment of the performance of the net to be made. 2. THE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL.

In summary. the mathematical view of the brain considers it
to be composed of processing elements, or neurons. Each neu-

1. INTRODUCTION. ron receives input signals from other neurons to which it is linked.
The tranmission efficiency of the interconnecting link is treated

An important branch of computer science which has seen rapid as a multiplicative weighL The decision as to whether the neu-
development in the last two decades is the neural network method. ron will generate an output signal is determined by an output
The inherent parallelism of the method has meant that it has acted operator or switch function. The switch function may be one of
as the inspiration for hardware an software developments revo- various types, such as binary. sigmoid or threshold linear. In t
lutionising complex task analysis. An area where it has found paper a binary output operator was used.
particular success is in pattern recognition and motion tracking. The multi-layer, neural net model used here acts as a competi-
This makes it a particularly attractive technique for the analysis tive, adaptive filter which performs well in feature recognition
of PIV images obtained in the particle tracking mode. tasks typical of PTV or PIDV. The model has developed from

Previously published work by the authors (Grant and Pan previous work by the authors in statistical windowing methods
(1993). (1994))and others (Cenedese (1992)) has demonstrated (Grant and Liu (1989). (1990)). parallel processing (Grant et al
that the neural method offers significantly improved perform- (1987)) and two and three layer neural networks (Grant and Pan
ance in matching multiple image of flow following particles over (1993), (1994)). The present paper further develops the neural
earlier methods based on statistical windowing procedures. methodology by evolving a four layer adaptive net which can

distinguish direction in flow images having a time signature.
The present paper describes an improved, four layer neural

net. The net could analyse 'tagged' images where the direction of
the flow was determined a pulse coding strategy (Grant and Liu 3. THE COMPETITIVE. ADAPTIVE, NEURAL NETWORK
(1990)). The first layer acted as an input buffer, the second layer FOR PTV IMAGE ANALYSIS.
acted as an code interpreter to determine direction. The third
layer acted as a filter, or selection module, where an assessment 3.1 Pme-Processing.
of the accumulating memory of the flow was used to provide
broad band filtering. The fourth layer acted as narrow band filter In common with procedures in general use the experimental
constructed from a knowledge of the local flow conditions or images were pre-processed prior to image recognition and match-
those in the immediate vicinity. ing. The methods used were edge detection and image centroid

The four layer net was applied to two types of data image. centering. The edge detection algorithm was based on a Laplacian
The first were synthetic, produced by a Monte Carlo simulation operator.
of various flow types. Unidirectional flows with various levels
of turbulence were considered. Flows with variable mean flow
direction were also examined. The image density was treated as 3.2 The Neural Network.
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which generated a random distribution of viinual seed particle face is plotted in Figure 4d. The larger angular gradients make
images into the synthetic flow. The seeds were then displaced. the increased efficiency of the four layer network evident at all
by the appropriate amount as calculated from the prescribed lo- seeding densities.
cal flow conditions, to their new positions. Different sizes were
assigned to the first and second images. The synthetic images all 4.2 The Interconnecting Weight Surfaces.
had 10% shot noise (unpaired particle images) added to them
prior to processing. In each case the appropriate final interconnecting weights can

. The global images were then processed using the four layer be visualised as surfaces. The surfaces representing the weights
net. In every case 100 images were generated to represent each between the second and third layers are plotted (Figures 2e. 3e
flow condition and the processing ensemble averaged the appro- and 4e) while typical (local) interconnecting surfaces between
priate parameters. A success ratio (sr) was calculated in each the third and fourth layers are also shown (Figures 2f, 3f and 4f).
case by measuring the number of successful pairings as estab- The surfaces connecting the lower planes have shapes which
lished by the software and the actual number of image pairs in- are characteristics of the global flow. The surface 2e has a fiat
serted on the synthetic image. The variation of the sr was corn- topped plateau shape. The size and curvature of the plateau is
pared in each case with the sr of the three layer neural net de- characteristic of the level of the flow turbulence. Surface 3e has
scribed in Grant and Pan (1994). a meniscus shape whose angular extent is determined by the range

The image density was treated as an independent variable and of angles in the input sets and whose upper area is. as in Figure
the success ratio dependence on this parameter neasured. The 2e. determined by the turbulence present in the flow. 4e has a
image density parameter was defined, following Adrian and Yao large upper plane of a multifaceted, disk like nature. This has

C~r-d 2  been produced by a range of input sets. The large uniform sur-
(1984), as .- d-ML where C is the mean number of particles faces indicates that this lower filter will not be an effective filter

4 unless aided by a more discriminatory upper weight surface.
per unit volume and dmax is the maximum possible displace- The interconnecting weights surfaces representing the con-
ment of the particle. nections between the third and fourth layers (Figures 2f. 3f and

4f) are seen to have higher surface gradients indicating a more
4.1 Flow with Superimposed Turbulence. discriminatory filtering style.

The conditions of virtual flow speed and (apparent) image cap- 4.4 Experimental Flows.
ture magnification were adjusted to give a mean displacement
between image centres of 10 pixels. The turbulence intensity The validation procedures using simulated flows have shown
components in the two orthogonal, in plane, directions were oh- the neural net method to be particularly effective in analysing
tamined from a uniform random distribution and added to the mean coded PTV images obtained in flows with systematic direction
displacement vector, change. This corresponds to the conditions encountered in many

Figure 2a shows typical flow simulation images generated for experimental studies. Two examples are presented here which
this case. The sr as a function of the turbulence intensity is seen provide quite different images both containing global systematic
in 2b while 2c shows the sr plotted against image density. A changes in direction.
range of image types were examined covering low to high image The first example is the flow behind a circular cylinder in a
density and a range of turbulence levels. The resulting sr values cross flow. This well known vortex wake has been the subject of
were also plotted as a surface and are shown in the isometric many studies by the author and others. The beauty of the im-
view Figure 2d. agery obtained in wake visualisation is matched by the complex-

The sr obtained from the three layer net described in Grant ity of the flow and has proved an attractive area of research since
and Pan (1994) is also plotted in Figures 2b and 2c. The new the last century. In the present case the images were obtained in
four layer net is seen to perform more efficiently. This is be- a hydraulic flow seeded with crystalline seeding particles The
cause, as noted above, the additional constraint of size variation result of applying the net filter to this image is seen in Figure 5.
in image pair selection reduces the chances of erroneous pairing. The flow can be seen to be similar to the digitally simulated

Figure 3a shows examples of the digital images generated in a turbulent flow with systematic change in direction. In the present
flow with a systematic direction change. The sr as a function of case the image density was found to be 1.01. 612 pairs were
the angular range is shown in 3b while the variation with image correctly matched and 25 erroneously matched. The success
density is seen in Figure 3c. In this latter case the mean flow has ration was thus 95.9%. The errors principally occurred at the
a 40% angular change in direction over the global image. 10% image identification stage where binarisation drop out occurred
noise and 10% turbulence have been introduced to the images in on weaker images. Previous statistical analysis procedures used
this case. Figure 3d shows an isometric projection of the sr sur- on this type of image had shown erroneous pairing and drop-out
face as a function of the angular change and the image density. at significantly higher levels.
In this instance the new network performs significantly more ef- The second example considered was obtained in a study of
ficiently than the three layer model, particularly at high image cavity flows. This type of flow is important in civil engineering
density and angular range. applications, where moisture ingress in the gaps between facade

Figure 4a shows the flow image produces when the direction elements is a serious problem in long term integrity. There are
is able to rotate though 3600 in the course of the global image. also numerous offshore applications where the geometry is im-
The success ratio is then plotted as a function of elliptical ratio portant. One particular area of work by the author has been diver
and image density in Figures 40 and 4c respectively. The sr sur- comfort and safety in work habitats of this type of geometry.
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The.fiirtla•rs the input layer where a segment of the total d =0 (m-i02 + (-) 2

image entered the network. Each segment had a valid partile dI -d ()image as its origin. Then dimensions of the segment were 2d., UNW(ne,2• :M ý

where d. was the maximum displacement between partner im- dm
ages expected. The images were processed so that spatially adja- At initialisation the discrimination switch functions. f, and f,.
cent images were consecutively processed. This was an impor- which regulate the outputs of the third and fourth layers respec-
Ltan consideration since it allowed the memory of the flow condi- tively, were given threshold values between 0 and I and thence-
tions to be updated in a systematic and meaningful fashion. forth acted as discriminators. When the signal presented at the

The images were 'tagged' using the principal image coding output of either layer was less than the threshold no output took
method where the image size was varied by alteing the bright- place. When the signal was greater than the threshold, unit out-
ness of the laser flash in a temporal fashion. Alternatively, if an put took place. High threshold levels between the second and
electronically shuttered camera is used with continuous illumina- third layer lead a more i r ,nination but restricted the leaming
tion, the duration of the shutter open-time may be used in the of new patterms.
coding (Grant and Wang(1994)). That is, the largest image comes The particle ra .g proceeded according to
first in any image group.

Each neuron in thezecnd iaxu whose purpose was to deter. an f (Woutputo )whf c the RtandS matricespwethe input
mine direction, bad two inputs. X, and X, where X0 was the - and output of the third layer respectively ad
put from the origin (neuron) of the current input layer sub-image, T# = f2 (max(UJ e S.M ))where T was the output of ine fourth
and X, was the input from the equivalent neuron on the input layer. (competitive) layer. The competition selected only the maximum
The interconnecting weights between the input layer and this first component of the U- S matrix for output and ouly if it exceeded
layer are set to I or -I depending on the time signature conven- the preset threshold.
tion adopted. Since the flow in the present case was from the If [TI = 10 J then no matching hba.woccured and the next image
largest image to the smallest image, the weights were set to W.: entered the input layer. If a non-zero component of the T matrix
I and W = -I. was obtained then the neural net adjusted its weights between the

The inputs, X. and X, were set equal to the image areas. The second layer and the third layer according to (i).
output of the second, or directional layer, was determined by a The interconnecting weights between the third and fourth layer
switch function which compared the inputs from the origin parti- were adjusted according to
cle image. The switch function was defind at the origin by -

=(X 0 Wo+X.W)=(X-X)= X X U,,(new)=(l-a)XU,,(od)+ x
OafXv U,, ( new) 1 (2)

Consequently, all candidate images whose particle size was smaller U.,, (new) = (UI (new) )

than the origin were accepted. These ensured that the final out-
put from the network not only gave a matching pair. but also elimi- Self learning then took place as the image analysis proceeded.
nated inconsistent directional grouping or ambiguity. The weights, U, represented the local flow distribution with the

The network, through the method of operation of its constitu- highest value corresponding to the local flow vector. ax was a
ent layers, implicitly made allowance for local variations in in- memory efficiency parameter which determined the rate at which
tensity or size which may occur in a real experiment as a result the short term memory degraded and the stability and the rate at
variations in fluid characteristics, seeding particle characteristic which the network learned. The net could tolerate ct values be-
or laser beam profile. tween 0.05 and 0.95 and was chosen, empirically, as 0.3 in the

Sthird a= was the same size as the second layer. On present case. The broad filter shape which evolved between the
initialisation the interconnecting weights between the second and second and third layers provided stability for the network, while
third layers, [WJ] were set to low values. The network was that between the third and top layers provided a more discrimi-
then subjected to supervised learning where a training set was nating filter.
presented to the input layer and the corresponding output com-
pared with the training set. The differences were used to adjust
the interconnecting weights during training. 4. APPUCATION OF THE FOUR LAYER NETWORK.

When processing, the pattern to be analysed was passed to the
neurons on the third layer after scalar multiplication with the The neural network was applied to two categories of PIV im-
appropriate interconnecting weights. The neuron, on this com- age. The first type was produced by numerical simulation, the
petitive layer, with the maximum output level was identified as second by hydrodynamic studies of vortex shedding and cavity
the *key' neuron. flows.

Updating of weights occurred if a successful outcome was gen- Three flow types were investigated by numerical simulation,
erated on the fourth level of the net (see below). In this case the a uniform flow with superimposed two-dimensional turbulence,
"key' neuron (on the third layer) had its weight adjusted to unity, a flow with systematic direction change with superimposed tur-
while the surrounding weights were adjusted according to their bulence and an ellipsoidal rotational flow where the mean direc-
distance, d,, from the active neuron. The weights were adjusted tion varied through 3600. The ratio of the major and minor axis
according to the rules was an independent variable in this latter case.

The numerical simulation consisted of Monte Carlo approach
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The experiments were conducted in a 7 m. re-circulating hy- 28. 10. Also in "Selected Papers on PIV"; SPIE Milestone Vol-
draulic flume. An 18 watt. CW. Argon Ion laser bad its beam ume MS99, Editor Ian Grant. May 1994.

mechanically interrupted by a spinning disk configured to give Grant I and Liu A: 1990. Directional ambiguity resolution in
tagged images. The light was introduced into the transparent particle image velocimetry by pulse tagging. Experiments in
base of the tank and shaped into a sheet (for further experimental Fluids, 10. pp 71-76. Also in" Selected Papers on PlY"; SPIE
details see Aroussi and Grant (1992) and Aroussi et al (1992). Milestone Volume MS99. Editor Ian Grant, May 1994.

The result of applying the net filter to this type of image is Grant I. Owens E H. Smith. G H: 1987. Parallel (DAP) and
seen in Figure 6. The flow can be seen to be similar to the digit- serial computer methods for image processing in pulsed laser
ally simulated elliptically rotational flow. In the present case the velocimetry, Proc 4th Int Symp on Optical and Optoelectronic

image density was found to be 0.89. 283 pairs were correctly Applied Science and Engineering. Hague, the Netherlands.
matched with 28 being erroneous matched. The success ration Grant I. Pan X : 1993, The neural network method applied to
was thus 90%. As in the vortex shedding case the errors princi- particle image velocimetry. Paper 2005-43. Proc Optical Diag-

pally occurred at the image identification stage where binarisation nostics in Fluid and Thermal Flow. SPIE Tech Conf 2005, San
drop out occurred on weaker images. Statistical analysis proce- Diego.
dures used on this type of image had shown significantly higher Grant I and Pan. X : 1994, An investigation of the performance
levels of erroneous pairings with the technique failing to cope of a multilayer. neural network applied to the analysis of PIY
with the systematic direction changes. The ability of the present images. Submitted to Experiments in Fluids 1994.

method to adapt to systematic changes in direction proved im- Grant I and Wang X: 1994. Directionally unambiguous. digital
portant in this case. particle image velocimetry studies using an image intensifier cam-

era. submitted to Experiments in Fluids. 1994.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
FIGURES.

The study has considered a four layer neural network as a

means of processing time-signature coded particle tracking im-
ages obtained in low image density PIV studies. Digital flow
simulations have been used as a means of calibrating the net with
turbulent and rotational flows being considered. High success
ratios have been found in all cases even where systematic changes
in flow direction were present and significant improvements in -' " -,.

overall image grouping success rates obtained compared with , - Competetive Layer
uncoded images in similar conditions. T -/

The operation of the net on experimental data has been dem- - -- ------------ -------- ------------
onstrated using PIV images obtained hydrodynamic studies of eight Umn

vortex shedding from a circular cylinder and a recirculating cav- --- -

ity flow. The success ratios obtained in these cases were shown
to be consistent with those obtained in the calibration studies. In ," Third Layer
all cases the sr was found to be improved on that obtained with a
three layer net. ... "

e.ight wan
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ERROR ANALYSIS FOR Ply RECORDING UTILIZING IMAGE SHIFTING

Markus Raffel and lurgen Kompenhans

Insvitut fur StrOmungsmechanik
Deutsche Forschungsanstah for Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)

Bunsenstrale 10, D-37073 Gottingen. Germany

ABSTRACT 2. It is known that a larger out-of-plane velocity component
can be tolerated while simultaneously maintaining the

The development of high-performance ina shifting same signal-to-noise ratio, if an additional velocity bias is
systems has led to an increased potential for applying particle applied. How does this influence the accuracy of the
image velocimetry (PMy) to the widest variety of flows. More velocity measurement qualitatively and quantitatively?
and more frequently, the instantaneous velocity vector fields
measured with PIV are compared with the results of numerical 3. How does the application of a rotating mirror for image
calculations. However. it is very important for a meaningful shifting influence the velocity vector map?
comparison to have as much information as possible about the
errors, which are inevitably involved in every experimental
investigation. Several papers have been presented in the last THE CHOICE OF IMAGE SHIFT AND PULSE
years illuminating the different aspects of the accuracy of the SEPARATION
PIV technique as a whole or for the evalution system only. In
the following article the main error sources which depend on The following considerations arise from an evaluation
the recording parameters, especially if utilizing image shifting. method that is based on the autocorrelation technique.
will be discussed. A number of experimental and theoretical According to Keane & Adrian (1990). this evaluation technique
simulations were made to show the main influence of the requires an optimum displacement of the particle images XOPt
parameters qualitatively and quantitatively. and an optimum dynamics Aopt of the particle image

displacement to be evaluated. For purpose of simplicity, the

INTRODUCTION flow velocities and the resulting lengths are presented as scalars
below.

Due to recent advantages on the PIV recording side. The following criteria apply for the selection of the shift
especially due to the development of different image shifting velocity Usift and the pulse separation T:
devices for low and also for high speed flows the MIV technique
becomes more and more suitable for a wide range o In order to discriminate reverse flow regions, it is required
applications. This is also true for complicated flows which have that the smallest particle image displacement is greater than the
to be investigated in the frame of industrial research in wind smallest displacement which is still evaluable. Even if zero
tunnels. This results from the fact that the image shifting flow velocities are present, image shifting has to be applied in
technique, originally developed to resolve the directional order to avoid overlap of the particle images.
ambiguity (Adrian 1986). moreover provides the opportunity to
influence other parameters important to the PMV technique and.
thus. to adapt the method to a wide range of different flows. For (U., +U,0-)MT > X ,,,
instance, a parallel adaptation of pulse separation and image 2
shift is necessary to obtain high quality data of velocity vector Where M is the image-object magnification.
fields even in highly three dimensional flows (e.g. above
rotorblades). in flows with strong velocity gradients (with Furthermore. image shifting can be used for adapting the
shocks embedded in the flow field) and in flows with small given dynamics of the flow velocity in the observation field to
scale turbulence structures (with a degree of turbulence of about the limited dynamics as determined by the evaluation method
0.5%). by adapting the pulse separation T at the recording:

"This situation requires a discussion of different aspects Of TM- Ae
the accuracy of the technique. It will be attempted to answer the (U. - U'in)- M
following questions:

1. How does the choice of pulse separation and image and the shift velocity Ust at the recording:

influence the evaluation noise?
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U,1 , =- Xf- U. There is a another source of inaccuracy if measuring three-
dimensional flows. This inaccuracy results from the fact that the

where projection of the 3D velocity vector of the flow field into the 2D
plane of recording is not a parallel projection, as it is mostly

(U +U,) assumed for simplification, but a perspective projection. The
U. influence of this error has already been reported in the literature

2 (e.g. Lourenqo 1988). Now this effect becomes of considerable

The selection of the shift velocity influences the dynamics importance through the possibility of measuring strongly three-
dimensional flows by image shifting. A systematic error arises.of the recording of the entire observationfield as well as the eplatedefhosofediteu-f

variance of the velocity contained within each individual eplecomony at the edge of the observation fieldb if the out-e -

interrogation spot. A reduction in the fluctuation makes it plane componen and its value. which might be obtained e.g. by

possible to favourably influence peak detection in the stereoscopic methods, ame not considered.

autocorrelation plane (Keane & Adrian 1990). even if shocks
are embedded in the flow field (Raffel 1993). THE INFLUENCE OF THE PERSPECTIVE

The out-of-plane component is also subject to tight PROJECTION IN CASE OF A 3D FLOW

constraints depending on the magnification.i light sheet The following discussion is based on the assumption of a
thickness and the depth of focus. The moat important advantage flow with a strong out-of-plane component. In order to describe
of an image shifting system is the possibility to limit the the influence of the perspective projection qualitatively and
relative extent of the out-of-plane component to. e.g. less than
30% of the component within the plane, if using an additional quantitatively an example shall be given:
in-plane component. Since the following applies. A potential vortex is assumed, similar to vortices occuring

in natural flows (hurricane) and flows in tecnical devices
(U,+Uf)-M T= X (cyclone). In the case of an isoenergetic flow the Bernoulli-

the required pulse separation T is reduced if proceeding in this equation yields for the velocity components C and C

way. This means that less particles leave the light sheet plane
between the two exposures. In combination with a reduction in +C' R

velocity fluctuation within the interrogation spots, this leads to
an improved signal-to-noise ratio at the evaluation, where C1 is the absolute flow velocity, and R, the radius of

As has been explained, an additional, virtual flow a point outside the vortex core.

component (image shift) has still to be superimposed on the I raid
flow velocity for a number of different reasons, although this A, /
effects the attainable accuracy of the velocity measurement. o=ai
This is due to the fact that the choice of shift velocity Ushift
also effects the choice of pulse separation T. The pulse
separation itself influences the effect of the error of the B
evaluation method on the velocity measurement. According to
Adrian (1991). this error AXeval is independent of the mean
particle image distance X within an interrogation spot.
Calculating the error contained in the velocity measurement due
to the evaluation noise AXeval yields: -y

'U.1 M-T A
3AX AZ=AY

The velocity error AUeval thus increases with decreasing Fig. 1: 3-D representation of the coordinate system, the
pulse separation T. Applying negative shift velocities, i.e. by observation field and a streamline (%0 < x/ for better
shifting the observation area towards the mean flow direction representation)
and appropriately increasing the pulse separation. this
correlation can be used to investigate flows with very low The X-axis of the observed plane of the flow is parallel to
degrees of turbulence (Fischer et &1. 1993. Kompenhans et aL. the vortex axis. and is located outside the vortex core as
1993). In the case of positive shift velocity and a reduced pulse illustrated in Figure 1. The Y and Z components can be
separation, however, this fact leads to a growing influence of calculated according to the formula given above, while the X-
the evaluation noise. This disadvantage must be weighed component of the velocity is assumed to have a value of 20% of
against the improved evaluability as possible by means of image the other velocity components in point B. This leads to the
shifting. e.g. in strongly three-dimensional flows.
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following equations for the velocity components as functions of It is possible to calculate the values that would have been
the XYZ-coordinates: obtained by a FIV measuirement hon the 3D velocity vectors in

the X-Y-plane. by means of linear algebra utilizing the

C,+ ,1 .02algorithms for transformation as presented by Ralfel (1993). It

C I=fC-0 is necessary to employ a presentation in a homogeneous. four-
dimensional vector-space, because the projection under

C1  oearcg(Y--+ ___Y_ consideration is a non-linear transformation (Gonzalez & Wintz
C, =- C co~arrg( a, - AT =1987). Figure 3 shows the same velocity vectors a PIV

AY lA 2 +Y 2  recording of the flow field discussed above would show. The
calculation is based on the follqwing parameters: magnification

CY-+C i~rt(L , A)' Mu 1/4. film size 35 x24 mm'. focal length of the object lens
C ~ ~ A -+C sinartg-)a f -60mm. These parameters are realistic values for 1WV

AY 1AY +recording for ae-oyamic applications in wind tunnels.

In te cst o th folowig nmercal imuatin oftheFIVThe difference between the real X-Y data and the calculated
In te cse f th folowng umercalsimlatin o th 1W "1W recording" data is up to 16.6% of the mean flow velocity

recording Process ao = in/4 is assumed, so that 4V= 0 at point in this cane of idealized conditions. In order to achieve accurate
A and C1 = 0at point C. Using the classical PIV method. only dat. tisdeviationis cealy to beassessed as aconsiderable
the X- and Y-components within the light sheet plane can be eror, but its systematic influence does not hamper the
determined (see Fig. 2). interpretation of the instantaneous flow field when looking for

structures as it would be the case for random errors. In order to
--------------------------- illustrate this statement. an eror of the same size but with
-------- random angular distribution was superimposed on the real

velocity data (wee Fig. 4).

. . . .. ........ . . . . . . .. ,-.'

...................................

Fig. 2: ilustration of the X- and Y-components of the
velocity vectors of a simulated potential vortex within the
observation field shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 4: Ilustration of two components of the velocity vectors
via a "Ply recording" with a random error of the same order as

...... --- -- contained in the WJr recording" shown in Fig. 3.

The only way to avoid the error due to the perspective
ProjectionOf the Velocity Vectors for ahiglythree-imensional
flow is tor Masure an thre components of the velocity vector.

I for example bymeans ofstereoscopic WchiiiqumC

N \ \ N\X\\X\X\\\\ XN\X\ \\X\X\\ N\\\N\\\\ N SYSTEMATIMCAL SIFT ERRORS

X N XX N N NXX N N XXXX XX \X\ NAnother source oferrors is the way the virtual image of a
particle is shifted by an image shifting system. This

__________________________________ displacement and the resulting shift of the particle images do
not represent the desired case of a uniform shift for all points of

Fig. 3: Illustration of two components of the velocity vectors the observed field. This problem appears in the case of an
after "PIV recording" (M = 1/4, 35mm film. f = 60mnm) image shifting system utilizing a rotating mirror and also if
calculated by means of perspective transformation from the using a birefringent crystal and differently polarized ligt as
same velocity vector field as presented in Fig. 2. reported by Reuss et al. (1993). If this fact is not taken into

account properly, errors will result of a magnitude which can
not be neglected.
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As an example the displacement of the particle images as
generated by a rotating mirror determined theoreically and ......
experimentally will be shown. The displacement of the particle 4 --.....
images on the film is mainly influenced by the 3D motion of the
virtual image of the light sheet plane. This 3D motion ......
generates, together with the perspective projection of the
imaging lens. errors, if only a constant shift over the entire
observation field is assumed. In contrast to the case of a
unknown out-of plane flow component as discussed in the
previous chapter. in this case the influence of the third
component can be calculated and the error due to this -

component can be eliminated.

In our experiment the images of particles in air at rest have .....
been illuminated by two laser pulses and recorded via a high
speed rotating mirrror utilizing a f=lO0 mm object lens. The Now
PIV recordings, showing two images of each particle at rest due
to the artificial image shift by means of the rotating mirror. Fig. 5: Map of the calculated tracer image shift
have been evaluated in the usual way (abtocorrelation (AX-Xshift. AY) on the film. Magnification M = 1:4. time
technique). between two the pulses T = 20 ps, distance of the rotating

First the displacement of the images of the tracer particles mirror axis from the lightsheet R = 52 mm. mirror speed

has been determined theoretically. The calculation of the Wmor = 62.8 rad/s, focal length f = 100 mm.

geometric relations, the perspective projection and the rotation
of the mirror yield the following equations for the shift of the The displacement of the images of the particles has amsotracer images AX and AY in the film plane (details se afe been determined experimentally employing the samet
1993): parameters as for the theoretical calculation. Fig. 6 again

displays the difference between the local shift (AX. AY) of the

X - M-(S,-S,)2o images of the particles caused by the rotating mirror and the
XX =-) -X slift in the center of the observation field Xshift as caused by

(X +(S,-S.)-M)'-2co.T f-(U+M)-'"+I the rotating mirror, scaled in the same way as in Fig. 5. An
excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental

= Y - results can be seen when comparing Figures 5 and 6. The

(X +(S, - S=) M)'2ro.T -f-' -(1 + M)' + l deviations of the experimental values from the calculated values
lie within the resolution of our PTV-evaluation system and do

f focal length not display any systematic errors. Therefore. we can assume

M image-object magnification that the rotating mirror-camera system has been modeled

(So-Sm) distance mirror axis to observation field correctly.

(Z-direction in Fig. I)
(SI-Sm) distance mirror axis to optical axis of the

lens (X-direction in Fig. 1) .
T pulse separation

mirror speed in rads ......

In many cases the distance mirror axis to optical axis of the
lens (Sl-Sm) can be adjusted to zero. The mirror axis is " : -
assumed to be parallel to the Y-axis of the coordinate system "_-_-"-'--
shown in Fig. 1. .. , _

Figure 5 shows the calculated difference between the local
shift (AX. AY) of the images of the particles caused by the .. ,
rotating mirror and the shift in the center of the observation .. .. -
field Xshift a caused by the rotating mirror. The image
displacement was 194 Itm in the center of the PIV recording.
This displacement increas-s up to 200 Itm at the edges of the Fig. 6- Map of the experimentally determined tracer image
image. shift (AX-Xshift, AY) on the film. Magnification M = 1:4. time

between two the pulses T = 20 Its. distance of the rotating
mirror axis from the lightsheet plane R = 512 mm. mirror speed

=om = 62.8 rad/s. focal length f = 100 mm.
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The conventional practice of assuming that the value for the REFERENCES
tracer image shift is constant over the whole image as described
in literature e.g. (Adrian 1986). Adrian. RJ.: Image shifting technique to resolve directional

ambiguity in double-pulsed velocimeny. A01LQpfi25. pp.
IX,,,l = 2 M co.(So - S.) T 3855-3858. 1986.

Adrian. RJ.: Particle-imaging techniques for experimental fluid
leads to systematic errors of 2% to 3% of the mean tracer image mechanics. Annu Revy Fluid Mech . pp. 261-304. 1991.
shift at the edges of the observation field. Due to the reasons
stated above, a virtual shift greater than the mean flow velocity Fischer. M.; Raffel. M.; Vogt. A.; Kompenhans. J.: Combined
has often to be chosen for practical applications. This may PIV and visualization experiments on instabilities in a flat plate
result in errors of up to 10% of the mean flow velocity. boundary layer with zero pressure gradient. Int. Symposium on
Utilizing the exact equations as given above one obtains the 'Optical diagnostics in fluid and thermal flows' S2E
tracer image shift depending on the length scales of the Phrxedins Vol- 2005 pp. 448-456. 1993.
experimental set up and the imaging process. They depend on
the observation distance, the focal length of the lens and the Gonzalez. C.R.; Wintz, P.: Digital imae processing. Addison-
position of the mirror axis. This means that. for a given imaging Wesley Publishing Company Massachusetts. 1987.
configuration, the virtual, locally varying tracer image shift has
to be determined theoretically only once for eachlexperimental Keane. R.D.; Adrian. R.J.: Optimization of particle image
configuration in order to remove the systematic error from the velocimeters. Part L Double pulsed systems. Muas Sci-
measurements. Technol1.t pp. 1202-1215. 1990. -

Kompenhans, J.; Raffel. M.; Vogt. A.; Fischer. M.:
SUMMARY Aerodynamic investigations in low and high speed wind tunnels

by means of Particle Image Velocimetry. Proc, of 15th '• C SIn PIV measurements the separation between the two pulses St. Louis, France. 20 - 23 September 1993. paper 46.

for illumination can be selected in a wide range independently
from the value of the mean flow velocity, if employing the Loureng. LM.: Some comments on particle image
image shifting technique. A long pulse separation considerably displacement velocimetry. Lecture Series 1988-06 yon Karman
decreases the influence of the evaluation noise on the velocity hpstitut for Fluid Dynamics, 1988.
measurement. A short pulse separation decreases the evaluation
noise itself due to an increased number of paired padcle Raffel. M.: PIV-Messungen instationlrer Geschwindigkeits-
images and a smaller veriance of the velocity within each fedder an einem schwingenden Rotorprofil. DLR FB 93-50.
interrogation spot. if utilizing image shifting. Thus. the 1993.
maximum attainable accuracy of the measurements results from
the chosen compromise between an enhanced resolution due to Reuss, D.L.: Two-dimensional particle-image velocimetry with
a long pulse separation and a noise reduction due to a short electrooptical image shifting in an internal combustion engine.
pulse separation. Int. Symposium on 'Optical diagnostics in fluid and thermal

A systematic error at the edges of the observation field flows' SPE Proceedings Vol- 2005. pp. 413-424.1993.

becomes of considerable importance through the possibility of
measuring strongly three-dimensional flows by means of image
shifting. For the observation of flows with a strong out-of-plane
component, the third flow component should also be measured
in order to reduce the error of both in-plane components. e.g. by
utilizing stereoscopic methods. It has been shown that
measuring only the in-plane components could lead to an error
of more then 15% of the mean flow velocity.

In order to take into account the influence of a rotating
mirror system on the exact determination of the velocity
vectors, the virtual, locally varying image shift has to be
determined for each experimental configuration.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF IMAGE SHIFTING TO THE APPLICABILITY
OF THE PIV TECHNIQUE FOR AERODYNAMIC INVESTIGATIONS

JOrgen Kompenhans and Markus Raffel

Institut flr Stromungsmechanik
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)

Bunsenstrale 10, D-37073 Gottingen, Germany

ABSTRACT removal. However, for this purpose it must be possible to store
the images of the tracer particles due to the first and due to the

Image shifting is primarily known as a method for elimina- second exposure on two separate recordings (two illuminations -
ting the ambiguity of the direction (i.e. sign) of the velocity two recordings). The temporal sequence of the recordings is
vector when recording the images of the tracer particles at known. Thus, it is no problem to decide which image was first
Particle Image Velocimetry. However, there exist further and which was second. The cross correlation technique has been
capabilities of the image shifting technique, which - in general - realized in connection with the development of Digital Video
increase the applicability of the PIV method for measuring PIV by Willert and Gharib (1991). In the case of video PIV two
complex flow fields. These capabilities are discussed and the subseqent video frames are utilized to store the images of the
efficiency of image shifting by means of the DLR high speed particles at two subsequent illuminations. For video as well as
rotating mirror system is demonstrated by referring to the results for high speed photographic recording there remains the
of different wind tunnel measurements. problem that there exists a minimum time which is necessary to

change between two subsequent recordings (video frame rate,
1. INTRODUCTION transport speed of film). This means that at the present state of

the development of PIV the cross correlation technique for
Employing the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in its ambiguity removal is restricted to applications in low speed

'classical' form, the information about magnitude and direction flows.
of an instantaneous velocity vector is determined from the However, the great interest in PIV measurements in many
displacement of the images of tracer particles, illuminated in a different fields of research requires a flexible technique for
plane of light within the flow by two laser pulses of the same ambiguity removal which can be applied to a variety of experi-
wavelength and of the same (short) pulse length, which are mental situations. Especially for aerodynamic investigations it is
delayed by a time interval Tr of a few microseconds (Adrian very important to be able to apply this technique at high speed
1991). The images of the particles due to the first and second flows, i.e. with short time intervals of a few microseconds
exposure are both stored on the same PIV recording. The between both exposures. Such a method is the image shifting
velocity vectors are determined by subdividing the PIV technique as described by Adrian (1986), Landreth et al (1988a),
recording into interrogation spots and employing well described and Gauthier and Riethmuller (1988), which enforces a constant
statistical evaluation techniques such as histogram-analysis, additional displacement on the image of all tracer particles at the
analysis of Young's fringes or autocorrelation method. These time of their second illumination. Only minor modifications of
methods are widely used as they are easy to implement when the evaluation technique either by means of the Young's fringes
developing a fast and reliable fully automatic working or the autocorrelation method are required when applying the
evaluation system. However, one main drawback is involved image shifting method for recording at PIV.
with these 'classical' evaluation techniques. It is obvious from
the description of the recording process as given above, that the 2. IMAGE SHIFTING
sign of the direction of the motion of the particles within each
interrogation spot cannot be determined with these recording At present the most widely used experimental technique for
and evaluation techniques since there is no way to decide which image shifting is to utilize a rotating mirror system. The obser-
image is due to the first and which is due to the second exposure vation area in the flow is imaged onto the recording area in the
o"f a particle. Although, for many applications the sign of the camera via a rotating mirror. The magnitude of the additional
velocity vector can be derived from a priori knowledge of the displacement of the images of the tracer particles depends on the
flow, in reverse flows, for example in areas of detached flow and number of revolutions of the mirror per time, the distance
in wakes behind models, steps have to be taken to determine the between light sheet plane and mirror, the magnification of the
sign of the displacement and hence the velocity vector correctly. imaging system and the time delay between the two

In principle the cross correlation technique instead of illuminations, see Landreth et a/ (1988a). Experimental set-ups
autocorrelation methods can be employed for ambiguity employing rotating mirrors as realized by different authors show
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good experimental results, e.g. at the investigation of dynamic and d2 will be obtained by subeacting the "artificial"
flow detachment (wake with reverse flows) above profiles contribution Xs if at the evaluation of the PIV recording.
Lourenqo (1986). The application of rotating mirror systems on
turbulent and convective flows made also evident the important
influence of this method on the attainable resolution of the PIV XShif
technique (Landreth et al 1988a, Grant et al 1989). '

In order to achieve very high shift velocities electro-optical
methods employing differently polarized light for illumination dl +
have been proposed and applied by Landreth & Adrian (1988b), di dl I
Lourenqo (1993) and Molezzi & Dutton (1993). The constant
shift of the particle images is obtained e.g. by means of d2 +Xskhf
birefringent crystals of appropriate thickness. Reuss (1993) Q d2 0 d2
describes problems of this method as e.g 'depolarization effects'.
The following discussion on the application of image shifting is without image shifting with image shifting
independent of the fact which technique is employed to achieve Fig. 1. Elimination of the ambiguity of direction of the
the additional displacement of the images of the particles. velocity vector.

Due to our experience we see most practical adFantages at
aerodynamic investigations if applying a rotating mirror system Fig. 2 shows the instantaneous flow field above a pitching
for image shifting. A high speed rotating mirror system as NACA 0012 airfoil at an angle of incilence of a = 24't in
described by Raffel ( 1993b) has been developed at DLR in order upstroke motion at a mean flow velocity of U, = 28 m/s
to be able to carry out measurements even in transonic flows.
The frequency of rotation ranges from I Hz to 100 Hz, thus (Kompenhans be al 1994). A strong vortex with reversal of flow
covering a range of shift velocities from 5 m/s to 500 m/s (at a direction can be seen above the airfoil (the so-called 'dynamic
ratio of reduction of 1:4 between observation plane in the flow stall' vortex).

to the recording plane). This system has been successfully

applied to different aerodynamic investigations in wind tunnels.
A detailed analysis of the errors involved with image shifting by
means of a rotating mirror has also been given by Raffel
(1993b).

During evaluation the PIV recording is interrogated in small

sub areas. The diameter of the interrogation spot is typ. 0.7 nun

in our evaluation set-up. Due to our experience best results
concerning resolution, accuracy and number of valid data is
obtained if the displacement of the tracer particles, measured on-
the recording area (photographic plate) is 150 pm : de :5
250 gm. This agrees with the results of the simulation of the PIV
recording and evaluation process by Keane & Adrian (1990).
The number of particle images within the interrogation spot ----------

should be N > 15 due to these simulations. In the following four
typical experimental situations appearing at investigations of
flow fields in wind tunnels shall be explained.

Fig. 2. Instantaneous flow field above NACA 0012 airfoil at
2.1 Elimination of the ambiguity of direction a = 2401" in upstroke motion and U. = 28 m/s;

Fig. I explains the well known way to remove the ambiguity Ubift = 128 m/s.

of direction by means of image shifting in the case of flow Table I lists the parameters of the experiment and explains
reversal. By adding an additional shift to the flow-induced how the application of image shifting (i.s.) eliminates the
displacement of the images of the tracer particles one retains the ambiguity of direction. The magnification M at imaging from
same imaging conditions for complex flows as are valid for the flow onto a 35 mm film and typical values for the number N
flows without reverse-flow areas. However, by selecting the of particles per interrogation spot within this recording are also
additional shift in such a way that it is always greater than the given.
maximum value of the reverse-flow component, it is guaranteed
that the tracer images of the second exposure are always located M - 1:7.9 N o 30
in."positive" direction with respect to the location of the first
exposure (see Fig. I). For eliminating the ambiguity of direction Uvin UmS UK dh dSah dft
it does not matter in which direction within the observation [m/s] [m/si [PsI tim/si tI]mi Ipm] (Pm]
plane the shift takes place, if the maximum of the corresponding without i.s. -28 +50 56 0 0 -198 +354
reverse-flow component is interpreted accordingly. with i.s. 12 128 194 +152 +270

Thus, an unambiguity of the sign of the velocity vector is Table I. Parameters at recording of instantaneous flow field
established. The value and correct sign of the velocity vectors dI shown in Fig. 2.
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As already mentioned, the technique of image shifting As an example for measurements in a highly three-dimen-
furthermore provides the opportunity to influence other sional flow field the result of test measurements on a helicopter
important parameters during recording as well and, therefore, rotor (NACA 23012) at U. = 33 m/s and a rotation of f = 47 Hz.
helps to employ the PIV method for investigations in a wide which results in a blade tip velocity of -280 m/s, is shown in
range of different flows. Fig. 5. A shift velocity of Uwn = 540 m/s has been applied at

these tests in order to avoid data drop-out by out-of-plane
2.2 Measurement of highly three-dimensional flows motion. Fig. 5 shows that in this test the shift velocity was too

large in order to resolve the vortical structures in the flow
At 'classical' PIV the light, which is scattered by particles adequately. Table 2 gives the parameters of this experiment.

illuminated two times within a light sheet, is recorded. This
feature of the PIV method limits its application in highly three-
dimensional flow-regimes. The restriction is caused by the fact
that particles moving perpendicular to the light sheet will leave
the light sheet in between the two illuminations and thus will not -. ..

yield data when evaluating the PIV recording but will only add ' - - . ..
noise. This problem gets even more severe for measurements in
gaseous media, where very small particles are requirpd in order - : ..S2:.--. ... .... " . .. _. .... ... ..... #*o... 0 • #.,••, •*

to follow the flow faithfully. Small particles scatter little light, ... .... ...

which results in a small effective depth of focus at recording. In ... ..........
our experiments the depth of focus is of the order of the thick- ."I i". ...... .-

ness of the light sheet, i.e. r 0.5 mm. Experience shows that the ....... ........• i5 ! !! :!:• 'i : :.:!i" : ....... . .....
depth of the light sheet or the depth of focus cannot be increased .. •.::::::..•:::........•::...:.. .. ::

...... ..... ..... . ....---. ....

The simulation carried out by Keane & Adrian 1990 showedIZ t;.
that the conventional PIV technique is only applicable to flows ... ... .... -

in which the out-of-plane velocity component amounts to less
than 30% of the in-plane components. Fig. 5. Instantaneous flow field above helicopter rotor (NACA

The only practical way to reduce the number of particles 23012) at U. = 33 m/s and a frequency of rotation off
leaving the light sheet plane is to decrease the time between the 47 Hz (blade tip velocity -280 m/s); U 3 f = 50 ins.
light pulses considerably (see Fig. 3). In the same way the
diplacement of the images of the tracer particles will be reduced. M = 1:6.5 Nom 10 ... 20
However, the optimal distance between two particle images dOpt
required for the evaluation by means of the autocorrelation Umin Umax Ushf dhift dmin d.
technique can be re-established by applying image shifting (see fm/s [mis] [Ifs] fm/s] [gm] [glm] [pm]
Fig. 4). Since the number of dual-particle images is increased without i.s. -280 +50 5 0 0 -215 +38
considerably by this method, the number of valid data can be with i.s. 3 540 249 +120 +272
increased significantly. Therefore, a much greater third Table 2. Parameters at recording of instantaneous flow field
component of the flow velocity is tolerable at the same signal- shown in Fig. 5.
to-noise ratio.

d It has to be kept in mind, that the resolution of the velocity
measurement is decreased by reducing the time between the

z I light pulses. This has to be balanced against the improved
signal-to-noise ratio. The maximum attainable accuracy of the

0 _ method results from the chosen compromise between resolution
__.-" _and signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, it has to be mentioned

that allowing a significant velocity component perpendicular to

S the light sheet plane leads to an error due to this component.
This error is known from the literature and arises from the fact

Fig. 3. Effect of reducing the time between two pulses (figure that the camera lens reproduces the tracer particles by
is not to scale). perspective projection and not by parallel projection (details see

d~o e.g. Raffel & Kompenhans, 1994).

2.3 Reduction of the variance within an interrogation spot

Even if high velocity gradients are present the signal-to-
.. ' PO noise ratio is increased by additionally shifting the tracer images

between the two illuminations.
At the autocorrelation technique the displacement vector is

determined by averaging over all displacements between image
Fig. 4. Re-establishing the optimal distance between pulses. pairs within one interrogation spot. Therefore it has to be
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assumed that the flow velocity does not change magnitude and 2.4 Improving the resolution
direction within the interrogation spot. If this assumption is no
longer valid, it becomes difficult to determine the location of the In flows with only a small velocity component perpendicular
signal peak in the autocorrelation plane accurately. This means, to the main flow direction and with only small fluctuations in
that for successfull detection of the displacement vector, the the main flow direction, an increase in resolution an be
variance of the particle image displacement within the achieved by choosing longer time delays between the
interrogation spot has also to be limited (Keane & Adrian, illumination pulses and image shifting 'against' the main flow
1990). The variance of the displacement within the interrogation direction. This situation is explained in Fig. 7.
spot can be reduced by application of image shifting, i.e. by Xshift
decreasing the delay between the two pulses for illumination and
adding an additional shift in the same direction. Less data drop-
out is to be expected by this means. ... . . . o

The same argument as for a local interrogation spot holds for ......................................
the whole PIV recording. As explained above, there exists an . -- * 0 - 0

optimal range of particle displacements of 150 pm S do 0
250 lmi for evaluation. The upper and lower limit of the -- [-
displacement of the tracer particles in the flows which is l AM
determined by the flow to be investigated, can be adapted to the
optimal range of displacement on the recording medium by without image shifting with image shifting
applying the image shifting technique. F

Strong velocity gradients are preset within shcks Fig. 7. Effect of increasing the resolution by increasing the
embedd ved ocin y t ransoni fs, Fig. 6reset shos such s apulse delay and shifting 'against' the main flow

embedded in transonic flows. Fig. 6 shows such an direction.
instantaneous flow field - again above a NACA 0012 airfoil,
now at Ma. = 0.75 (Raffel & Kompeanhans 1993a). By By increasing the resolution it is now possible to obtain

subtracting the speed of sound from all velocity vectors the meaningful PIV results even in flows with a degree of

supersonic flow regime and the shock are clearly detectable. Due turbulence of Tu w 0.5%. Fig. 8. shows the instantaneous flow

to the application of image shifting no data drop-out is found field behind a grid (Kompenhans et al 1993). The degree of

even in interrogation spots containing the flow field in front and turbulence, as measured by means of a hot wire, was Tu -
behind the shock (flow velocities from U = 200 m/s to 520 ms). 0.46 %. The small turbulent structures present in the flow field

can be clearly detected. This was possible by means of 'negative'
image shifting with U. = -5.8 m/s. The parameters of the

........ measurement are given in Table 4....:: : .: .......... ! ! - i' ' '- '- ' -: " :- : '! • r . ., - - . ...
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Fig. 6. Instantaneous flow field above NACA 0012 airfoil at

a = 5 * and Ma, = 0.75; Ushifk = 174 m/s. Fig. 8. Instantaneous flow field of the fluctuating velocity

component behind a grid at U = 10 m/s and Tu =
The parameters at recording are presented in Table 3. 0.46%; Uwn = -5.8 m/s.

M= 1:6.7 Nall0... 20 M=1:4.7 N O 10... 13

Umin Umax TUift dsbin dmin d.l Umin Umax U Shift dgik dmin dnma
(n/sl I [rmsI fps) [IS] [pm) (pm) [Pm) [In/s] [in/si [PSI [m/si [IrnI [pmi [Wini

without i.s. 200 520 5 0 0 149 388 without i.s. 9.9 10.1 80 0 0 198 202
with i.s. 3 174 78 167 311 with i.s. 225 -5.8 -278 196 206

Table 3. Parameters at recording of instantaneous flow field Table 4. Parameters at recording of instantaneous flow field
shown in Fig. 6. shown in Fig. 8.
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If applying image shifting in this way a compromise system for recording can be selected. However, it must be kept
between an improvement of the resolution of the velocity in mind, that not every requirement can be fulfilled due to
measurement and a reduction of spatial resolution (due to a technical limits e.g. in laser power, pulse repetition etc.. The
larger effective interrogation spot) has to be found. selection of the recording system also influences the method for

ambiguity removal, which can be utilized and, hence, the
DISCUSSION evaluation technique to be used. At the present stage of the

development of the PIV technique the application of the image
At present a higher spatial resolution is obtained at PIV if shifting technique (by means of a rotating mirror) seems to be

employing photographic recording instead of digital video the method best suited for ambiguity removal and flexible
recording, even for 35 mm photographic material. Though CCD adaptation to the flow field in order to meet the requirements,
sensors with greater pixel numbers are continuously under which have to be fulfilled to obtain high quality data at
development and brought into the market, it will last some time investigations of flow fields in aerodynamics.
till video recording is possible with the same spatial resolution
as with 60 mm or 120 mm film format. Another problem, which
r•mains with video PIV, is to store the huge amount of data,
which will be captured during a measuring campaign in a wind
tunnel within reasonable time digitally instead in an analog form
on film. This means that for PIV applications, where high
resolution concerning velocity and space is required, the REFERENCES
photographic technique must be utilized. One main disadvantage
of the photographic technique is - amongst others - that - at Adrian, R.J. 1986, Image shifting technique to resolve
present - it is not possible to record the images of the tracer directional ambiguity in double-pulsed velocimetr', AML
particles on two different photographic plates, at least, if for j vol. 25, pp. 3855-3858.
aerodynamic investigations pulse separations of the order of Adrian, R.J. 1991, Particle-Imaging techniques for Experimental
microseconds are required That means that the problem of Fluid Mechanics, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech vol. 23, pp. 261-304.
ambiguity removal has to be solved for photographic PIV in a
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HIGH ACCURACY TECHNIQUES APPUED TO THE EXTRACTION OF ABSOLUTE POSITION
ESTIMATES IN A 3DPIV SYSTEM

M. Funes-Gallanzi, P. J. Bryanston-Cross & D.D. Udrea

Optical Engineering Laboratory
Department of Engineering
University of Wwwick, U.K.

1. Abstract The more recently evolved Particle Image Velocimetry (PM.)
The work presented in this paper deals with means of making simplifies the acquisition of whole field data to a photographic

spatial PTV measurements at high speeds more accurate. The and/or CCD imaging process, but like LDA, still requires con-
PIV technique is now a well developed technique for fluids siderable mathematical processing of data. The PIV data to date
research. Further. a move to three dimensional measurement of has, as yet, inherently been of atwo-dimensional nature. Inorder
the velocity field, to bring the accuracy of the estimates up to the to extact the out-of-plane component various authors have
standards demanded by aerodynamicists, is the next step in the concentrated on the use of triangulation. However, if only
development of the technique. At high speeds, the seeding triangulation is used, the relative error in the out-of-plane direc-
density in regions of interest, such as wakes or boundary layers, tion is of the order of three times larger than in the x-y direction.
are not high enough to enable the use of frequency techniques; This effectively makes the technique of no practical industrial
which in any case cannot capture small scale information, use where three dimensional flow obtains. Furthermore, both

the relative and absolute co-ordinate systems remain basically
Essentially, a diffraction limited optical component has been unrelated as the measurements obtained by triangulation are

used to provide aberration free particle images. Secondly, the relative between pairs of particles and have no relation to a frame
sensitivity of the CCD cameras has been increased with the use of reference. Moreover, PIV data is notoriously difficult to
of bespoke tuning for laser operation. Thirdly, it has been found interpret without a complementary qualitative picture, to set the
that it is possible to record double, with a lower displacement framework for the more quantitative information provided by
than in the past, particle images using a pulsed laser. Fourthly, PIV. This last topic is covered in a companion paper also
the particle data can be automatically analyzed using a software presented at this conference.
program. Finally, since the data is recorded in stereo, it is possible
to obtain instantaneous 3-D particle whole field velocity. This The experiments described in this paper provides a fundamental
3D velocity estimate is made accurate to the order of 40pm with shift to 3DPIV and addresses the limitations. With computer
the help of high precision measurements of position in all three automated particle image processing, it is then possible to con-
dimensions: exploiting the intensity information in the data. struct the vectorial distribution of position and velocity of the
Such an intensive amount of processing is only possible due to flow field by a combination of techniques.
the large data compression which is possible when using the 3. Experimental systems
spatial approach to PIV analysis. Testing was carried out in the ILPC at DRA Pyestock and at the
2. Introduction new transonic facility of the Department of Engineering, Univer-
For many years several groups of people have been researching sity of Warwick. The ILPC is a short duration facility designed
optical methods for the extraction of three-dimensional flow, to allow high quality heat transfer and aerodynamic measure-
Throughout the last decade several techniques have been de- mentstobetakenforafull-sizeannularcascadeofturbinevanes.
veloped. Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) using a continuous The use of this technique for turbomachinery measurements was
wave laser to temporally scan a single spatial point through the pioneered by Schultz et al, (1973). The Pyestock facility is
flow field is the most commercially exploited technique. At face described by Brooks et al, (1985).
value the application of IDA seems straightforward. However,
as the study of fluid dynamics has evolved, from being able to The Warwick University Transonic Blowdown facility is s
solve and measure the steady state problem towards the reality transient tunnel surrounded by an Anacote chamber. The initial
of three-dimensional turbulent unsteady flows, the inherent limi- function of the test cell had been the evaluation of noise levels
tations of temporally averaged data have become more apparent at the exit of a transonic jet. The facility is described in detail in
Alternatively, whole field flow visualization methods such as the companion paper presented at this conference (Funes-Gal-
holographic interferometry have failed to deliver a true solution lanzi, 1994). The seeding required for PIV experiments, is
to this problem for two main reasons. Firstly, the complexity of injected into the settling chamber, at apressure of approximately
the holographic system has made its application specific to the 8 bar.
experimental case in question. Secondly, the complexity of
deconvolving an integrated refractive index field adds a further Images employing a CCD camera and K2 diffraction limited
limitation to the general application of the technique. optics arrangement were recorded; using a frame grabber and

related electronics. The particle images shown were then pro-
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cessed using a software package developed at the University of to the experimental light conditions yields large improvements
Warwick called APWin. APWin performed its processing under in accuracy.
Windows on a PC and displayed the resultant velocity field on a
SVGA monitor. The results were then downloaded via Ethern
onto the departmental Sun Sparc station I. A second stage of 9
processing followed, at the end of which a revised velocity vector
plot was produced using the Matlab environmem
4. Absolute Position estimation

The application involves 3DPIV experiments at transonic
speeds and illustrates a novel high accuracy absolute position 4
estimation technique. A well known and quite difficult problem
in conventional PIV is to ensure, that the data is being viewed -
or at least displayed after suitable rotations/translations - ortho- a3
gonally to the fight-sheet. This problem is exacerbated in 3DPIV
and it has been found to be impossible to determine absolute
position as accurately as required; under realistic experimental
conditions. Therefore, a novel approach is being presented of

making an initial estimate of the parameters on-site, and sub-
sequently improve on these, by employing two views of a . . . . .

reference image and a mixture of techniques implemented in the
REGISTER software package; developed by the Warwick Opti- -
cal Engineering group. 1 2 1.4 1.6 12 2 2 2.4 2. 1 3

It is of crucial importance to find the absolute position of the
frame of reference provided by the focal distance. In this way, Figure 1
the relative position (and therefore velocities) of particle pairs
can be firstly found relative to this point, and then its absolute The secondpartconsistsofplacing an England finder andtaking
position in space can be ascertained, a picture with the stereo PIV arrangement. An England finder is

Eror analysis for stereoscopic PV has been investigated for a graticule containing labeled squares of Imm by Imm which
tErgomranalysic paratereoscopic hasshown byePrasad& Ainv an d ( are each split into four regions and contain the square label in an

the geomeric parametens as shown by Prasad & Adrian (t 993). inner circle. From these images, it is possible to make a firs
However, a compnheensive investigation t even for the geometric attempt at reconciling all views of the finder, using the measuredaspects, including the effects of registration error was not prmtr flcto n itne ftecmrst eino

covered. Particle size, which is given by the speed of flow under parameters of location and distances of the cameras to region of
consideration, influences accuracy in two distinct ways. Firstly, therester cetr aft a transformation to a common viewing
its image size relative to the pixel size determines the maximum point, in identical images being formed from all cameras How-
spatial resolution. By exploiting grey level information, it is ever, this is in imgesebenot fhe ca d. Tfrmalre, various chow-
possible to achieve sub-pixel (of the order of 1/10th of a pixel) teristics of the inmges are used to minimize these eros and
accuracy with no bias. Secondly, varying particle sizes, elec- produce corrected estimates which can Iocate the fsne of refer-
tronic noise, image smearing, etc. contibute to a random com- pnc e crte estimates of acchracy. lTe chosen common
ponent. By employing the image intensity approach to PlV, it is viewing point is given by a plane orhogonal to the light-she at
possible to discriminate particles according to their size and to the average focal distance of the viewing cameras.
deal with electronic noise, thus reducing the impact of random
errors on the accuracy of the measurements. Image smearing is The technique consists of using a non-linear Nelder-Meade
sometimes present in DPIV data and not accounted for, when the approach to estimate errm due to rotation about the x and y-axis,
CCD sensor dimensions are not matched by the image grabber spiral Mrs to estimate rotation ofone camera with respect to the
(commonly a 512 by 512 grabber is used while the image is other (about the z-axis) and England finder image ratios/labels
sensed by a 768 by 576 pixels arrmy). The description of how to estimate translations.
the absolute position of the frame of reference can be accurately
described is split into two distinct parts: The system was successfully tested at the new Warwick Univer-

The first part involves the calibration of the solid state cameras sity ramnsonic blowdown facility; using an England finder as the
Toe sirst pthe dynamicerane andensurethatino their ligt respse is reference image. Tbe translation error, after software correction,

to suit the dynamic range and ensure that their fight response is in the x and y-direction was limited to no more than I pixel for
identical. This is achieved with the help of a Baum chart and tramlations of up to 50 pixels. The error for translations in the
USAF 1951 resolution charL This stage is ofcrucialimportance, z-direction is shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, the rota-
if grey level information is to be used in the data analysis stage. tional errors measured in pixels versus degrees are shown in
Thus, although some authors consider the use of digital cameras Figures 2 and 3. Figure 3 shows the errors due to rotation about
in PIV to be merely an extension of the technique, if grey level the y-axis (the errors due to rotation about the x-axis being
information is also of interest, more general solid state informa- identical) between 0 and W using a non-linear Neldur-Meade
tion and calibration is required. The determining factor is the algo)thm, which a0 shown to be 2.3 pixelis at 30N .Lrastly
effective number of grey levels employed (or in other words the
contrast). Tlherfore, to tailor the dynamic range of the cameras
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5. PIV Im41ge Processing using APWIn
2-4 ____________ The obJective Of image Processing is to automatically produce a

2-2. velocity vector field from the digitized particle field. The di-
aa gitized particle field analyzed by APWin is a binary image. The
2. images contain several features which need to be separated

1.8 without ambiguity. These being:

[o9 Images of the paired particles.

1 * Single unmatched particles.

II * Glare from laser light reflection.

OS * Noise.

- The processing must identify the spacing of the paired particles
. s 20 2.6 and translate them into velocities. The predominant view to date

- .MMM osmerm has been to process the data after a transformation into the
frequency domain. The alternate perspective developed in

Figure 2 APWin has been to process the information directly in the spatial
domain.

APWin is a computer program which is the result of a long period
Figure 3 shows the errors, using the spiral PET technique, of research directed towards the automatic extraction of particle
between 0 and 430, with a maximum error of I pixel at 430, image data from stored digital images. A direct spatial digital

processing method was adopted. This approach was taken after
The whole process is involved and time consumning but can be reviewing the work of Goss, 1989. The particle data at tranisonic
adapted to virtually any set of test conditions. Thus, the price speeds tends to be sparse, which makes the processing of indi-
paid for this increase in accuracy in PIV measurements, is a vidual particles far more attractive than the global processing
somewhat longer and rigorous setup stage before measurements usually applied to low speed flows. There are several significant
are actually taken. A new software package to automatically advantages of working with a direct image as opposed to the
carry Out corrections to the initial estimates on the basis of the more conventional Fourier domain approaches of Adrian, 1985:
image information is currently under further development so it
can be integrated with the existing Ply software. The mai 9 The frequency technique suffers in comparison to the
advantage of such an approach is that, particularly mnan industrial spatial technique from a high computational overhead.
environment, it is often niot possible to make physical measure- This handicap has been addressed by some authors, for
menits with great accuracy; given the facilities and ti me available, instance Ptasad et al (1992). in an attempt to gain speed
Therefore, a second corrective stage afterwards makes possible by lowering the resolution and the accuracy of the
highly accurate PIV measurements; even in hostile industrial measurements.
conditions.

0The spatial domain allows the use of well developed
image processing algorithms.

*MTe particle image field can be very quickly reduced to
a sparse array of data points. Thus, instead of the

.. .. intensive processing of large digital images, typically
~oi of the size of 8 to 20 Mbytes; the data is reduced to a
~o. single of 30 to 100 kbytes vector representing the
0.5....particle field.

104 *The frequency technique also requires that the out-of-
10.3-plane motion of the seeding particles should be small

compared to the thickness of the illuminating light
sheet (large displacement tends to decrease the corre-

. . ..... lation amplitude as shown by Adrian 1988). The suc-

30XO0 4 cessful interrogation of a 3DPIV picture through the
frequency approach, is limited by the constraint that the
particles should not move more than 30% of the light

Figure 3 sheet thickness between exposures (Keane & Adrian,
1990). The maximum attainable out-of-plane particle
displacement being about 1/4 the thickness of the light
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sheet (Gauthier et al. 1988). Therefore, the dynamic view) and with 02,03 symetrically displaced about the centre of
range of velocities, available with the frequency tech- the interrogation area (off-axis views). Consequently using

nique. is drastically reduced compared to the spatial simple trigonometry the following relationships can be derived:

approach.

"By viewing the particle data individually, the user has d = h cos qp

a direct image of the particle field, whereas the FFT
approach presents a more ambiguous global view ofthe di = h cts(h-e)
data. That is to say, it is unable to yield small-scale
results, as the results obtained are local averages repre-
senting the observed velocity field (Adrian. 1988). In d cosp

some cases, such as wakes and boundary layers, where where d is the magnitude of the normal from X2 to XiO (i.e. the

seeding is notoriously difficult to inject, limited indi- shortest distance), h is the shortest distance between the two

vidual particle data can yield useful information.at X and X2, p is the angle between XX2 and X2A,
0 is the angle between the two observation points and the

"* In making such a large data reduction it is then possible perpendicular to the light-sheet. Therefore,

to apply very intensive piocessing to evaluate the in- x = d-d.cos(O)

formation. sin(O)
where x is the magnitude of XiA; i.e. the required depth

An automatic spatial analysis strategy has been evolved to deal parameter.
efficiently with the sparse data fields encountered. Aimed at
reducing the effect of ambiguity in particle pairing, and accom- For calibration purposes, an England finder graticule of I Inch
modating the changing flow directions, this strategy incorporates by 3 Inches is used as it provides accurate and detailed informa-
the following steps in an iterative fashion until no new pairs am tion; which can be used for absolute position estimation, as
encountered. previously described, and PIV scaling.

"• Initial particle pairing. h ,. A-

"* Ambiguous pair recognition. OO'0 O00 0oS....................o•', imp
"* Setting/updating a velocity and direction range. 0

"* Removal of background flare and noise. o

"* Final particle sorting.

6. Out-of-plane Velocity Measurement .."4 .4 , :

The use of the stereo approach enables the measurement of the
relative velocities within the region of interest illuminated by the : "
fight sheeL Two stereoscopic configurations can be used. The '.
angular method has the optical axis of both cameras intersect the
illuminated field containing some angle thereby. The translation
method has the optical axis of both viewing cameras parallel to ". .c.- ,

each other and perpendicular to the light sheet. According to "" . .

Gauthier & Reithmuller (1988), the angular displacement
method is more accurate. However, the required depth of field
is larger than in the translation method. For a given magnifica- Figure 4 Schematic diagram for 3D velocity estimation
tion, a large depth of field can only be obtained by increasing the
f-number, i.e. decreasing the light sensed by the CCD array. This
is also a limitation on the widest practical angle between the 7. Relative Position Estimation
cameras. In practical applications such as turbomachinery, the Once initial results were obtained it became clear that, given the
area of interest (boundary layer, wake~etc.) is generally quite high errors in the out-of-plane direction, the stereoscopic ap-
small in absolute terms. This fact, coupled with the need for a proach to PIV would remain inpractical unless a way was found
realistic stand-off distance using diffraction-limited optics, to increase the accuracy in the z-direction.
means that only the angular method can be reliably used yielding
a meaningful overlapping area. One way to increase the accuracy in general, is of course to

increase the angle subtended by the two cameras. However, this
The 3D approach allows the measurement to be more accurate is often not possible in real applications as facilities have to be
than previous two-dimensional estimates. Tc illustrate this con- adapted to, which often were not particularly designed for vis-
cept, consider Figure 4. This shows a typical particle pair Xi ualization purposes, the depth of field required increases as the
and X2 . 01, 02 and 03 represent three viewing positions with angle increases( leading to less photons falling on the imaging
01 perpendicular to the light-sheet (referred to as the on-axis sensor), and are further restricted by the need for simplicity and
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Figure 5 PIV image of a field

economy. Furthermore, as the angle increases the absolute independence from image form is attained by considering a
spatial errors also increase: thus denying some of the increase in general gray scale shape. A natural consequence of the concept
accuracy, is the definition of an optimally precise position estimate given

by the centroid of the locale. It can thus be shown that useful
As mentioned earlier, the spatial approach to PIV has as one of dynamic range is far more important than pixel size for obtaining

its advantages the ability to apply fairly intensive processing to geometric precision when data volume is constrained. Further-
the PIV pairs found: thanks to the large data reduction involved, more. it can also be shown that the best way to allocate spatial

and intensity resolution for a digitizing scheme subject to data
Now. a digital image is a spatial. intensity and temporal quan- volume constraints is to allow only enough spatial resolution for
tized representation of a real-world scene. The precise repre- effective detection and recognition and employ all remaining
sentation of position is critical to the successful extraction of data capacity to maximize the available intensity resolution.
velocity data from a PfV image. For a solid state approach to
PIV to approach the precision of a photographic image. accurate Typically. if the irradiance is given by:
sub-pixel position estimates are necessary. Without such an p -r
approach. the large number of required digital images present 1(r) = -- v e
currently un-surmountable problems of registration and data 2no"-
volume and throughput. where P is the input power, the beam diameter is given conven-

tionally by d=4a, which means that over the interval con-
Studies on the nature of digital images rarely take specific notice sidered(O_•,2o) only 86% of the power is contained. The rest
of the effects and opportunities offered by intensity quantization. provides stray illumination and leaks through the diffraction
Normally, only spatial quantization is considered, though occa- limited optics to lower the contrast. Thus, the CCD cameras have
sionally the strong effect which the number of bits per pixel has to be tuned to the prevailing light conditions to yield the greatest
is recognized. A full description of the combined effects of available contrast.
spatial and intensity quantization has been reported (A.M.
Bruckstein. 1987 for instance) but in a statistics context and Turning now to the application of this concept to PIV, a fairly
without regard to the geometry or specific image content. realistic representation of the image of a particle (assuming it is

spherical) can be provided by a Gaussian form.
In view of this. an approach is currently being developed based - ((x-•,,) .
on the concept of position equivalence classes. referred to as E(xy) =A e 20'
"locales". and first developed by D. Havelock (1989). Some
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This technique has two major advantages. Firstly, it provides
three measures for the z-component. Two from the A/c ratio
from each image in a stereo case, and the third from triangulation.

Just as importantly though. it provides a way in which these
relative velocity measurements can be related to an absolute
frame of reference. The depth ratio will exhibit a maximum

swhere the paricle is in line with the focal length of the lens. and

--------- ..... --.77 will then tail off as a particle moves in front or behind this
- d position. Thus, the system has a symetry about this focal length
""--2, ""leading to an ambiguity in the measurement of the depth ratio.

I./'"O" In order to account for it. triangulation needs to be used as well.
profile ,' 1e Thus if a particle pair lies in a equidistant positions from this axis.

the ratio will be equal but triangulation will show one to lie ahead
f , f of the other, thus enabling the data to be unscrambled.

CCD camera CD amera

os

40 4D

Figure 7 Gaussian form dependence on position 
30

The particle image is located at (xoyo). The Amplitude A and Cmmmw
width a are the only parameters of its circularly symetric shape.

Many algorithms can be found to estimate the position of the
centre of this object. For instance, a centroid estimate gives the
correct answer in the absence of noise and quantization. In the
presence of spatial quantization there appears a skew error which 1

can be accounted for in a unique mapping. In the presence of o
intensity quantization, as is normal for digital images, there is
not a unique but a set of possible object positions. These regions z
are referred to as locales and their size determines the uncertainty
in object position. There is no equivalent situation in non-digital 6 0 10

imagery. X V Kw

With reference to the schematic diagram in Figure 7. it is Figure 6 MATLAB plots of a particle pair in grey scale
possible to establish what these two parameters, A and width Fp
in turn depend on.

Note that in order to simplify the discussion, the centre of the The system can be calibrated by plotting all the depth ratios and

N,.; Y. G sheet and the centre of of focus are made co-incident finding the maximum; which is the frame of reference as it is

and the depth of view is made somewhat larger than the width co-incident with the focal length. The relationship between the

of the light sheet. Thus, the amplitude can be seen to depend on depth ratio and absolute depth can also be ascertained from this

the z-position of the particle and vary according to the change in plot by introducing the width of the ligh-sheet and thus deduce

intensity of the laser over the depth of the region of interest. On the scaling factor. The potential accuracy &f this approach has

the other hand, o varies approximately linearly according to the been estimated at 20-30(,m in all three directions. This is arrived

z-position in relation to the position of focus. This focal length at by considering an effective grey level dynamic range of

can be quite accurately calculated for a given objective in the 100-150 grey levels, and assumes that all parameters have been

case of the K2 diffraction limited optics. As the particle moves estimated by the use of REGISTER as previously discussed.
out of focus, so (7 will vary. Thus if the ratio of A/c (referred to
as the depth ratio) is considered, it is directly and linearly related Preliminary results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. A particle

to the focal position. pair was obtained from the data field shown on Figure 5; this is
a PiV image of a wake at 1.2 Mach shot at the ILPC transient
facility of DRA Pyestock. A pair, highlighted in the image, was
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ON"PW,, MThe accurate measurement of relative velocity in three dimen-
sions presents some formidable problems. In particular, the
whole approach requires the centre of focus to lie within the light

0 sheet. This has proven to be particularly difficult in industrial
ZW applications. A relible way to overcome this problem has been

to make use of an oscilloscope to focus rather than sight. The
locales approach. while more accurate than centroid estimation

- -or Fourier phase estimation, is still under active development.
Calibration of the cameras so they are not saturated at the focal

0 . -length and other calibration requirements mean that although the
3 3 accuracy is increased, the complexity in performing these experi-

,00 ments also increases.
0 y ") 8. Conrdlusions

The trchniques described deal first of all. with the successful
determination of absolute co-ordinate information, in an indus-
trial environment, to an accuracy of +/- 2 pixels for the experi-
ments descrbed. This approach involves a second corrective

30 software-implemented corrective stage, after all parameters have
ZW been physically measured.

A: Secondly, the grey level information was employed to provide
an estimate of the three dimensional relative position with an

0 1 -.7accuracy of A4gim. Thae relative and absolute position estimates
i0 2, 40 could then be combined.

30 30

40 02 , Three dimensional measurements of the particle pairs were
x osuccessfully accomplished and so 3D velocities were estimated.

The software package APWin was employed to obtain the vel-
ocity information. A further program was used to plot and

igure 8 MATLAB plots of overlapping pair in grey scale estimate the three dimensional position of the particle pairs
found, exploiting not only triangulation but also grey level
information. Lastly, the technique was extended to allow for the

plotted to confirm the broad nature of the particle images. The recognition of close overlapping particle pair data and the remo-
two particle positions were then calculated to sub-pixel accuracy val of astigmatic effects. The development of these techniques,
by a combination of data intensity calculations and depth ratio and the measurements obtained, mean that the short term target
estimates; as shown in Figure 6. This new estimates were in of achieving 1% accuracy for 3DPIV measurements at high
agreement with the previously calculated data. The estimated speeds, forcomplex unsteady flow turbomachinery applications,
accuracy was in the order of 4 0pn; an improvement on previous is now possible.
estimates but not as high as can be expected. The software, 9. Acknowledgements
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF INLET FLOW AND VALVE MOTION

IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES BY LASER DOPPLER TECHNIQUES.
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60131 Ancona. Italia.

ABSTRACT. The measurement system is completely based on optical
instruments which employ the Doppler effect on light beams

Thc paper describes the development of a test bench in scattered by moving objects; a classical fiber optic two
which a laser Doppler vibrometer and a laser Doppler component differential laser Doppler-velocimeter is used for
vclocimetcr are employed for simultaneous measurement of flow velocity measurements, while a fiber optic laser Doppler
valve motion and flow velocity in an internal combustion engine differential vibrometer is used to mcasurc independently the
head. The test bench and the measurement system and displacement and the velocity of the poppet valve. Crosstalk
methodology are presented; optical access was obtained inside between the two optical instruments is avoided by employng
the cylinder through its transparent walls and inside the intake different wavelength in the laser radiation of each of them. In
manifold, by specially designed optical windows. Measurements particular. the laser Doppler vibrometcr operates with a 5 mW
are taken at different camshaft angular speed, up to a regime in He-Ne laser source while the laser Doppler velocimeter operates
which jumps and bounces of the valve occurr. with a 4 W Ar+ ion laser. Much lower power is needed for a

laser Doppler vibrometer compared to a laser Doppler
velocimeter for flow velocity measurement; in fact the laser

1. INTRODUCTION. vibrometer operates with light scattered from a solid surface.
which is orders of magnitute more intense than light scattered

At present the experimental study of inlet flow in a from small tracer particles within a moving flow.
combustion engine is not carried on simultaneously to the The instruments are synchronized to each other by an
measurement of valve motion: the two activities are performed encoder on the camshaft which produces 720 or 1440 pulses/rev
independently and correlated to each other by synchronizing the and a reset pulse at each rotation of the camshaft. Data are
acquisition systems to the camshaft angular position 0 via an acquired digitally. it is therefore possible the simultaneous
encoder. If both measurements could be performed measurement of valve kinematics and flow velocity. Being all
simultaneously it would be possible to study in detail even some probes non.intrusive, it is possible to monitor valve velocity and
anomalous behavioirs of the poppet valve, like jumps and valve lift, without disturbing the flow: this constitutes the major
bounces at high rpm, and to experimentally observe their effect advantage of this test bench over classical solutions, where
on the flow field inside the engine. In order to perform such an electromagnetic proximity probes arc inserted downstream the
analysis it has been developed a measurement system based on valve to monitor valve motion, causing flow distorsion.
optical instruments, capable of simultaneous measurement of The test bench is provided with transparent windows for
valve motion and air velocity on motored engine heads. optical access which is necessary for both instruments.

The differential laser Doppler vibromcter shines two
parallel beams at two different locations; they are used to

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEASUREMENT measure relative motion and relative velocity between the two
METHODOLOGY. illuminated points. The measurement occurrs by eterodyning the

two scattered radiations. collected by a backscatter optical
A test bench has been developed which allows to drive the system which employs the same monomode fibers used for

camshaft and the valve train of an internal combustion engine at bringing ligth to the measurement locations. Being the system
variable speed by an AC electric motor controlled by an inverter. equipped with a 40 MHz Bragg ccll on one of the two beams, the
Camshaft is driven by a pulley and belt transmission, similar to positive or negative frequency shift on the Doppler signal is
that normally employed when the head is installed on a real Proportional to positive or negative relative velocity between the
engine. The engine head of a FIAT 4 cylinder 1.6 1 engine is two illuminated pioints; fringe counting can be used to measure
installed on a plexiglass cylinder connected to a settling independently relative valve displacement. Only components of
chamber; inlet flow is generated by a centrifugal compressor motion along the optical axis of the instrument can be measured.
connected to the settling chamber and to the cylinder. Flow rate Selbach et al. (1992). Therefore the instrument can measure
is monitored by a Vcnturi pipe and it can be adjusted by a by- valve motion relative to the engine head if one beam is focussed
pass valve at the intake of the compressor. A complete inlet on the valve head and the other is focussed on valve seat; relative
manifold is installed on the engine head. without air filter. Fig. I motion measurements arc important in order to subtract engine
shows a scheme of the test bench. head vibration which is always present to some extent in any test
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bench and which would add noise to valve motion measurement. vihrometcr, which iý focused on the valve head. Fig.2 shows the
therefore decreasing uncertainty as discussed in Paone ci al. plots of valvc motion acquired at three different camshaft
(1994). The two beams must be aligned parallel to valve stem. in regimes. nc=l(XM)+35(M+420() rpm. corresponding to an engine
order to measure correctly valve motion. In order to shine the angular speed of 21OX)+7(XO)+X4lX) rpm respectively. In what
beams on the valve and on the head it is necessary an optical follows all angular speeds will be referred to the camshaft. It is
access from the bottom of the engine head; this is accomplished intcresting to observe the differences in valve motion put in light
by the construction of a transparent settling chamber, built in by the three plots. While at 100() rpmn the valve motion is fully
pcrspcx. The beam which points on the valve is focussed when determined by the cam profile, at higher rpm the valve loses
the valve is at its half lift position, in order to optimize the contact with its cam during the deceleration which occurrs
response of the instrument when valve motion brings the during valve lift. then moves according to a ballistic motion
measurement point out of focus by several millimeters. Reflected under the effect of inertia forces and spring load; this
light at the surfaces of the perspcx window cause noise which phenomenon is known as valve Jump. At 3500 rpm jump is
disturbs the measurements; the amount of light diffused by thesc rather small, but it grows tip to about 0.3+0.4 mm at 4200 rpm.
surface to the sensing heads can be significantly decreased if When the valve returns to its seat. if it is not properly decelerated
beams arc not aligned perpendicular to the pcrspcx surface, by the cam. it impacts on valve seat and then rebounces due to
which acts as a flat mirror. This solution keeps signal to noise elastic effects. It is evident at 42(X) rpm. where a bounce of about
ratio at high level. 0.4 mm can be measured. The height of the bounce is a

Optical access of the laser Doppler vclocimetcr to the flow considerable fraction of maximum valve lift and in this situation
around the valve is achieved by the same transparent settling the inlet duct is again opened towards the cylinder, contrarily t
chamber, whose dimensions are cstahlislic; in drdcr to use what the designer of the valve train has prescribed. Such valve
relatively short focal lenses on the fiber optic probe, so that behaviour is dangerous in terms of valve resistance and could
probe volume dimensions are kept to a maximum size of 0.64 x affect also inlet fluid-dynamics. Res-hting effects of valve
0.075 mm. Access from the settling chamber to the cylinder bounces on the flow will be shown in the next paragraph.
allows measurement of radial and tangential velocity
comxonents. In order to measure axial flow velocity comlonent. 3.2 Measurements Inside thc Cylindcr.
a transparent cylinder is installed between the settling chamber
and the engine head; its internal diameter is 84 mm. as in the real Measurements of nov, velocity have been performed in the
engine. Cylinder is manufactured in perspex. and it is 3 Mnm cylinder and in the inlet manifoldK only few results will be
thick, therefore refraction correction is not necessary when reported in this paper, whose purpose is to focus on
measurements are taken in the central region of the cylinder, measurement methodology. Fig.3 shows an example of results
Bicen (1982). obtained in vicinity of the valve at a camshaft speed

Special attention is devoted to optical access to the inlet nc=1000rpm. with maximum valve lift hmax=8.7 mm and a flow
manifold whose diameter and whose curvature radius are very rate M=6.Sg/s. All figures report scattered data samples.
small, therefore causing problems due to refraction if thick superimposed to averaged velocity and to valve lift. About
curved windows are employed. In order to keep the internal 25000 radial velocity samples are collected while the valve is
shape of the duct unchanged it was decided not to employ flat moving; radial velocity is plotted versus encoder pulses, i.e.
windows, as it is usually done in most of the literature known to angular position of the camshaft. A large number of samples is
the authors, for example in Arcotumanis ct al. (1988). Therefore acquired when the valve is open. while their number rapidly
it was decided to build extremely thin optical windows, made of drops at the closure of the valve, due to the lack of seeding
plastic transparencies, which arc glucd inside the duct. on which particles. Velocity data can be averaged over selected angular
a hole was previously drillcd. Optical windows having 10 mmn windows: fig.3 shows averaged data superimposed to scattered
diameter were built by using this technique, and glued at the samples. Data arc averaged by using a I* wide angular window.
internal surface of the inlet duct. a pipe whose diameter is 29 Data rate is not so high to enable cycle to cycle analysis of the
mm. Window thickness is 0.1 mm: it causes therefore a step on velocity data. therefore averaged velocity profile suffers from
the inner wall of the duct whose size is much smaller than the uncertainty due to cyclic variations in the flow structure. The
boundary layer thickness. The velocity profile should not he amplitude of tihe angular window employed for averaging the
altered by such disturbance. The thin window, when glued on the data has to be chosen as compromisc between the need of
duct wall. reproduces the curved shape of the duct with great averaging a number of data statistically meaningfull and the
accuracy. All these considerations on optical access to the duct necessity to limit its width in order to reduce bias induced by
allow to conclude that intrusivity of the meastirement technique averaging process on non-stationary phenomena. Within a 10
is kept to its minimum. window. over most of the pL'riod during which valve is open.

Inlet flow is seeded by water droplets pro|tLiccd by an about 60 data per I* arc collected, so that statistics can be
atomizer installed in proximity of the air intake. upstream the considered sufficient. Ntumber of collected data drops when

intake manifold. Mean droplet diameter is in the order of I Aim. valve closes baccause particles do not enter any more into the

which is sufficiently small for the water droplets to follow flow cylinder and those already inside the cylinder quickly avaporate,

fluctuations in the kHz range, therefore they are suited for therefore the velocity data population is not statistically

measurements of intake flow with low ttnccrainty. mcaningfull. this causes scatter on avcaragd data. which is not
due to flow unsteadiness, but is related to poor statistics.
Therefore data are mcaningfull only in those regions where

3. MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING. number of samples is statistically sufficient, while averaged data

have large uncertainty elsewhere. Window amplitude 40 also
3.1 Valve Uft Measurement. affects the computation of turbulent velocity fluctuations; if it

increases, turbulence apparently is increased by crank-angle
All the measurements reported in this paper are performed broadening effects in all regions where velocity varies rapidly.

while the valve motion is being monitored by the Doppler
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Cycle to cycle variations also artificially incrcasc computed Amplitude of oscillations is larger at higher rpm. due to the

turbulcncc level. All these problems could be solved if data rate increased inertia of the moving mass of fluid. At higher rpm

was sufficiently high. i.e. if the flow was heavily seeded. This is oscillations do not dump out in the time between two cycles of
not the case in most of tlmcsc experiments; inside the cylinder in camshaft, so they disturb flow motion also at valve opening. as
these experiments. The plots of fig. 3 are typical of in-cylindCr visible in figs.7 and S. Such oscillations where also observed
inlet flow: similar velocity profiles arc measured at different downstream the valve, in figs. 4 and 5.
locations in the cylinder. They all show a large flow acceleration Furthermore from fig. 8 is is evident that when valve
and deceleration at valve openir., and closure, flow acceleration bounces occurr. oscillations in the inlet duct arc disturbed by the
is evident also when valve is fully open. probably due to flow opening of the valve. it can be observed that the first cycle does
inertia. Of course thcse data collected in a test bench in absence not show the negative peak in axial velocity.. Actually the flow

of a moving piston. may differ from operating engines. Being the enters the cylinder (luring valve bounce, as shown by a short

measurement point located at about 4 mm from valve scat, flow positivc velocity peak.
through that point happens only when valve lift is larger than 4
mm.

When camshaft regime is increased at 3500 rpm. radial 4. CONCLUDING REMARKS.
velocity at valve exit remains similar as above. as shown in fig.4.
At this speed mass flow rate is M--9.5 g/s. Again, data averaged The development of a test bench and related non intrusive
over a 1V angular window are plotted together with valve lift. instrumentation suited for inlet flow studies in internal
The presence of valve jump does not affect significantly the combustion engines has been presented: the whole measurement
flow, but oscillations in air velocity can 4, observed. system relics on optical instruments, employing Doppler effect
Measurements of inlet flow in the duct upstream the valve will to measure flow and valve velocity. Optical access to a motored
show same kind of oscillations, related to water hammer engine head has been achieved by a transparent cylinder made in
phenomena occurring in the inlet duct at valve closure; dumped pcrspcx and very thin curved windows on the inlet manifold.
oscillations in the inlet duct propagate downstream the valve into Simultaneous data acquisition allows to correlate fluid velocity
the cylinder, to valve motion, even at high rpm. when valve jumps and

Fig.2 showed large bounces at 42(X) rpm: in fig.5 it can be bounces occurr. which prove to affect inlet flow. The
observed the radial velocity measured at the same location as in measurement system appears a valuable tool for investigating
figs. 3 and 4. superimposed to averaged valocity and to valve lift. inlet fluid dynamics in engines.
Oscillations are evident also at this regime and during valve
bounce flow seems to be affected. although due to the little
number of data available mean velocity profiles are scattered and 5. REFERENCES.
affected by large uncertainty. Effects of valve bounces will be
more evident inside the manifold. Arcoumanis C., Flamang P..Whitelaw J.H. 1988 Flow in

the inlet manifold of a production Diesel engine, Prmc. 4th In.
3.3 Measurements Inside the Inlet Manifold. Svmyr. on Anrlic. of Laser Anem. to Fluid Mech., Lisbon,

Portugal.
Major interest has been devoted to the measurements of Ricen A. 1982 Refraction correction for LDA

flow velocity profiles inside the inlet manifold. measurements in flows with curved optical boundaries. TSI
Axial and radial velocity profiles are measured at Quarterly. n. 8.

nc=l()00+3 50(.+4200 rpm rpm along a diameter of the inlet Paonc N.. Santolini C.. Tomasini E.P. 1994 Application of
manifold about 80 mm upstream the inlet valve: II points per a laser Doppler vibromcter to evaluate engine poppet valve
traverse arc sampled and 25000 velocity samples per point are kinematics. Proc. 12th Int. Conf. on Modal Analysis. Honolulu
collected. Again. only a few results will he reported in this paper. Hawaii.

Fig.6, 7 and 8 show axial velocity measurements at the Selbach H.. Lewin A.C.. Roth V. 1992 Laser Doppler
center of the inlet manifold, plotted versus encoder pulse at the vibrometer for applications in the automotive industry. E .
three camshaft regimes as above. Data collected during several 25th ISATA Conf. Laser Anitlic. in the Automotive Ind..
camshaft revolutions are stiperimposed. Average velocity is Firenzc. Italia.
computed as above on an angular window AO=1°. About 60
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At all regimes it is possible to observe dumped oscillations Part of the work has been financed by Italian Research
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ABSTRACT (1974) experimenmed with a set of devices placed in the diffuser
to help expand the flow evenly across the brick face. These

In this study LD.A. was used to measure the velocities mechanical devices aimed so inhibit the flow to the cei-- of the
upstream and downstream of two catalytic converters with monolith and encourage it to pass through the monfith's oute
different geometries and identical monoliths. The investigation parts. The more balanced exhast gas flow acres the brick face
was mainly concerned with the effect of inlet condition on the resulted in improved use of the catalyst material but at the
flow distribution through the monolith and the determination of expense of slower converter light-off and increased pressure
any other phenomena important to converter performance. drop
Measurements of the mem and r.m.s. velocity components Flow-visualization by Wendland and Matthes (1966)
were made for three flowrates. The results showed thatt for the revealed the flow structure within hde diffousw as bn similar
catalytic converters tested, the dominant factors for the flow to a jet flow surrounded by an uneven toroidal vortex. which
distribution through the monolith are the effects of flow formed a recirculation region cloee to the diffuser walls. Near to
resistance and manufacturing imperfections within the monolith the monolith inlet face the flow fanned out as it met the
itself. resistance of the monolith.

Pressure loss characteristics of single- and double-
monolith cataltic converters were investigated by Wendland at

1. INTRODUCTION at (1991). The converters had previously been used on firedenine. The measurements were executed in room-air, hot-gas
It is generally accepted that the most important paraimneters and egine-exhaust flows. The data from the three different test

affecting the flow through a catalytic converter awe the inlet conditions correlated well with inlet pipe Reynolds number
pipe orientation and curvature, the diffuser geometry and the when the pressure was nosmalised by the inlet pipe dynamic
monolith flow resistance. Ideally, a diffuser should allow head. The authos concluded that in the future this will enable
efficient expansion of the flow thuough the transition from the inexpensive room-air tests to be used to estimate converter
end of the inlet pipe to the beginning of the monolith. In reality, pressure losses for fred engine conditions.
car designers must adhere to space and weight limitations so Bell& er at (1991) used a one-dimensional reacting flow
that the transition has to be short and abrupt. This leads to a model for the monolith flow in conjunction with a three-
poor flow distribution through the monolith causing separate dimensional viscous model outside the substrate. The authors
areas of extremes in the usage of catalyst material, found that the flow distortion caused by a 901 bend or an

The problems discussed above have led researchers to inadequate diffuser upstream of the converter results in non-
investigate the nature of the flow in catalytic converters to uniform exploitation of the converter. The insertion of devices,
assess the most influential parameters. The work has been a designed to improve the flow distribution in the converter, was
mixture of analytical. computational and experimental studies. also modelled. It was found that such devices improve the flow

Lemme and Givens (1974) found through experiment that presentation to the monolith.
the flow distribution was improved by;, decreasing the ratio of Zygourakis (1989) developed a two-dimensional
the monolith cross-sectional area to the inlet pipe area, equivalent continuum model for estimating transient
lengthening the distance from the inlet pipe to the monolith performance in a catalytic converter. The model showed that
inlet face and increasing the monolith flow resistance. Increased the significance of flow distrbution in transient operstion is as
resistance, however, has the adverse effect of raising the beck important as the heat transfer characteristics and chemical
pressure on the engine. As expected, the downastren geometry kinetics. Clakdmsn eat 8(1993) reported that their dcvekome
was found to have only a very small effect on the flow of a transient three-dimensional model of the converter fluid
distribution through the monolith. A notable point made by the dynamics, chemical kinetics and heat and mass transer
authors was that the flow just before the monolith has a strong characteristics produc reumts which appeared promising.
radial component as it meets the monolith. This means that Lai at 81(1992) compared computational and experimental
measuring the axial velocity profile here does not give a good results with good agreement. They found that the flow
picture of the flow distribution through the monolith. Therefore distribution was a function of inlet flow Reynolds number,
their measurements wer made downstream of the monolith monolith flow resistance and inlet pipe curvature.
where the flow is predominantly axial. Howitt and Sekeila
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L.D.A. data on the flows though a production catalytic For a virtually Wid LD.A. systm tl overall e-ur for the
convener are lacking; moat importantly measurements mean and r.m.s, velocities have been esimated by Sum (1992)
downstram of the monolith, where the velocity profile will to be of the order 5% and 10% respectively. The principal
reveal moee about the flow distribution through the monolith characteristics of the laser anemometer me listed in Table 1.
than measurements uPSream. The prusent investigation was
undertaken to redress the balance by measuring the flows
through two production catalytic convermt both upstream and Table I L D.A. system parameters
downstream of the monolith.

las wWkgk........... . r3.8,n

2. APPARATUS contrl volme half
buem diameter ftmx tur.........ng-•

A steady-state air flow rig was used for the L.D.A. beam diameter at control volume.......b,0.194 mm
measurements in two production catalytic converters. Two control volume lein....................
compressed air supplies were used; one leading to a 50 mmacontrol volume min
diameter pipe that provided the main bulk of the flow for the crlvue e b, g-
converter and a second to supply the air for the silicone oil 3inet: sf . . .. . . 37
atomiser. The atomiser provided oil dropless with an average control volume hinge .
diameter of 1-2tim for seeding the flow. Silicone oils of
different viscosities were used to achieve acceptable data rates
at different measuring locations. The seeded air from the 4. TEST PROCEDURE
"atomiser was then fed into the mainstream flow upstreamn of an
orifice plate. The orifice plate was manufactured according to A detailed diagram of the catalytic converter measuring
B.S. 1042 and was attached to a manometer to measure the air locations and co-ordinam system is shown in figure 2. This
mass flowrate through the converter shows a side view of the converter, in the x-z plane. The

The two production converters that were supplied had measuring locations, lines along which measurements we
previously been run under fired engine conditions. As can be taken, we in the y-direction. In figure 2 they me seen end-on
men in figure 1, the convarters differed in terms of diffuse and so appear as points. In a addition to the differences in the
geometry, but both had identical double-substrate sections. The distances in between measuring locations, the second converter
substrate consisted of a honeycomb structure with square cells, has its inlet plane at an angl of 80 with respect to the monolith
The cell density was 64cels/cm2 an the single-susraft length face; this feature can be seen in figure 1.
was 70mm. The first converter had a short diffuser of length 50 The procedure for taking measurements was as follows:
mm and a half-angle of divergence equal to 54*. The second The L.D.A. bench was positioned so that the control volume
converter had a much longer diffuser of 120 mm length, giving was located at measuring location 1. Profiles of the mean and
it a shallower half-angle of divergence equal to 280. Also, the r.s. components of velocity, T I and u' respectively, were taken
second converter had the inlet axis at an angle of So to the for each of three flowrates 55 kgh. 108 k.h and 200 kgft The
converter centreline. L.D.A. bench was then repositioned to the next measuring

Some of the measurements were made with a bias plate location and the process repeated until the mean and r.m.s.
positioned just before the converter inlet to provide a certain profiles for all three flowrates had been obtained at all four
amount of skewness to the flow being presented to the measuring locations. The positional accuracy was t 0.05 mm.
converter. The bias plate consisted of a circular meta plate with As already mentioned the access for L.D.A. in the first
holes drilled into it. The holes vaied in size across the plate converter was restricted at some measuring locations, which
diameter. The L.D.A. results confirmed that this arrangement meant that complications arose in obtaining a complete profile
presented a flow pattern to the monolith similar to that of a along the y-direction. Larger windows could not be inserted in
sharp 90" entrance bend, see for example Taylor et aI (1967). the converter walls without altering significantly the shape of

The flow passed through the bias plate (if in position) and the containing walls. At measuring location 2 in the first
into the monolith via a diffuser. It is the shapd of the diffuse catalyst, the measuring volume could only be traversed across
and its effect on the flow presented to the monolith that was the half the width of the converter, thus for the unbiased case
main topic of investigation in this study. The converter had measurements were taken up to the converter centreline. In the
windows cut out of it to afford good access for the LD.A. laser biased case measurements were taken with the bias plate
beams. The flow leaving the converter was directed into a orientated in one direction up to the converter centreline. The
sound attenuation box designed to reduce the considerable noise bias plate was then rotated through 1800 and the measurements
emanatin been th ompressed air supply. taken again. At measuring location 3, restricted access meantthat the ta45* measurement technique was employed and the

data was resolved to give the mean velocity component.
3. LASER-DOPPLER ANEMOMETER

The LD.A,. optical system was mounted on a single bench 5. RESULTS
placed on a traversing table. This arrangement allowed three
degrees of movement for the whole optical set up without the 5.1 Measuring Location I
need for realignment. The laser produced light at a wavelength
of 632.8 nm and with a power output of 10 mW. The Figure 3 shows the mean and r.m.s. velocity component
photomultiplier voltage output was fed to a T.S.L frequency profiles across the y-direction at measuring location 1 for the
counte interfaced to an Apple H computer for dam processing. biased and unbiased flow cases.
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For convenience, the skewness of the velocity profiles is recirculation, indicated by the small magnitudes of the mean
defined in the following text as a percentage difference between velocities towards die edge of the jet.
the maximum and minimum mean velocity divided by the Figure 7 compares the mean velocity profiles of both
maximum mean velocity. The unbiased inlet flow case results converters at measuring location 2. A notable feature is that the
are shown in figure 3(a). The insertion of honeycomb sections profiles for the first converter are broader than those for the
in the bend has helped to reduce the effects of curvature second converter. According to Lemme and Givens (1974) the
upstream of measuring location 1. The profiles show a small main factors affecting the flow eypansion into the converter are
amount of skewness which increases with mass flowrate from the inlet width and the distance of the inlet from the monolith
4% at 55 kg/h to 16% at 200 kg/h. The skewness was face. In the converters tested in this work conditions were most
attributable to the secondary flow effects of the pipe bend favourable in the first converter which, although it had a shorter
before the measuring location; as the mass flowrate increased distance between the inlet and the monolith face, had a much
the greater effect of the flow in the bends caused more vigorous wider inlet width.
secondary flow action and thus greater skewness. The r.m.s. Another feature worthy of note in figure 7 is that the
velocities remained low for all three flowrates, not exceeding profiles for the second converter are biased towards the positive
1.1 m/s. This is partly due to the suppression of turbulence by y-direction, As already mentioned, the second converter had the
the honeycombs. inlet at an angle to the converter centreline, within the x-y

The biased flow profiles, presented in figure 3(b), showed plane, in such a way that it was expected to cause bias in the
that the insertion of the bias plate resulted in a much greater negative y-direction. It is thought that this opposite bias is
skewness in the mean velocity profile as intended. The possibly caused by manufacturing imperfections in the weld
skewness decreased with mass flowrate from 58% at 55 kg/h to where the inlet flange and converter diffuser are joined. The
32% at 200 kg/h. The r.m.s. velocity profiles show higher imperfections may cause the creation of a separation bubble on
turbulence levels than in the unbiased case and scale with mass the negative y-direction side and thus strengthen the
flowrate, varying from 1.4 m/s at 55 kg/h, to 2.7 m/s at 108 recirculation on this side. This would have the effect of
kg/h and 4.8 m/s at 200 kg/h. The results indicate clearly that redirecting the flow towards the positive y-direction.
the bias plate was generating a considerable amount of Figure 8 shows the biased mean and r.m.s. velocity
turbulence. As the mass flowrate increases, the level of profiles at location 2 in the second converter. The bias plate was
turbulence increases, promoting greater mixing downstream of orientated to give a higher flowrate towards the positive y-
the bias plate. This effect appears to reduce the skewness direction. There are two unexpected features, the biasing of the
generated by the bias plate as the mass flowrate increases, flow towards the negative y-direction and the lower mean
Another noticeable trend was the rising r.m.s. values towards velocities, in comparison with the unbiased case, for all three
the low momentum side of the pipe. This may be caused partly flowrates. Figure 9 compares the mean velocity profiles for
by the greater turbulence generated by the smaller holes on that biased and unbiased cases. One reason for the biasing of the
side of the bias plate and partly by the steeper mean velocity flow being in the opposite y-direction to that expected, may be
gradients found on the lo- lacity side of the pipe. that the turbulence generated by the bias plate may have

reduced the size of the separation bubble causing the
5.2 Measuring Lo,•tior 1 unexpected biasing in the unbiased case, as seen in figures 6

and 7, and allowing the flow to continue in the direction defined
Figure 4 sh.ws 6, anbiased mean and r.m.s. velocity by the converter inlet angle. The unusually low peak mean

profiles at measuring location 2 for the first converter. The velocities seen for all three flowrates in the biased case
mean velocity profiles are similar to a jet flow, as also observed indicates that the flow is more evenly spread across the face of
by flow-visualization in Wendland and Matthes (1986). The jet the monolith. This could be as a result of the comparatively
width is approximately 90-100 mm (the inlet pipe width in the higher turbulence levels (generated by the bias plate) reducing
x-y plane for the first converter is 80mm). This clearly indicates the strength of the recirculation zones in the diffuser and
that the inlet flow is not expanding to follow the shape of the allowing greater lateral diffusion of momentum.
diffuser, but emerges as a jet. The mean velocity tends to zero
very close to the converter wall, suggesting the existence of a 5.3 Measuring Location 3
weak recirculation in the form of a toroidal vortex. The
maximum r.m.s. values scale with mass flowrate and occur at The mean velocity profiles for the first converter at
the point where the mean velocity gradient is steepest, as might measuring location 3 are shown in figure 10. The profiles for
be expected. the biased and unbiased flows are clearly very similar. The

Figure 5 shows the biased flow case. The bulk flow is small differences in the results indicate that the bias of the flow
clearly offset from the centre, as a result of the presence of the upstream of the brick does not affect the flow downstream to
bias plate upstream, so that the maximum mean velocity occurs any significant extent. The non-uniformity of the profiles
at y = -10 nun. The r.m.s. velocities for 55 kg/h and 108 kg/h indicates manufacturing imperfections within the monolith
are nearly uniform across the diffuser, whereas the 200 kg/h passages.
profile shows a "peak-trough-peak" profile typical of jet flow. The N shear stresses were also measured in this location.
The peaks indicate regions of shear on either side of the jet The resulting values were very small indeed, smaller than
centre-line (as with the unbiased case), and at the centre where inherent L.D.A. errors so the results could not be used. These
velocity gradients are small the trough represents a region of low turbulence stress values are due to the laminarisation of the
lower turbulence intensity. flow caused by the very small channels in the monolith.

Figure 6 shows the mean and r.m.s. velocity profiles at The unbiased mean velocity profiles for the second
measuring location 2 in the second converter for the unbiased converter at measuring location 3 are shown in figure I. As
case. As with the first converter the profiles show a jet-like flow with the first converter, the irregular profile is evidence of local
issuing from the converter inlet, surrounded by a weak regions of high flow resistance and possible blockaging in the
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monolith. This may be caused by loose catalyst material similar to the overall length of the double-substrate in the
clogging the small brick prasages. But, a noticeable feature in converters used in this work. The cell density (64cells/cm 2 ) was
figures 10 and II is that the velocity peaks and troughs occur in also similar and the converter had been ran under fired-cgnaie
similar positions for both converters. This phenomenon .-oints conditions for 100 hours. As a result the pressure drop for both
towards the regions of high flow resistance being caused by sets of data follow similar trends. Lemme and Givens employed
manufacturing imperfections in the substrate. It is difficult to a single-substrate converter, but its length was 76.2 mm. half
mass produce a substrate with perfectly identical individual that used in the other sets of data. This fact is reflected in figure
passages throughout and so the flow resistance is bound to vary 15 if we assume that the pressure drop is directly proportional
across it. This effect seems to be the most important factor in to the substrate length as reported by Lemme and Givens (1974)
determining the flow distribution through the monolith, and Wmndland et al (1991).

Figure 12 shows the mean and r.m.s. velocity profiles at In figure 16 velocity profiles upstream of the monolith are
three different y-z planes. 2=-20 mmn, z=0 mm and z=20 nun for compared. The abscissa represents the y-position normalised
the flowrate of 108 kg/h and without bias. The erratic nature of, with the inlet pipe diameter. The ordinate is the mean velocity
and differences between, all three profiles clearly indicate the normalised by the bulk velocity for each profile. Excluding the
effect of high flow resistance inside the monolith and the lower Reynolds number result from Lai et al (1992), the profile
presence of a highly three-dimensional flow field. As expected shapes are surprisingly similar in many respects, given the
the highest velocities are found at z=-20 mm and y=0 mm, the differences in the geometries of the converters.
position closest to the outlet pipe. At this point the mean To quantify the comparison between the upstream velocity
velocity is 3.0 m/s. The r.m.s. velocities are on the whole very profiles seen above a parameter termed the spread of the flow
low due to the laminarisation effect of the narrow monolith was used in figure 17. The spread for each profile was obtained
passages. by dividing the standard deviation of the mean velocities in

each profile by the corresponding bulk velocity. The spread
5.4 Measuring location 4 appears to remain within the range 0.45-0.67 for Reynolds

numbers between 25,000- 100.000. The unexpected profile from
Figure 13 shows the unbiased mean and r.m.s. velocity Lai et al (1992) presented in figure 17 for Re=25,000 falls short

profiles for the flow leaving the first converter through the of the other data in figure 18 as would be expected from its flat
outlet pipe. The velocity components in the axial direction, with appearance. The shape can perhaps be explained by the use by
respect to the exhaust pipe. were measured. The turbulence Lai et al of a very elongated control volume for the L.D.A.,
suppressing effect of the monolith is still evident at this location introducing greater scope for errors into the measurements.
where the r.m.s. velocities are consistently low for all mass
flowrates, not exceeding 1.5 m/s. The corresponding turbulence
intensity (r.m.s. velocity divided by the mean velocity) for all 7. CONCLUSIONS
three flowrates is approximately 2.6%. The mean velocity
profiles are very uniform, although the measured profiles do not In this study L.D.A. was used to measure the velocities in
extend to the pipe wall. The profiles are characteristic of the two catalytic converters. The experiments were carried out
plug-flow found a few diameters down from the entrance to a primarily to establish the effects of inlet conditions on the flow
pipe. through the monolith. The results were also compared with

those from other sources. The following conclusions were
5.5 Pressure measurements drawn:

SThe bias plate, inserted upstream of the catalytic converter.
The pressure drop across the two converters was measured achieved the aim of skewing the upstream flow profile in a

by means of static pressure tappings located 45 mnm upstream of manner similar to a 90 degree bend. Also, the bias plate
measuring location I and 50 mm upstream of measuring was responsible for generating higher turbulence levels
location 4. Figure 14 shows the graph of the pressure drop upstream of the converter monolith.
across the converter versus the mass flowrate for six flowrates, • The catalytic converter diffusers were too divergent to
including the three flowrates used in the L.D.A. measurements, effectively diffuse the flow to any degree. A properly
The graph shows a relationship between pressure drop and mass designed diffuser would be too long for practical use.
flowrate which is more parabolic than linear and nearly * The ineffectiveness of the diffusers resulted in the flow
identical for both converters. Since the only significant emerging from the inlet pipe as a free jet surrounded by a
variation between the two converters was the diffuser geometry, weak toroidal vortex. The flow distribution directly prior
it can be assumed that the effect of the diffuser shape had no to the monolith inlet face can be improved by increasing
noticeable effect on the pressure drop across the converter, both the inlet pipe diameter and its distance from the

monolith inlet face.
6 The flow through the monolith had a non-uniform

6. DISCUSSION distribution, as witnessed by the flow profiles downstream
of the monolith. This is most likely due to manufacturing

In this section the results presented above are compared imperfections in the monolith passages, but may also be
with results obtained by other authors. Figure 15 shows a graph caused by loosened catalyst material and exhaust
of the inlet pipe Reynolds number versus the pressure drop. The particulates. As a result the catalytic converter operates
data obtained from the first and second converters described in inefficiently. It appears that in the case of the converters
this paper is compared with data from Wendland et al (1991) used in this work, the determining factor in the distribution
and Lemme and Givens (1974). Although the catalytic of flow through the monolith is the above mentioned
converters employed by Wendland et al (1991) were single- manufacturing imperfections rather than the upstream
substrate converters, the length of the substrate (152mm) was conditions.
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Figure 1 Catalytic converter general arrangement drawings (dimenirons in mm).
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Figure 2 Side view of the catalytic coavuites and its coordinate systemn.
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PHASE DOPPLER CHARACTERIZATION OF A DIESEL SPRAY INJECTED INTO A OIGH DENSITY GAS
UNDER VAPORIZATION REGIMES

A Coge*, G.E. Cossai**

* Politecmico di Milano, Dipartimento di Energetics, - Milano, Italy.
* Univauti di Bergamo - Bergamo, Italy

then investigation of the spray dynamics characteristics under
ABS7TRACT vaporisation regime may result usedf n undrstanding and

explaing the flatures of the combustion Fmoesm (Pilcher mad
Phase Doppler measurements of drop size and velocity in an Wigley (1989), (1992)]. The present investigation puformed

unseady diesel spray wee performed. The spray was i•ete with gas temperature ranging frop atmospheric to 100.C and
into a quiescent gas with density ranging from 0.95 to 18 k 3hn3  gas density from 0.93 to 18 kgWms is a step towd canditions
and temperature ragi frmn 20W to 100C; to simulate high more realistic than the tmoopheric ones but still enough
back pressure, a gas with high molecular weight (SF6) was used manageable for using the Phase Doppler Technique with good
to obtain the - density at lowr pressure. Tbe effect of fuel performances. The study is part of an ongoing effort to
vaporisation on spray structure was found to be noticeable understand the behaviour of diesel sprays impingi n a wail.
despite of the relatively low (100C) gas temperature. An The understmding of recent preliminary neasurements of the
mirease of the mean drop diameter was observed increasing the deposited liquid film thickness oan a flat wall (Coghe at al.
temperature which may be explained by a selective depletion of 1993) required a detailed characterbzation of the spray before
the smaier droplets due to evaporation. Cycle resolved it under thesame cnditiom and at an axial location
measurments allowed to evidence the srong unsteady structure equal t the wal-noule distance (z=57 mm).
of the main injection period.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EXPEREYTAL SET-UP

Diesel sprays injected into a gas at atmospheric presure and A Bosch single hole injector (0.25 mm nozzle diameter) was
temperature have been studied by many investigators with a mounted on the top of a closed cylindrical chamber (89 mm
widespread range of techniques and injection conditions i.d.,300 mm height). Two gass windows mounted n tubes
although the most detailed measurements have been performed protuding from the chamber side to minimise window fouling
under staedy conditions. Those studies have gathered a by deposition of fuel droplets, were positioned to allow the use
considerable amount of data about the whole spray structure, of the PDA in the 70 deg forward scatering, which ha. been
peneftation, entainment, droplet velocity and size distributions, shown to be the configuration which gives the mallest
etc. A trong limitation of the results is due to the fact that depedene of the size measurenmt results on the patcle
steady injection and atmospheric gas conditions are quite far refractive index [Pitcher et al. (1990)], as commercial Diesel oil
foam the realistic engine ones and that does not allow a was used as fuel, and its temperature was unknown. The
sraightforwal extrapolation of the results mainly because of injection system was operated in the single shot mode and over
three reasons: ) atomisation is due, under atomisibon regime, 2000 data were collected for each measument poi over many
to the aerodynamic interaton between the o0coming liquid jet subsequent injections. The needle lift opening at 20 MPa was
and the gas, which is infuenced by the gas density and in a triggering the acquisition. The repeatability of the injection
diesel engine the air density can be 15-20 times the atmospheric pressure curve was tested and found to be more than acceplable;
one; 2) droplet size it is also controlled by evaporation which for measurmets were performed over a 7 ms time window, which
diesel oil is negligible at atmospheric temperature, but quite was larger than the injection duration (3.4 ms).
strong under engine conditions; 3) unsteday sprays may have a Tbe chamber could sustain a pressut not grater than 6-7 bar
sucture quite different from that of steady ones. (the limit was mainly due to the window thicknmess) and in order

Experim tal invesigation of diesel spays under engine to analyse conditions where density should be comparable to
conditions we usually performed with the main aim of that found in Diesel engines, SF6 (M.W.= 146 kg~ ) was
understanding the combustion process (Sato et L. (1986), used instead of air to obtain density up to 18 kg1n4 . Gas was
Karimi (1988), Arcoumanis et al. (1991), Shundoh at al.(!991), heated by an electric heater located on the ps inlet duct and gas
Kobayashi et al. (1992) to name but a few] so that the most of temperature measured through a themocouple positioned inside
the published wrbks are concentrated on spray combustion the chamber at few centimetres from the top and well outside
charcteristics rather than spray fluid mechanics. However, the spray path with 0.5C accuracy. During the measurements
combustion characteristics are influenced by the ps-fuel gas temperature decreased, due to heat conducti through the
mixing which is obviously controlled by the spray dynamics, chamber walls, and when the variation was higher then SC the
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gas was discharged and the chamber flushed with new gas; were collected.
residual liquid fuel was evacuated through a tap on the chamber
bottom by aspirating with a vacuum pump connected to the tap 2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
through a cyclone to separate the liquid drops from the gas.
Injection conditions where not varied through all the The injection conditions (see tab. 1) where not varied during
experiments and are summarised in table 1: the experiments, whereas gas density and temperature where

changed so that gas density ranged between 0.93 to 18 kg/m3
Table I and gas temperature between 200C and 100C. The time
Inj.Pres lnj. Inj. Nozzle Fuel lnj. resolution of the acquisition system is quite naow (I pis) but,
s. Vol. Period Diam. type mode in order to better show the spray characteristics, two time

windows were chosen to perform a time average (superimposed
[peak] (mm3 ) (Ins) (mm) to the ensemble average produced by overlapping many
(MPa) subsequent mnjections), the time windows were: TI) from 0.3 ms

70 32 3.4 0.25 diesel single ASI (After Start of Injection) to 0.9 ms ASI; T2) from 0.9 ms
oil ASI to 2.5 ms ASI. The first time window (TI) is representative

of the early injection period whereas the second me (T2) is
Gas density and temperature were changed during the representative of the main injection period.
experiments and the following table summarises the conditions: As above mentioned, to obtain high gas density conditions

without reaching high pressure, SF6 was used in place of air in
some experiments. SF 6 happens to have almost the sam

Table 2 viscosity of air ( tSF6 = 1.53 10-5 kg/m s at 20 -C [Ueda and
Exp. p 0k/m3) z (rnrn) T (*C) gas Kigoshi (1974)]) so that under the sane density conditions the
A 1.18 57 20 air drop Reynolds number is the same. However, an experiment at
B 1.07 57 50 air room temperature (20*C) and medium gas density (about 6
C 0.93 57 100 air kg/m3 ) was performed using both gases and the results are
D 0.93 52 100 air compared in fig. I.
E 0.93 62 100 air . A,, a AA * S6 £ SF6

F 12.0 57 20 SF6
G 5.93 57 20 air 60 20

H 6.00 57 20 SF6  50 (T 1)
I 18.00 57 20 SF6  45

L 17.4 57 100 SF 6  40 Ao AA

The Phase Doppler Anemometer (DMantec PDA) comprised > A 10
a conventional fibre optical LDV tranrunitting unit, an Argon- 20 £ o
ion laser (5 W nominal power), a Bragg cell (40 MHz) based £ 5
transmiting optics for frequency shiflting and directional 10
sensitivity and a 600 mm focal length firat lens. A beam 0 0
expander was mounted on the transmitting optics and the length of
of the geometrical control volume was about I mm and its (T2)
diameter 0.08 mm; the effective length was anyway much less o 15
than I mm due to the 70 deg observation angle. The receiving 40, : - A

optics was the 57XI0 Dantec unit equipped with three .i
Ireampifiled photomultipliers. The covarmance processor of the 3 3 o 6 Ao • , 0 10

PDA instnnent was capable of I Ps time resolution in data s o o 0 0o o
acquisition. The measurable velocity range, from -25 to 136 m/s 20 2 6, a

(defined by the 36 MHz frequency bandwidth and the 105

transmitting optics configuration), was generally enough for the A A

present invstigation except for experiment A (atmospheric o . 0
conditions). In that case the configuration was modified by 0 2 3 4 5
eliminating the beam expander to decrease the angle between
the beams and the measurable velocity range was almost
doubled. However, the choice of the optical configuration was a Fig.l Comparison between drop velocity and diameter for
compromise, to limit the measurable size range to 80m which experiments G (air) and H (SF6 ).
resulted the most appropriate in the present case. Drop size was
measured together with one velocity component (the axial one) It can be seen that mean drop velocity and size profiles do
at distances from the nozzle equal to 52, 57 and 62 mun along a not differ appreciably, as well as other statistical parameters
radial direction. Despite of the relatively wide optical access, a (not shown) such as size-velocity cross correlation and velocity
whole spray diameter could not be effectively spanned, due to and size rms, thus confirming that the use of SF 6 instead of air
high light obscuration when the control volume was positioned will not alter the spray dynamic characteristics.
on the other side of the spray cone respect to the transmitting The effect of gas density was analysed by comparing the
optics, and measurements over slightly more than half diameter results of experiments AGHY and I, all performed at room
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temperature (about 20-C) to reduce the effects of vaporisation; The entrained air flow under the SnU conditions of case A
velocity profiles are shown in figure 2. (table 2) was measured in a previous experimmt [Cossal et al.

0 A a G * H A F C 3 (1991)] up to 40 mm (160 di ers) from the nozzle.
Extrapolation of those results to 228 diameters wecompared
to the mass flowrate calculated by numerically iniepatm8 the

(T 1) interpolated small drop (d<Siim) velocity profiles and wee
0 found to be roughly c tent (expolated value of previous

100 00o0 experimntn 4.7 10" ks/s (TI) 6.0 10-1 ks/s (172). presentexperiment after integration: 2.87+2.93 103 kg/s (TI and T2) )

0 o thus supporting the statement that the smaller drops are in
> 0 0 oequilibrium to the air at least at this location (it must be pointed

so 0 00 out that the way to measure the entrained mass flow rate by
A 0 o integration over a radial profile is usually affected by large

2-6 C) A00 0 0 0 errors due to the weight that the cylindrical symmetry gives to
A A e~ Athe measurements in the outer region, which usually are affected

0 by the greatest relative errors).
0 (TO Drop size-velocity correlation coefficient was evaluated for

all the experiments and the results plotted in figure 3.

100 0 0 A A G 0 H A F 0 I

0 0 1.00

50 0 00 oBo (T 1)
@ 000 0.40 A

SA 0 o - 0.400
a~ *A .q. _2 o 0o

0 A 0.001! o o O
0 2 3 4 5 6 ;

Z; -020
r &'n#W if-f 4

S-0.60

Fig. 2 Mean drop velocity profiles for different values of gas

density: A(l.I8 kg/mn3), G (5.93kg/n 3)), H (6.00 kg/m3 ), F --0__0

(12.0 kg/mn ), 1(18.0kg/rn 3 ) -1.00
0Oo. (T2)0

A macroscopic effect of increasing the gas denmity is 0.60

expected to be the increase of the initial spray angle as pln for 0 0.40

steady sprays [Wu et al. (1983)] although discrepancies can be • 020, A, 0o

found in the literature regarding the exponent value [ Varde et U 0.00 N0- 51 -a A

al., 1984]. The profile of case " should then have a width four 2 -020
times that of case A. However, the mean drop velocity profiles • -0.40

evaluated over time windows TI and T2 do not show any -
evident difference in width. Interpolating the rofles bypa -0.a0 0

pseudo-gaussian curve (V=Vcl exp[-x2 /(ax+b),Yj to make _______________

allowance for the non gaussian flatness of the profiles [Wu et al. -1o00
(1984)1) and using a least square method the r0.5 width was
found to be almost independent on gas density and case I width r (n)r

was lower than 1.3 times case A width. Fig. 3. Size-velocity correlation coefficient:
The same procedure vas applied to the velocity profiles (<Dv>-<><v>)("vcD)

(evaluated over the same Ume windows) of the smallest droplets
(D < 5 jum) which arm expected to be representative of the The only case which shows a consistent positive cross-
entrained gas velocity profiles. Again the variation was much correlation is Case A (time window T;) bu. the magnitude is
smaller then expected by applying the pl2-law. There are a few low. This may lead to the conclusion that drops at this location
reasons which may explain the discrepancy. 1) the width of the are generally in equilibrium with the gas for all the
profiles is not easy to estimate, due to the variability of the experimental conditions with a possible exception of Case A.
velocity measurements so that the estimated widths may be The entrained gas mass flow rate is expected to follow the
affected by large errors; 2) the spray is unsteady and differences law:
from steady sprays must be expected; 3) the spray width is me = mo Ke (z/do)(pg/po)l/2  (1)
measured at 228 diameters downstream, thus it is not
representative of the initial angle, at this distance from the where Ke is the entrainment coefficient and it was found to
nozzle the flow may be more similar to that of a particle laden depend slightly on z for full cone steady [Ruff et al. (i 988)] and
gas jet (and this is more true for high gas density conditions) unsteady [Cossali et al. (1991)] sprays, at least during the main
injected into a gas of approximately the same density and the jet injection period. Entrained mass flowrate can be calculated as:
width in this case is not expected to change with gas density. me= Cg Pg ro-s2 Vcl
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(wAmeCgisa coantntthat depend aonthe VdOi1n prohrS T A A G 0 H 4F a

is the half radius, do the noile diameter, mo-Wo, /4.%,=P is 30

dte iected mass flo te, v as the mema xit fadie ty,
po the fuel density). The spray width is expecd to depend (T 1)
almost linearly on z but it cni also depend an (Pg/Po):
ro5 - F(pg/po) z and eq. I giver 20

VC, I vo = (KezY(4CgF2 Xpg/po)I/2 (d/z)= "+ +

=(KlxY(4CgF2 ) z'-I 10 * + ÷ & +
9 g A AO 10 AO 60 a£0 A

where z*=(z/doXPg/Po) 112 .
The parameter F is exptd to be constant in the far field (i.e.
when z is sufficiently high to be in the "nOhmprmble t je
regile), whes is expected to be proportiona to (p9 /po)1 /2  (T2)
in the news field [Wu et al. (1993)].

Figure 4 shows the Vdcv ratio for the present==meaurmet (vci wus calclate by hftPIt• flmn the- [

measured velocity profile).A A4" 4 AI 4

-63z- a T, • T2 10 , + *0+ oA. +•.0oA V. ÷

1.00 __o

0.60
Fig.5 Mean drop diameter profiles fordiff"ent values of gas

> densitYr A( .I8 kM 3), G (q.93k,/nm3 )), H (6.00 k/im3 )I F
0.40o (12.0k=/rn), I(18.0 kg/n )

0.20 -8-

0.00 0 A 0 B 0 C

5 14 23 32 41 50 T=20 C T50 C Th1tO0 C

Z* 150

Fig. 4. VJ/vo ratio vs nandinensional loctio (T 1)

The solid line represent the cxpxtd value for an 1 00o 0
incopessible jet [Wu et al. (1984, Chatwani and Brcco S 0
(1985), Matielli et al. (1983)] and the measured values are
generally agreement with it (the data for tine window T2 me > 000
usually the most affected by the laser beam obscuraton), 5o 0

consistently with the hypothesis tht the spray behaves as a a a 0 000
priclelade aps jet at this locatio (although the unseadyess coo
of the present spray may not llow the estrpolatin of •reSlts 0
obtained on steady sprays or jets).

The meo diameter (fig 5) a to decrease from(
exeretA(p=l.lSkg• 3 )toexprimentsG-H(P-6 kg•/in) 0 0T2
and agm to imcrem when p increases. a 00

Actually, there are two opposite effect of the gas density
on the drop mem diameter: an imcrease of the gas density is 0
excted to improve atom• sation but the decrease of the drop o 000
velocity increases the probability of coaklweene DKao and °
Martin (1990)1 (droplets ae slower and closer each other). Thu * 0
may expla•ithe non monotone behaviour of the me- drop 01 * 1 0 0
diameter as a function of gas density. 0 1 2 3 4 5

The entrained ass flow rate was estimated for all thegas 1 2 3 PS
density conditions by the same method above exPlaine kry
(integration of the intexolatig profies) and the results we Fig. 6. Velocity profiles for diffent gas temperaure: A
shown in tab.3. (T620eC), B (Ti ls), C (Td=lO tC).
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TuAs 3 0 z-52mn' a Z.S7ffvm 0 z.Guv
Exp. p (koWm 3) rm (kgls) me (kgs) 3

(TI) CM2
A 1.18 2.87 10 2.93 '10 ~ 25 (TI1)
G 5.93 2.63 104  3.1210-
H 6.0 2.69 1i04  3.1713 20

F 12.0 4.3110O3  5.4 1i04  1
1 18.0 13.7210-3 19.810-3 10 00

10, 0A
Themmn=flow rate increaseswith theas density, asexpcteld, o 0 0
but the errors that the presnut method may introduce (due also 5
the variability of the measured data, particularly for time
window T2 ) doe no low to dra q~titttve cnlsos0

abu h validity of equ (1). 25 (T2)
The effect of gas temperature at room Sea density can be

observed by comparing the results of experiments; A.B, and C. 2
Fig 6 shows the mean vielocity profiles and the moat
macroacoipic effet isthe straing reductionofthicdrop velocity by
an increase of only 80C of the gS temperature.

Tie ni mace an the en= men= drop dinee is not Clear 10 A. 0 OA 0 6 a 0
from figurie 7, but acomparison otemandiameter maue
under vaparisation, conditions (100-C) at differient distaences 5 00 0 0

fiom the injector (experiments D.C, and E. see fig. 8) shows
an incras of the mean drop diameter when vaporodizato take 002 3
Place.

0 A +8a C r by"O
Ts20 C T=O C T-100 C Fig. S. Mma drop diaee profiles foir different disaces fromn

the injetor
20

(T2) Deceleration of liquiddroplets is due to drag prodoced by a
momntum exchange between drops and gas, which for a non
evaporating droplet is driven by drop gas relative velocity, drop
size and gas viscosity. Air viscosity at 20*C and 100 OC differ

O10 00 0 9 0 for lests than 15%. Mean drop siz measuared at z'.S7m hea5 + 0+ 00+0+0 00 average observed difference of about 20% with mudmann
differences of 50% (see fig 7). The above mentioned variations

- ~~in D and p may cause an increas of the drop repnetime ( -C
=D~p01181i) of about 30-40% which cannt explin an iines

0 of the drag. fIe observed variation of the drop velocities can
0 1 2 3 4 5 then becaused ether by diffeences;in the ertrained ms flow

r__w field or by a direct effict of vaporiation on drag. or more likly
F&7Mean, drop diamete profiles for differient gas teruperaure by both. However, the possible variation on the enraIne gas

Fig 7T2*) 1-1VC.C(-0* flow field can only be due itself to a direct effiect of
A (F~20C, B r), (TIOC).vaporisation, b sethe gas density variation with temperature

is lowecr then 25% (see table n.2) (and decreases with
A likely explanation may rely on the fact that the PDA temiperature) and alaso taking into account the variation of gas

measureis the size of only those droplets having a diamee density due to the fise vapour will give a mmdmiini incre-se of
higher thani 1-2 pm and drop vaporization can be sufficiently gas density of about 40% (caliculated by suposig air saturated
described by the law. d(D2Ydt - K , where K is the evasporation with n-dodecane). Entrained gas mass flow rate is eqxpcte to
rate (and it was found to depend slightly on the diaee and on depend on the squar root of the gas density [Wf et aL (IM1)J
the gass-dropi relative velocity Utanz and Marshall (1952), aso that only a decrease of about 20%A of the gas velocity (and
Tokuooa et al. (1982)) ) and D the drop disamete, the equation thus a liely lewsse mogni of the drag decrease) can be
can be written as: d(D)It - - K121). Small droplets unidertake a expained by inertial effects. Thus, the decrease of entrained
larger variation, of diameer than the hi.. one duning the mesa flow rate, which may be deduced by the diminshing of the
same time interval and although the total liulid vohnne must average velocity Of the =maler D<Spm) droplets: (see fig 6),
decrease, the average diaer may increase due to the selective must be due to a direct influence of vaponeation on the drop-ga
depletion of the smaller droplet populacion and also to the fact momnmtium exohiane mechanism (which is responsible of the
that the smaller droplets (D'clpn) contribution to the average is gas entrainment). From those results it is evident tha also the
lost. Moxreoe, the decrease of the drop velocity increasies the spray width is reduced in Cas C (IOO6C) but only during the
probability of colision followed by coalescence. main injection period (T2), and the estimated entraiinnent rate

shown in table 4 is also strongly reduced during the main
period-
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Tabled 4 T C
E .T20 C TTIO0 C

(kg/rn3) (?C) Nn!1~95 r kgis) 0
A 1.18 20 2.8710-3 2.93 10-3 (T i)
B 1.07 50 1.43 103 0.595 10 3

C 0.93 100 0.314 103 0.023 10-3

Drop and gs mom decrease apIs minconsasent 0 0 a
(injected momenun is the same for case AB and C and it
should be equal to the sum of drop and smomentma if 5
pressure gadiemts and visS stresam l d [Chawant
and Bracco (1985)]) but no stisfactory expnation was found
and fluhm ivestiptions me needed The same tbnd was 0
confirmed by comparison of the results from experiments I and * • " (T2)
L, performed at high gs density and different tem.pera r1. 0Figure 9 shows apin a decre of the drop velocity, as acnequenceof an inrease of s teprmure,ad apin a o 0o0 0 o 0 0

0increase of the mean drop diameter (fig 10), and in this case, 10due to the relative mall reduction of the mean velocity,
coalescence should not alone explin the differece.

0 1 0L 5
T=20 C T-iOO C

50 0
0 2 3

40 (T1) f Word
301 o 0 Fig-10. Drop man diameter profiles for diffdram values of pao00 0 temperatre (20C and 00"C) at high pa density.

> 20
0 0

10 0 o 200

0 150
SO So o00 (T2) " 100. """

030

0 0 s0ot&
'20 *0-

0 ~0
10 0 0"

0 2 3 4 5 6
"0 0 t •* .0 o2 3 4

Fig.9. Drop, men velocity profiles for differenit values of gas
tpeaue(20-C and 100-C) at high gas density. 150

The effects of such a relatively small chean of gas temperature
appear too strong and it cannot be exchided that the increased. Z4100
t qeatr of the injector itself (which was not thermally
isolated from the chamber) may have an effect on the niections
charateistics (like bubble frmation inside the sacprior to the s

injection). tAnotherjerestig feature Of the spmay flow is the high -2
unste0dinessalsodurigthemeninjectionperiod(whichis 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
often treated as a quasi-seady regime). Fig 1 Ia) shows a typical

rt~r}

drop velocity vs time plot, obtained by overlapping many Fwinjections and at a first sight the main ijection period a r ig 11 a) drop velocity vs; time over many injections; b) cyle
quasi-steady, although charatermed by a strong variability. resolved drop velocity
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But wmen cycle resolved velocities are rvnsidered (fig I Ib) Chatwani, A-U.. Bracco~, F.V.; "Computation of Dense Spray
the velocity field results as an ovelm mug of strongly Jets"; ICLAS-9 1985
fluctuating velocity histories with no phase correlation. The
maininjection period appears then cheracteaised not by a sort CogbeA RegioiA. "Investgation on Spray Ipaition and
of quasi-steady flow of drops having a very broad velocity PDF, Combustion adsrywl neato'CP-t e.19
but rather by a train of 'pulses'; a structure which is lost when adSrywl 1trcin NMn e.19
ensemble average is performed.

A Fourer analysis was performed on each cycle for many C~ossaiGE., CogheA, Brunidilo, G.; *LDV Characterization
expeimental conditions; and different radial positions but no of Air Entrainmient in Transient Diesel Spos:SEcmn
clear evidence of periodicity was observed. The velocity 910178 , I "
histories shown in tigli1b) suggest two possibilities: 1) the
observed drop pulses are the result of a modulated irjection, Kac, J.Y., Martin, J.K., 'Ambient Gas Density Effects on
possibly due to highly fluctuating injection pressure; although
thae measuredi injection pressure ca doe no hwaysrn Droplet Diameter and velocity in a Transient Diesel Sprny', 10L
fluctuation, it must be remembered that the pressure is 3=2il CMODWI&.225-230 1990
measured at the inJector inlet, and the variation of the fuel
passage section masde the injeco give rise to pressure wave Karimi E.R.; 'Hligh Speed Photography of Fuel Spray and
which travel back and forth along the inJector, producing strong Combustion Events in a Production Diesel Engine mad
variation of the pressure at sac position; 2) the spray at this Cmuto ob;Tesalitra obsincun-
location behaves as a turbulent particle laden gas jet; the second Cmuto Bm" k ~ uinLn~.ni
explanation appear to be moeconsistent with the model which 34CE- 1988
stems also fromn the results previously presented.

KobayashO,., Sakai,.. NakahiraT.. KoaacriM., TaujimuraK..
3. CONCLUSIONS 'Measuremlents of Flame Temperature Distribution in D.L

Diesel Engine with High Pressure Fuel Injection". SA an
The experimiental investigation of a diesel spray injected 920692 1992

into quiescent gas at different density and temperature revealed
the following: Martinelli, L., Reitz, R.D.. Bracco F.V., ' Comparison of
I ) Entrained gas mass flow rate increases with gas density computed and measured dense spray jets' 9th Int. CoQaNumW

although the accuracy of the way of estimating it does not on- Dmn. of EXplosion and Reactive Systems: PoitierL Frane
allow to compare it with the r112 -law. 1983

2) Vaponszation produces a strong decrease of the particle
velocity and of the entrained air -as flow rate, particularly Pitcher G.and Wigley G., ; 'Velocity and Dropsize
during the main injection period. Measurements in Fuel Sprays in a Direct Injection Diesel

3) Measured drop mean diameter increases with vaporsto Engine'; Int Confeence on:'Mechanics of Two- Phase Flows'
due to the selective depletion of smaller droplets by the D)2 Taiwan ,1989.
law and the limitation of the measuring range

4) At the location analysed in the present study (204 to 248 Pitcher, G., Wigley, G.; "A study of the Breakup and
diamieters downstream) the spray behaves as an Atomization of a Combusting Diesel Fuel spray by Phase
incompressible gas jet, and the main injection period is Doppler Anemometzy 6th Int, SVIUD. on Laser Tech. Amml. to
characterised by a strong fluctuation with no characteristic Fluid Mebl, Lisbon, 1992
frequencies.

Pitcher,G., Wigley, G., Saffinan, M.; 'Sensitivity of Dropsize
Measurements by Phase Doppler Anemometry to Refractve
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ABSTRAC" there is a strong interaction between compression.
turbulence and mean flow field. This triangular interaction

In order to improve the understanding of the behavior cannot be simulated by homogeneous turbulence. A rapid
of compressed tabulent flow, a compression machine for an compression affects the turbulence geierating flow field and
axisymmetric jet flow has been build. The flow was analysed the ttuulence structure. There will be a mutual interaction
by one component LDV. between modified mean flow field and turbulence.

For the analysis of the non-stationary turbulence Using a flow field having a complexity intermediate
within the jet flow, filter techniques and spectral analysis for between real engine flows and homogeneous turbulance, we
transient flows have been used. investigate at the IMFT in Toulouse the behavior of a free

The results show an increasing jet width during axisymmetrical air jet under rapid compression. For
compression due to an enhanced entrainment mechanism. stationary conditions, the jet flow is well documented, thus
The turbulence intensity seems to be amplified over the effects of unsteadiness can be clearly identified.
complete spectum. The regions, where unsteady flow behavior can be

expected, are determined by the ratio of the local flow time
scale and the compression time scale. This dimensional

1. NTRODUCFiON analysis has been presented and is not repeated here, see
Boane (1990) and Nuglisch et al. (1991).

The increasing demand for an increased efficiency of
internal combustion engines and for a diminution of the
pollutant emissions (LEV and ULEV regulations) results in a 2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND DATA REDUCIION
growing interest in precise simulation tools for the internal
aerodynamics and mixing processes in pistors engines. In 2.1 The experimental device
order to optimize these simulation tools there is still a lack
in basic knowledge concerning the unsteady behavior of a Figure 1 shows the flow configuration considered for
turbulent flow field submitted to rapid compression. this investigation. We investigate an axisymmetric air jet

A large amount of experimental work has been done with an initial nozzle diameter of 2 mm and a Reynolds
to understand the flow inside the cylinders of piston engines. number of 6500 based on the nozzle diameter. The jet is
The measurements of mean and fluctuating gas velocities ae submitted to a symmetric compression by two pistow.
mainly done with LDV in nearly production like engines,
special research engines and compression machines. A
review of experimental results concerning the compressed
turbulence can be found in Nuglisch. (199).

For three-dimensional simulation of the flow field. pit)
classical turbulence models (k-t) with special extensions for
compressed flow are used (Ahmadi-Befrui et al. (1990), Morel VP VP
and Marour (1982). Ahmadi-Befrui and Gosman (1989)). V/'V
However, comparisons between simulation and
measurements still show discrepancies due to the
incapability of the used turbulence models to predict u te
behavior of out-of-equilibngiu turbulence in highly unsteady
flow. There is a strong need to increase basic physical Do
understanding of such flows. L

A large amount of knowledge, both theoretical and L \ \ \
experimental, is already acquired of the behavior of Figure 1: Principle of the compression machine :Vp Piston
homogeneous turbulence undergoing rapid compression, see velocity, Do Jet nozzle dameter, U0 Ejection velocity. Ua
Hunt and Carnuthers (1990). Wu et al. (1985). Cambon et alo
(1992), Sarm and Le Penven (1992), but in real flowfields Mean velocity on the jet axis
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The Reynolds number is maintained constant during This extension is obtained by a transformation of the
the compression by constant mass flow rate using a 0.3 mnm time variable:
diameter sonic nozzle. jyt) --> h') were x is uniformly spaced.

After each compression the compresion chamber is Further data reduction is performed based on the
opened to ambient air to assure repeatable initial conditions. resampled signal.
For more details. see Nuglisch (1992). Filter alsorithms for the transient velocity simnal.

Velocity measurements were performed using a one Usually, the tairbilent velocity signal in unsteady flows is
component LDV system in forward scatter configuration with s in the ensemle mean and a fluctuating component
Bragg cell. As signal processor a TSI 1980B frequency (Reynolds decomposition):
counter was used. Data were sampled in the free running
processor mode using a PC with a DOSTEK 1400 data U (t) = U (t)+i(t)
acquisition card. In order to get more detailed information on the

evolution of the tmrbulence during the compression and the
2.2 Data reduction schemes physics of non stationary turbulence, the velocity signal.is

Meanvelocitie. The mean velocity profiles during separated in 3 components, the ensemble mean velocity U

compression are obtained by a combination of phase- and the high and low frequency fluctuating components uHF
averaging and time averaging. For each realization a time- and u
interval weighted average is calculated over an interval of U() = () ÷upt) + ul/t)

AT = l0 ms in order to correct for velocity bias Ind seeding with the RMS values :

inhomogeneity. then the ensemble average is built over w

N =25 or N = 50 compressions. The mean velocity U(tUV e Off(:)= "4 a' and W'um*)= Vu,."

at time ti becomes: As cut-off frequency fC for the separation between
N high and low frequency components, an estimation of the

ILIE -local and instantaneous integral time scale has been chosen.
U =The integral time scale has been estimated using the integral

length scale measurements in an axisymmetric jet, reported
and the time averaged mean velocity for the time interval by Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969). The time scale was

SAT estimated using Taylors hypothesis and the convection
kA. <tA<kAT+-A" velocity U. in function of the mean velocity given by

for the ith compression becomes: Wygnmnski and Fiedler.
Different filter algorithms can be applied. The most

simple technique is the filtering by the moving window

1 U.(t.) + U.(:.d•) technique with a step window function. Looking at the
L() : T AM / 2 transfer function in the frequency domain, it can be seen that

j=Mi~kl no precise cut-off frequency is ob4ained and a correlation
term remains in the equation for the fluctuating components:

ah U (t)= U ) + '(f)
with: AT=AT. A (.

J=M ikl
and Mi.A.l and Mi~k the first and the last measurement within A better separation of the high and low frequency

ii, components can be obtained by a FFT transformation. by
the k interval and the i compression setting the frequency components above the cut-off
1 < k < N. , N. = number of intervals AT in the sample frequency to zero and by performing an inverse FFT.

In order to reduce the cyclic variability, the pressure The total fluctuation becomes in this case:
rise for each compression has been visualized and compared U'(t) = ( +'. 2+ )112

to a reference compression. If the instantaneous pressure in HF(t) + (
the chamber deviated more than 3% from the reference This technique, however, is difficult to apply to
pressure, the measurements were rejected. transient signals with varying cut-off frequency.

Reconstruction of a ieriodic signal from the non- The technique chosen for our application is a moving
uniformly samnled velocity dat. After a first analysis of the window technique with a window function of the type sin x/x
mean velocities, more sophisticated data-reduction schemes giving a step transfer function in the frequency domain for an
were implemented in order to use more easily algorithms for infinite window width. The sensitivity of this filter
filtering and spectral analysis of the velocity data. technique to the window width has been investigated using a

The raw LDV velocity samples were resampled with steady flow velocity signal. Figure 2 shows the high and low
constant frequency. Before resampling, the continuous frequency fluctuation intensity as function of the window
signal was reconstructed from the non-uniform spaced width. The window width is defimed by the amplitude ratio
samples by an extension of the Shannon interpolation, see between the local enveloppe lkz and the central peak. For
Veynante and Candel (1988) and Clark et al. (1985). satisfactory results, a minimum window width of 0,05 has

been retained.
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Figure 2: Evolution of tde high and low frequency fluctuation Figure 4: Radial profile of total, high and low frequency
in function of the window width velocity fluctuations for steady jet flow at ID=40

On figure 3 a comparison of this snt zxl window filter The advantage of the second technique is that the
with a classical FFFr/mverse FFT technique is shown. The signal, which is only known for a limited time duration, is
result is very good for the whole range of cot-off frequencies. first modeled for longer time duration by using modern

The figure 4 shows this separation in 3 components filtering and optimization schemes. The spectral analysis is
for a steady jet at different radial positions in the jet at then perfonned on the modeled signal and is very adapted to
x/D-40. It can be noticed, that the main part of the turbulent time dependent frequency analysis (Marple (1987)).
energy is contained in the fluctuations with a typical time
scale greater than the local integral scale of the turbulence.

Setral analyuis.Two different spectral analysis 3. RESULTS
methods have been applied to study the time evolution of the
spectral energy density. 3.1 Mean velocities
i - A classical periodograrn technic
ii - An auto regressive method (Mdthode de Foug$re) Figure 5 shows the radial velocity profile at x/DmlO.
implemented by D. Veynante (see Veynante and Candel The velocity is decreasing proportional to the density rise in
(1988)). the chamber because of the constant mass flow through the

sonic aperture in the ejection system.

40.0

36.0
0.25

120 .0 304t

0.020.0-

0.0000"0m e. 400.0 so 0.0 ... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .

-4.0 .3.0 -2.0 -10 00 1.0 2.0 10 40

Figure 3: Comparison between sinxiz filter and FFr filter Figure S:Evolution of the radial profile of the axial mean
velocity U(t) at xJD=lO during compression

To obtain a time evolving spectrum, a square window
was used. The duration of the window was chosen grestor than The non-dimensional velocity profile presented in
the jet local time scale in order to resolve the low frequency figure 6 shows only a slight deviation from the profile at the
components. The obtained spectrums were then phase beginning of the compression. This proves that the velocity
averaged over all the realizations of the compression at the decem is quasi stationary as predicted for this axial
spatial location considered, distance by the dimensional analysis presented in a previous
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paper (Nuglisth et al. (1991)). Further downstream an considering that the compression axis and the rotating axis
unstezdy behavior should be observed due to the strong of the main large scale structure of the jet are orthogonal for
increase uf the characteristic time scale of the mean flow. structures in the compression plane ( Y plane) and aligned for

structures in the Z plane. Analytical computation of the
interaction between a given vortex and compression

10 .. 40)036 effectively shows thai the interaction is maximum w&en the

0 .compression and rotation axis are orthogonal and null when
these axis are aligned.

0.8

0A 
1.3

04 ~ 1.2 UYON5YO.5o

0.4 ~~. Z./O50 C;
-02 .01 00 01 0 . -

Figure 6:Non-dimensionalised velocity profile 0.9

U(yt)/U(y--0.t) at x/D=1O 0.00 0.05 0,10 0.15 0.20

t is)
We are now presenting the radial profiles of the mean

velocity at xiD=40. The dimensional analysis had shown
that this position should clearly show an unsteady behavior Figure 8: Variation of the jet half-width at ViD 40 during
of the compressed jet flow (BoRPE (1990)). compression

The non dimensional mean velocity profile at
x/D--40 shows a clear and progressive increase of the jet
diameter during the whole compression phase (figure 7). 3.2 Turbulent fluctuations

1.0 U :::::... . durgAs shown in figure 5. the mean velocity decreases
0.8... nomoduring the compression due to ( constant mass flow at the
-. 6.0 o.,nozzle exit. At xiD=10 the turbulence intensity shows nearly

0.8 -, IM:os no modifications during the compression (see figure 9). This

is coherent with the hypothesis of quasisteady flow at this
location. At x/D=40 the turbulence intensity is increasing

0.e strongly (figure 10).
The figure 11 shows the influence of the variable cut-

off frequency on the separation of the two fluctuating
0.4 components during compression.

The results obtained with an variable cut-off
frequency equal to the local instantaneous integral time scale

0.2 "of the turbulence, show an increase of the intensity of both.
the low and the high frequency components (see figures 12

0.0 . .. V"__ and 13).
-02 -0.1 00 01 0.2 It can be noticed that the intensity of the low

frequency fluctuation shows a radial distribution comparable
Figure 7: Radial mean velocity profile at x/D = 40, non- to the radial distribution of the total fluctuation. On the
dimensional, during compression contrary, the high frequency fluctuations are distributed

homogeneously over the jet profile during compression.
The result that the high frequency fluctuations were

On the contrary, a velocity profile mt.asured affected nearly as strongly as the low frequency fluctuations
perpendicular to the compression axis showed a different by the compression, was a quite astonishing result, but it
behavior. The half-velocity diameter of the jet remains confirms the theoretical results of Cambon et al. (1992). In
constant. This becomes more evident in figure 8, where the order to get more detailed information, a spectral analysis
half-velocity diameter of the jet as function of the time has has been performed (figure 14). The velocity spectra confirm
been visualized for two perpendicular profiles at x/D=40. It the findings presented above. The fluctuation energy density
can be seen. that the jet is axisymmetric at the beginning of is increasing over the whole spectrum during compression.
the compression, but it loses progressively this symmetry
because of the increasing jet diameter in the direction aligned
with the compression axis. This behavior can be explained
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Figure 9: Evolution of the turbulence intensity during Figure 12: Evolution of the low frequency fluctuation
compression at WID = 10 intensity at x1D = 40
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Figure 10: Evolution of the turbulence intensity during Figure 13: Evolution of the high frequency fluctuation
compression at x1D =40 intensity at xiD =40
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Figure 11: High and low frequency fluctuations during Figure 14: Evolution of the spectral distribution of the
compression. Comparison between constant cut-off turbulent energy density of the radial velocity component
frequency and instantaneous integral scale during the compression. x/D--40. ensemble mean over 50

realizations.
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4. CONCLUSION Marple. S.L. 1987. Dirital soectral analysis with
wRl nznn..Prentice - Hall signal processing ser'ies

We have presented different data reduction methods

for unsteady turbulent flow. These techniques allow a more Morel, T. & Mansour. N.N. 1982. Modelling of Unirblaice in
detailed analysis of transient flow by monitoring the internal combustion engines, &&-Pap- r N' 820040
evolutions of the mean velocities, the energy of the
turbulent fluctuations with scales greater and smaller than the Nuglisch. H.-J. 1992. Etude exlprimentale d'un jet
integral scale and at the end the spectral analysis as most axisymitrique compressi. Situation modtle de
detailed tool. l'adrodynamique interne des moteurs ik pistons. Ph.D. thesis.

The main result of our investigation is that the jet Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse, France
flow is strongly affected during the compression.

Initially axisymmetric. the jet diameter increases in Nuglisch. H.-J., Borie, L., Atassi. N. & Charnay. 0. 1991.
the direction of the I-D compression. At x/D-40 this Response of turbulent jet flow to rapid compression
increase is as important as 30% of the initial diameter. This Ith
global behavior can be explained by an enhanced on Instrumentation in

entrainment mechanism. Aerospace Simulation Facilities Rockville, Maryland
The most important result from these investigations

is that the increase of the turbulent energy density during the Serre, G. & Le Penven. L. 1992, Laser Doppler
compression is distributed over the whole turbulence Measurements of a Grid - Generated Turbulence Undergoing a
spectrum. This result agrees with results from theoretical Volume Reduction! Int Svmn. on Aonl. of Laser
work carried out at the Ecole Centrale Lyon. Technioues to Fluid Mechanics. Lisbon. Portugal
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PDA ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT SPRAY FLOWS
INITIATED FROM AIR ASSISTED INJECTOR
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and
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ABSTRACT 2. EQUIPMENT AND METHOD OF EXPERIMENTS

In order to study the characteristics of flow and particle 2.1 Fuel Injection System
diameters in the unsteady spray from an air assisted fuel
injector in the atmospheric condition has been analyzed using a Figure I shows the outer mixing type air assisted fuel
phase Doppler anemometer (PDA). In the experiments, the injection nozzle which was mounted on a pintle type fuel
frequency of injection is 50Hz. the pressures of both fuel and injector. The fuel was intermitted by the pintle-however the
air are changed in three steps. Radial and axial distributions of assisted air continuously flowed in the nozzle The nozzle outlet
bulk velocity and Sauter mean diameter of spray particles are was 2mm in diameter. In experiments, the frequency of
obtained. It is found that the profile of mean velocity is close to injection was 50Hz, the pressures of fuel were 147, 250 and
the normal distribution and the Sauter mean diameter of 588kPa and the pressures of air were 98, 147 and 196kPa. The
droplets in the spray is as small as 20 to 30iim. The log- alternative fuel of Laws (Shell) was used for injection instead
hyperbolic function (LHF3) has also been applied to the spray of gasoline. Physical properties of Laws are listed in Table I.
and the characteristics of the distribution of spray particle sizes Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the injection tester used
are represented clearly by the three parameters of the LHF3. in this experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION Mixing chamber

Improving combustion of gasoline engine is one of the
important problems for conservation of the global environment Ftl

and effective use of fossil resources. Various methods of fuel
injection system have been proposed since combustion of spark
igni-ion engine is affected by the mixture formation processes
depending on the form and characteristics of fuel spray and by Nozzle
the injection timing. Recently, air assisted fuel injector has
been used for gasoline engine with lean fuel/air mixture to
improve the fuel consumption and NOx emission.

Presently, a phase Doppler anemometer (PDA) has been
successfully applied to characterize the fuel sprays for Diesel Fig. I Cross section of air assisted fuel injector
engine (Hosoya & Obokata (1992, 1993a, 1993b ), Obokata &
Long (1994), Brunello et al. (1990), Coghe & Cossali (1992),
Arcoumanis et al. (1992), Pitcher & Wigley (1992). Ozdemir Table I Physical properties of fuel (Laws)
(1992)1 and gasoline engine fKobashi et al. (1990), Vannobel et

al. (1992), Obokata et al. (1993)1. So, to study characteristics Density g/cin• 0.794
of flow and particle diameters in the spray initiated from air Surface tension ( 201 C ) N/in 2.64 x 10-7
assisted injector, unsteady fuel spray in the atmospheric Kinematic viscosity ( 20'C) m /s C 1.08

Coeffitient of cubical
condition has been analyzed using the PDA and compared with expansion ( 20 C bcC-a ) 8 X 10-4
steady spray and ordinary pmntle type fuel spray.
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F/I Fuel Injecter Cont.1 SCEED-INJ. Controller 0 25 50 75 100

F/F Fuel Filter Cont.2 SCEED-IGN. Controller Tim-/(s)

F/P Fuel Pump P Pressure Pickup

F/Tank Fuel Tank D/Re Dropping Resistor Fig. 3 Time series of droplets size and velocity

P/Re Pressure Resistor A/F Air Fi 1 ter (Air assisted injector, z=5Omm, r--t0m. Pa=147kPa,
Pft25OkPa, A t-2.5ms, g=5. Imng/stroke)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

60.2

2.2 Phase Doppler Anemometer ~40.4

The phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) made by N 20. 6
Aerometrics was used to measure the particle diameter and flow

velocity of the spray. The diameter of the measuring volume 0. a
was adjusted to more than five times the maximum particle

diameter, to remove measurement errors which would be

affected by "it Gaussian distribution of intensity of the incident 4

beam [Orehan et al. (1991)]. The diameter of the measuring .

volume used in this experiment was about 0.7mm and the total :X 30. 9

intersection angle of incident beams was 5.4* and forward .

scattering mode was used with the detector inclined by 30° 16.3

from the axis of the incident beams. 7 "_270 360

0 90 180 270 360
Phase /(deg.)

3 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Distribution of Particle Diameter and Velocity of the Spray Fig. 4 Phase r tched plot of droplets size and velocity

Time series of droplets diameter and velocit" measured at

z=5Omm on the spray center line (r-Onmm) are plotted in Figure

3 where the air presure Paff147kPa, the fiuel pressure
Pf=250kPa, valve opening duration At=2.Sms, the amount of Figure 4 is ensemble plots of velocity and size of particles
fuel g=5. Img in each injection cycle and the flow rate of the air where the time axis of Figure 3 was converted into the injection

Q=0.255NIls. The maximum data rate is about 20kHz at the phase angle. The ensemble averaged mean velocity (Vm U/s)

spray and the mean data rate is 5kHz in this measuring point. and the Sauter mean diameter (D13 2 pm) of the spray are shown

We assume that the z-axis is the direction in which the spray in Figure 5-a) and -b). The highest Vm and the lowest D32 %Wre

advances and that the radius r is perpendicular to the z-axis. observed near the front part of main spray cloud.
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Fig. 6 Radial distnbuuons of the me.an velocity Fig. 7 Radial distribution of the Sauter mean diameter
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Fig. 8 Dimensionless expression of mean velocity Fig. 9 Radial distribution of Sauter mean diamet

Figures 6 and 7 sh.w the radial distributions of mean Figure g shows the distributions of mean velocity where

velocit% and the Sau: -r mean diameter respectively observed at the velocitm and radius are made dimensionless respectively by

a deu axial positions. r iree types of spray fiows, the air the maximum velocity (Vo) at the axis and by the half-value

assisted intermittent spray (A-a unsteady, fuel flow rate width (r, ) of the velocity distribution curve From here we

g'5.lmg/cycle) or steady spray (A-a steady, gt=n.-4gs) s ay find that the three data sets arc close to a normal distribution.

pintle type intermittent spray (P unsteady, gk6.Smglcycle). are The fact that velocity measurements at the outskirts of the spray

compared each other. At the intermittent air assisted sbSau, were greater than the normal distribution was attributed to the

wider and axisvmmetsnc distributions of Vm and D32 are shown. biasing etfect in LDA measurement. Figure 9 shows similar

Inverse distribution pattern between Vm and D32 are observed results for the siae distributions where only the lateral axin is
here as described in Figure 5, i.e. Vm decreases along axialedmninls sn 0 fo eotvditiuino
direction however D increases. In the steady air aisted elct iriu

spray which was produced by the same injector of unted Figure 8 The change of non dimensional widths of spray

spray injector by valve opening duration At-w spray flo%% distribution along the axial dircionm is small in each spray.

pattern was not stable and the peak of velocity profile was Effects of fuel flow rate (S) on the mean velocity and the

radiallv shifted along the axial direction. A' -e times Sauter mean diameter of spray from air assisted injector are

bigger particles with the narrower velocity disLx han the shown in figure 10 and 11. Increased Vm and D3: ame observed

air assisted spray are shown in the spray from u tatle tpe along with increased fuel flow Tate and the etlect of air pressure

'qjector. (Figure I1o) is greater than that of fuel pressure (Figure I I).
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3.2 Divided E, ,im ion of he Spray I125
It is difficult tor PDA measurement to catch all of the 0

spray every time and peticies were measured at a rate of about - T T
20kHz of etiective data rate. Thus, the data was represented by
ensemble averages for varving crank angle. Figure 12 is re-plot "- 12.5..
of Figure 4 where total number of data was 40(X). The authors . -

tried to represent the spray by dividing the spray to the central 0
pat (C) which corresponded to the central to513 width of the 1.7 16.3 30 9 45.4 60

half value duration (to %) of spray velocity, the fore to 43 part (F). D /(0ra)

the rear 2to03 part (R) and the remained tail part (T). The P
divisions are shown in Figure 12. Figures 13 A, F through T •25. 0
show the correlation plots of particle size and velocity...............................
calculated from the same data as Figure 12. The data S 12. 5

corresponds the same air assist spray in steady state iniection
and the data P shows the spray from the pntle nozzle. In A, 0i

5.7 54.3 102.9 151.4 200
where all the spray data was used, it can be seen that the larger D I()
particles have smaller velocities at small size range. This

distribution is unusual compared with that of a common steady Fig. 13 Correlation between droplets size and velocitv

spray
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The individual distribution diagrams reveal that larger [Xu et al. (1991)] as one of the functions used to represent the

particles have higher velocities in average except at the tail part distribution of particle sizes. It has been reported that the

T where the fuel on the mixing chamber wall was blown off by junction provides a good approximation tfo Diesel sprays (Long

the air and negative correlation would be detected. The unusual et al. (1994)]. This method plots the particle sizes and number

correlation of A will be caused by the negative correlation of T. density distribution on a diagram of logarithmic scales and are

Figures 14 to 16 show the z axial distribution of the mean approximated with a hyperbolic curve. It is considered that

velocity (Vm) and the Sauter mean diameter (D32) in each part deviation in the distribution of particle sizes and average

of spray. The changes in the mean velocity and the Sauter mean particle size can be evaluated from the angle (a) of opening of

diameter of particles for all spray (A) in the axial direction have the hyperbolic curve, inclination (0) of its axis, and horizontal

been approximated by simple formulae and plotted in each coordinate (p) of its peak. Here we apply the three-parameter

figure. In Figure IS, decreasing ratio of axial spray jet velocity log-hyperbolic function (LHF3) to the distribution of spray

is about 1.6 times smaller than that of air jet. particle diametr measured in varying part of unsteady spray.

Figure 17 shows the comparison between measurements (o) of

the distribution of all particle diameters (A) along the central

3.3 Evaluation of the Distribution of Particle Sizes with a Log- axis of unsteady spray with LHF3. Results of LHF3 applied for

Hyperbolic Function spray particles from the pintle nozzle are also plotted here The

functional approximation using LHF3 was good in all cases

The log-hyperbolic function has been reconsijered recently Figure 18 shows changes of the parameters, a, 8 and gs, of

particle size distribution in the axial direction. Large

diflerences, wider distribution, more-.egative Inclination and

-- larger mean diameter are observed in spray flow from pintle

.8 nozzle. Thus, characteristics of the distribution of spray particle

-- sizes were represented clearly with the three parameters of
-• x LHF3.

4 43 CONCLUSIONS

I. The ensemble averaged mean velocity (Vm m/s) and the
Sauter mean diameter (D 32 Ipa) of the air assisted fuel spray

are obtained and the highest Vm is 30 to lOi/s and the lowest
O D. 2 is 20 to 30 pmn are observed near the front part of the spray.

.15 2. Dimensionless radial distribution of axial mean velocity

of the spray is close to the normal distribution.

3. The changes of Vm and D32 for all spray in the axial

direction are approximated by simple lnmulas and decreasing
ratio of axial spray jet velocity is about 1.6 times smaller than

that of air jet.

-. 15 4. At the correlation between particle sizes and velocities.

individual distribution diagrams reveal that larger particles
have higher velocities in average except at the tail part where

-. 3 the fuel on the mixing chamber wall was blown off by the air

S,. , and negative correlation would be detected. The unusual

4 correlation of all spray will be caused by the negative
correlation of tail part.

5. Increased Vm and D 32 are observed along %ith

3.5 - increased fuiel flow rate and the eftects of air pressure is greater
than fuel pressure.

S3 6. Evaluatig the distribution of particle diameters wtith a

log-hyperbolic function is found eflective as it described well

the characteristics of particle size of the spray.
2.5
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PIV MEASUREMENTS IN SIMULATED MICROBURSTS

Ellen K. Longmire and Abbas Alahyari

Department of Aerospac Engineering & MechAics
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN 55455 USA

ABSTRACT (1988)) and an inviscid vortex dynamics model (LAndgrm et
al. (1992)). These effor, which agreed well with available

In this work, atmospheric microbursts are modeled as atmospheric data, confirmed the presence of the primary
volumes of heavier liquid which descend through an ambient vortex ring and showed secondary vorticity of opposite sign
environment and impact on a horizontal surface representing developing along the ground ahead of the primary structure.
the ground. Particle image velocimetry is used to map the They also showed that buoyancy-driven convection was the
evolving velocity and vorticity fields present in the flow. dominant mechanism in microburst propagation.
The PIV results show a large primary vortex developing at Experiments on laboratory scale thermals and
the head of the downburst fluid. Large downward velocities microbursts include visualizations by Scorer (1957) and
CA5st across the fluid inside of the vortex and persist until Fujita (1986). The only known quantitative experimental
after the vortex impinges on the bottom surface. After data are from Lundgren, Yao, and Mmsour (1992). and Y&O
impingement, the vortex intensifies as it expands radially. (1993) where a heavy cylindrical volume of salt water was
Very large horizontal velocities are found beneath and dropped into a tank of fresh water. The data include
upstream of the primary vortex. These velocities and the propagation velocities of the microbvrat front and hot film
associated radial gradients correspond to extremely large meaurements showing very large velocity magnitudes and
windshears in atmospheric microbursts. The results gradients near the bottom surface corresponding to the
generally agree with data from the numerical study of downburst passage. Existing quantitative experimental data
Lundgren. Yao. and Mansour (JFM. vol. 239. 1992). The on downbursts is thus limited, and the current experiments
PIV results, however, show maximum horizontal velocities attempt to obtain high-resolution two-dimensional velocity
occurring much e~arlier after vortex impingement than in the fields in the dynamically evolving flow. In particular,
numerical study. velocity vectors near the ground are desired since, in this

region, radar data are noisy and numerical studies rely on
boundary layer models.

1 INTRODUCTION In the current experiments, the transient slug flow
and scaling law of Lundgren et al. (1992) is used. The

A niucroburst (or small-scale downburst) is an intense important independent parameters in this flow are the
concentrated downdraft of "heavy" air which occurs in the density difference between the downburst and surrounding
atmosphere. The relatively heavy air is generated in fluids Ap. the initial height of the downburst above the plate
locations where rain or hail falls from a cloud into dry air and Ho, and the volume of the downburst parcel V. The scaling
rapid evaporation occurs. The air is cooled, and its density law absorbs dhm parameters into length and time scales.
increases. The increased density coupled with drag from any The density difference between the two fluids is assumed to
remaining precipitation produces a strong downward be small enough that the Boussinesq approximation holds.
velocity in the volume of fluid. As a microburst near the A characteristic length RO is chosen as the equivalent
ground, it rolls up into a large vortex ring which ihen spherical radius of the volume of heavy fluids and a
spreads radially outward and generates large horizontal wind characteristic time is o heole as
velocities. Aircraft flying through downbursts at low
altitudes can experience radical variations in wind velocity
("windshear") which pose extreme hazards.

Since atmospheric downbursts occur intermittently at TO f4i
fairly random locations, it has been difficult to obtain gap
detailed data on their strength and structure. Two field
programs, NIMROD near Chicago in 1978 and JAWS near mte Rcaracterize the lar
Denver in 1982, performed intensive Doppler radar appronriate en
measurements to document the occurrence of many
microbursts of varying size and intensity. (Fujita (1985. Rovo
1986)). Numerical studies have included both large eddy Re .
simulations (LES) (Proctor (1988. 1989). Droegemeier v
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where v0 = R0ofo. Lundgren es al. (1992) found that the result from a computed autocorrelation. Hence. none were

lower limit of the burst propagation velocity for Reynolds interpolated from surrounding interrogation zones.

number invariance was 3000. Therefore, our experiments are
designed to exceed this value. solenoid

2. FACILITY AND PROCEDURE

The flow facility is depicted in Figure 1. The ,•nw is 1760
containd in a large glass tank which provides optical access
from the sides and bottom. In order to minimize wall effects.
the downburst fluid impinges on a raised circular plate that
allows heavier fluid to spill over its edges. The downburst
release mechanism consists of an aluminum cylinder and a/D60
solenoid which drives a piercing needle. The cylinder has an MM
inside diameter of 63.5 mnm and an outside height of 87.0 mmi
yielding an equivalent spherical radius of 38.8 mm. A thin
latex sheet is stretched over the open bottom of the cylinder
which is then filled with the heavier downburst fluid. The 915 mm
top of the cylinder contains 50% open prea to allow 5 n
entrainment of ambient fluid as the downburst fluid descends.
At the time of release, the piercing needle travels
approxinmately I cm and bursts the latex sheet, The needle
speed is minimized to reduce disturbances caused by the
bursting latex.

In order to achieve Reynolds numbers greater than
3000 with this facility, density differences between the
downburst and surrounding fluids of at least 3% are required.
The refractive index in the two fluids must be matched very
precisely to yield clear photographic images of the seeded Fig. 1. Microburst Facility
flow field. In these experiments, 6% solutions of glycerol in
water and potassium phosphate (KH2PO4) in water were solenoid
chosen as the tank and downburst fluids respectively
yielding ap of 3%. This combination yields excellent PIV mirror
results. scanner

The flow field is illuminated by a two-pulse sequence sheet forming
from a pair of frequency-doubled Surelite I Nd.YAG lasers.
The lasers are triggered externally during the experiment to optics .. c e
achieve variable pulse separation. The beam profiles are
converted into thin sheets with spherical and cylindrical r ..
lenses of I m and 19.0 mm focal length respectively. Fig=re beam [2
2 shows the optical set up. Since reversing flow occurs combining
during the downburst evolution. spatial image shifting opticsU U
between laser pulses is required to resolve directional ,.,_,_

ambiguity in the PIV photographs. We use a method similar
to Adrian (1986) where a rotating mirror is placed between
the photographing lens and the laser sheet. The mirror is
mounted so that its axis of rotation is vertical, yielding a Nd:YAG
horizontal shift. In the current experiments, the time lasers
between laser pulses is 2 ms. and the shift velocity is 0.56 computer
m/s in real space. A custom circuit couples the timing of the
laser pulsing, the rotating mirror, the solenoid, and the
camera shutter.

The flow is seeded with TiO2 particles with a specific control
gravity of 3.5 and a nominal diameter of 3 Vtm. A standard 35 circuit
mm camera (Nikon N8008s with AF Micro-Nikkor lens)
photographs light scattered by the seed particles at a Fig. 2. Schematic of optical set up.
magnification of 0.16. Photographic negatives are
interrogated with a high-resolution scanner (Nikon
Coolscan) and software from FFD, Inc. The negatives are
scanned at 2000 dpi, and 64 x 64 pixel arrays are used for
each interrogation zone. The spatial resolution of each
vector computed is 5 mm in real space, and the vectors are
plotted with a 50% overlap. All vectors shown in the plots
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3 RESULTS Lundgren et al. (1992). This result suggests that even
though viscous shear is present in the experiment. it's effect

Sequences of instantaneous velocity vector and is small compared with baroclinic vcrticity generation due to
vortciLty plots are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The drop density gradients. Two small differences between the current
height measured from the bottom of the cylinder is HO/Ro = and numerical results are evident, however. FirstL note that
3.81. and the Reynolds number is 3600. The time scale TO is in Figure 5d. the downward velocit magnitude decreases
0.36 s. and the velocity scale vo is 0.11 n/s. In each plot. steadily with increasing radius. The numerical result shows
the bottom row of vectors corresponds to interrogation uniform velocity magnitudes across this region with slight
regions with lower bounds approximately 0.5 nun above the increases near the vortex core. Figure 6 shows contours of
bottom surface. (Reflections prevent the interrogation vertical velocity for a single downburst at TIT0 = 4.96. Here
regions from extending all the way to the wall). Local also, the velocity decreases from a maximum at r = 0. The
vorticity was computed by integrating the line integral of second difference is emphasized in this figure. Note that the
velocity using the 8 points surrounding each position. maximum downward velocities lie upstream of the primary

The velocity plots show that the flow is reasonably vortex core near y = Ro. At a similar stage in the numerical
but not completely axisymmetric. The primary vortex at the study, the maximum velocities occur at an axial position
head of the downburst has rolled up by T/T0 = 2.75. closer to the height of the vortex core. These differences
Beginning at this time a second trailing vortex is also could result from either the absence of viscous effects in the
apparent. Thus, unlike in previous numerical studies, the numerical study or different initial slug geometries. The
vortex sheet that develops between the downburst and contours in Figure 6 exhibit further that strong downflows
ambient fluid is not smooth and continuous but unstable to persist after the downburst impact.
large-scale perturbations. As the flow descends, the radius of Data from the ensemble-averaged vectors nearest the
the primary vortex grows from 0.8R 0 to over IRO. The wall are plotted in Figure 7. These vectors correspond to
vorticity levels in the two structures remain fairly constant heights of 3 n'm above the wall. Here we see that after the
(Figures 3c and 4c) until the presence of the plate is felt. vortex touches down. there is a very sharp rise in velocity
Then, the vorticity in the leading vortex intensifies as it between the vortex core and the wall. The velocity maxima
expands radially and as trailing fluid continues to sweep past occur at radial locations near the vortex centers, but the exact
it, Ahead of and beneath the primary vortex, vorticity of relationships are difficultto pinpoint due to scatter in the
upposite sign is observed, although any coherent secondary data. Typically (also for single burst profiles) the velocity
vortices are small. The primary vortex maintains its height remains high over a range of 1.5R0 before decreasing
as it expands. Meanwhile, the trailing vortex persists until sharply behind the vortex. These plots are similar to those
the last frame, but does not intensify. It is typically much in Figure 13 of Lundgren et aL. (1992) although the peaks are
weaker than the leading vortex because the fluid upstream and not as high due to the averaging process. Instantaneous
inside of it carries much less momentum. values near the wall rise typically as high as 2.4v0 matching

The vector plots in Figure 3 indicate strong downward well with the numerical values. Note that the numerical
velocities across the core of the microburst. Although the results are for surface velocities which should correspond to
directions vary due to smaller perturbations, the magnitudes maxima in the computed field. The experimental values
are fairly uniform. The large velocities lead the primary however are averaged over the region y = 0.5 to 5.5 mm.
vortex slightly before it encounters the bottom surface Thus, they do not necessarily represent the maximum values
(Figure 3c) and persist after the vortex impingement (Figure found in the boundary layer. The ensemble averages show
3d). The downward velocity vectors decrease in magnitude as that high velocities persist up to the third or fourth row of
the leading vortex expands. Meanwhile. the horizontal vectors (Figures Se. 5f) indicating that the vertical gradient
velocities beneath and behind the primary vortex become above the bottom row is not particularly sharp.
large. Note also the significant upward velocities ahead of Figure 7 reveals an important difference between the
the primary vortex which lift fluid (and secondary structures) PIV and numerical data. In the numerical model the surface
away from the wall (Figures 3e. 3f. 41). These vectors and velocity under the primary vortex continues to increase until
the resulting vorticity distributions are very similar to the 4To after touchdown of the downburst. At this time. the
numerical results of Lundgren et al. (1992) where wall vortex core is near 3.SRO. In the PIV study, however, 4,%
"friction" was included. velocity maximum under the primary vortex occurs slightly

Local velocity magnitudes may be observed more after touchdown (T/T0 = 4.96) when the vortex core is at
readily in Figure 5 where ensemble averages of velocity 1.3R0. As the vortex expands further, the velocity under the
vuCturs for eight separate events are shown. The first four vortex decreases. Hence, as the microburst diverges, the
plots depict every third row of velocity vectors computed, surface velocities calculated in the "friction" model in the
while the last two show every third column. (Note that numerical flow are not good indicators for near-wall
Figures 5d and 5e represent the same time: TfT0 = 4.96). velocities in the experimental flow. In the future, PIV data
Since vortex size and speed vary somewhat from burst to will be obtained for larger RO. so that the comparison along
burst, the results shown are obviously smoothed. the wall can be extended.
Nevertheless. although irregular smaller scale variations and
eddies are suppressed in these plots, the primary structure and
general behavior persist. The first four plots emphasize the 4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
large downward vectors present until Tf/o = 4.96, while the
last two show the large radial vectors underneath and behind In simple dynamical models, downdrafts and
the leading primary vortex ring. horizontal velocity gradients are seen as the largest

The profiles in the first four plots appear similar to contributors to decreases in aircraft "energy" or performance
the numerically computed vectors in the inviscid code of (Bowles (1990)). The PIV results indicate that large
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4 - before dissipating. After the downburat impact, large
Tfro-.4s6 horizontal velocity gradients exist. Sharp increases in

Y (RO) velocity occur near the radial location of the primary vortex
core. Large velocities persist for a radial distance of 1.-Ro

3 behind the vortex core. Then, the velocity decreases
sharply. The current data suggest that aircraft flying at low
altitudes are subject to the greatest danger slightly after
microburst touchdown when both contributions can be quite

"' "6 " -""" large (i.e. at TfT0 = 4.96). After this time. sharp horizontal
"2 ,velocity gradients and associated windshear persist to at

"..- ., least 7T0" the largest time examined with PIV.
......... :•The experimental results can be scaled to atmospheric

::, :.- : :/, :values using existing data from the crash of flight DL 191 at

I . Dallas-Fort Worth airport in 1985. For this downburst.
:4 Lundgren et al. (1992V found RO = 0.7 kn and TO = 23 s.

4. "- 1 " Thus. if the PIV results are extrapolated, the maximum
Y downward and horizontal velocities saee just after touchdown

S . . '', .. are both on the order of 70 m/s. These extremely large
-1 0 1 (RO) 2 velocities would have very severe effects on an aircraft

approaching for landing since a normal aircraft approach
velocity is also about 70 m/s. The PIV results imply that
these large wind speeds should decrease as the microburst

Fig. 6. Contours of vertical velocity for a single microburst diverges. Thus. it is not surprising that the maximum wind
at T/T0 = 4.96. Negative contours (dotted) begin at -0.28vo speed measured at DFW by ground-based Doppler radar (at
with succeeding levels representing increases of -0.45vO. 7R0) was only 35 m/s.
Positive contours (solid) begin at 0.61v0 with succeeding The PIV measurements in the buoyancy-driven flow
levels representing increases of +0,45v0. show reasonable agreement with previous numerical studies,

although some key differences are apparent. Thus far, the
T/Tofi4.96 method allows the determination of two-dimensional

velocity fields in a flow that remains fairly axisymmetric
through its evolution, The ensemble-averaged measuirements

6.06 show that the largest flow scales present are repeatable,
while examination of results from individual bursts shows
that smaller scale structures are also repeatable although

'S I their strength and location can vary from case to case. The
>, current setup yields a spatial resolution of 5 mnm which

corresponds to an atmospheric scale of 90 m. We would like
"to achieve a finer resolution in future studies to gain a clearer

MD understanding of typical velocity gradients near the wall as
3.8t6 well as the size and strength of secondary vortices occurring

there. The development and importance of azimuthal
instabilities will also be examined in future experiments.
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A STUDY OF AN INCLINED CYLINDER WAKE USING DIGITAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
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ABSTRACT noted. Smith et at. (1972) performed experimenca to
investigate the influence of yaw angle on pressure drag

This paper presents results of a preliminary in- and the near wake characteristics of a circular cylin-
vestigation of the wake of an inclined cylinder at a der. They found that the transition in the wake from
Reynolds number of 391. The structure of the flow laminar to turbulent flow was promoted as the yaw
in the plane containing the cylinder axis and parallel angle increased and that the basing of the behaviour
to the free stream was investigated using flow visu- of the wake properties on the normal component of ye-
alisation and cross-correlation digital particle image locity only was incorrect. Knauss et al. (1976) came
velocimetry (DPIV). A cell structure was observed in to a similar conclusion in their experiments on circular
the flow and the length scale of this structure was ex- cylinders.
tracted from the DPIV data. Instantaneous and fluc- Ramberg (1983) investigated wake flows for cylin-
tuating velocity and vorticity fields were also calcu- ders at yaw angles of 00 to 0G and Reynolds numbers
lated and show that a vortex pair travels downstream of 150 - 1100. His results were very sensitive to the
in this plane of visualisation. end conditions used including free ends and end plates.

Wardlaw and Yanta (1984) used a laser-Doppler ve-

1. INTRODUCTION locimeter to measure the wake flow of a tangent ogive
model. The Reynolds number was 1.5 x 106. Sur-

Wake flows are of considerable interest in engi- face pressure measurements were also made. Their

neering, for example in the design of off shore struc- results showed the existence of two small secondary
tures and also in designing buildings to withstand vortices, one on each side of the model, as well as the

wind loadings. The wake of a circular cylinder is of primary vortices. Pol (1985) investigated transition

particular interest as it is geometrically simple and in the boundary layer on the windward side of a yawed

also occurs frequently in engineering structures, cylinder and showed that yaw destabilises the laminar

The wake of a cylinder normal to the flow has flow on the windward surface of the cylinder.

been studied by several authors over many years. Wu Shirakashi et &1. (1986) investigated vortex shed-

et &1. (1994), Williamson (1988) and others noted ding from cylinders inclined at angles of 0", 30" and

the existence of streamwise vortices in addition to the 450 and Reynolds numbers from 800 - 55000. They
usual von Karman vortex street. By contrast the wake used flow visualisation and a hot-wire to investigate

of cylinders inclined to the flow has not been investi- the flow. Their flow visualisation results showed that

gated to anywhere near the same extent. Most of the the flow around a yawed cylinder is highly three-

work in this area has been motivated by the applica- dimensional and that any applicability of the cosine

tion to missiles at angles of attack. law for vortex shedding was incidental. They also con-

Hanson (1966) investigated the vortex shedding cluded that the secondary flow in the wake behind the

frequencies of cylinders inclined at yaw angles from 0o cylinder damaged the regularity of the vortex shedding

to 72?. He noted that the Reynolds number (based on and reduced its frequency.

the free stream velocity and the diameter of the cylin- Van Tuyl (1988) used a vortex filament approach
der) at which shedding started increased with increas- to model the flow past a missile at angles of attack
ing yaw angle. Van Atta (1968) repeated the work of 100 and 19". The results showed good agreement
of Hanson (1966) to clarify the anomalous behaviour with the experimental data. Bull and Dekkers (1969)
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examined vortex shedding from cylinders with very The smooth, black painted, acrylic cylinder of

large aspect ratios at small yaw angles (0- 10*). They 12.7 mm diameter was supported at 45* to the oncom-

found that vortices were shed at much smaller angles ing flow from the top of the working section for the vi-

than previously thought. The same authors (Bull and sualisations containing the cylinder axis, and horison-

Dekkers, 1992) showed that as the yaw angle of a long tally across the working section for the visualisations

cylinder was decreased from 45* to 86, rolling up of of the plane at 45* to the cylinder axis. The water tun-

the separated shear layer was delayed and at 3.5* was nel was open at the top. The length-to-diameter ratio

in excess of 100 cylinder radii. Suzuki (1991) stud- of the cylinder was 27. The Reynolds numbers inves-

ied the computed flow field of a high angle of attack tigated were 391, 889 and 1697 based on the diameter

cone-cylinder. Topological techniques were used to of the cylinder. The quantitative measurements pre-

characterise the flow. sented here are for a Reynolds number of 391 only.
Degani (1992) examined the flow over an ogive The measurements were performed in the core flow of

cylinder at angles of attack of 40* and 60*. He found the water tunnel test section to avoid boundary layer

that there were at least two main frequencies in the effects near the tunnel walls.
flow; a low frequency associated with the primary vor-
tices and a high frequency associated witl4 fluctuations 2.2 Image Acquisition
in the shear layer near the body surface. De Ponte
(1992) investigated the flow around a yawed cylinder The flow visualisations and image acquisition

and showed that the wake vortex structure was dif- were undertaken with an argon-ion laser sheet illu-

ferent from vortex to vortex. They also noted that mination and a Pulnix TM-865 CCD camera and

the roll-up of the vortex sheets is first dominated by recorded on a Sony Hi-6 video recorder. The CCD

a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, exposures per video field were achieved by shuttering

Cross-correlation digital particle image velocime- the laser beam with a computer-controlled nm Model

try (DPIV) is a recent development in velocity vector LS500A mechanical shutter. This shutter has a fre-

field measurement techniques. The cross-correlation quency response up to 500 Hz. A synchronisation sig-

DPIV analysis of single-exposed multiple images al- nal from the Pulnix camera was detected by a PC and

lows unambiguous determination of the velocity di- was used to activate the mechanical shutter. This al-

rection and a better dynamic range than the classi- lows single or multiple exposure of the CCD array per

cal auto-correlation or auto-spectrum DPIV technique video field. The seeding particles used for visualisa-

(Soria 1994). Auto-correlation or auto-spectrum tion of the flow were Q-CEL 570 hollow micro-spheres

DPIV is restricted by the particle size at the low end of with an effective specific gravity of 0.7 and with a

the dynamic range and typically requires image shift- mean particle size less than 30 Am. Three grams of

ing, during multi-exposure of the image, to determine particles per cubic metre of water were added to the

the flow direction unambiguously. water tunnel.

The present work uses a time resolved cross- Frames from the Hi-8 video tape were digitised

correlation DPIV to investigate the spatio-temporal using Mediasuite Pro running on a Macintosh Quadra

evolution of the near wake of an inclined cylinder. 950. The grey images were sent to and analysed on a

Measurements of mean and fluctuating velocity vec- Silicon Graphics workstation. Figure 2 shows a sketch

tor fields and out-of-plane vorticity fields, as well as giving coordinate details and frame positions for the

statistical information and Reynolds stresses, are pre- present work.

sented to illustrate the current possibility of this mea-
surement system using presently available image ac- 2.3 Cross-correlation Analysis of Single Exposed Par-
quisition and computer hardware. ticle Images

The PIV analysis technique applied in this inves-
2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS tigation relies on having available two single-exposed

2.1 Water Tunnel Set-up sequential images of the seed particles in the flow.
If this type of experimental information is available,

The investigation was conducted in a low-speed then it is possible to use a technique of frame-to-frame
closed-circuit water tunnel with a cross-correlation to obtain the instantaneous local dis-
244 mm x 244 mm x 2000 mm test section as shown placement. Cho and Park (1990) have formulated the
in Figure 1. The speed of the water flow is continu- equations of the image processing associated with the
ously variable up to a maximum of 500 mm/s. The cross-correlation PIV analysis in terms of continuous
free-stream turbulence level is typically 0.09% with variables. The PIV analysis used in the present in-
most of the spectral content below 2 Hz. vestigation is the discrete formulation of the cross-
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correlation analysis and is analogous to the formula- two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2-d DFT)
tion used by Willert and Gharib (1991) in their study and the convolution theorem (Bracewell 1986). The
of a vortex ring. calculation of the 2-d DFT is performed via the

Two digital images of seed particles in the flow fast Fourier transform (FFT). The normalised spatial
are acquired with a time separation At. These images cross-correlation follows easily from eq. (3). Nyquist
are represented by rectangular discrete pixel intensity sampling theorem associated with discrete sampled
distributions: data limits the maximum measurable spatial displace-

ment in any sampling direction to half the interroga-
I 1(i,j) and 12(1,3) (1) tion window in that direction. In practice, a realistic

where 0 < i < M - 1 and 0 < j:< N - 1 and M x N is maximum displacement is between 0.2 and 0.3 of the

the size of the digital pictures. In order to determine length of the interrogation window (Keane and Adrian
the local displacement in a small region of the flow, 1990).
the two discrete images I and 1 2 are sampled using The peak in the normalized cross-correlation
a small interrogation window similar to the more tra- function is initially found by a search. A two-
ditional auto-correlation technique (Soria 1993). Al- dimensional Gaussian function is then least squares
though in the present study the sampling location in fitted around this peak region. The location of the
both images is coincident, this is not necessary. The extremum of the functional fit allows the resolution
sub-images of the digitised images I, and 12 are de- of the spatial cross-correlation peak to sub-pixel accu-
noted by Ii and 112, respectively. For an interroga- racy. This algorithm is capable of resolving displace-
tion window of size m x n, the discrete spatial cross- ments of 0.1 ± 0.06 (95% confidence level) pixels.
correlation function between both sub-images is de- The accuracy of the cross-correlation analysis al-
fined as: gorithm was established by using computer-generated

1,n -1 ideal images with Gaussian intensity distributions of

R 1 2(z,y) = E I .(i,j)I, 2(i - ,- ) (2) typical size 1.5 ± I pixel. The tests were conducted

i=O j=O with a 642 interrogation window, as the experiments
were designed to be analysed with this size interro-

where 0 < x < m and 0 < y !r n (Bracewell 1986). gation window. The digital test images were shifted
The discrete spatial cross-correlation function con- relative to each other and analysed. Overlap analy-
tains the information of the average displacement of sis was used, hence the 1444 samples of the measured
the particles in the sampled sub-image. The location displacement are strictly speaking not independent.
of the maximum value of the spatial cross-correlation However, the resolution capabilities and uncertainty
function corresponds to the average displacement of levels still provide a good indication of the measure-
the seed particles in the sampled sub-image. The 1o- ment capabilities of this system. The typical signal-to-
cal average velocity is readily determined by divid- noise ratio of the cross-correlation analysis algorithm
ing this displacement by the time separation At be- is 70 dB.
tween the capture of both images and dividing by the The quality of the acquired images and the abil-
appropriate magnification [pixels/(unit length)]. In ity of the cross-correlation analysis to determine real
the. present analysis algorithm the normalised spatial displacements accurately can also be established by
cross-correlation function defined as: applying the same procedure to experimentally ac-

_ ] r,'_ox E?,=0 I.I(i,j)I.2 (i z~j- Y) quired images. In this case the digital representation

AM, ) =( ) - (3) of a single-exposed image is shifted relative to itself
by a known amount (typically 1-16 pixels). The en-

is used. The value of p(z, Y) ranges between 0 and 1. tire image is then analysed using a 642 interrogation
A value of p(z, y) close to 1 is observed when many window with overlap processing resulting in 2479 sam-
particles in sub-image I.1 match up with their corre- pies. Figure 3 includes the results of the accuracy and
sponding spatially shifted partners in sub-image 1,2. uncertainty analysis for both horizontal and vertical
Smaller cross-correlation peaks are also observed when displacements. Figure 4 shows a histogram for the
individual particle images match up with other parti- horizontal and vertical displacements when ideal and
cle images. The highest correlation peak is considered real images were shifted by 8 pixels in both directions.
to represent the best match of particles between both The automatic cross-correlation analyses of the
sub-images. experimental data yielded typically 90% good vectors.

The direct calculation of eq. (3) is computa- A window size of 642 with an overlap of 0.8 was used in
tionally expensive. Therefore, in the present anal- all analyses. Vectors were automatically rejected dur-
ysis algorithm, eq. (2) is calculated by using the ing the cross-correlation analysis if their displacement
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exceeded 0.25 of the interrogation window size or if and is shown in Figure 8(b). The rms of the fluctuat-
the normalised cross-correlation peak did not exceed ing velocity in the x direction is shown in Figure 9(a)
0.8. Erroneous vectors were automatically removed in and shows that the maximum values of the fluctuat-
the post-processing. The reasons for erroneous vectors ing component occur in the regions between the high
were identified to be due to: (i) lack of particle pairs velocity cells as would be expected as these are the re-
in the interrogation window; and (ii) the presence of gions with the highest shear. The jagged appearance
high velocity gradients within the interrogation win- of the contours is due to the limited resolution. The
dow. After rejection, vectors were replaced by a new Reynolds shear stress contours are shown in Figure
velocity vector which was computed by a least squares 9(b).
interpolation using the neighbouring vectors. An instantaneous velocity vector field at the

downstream station is shown in Figure 10(a) and the

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION corresponding velocity vector field with the overall
mean velocity removed krom the x component of ve-

The flow visualisations show that in the near wake locity in Figure 10(b). The flow pattern relative to

region the mean flow direction is nearly parallel to the n observer moving with the mean velocity shows the
vortical structures in the flow which are not observablecylinder axis. This indicates that there i& a pressure fo h ntnaeu eoiyvco il nFgr

gradient along the cylinder from the leading region of from the instantaneous velocity vector field in Figure

the cylinder to the trailing region. 10(a). The existence of the vortikal structures are cor-

In the plane containing the cylinder axis and roborated in the corresponding out-of-plane vorticity

parallel to the free stream, the flow further down- field shown in Figure 11(a).

stream had an unsteady cell-like structure with al- The instantaneous fluctuating velocity vector

ternate bands of fast and slow flow. This was espe- field was also obtained by calculating the mean veloc-

cially noticeable at the lowest Reynolds number. The ity vector field using 199 instantaneous velocity vec-

shear layers separating the fast and slow mean velocity tor fields and subtracting this mean field from the in-

cells became unstable as the downstream distance in- stantaneous field. The fluctuating velocity vector field

creased and as the Reynolds number increased. This at the same instant as Figure 10(a) is shown in Fig-

instability manifested itself by the rolling up of the ure 10(c). The instantaneous fluctuating out-of-plane

shear layer. vorticity is shown in Figure 11(b). Comparing the
instantaneous vorticity field in Figure 11(a) with the

The quantitative data presented here is only for fluctuating vorticity field in Figure 11(b) shows that
the case of the Reynolds number equal to 391. Figure both contain a clearly observable vortex pair, which
d shows the mean velocity vector field near the cylin- from the time evolution for the vorticity field is ob-
der obtained by averaging 99 instantaneous velocity served to travel in the x direction, but at an angle
vector fields. This plot shows clearly the flow induced to it. The similarity between the instantaneous and
parallel to the cylinder. At the lower edge of the fig- fluctuating out-of-plane vorticity fields also indicates
ure it can be seen that there are two positions along the highly unsteady nature of this flow and that the
the y direction where the velocity is at a maximum. concentrated vorticity regions are highly unsteady.

These peaks are about 30 mm apart. Velocity pro-

files corresponding to three positions in Figure 5 and
three positions in the frame further downstream are 4. CONCLUSIONS
shown in Figure 6. The development of the cell struc-
ture referred to earlier can be easily seen. The auto- The near wake of an inclined cylinder was in-
correlation function of the velocity profiles was calcu- vestigated using cross-correlation digital particle im-
lated directly to extract some information regarding age velocimetry. One hundred and ninety-nine frames
the length scale of the cell structure. These curves are were analysed to yield statistical information about
shown in Figure 7. The autocorrelation for the profile the flow, including mean and fluctuating velocities and
nearest to the cylinder was not calculated due to the vorticity.
insufficient length of the profile. The length scales are An interesting feature of this flow is the cell struc-
found to decrease from approximately 2.5xdiameter ture which was identified qualitatively from the flow
(approximately 30 mm) to about 2.1×xdiameter (ap- visualisations and subsequently quantitatively from
proximately 26 mm) further downstream. DPIV results. This feature has not been observed

Figure 8(a) shows contours of the velocity in the x in the case of cylinders normal to the flow but has
direction averaged over 199 velocity vector fields taken been observed previously for the inclined case. The
at the downstream frame position. The mean vor- length scale of the cells was extracted from the mean
ticity was calculated using least squares interpolation velocity profiles by taking the spatial auto-correlation
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INVESTIGATION OF THE LOCAL FLOW TOPOLOGY IN THE VICINITY OF A

PROSTHETIC HEART VALVE USING PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

F. Hirt, E. Jud, Z. Zhang

Sulzer Innotec AG, Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
CH-8401 Winterthur, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

A study of the local flow structure of the fluid An ideal heart valve replacement can be defined as one that
in a pulsatile flow behind a prosthetic bileaflet heart valve is permits the unrestricted, unidirectional flow of blood and
underway. In a preliminary study the unsteady flow structure when implanted in a human being, will not decrease the
of the fully open valve at constant flowrate is investigated, quality or length of life. Some of the criteria for ideal perfor-
The objective of the research is to develop a better under- mance are: pressure drop, valvular regurgitation, noise,
standing of local flow patterns, in particular the relationship hemolysis and thromboembolism. The latter two are respon-
between the local rate of strain and vorticity. With regard to sible for valve-related mortality. Both are related to non-
the possibility of mechanical hemolysis (destruction of Newtonian hydrodynamic effects which are poorly under-
blood cells) a special focus is directed to the local dissipation stood. From in vitro experiments of hemolysis it is well
of kinetic energy which is for a Newtonian fluid proportional known that there exists a limit to the stress load of the blood
to the second invariant 1., of the rate of strain tensor S. cells. Therefore, knowledge about the magnitude of stresses

in the whole flowtield and at the boundaries (valve surface,
The present experiments are conducted in a pulse duplication vessel wall) is very important. The location of points of
system and the flow structure is analyzed in different view high stresses depends on the design of a valve. Most of the
planes by using a particle image velocimetry (PIV) tech- investigations related to stresses have been conducted by
nique. The vector velocity information is extracted from using single point measurements and statistical means. An
multiply-exposed photographic images of scattered light example cocerning these kind of investigations is given by
from seed particles. The illumination source is a continuous Yoganathan et al. (1986) who studied the wall shear stress
argon laser and the pulse duration is controlled by the due to a mechanical valve in the aortic vessel. A recent
programmable shutter of a novel video-camera with inte- method for the determination of mean velocity and fluctu-
grated light amplifier. The optical measurements are con- ations in pulsatile flow has been published by Baldwin et at
ducted in a Newtonian blood analog fluid where the refractive (1993). In the present work an attempt is made to study the
index is matched to the one of the perspex test sections. stress on the basis of the local deformation of the flow by

using the partial derivatives of the velocity field. The
approach is applied to the flow of a bileaflet valve in the

1. INTRODUCTION symmetry plane at the aortic and the mitral position.

'he application of theories of pulsatile blood flow to the
flow in heart chambers or in prosthetic heart valves is very 2. PULSE DUPLICATION SYSTEM
limited. Exact solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations are
rarely available because the flowfield related to cardiac pros- According to dimensional analysis the flow of the cardio-
theses is often in a transitional stage and slightly three- vascular system can be described by nine independent physi-
dimensional. The design and development of cardiac pros- cal quantities. The condition for physical similarity states
theses has been mainly by the application of experimental that the values of the resuiting parameters must be the same.
facilities. These range in complexity from a simple column for model and original. As a result it follows that physical
of fluid (cf. Kolff, 1959) to complex pulse duplication similarity is fulfilled only with a 1:1 scale of model and
systems such as the one reported by Pickard et at. (1979). original. The intrinsic task for the simulation of the cardiac
The design of an experimental facility for the simulation of cycle is to provide a time dependent cardiac output which
the cardiovascular system involves a thorough analysis of corre.-ponds to the physiological waveform of a human
the fluid dynamics of pulsatile flows. Temple et aL (1964) being. A feedback controlled piston-in-cylinder pump is used
applied the principle of dynamic similarity to the design of a to reproduce the cardiac output. The pump is connected to the
pulse duplicator and conducted a significant in vitro study of left heart ventricle, which consists of the ac lic and the
the flow properties of healthy and diseased human heart mitral test sections. Both are manufactured in perspex and in
valves, the center of each section a prosthetic heart valve is placed.

The contours of the vanes correspond to the vessels of an
average human being (cf. Wieting, 1969). The generated
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pressure waveform and the pulsewave propagation speed is diameter. This dependence enforces a lower limit on particle
determined by the compliance of the large blood vessels and diameter since each light pulse must scatter sufficient energy
the flow resistance of the small capillary vessels. In the to expose the imaging system. This lower limit is coupled
present set up this mechanism is modeled by two compliance with the magnification of the system and the incident energy
elements, one each for the arterial and the venous vessels, provided by the light source. There is also an upper limit to
and by two conventional flow resistors. The compliances the particle size enforced by the requirement of minimal slip
consist of a spring loaded piston in a cylinder. Two springs between the particle and the fluid. The resolution of the flow-
of different stiffness model the arterial and the venous com- field in the vicinity of prosthetic heart valves basically
pliances. The fluid capacity of the venous vessels can be requires small particles. The laser light pulse frequency is
adjusted by using a hydraulic reservoir. With the help of a by- controlled by the shutter of the video-camera. This shutter is
passed centrifugal pump the loop can be operated in a steady controlled by a software via PC. On the photographic image
state mode. The arrangement of the flow loop and its com- the particles leave behind their 'foot prints' which consist of
ponents is seen in the sketch of Fig.l. Pulsatile velocity two or more different scattered light points (principal and
measurements will be conducted in a tuned system defined by tagged). The flow direction is given from the small tagged
the aortic pressure ratio, the flow rate and the frequency (e.g. and the large principal spots. The spatial separation between
120/80 mmHg, 5 I/min and 72 beats per minute). In order to tagging and principal spots is choosen large enough to
phase lock the optical measurement equipment with the ensure that there is no overlap of the images. Because of the
cardiac cycle a pulse generator is coupled with the pulsatile large velocity gradients perpendicular to the mean flow direc-
pump which provides an appropriate number of equally tion several pulse frequencies for the same state of flow were
spaced pulses over one cardiac cycle. By this m-.ans the flow necessary in order to track enough particles in the vortical
data can be collected at specified times during the flow cycle. flowfield. The image is digitized directly by the high density
The aortic and the mitral test sections of the fluid loop are line scan camera and data analysis is carried out from a digital
shown on Fig.2. Since both test sections are manufactured picture of 512 x 512 pixels. The spatial resolution of the
of perspex the influence of the flexible walls is ignored. flowfield is about 60 pmi/pixel. A commercially available
However, an experimental study in the aortic section of algorithm developed by Optimage Ltd. of Edinburgh (cf.
Bellhouse & Talbot (1969) has shown that the influence of Grant & Liu, 1990) is implemented on a PC and used for the
the flexible wall is of no significance to the flow behaviour, data processing and the analysis. This technique allows

instantaneous velocity vector fields to be obtained. The in-
stantaneous velocity fields are based on the random location

3. BLOOD ANALOG FLUID of the seeding particles in the flowfield and are interpolated
onto a structured grid for further analysis.

Blood is a type of connective tissue whose cells are suspen-
ded in plasma. Whole blood is slightly heavier and three to 5 DESCRIPTION OF THE LOCAL FLOWFEELD
four times more viscous than water. A blood sample consists
usually of about 45% cells by volume. These include red Iusualy f aout 5% ell by olue. heseincudered In the present study the stresses and the energy dissipationblood cells (erythrocvtes), white blood cells (leukocytes) andthprsnsudtesrsesadhenrgdiiaioplatdelets (thrombocytes) which playd anls i kortaes) ind due to viscosity are described not in terms of statistical meansbut in terms of the local deformation of the flowfield. Thisblood cloth formation. The use of mammalian blood in fluid proach is based on the assumption that the fluid motion is
mechanical experiments is very difficult because of the clot approacribase by the ading t e hm flaiTamorionris
formation in contact with artificial surfaces. Since optical locally describable by the leading terms of a Taylor series
techniques are applied the fluid must be transparent. There- expansion for the velocity field in terms of space co-ordinates. The local deformation of the flowfield is deter-
fore, a Newtonian blood analog fluid with the same viscosity mined by the partial derivatives of the velocity field whichas blood has been used. This fluid is a mixture of saturated form the 3x3 matrix of the local velocity gradient tensor W
aqueous sodium iodide and 25% glycerin and possesses a (for details see Batchelor. 1967). The velocity gradient tensor
kinematic viscosity of 3.5 cS at 23*C. In order to avoid the (for details see iathe 1967) The velocitymgrie tnsapplication of optical correc-tions the refractive index is may be decomposed in the usual way into its symmetric and
matpichation of1.4 o fptheal prerspe thes sefrctionsbydadding antisymmetric parts by W = S + R where S is the rate ofmatched to n = 1.49 of the perspex test sections by adding strain and R is the vorticity tensor respectively. The eigen-
aqueous glycerin. The refractive index is measured by a values X of a second order tensor A satisfy the characteristicconventional Abbe-Refractometer. By using a Newtonian
fluid the influence of the cells on the viscosity is not des- equation
cribed correctly. However, it is pointed out by Skalak et al. 03+I, 2 + ll = 0 (1)
(1989) that the non-Newtonian influence becomes important
if the vessel diameter is comparable to the blood cell size. where the three matrix invariants are:
This is the case for the fluid mechanics in capillaries.

1= -trace A (2)

4. APPLIED PIV-TECHNIQUE II = L (trace[A]2 - trace [A2]) (3)
2

The applied PIV- technique uses one thin light sheet at 900 to
the imaging axis thus illuminating only particles that lie in II =- det [A] (4)
one plane. This approach provides a planar vector velocity
field and effectively filters out particles with a significant The quantities 1s, 11, ill, denote the invariants of the rate of
velocity perpendicular to the light sheet. The amount of fil- strain tensor S respectively. Associated with the three
tering is determined by the thickness of the light sheet. There independent components of the vorticity tensor R is the
is a strong dependence of scattered light intensity on particle vorticity vector (0. It turns out that a general flowfield is
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characterized by fundamental flow patterns which can all be This is an interesting result which indicates that the local
classified in space of matrix invariants. A review of this type maximum tolerated change of internal energy due to viscous
of analysis is given by Perry & Chong (1987) and Chong et stresses is a constant within the time range of interest. The
aL (1988). Accordingly the local topology of an incom- value of the constant depends slightly on the blood cell type
pressible flow at a point is described by the second and third (cf. Fig. 3).
invariants (I1-111 plane). Thereby the characteristic equation
(I) can have either real roots or a pair of conjugate complex
roots. For incompressible flow (I = 0) the relation 7. RESULTS

Based on the outlined analysis the flowfield behind the fully
II = ± 2a• (-Il )m (5) opened valve is investigated for one valve geometry in the

9 aortic and the mitral position. The velocity gradients used to
construct invariants and vorticity were all scaled with the

divides real roots from complex roots in the Il-IlI plane. valve orifice diameter and the average orifice flow speed. The
Complex eigenvalues are associated with a focus where local nominal Reynolds number based on these quantities is about
trajectories may spiral outwards (stretched) or inwards (com- Re = 3000 for the experiments reported here. A snapshot of
pressed). The real eigenvalues represent a topology in the 3D- the velocity vector field is shown for the aortic position on
space which is a combination of node and saddle (cf. Fig. Fig. 4. This has been obtained by interpolation of PIV-
6&7). flowfield visualisation onto a structured grid. The topology of

this flowfield shows a saddle and two counterrotating large
scale vortices. A scatter plot of the magnitudes of vorticity

6. DEFORMATION OF A FLUID PARTICLE versus the rate of strain is made for each of the grid points.
AND THE LINK TO HEMOLYSIS Thereby it is indicated that the small scale motions are con-

fined within a wedge which is defined by the vorticity free
The mechanical dissipation of kinetic energy due to viscous potential flow and the pipe flow. Motions with a high rate of
friction is expressed in terms of the dissipation function strain are in general associated with a high magnitude of
which is defined as vorticity. A weak preference towards rates of strain which are

4 =- 4vll5  (6) about twice as large as the vorticity is visible. The smallest
eddies near the centerline of a pipe flow have for the present

where v is the kinematic viscosity. In the case of an incom- Reynolds numbers a length scale which is about 0.07 times
pressible fluid and if thermal diffusion is neglected the change the diameter (cf. Bradshaw, 1978). This length represents an
of internal energy u of a fluid particle is given by upper limit for the size of small scale eddies; it corresponds

also to the mesh size of the present data analysis. The mea-
sured velocity vector field of the mitral side is presented on

Du € (7) Fig. 5. This flow is characterized by a separation line and a
vortex which is generated near the boundary. The associated

It is shown below that this relation also plays an important scatter plot indicates a strain dominated flow behaviour with
role for hemolysis. Thereby it is assumed that cell membranes rates of strain more than twice those of the aortic flow.
possesse a strain energy function u such that the material
derivative of this function is equal to the fluid stress power The local change of internal energy u is according to (7)
per unit volume. According to data of different experimenters proportional to the second invariant of the rate of strain
(cf. Giersiepen, 1988) the maximum shear stress r which can tensor. The magnitude of this quantity is plotted in Fig. 6
be applied to blood cells without damaging them is dependent for the aortic flow at each grid point in the symmetry plane.
on the loading time At. In Fig. 3 the maximum load of shear The peaks correspond to high dissipative motions (equa-

stress for the red blood cells (erythrocytes) and the platelets tion 7) which are of potential danger with respect to hemo-
(thrombocytes) are plotted versus the loading time. Accor-is representedding to these plots the relation by a single scatter plot in the lH, - ll plane. Thereby the

scattered points are bounded by the relationship (5).

9 At = constant (8) Following the analysis of Chong et al. (1988) the local

trajectories of the fluid particles of these small motions can
describes the cell behaviour within the time range of interest be classified in terms of the invariants. For the present data at

in good approximation. Thereby the shear stress, the rate of the aortic position it is found that all the small motions
have a 3D-topology of the type stable node/saddle/saddle as

shear j, and the second invariant of the rate of strain tensor II., sketched on the scatter plot. In this connection it is inter-
are related as esting to note that direct numerical simulations of shear

layers by Chen ei al. (1990) showed that in their flow the
Sy - !I, . (9) local topology of small scale motions with high rate of strain

are of the type unstable node/saddle/saddle.
The combination of (6), (7), (8) and (9) leads to a relation
between the local change of strain energy and the material The change of the internal energy at the mitral position and
property of blood cells at the same flowrate as for the aortic flow is shown in

Fig. 7. From there it is recognized that the peaks are more

S Aum - than four times higher than in the aortic case. Also the spatial
S -o (10) density of the peaks is higher which indicates that the fluid is

Dt At At in a mixed state. The scatter plot in invariant space reflects
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the highly dissipative motions of this flow. The maximum Batchelor G.K. 1967, An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics.
negative value of the second invariant is twice as high as that Cambridge University Press.
of the aortic flow. Most of the motions of high dissipation Bellhouse B.J., Talbot L. 1969. The fluid mechanics of the
have a preference towards the axis where the third invariant
vanishes. The topology of these motions is of the type stable
line node/unstable line node/no flow. .Bradshaw P. 1978. Turbulence. Topics of Applied Physics

Vol 12, Springer.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK Chen J.H., Chong M.S., Soria J., Sondergaard R.. Perry A.E.,

Rogers M., Moser R., Cantwell B.J. 1990. A Study of the
Topology of Dissipating Motions in Direct Numerical Simu-An attempt is made to describe a part of the 3D-flowfieid in lations of Time - Developing Compressible and Incom-

the vicinity of a prosthetic heart valve in terms of matrix pressible Mixing Layers. Center for Turbulence Research,
invariants. These are derived from PIV measurements. As a Prec. Summer Program. Stanford University.
result, a link between the maximum stresses leading to defor-
mation of the blood cells and the second invariant II, of the Chong M.S., Perry A.E., Cantwell B.J. 1988, A general

rate of strain tensor S has been made. Based on the inves- classification of three-dimensional flow fields. The Physics

tigation the following conclusions can be drawn: of Fluids A 2 (5), pp 765-777.

Giersiepen M. 1988. Ermittlung von Str6mungsprofilen und
o A new method of using Laser P1V measurements to quanti- Schubspannungen an Herzklappenprothesen mit Hilfe der

fy the rate of strain in a plane section of the flow down- Laser-Doppler-Anemometrie in Pulsatiler Stromung. Diss.
stream of a bileaflet heart valve has been developed. Technische Hochschule Aachen.

o Motions with a large local rate of strain are related to a Grant I., Liu A. 1990, Directional ambiguity resolution in
high dissipation rate of kinetic energy due to viscosity. partticle image velocimetry by pulse tagging. Experiments in

Locations of high dissipation are of potential danger for Fluids, Vol. 10, pp 71-76.

the damage of blood cells. Kolff W.J. 1959, Mock circulation to test pumps- designed

for permanent replacement of damaged hearts. Cleveland
o A large local rate of strain is associated with a large Clinique Quarterly, 26, pp 223.

negative value of the second invariant of the rate of strain
tensor. Perry A.E., Chong M.S. 1987, A description of eddying

motions and flow patterns using critical-points concepts.

o The flow structure at the mitral position is characterized Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., 19, pp 125-155.
by a high rate of strain which is more than twice as large Pickard M.L., O'Bannon WO., Lloyd Mi., De Bakey M.E.
as the one of the aortic flow. 1979, Computer managed in vitro testing of ventricular assist

devices. Trans Am Soc Artif Intern Organs, 25. pp 192.
o The local 3D-topology of small motions in the aortic and

the mitral section is dominated by trajectories of the type Skalak R., Ozkaya N. 1989, Biofluid Mechanics.
node/saddle/saddle or stable line node/unstable line node/ Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., 21, pp 167-204.

no flow. Temple LJ., Serafin R., Calvert N.G., Drabble J.M. 1964,

Principle of Fluid Mechanics Applied to Some Situations in
The preliminary results show that the large amount of infor- the Human Circulation and Particularly to the Testing of
mation of small scale motions of the 3D-flowfield can be Valves in a Pulse Duplicator. Thorax, Vol. 19, pp 261-267.
mapped into a single scatter plot in invariant space. This
methodology provides an elegant criterion for the judgement Wieting D. 1969, Dynamic Flow Characteristics of Heart

of the performance of prosthetic heart valves with respect to Valves. PhD. Thesis, The University of Texas at Austin.

hemodynamics. A complete picture of small motions within Yoganathan A.P., Woo Y., Sung H. 1986, Turbulent Shear
the cardiac cycle will be obtained by the application of the Stress measurements in the Vicinity of Aortic Heart Valve
present approach to different phase locations. Prostheses. J. Biomechanics. Vol. 19 (6), pp 433.
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup of the pulse duplication system IiF.IO' for flow studies in thc vicinity of cardiac
prostheses. Experiments are conducted by using a Newtoria'i blood analog fluid for which the
refractive index is matched to the one of the perspex test seCti.)ns.
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FIGURE 2. Destgn of the aortic and the mitral test sections according to Wieting (1969). The heart valves are
inserted in the middle of each section. Optical measurements are conducted downsteamn of the valves.
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FIGURE 3. Maximum tolerated shear load of blood cells in dependence of the loading time. The data represent
results from in vitro experiments of different researchers given by Giersiepen ( 1988).
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FIGURE 4. Snapshot of the velocity vector field at the fully open bileaflet valve in the symmetry plane of the
aortic position. The corresponding scatter plot represents the relationship between the magnitude
of the rate of strain and the solid body rotation (vorticity) at every grid point. In this case small local
motions with a large rate of strain are associated with a large solid body rotation. Large rates of strain
lead to high rates of dissipation of kinetic energy due to viscosity and therefore are critical with
respect to hemodynamics.
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FIGURE 5. Snapshot of the velocity vector field at the fully open bileflet valve in the symmetry plane of the
mitral position. The corresponding scatter plot represents the relationship between the magnitude
of the rate of strain and the solid body rotation at every grid point. It is noted that the local rate of
strain in this case is more than double as large as for the aortic flow. Most of the motion. jf large
rate of strain are associated with a large solid body rotation.
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FIGURE 7. The local change of internal energy corresponding to the flow state of Fig. 5 at the mitral position.
It is noted that the peaks are more than four times higher than in the aortic position at the same
flowrate. The scatter plot in invariant space indicates that most of the motions with large rates of
strain are concentrated at Ill, = 0. The local 3D-topology of these motions corresponds to the type
stable line node/unstable line node/no flow.
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COMPARI[SON OF Ply DATA WIrh IOT.WIRE MEASUREMIENTS AND CALCULATIONS OBTAINED FOR
INSTABDLITES IN A FLAT PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER

M~rscher

Institut furt Strzatungunedianik
Deutsche Forscumngsanstalt flit LuAM- und Raumfahit (DLR)

Bunsenstrafe 10, 37073 Gattingen. Germanty

ABSTRACT appearance of counter-rotatiflg strfl amwe vortices is a
consquec of the secondary instability. Thren vortice bknow

Aulificialy forced instabilities were studied experimnentally in a A-4Ortles grw very rapidly and lead on the breaIkdown
the transition region of a Blasius boundary layer in air by means withini a few wavelengths after onset of thu-imuoa

of Particle Image Velocimetry (PM) aid hot-wine aneriweetry. distortion. The coccurrence of A-vortices in a plane parallel to
Reproducible and constant conditions in the development of the the surface of the flat plate is characterized by two possible
instabilities waes achieved by forcng the boundary layer with tye of spanwue periodic arrangements. Thw so called
well controlled disturbances. The arrangement for artificial fusdaumtetl transition type is cberacterizd by an aligned
excitation providles the possibility to generate the fundamental strearuwise patern of the A-vortices whereas tde ssbWatmm
arnd the ibbwarmnic transition typ as well. Out of the hmasitie type appeas with a staggered streamwise pattern.
instantaneous veokcity fields of the MIV recordintgs integral Which type of transition is preaent depends an the nature and
quantities were obtained by means of data analysis. Thewe dhe scale of the thre-dimensional disturbmnces. The extension
integral data were compared with data achieved by the hot-wie of the knowledge about this muechanism enables the prediction
measurements and calculations (Numerical Simulation). The and control of transitiort as required fior applications in fluid
procedure itsel to obtain integral data out of the FIV recordings mechanical egneig
and the limiting parameters of this procedure will be presented.

2. EXPERLMENTAL SET-UP

1.INTRODUCTION The experiments were condiucted in the. Low Turbulence Wind
Tunnel of DLIX Fig.l. It is an Eliffel type, tunnel with a high

PIV is increasingly used to investigate intnacu tw- contraction ratio of 16:1. The measurements wone conducted at
dimensional veocity fields in a wide domin5i of flute' a free-stream velocity of U_ =11I m/s and a turbiulence level of
mechanical applications. Adrian (1991), Kosuperihans et al. 0.05%
(199. 1994). Lwuengo (1988). For the case of a flat plate
boundary layer flow in air, Fischer et aI. (199) demnonstrated
the applicability of PrV for the investigation at instabilities-

properties of MIV which motivate the wse of this measurement

ftedmiq for this kind of fluid mechanical researeic- The fact of
working instantaneously, the popaibility to obtain information Min_ ____

a complete velocity fiold at once and the non-intrusive method ---
of operation.

The transitional ;nproces in a boundary layer is determined by a
mechanism of generation and decomposition of various
inkstabilities. Small disturbances can cause primary instability
and bead so the beginning of the transition process. Primary L1m-tsqn:
instabilit of such a boundary layer occurs as two-dimensional A-0. 2dsfs
travelling waves known as Toclluae-Schilctlg waves MT Fa. ywTruecWidunl
wave), N the amplitudes of the 73 waves grow above a certain iiLwTruec adTne
threshold value, a new state of the flow is present. This Ther dimnensions of the closed test section are 0.3 m in width
modulated flow is sensitive to three-dimensional disturbances. anid 1. in in height.
The amplification of these disturbances leads to a three-
dimensrioal distortion of the TS waves. The following
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The flat plate model was vertically moutnted in the test section
of the tunnel. Fag.2.

rN [.FIW hum k" Pk-

3-P FeWW

Fig. 3 Data evaluation

-"ce 3. RESULTS

Fig Exemuastu 3.1. PIV measrements

As mentioned above, the height of the light sheet above the
con~ti *plate was varied during the experiments, but in this work onaly

In order to get reparducable anid constant cnionmde the results for a height of 0.5 mun will be considered. This
development of the instabilities, well controlled disturbances haeighit corresponds in our case to the height of the inne
were excited in the boundary layer by a flush mounted slot in maximumn of the TS wave eigenfunction. For the generation of
tde plate. lThe disturbances were generated by means of a the fundamental transition type we used a sae wave with a
periodic fluid motion as a result of periodic jwessur certain amplitude as excitation signal for the loudspeaker. The
oscillations generated oinm a loudspeaker. The excitation level frequency of the fundamental sine wave was f-154 Hz.
was controlled as Sound Pressure Level (SPL) with a

-kqo
For our optical investigations a N&YAG laser system was_______
utilized, Kompenhans and Reichniuth (1987). The original________
wavelength of 1064 nm is converted to the visible 532 tnm
wavelength via a frequency doubling crystal. The laser emits_________
light pulses of about 16 usec duration and pulse energies of 70
tel. The lase was triggered by the excitation signal for the
loudspeaker, so that a fixed phase relation among the artificial a -____________

excitation and the recorded unages is guaranteed. The light .... __.__....

sheet with constant thickness was aligned parallel to the surface
of the flat plate model and its height above the plate was varied -

between 0.5 and 3.5 mm. The pictures were recorded with a......
commercial Contax RIM pboto camera, a specially corrected ........ ____

objective for short object distances and a highly sensitive film _____________

(3200 ASA)ý The recorded are was 0.184013 mn;. Because of
the small, fluctuation amplitudes of the instabilities we used a____________
towting mnorvr to increase the aceuracy of the velocity data (the ~ i.a .55 ______Ai

lowest attainable limit was u'U1..n0.5 %) This high speed
mnuror system has been successfully applied to low speed as _ _ _ _

well to high speed flows, Raffel, (199). The rouaton frequency
ranges oinm 0.5 to 50 Hz. thus covering a range of shift _____

velocities ioan 1 to 500 III/. _ _ _ _ _

................
The tracer particles an the flow wen olive oW droplets. They .__....__
were produced by means of a Laskin nozzle. Pressurized air, ________

injectedl in olive oil. leads to the formation of oil droplets with a :.~.:

meat diamnete of I inn. The I ,ogeneatts seeding of the flow______
was realized by feeding the particles into the flow upstream of ..........

die grid and the screens of the wind tunnel. Thmejiricle density 14............ ..
in the flow was about 102 to 103 particleahun-i. Fo the dafta
evaluation of the FIV recordings an optical Fourier processor
was utilized for the formation of the Young's fringes. The~ Fig. 4 Foeld of instantaneous velocity fluctuations (u'. v),
following second Fourier tranformation was performed fundamental transition type, a) SFL= 106.0 MB,
digitally in at Imag ]Processing Computler. Vogt (1993)ý Fig.3. b) SPLelOS8.6 dB
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Figure 4a shows for an excitation level of SPL= 106.0 dB the 3.2. Data analysis
fundamental transition type as distribution of instantaneous

vcw-/ fluctuations V. V'. The flow direction is. as in all in order to comipare the achieved PIV data with data obtained
folk-, sng evaluated MV recordings, (sun left to right. R is the by hotwire anemomnety and Numerical Simulation, Kleiae and
square-root of the Reynolds number related so x. Beginning Zang (1991). a program for data analysis was developed. With
fiam left one can see the development of a 7'S wave with this program spatial mns-valucs (rms i.e. mort mean square)
increasing amplitude in streunwise direction. The magnitude of were obtained out -3f the evaluated PIV recordings. Under
the strearnwise wavelength is X,-2.5 an. It compares well with certain conditions, which will be described a little bit later, it is
the wavelength obtained for this frequency by stability proper to compare these spatial nus-values of the MIV
calculations based on the prmniary, local and linear theory, recotdiaigs with temporal rms-values obtained by hot-wire
Birenstein (1987). For the same observation are as in th measUuneents and spatial ins-valucs obtained by a Numerical
previous Figure, Figure 4b, presents due to the higher excitation SiniiiatlamL
level of SPL=-108.6 dB late stages of transition. At R=580 the The general features of the program presents Figure 6. Each
onset of three-imensional distortion of the previjously two-. evaluated MIV recording is divided in rows (along R. see Figure
dimensional I'S wave becomes avlden. Movin dontra 4) anod columns (along y). In Figure 6a U (conmponent of the
the three-dimensional distortion becomes intemified an leas- total velocity in streamnwise direction) is shown as circles for an
finally to the development of A-vortices in the typical aligned Slbitrary tow of an evaluatd FlY recording.
streamuwise pattern. The streamwise wavelength at this stage @ 16.4
remains the same as in the 1'S wave stag,.. Planes of enhanced 6.2
(peak) and reduced (valisy) amplitude are clearlyI
distinguishable. *,6.0

For the lower excitatson level of SPL=-105 dB Figure 5a shows 5
fivim left to right the sudden development of A-vortices
appeasing in a staggered pattern typical for the subbiarmonic 5.4
transition type It can be more clearly seen in Figure 5b for a ____________

higher excitation level, SPL=-108.0 dB. It is remarkable that X,550 $G0 650 700
at the stage of fully developed A-vortices has been doubled R -

compared to the wavelength at the T'S wave stage. @ 4

- ~ -2

-4

_______- . .550 600 650 700

--- 1 - --- -----

* ---.... . ...-.....
..-......... .-

I ~soR~A*,I ... 550 1 Ob0 650 700

* - . . .,......Z. Fig. 6 Program steps for dafta analysis

- __________In the following this curve will be approximated by a least-
a - ________________square fit (solid line). For each measuring point the value of

_________velocity fluctuation u' can be achieved by subtracting the
____________functional value of the least-square fit fiam the total velocity.

- Due to the fact, that the MIV pictures were recorded phase-
fixed, it is possible to compare for the asam tow several MIV

- ~recordings of one case of excitation. Figure 6b shows together
- E -~tecre fu vrRfrn7 FIV recordings. During the data

analysis n ranged between 5 and 20. For each measuring point
it is now possible to calculate out of the number of n values of

Fig. 5 Field of instantaneous velocity fluctuations (V, v),+
subharmonic transition type, a) SPL= 105.0 dB uf a statistical +velocity fluctuation if . Figure 6c presents finally
b) SPL= 106.0 dB the curve of if over R. In the last step the program calculates
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always over the range of one wavelength k. a spatial runs-value. growth over one wavelength is considerable larne. so that the
Due to the periodical behaviour af the instability development used assumnption could not be longer valid. Thus, for this cam it
in~ space and tume and furthermore the assumption that the makes no longer sense to calculate spatial urns-values out of the
increase or decrease of the amplitude over one wavelength is PIV recording.
sufficiently low, it is proper to compare a spatial runs-value
obtained for a certain spatial domain with a temporal runs-value 3.4 PIV vs. caIcU~tiboU

obtaned t oe pont wthi thi domin.Figure 8 shows the curves of fi,.. over R for peak- and valley-
3.3. PIV vs& hot-wlire plane obtained from MIV data and a Numerical Simulation

(NS). The excitation parameters ame the sane as in Figure 7sa
For the fundamental transiton type Figure 7a shows for a peak- Thec starting-conditions and information about the sine of the
plane (p) the curves of spatial mis-value (i.,, PlY data) and calculation-boxt were taken from the experimnt.L In spite of the
temporal rms-value u. (hot-weem data) along R. The excitation fact tha the corresponded curves in peak- and valley-plane
level was SPL= 108.6 dB. Additionally, the curve of in. (PlY sho partly som large deviations fromn each other, ther Is

data alng fo a ally-plne v) an e sen.qualitative the same behaviour distinguishable in the instability
alon R fr avally-pane v) at b ~developmtent of experiment and theory. However, the mai

t0 purpose of this comparison was to get information from the
a Simulation about the amplitudes of the three-dimiensional

9 :'jSPL=108.6 dB disturbances, which wer completely unknown in the

a - experiment.

6 0
P p(hot-wJ o

t~ 4AGI

0 A- y(PJIV)--
300 400 500 600 700 800 .5 ---- , -

SAO TI(AS -l

14b SPL= I11.8 dB v~ -4V I

po (hot -'sJ R

a Fig. 8 Spatial runs-value (a.) along R obtained from PIY dafta
and calculations, fiundainental transition type,

S SPL=-1O8.6 dB
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Flow Measurement of a Two - Phase Fluid around
Cylinders in a Channel using Particle Image Velocimenry

Y A. Hassan, R. S. Martinez, 0. G. Philip, and W. D. Schmidl

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Texas A&M University

College Station, TX 77843-3133

Abstract ,

The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
flow measurement techniqt- was used to study
both single-phase flow and two-phase flow over
cylindrical rods inserted in a channel. First, a
flow consisting of only a single-phase fluid was
studied. The experiment consisted of running a
laminar flow over four rods inserted in a channel.
The water flow rate was 126 cm3/s. Then a two-
phase flow was studied. A mixture of water and ow ma am
small air bubbles was used. The water flow rate
was 378 cm3/s and the air flow rate was
approximately 30 cm3/s. Then the data was
analyzed to obtain the velocity fields for both
experiments.

1. Introduction

One of the major concerns with steam • ,, ,a
generator operation is the tube vibration caused
by turbulent flow buffeting. The vibration can -"
cause wear on the tube joints which may mm a*
eventually lead to ruptures and leaks. This repair
procedure can be very costly. Figure 1 shows a Figure 1. Typical U-tube Steam Generator
typical U-tube steam generator. To help avoid
this problem, experimental data is needed to test to use the PIV technique to study the flow around
the empirical correlations which predict the cylinders in a channel and to find the velocity of
behavior of the turbulent flow around the both phases in a two-phase flow. This
cylinders, Blake (1987), Hassan (1991), Wu information might be useful for developing or
(1994). The PIV flow measurement technique improving computer models which simulate this
can be used to acquire that experimental data, type of flow field. It may also be useful for
Adrian (1991). understanding the structure of two- phase flows.

The use of the PIV flow measurement
technique is an improvement over conventional 2. Experimental setup
single sensor methods, such as laser doppler
anemometry or hot-wire anemometry, because it The PIV setup for this experiment
offers the opportunity of capturing all the in- included two charged coupled device (CCD)
plane velocities of a spatial velocity field cameras, two frame grabber boards, an image
simultaneously. The objective of this study was
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with a set of cylindrical lenses, and passed aperture setting. The data from each CCD
through the moving fluid under study. The camera was stored on its respective frame
lenses shape the light from a 7 mm circular beam grabber board, before being transferred to hard

into a sheet of light approximately 2 mm thick disk.
and 5 cm long. The air bubbles for the experiment were

The Plexiglas channel is 3.05 m long. Its generated by positioning a nozzle at the bottom of
height is 8 cm and its width is 15 cm. The the channel. The nozzle generated the bubbles by
cylindrical rods do not allow light to pass breaking up the inlet flow of air with a stream of
through them. To capture the flow on the far side water. The flow through the channel consisting
of the rod, two planes of light were used. This of water and entrained air bubbles was then
was done by inserting a beam splitter lense in the straightened by a set of two screens inserted in
laser light's path. This was done before the the channel. The screens also filtered out the

cylindrical lenses. large air bubbles.
The first camera was positioned The seeds which were used to track the

perpendicular to the rod. The second camera was water flow were 6 micron diameter, neutral
positioned perpendicular to the first camera. A density (1.02 specific gravity), thermoplastic
beam splitter prism was used so that both microspheres for the single-phase experiment.
cameras could view the same view plane Red fluorescent, 30 micron, neutral density (1.02
simultaneously. fluorescent seeds (fluoresce red specific gravity) microspheres were used for the
when struck by green light) were used in the two-phase flow experiment. Figure 3 shows the
two-phase flow experiment so they could be flow path of the air bubbles and water around the
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acquired only the bubbles). The water flow was
378 cm3 /s and the air flow was estimated to be This study showed that a two-phase
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Figure 3. Two-Phase Flow Experiment

Figure 4. Single-Phase Flow Experiment Binary Overlay

cylinder in the channel. upper and a lower). Then the binary image is
The data for the experiment was acquired converted into an array of tracers by c-)nmbining

by first establishing a steady flow through the the spots in the binary image. This array is input
channel. Then the data acquisition sequence was into a tracking algorithm, to produce the velocity
triggered from the computer. The data set was vectors, Hassan (1992).
stored to the hard drive of the computer. Then Figure 5 shows the velocity vectors from
the next set of datm was captured. the movement around the four cylinders in the

single-phase experiment. The recirculation
3. Results regions are visible behind the cylinders. Figure 6

was produced by subtracting 0.65 of the mean
Once the data is acquired, the first step is velocity from all the vectors in the flow field to

to convert the gray scale data images to binary enhance the region behind the cylinders. Figure
images. This was done with a local threshold. 7 is a plot of the vorticiry of this flow field. The
Figure 4 shows an overlay of 13 binary images water flow rate was 126 cm 3 /s. The resulIts from
(one 'dataset) from the single-phase flow thexrintso dtathevrgeelcy
experiment around 4 rods. The tracks of the teexrintsodththeargevlcy
seeds around the rod are clearly visible. There of the water was approximately 0.01 m/s.
are two recirculation regions behind the rods (an Figure 8 shows the velocity field of the
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bubbly flow around a cylinder in a channel can
be effectively studied using the PIV flow
visualization technique. Ile technique can be
used to obtain the velocity field from this type of
flow field.
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ABSTRACT measurements. The velocity field over a pitching airfoil
has also been explored by means of hot wires (De Ruyck

The unsteady flowfield above a NACA 0012* airfoil and Hirsch 1984) and most recently, by use of the Laser
pitching under deep dynamic stall conditions has been Doppler Anemometry (LDA) technique (Wernert al.
investigated in a low-speed wind tunnel by means o1992a). However, to study the mechanisms involved in
Particle Image Velocimetry measurements and laser- such an unsteady flow, it would be better to have
sheet visualizations. The PIV results show the occurrence instantaneous data about the whole velocity field at one's
of small-scale structures in the separated flowfield and disposal: therefore, a global method such as-the Particle
even within the dynamic stall vortex for increasing inci- Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique seems to be best
dences, and the complex flow behaviour during the suited.
downstroke regime. Due to the finite shutter speed of the The purpose of the experiments reported here is to
video camera, the visualization technique cannot record characterize the unsteady separated flowfield over a
such structures: instead. we obtain a large-scale vortex pitching airfoil oscillating under deep dynamic stall
rolling up in the upstroke. Thus it is seen that PIV allows conditions: for this, both PIV and laser-sheet
to better analyze the qualitative visualization pictures visualization techniques are used.
obtained when investigating unsteady separated
flowfields. 2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

1. INTRODUCTION 2.1 Wind Tunnel and Airfoil

Because of the requirement of increased perfor. The experiments were conducted in the ISL low-
mance and maneuverability, unsteady separated flow speed wind tunnel, described by Jaeggy (1982). This
pm enad haneuve receilit, inu ensteadyselopmntd ofow tunnel has an open and rectangular test section of 70 cmphenomena have received, in recent developments of width, 90 cm height and 80 cm length. The freestream

aircraft technology, a great deal of attention. In the th.buleceis an 0 c.
particular case of a helicopter in high-speed forward turbulence is less than 0.25 %.

fligt. he etretin roor bade exeriece cobi-The airfoil had a NACA 0012 profile of c = 20 cmflight, the retreating rotor blades experience a combi- chord and 56 cm span. It was mounted between two
nation of high incidences and low velocities of the circular end plates of plexiglass (diameter 40 cm) in orderoncoming freestream, so that an unsteady stalled to assure a two-dimensional flow in the vertical center

flowfield can be obtained over the blade. It is of course
of great importance to be able to characterize the flow plane of the test section. The airfoil oscillated around an
phenomena involved in this flight configuration. axis at 25% chord from the leading edge.

It has been very soon noticed that the basic effects
of this stalled flow could be reproduced in a realistic way 2.2 Driving Mechanism
by simulating a two-dimensional sinusoidally pitching
airfoil (McCroskey and Fisher 1972).This simplification The airfoil motion to be investigated is provided by
has led to numerous experimental investigations (for a novel system (Wernert et al. 1992b) which includes an
example Carr et al. 1977) which have shown the relation automated apparatus (Asea Brown Boveri type Procontic
between the main features observed on the lift and T300) that can be programmed by the user, two variablepitching moment curves (delay of stall to higher inci- speed drives, each controlling a brushless motor (this
dences and much higher maximum values with respect system has been designed to produce two kinds of mo-
to the steady case) and the formation, development and tions: pitching and heaving motions) and a support
subsequent shedding of an organized vortex structure onthe airfoil: this phenomenon is widely known under the system, essentially adapted to transmit the motions from
ther adyni: thist phenome iswdely k98. uthe motors to the airfoil by means of mechanical partsterm 'dynamic stall" (McCroskey 191). such as: rotating arms, cardans, driving belts. etc (see Fig.

Most of these experimental results were obtained by 1).
qualitative flow visualizations and quantitative pressure
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Phe ,oig moion of both the camera (one picture every 40 ms) and the
airfoil motion (period of 150 ms). it appeared that after£i,100 4 complete periods (600 ms). the pictures were again

( taken at the same phases of the airfoil motion.
hear.t molion Therefore, we had to take several sequences with inter-

ruption of the camera between successive sequences in
order to get pictures at random phases of the airfoil mo-
tion. With this operating procedure, it became possible
to obtain several hundreds of pictures taken at different
phases of the airfoil motion.

Of course, it was also essential to know the airfoil
incidence for each recorded video frame: therefore, a
display system showing the instantaneous incidence of the
airfoil measured by an incremental rotary encoder was
mounted near the airfoil, in the sight field of the camera;

ml,M: molors a synchronization system based on the camera output
video signal was developed (see Fig. 2) in order to freeze

Fig. 1: Schema of the airfoil driving mechanism the incidence value displayed at the instant when the
CCD-sensor of the camera begins to record the picture.
This system allowed us to know the instantaneous inci-The control of these motions is made by comparison dence of the airfoil for each picture with an accuracy of

of the actual angular position of the motors and the value 0.010.
computed by the automated apparatus. The angular po-
sitions of the motors, the pitching incidence and the
heaving position of the airfoil are given by incremental
rotary and linear encoders. The accuracy of these
encoders is respectively 0.09° and 5 pim . seeding

The airfoil motions are programmed on the basis of u_ I
a point-by-point procedure which allows a large domain i
of motions to be investigated. Thus, it is possible to F Rotry
obtain periodic motions (harmonic, sawtooth or more
complex motions) or transient motions (steps, ramps)
with maximal frequency of 15 Hz for pitching motions Video [t
and 7 Hz for heaving motions. Of course, inertial effectsacour Camera
of the mechanical pauts limit the actual amplitude and outputs
complexity of the motions when frequency increases or Incidence on of ,,rtic er.
rise time decreases.daahl

Width Delay

3. LASER-SHEET VISUALIZATIONS

Fig. 2: Simplified schema of the accurate incidence
A complete laser-sheet visualization setup has been measurement during visualizations

installed: it is composed of a continuous argon laser
(power used: 3-4 W), a few mirrors in order to lead the
laser beam to the top of the wind tunnel test section and The recorded pictures were then digitized and image
finally, a cylindrical and a converging lens which expand processing techniques were employed for two purposes:
the beam into a vertical plane about I mm thick, located firstly, to improve the contrast of the pictures by using
at airfoil midspan. spatial filters and secondly. to rearrange them in order to

Vaporized oil particles were injected in the flow. obtain a video movie.
about 20 cm upstream from the airfoil leading edge. All the aspects of the laser-sheet setup, procedure of

The airfoil was painted in black to avoid light pictures recording, accurate incidence determination and
reflections; white marks were also drawn on the airfoil image processing are described in detail by Wernert et
suction side (at midspan) in order to estimate easily the al. (1994).
chordwise location of the vortex structures.

Pictures were taken with a video camera (Sony
TR-808) operating at the standard frequency of 25 4. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY SYSTEM
pictures per second. One important parameter to be
defined was the camera shutter speed; a compromise had During the last years a PIV system has been
to be found between a high shutter speed (i.e. a short developed at DLR. which can be operated under the
recording time) in order to freeze the vortex development rough environmental conditions of wind tunnels
on the pictures and a low shutter speed (i.e. a longer (Kompenhans et al. 1993 and Fig. 3).
recording time) to have enough light scattered by the A double oscillator Nd:YAG pulse laser is used for
seeded particles: the chosen time was finally I ms. illumination (Kompenhans and Hbcker 1988). The

It was also necessary, for a relevant comparison with output energy is 70 mJ (for each pulse) at 532 nm, the
the PIV results, to obtain visualization pictures at as pulse length 20 ns. Typical time delays between the two
many incidences as possible; because of the periodicity pulses range from 10 ts to 14 gs for these experiments.
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The output energy of our laser was sufficient to illuminate The evaluation of the photographic PIV recordings
a sheet of 20 cm height and 29 cm length, when using a is performed by means of the standard analog-optical /
photographic system with an f-number of 2.8 and a digital method, i.e. by means of the digital F-ast Fourier
Kodak TMAX 3200 recording material. Transform of Young's fringes pattern. The location of the

The tracer particles have been generated by means peaks in the 2D autocorrelation plane is Jetermined by
of several Laskin nozzles in parallel (Hunter and Nichols means of the grey value weighted 'center of gravity
1985): pressurized air, injected in olive oil, leads to the method', applying a variable threshold for clipping in
formation of small oil droplets. The aerosol generator such a way that the area covered by the peaks matches
was located outside the tunnel. It was connected by a a pre-defined value.
pipe to a specially developed low-disturbance ejection After the automatic evaluation of the PIV recordings
device for homogeneous seeding density, which was a certain number of obviously incorrectly determined
mounted in the settling chamber of the tunnel. The mean velocity vectors can usually be found by visual inspection
diameter of the tracer particles (olive oil), measured at of the raw data. In order to get rid of these incorrect data
the exit of the Laskin nozzle by means of a particle the raw flow field data have to be validated. For this
analyzer (Polytec HC-15), is 1.06 ;1m (Schifer 1993). purpose special algorithms have to be developed, which

Due to the diffraction limited imaging of the I p±m must also work automatically (Raffel et al. 1992). It
tracer particles, the depth of focus could decrease to less should be emphasized that for all PIV results presented
than 1 mm (Adrian 1991). In order to save time when in this paper only this validation algorithm has been
aligning the system, the photographic 35 mm camera is applied after automatic evaluation. No smoothing (e.g.
equipped with a device for fast focusing (Towers et al. by means of gaussian filters or interpolation of missing
1991): a CCD sensor has been mounted in the viewfinder data) has been carried out.
of the photographic camera. The position of the CCD The absolute overall accuracy of this PIV system
sensor is carefully aligned in such a way that the distance depends on many parameters and has to be checked
between lens and CCD sensor via the mirror is exactly separately for each experiment. No simple method is
the same as from the lens to the the film plane. The dis- available to do this: however, it is possible to give a re-
tance between light sheet and film plane can be changed lative accuracy for the present system from other investi-
by moving the complete camera system by means of a gations in low turbulence flows: spatial turbulent
traversing table. structures in a flow field with a degree of turbulence of

An image shifting system is necessary in order to be 0.6% as measured by means of a hot wire, could be
able to investigate flow fields containing reversal flow obtained (Kompenhans et al. 1993). The error sources in
regions and to adapt the velocity range to the range of PIV investigations are further discussed by Raffel et al.
optimal evaluation. The high-speed rotating mirror (1992).
system which was used (Raffel 1993) allowed a high The PIV recordings were taken during the upstroke
velocity shift without noticeable degradation of the and the downstroke motions of the model in intervals of
optical quality of the PIV recordings. It consists of the 1. Because of the limited pulse rate of the Nd:YAG
following components: a carefully balanced shaft laser and the performance of the winder of the
mounted in a precision bearing, with a mirror mount photocamera (about one picture/second), it was not pos-
attached to one-end of the shaft and an optical encoder sible to record the flowfields at many different angles of
fixed to the other end. The rotating mirror is driven by incidence within one oscillation of the airfoil: therefore.
a stepper motor, which leads to stable rotation the records were taken in successive cycles, leading to the
frequencies from I to 100 Hz. This results in a range of problem of reproducibility mentioned later.
shift velocities from -500 m/s to +500 m/s calculated During the experiments the rotation of the mirror and
with the typical distance R = 0.4 m from the observation the pulse rate of the laser were controlled by means of a
field to the mirror. high-precision pulse generator. This pulse generator was

driven with a frequency which was an integer multiple
of the frequency of the driving mechanism of the airfoil.
Both systems were running in a very stable way. Thus,
it was possible to obtain e.g. 6 PIV recordings within

Rotating mirror about 6 seconds at exactly the same phase of the pitching
motion (with each record being taken out of a different

a- cycle), although the absolute value of the incidence could
not be measured very accurately. The system was then

F.l Laser adjusted to the next pitching angle in a step-by-step
Light sheet - 3Smm Camera procedure.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Airfoil Motion

The selected airfoil motion for this investigation had

Pitching airfoil the following incidence law:

Fig. 3: Experimental PIV setup with pitching airfoil, a(t) = 150 + 10 sin 2xft

pulse laser and high-speed rotating mirror system. with a frequency f = 6.67 Hz. The freestream velocity
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was U. = 28 m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number, and the "internal' dynamic stall vortex. The absence of
based on chord length, of 373000. These values led to a small-scale vortex structures on the visualization pictures
reduced frequency is due to an 'integration effect' that can be related to the

finite shutter speed of the video camera (I ms as2nrfc
= 0.15 compared to about 10 ps for PIV measurements). It

appears here that a low shutter speed can lead to a too
The incidence variation of ± 10°, the mean incidence simplified interpretation of this flow phenomenon when

of 15° and the above-mentioned value of reduced the laser-sheet technique is used alone. A higher shutter
frequency correspond to the 'deep stall" case according speed should therefore be used, although more laser
to the description given by McCroskey (1981): thus energy is required.
strong unsteady effects can be expected. The third main difference is obtained for high

increasing and decreasing incidences, when the flow re-
mains fully separated over the airfoil: the flow structures

5.2 Presentation of the Results observed on both PIV and visualization pictures are not
exactly the same. This can be explained by small

In order to be able to follow the evolution of the discrepancies in incidence between the two data sets (it
dynamic stall process during a whole cycle, both PIV must be remembered that the incidence of the PIV re-
velocity fields and visualization pictures are shown for cords could not be measured very accurately) and by the
nine different phases of the airfoil motion ,4Fig. 4a to fact that the flow is very unsteady (compare Fig. 7a and
12b). The flow direction is from left to right. As the video 7b). Another explanation is related to the problem of
and photographic camera were not exactly located at the reproducibility of this flow phenomenon. The PIV and
same place, a slight parallax effect can occur when visualization pictures were not taken at the same time but
comparing the results. in successive wind-tunnel runnings: thus, comparing these

The visualization pictures cannot be considered to two kinds of results presupposes that the dynamic stall
be instantaneous ones because of the finite camera events are the same for successive cycles. i.e. the process
shutter speed (i.e. I ms) : therefore it is essential to know is perfectly reproducible. In fact. the 6 PIV records and
the incidence interval described by the airfoil during the the numerous visualization pictures taken for each inci-
recording time of I ms. By measuring the incidence of dence showed pronounced differences between cycles, for
the airfoil when the CCD-sensor of the camera begins to angles of attack greater than 24° on the upstroke and
record a picture (this value is indicated on the during the complete downstroke part of the airfoil motion
visualization pictures) and knowing the incidence law of : a similar result was established by Shih et al. (1992).
the airfoil oscillation, it is easy to calculate the incidence This problem is also of importance when trying to make
when the CCD-sensor stops the recording of the picture a video movie from visualization pictures taken at
concerned. These two incidences are noted for each different cycles of the airfoil motion. A more detailed
visualization picture. The presence of the end plates can discussion is given by Raffel et al. (1994).
also be noticed on these pictures.

It is also necessary to state that the undisturbed
freestream is directed 15 * upwards for the PIV pictures. 5.4 Remark on the PIV Results
due to the position of the photographic camera (15 * is
the mean airfoil incidence). For visualization pictures, the Lastly the high quality of the PIV pictures should be
freestream is horizontal. emphasized: small-scale vortices can be recognized even

within the dynamic stall vortex. However a lack of
velocity vectors is observed in some critical flow regions

5.3 Comparison of PIV and Visualization Pictures (airfoil surface, leading and trailing edges): this can be
explained by the limitations of the experimental techni-

In general, a good agreement is found between these ques (low light intensity at the field boundaries) and by
two sets of data. The basic flow structures are respected: the non-optimal distribution of particles due to
attached flow at low incidences (Fig. 4a and 4b). for- aerodynamic phenomena (existence of thin reversal flow
mation and development of the dynamic stall vortex regions on the airfoil, possibility of strong velocity
during upstroke (Fig. 5a to 7b), complex interactions of gradients within the interrogation spot, possibility of
vortices during downstroke (Fig. 8a to I lb) and finally, strong three-dimensional velocity components). As these
reattachment from the leading edge (Fig. 12a and 12b). three areas (airfoil surface, leading and trailing edge

However, three phases of the dynamic stall process regions) are essential to the complete understanding of
should be commented: firstly, figures 4a and 4b show a the dynamic stall process, further improvements are
thin layer without seeded particles on the airfoil surface required to quantify these missing regions.
although the flow is fully attached: this can be related to
the existence of a 'thin reversal flow layer' which is
characteristic of unsteady flows (Telionis 1981) and 6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
which has been reported in many investigations on
dynamic stall (see Carn et al. 1977). The unsteady flowfield above a NACA 0012 airfoil

Secondly, the small-scale vortex structures seen on pitching under deep dynamic stall conditions has been
the PIV results are not observed on the visualization investigated in a low-speed wind tunnel by means of
pictures. For increasing incidences (Fig. 5b, 6b and 7b), Particle Image Velocimetry measurements and laser-
we have instead streaklines showing a large-scale vortex sheet visualizations. The PIV results have been seen to
rolling up. These streaklines are recognized to form the be of high quality, although velocity data were missing in
separation line between the 'external' undisturbed flow some critical flow regions.
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Fig 4a: a 1 7* (upstroke) Fig 4b: 16.940 < a < 17.34' (upstroke)
PIV picture Visualization picture

___
Fig 5a: a =220 (upstroke) Fig 5b: 21.720 < a < 22-020 (upstroke)

Fig 6a: a =240 (upstroke) Fig 6b: 23.330 < a < 23.550 (upstroke)
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Fig 7a: a =250 Fig 7b: 24.950 < a < 24.980 (upstroke)

Fig 8a: a =240 (downstroke) Fig 8b: 24.090 < a < 23.900 (downstroke)

Fig 9a: a =230 (downstroke) Fig 9b: 22.990 < a < 22.73* (downstroke)
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The differences observed between PIV and McCroskey. W.J. & Fisher. R.K. 1972. Detailed

visualizations pictures have been related to the exposure Aerodynamic Measurement on a Model Rotor in the

time of the recording systems. to the discrepancies in Blade Stall Regime. J. of the American Helicopter

airfoil incidences and to the problem of reproducibility Society. vol. 17. No 1. pp. 20-30.

of the flow phenomenon. A higher shutter speed for
visualizations and a better incidence measurement system McCroskey. W J. 1981. The Phenomenon of Dynamic

for PIV should be used in future experiments. The Stall, NASA TM 81264

problem of reproducibility of the flow phenomenonshould also be investigated. Raffel. M.. Leitl. B3 & Kompenhans. J. 1992. Data Va-
lidation for Particle Image Velocimetry. Proc. 6th Int.

Symp. on Applications of Laser Techniques to Fuid
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EMBEDDED LDA TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THE
BOUNDARY-LAYER SEPARATION MEASUREMENT ON OSCILLATING

AIRFOILS

M. PASCAZIO. D. FAVIER and C. MARESCA
Institut de Mdcanique des Fluides

Universitd d'Aix-Marseille II, UM 34 du CNRS
Les Souffleries de Luminy, 163, Avenue de Luminy, 13009 Marseille, France

ABSTIRACT arbitrary shape. As described below. the measurement

principle then consists it, using a different arrangement of the

"The embedded optical fibre LDA techflique used to LDA optical fibres option, which is installed outside the

investigate the boundary-layer behavior on oscillating airfoil, but always linked with the oscillating frame and thus
models. is a powerful tool to characterize phenomena such as with the motion law of the modeA. Morever. the present

transition, separation and reattachment in unsteady tlows. To extension of the embedded measuring technique also includes

gain a better understanding of the boundary layer response to the determination of the 2D instantaneous velocity profiles

unsteadiness, previous works from the present group have (U. V). see Farier & alii (1994). tangent and normal to the

been focused on the development of an embedded LDA local wall curvature.
technique. suited for unsteady boundary-layer measurements The present results concern U and V steady and

on an oscillating flat plate model. unsteady boundary-layer measurements performed at different

In the present paper. such an embedded LDA distances from the leading-edge of a NACA 0012 airfoil. and

technique has been extended to boundary-layer measurements for various conditions of frequency. amplitude and incidence

around moving curved walls and oscillating airfoils of of the airfoil oscillating in fore-and-aft motion (oscillation

arbitrary shape. Moreover. the present extension of the parallel to the freestream direction with a fixed incidence ct0).
embedded measuring technique also includes the determination Specially the U and V instantaneous velocity profiles will
of the 2D instantaneous velocity profiles (U. V). tangent and clearly exhibit the powerfull efficiency of the embedded non-
normal to the local wall curvature. The following sections intrusive technique in investigating non-steady flow
present typical data sets illustrating some aspects of the problems. such Ps the unsteady separation and the unsteady
steady and unsteady boundary-layer behavior specially in the reattachment on the moving surface. This study has also
case of a fore-and-aft oscillation, including tubulent provided suited turbulent separation criteria in steady and
separation phenomena. It results from these measurements, a unsteady flows, based on the shape factor quantity H.
steady and unsteady turbulent separation criteria based on the
shape factor H.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MIEASUREMENT

INTR(DUcTION 
PROCEDURE

The determination of' the boundary-layer response As sketched in Figure I. experiments are conducted

to unsteadiness produced by the forced motion of an airfoil. at I.M.F.M. in the S2-Luminy %ubsonic %%ind-tunnel

requires nowadays additional investigations on basic unsteady (rectangular cross section m (.5 o an o .i length: 3m
flow phenomena. including unsteady separation which plays a velocity U_ <- 20 ms I). by means of an oscillatinc device
male," role in a wide range of aeronautical applications see located under the wind-tunnel test section. The NACA W012

Telionis 1981). Cousteix & Houdeville (1988). Favier & alii airfoil is supported in a vertical position and attached to the

(1988). To gain a better understanding of the boundary layer oscillating frame by means of a support shaft located at !he

response to unsteadiness, previous works from the present quarter chord axis. Different kinds of airfoil motions can be

group. see Favier & alii (1990). Favier & alii (1992). simulated :fore-and-aft. plunging. pitching and fore-and-aft

Pascazio & alii (1993). have been focused on the development coupled to pitching. see Favier & alii (1988).

of an embedded LDA technique. suited for unsteady boundary- The airfoil is 30 cm in chord. 49.5 cm in span and

layer measurements on an oscillating flat plate model. The 3.6 cm in thickness. As shown in Figure 2. the optical head is

measurement principle has been based on a LDA optical fibre mounted on a supporting turntable which i1, attached to the

option using an optical head embedded inside the oscillating oscillating frame. The optical head is equipped %%ith a beam-

flat plate model. The result was a I D longitudinal velocity expander to increase the focal distance to I = 4W10 mm. so that

measurement in a reference frame linked with the moving the laser beams are focused at mid-span in the boundary-laycr

wall. through a 450 mirror. Due to the fact that the supporting

In the present paper. such an embedded LDA turntable is linked with the oscillating frame the U and V

technique has been extended to boundary-layer measurements velocity profiles are directly obtained in the reference frame

around moving curved walls and oscillating airfoils of in relative motion. Moreover. the optical head is also
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installed on a 2D-displacement device mounted itself on the uniform steady flow (U_ = 5 m/s, Rec = 105). at a fixec

turntable. This teledriven system allows the adequate longitudinal distance from the leading edge (s/C = 0.508) and
positionning of the measurement volume at any point of the for six different values of the angle-of-attack a 0 = 9' ; 120 ;
airfoil surface (30 cm of chordwise displacement). A 12.5* . 14' ; 160 . 200. For the lower values of the airfoil
teledriven angular sector (from 0° to 360* by step of 0.1I)
provides the selection of the surveying normal direction, and incidence (a 0 = 90, 12°). the U = U (y) profile indicates that

the measurement volume can then be displaced along the local the boundary-layer is turbulent and attached on the forward

normal n (from y = 0.2 mm to y = 145 mm with a precision pan of the airfoil (0 5 s/C :5 0.508), and that its thickness

displacement of 0.1 gm), see Favier & alii (1994). slightly increases with ct0 (6 - 10 mm). The V-component

Figure 3 presents the acquisition chain of the evolution remains strictly positive as a function of y. and its

bidimensional LDA system operating in the back scatter level tends to zero in the region very close to the wall (y < 7

mode It includes the Argon laser source (4 W), the beam mm). It can be noticed that the data acquisition of the V-

splitter and the transmitter block where the four beams (2 blue component have been no longer realized for y < 7 mm, due to

for the U-component, 2 green for the V-component) are the very weak levels recorded (V < 0. 1 mis) and to the sharp

connected by means of four optical fibres to the optical head increase in the time validation required to acquire data in this
linked with the airfoil motion. The light reception is realized region.
through an additional optical fibre connected to a beam A slight increase of the incidence at a0 = 12.50

splitter and two photomultipliers PMI and PM2 (see Figure (which is a value close to the stall incidence angle of the
3). The main characteristics of such a LDA system are as NACA 0012 airfoil), produces a significant change on both U
follows Ontebu oo,(aeeghand V velocity profiles. The U-component exhibits the

-On the blue color. (wavelength 488 nm) the occurence of a recirculating zone (10 mm in thickness, at the

measurement volume is 0.23 x 0.23 x 5.74 mm 3 ; and the point where U = 0) where negative values of U are obtained.
interfringe is i = 6.10 mm. The V-component also shows negative values in this

- On the green color (wavelength : 514.5 nm). the recirculating zone. As oa0 increases to higher value (aL0 = 14°

measurement volume is 0.24 1 0.24 x 6.08 mm 3 : and the , 160 , 200) the thickness of the recirculating zone is

interfringe is i = 6.44 pm. significantly increased as well as the thickness of the flow

Data acquisition is made on a computer from 2 region where viscous effects are present (y - 100 mm at o 0 =

Burst Spectrum Analyzers delivering for each velocity 200). It can be also noticed that the point U = 0 nearly

component (U, V) the Doppler frequencies and the arrival corresponds to the maximum negative values of V. This

validation time for each frequency measurement (Figure 3). maximun value is shown to decrease due to the thickening of

The arrival validation times are counted from a time origin the recirculating zone as oL0 increases.

delivered by a photoelectric cell mounted on the oscillating Such steady flow experiments performed on the

device and providing the airfoil position at each cycle of airfoil at rest in the uniform flow, and at different conditions

oscillation. The software (COMBSA) used for acquisition and of velocity U,, and incidence o0, have provided suited criteria
data reduction is developped at I.M.F.M. under Labview of transition and separation based on the integral thicknesses
system (National Instruments). The unsteady data reduction
technique is made using an ensemble average procedure suited of the boundary-layer (81. 82. H 81182. 83. 83) directly
for periodic flows investigation, see Favier & alii (1992). deduced from the velocity profiles measurements, see Favier

Favier & alii (1994). Due to the periodicity of the flow, each & alii (1994).

period is considered as a specific sample of the same In this paper, only the turbulent separation criteria

phenomenon (see Figure 4), so that each velocity component, is presented which is based on the shape factor H as follows :

U(t) or V(t), can be obtained at each phase angle (ot as the -- 1..-the occurence of separation corresponds to H Ž H*,
averaged value of the velocity samples recorded at the same with:
given phase angle and over a large number (ligher than 50) of
cycles of oscillation. The simultaneousness of the 2D H = 8 1/82 et H* = 2.70 and integral

measurement is then obtained from the post-synchronisation thicknesses are defined by:
by software of the data obtained at the same phase during the
oscillating period (divided for the present tests into 32

intervals of phase tot). Fourier series analysis of each velocity 6 (8 -' y

component (U, V) are then obtained as sketched in Figure 4. U-
Concerning the seeding of the flow, rates of data

validation of about 500 Hz are obtained using a mixture of
alcohol and glycerine. As shown in Figure I the freestream
low is seeded by means of a streamlined tube located in the 8

suction chamber of the wind-tunnel. 82 =J -L1I dy
Ue

STEADY BOUNDARY-LAYER MEASUREMENTS
WITH SEPARATION -. 1-the presence of a separated boundary-layer

corresponds to H] > H" or H < 0,

Figur- r gives a typical example of the U and V
velocity profiles ... ,,asured on the NACA 0012 airfoil in the
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.- ,-,*the presence of an attached boundary-layer shown in Figure 9. which gives the mean unsteady terms (U0 .

corresponds to 0 < H < H*. VO) of the Fourier series as a function of V. The results

indicate that the mean reattachment (U0 > 0 and V 0 > 0) of the
An example for checking the above criterion is boundary layer during the period can only be obtained at the

shown in Figure 6 which gives thicknesses evolutions of the higher X value (O = 0.377 in Figure 9) For X < 0.377 the

boundary-layer 81. 82 and H = 61/82. The white symbols effects of the flow velocity variations are not strong enough
correspond to an attached boundary-layer and the black to produce the mean reattachment of the flow on the upper
symbols to a separated boundary-layer. The experimental test side surface.
conditions are relative to the measurements proposed in Figure 10 gives another example of the
Figure 5. unsteadiness produced by increasing the frequency parameter

In Figure 6. 61 is around 5mm for oa0 <120 which (from k = 0. 188 to k = 0.288) at a fixed value of X = 0.377. In

corresponds to an attached flow. Then 81 suddenly increases this case the U = U (tot) velocity profile is plotted at 8

when the incidence a 0 of the airfoil reaches 12.50, which different distances from the wall (varying from y = 0.5 mm to

gives a separated boundary-layer (see figure 5), so the value of y = 80 mm). at s/C = 0.508 and a0 = 140. The results indicated

SI is thus beyond 30mm and reaches 80mm at L0a=2 0 °. that the reattachment process occuring for wot ->1800, is

62 increases too when a0 = 12.50 and takes weakly dependent on the k-parameter. On the other hand, the

negative values for greatest incidences which 'are due to an separation process is shown to be delayed when k increases.
neganti varuesfrc eatig z en cs wFor instance at y = 0.5 mm the separation is shown to occur atimportant recirculating zone.

Finally, the evolution of shape factor H in Figure wot - 70* for k = 0.188, and at o)t = 1200 for k = 0.288 in

6 shows that the separation criterion (H >H* = 2.70) detects Figure 10.

clearly the occurence of the boundary-layer separation. When The steady turbulent separation criterion has been

the boundary-layer is attached, for 0t0 = 90, 120 . shape factor also tested in unsteady flow, see Favier & alii (1994). and
Figure II shows the evolution of the instantaneous shape

values are around 1.9 (usual values for turbulent states). The factor corresponding to the two experimental cases plotted on

occurence of separation, for a0 =12.50 , produces an increase figures 7. 8 and 9. These cases have common parameters

of H which grows over 2.70. Greatest incidences intensify which are ca0 =140 ; s/C = 0.508 ; U, = 5 m/s ; f=lHz ; k =
the separation level and H has negative values which
correspond to the occurence of an important recirculating 0.188, and they differ only by the value of X : case A

zone. A--0.30m , . = 0.377 and case B : A--O.lOm : X = 0.126
The parameters of case B lead to a complete

separated configuration of the boundary layer during the
UNSTEADY SEPARATIONIREATTACHMENT period (see figure 7, 8). So H(wt) is at all time out of the range
MEASUREMENTS defined by 0 < H(wt) < H*. with H*=2.70 (black symbols).

When the airfoil oscillates in fore-and-aft motion It is also shown that the parameters of case A lead

at a fixed high incidence (a0 ;Ž 12.50. where the flow to the separation-reattachment process of the boundary layer.

separation is generated on the airfoil) one major effect of the For 0 < (ot < 70*, shape factor values are around 1.9 and the

unsteadiness is to produce a dynamic reattachment of the unsteady boundary-layer is attached. The instant of separation
is at tot - 700 and the reattachement occurs at wot - 2300. (see

boundary-layer as examplified in Figures 7 to 10 for a0 =14° figure 10. k = 0.188. white symbols at y = 0.5mm). where H
s/C = 0.508. Uý = 5 mIs. (Rec = 105). The influence of the recovers values around 1.9. These instants of separation and

reduced oscillating parameters (amplitude X and frequency k) reattachement are correctly detected by the criterion (see

is shown on these Figures by means of the U and V-profiles figure II, white symbols).

measured at different phases tot of the period. Figure 12 shows the corresponding evolution of

Figures 7 and 8 show the evolution of the U = U (y) integral thicknesses of the boundary-layer 61 ((ot), 62(tot) and

and V = V (y) instantaneous profiles at 8 phases of the period a82 =-14--L). These results indicate an important increase

(ot = O°, 450, 900. 1350 (Figure 7) ; and tot = 180°. 2250, 2700, ay Ue Ue

3150 (Figure 8), for different values of the reduced amplitude X of 81 (tot) at the instant of separation (tat = 700) and that
and at a fixed reduced frequency k --0.188. The plots clearly 81((ot) reaches 60mm when the separation is the greatest (t
exhibit the occurence of the unsteady boundary-layer = 1500). When wt increases, 81(wtt) decreases and recovers

reattachment during a large fraction of the period (2700 5 tot 5 moderate values (around 15mm) which correspond to an
360° + 450). This reattachment process is only obtained for attached turbulent boundary-layer.

the higher value of X = 0.377 (A = 0.30m) and corresponds to The evolution of 82(o)t) shows negative values
positive value of both U and V-component in Figures 7. 8. when the flow separation is more important (tot - 150,). This

During the separation process (for instance tot = 135* in
Figure 6) the recirculation region remains almost the same for is due to the evolution of ý82 =JL-(I-I) which provides a

all values of X as well as for the steady flow regime. ay Lie Ue

This influence of the X-parameter on the negative area greater than the positive area (see tot = 1350),

separation-reattachment process of the boundary layer is also and corresponds to the devellopement of an important
recirculation region whithin the boundary-layer. The
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momentum quantity generated from the recirculating flow is. 6 boundary-layer thickness. (in)
in this case most, important that the one generated from the 81 integral displacement thickness. (in).
flow parallel to the freestream direction. 82 integral momentum thickness. (in).

83 first integral energy thickness. (W).

CONCLUSION 8'3 second integral energy thickness, (in).

The embedded optical fibre LDA technique has X reduced amplitude of oscillation. (Ant/U.,).

been successfully extended in this study to 2D velocity 4t phase angle of the Ist harmonic
measurements (U.V) around moving curved walls and component. (deg).
oscillating airfoils of arbitrary shape. Using this new

measurement technique. the boundary-layer dynamic v kinematic viscosity, (m 2 s").

development and the specific local unsteady phenomena such to angular frequency. (2cf). (rads- I).

as separation and transition, can be detected over a large (ot phase of the period. (deg).
range of y (0.2mm < y <145mm).

Concerning the unsteady separation-reattachment
process of the boundary layer. the influence of the velocity REFERENCES
fluctuations caused by the fore-and-aft motion to create
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ABSTRACT could become supersonic and form a series of shocks,

A high-speedphase-locked interferometry system [Chandrasekhara et al(1994)]. The various fine scale

has been designed and developed for real-time mea- events of the flow that are present for the different
surements of the dynamic stall flow over a pitching flow conditions need to be properly understood be-
airfoil. Point diffraction interferograms of incipient fore an effective means of controlling the flow can be
flow separation over a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil devised.
have been obtained at framing rates of up to 20 KHz As part of this study, a real-time interferome-
and for free stream Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.45. try method known as point diffraction interferome-
The images were recorded on 35mm ASA 125 and try(PDI) has been developed, [Brock et al (1991),
ASA 400 films using a drum camera. Special elec- Carr et al (1991)1 to map the instantaneous global
tronic timing and synchronizing circuits were devel- flow details. This effort has been successful in deliv-
oped to trigger the laser light source from the cam- ering sharp high-contrast interferograms of the flow
era and to initiate acquisition of the interferogram for all conditions of the experiment. The interfero-
se•q•uence from any desired phase angle of oscillation, grams are obtained as conditionally sampled images
The airfoil instantaneous angle of attack data pro- and have provided the first insight into the the ong.
vided by an optical encoder was recorded via a FIFO nation of dynamic stall from the bursting of the lami-
data buffer into a microcomputer. The interferograms nar separation bubble, flow field pressure distribution
have been analyzed using software developed in-house and other critical flow details. However, capturing the
to get quantitative flow density and pressure distribu- full flow sequence takes several cycles of motion. The
tions. -rapid changes that occur in the flow, especially the

1. INTRODUCTION details of the dynamic stall vortex formation and the
shock/boundary layer interactions leading to possibleResearch on compressibility effects on dynamic peauefo aain ontrpa efcl

stall of pitching airfoils is on-going at the U.S. Navy- premature flow separation, do not repeat perfectly
from cycle to cycle because of the influence of the

NASA Joint Institute of Aeronautics and is being con- slight variations in the pitching history for each cy-
ducted in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratorn of NASA cle. Thus, there is a need to obtain the flow detailsAmes Research Center. The phenomenon o>f dynamic i utoepthn yla hyocr ti hs
stall pertains to the production of lift at angles of at- in st one pitching cycle as they occur. It is this
tack well beyond the static stall angle of attack by ee
rapidly pitching an airfoil. The problem is of impor- the very high-speed interferogram recording system
tance to helicopters and fighter aircraft. Dynamic being presented in this paper.
stall occurs on the retreating blade of a helicopter as 2. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
it is pitched to high angles of attack during the por-
tion of the blade revolution when it is moving with The studies are being conducted on a NACA 0012
the wind. A fighter aircraft performing a rapid ma- airfoil with a chord length of 7.62cm in the Com-
neuver also experiences dynamic stall. The process pressible Dynamic Stall Facility(CDSF). Two differ-
is characterized by the formation of a large vortex ent drive systems could be used in the CDSF to pro-
at the leading edge (known as the dynamic stall vor- duce either an oscillatory pitching motion or a con-
tex) whose vorticity is responsible for the enhanced stant rate transient pitching motion of the airfoil. The
lift. However, its convection over the airfoil upper angle of attack variation in the former case is given
surface needs to be avoided since it produces strong by a = a 0 + am sin wt with the mean angle of attack
pitching moment variations which are destructive to ao and the amplitude am. variable from 00 - 150 and
the aircraft. The current lack of understanding of 20- 100, respectively. The maximum frequency of os-
the full flow details needed to prevent these undesir- cillation is 100 Hz. the constant rate pitch drive pro-
able effects has been responsible for the phenomenon
remaining unexploited thus far. Another characteris- duces a rapid change of angle of attack from 00 - 600
tic feature of the flow is the large flow accelerations at rates as high as 3600 degrees/sec and the motion
around the leading edge. resulting in the onset of coin- is completed in 15 millisec. Earlier work by Carr et
pressibility effects at a very low free stream Mach al (1991) has shown that the events of dynamic stall
number of 0.2. [McCroskey( 1981)]. The local flow onset occur rapidly over a small angle of attack range
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of about 0.5 to 1.0 degree Thus. in order to have a of each mirror facet. Fast rise-tiun (ln.sec) photodi-
resolution of 0.1 degree or better at the limits of op- odes were selected to ensure adequate sipigal level as
eration of either drive system. a camera speed of 36 the center of each mirror facet passed the detector.
KHz or more is necessary. To aid in synchronizing the laser pulses. two addi-

The very large flow acceleration (and concomi- tional photo detectors were placed in the ramera. one
tant density variations around the airfoil leading edge at each frame position. The trigger pulse from the

"wc mirror face detection event started a dela% "quence
which could create as mapy as 60 fringes/millimeter which synchronized laser pulsing to subsequent frame
at the airfoil) and the rapiity of the development of positions as shown in Fig. 1. Tuning of the laser-
the dynamic stall vortex or the shock induced flow firing pulse train occurred in a circuit attached to the
events, result in interference fringes that evolve and camera. The tuning procedure involved ad'justing two
move at very high frequency (; KHz). This necessi- delay times with the camera running.: 7*. the delay
tates the use of extremely short light pulse duration, between detecting a mirror facet and emitting the first
typically nanoseconds. These challenges require the TTL pulse (the trigger pulse to the laser and for data
use of a laser that produces the necessary energy for collection) and 71,, the time between the two TTL
each exposure and is externally controllable at the pulses. The delay times Ti and T, were adjusted to
high pulse rates. maximize the laser light detected by the frame photo

The high framing rates, the short duration of the detectors. Once tuning was properly completed. the
light pulse, and the low light levels preclude the use photo detectors were moved from the field of view to
of video cameras or similar recording devices, limiting permit laser light to reach the film plane. The short
the choice to film cameras. Possible blur~ing of the effective shutter times (of 1.35 psec at the maximum
images due to flow changes eliminates choices such as camera speed)and the high framing speeds required a
streak cameras. careful design of the electronic system that included

It is also necessary to record the airfoil angle of schemes for proper attenuation-of noise.
attack corresponding to each frame on the film. Fur-
ther, the system should be controllable in order to A Nikon 55mm macro. f/2.8 lens was used on the

generate an interferogram sequence starting at any camera. Aligning the camera along the optical axis
desired angle of attack. of the interferometry system required very accurate

adjustment.
3. DETAILS OF THE CAMERA, LASER Both unsteady motion producing drives referred

CONTROL AND RECORDING SYSTEMS to in section 2 are equipped with an optical encoder

A Qunatronix Series 100 CW/pumped Nd.YAG that produces 800 counts/cycle of motion (one oscil-

laser, capable of operating from DC to 50KHz was lation cycle or one pitch-up from 0-60 degrees). It

used in the experiments. It can be externally trig- is an incremental encoder outputting a quadrature
gered without any detectable delay at all rates. The pulse train which is in turn processed'by an Oscillat-

pulse duration and the energy output varied nonlin- ing Airfoil Position Interface(OAPI) for phase locking
early from 85ns and 0.14Jat 500Hz, 420ns and and recording by the data acquisition system. The
25puJ at 40KHz and 100ns and lIlJ at 50KHz. At OAPI could be preset to produce a TTL event pulse
the rates used for the high-speed interferometry ex- (or pulse repetitively) at any desired phase angle by
periments being reported, the corresponding numbers a series of front panel BCD switches. The TTL out-
were: 140ns and 65pJl at 10KHz and 240ns and 17pJ put pulse was used to trigger the opening of a laser
at 20KHz, at nearly full current settings. The energy safety shutter and also to initiate encoder data trans-
density in the laser light pulse at 10 KHz rate was ad- fer to memory as shown in Fig. 2. The laser is en-
equate to give proper exposure on ASA 100 T-MAX abled by the first TTL pulse from the OAPI. How-
film; ASA 400 film was necessary at 20 KHz. ever, recording the encoder outputs was enabled sub-

A 35 mm, variable speed Cordin drum camera sequentlv when the system was ready. The data was

(DYNAFAX Model 350) was used for image record- recorded for each cainera pulse in a 512 word first-

ing. A rotating 8-faceted mirror in the camera reflects in-first-out(FIFO) buffer. The number of frames ac-

the incoming light beam onto the film which is rotat- quired by the camera could be controlled from 0 to

ing in the same direction in the camera drum. Effec- 224 (camera maximum) by the external electronics
tive shutter times of 1.35gsec can be achieved at 40 built for enabling the handshake between the various

KHz framing rate. At 20 KHz, this time was 2.7psec. devices. Typically, 200 frames of point diffraction in-
The camera recorded two rows of l6mm images in- terferogramns were obtained and the phase angles cor-
ages on the film strip, with subsequent exposures be- responding for each of the frames were recorded into
ing recorded alternately .n each row. but displaced 16 the FIFO and later downloaded into a microVAX II
frames. A maximum of 224 frames can be recorded computer.
at any framing speed. 4. OPERATION

The laser was triggered by TTL pulses emitted by
custom built (in-house) circuitry installed on the cam- The interframe pulse delay was tuned to the de-
era. Tuning the camera required aligning the mirror sired rate and the actual rate of the camera was mea-
facet with the incident light beam. In order to sense sured using a frequency counter. The data to be re-

ported were obtained at 11.56 KHz. interferograms
the position of the mirror, an infrared (IR) emitter have also been obtained at 19.62KHz. The desired ini-
and detector were installed in the camera (see Fig. 1) tial phase angle for the interferogram sequence was set
to "see" the mirror facets as they pass. The IR detec- using BCD switches on the OAPI front panel. Before
tion beam was not in the optical path of the camera the images were acquired. to maintain a consistent
and the selected film was not sensitive to the 940nm pulse energy level, the laser was triggered by an ex-
IR wavelength. Each mirror facet accounted for two ternal pulse train at a 40KHz rate. This was necessary
photo images. To obtain an image in each frame, to protect the laser crystal from the giant pulse that
two delayed pulses were generated from the passing is normally generated "when the laser is pulsed after a
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short lapse time. In order to prevent these pulses from pre-dynamic stall flow, there are no significant differ-
exposing the film and for safety reasons, a solenoid ac- en-ce• blet weei the image recording techniques amd tIie
tuated laser shutter was set up in front of the laser. A fringe count agrees to within one fringe. Fig. 5c and
hand switch was used to initiate the controlled laser 5d show the corresponding pictures for a = 13.99',
gulsing sequence. which is schematically described in when tlie dynamic stall process has just begun, (this

ig. 2. T he corresponding timing sequence is shownin-Fig. .3. After the switch is pressed the circuitry i vdcdb h perneo etclfigsi

was activated by an event pulse from the OAPI with the flow immediately above the airfoil upper surface

an output pulse corresponding to the manually pres- near the leading edge). A casual comparison may
elected angle of attack. The laser pulsing circuit was not show differences in the number and distribution
then inhibited (for 1.1 msec) until the laser shutter of the fringes and hence no flow field differences, but

fully opened. The laser was enabled at the expira- as will be aiscussed later, there are differences in the

tion of the delay and was actually triggered from the initiation of the dynamic stall process from cycle tonext camera pulse. at which time the encoder was cycle, which affect the overall flow development and

latched and recorded in the FIFO. During this short stall progression. Similar results were obtaied at the
elapsed time, the laser builds up sufficient charge to higher framing rate of 19.62KHz.
cause the first pulse to be a "small-giant" pulse which Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b compare the global pressure
over-exposed the first frame. This frame served to de- distributions obtained from the images presented in
termine the first image on the film strip; thus, it was Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d using custom image process-
possible to accurately match the interferogram images ing software developed in-house. It is to be noted
with the phase anile of motion and to correlate the that even though the two figures appear to be nearly

values in the FIFObuffer. A frame counter, started at identical, the corresponding pressure fields are indeed
the first laser-pulse event, permitted capturini the an- different as can be determined from the lines of con-
gles corresponding to each of the 200 laser pu ses and stant pressure coefficients shown in the figures. The
hence PD [images that. were recorded on film. Fol- finer details of the flow in the region of dynamic stall
lowing the completion of the imaging, the shutter was vortex formation, 0 < r/c < 0.10 differ mea-
closed and the laser returned to the constant 40KHz surablv; Fig. 7 has been drawn to offer a compari-
external triggering. The camera alignment was veri- son of-these details. These differences are important
fled by taking test sequences on a Polapan ASA 125 since the instantaneous adverse pressure gradient de-
film and the data was obtained on a higher resolution velopment with pitching is different in the two images
T-MAX 400 film. leading to considerably different dynamic stall devel-

Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the PDI optics and opments during each pitch-up cycle which makes the
its implementation in the dynamic stall facility. The already challenging task of unsteay flow separation
details of the PDI technique have been described in control even more difficult.
Brock, et al (1991). It uses one single pass of the Fig. 8 shows the pressure distributions over the
laser beam through the test section and depends upon airfoil surface obtained from the interferograms pre-
the ability of a pin-hole created in-situ in a semi- sented in Fig. 5a and 5b. The pressure distribu-
transparent plate to produce the reference beam. The tions agree or the most part. However, there is a
signal beam passes around this pin-hole to produce in- difference of one fringe as already noted, which is the
terference fringes on a continuous basis in real time. uncertainty of the PDI method itself. But, the pres-
In the experiment, the PDI spot was created with no- sures around the suction peak are somewhat different
flow in the test section and once it was determined to between the two cases, causing the adverse pressure
be satisfactory (from single event polaroid pictures), gradient following the suction peak to be different,
the high speed images were obtained. Leading to major differences in pressure gradient mag-

nitudes at higher angles of attack.
5.1. RSlTSo D ISCUSSIOt 5.2. Interferogram Imaging Concerns

The image size on the film was 3.5mm in diameter
Fig. 5 compares typical interferograms obtained and the images shown in Fig. 5a and 5c have been

with two different imaging techniques. Figures 5a and magnified by nearly 1000 times. Despite the large
5c were taken over a single cycle of airfoil motion us- magnification factor, the quality of the images can be
ink the high-speed filming method. Figures 5b and seen to be very good. Attempts to enlarge the original
5f were taen over different cycles of airfoil motion size (using extension rings) of the image met with only
using the standard method of single-exposure, phase- partial success owing to the long focal length of the
locked, realization of the flow events. As stated ear- mirrors and the fact that the laser beam has a small
lier, the phase-locked images obtained over several cy- diverrence angle, unlike white light.
cles contain the pitch rate history effects as well. The Net another concern in thse of the high-speed
airfoil was tripped in both cases and was oscillating as imaging system was the abilityu of the PDI spot to
a = 100 + 100 sin wt at a reduced frequency of 0.05. withstand the rapid exposure to the laser energy that
The free stream Mach number of the flow was 0.3. occurred during high speed imaging. In the experi-
The camera framing rate was F = 10.07r in the high- ment at 20 KHz the PDI spot was exposed to a total
speed-images sequence and Fig. 5b represents the re- of 3.4m3 in 10 milliseconds. At such large energy lev-
suit for a = 10.000 from a single-exposure recording els there was a possibility that the PDI spot could
of the event. (The triangles seen in the images are reg- get enlarged or even damaged, thus creating inaccu-
istration markers on the glass windows of the facility rate interferograms. However, the robustness of the
which are used to determine the airfoil profile durinj holographic plate film coating material used for the
image processing. The slight dark bulge seen near purpose prevented this from happening.
the leading edge region is due to the light beam being It is worth commenting that acquisition of high
bent away from the leading edge due to the very large speed interferograms using white light has been re-
local density gradients.) A careful comparison of the ported in the literature, [Desse and Pegneaux(1993)].
pictures shows that for this experimental condition of However. the key differences in the present study - the
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Figure 4. Schematic of the Point Diffraction 1nterferonietry System-,

(b) (d)

Figure 5. Representative Interferograms of the Flow Field for M =0.3. k =0.05. (a) a -10.070. High-
Speed Camera at 11.56kHz. (b) a = 10.000, Single-Exposure Camera. (c) a = 13.990. High-Speed Camera
at 11.56kHz. (d) ca = 13.990, Single-Exposure Camera.
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Figure 6. Global Pressure Distributions for M = 0.3, k = 0.05, a = 13.990. (a) from the High-Speed Camera
Image, Fig. 5c. (b) from the Single-Exposure Camera Image, Fig. 5d.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE UNSTEADY DIFFUSER FLOW IN A RADIAL PUMP

K. Eisele, Z. Zhang and F. Muggli

Sulzer Innotec AG, Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
CH 8401 Winterthur. Switzerland

pumps the impeller and diffuser are considered separately.
ABSTRACT and the unsteady interaction between the impeller and the

diffuser has, until now, not usually been considered in
This paper describes the extension of earlier work using design calculations (Casey 1994). The unsteady flow
Laser anemometry and numerical simulation on the impeller interaction is, however, very important as it affects not
of radial pumps to the flow in a pump diffuser. This earlier only the pump characteristic but also the acoustic and
investigation showed that the pump characteristic is structural performance of pump components (GUlich and
strongly influenced by the interaction between the impeller Bolleter 1993). The unsteadiness in the diffuser is generated
and the vaned diffuser. The goal of the current research by viscous blade wakes from the impeller and by potential
project is to get a better understanding of the diffuser flow flow effects.
through unsteady measurements and numerical simulations. Due to the importance of the unsteady flow
For this work the test pump was equipped with a special interaction between rotating and stationary blade rows
diffuser selected for the Laser anemometry measurements many turbomachinery research projects on this topic have
and the numerical simulations. For the measurements Laser been reported in the literature. Most of these reports deal
Particle Image Velocimetry and Laser Doppler Anemometry with axial compressors or axial turbines (Casey 1994. Cho
were used. In a first step the measurements were compared et al. 1993, Saxer 1993. Daniel 1993). Research projects
with steady numerical diffuser simulations. The phase- which deal with centrifugal turbomachines are not so
locked ensemble-averaged 3 dimensional unsteady flow numerous although some attention has been given to the
field in the diffuser was animated for better understanding. interaction between the impeller and the tongue of radial

pumps (Chu 1993, Hureau et al. 1993).
NOMENCLATURE This paper describes a new investigation using

experimental and numerical tools to get a better
B width understanding of the unsteady interaction between a radial
Cx, Cy, Cz velocity components pump impeller and a vaned diffuser. This current work builds
D diameter on earlier experience gained in applying laser anemometry
n speed (rpm) and numerical methods to pump impellers (Eisele et al
Ap pressure difference 1992, Eisele et al 1993). In the current work the measured
Q flow rate data for the flow field in the diffuser are compared with
QO flow rate at best efficiency steady Navier-Stokes simulations.

point
U circumferential velocity
Ax fringe spacing EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
X.Y,Z coordinates
E beam crossing angle Testiri

0 angle A test rig for a single stage pump has been designed
p density to represent a last stage of a multi stage pump. The details

= -" presme coefficient of the design of test rig are described in Eisele et al 1992.
The diffuser used in this investigation was optimised to
provide good optical access and to improve the
specification of the boundary conditions for the numerical

INTRODUCTION simulations (Fig. 1). This diffuser is similar to that in the
last stage of a multistage pump diffuser. The advantage of

A pump characteristic, that is the variation of the this design lies in the clear definition of the boundary
head coefficient and efficiency versus flow coefficient, can conditions for the simulations and in the well defined
be improved by optimising the impeller alone, the diffuser measurement planes for comparison between the results of
alone or the entire pump. In industrial design methods for the measurements and of the numerical simulations.
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Two diffusers of similar geometry were used in this differently (Zhang 1993). The green and blue laser beams
work. For the flow visualisation and LPIV measurements a no longer cross at the same position and, as a consequence,
perspex model was manufactured and for the LDA only one dimensional measurements are possible with
measurements an aluminium diffuser was machined. The either the blue or green beams. The fringe spacing in the
perspex model was also equipped with pressure transducers measurement volume is also influenced because the beam
for static and dynamic measurements of the wall pressures. intersection angle decreases. The fringe spacing is

The main dimensions of the impeller and the diffuser determined as follows :
section are listed in table I. =nu 1 x

Impeller Diffuser
DO = 140 mm D3 = 364 mm If the LDA probe is moved in the axial direction, a

DI = 208 mm D)4 = 570 nun purely 1-dimensional movement, the measurement volume
D2 = 350 mm describes a 2-dimensional trajectory in the horizontal
B2 = 32.9 mm B3 = 34.5 min plane. The relationship between the trajectory of the probe

I n = 32.9 mpm Band the measurement volume is given by (Fig. 2) (Zhang
n = 1000 rpm 1993):
Vanes: 7 Vanes: 12 X- co-ordinate:

Table 1: Main dimensions of the pump &,, = tgm0 - t940
LDA A)taX,. tg#,, -t941

Y-co-ordinate:
A two colour Dantec fiber LDA with a PDA processor -YW = tg .-t -+- X

was used for the measurements in the pump diffuser. A "f,.e axt.gM
summary of the optical characteristics of the velocimeter is
provided in table 2. These equations were ,used ,to determine the

Laser type Innova 90 measurement position in the difN]I1Y) M

Laser wave length 488.0/ 514.5 nm Y,
Probe diameter 60 mm air
Beam spacing 38 mm B

Focal length 400 mmino
Fringe spacing 5.14 / 5.42 pim

Table 2: Main dimensions of the LDA

With this LDA, two components of the three

dimensional velocity vector can be measured from a single
viewing angle. The third component of the 3 dimensional Fig. 2: LDA beam path
flow was measured by an additional measurement from a
second LDA viewing angle. For this approach to be
satisfactory special care needs to be taken with regard to the LM
accuracy of the traverse system. This system must ensure
that the two measurements are taken at exactly the same To obtain 2-dimensional steady and unsteady flow
point, field information a particle image velocimetry technique

The final accuracy of measurement position is was applied. The illumination source was a continuous wave
determined not only by the accuracy of the traversing argon ion laser with a glass fiber light sheet probe. This
system but also by the adjustment of the measurement fiber probe was mounted in the pump. The measurement
volume in the diffuser. The measurement volume was zone was illuminated through a window and a perspex
checked by using a gold sphere fixed at a defined position diffuser vane. Multiple exposures were realised through a
in the diffuser. When the measurement volume is focused on CCD camera with a high speed shutter and with an
the surface or in the centre of the sphere then the reflected integrated light amplifier. The shutter of this camera is
beams are such that they follow the reverse path of the computer controlled and the PIV parameters could be rapidly
incoming beams and provide an exact calibration of optimised. The shutter of the camera and the frame grabber
position. With this system the accuracy of the positioning were synchronised with the rotational position of the pump
system was found to be very high (< ± 0.05 mm). impeller. With a delay box, a phase-averaged velocity field

The best measurement results would be obtained if at different impeller positions could be measured. The
the second viewing angle were perpendicular to the first direction of the velocity vector was determined by tagged
one, in such a manner that the third component could be particle traces with long and short exposures. The velocity
measured directly. This was not possible in the existing vectors were determined by a particle tracking software
test pump as the LDA probe had to be mounted in front of from Grant 1990.
the pump (see Fig. 1) at an angle less than 90 degrees.
The viewing angle was selected on the basis of the LDA data
rate and the accuracy of the measurements, to be 26 degrees NUMERICAL METHODS
away from the vertical to the window in the horizontal
plane (Fig. 2). The selection of a non-perpendicular view A commercially available Navier-Stokes code
angle effects the LDA characteristics of the two beams (TASCflow) was used for both the impeller and the diffuser
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simulations. The simulation results at the impeller outlet the pressure side of the diffuser vane (Fig. 7). Due to the
were used to provide the inlet conditions for the diffuser positions of the LDA measurement points only the onset of
simulation. The impeller results were averaged in the the recirculation zone can be detected. The LPIV results
circumferential direction. The diffuser was discretized with a show a much smaller recirculation zone than the
H-grid with about 50000 nodes. One simulation needed simulation. The recirculation is initiated by change in the
between 10 and 20 hours CPU time on an IBM RS 6000 slope of the diffuser wall. In reality the recirculation zone is
computer. unsteady in time and position. These differences also affect

the pressure rise in the diffuser (Fig. 8). The onset of the
recirculation can also be seen as a disagreement between the

RESULTS measured and simulated pressure rise at partload. These
differences between the real diffuser flow and the simulation

The data rate and the SNR were improved by using may be the result of using a steady simulation or a result of
the Dantec LDA instead of the earlier Suizer LDA (Eisele the Ke turbulence model being used. This question can be
1992). The data rate increased from about 600 HZ to 1500 answered by an unsteady diffuser simulation with measured
Hz for the 2-dimensional measurements. For the boundary conditions which will follow in the next phase of
measurement of the third component a data rate of about this work.
500 Hz was reached.

The 3-D flow field in the diffuser was measured at 5
different flow rates from the BEP (best efficiency point) to CONCLUSIONS
deep partload. The main interest of the LDA measurements
was to examine the flow in the semi-vaneless region of the Earlier experience in applying LDA technology to
diffuser, so the most of the LDA measurement points were industrial pump impellers, has been extended in such a
localised in this region. The LPIV measurements were used manner that high quality 3-dimensional unsteady LDA
to complement the LDA measurements to obtain a better measurements have now been obtained in a pump diffuser.
idea of the flow field in the whole diffuser. In addition new experience with a LPIV system using a

The LDA measurements were first analysed with 'pulsed' camera instead of a pulsed laser, has been obtained.
software from Dantec. This software averaged and arranged For measurements in a pump it is very important to trigger
the data for one complete revolution with an averaging the camera with the rotational position of the impeller.
window of 3 degrees. Afterwards the 3-D velocity vectors The measured unsteady flow field in the diffuser
were calculated and the data were reduced to single impeller could be animated using software developed for CFD flow
pitch by ensemble-averaging. visualisation. This animation leads to better understanding

Fig. 3 shows the scatter diagrams over several of the flow.
revolutions of the impeller for two flow rates at two points The comparison of the measured and simulated
in the diffuser. The blade passing frequency is dominant at pressure rise in the diffuser is very encouraging for further
the diffuser inlet (B2) for both flow rates. In the diffuser numerical studies especially for unsteady Navier-Stokes
channel the strength of the blade passing influence simulations.
decreases. At partload other unsteady flow phenomena
become important and the turbulence intensity increases.
The mean values and the RMS values show the decreasing ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
blade passing frequency and the increasing RMS values
along the diffuser (Fig. 4). The Rms values for the third The authors would like to thank Sulzer Pumps,
component was not analysed because the optical axes of the Sulzer Hydro, Sulzer Turbo and Sulzer Innotec for their
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THE APPLICATION OF 3D LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY TO LARGE SCALE
FLOW MEASUREMENTS ON A FORMULA 1 RACING CAR

C.Saunders.
Williams Grand Prix Engineering Limited, England.

J.Rickards, C.Swales, R.V.Barrett.
Department of Aerospace Engineering.

University of Bristol, England.

ABSTRACT averaged over several complete recirculations of the flow
The aim of this work was to map fully the flow around the tuemil (omend 10 seconds). The task wrv

field around a half scale Formula one racing car in the requred to be completed in a short tim scale to prevent
Williams low turbulence wind tunnel. Readings of mean undue intenpton to existing test prgrms. Thew
velocity, and turbulence intensity with its associated requirements made 3D laser Doppler anemometry
statistical quantities were taken at over 8000 discrete essetial to the task.
measurement points using a Dantec three dimensional The reasrun at Ws Gea n di lo
LDA system. The paper outlines the techniques tuEnlmeg e research tunnel at Willifas Grand Prix
employed to improve the accuracy of the measuremts tginemeing, Didcig on a half scale model with the
taken, examines the spatial resolution of the system and has a large square working section, very low fresteam
uses some of the results obtained to illustrate the hin a runseat a ericopressresin
complex flows encountered. These included very strong tur beng section. Electoniic feedback cntrol of the
vortices, wakes with large RMS velocities and regions of roing r ensuresthatit seediaccura l mathe
high local velocity. Modifications to the standard rolling road ensures that its speed is a.uratey matched

travrn earallweda wier ang ofoptcal to die wind speed. Boundary layer suction is used totonfurav nse g bear a lowed enabwid ngm me ns of remove the tunnel wall boundary layer at the start of theconfigurations to be employed enabling measurements to tetstin Telrevum of he unl
be taken in regions which would otherwise have been test secion. nec large volume of the tunnel
inaccessible. The use of 45 degree mirror boxes to (approx. 2000m3) necessitated that high levels of seeding
inproveopticalaccessible. The use ofg 4 re m rboes to b would be required in order to achieve acceptable data
projected at a very shallow grazing the to t e rat. This was provided by five Dantec type 55118
floor is also describedy single jet seeders and two TSI model 9306A six-jet

seedevs, the seeding being injected through a breather
1. INTRODUCTION vent downstream of the test section.

The equipment used was a Dantec three
This work was undertaken to provide component IDA, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

measurements of velocity, turbulence intensity and RMS This consists of two optic heads mounted on a fully
velocity covering the entire flow field around the automated three-dimensional travers mechmism,
Williams FW16 Fl car. These were intended to provide allowing 0.6 metres of movement in each direction, and
details of the flow structures present, enabling further linked by two 10 metre long fibre optic cables to a
optimisation of the aerodynamic performance of the Spectra-Physics 5 Watt Argon-ion laser (model 2016).
vehicle. Both optic heads are free to rotate within their gimbal

The method of measurement was required to mounts, which, in turn, can be swept and dipped to
provide three components of velocity to a high degree of provide the required optical configuration. Two pairs of
accuracy and to be completely non-intrusive, beams (green and blue) am emitted from one head
Measurmemts were required at approximately 5000 (referred to as the 2D head) and a third, violet, pair from
points around the main body of the car, divided into the opposing (ID) head. Both heads are able to receive as
twelve lateral traverse planes, and to within lmm of the well as transmit light and consequently either the back-
surface, with a further 3000 measurements required scatter mode, where light is received by the transmitting
under the front wing and around the foot-plate. To optic head, or the cros-coupled mode, where scattered
achieve accurate meen values the measurements were light from each pair of beams is received by the non-
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transmitting head, can be employed. The frequency bench, thereby preserving the distance of penetration of

information from each channel is processed by separate the beams into the tunnel whilst still allowing the full

Dantec Burst Spectrum Analysers (BSAs). These are range of motion to be used on the traverse gear. To
connected to a 486DX 66MHz PC which controls data prevent undue strain on the traverse vertical drive motor
acquisition, processing and presentation using the the additional weight of this structure was relieved by a
'BurstwareTM' software package. counterbalance weight. This was mounted onto the beck

The purpose of this paper is primarily to of the vertical section of the traverse gear and connected
describe the operational procedures used, and the to the optic bench by means of a steel cable passing over
practical methods developed to improve the accuracy and a pulley at the apex of the traverse gear (see Fig. 3). A
scope of the measurements. The reader should be aware high quality linear bearing allowed the counterbalance
that due to the sensitive nature of the results, it was weight to move up and down smoothly thereby
necessary to omit certain details. In particular, the preventing backlash in the movemet of the traverse.
geometry of the car may differ slightly from that shown
in the figures. 3. ALIGNMENT AND VELOCITY

TRANSFORMATION
2. TRAVERSE MODIFICATIONS A number of operational difficulties arose from

Due to the configuration of current Formula one the scale of the measurements taken and the large volume
cars, access was difficult to some areas in which of the wind tunnel. The use of two metre focal length
measurements were required. For example, at some optic which was necessary to gain access to all regions of
traverse positions, measurements close to the wheels interest on the car, leads to a reduction in performance of
were problematic due to the beams impinging on the LDA, in terms of both data rate and data validity,
suspension components. In addition, highly swept compared to that achieved with shorter focal length
configurations were required to gain access to some areas lenses. In addition, even with the large number of
around the car, as illustrated by Fig. 2. This figure also seeding units used, the volume of the wind tunnel meant
shows the axis conventions used. Furthermore that a high seeding density could not be achieved. Thus
measurements under the front wing of the car could only accurate alignment was a prerequisite for this work to
be made using significantly different optical compensate for these difficulties and also to enable the
configurations to those conventionally employed. Due to system to operate in the cross-coupled mode
the time constraints applied to this work, rapid (simultaneous side-scatter). Cross-coupled operation was
repositioning of the traverse gear was necessary whilst used to achieve the spatial resolution needed for
maintaining the X-axis (streamwise) parallel to the tunnel measurements close to surfaces and to minimise the
working section. To maintain a high degree of alignment effects of velocity biasing in regions of strong velocity
it was also necessary to isolate the traverse gear from any gradient. Furthermore, to gain access to all regions of
wind tunnel vibration. To achieve this, the traverse was the car and minimise the number of traverse points lost
fitted with metal wheels and mounted on two steel rails due to impingement of beams on fixed features, such as
which were accurately aligned with the tunnel axis. suspension components, many different optical
These were raised 10mm above the floor and mounted at configurations were needed and thus it was frequently
either end onto a solid concrete base. A clamp necessary to re-align the system optics. The alignment
mechanism was used to prevent movement of the traverse method used was required to be fast and reliable and to
gear once the desired position had been set. give consistently high performance.

To enhance the access to the car, through the Conventional alignment techniques require the
use of a highly swept optical configuration, a simple six beams to be passed through an objective leas in order
turn-table, illustrated in Fig. 3, was designed to enable to view their images on a screen some distance beyond
the optic bench to be rotated about the vertical Z-axis the lens. In some areas of the car, and in particular under
without affecting the direction of motion of the three the front wing, the very limited physical and visual
traverse axes. access and confined space makes such techniques

As the focal length of the optics were fixed at impossible. Consequently a quantitative alignment
two metres, it was important that the optic heads, technique, developed at Bristol University, was used
attached to the optic bench, could be moved fore and aft throughout the tests. The technique, described in detail
relative to the fixed traverse gear. This was achieved by in reference 1, uses the voltage output from a light
the design of a forward extension arm, Fig. 3, on which dependent resistor with a 20 micron pin-hole aperture, as
the optic bench was mounted using a sliding junction illustrated in Fig. 4, to locate the position of peak
block. The optic bench could thus be moved forward to intensity within a laser beam or collection volume (made
compensate for an increase in the sweep angle of the visible by passing light down the collection fibre). By
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bringing the foci of the two collection volumes, and each directly into the collection optics. The reflections were

of the six beams, separately onto the face of the pin-hole, reduced by painting the mesurement surfaces matt

an extremely accurate alignment is achieved. This black, but this was not sufficient to enable boundary

method has the main advantage that it uses an entirely layer measurements. In addition boundary layer flows

quantitative approach and is thus not hindered by the and vortices contain regions of very strong velocity

need to make subjective judgements based on visual gradient in which the spatial resolution of the LDA is

interpretation of beam images, as is the case for most important. If the LDA is operated in the commonly used

conventional methods. In addition alignment can be back-scatter light collection mode in such regions, the
carried out in very confined spaces as there is no need to very long, cigar shaped measuring volume obtained,

project the beams beyond the plane of the pin-hole. The results in strong velocity biasing effects.

highly consistent alignment accuracy achieved by the To overcome both the above problems the

pin-hole meter method means that routine operation in system was operated in the cross-coupled light collection

the stringent cross-coupled mode can be guaranteed, and mode, which results in a near spherical measurement

enables a large number of alignments to be carried out in volume of significantly reduced dimensions. This is due

a short time. to the fact that scattered light can only be detected from

When using a 3D LDA a transformation matrix within the common overlap region of the collection

must be applied to the velocity data in order to convert volume path to the collection optic, and the cigar shaped
non-orthogonal velocities into componmts aligned with intersection of the transmitted beams, as illustrated by

the conventional wind tunnel axes. The derivation of this Fig. 6. Fig. 7 illustrates graphically the superiority of

matrix is described by reference 2. It is important when the cross-coupled mode of operation compared to the
evaluating the matrix to accurately determine the back-scatter mode. The figure compares directly contours
positional geometry of the six laser beams by a fast and of vorticity for the central region of a small wing tip

reliable method. This was achieved by a simple extension vortex, calculated from velocity components recorded in

of the pin-hole alignment tehnique, illustrated in Fig. 5. back-scatter and cross-coupled modes. The oval shaped
The pin-hole meter was used to locate the position of the distribution seen in the back-scatter case is caused by a
centre of each of the six beams at two positions along its velocity biasing effect which most strongly influences the

length. This was done by fixing the positio .. the vertical velocity component and is due to the length of
meter, and moving the beams, one at a time., to the plane the back-scatter measuring volume. Furthermore the

of the pin-hole thereby enabling the position ot '.z beam peak vorticity values recorded in back-scatter mode are
centres could be read from the traverse cmtrol z ware. artificially high due to the influence of the biased vertical
Having established the vector of each beam in space this velocity gradient on the vorticity equation. The velocity
geometry was converted into the requisite angles used in biasing problem is accentuated in the case of a vortex as
the velocity transformation matrix calculation. The same the nature of the flow tends to centrifuge the seeding
geometry may also be used to evaluate the calibration away from the vortex core so that the seeding density

factor for each channel. increases with distance from the core. The authors
consider the cross-coupled mode to be essential for LDA

4.1 MEASUREMENTS AROUND THE CAR BODY measurements in any flow where strong velocity

The flow around a contemporary Formula I gradients occur and to be the preferential mode for all

racing car provides a wide variety of localised flow other WA measurements.

structures, each of which requires different approaches in Behind the car, and in the regions downstream

of the suspension components and the open wheels, wake
otructurder tachievery testrg vosese shad freltshetpse flows were encountered with characteristically high RMS
stofctures include very strong vortices shed from the tips velocities. In such regions it is necessary to use a large
of lifting surfaces such as the front and rear wings, high bandwidth in order to capture all the velocity data and
RIMS wake flows shed by bluff bodies such as wheels obtain accurate mean values. Experience has shown that

and suspension components, and both laminar and oti cuaema aus xeinehssonta
aduspulensiboundcomponenb laya a. operating with a high bandwidth, and in particular with a
turbulent boundary layer flows, bandwidth significantly larger than that expected from
which measurements were required were within knowledge of the velocity range, does degrade the

whih easreens wrereqird erewihi performance of the IDA, and it is only through good

boundary layers on the car body and vortices. The mam alignment iao th e this can be countered.

problem posed by the boundary layer measurements was Due to the strong three dimensional nature of

that of surface reflection, as it was necessary for the the flow around the car the vertical and horizontal

beams to approach almost perpendicular to the surface. velow aounents car differtical and hayzohal

This problem was accentuated in some regions where the velocity components can differ widely and may change

curvature of the car body caused light to be reflected rapidly with position. Consequently if the LDA
processors are set to optimise data collection at one point
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i space the settings may be unsuitable at a point only a region inboard of the end plate to the low pressure area
short distance away resulting in a loss of data. To outside. These vortices may be visualised when Formula
counter this problem it is possible to use a large one cars race in humid conditions. Fig. 10 shows
bandwidth on all three channels, but only at the expense contours of U(streamwise), V(cross-flow) and
of velocity definition, data rate and data validity. Ideally W(vertical) velocity components and contours of
the system should be configured so that it operates in a streamwise vorticity taken at a station 170mm
balanced manner with all three channels measuring downstream of the rear wing end plate. The contours of
similar velocities and using the same bandwidth, thereby streamwise velocity show a region of velocity deficit in
improving the velocity definition, the area of the vortex and in the lower portion of the plot

This was achieved by the axial rotation of each where the flow exits the rear diffuser. The contours of
of the optic heads within their gimbal mounts until each the V and W velocity components show classical
channel measured approximately the same velocity when distributions for a vortex structure at the top edge of the
in freestream flow. When operating in this way the end plate. In the region behind the diffuser the cross-
system is more tolerant to sudden changes in velocity or flow velocities are very small whilst the vertical
RMS velocity and all channels respond in a similar component shows a small up-flow.
manner to such changes. Furthermore by rotating the The flow around the open wheels on a Formula
optic heads the configuration of the four beams emitted one car has a strong influence on the overall
from the 2D head becomes more compact thereby aerodynamics of the car, and generates a large proportion
allowing greater optical access to confined spaces. of the aerodynamic drag. Fig. 11 shows a velocity vector

To save time during the test program the plot composed of the V and W velocity components at a
geometry of the car was accurately measured beforehand station 20mm in front of the rear wheel. This illustrates
using a micrometer, and the data fed into a computer the strong three dimensional nature of the flow and, as
program which generated co-ordinate grids which were can be seen, the direction of the velocity vector can
shaped to the contours of the car body, as illustrated by suddenly reverse in the region of flow stagnation near
Fig. 8. the centre of the wheel posing considerable difficulties

when recording data. It will be noted that this stagnation
4.2 RESULTS FROM THE BODY OF THE CAR region is not central to the wheel as the rotation of the

wheel causes flow circulation thus displacing theOne of the most strongly disturbed regions of stagnation region downwards.

flow surrounding the car is in the region immediately the ron inun f o w l

behind the front wheels, where wakes shed from the is e by ig. 13 w h ows conous of
rotating wheel and hub, suspension struts and strut/body illustrated by Fig. 13, which shows contours of
interfaces interact with wing endplate vortices to produce streamwise R pMS at the three previously described
highly complex three dimensional flows. This is stations, and the position of the traverse grids relative to
illustratedthe car. The wake flows from the wheels dominate theillstrated by Felcig. 9, wh shiows cdownstoursm flow at all three stations though it is possible to see thestreamwise RMS velocity at a section 20mam downstream tringvtefomheeawn.

of the rear of the front wheel. Immediately behind the trading vortex from the rear wing.
wheel, marked by geometry lines, the velocities are . MEASUREMENTS UNDER THE FRONT WING
much lower than freestream and the RMS velocity is
extremely high as may be seen from the high density of A number of factors make measurements under
contours in this area. By comparison the region between the front wing of the car particularly difficult. The most
the wheel and the car body has areas of low RMS where obvious of these is that due to the extremely low ride
the flow is almost undisturbed, and areas of strong height of the car it is difficult to gain access to the under
localised wake disturbances shed from the suspension side of the wing, both for alignment purposes and to take
and front wing. The flow above the top of the wheel is the measurements. The access is limited ultimately by the
almost undisturbed and thus high mean velocities and angular separation of the beams and the angle to the
low RMS velocities are seen. The figure serves to tunnel floor at which they can be projected. Fig. 12
illustrate the wide variation in RMS velocities illustrates the difficulties of access to the underside of the
encountered even within a single traverse, front wing. Several methods were developed to increase

In the region immediately behind the rear wing, the level of access to the underwing region. In order to
two types of flow dominate, vortices and low speed/high achieve the minimum possible grazing angle to the tunnel
RMS flow at the exit of the rear diffuser. The vortices floor, thereby maximising the depth of beam penetration
are shed from the top surface of the rear wing end plate under the wing, the beams were projected vertically
and are caused by the flow separating from the top edge downwards and a pair of 45 degree mirror boxes were
of the end plate as it travels from the high pressure used to turn the beams through 90 degrees. These are
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seen in Fig. 3. To allow these mirror boxes to reach the large, reaching a maximum at the point of peak suction
floor the optic bench was mounted on the front of the on the wing, and hence the UV vector is predominantly
forward extension arm previously described. streamwise. As the flow moves downstream the V-

Triangulated adjustment of the mirrors enabled fine component increases, and the flow is impeded by the

adjustment of the beam paths to be carried out and the presence of the front wheel so that the 'U-V' vector

pin-hole meter was used to establish the beam tends increasingly towards the V direction, with the

geometries. In addition to the mirror boxes a perspex effect of increasing the vortex strength.
window was built into the front wing end plate to allow
measurements to be taken in the region behind it. 6. CONCLUSIONS

The flow under the wing is strongly accelerated The sucul acquisition of three dimensional
and can reach almost twice the freestream speed. At such velocity data at over 8000 discrete data points around the
speeds, in order to achieve a sufficiently high centre Williams FW16 formula one car has shown that large
frequency, it is necessary to employ a large bandwidth, scale measurements can be carried out to a high degree of
and consequently, as discussed previously, t ata r accuracy within a short space of time andencom
and data validity will be much reduced. Furthermore the a wide variety of flow structures. The quality of t data,
enclosed space beneath the wing means that strong and the high Reynolds number employed, enables the
reflections are almost unavoidable. Due to these results to be directly related to the flo'v around the full
reflections and the presence of regions of very steep scale car. It has been shown that in regions of strong
velocity gradients and vortical flows the cross-coupled velocity gradient where spatial resolution is of
mode of operation was required. The extremely restricted amnt importance the cross-coupled mode of ligh
space under the wing meant that conventional alignmet collection is essential and should be the preferred mde
techniques were impossible as there was insufficient of operation for all other LDA mts.

space to project the beam images, particularly when The quantitative pin-hole alignment technique
aligning the beams through the perspex end plate. It was has been found to consistently provide the alignment
however possible to achieve the required alignment accuracy required, enabling routine cross-coupled
accuracy by the use of the pin-hole meter alignment operation. The method may be applied equally well when
method, which is not compromised by confined space. optical or visual access is poor. Modifications to the
5.2 standard traverse gear have been shown to considerably

increase the flexibility of the system when applied to a

The flow around the front wing of the car is large scale flow problem.

seen to be essentially two dimensional for the majority of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the span except at the wing tips and near the centre of the
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MEASUREMENTS OF VELocrrY AND A PASSIVE SCALAR IN AN ISOTHERMAL-FLOW

MODEL OF A PRESSURISED-COAL COMBUISTOR

A. Moore. A.M.K.P. Taylor and J.H. Whitelaw

Mechanical Engineering Departnent
Imperi-al College of Science. Technology and Medicine.

Exhibition Road. london SW7 2BX. England

ABSTRACT single-phase flow and have been performed to quantify the
nature of the flow under these idealised conditions and thereby

The isothermal flow in a model of an arrangemnent proposed serve as a foundation upon which to build the complexities
for the combustion of pulverised coal at high pressure has been associated with two-phase flow and combustion. They have
examined by a combination of flow visualisation. laser-Doppler been perfonned with a combination of flow visualization, laser-
velocimetry and probe measurements of the concentrations of a Doppler velocimnetry and probe measurements of a tracer of
passive scalar. The model comprised a perspex enclosure of 1324 helium gas which quantifies the behaviour of a passive scalar
mm diameter and 31 I min length. closed at the top and with the and. this instrumentation is described in the following section in
lower end joined to a diffuser. Four 19 mm diameter inlet pipes the context of the flow configuration and with an assessment of
were arranged circumferentially at (X) degree intervals and the uncertainties. Two visualisation methods were used. the
directed the inlet flows so that they impinged on each other and first based on direct photography of the light scattered f6om
subsequently on the top surface before turning to form a region small particles and the second on the dispersion of an oil and
of separated flow and passing between the incoming jets and paint mixture on a surface within the flow. The first Frioved to
into the diffuser. The results confirm the nature of the flow and be less quantitative than hoped and the second providd a near-
quantify the size of the recirculation regions and. therefore the quantitative impression of the flow upon which to base the
residence times which they provide for particles. The passive location and detail of the velocity measurements. The
scalar. a tracer of helium in air. was added to one inlet flow and measurements of the passive scalar, with injection of the helium
the results show that scalar field is dominated by the penetration tracer through one of the four entry ducts, are representative of
of the jet. non-dimensional temperature for the particular boundary

condition of an adiabatic wall. All measurements have been
provided in sufficient detail to support the corresponding

1. INTRODUCTION computational efforts of Bergeles and Papadakis (1994). The
results are presented and discussed in the third section and

The use of pulverised coal as fuel for a gas-turbine the paper ends with a summary of the more important
combustor implies that it be burned at high pressure and that conclusions.
particulates be removed from the hot gases before they enter
the turbine. These topics have been discussed by. for example
Preusser and Spindler (1988) and by Hannes. Reichert and 2. FLOW CONFIGIIA'rION AND MEASUREMENT
Weber (1989). and particular geometrical arrangements have TECHINIQUES
been proposed by Hannes et al. Hlazanov. Goldman and Timnat
(1985). Sadakata. Sakai. Tominaga. Yamamoto and Suzuki The plexiglass model is shown in figure I and comprised a
(1993) and Thambimuthu (1993) and by Mattsson and cylinder of 13K mmn internal diameter, closed at its top end and
Stankevics (1985). This paper is concerned with the with four entry ducts of 19 mm internal diameter arranged
arrangement of the last two authors in which a number of jets of symmetrically around the circumference to introduce air so that
coal-laden air are directed into a cylindrical furnace so that they the four jets impinged on the axis of the cylindrical container
impinge and move towards the closed top of the enclosure and moved upwards until forced to reverse by the top surface.
which causes the formation of a region of recirculation which The entry ducts were arranged at 60 degrees to the vertical axis
allows the required residence timne for combustion b'efrme the with the intersection of the axis of each entry duct with the
hot gases and remaining solids flow towards the lubttom of the inside of the enclosure at a distance of 173 mm from the top.
container where the gases flow through ducting. which causes The entry ducts were 760 nmm long and connected to rotametes
the solids to remain. and towards the turbine. "lhe investigation to measure and meter the flow and to a central sourc of
is restricted to the flow in the chamber of the furnace in which compressed air. The lower end of the enclosure was connected
the primary combustion takes place and si does not address the to a 45 degree half-angle diffuser so that the exhaust passed
flow in the lower region where the hot gases are separated from through a duct of 38 mm internal diameter. All dimensions
the solid materials. Nevertheless. the results provide a basis were checked and found to be constant within 2 % of those
for further investigation in that they include the fluid-dynamic cited above. The surfaces of the perspex enclosure and entry
boundary condition for the flow at entry to the separating ducts were polished to ensure optical access without major
region. distorlion and the various joins were effected with penpex

The measuremnents presented here corruspoind to iaothennal cement. The flow rate of air to the four entry ducts was
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maintained constant and equal ito each other within 4 % and the Scattered light was collected in the forward direction by a
consequences of asynmmetries due ito unposd diflerences in the "Tamrun" 70-210Omm f4.5 zoom lens. Further details of the
four flow rates are discussed in the following section. optical arrangement are provided in table 1.
Experinents were pcrfonned with total flow rates of 5.7 and 1.2

x 10-3 kg/s. corresponding to Reynolds number in each pipe and 25 mW ile-Ne Laser. Wavelength 632.8 Am

in the enclosure of 20.(XX) and 29.(XX) and I l.(XX) and 16.(X) Beam D)iameter of Lafer at c-2 Intensity 1.25 mi
respectively. Preliminary tests with visualisation and by Focal Length Of:
measurement of velocity profiles in orthogonal planes indicated Imaging Lens From Iaser to Grating 150 mm,
symmetry oe the flow sufficient it) justify subsequent and i
detailed measurements of half profiles. A single reverse-cyclone C(ollimating Lens After Grating 200 mmn

arrangment was used to add seeding particles to one of the entry Imaging Lens to Focus Control Volume 300 mm
ducts at a time and this was done downstream of the rontameter No. of l.ines on Radial D)iffraction Grating 16384
and 2000 mm upstream of the entrance to the enclosure. Kaolin Maximum Frequency Shift 6.55 MHz
was the chosen seeding material for the velocity measurements Stabilitv of Fr n h0.30%
and was supplied to the cyclone in the forn of a powder of
comprising particles of tominal diameter less than 3. For the Bcamn Spacing 41.8 mm

visualisation. micro-halloons were added to the cyclone in the Ialaf Anglc of Beam Intersection Angle 3.991
form of a powder of comprising particles with a ,nomtinal ,ncat Width ofControl Volume at c-2 Intensity 145.09 11m
diameter within a 40-50 pin distributiton. T"hey provi(led a weans Lenigth of Control Volume at e-2 Intensity 2079.6 urm
to scatter light from a light sheet formed by a cylindrical lens
and an argon ion laser operating in the green line with a pIower
of around 0.7 W. Visualisation of these particles proved to be a No. of Frinees within e-2 Intensity 32

less satisfactory method than that used by Sivasegaram and l:requency to Velocity Conversion 0.22 ms /MHz
Whitelaw (1986) ill their box conbustor. This method made use
of a thin sheet of stainless steel which was introduced into the Table I. Optical characteristics of laser-Doppler velocimeter
enclosure along the symmetry planes of zero and 45 degrees
after it had been coated with a mixture of kerosene, silicone oil The amplified signal from the phototnultiplier was converted
and oleic acid with titainium dioxide particles as pigmnent. The into velocity values by a 7.er=-crossing counter, as described by
plate and oil mixture were exposed to the hfow for pCrhKIs up to I leitor. I.aker. Taylor & Vafidis (1984) and an IBM compatible
an hour and depended upom the thickness of the mixture amd the 486DX personal computer and the minimum number of velocity
wall shear stress itt the region of interest. The surface pattermS values used to form averages at each measurement location was
were photographed with a 35insn SLR camera using black and 4(X). 'Ibis resulted in statistical uncertainties of ±3% in the
white I(X) ASA film. incam and ± 6% in the rms.

The concentrations of a helium gas tracer added to the air of

f.1,11._D=I138inm _- one of the entry ducts with a volumetric concentration of 10%
(2.6%• by volume of total air flow rate) were sampled with a

X probe and measured by a katharometer (Taylor Servomex

('G.197) with anl uncertainty within ±2% of the maximum
value. 'he probe had external and internal diameters of 3.2 mnm

173 Z antn 1.5 mm respectively and entered the enclosure through a
mm 1 series of holes located on the combustor wall. Suction was

Ift• applied it) the probe at a rate determined from experiments
performned with a wide range of f1ow rates which showed that

1d•) the flow rate had little intluence within the range of the present
I of• 4 iameasurettmenIts.

Injectors 13 = 4 41

iin 3. RLS II.TS

The photographs of figure 2 provide a near-quantitative
impression of the flow. That taken in the plane of two entry

4Air & ducts and orthogonal to the third shows the jets entering the
Adin/rachamber and directed towards it's axis before which it interactsID-l9rnSeigTar with the orthogonal .jet directed towards the plane of the paper.

These three jets merge and move upwards where they reach a
Exhausted stagnation region caused by the top surface of the enclosure, and

Air turn through 1(0 degrees and towards the exit diffuser. The
thickness of the oil-paint mixture distorts; the flow in that it

Figure I Schematic diagram of' co•n luhor geometry and co- suggests a stagnation region close to the top of the enclosure but
ordinate system not as close as the true region of flow reversal. Also, there is a

clear tendency for oil to build up in low velocity regions such as
The laser-Doppler velocimeter comprised a hclium neon that in the left hand edge of the photograph and at the upper

laser operated at 632.8 nm and 25 ,nW with ani arrangement ofI" edge of incoming jets. The second photograph corresponds to
Bragg cells and lenses to divide. focus and comhine the light the plane at 45 degrees to that of the first photograph with the
beams and to provide the possibility of frequency shift. impintgement of two jets; at 45 degrees to the paper. and in the
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above suggests necar-syioinctrical turning otl the flow (:lose to
the top of the enclosure and thle less symmetrical turning 0

below the incoming flows. The icomoirs emphasise the
regions of high velocity. show the dlifferent shapes Wf thle
intersctioin regions sin the iwvo planes and identify tile 0.2

possible existence of a small vorteX within the plane ol
injection underneath the reversed incoming jet~s.

Thc turbulence intensities oft figure 4. defined as tlie local
rils of velocity fluctuations divided by the bulk velocity of' 0.4

the incoming jet and minima of arounod 0. 12 in the regions of' I
low velocity and shear. Trhe maximum value is around 0.24.
close to that of a fully-developed turbulent jet. lbut occurring a 0.

comparatively short distance from the plane of entry to the
enclosure and before impingement where the intensities arc
rather lower. in contrast to the Measurements of McGuirk and
Palma ( 1992) which showv a high intensity at the location of 0.8

intersection of normal jets. It may bie that the Jaitter areI
associate with a periodic instability which would bie less , . . .

likely ito occur iin jets which impinge oblIititieN lv as in thle 0.

present case. .5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0. 1 0 0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0. 4 0 .
x/D

0.1

0.6

0 0.4

0.2

4 *)14I0.

2/0 /0 "14 0.40.

0.2 0.6

0.45

14 4

1/0 I/fl

Fi.4 C ontour plt oturbuene intensity within pae .

normal and at 45erest inecion

The mnixtur frcin ill al-cc m also shown in tile 1.4

two planes of figure 2. here with fill view~ of the vessel raitheir. 04-. 02-. . . . . .

thaii a symmetrical half as in fig-ures 3 antI 4 and reqluiredl 1/0

because the tracer of hel iumn gas wvas in -eeted into one Fgr asv clrMxueFato otusWti
entering flow as showvn. The incoming jet allows the passive Bioreh Plansiv clrMxue ratoCnorsWhn
scalar ito reach almost ito the cenitre linle before it Bohlae
concentration begins to decay but the decay from the edges of
the contour of the concentration of' the incoming gas is rapid. 4 IC SINADCNLDN EAK
particularly in the dlowniwards and cross-streami directions 4.)IC SC)NADONIIIGRMRK
although it call bie expected that thie latter wotild bie ilic present flow may be compared usefully with that of an
considerably reduced wvhen all jet, co ntain the same aircraft . eas-iurbiime comibustor where primary jets; are arranged
concentration of~ the scalar. This rapid decaN' is emphasised by ito impinge aiid to create a toroidal recirculation region tin

theresltsin he45 egre pane"'erethehiges which foel has (line to burn. In the present flow, the jets
concentration to lie seen is less than half that of thle milmping oblitqtily and the fuel would be transported by the
incoming gas. Thie probable reduction in decay is stupported ~ i~~tetocniuain r iia nta

by th.... prviu figre whic show itwt thfiurtin aelocityinha
Ivcharceisticus. fgue which showl dias n al tanner similar they seek to provide residlence time for coinbustio!: and a flow

chrcestcala whereth sho adlcar im i~eet min al fomilr entr uif' hott gases wvhich pass between the incominimg jets. There is a
that oft th cla hr [hf clri r~mil l orc , 1.urther similarity tin that experiments have boeen performned
dlucts. decay more gradually.
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with isothermal flow in models of gas-turbine combustors and Hannes, 1LW., Reichert, G. & Weber. E. 1989. Pressurised
compared with results of flows with combustion and the Pulverised Coal Combustion With Molton Ash Removal, QanL
comparisons show, for example, the much stronger recirculating on Tednologies for Producing Electricil% in 21st Cnmnrv Nov
flows associated with the accelerations of the combusting flows. 1989 pp. 155-173.

The dimensions of the toroidal or near-toroidal region
formed by the four jets and the enclosure are similar to those of Hazanov, Z. Goldman. Y. & T'mnat, Y.M. 1985, Opposed Flow
the model combustor of Heitor and Whitelaw (1985) and the Combustion of Pulverised Coal, Cmh.&kFlame- Vol 61, pp.
maximum velocity in the enclosure with isothermal flow is also 119-130.
similar with a value of around 15 m/s downstream of the entry
ducts. The dimensions may also be compared with the ratio of Heitor. M.V. & Whitelaw, J.H. 1986, Velocity, Temperature,
the area of the entry apertures to that of the enclosure in the and Species Characteristics of the Flow in a Gas-Turbine
present combustor and the gas-turbine combustor equal to 0.075 Combustor, C Vol 64, pp. 1-32.
and 0.109 respectively. However comparison of the strengths of
the vortical motions is difficult because of the oblique entry the Heitor, M.V, Laker, J.R, Taylor. A.M.ILP. & Vafidis, C. 1984,
present geometry and the influence of swirl in the gas-turbine Imperial College Rep. No. FS/8/09
combustor. In the region between the entry ducts and the top of
the two combustors, the recirculation zones have characteristic Libis, N., Crmenberg, Ji.. & GoldmanY.
widths and lengths of 0.67D and 0.67D for the gas turbine 1994, A Numerical Investigation of Aspects of Coal Powder
combustor and 0.3D and 0.75D for the present geometry, where Combustion in a Counterflow Combustor, Euel Vol. 73, no.3,
D is the combustor width. Consideration of the residence times
provided within both recirculation zones allows comparison of pp. 405411
the time available for combustion in each flow. Using the Mausson, A.CJ. & Stankevics, J.O.A. 1985, Development of
residence time scale derived in Visser and Weber (1992) and Retrofit External Slagging Coal Combustor System. 2nAnn
Orfanoudakis (1994), we can estimate the residence time within
the gas-turbine as 120 ms, assuming the internal recirculation j'insbureh Coal Conf Pits USA. Sept 1985 pp. 776-784.
zone to be elliptical in nature. For the present geometry, where
the recirculation zone is effectively a torus the residence time is McGuirk, JJ, & Palma, J.M.L.M. 1992, Calculation of the
around 190 ms so that the present geometry provides some 50 % Dilution System in an Annular Gas-Turbine Combustor, AIAA
more time for combustion and this will assist the complete burn NmUL 1992, Vol. 30, No. 4, pp. 963-972.
out of char particles within it.

The influence of combustion in the gas-turbine flow reduced Orfanoudakis, N.G. 1994, Measurements of Size and Velocity of
the effective residence time by some 25 % primarily due to a 20 Burning Coal, Ph.D. thesis, Imperial College, University of
% decrease in the width of the recirculation zone and an London.
increase in the axial velocities. Within the geometry e! the
present paper, similar trends may be inferred and a large increase Preusser, P. & Spindler, K. 1988, Pressurised Pulverised Coal
in the axial velocities, particularly in the region downstream of Combustion, VGR Kraftwerkstechnik_ no. 9, pp. 813-817.
the entry ducts, will decrease the mean residence time for char
particles burn. However it must be rememberred that wall Reichert, G., Thelen, F., Schmidt, D. & WeberE. 1988,
capture of larger particles can increase their effective residence Investigations on Pressurised Pulverised Coal Furnaces, VQJ
times which are certain to be longer in the real geometry since Kraft rkalhnik- No.9, pp. 908-912.
the dimensions are some three times greater.

The similarity of the two flows is also of assistance in Sivasegarem, S. & Whitelaw, J.H. 19ý Flow Charcteristics of
considering the representation of the furnace by the numerical Opposing Rows of Jets in a Confined bpace, 2mo.JnaLMeh.
solution of conservation equations in differential form since ,g, Vol. 200, pp. 71-75.
there is a considerable background of effort in the calculation of
gas-turbine flows. In both cases, there are three independent Sadakata, M., Sakal, T., Tominaga, H., Yamamoto, S. & Suzuki,
variables, impinging jets, two-phase flows, recirculation and K. 1988, Development of Slag-tap Combustor for High Intensity
combustion at pressures which require consideration of radiation Pulverised Coal Combustion, Proc. 22nd Int S gmnosium Of

heat transfer. In the present case, however, the fuel involves
devolatilisation and the combustion of gas and solid material Combustion vol. 93, pp. 183-191.

with the need for longer times. Thambimuthu, K.V. 1993, Gas Cleaning For Advanced Coal-

Based Power Generation, IEA Coal Research 1993-
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INVESTIGATION OF PAR11CLE FLOWS IN A TOP-FEED SlEiIJ,
OILER USING LASER SHEET ILLUMINATION

J L. Stroul

British Coal, Coal Research Establishment,
Stoke Orchard, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, UK

AIBSIRAC' chamber of a top-5eed shell boiler, and the effect of boiler
conditionsoin diese flows and subsequently on smoke tube

Impact erosion by partcles is the most common cause of %W.
mechanical failure in stoker fired shell boilers. Impact erosion
is influenced by the particle/gas flows in the reversal chamber
of the shell boiler. Hence the objective of this work was to 2. LASER SHEET ILLUMINATION
assess, using laser sheet illumination, the particle flow, for
ceample particle velocity, and particle size, in the reversal A laser sheet was expMnded from a pulsed, high-powered,
chamber of a top-feed shell boiler, and the effect on the flow of frequency doubled (wavelength=532nm) Nd:YAG laser with a
changing boiler conditions. f=-6mm cylindrical lens and a f=350mm converging lens

Overall as boiler firing rate was increased, the number of (Figure I).
particles increased and the average particle velocity decreased.
The highest wear of the smo•: tube entrances was estimated to
be at the base and the outer edges of the smoke tube bank, and diunber
this agreed with previously observed smoke tube bank wear doo

patterns. 
lew

L. KNTODUCTION
I: U oke

The aim of this work wins to use laser sheet illumination to tube
determine the solid loading, solid velocity and particle size in Nd:YAG

the rear reversal chamber of a top-ltied stoker fired shell boiler h PonO
and the effect of boiler conditions on these parameters.

In a top-feed shell boiler coal is burnt in a furnace. The reiwa
grits and hot gasesproduced by combustion enter the front diambe
reversal chamber, turn by 1800 and enter the first set of heat
exchanger tubes arranged in a half crescent smoke tube bank at
the side of the furnace. Afler exiting these tubes, they enter the
rear reversal chamber where their flow is reversed once more
and they enter the second set of heat exchanger tubes (or smoke
tubes).

These grits travelling at relatively high speed cause impact Figure I Laser sheet illumination in top-feed shell boiler
erosion at the smoke tube entrances. This is the moat commonT
cause of mechanical failure in a stoker fired shell boiler. In a The sheet was directed into one of seven ports located insurvy o spinker tokr fred hel 1~ile plnt n ~the door of the rear reversal chamber (Figure 2). Each port wassurvey, of sprinkler stoker fired shell boiler plant in anithe iha mk ub xt
North-West of England, 35% of boilers were reported to have in line with a smoke tube exit.
erosion wear problems causing smoke tube failurs (British A Sony XC-hm/RRCE CCD ca me pso itioned at the top of
Coal (1993)). the reversal chmber viewed the solids in the horizontal

Imact erosion was known to be affected by the mass flow sheet at 90P. The lens used was either a zoom lens or f=l 2.SmmImpct roson as now tobeaffcte bythemas fle , oep ndig the distnce between the camera and the
of solids, solids velocity, and particle sizc, which in turn may laserdsnga a the n istanoe bet(numbe 5inersectd Ow
be aflected by boiler conditions, for example the boiler firin lawe sheet wae ncm awta smoke tube (ncmber 5) ihilesected by
rate. Hence it was important to characterise the solid flow by the sheet was 35cm away from the camera, while the furhet
measuring solid loading, velocity and size in a rear reversal smoke tube (number 18) was 1.m away from the camera. The
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las.'r firned 25 puLise' a se-ond to ensure particle images the computer. The video frames %%cre then analysed with the
appeared on each video Irame. software package 'VisifloW.

The 'Visiflov software offered a choice of analysis
Diretlimo01ofviewing inellrs to determine velocity vectors from the video images,

which were first binarised into a black and white image (blackv background and white particles) The optimum method for a
.....particular video e depended on the number of particles and
their velocity gradient. Manual matching and particle tracking
methods were best for lo% particle concentrations, and high

S.I-it1i irs .. velocity gradients. Autocorrelation was best for high particle
-numke tubits .concentrations on the video image when particle pairs could not

0 .i be distinguished.
The optimum analysis method for the video images in thisSS ...

work was a combination of particle tracking and manual
9 sm :. matching. The particle tracking algorithm in 'Visiflow' was

- "_ C'".applied to the binansed image with a user defiued umximu
JO 12 velocity. The subsequent data was plotted as a velocity vector

map. Manually the vectors were edited; discarding wrong
' " ."iceoj particle pairs, and matching clearly correct particle pairs.En.triinceoi- ,

' ',06 seond Set Of/ Around some smoke tubes, the number of particle pairs on
S' k- -tbc a single video image was insufficient. Hence several video

frames for a certain smoke tube were analysed with 'Visiflow'
- - . and the velocity vector data sets summed. The average velocity

was calculated and the velocity vector map plotted. This
S Smoke tube raen-eded by Wase sl analysis was repeated for all solids in the laser sheet for each of

the seven smoke tubes at varying boiler conditions.

Figure 2 Position of smoke tubes and viewing in top-feed
shell boiler Bo

For velocity information (i.e. for Particle Image Velocimetry),
the Nd.YAG laser fired 2 pulses 0.Sms apart Hence a total of 50
50 pulses a second were fired and 2 images of the same
particles were captured on a single video frame. 0

-50 -

3. EXPERIMENTAL 0-100 -

Video images were recorded of solid flows in the laser -350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0
sheet intersecting each of the seven smoke tubes at a low boiler i)
firing rate (48% Maximum Continuous Rating, MCR). In the
middle of the test the boiler firing rate was increased to a high
rate of 113% MCR. For some tests the rate of grits being 15()

retired in the furnace was increased by banging the grit refiring
line. This line took the grits collected in the cyclone back into 100 W io : *

the furnace.
To determine the number of particles and their size and so

how this was affected by differing boiler conditions, video
images of solids around each smoke tube were digitised with a 0
Data Translation DT3852 framegrabber processor into a 486
33MHz computer. Software was used to locate the particles -50 -

within user defined grey level threshold and then measure the .
area of the particles. -100

To determine the velocity of solids in the reversal -350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -I00 -50 0
-chamber, and the effect of ditfering boiler conditions, 2-d
velocity maps were compiled from the video images recorded ii)
by the CCD camera of solids in the laser sheet intersecting the
smoke tubes. The video images were selected and digitised Figure 3 Solid loading at smoke tube 8 with i) low, and ii)
with a Data Translation DT3852 framegrabber processor into high boiler firing
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4 SOMID L.OADIN(G

The numnber of particles counted by the software around
each smoke tube vaned with the location of the smoke tube in 50
the .noke tube bank. There were two regions of high solid
loading for all boiler conditions and these were; i) in the upper No of 40
central region of the smoke tube bank, around smoke tubes 8 particles 30
and 9. and ii) in the lower part of the bank around smoke tube (0of 20
16. Previous measurements of grits by British Coal (1993) tota 20
collected with isokinetic equipment placed through the total) 10
appropriate port had also detected two regions of high solid 0
loading at smoke tubes Sand 13. , ., +

The number of particles was affected b boiler conditions. 4
Figure 3 shows a typical result for smoke tube 8 with low and_ e e ,. ,. -r -
high boiler tiring. The location of solids is plotted on the grid.
The numbers on the axes represent distance in Ihe reversl ii) Area (mm 2 )
chamber in inillicutes. The number of particles clearly
increased with an increase in boiler firing rate.

5. PARTICLE SIZE 50

The average area varied between 2 and 7mm' with a mean No of 30

area of 4mm2 across all the smoke tubes. This area was particles 40
equivalent to a particle diameter of 2.3mam, assuming the (%oof 20
particle was a sphere. Previous size analysis by British Coal total) 10
(1993) of grits had measured an average particle size of
between I and 1.55mm 2 . The close agreement between the 2 size 0
measurements validateddie laser sheet determination of +

particle size. The smaller size measured by sieve analysis was . S an a , 2
expected because sieve analysis genrally measures the 0 - - e ', ' ,
smallest dimension of the particle while image analysis Area (mm2 )
measures any of the dimensions of a particle. iei)

Area histograms were drawn from the image analysis area
data to show the proportion of large and small particles around Figure 4 Area Histogram for solids around smoke tube 12
each smoke tube at different boiler conditions. Figure 4 shows ith; i) low, and ii) high boiler firinM, and iii)
a typical distribution for smoke tube 12. From the area increase in grit refire

histograms it was easier to assess how boiler conditions
affected the size of particles around the smoke tubes. For
instance the number of smaller particles increased with an
increase in boiler firing rate and grit retiring rate around smoke 6. SOLID VELOCITY
tubes 9, 12 and 15 ( Figure 4). 6.1 Average Velocity

The average solid velocity for the particles around each
50 smoke tube for different boiler conditions was calculated from

No o, 40 the velocity vector data (Table 1).
The average solid velocity varied with smoke tube

particles 30 location; the highest average solid velocity was around smoke
(% of 20 tubes & and 12, and the lowest at smoke tube 9. The solid
total) velocity was consistently lower than a previously calculated gas

10 velocity (British Coal (1993)). This was not surprising because
0 there were a wide range of sizes of particles in the reversal

," + chamber, including larger particles which travelled slower than
.,,i - ,,-; £,the gas stream. It was interesting to note the gas velocity was

-- '4 .i . ,.-' ." -also highest around smoke tubes 8 and 12, and lowest around

Area (mm2 ) smoke tube 9.
Increasing the boiler firing rate and grit refire rate

i) decreased the average solid velocity at all smoke tubes except
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smoke tube M% where the averagc solid velocity increased with a Generall% changing boiler conditiotLw, did not aflect the
higher boiler tiring rate path of solids in the rear reversal chamnber.

Table I Velocity lor top-teed boiler
7. WEAR OF SMOKE 1TI IBES

Tube Gas Average Solid

Number Velocity Velocity (ins ') Inpact wear erosion was known to be allected by the mass
( 8% 113% -ritflow of solids, solid velocity and particle size .Previous work

R48% 113% grit by British Coal (1993) had predicted the erosion rate of smoke
MCR MCR retire tubes was proportional to the solid velocity cubes multiplied by

5 II 3 8.74 7.5 no data the mass flow of parucles hitUng the target area.
8 141 9.91 10.24 7.81 Hence the wear around the smoke tubes in the tube bank

of the rear reversal chamber %ws estimated from the

9 10.4 6.98 6.06 5.87 experimental data of particle numbers, particle velocity, and

12 14.7 9.67 8.56 7.2 particle size (Table 2). The mass of solids was assumed to be
1 9 95proportional to the average solid volume multiplied by the

i..98 number of parmtiles. Tie highest rate of wear was at the outer

edge of the smoke tube bank at smoke tubes 8 and 15. Past
wear surveys by British Coal (1993) had measured high levels

6.1 Velocity maps and solid flow of wear in these smoke tubes, i.e at tde base of the tube bank
and in the outer edges.

Velocity maps were plotted for the 2-d solid velocities
arouid each smoke tube at varying boiler conditions. A typical Table 2 Wear esimates for top-feed shell boiler

velocity vector map is shown in Figure 5 for the solids in the
laser sheet intersecting smoke tube 12 with the boiler at a low Tube Wear Estimate (ml/sz)
firing rate- Number 48% MCR 113% MCR grit refire

5 18 16 no data

150 8 135 103 88

9 19 7 6

100 ,, 12 38 26 12

AW, 15 84 26 87

-°: ' * 2l. ." ,.,, moThe most severe wear occured at the base of the tube bank
most likely because of an accumulation of grits at the base

"0 ___,,,___ ,_,__ -_._ . which are continuously being entrained into the emerging
particle stream. Hence the concentration of particles in the gas

0 50 100I 150 200 250 300 350 flow in the vicinity of the base of the tube bank is increased.

-- lOn/s
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Figure 5 Velocity vector map for solids around smoke
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The numbers on the axes represent distance in the reversal
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Solids are seen exiting the first set of' smoke tubes and

crossing the body of the reversal chamber. A second flow of REFERENCES
particles is seen crossing the reversal chamber diagonally B
Furthermore, solids are seen turning towards the second set of ritish Coal, Coal Research Estabishment. 1993, Optimising
smoke tubes. These flows were due to the combined effects of the aerodynamic design of boilers to improve combustion and

gravity and the 180* change in direction within the reversal reduce erosion, Final report on ECSC project no 7220-ED/827.
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VELOCrY CHARACTERIMTCS OF THE CROSSFLO)W OVER TUBE BUNDLES

S.Balsabmit, G. Bergels-. D. Blurry- and hL Yianneskist

tCewe for Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Messuremmten
King's College London. University of London.

United Kingdom.

OL~aboratoty of AerodyWnaic
National Techeical University of Athens

AthonsGireic.

ABW..AIli Theasent work forms pert of a JOULE-il research pro-
LIMmesurmets f he hre mn eloit copoent gam.. investigatn the effects of fouling on thedeficiency of heat

and the associated turbulence levels were performed in a staggered ecagr nlgieuiiybies tgee uebnl

rod bundle arrangement typical of lignite utility boilers. bleasur- conf~iguraion typical of the heat exchanigers in mtility boilers

mentwerecarriedoutinflowofwatertaRediof 12,08.Themiative employed by the Public Power Corporation of Greece was exam-
transverse and longitudinal pitches were 3.6 and 1.6 respectively. A ine une subcritical flow conditions. This arangement iscar-
numerical code wus developed based on the well known k-e atrsdb eteeywd tasese peing whc a ntbe

turbulence model with and without a curvature modification. Low preiosystudfied Fut mm u oetsofthethirdvelo ity

levels of turbulence were observed behind the first row but they copnteabdasoetiteheurlne ci nrg
increased downstream of the second row. Comparisons of the flow bwo~wh cmm unoudomimneda=
predictions with the expermentalresukssbowdhameanvelocasies
are well predicted with some discrepanocies in the recirculation
zones. Predictions are unproved using the curvature modification. 2. EXPERRMEFIAL FACIHiT
However, the turbulence levels are underpredicled as soon as the
(Low separesfrom wiheBscylinderand tediscrepancies become 2.1 Flow rig
larger further downstream.

A closed-loop flow rig was designed and manuftacturedl to

I1. INTODUCfON facilitate single-phase and two-phase WDA experiments in flow of
waterawelasrefratie-index matching experiments. Acentrifu-

Numerous experimental studies of the fluid flow and heat gal pump is used to pnurp, the workcing fluid from the tank The
transfer in tube banks have been conducted due to their wide flowrate 25 ikimodby measofpre on-bore low-iietefl.
applications in shell-and-tube heat exchangers. hmos of the inves- fluid flows downwards through a straightening section and then
tigations have been concerned with the pressure drop and heat enter die test section. A proportional temperature control system
transfer in tube banks of various arrangements. In recent yews, consisting of acooling coilan immersion heater and athermocoti-
detaile information about the velocity and turbulence character- pie was bulth and installedi in die tank in order to maintain die

istcaotheubbansbeamavalalleuilsintheD~echiqn. mpmturofdwwnekingfl~iuDtwidhin±0.0?-C. The pipework,
The investigations most relevant to the present work are outlined flidtnoall components were arranged with their axes vestical
below; a detailed review of the literature can be found in Basn ainddesignedlso that there are no stagnantregions in the flow:. in this
and Yianieskcis (1993).

Several WDA studies of tube bundle flows have bee pre- way, comuplete parile re-entrainnient into the flow wifllbe consed
sented, in the IDA conferences held in Lisbon. Ha~ an Tune every tune the experiment, is re-started for subsequent two-phase
(1986) reported detailed experimnental data for the mean velocity flow studies. Flowratsupto29olthnincanbereachdedorespond-
andtublencedistlubuontmdughsccessiveswofatriagularly ing to upstream velocities. U... up to 0.93 un/i
pitched staggered tube bank with a pitch to diameter ratio of 1.58
and Red ranging froam 60,000 to 110.000. Simonin and Barcouda 2.2 Test section
(1986) measured the two velocity components in a square arrmy
with a pitch to diameter ratio of IA7 at Red w 20.000 in flow of A square cros-sectioned, test section (72 mm x 72-nu) was
water. In a lter paper (Simonin and Barcouda. 1988). the flow designed and manfactured from transparent cast acrylic material
development across die same staggeredaurangementup to the sixth pl-eh mdsrat-Prm Teoscincnitsf
row wasimeasured staRedw 18,000 and the results werecomp-Mared (oymty ehcyae-PrpxTets eto ossso
with predictions firomn a numerical code employing the k-e ttibu- 6 transverse rows of cast acrylic rods. 10mnu in diameter. arranged
lence model. in a staggered configuration with a relative transverse pitch of 3.6
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and relative longitudinal pitch of 1.6 (centre-to-centre distance to channel oscilloscope which was used to monitor the signal quality.

diameter ratios). The length to diameter ratio of the rods LId is 7.2 The transmitting and receiving optics were mounted on a three-

so that measurements obtained at midspan can be considered free dimensional traversing mechanism so that the contol volume could
from end effects (Fox and West, 1990). The rods were supported at be positioned anywhere in the flow field. The positional accuracy
each end by pressing them into holes drilled on the Perspex plates in all three directions was 0.05 mm.

so that they can be removed and cleaned easily. Half rods were fixed The flow was not seeded with particles since the impurities in

in alternate rows along the side walls to simulate an infinite tube the water provided good quality signals and high data rates.

bundle and minimise boundary layer effects. A cross-section of the Measurements were carried out upstream of the first row at x/d - -
staggered arrangement under study is shown in Figure 1 together 2.1 in order to ensure that the approaching flow was uniform. The
with the coordinate system employedin this study. The origin of the two.dimensionality of the flow was established ý oth upeam and
coordinate system is taken at the centre of the cylinder in the first inside the bundle (at x/d = -2.1 and 2.8 respectively) by measuring
row. All coordinates were expressed in non-dimensional form by mean velocity profiles at three different z-planes (z/d = -0.6.0,0.6).

dividing them with the rod diameter. The axial velocities (U, u') were measured first. then the
diffraction grating and consequently the control volume was rotated
through 90 and the transverse velocities (V, v') were measured. All
measurements were taken at the plane of symmetry (rid = 0).

flow Measurements of the axial component in the region -1.8 Sy/d S 1.8
and 0.0 < x/d ! 6.4 indicated that the flow was symmetrical.
Subsequently, measurements were made in the region 0.0 5 y/d :

ST =36 mm 1.8 and 0.0 < x/d < 6.4. More detailed measurements of the axial
velocity were taken along the centerlines of the wakes. In order to

I measure the third componet (Ww'), the whole test section was

41 y Irotated by 900* around the vertical axis. Measurements of the latter
A were possible only midway between successive rows due to the

I Sr=16 mm restricted optical access. These data enable the estimation of the
turbulent kinetic energy. However, more detailed data will be
obtained using the refractive index matching technique.

All measurements were carried out at a Reynolds number,
based on the velocity and hydraulic diameter upstream of the
bundle, of 66,862. The equivalent Red defined by tube diameter
and gapvelocity was 12,858. Under these flow conditions, the flow

is subcritical characterised by laminar boundary layer separation
0M 0m (Zukauskas, 1989). in spite of the high turbulence generated by the

tube bundle.

0 3. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Q 0II The basic equations describing the flow field are the Reynolds
equations using the Boussinesq hypothesis for the calculation of the
Reynolds strsses and the k-e turbulence model for calculating the
turbulent viscocity. These equations all reduce to a single universal
form with convection and diffusion terms and a source term (S#)
which represents the other terms of each equation. More specifically

Figure I Cross-section of the staggered arrangement in orthogonal c ,-r coordinates the equation takes the form:

investigated.

~(Pu 1 'q0)+ ~ (pv~t~b)- I1 ~(r. ti3
2.3 Experimental procedures 1

The first set of experiments reported here were carried out in
flow of water using a fringe-type IDA system operating in forward. (1)

scatter configuration. The diameter and the length of the control where(0)=1 (continuityequation),u(momentuminth4dirction)
volume were 48.8 pm and 466 pn respectively. The Doppler signal v (momentum in the lj direction), k (turbulence kinetic energy), £

from the photomultiplier was low-pass and high-pass filtered for (turbulence energydissipation).Detailsregardingequations(1)can

noise and pedestal removal respectively. It was then amplified and be found in Antonopoulos (1979).

fedto a frequency counter interfaced to a micocomputerandatwo- Other variables related to the k-s turbulence model ae de-
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fined: I v av u 2 av 2 + v2)-1.5

= k2 _ _ (6
p =c + k2 +p .T r , - - C - 0.09. a(,,,) (6)

'1 au o
w - Us (w T) 2 +(-r+T)cos 20

Ok = 0.9. , at 1.3 (2) "y-R'' x(

where pI• is the dynamic viscocity of the fluid and p is the effective where ) is the angle between the stream line coordinates and the

viscocity. Finally. t., tq are spatially varying metric coefficients cartesian coordinates and K, = 0.266 is an empirical constant.

that relate the orthogonal-curvilinear coordinate system 4-q to
physical space. These metric coefficients are calculated by the grid 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
generation procedure ofTheodoropoulos et al (1985) which ensures
orthogonality of the grid system while it is filted to the calculation 4.1 Exreal r
domain geometry.

Equations (I) are discretised and solved using the SIMPLE Velmgt measurements The mean velocity field is shown in
finite method. A detailed description of the whole methodology Figure 2. Both the vector length and heads are propotional to the
including grid generation, discretisation etc. can be found in
Antonopoulos (1979) and in Mouzakis and Beaeles (1991) and
Bergeles (1985). However, the approach presented here differs
from that of the previous authors in the way the variables are stored 0
on the grid. In the collocated approach all variables are stored in the
center of the grid cells as opposed to the staggered grid arrangement 0.4
where the u and v velocities are displaced to other positions with
relation to the scalar variables. When forming the pressure equa-
tions special interpolations must be used for the cell face velocities

as suggested by Rhie and Chow (1983). This is done to avoid an1.j j
oscillating pressure field which originates from the second order 1A
difference approximation forthepressure gradients inthe momentum 1.6 / l /
equations.

It is well known that the k-e turbulence model does not in- 2.0 I
clude the influence of curvature on the flow. Therefore, in a flow
situation such as the flow around a tube where there is a curvature 2A
resulting from both recirculation zones and a curved wall, the model
will lead to inaccuracies. An attempt was made to overcome this 2
problem by incorporating into the k-E model the curvature modifi-
cation proposed by Lesclhziner and Rodi (1981). They attempt to 3.2
include curvature effects by linking the Cp turbulence constant to x/d m/s
the shear stresses because as the fluid follows a curved streamline 36
these tend to influence the transfer equations more and more.

CýL appears in the source term (S,) for k and E in (1): 4.0 € j I

Sk =G-C~p2k2IjL S =CCpGpk/iI-C 2pE2 /k4.

where G is the generation of turbulent kinetic energy by the fluid 5.2 I l
stresses. More specifically Leschziner and Rodi (1981) propose
that:S

Cp = MAX{0.0,2 0.09 [l+8K 2 (n R) Rc 6.

where the sand n subscripts denote directions tangential and normal
to the direction of the streamlines respectively and Rc denotes the
radius ofcurvature of the streamline at the specific location. Using 0 '.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1. LI
the velocities u and v in the cartesian directions: y/d

Figure 2 Velocity vectors (Red = 12-858).
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Figure 6 Predictions of the axial mean velocity- (a) using different inlet conditions, (b) using the standard k-c

model and the curvature modification and comparison with the experimental results.
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velocity magnitude. The flow field is characterised by areas of high
velocity at the flow passages between the rods and flow reversals 0.0
and low velocities in the wakes. A long recirculation zone is evident 0.4-
behind the first row but the length of the recirculation zones behind 0A_
the following rows is significantly reduced.

Typical mean axial velocity profiles are shown together with 12-
the flow predictions in Figure 6. Flow reversal is pronounced 1.6- U, (rvs)
behind the first cylinder with negative velocities reaching up to 50 2.0-
% of the velocity upstream (U.r = 0.93 m/s). The same features can R.0-75-0.. 0

be seen to a lesser extent in the flow behind the second row but tend 2.4- 0.70-0.75
to dissapear behind subsequent rows. The highest velocities are 2.8- o.65-0.70
observed along the centre of the narrow flow passages betweo 0 o.60 - 0.65
successive rows. The velocity decreases as the flow appr 32- o.55-0o.o
each cylinder. Transverse mean velocities reach highervalues at wc 3.6- 0.50-0.55
gaps between successive rows. An interesting observation was 4.0- 0.45.0.50
made during measurements of this component. The velocities 0.40-0.45
exhibited bimodal distributions probably due to a flapping action of 4.4- 0.35-0.40
the separated shear layer. Flow instability is a well-known feature 4-- 0.30-05

of the flow in tube bundles and further investigation is needed to 5.20.2-0.

clarify this observation. Measurements of the third mean velocity 5 0.2D - 0.25

component (W) confirmed the two-dimensionality of the flow since 5.6- 0.15-0.15
their values were found equal to zero to within the experimental 6.0- 0.05-0.10
error. / <00Measurements of the mean axial velocities along the wake 6.4 .0.05

I I I I I I

centrelines provided information about the recovery of the axial " 1 . I 4, Cvelocity as well as the length of the recirculation zones. The length 4W W N' -. ,* -
of the recirculation zone, li/d, formed behind the first row was found y/d
to be 1.15 at the present Red. This value is twice the length reported Figure 3 Distribution of the axial rms velocities (Re, = 12.858).
by Halim and Turner (1986) for an equilateral-triangle rod at-
rangemenL However, this value is equal to the length of the
recirculation zone behind a circular cylinder (l/d = 1.65) reported to 0.60 m/s) after the end of the recirculation zone. Turbulence
by McKillop andDurst (1984) at a similar Re bearing in mind that levels start rising behind the second row reaching a maximum of
they measured the length starting from the centre of the cylinder and 0.80 mi/s. The same trends can be observed downstream of subse-
not from the surface. The length of the recirculation zone behind the quent rows with higher values after the end of the recirculation
third row is less than half its value behind the first row. More zonesnotexceeding 0.75 ni/s. Turbulence levels in the main stream
detailed measurements were carried out in other Reynolds numbers between the third and fifth rows are almost constant with values
and the results are reported by Balabani and Yianneskis (1994). equal to those of the axial component. On average, the ratio of axial

Turbulence characteristics. In order to visualise better the to transverse rms velocities was found to be 1.02 ± 0.3. This,
generation of turbulenceintherodbundle, contoursof the axial and however, cannot be taken as an indication of isotropy as the
transverse components of the rms velocities as well as of the distributions are not identical.
turbulence kinetic energy, k, are shown in Figures 3. 4 and 5, The third rms velocity component (w') was measuredonly at
respectively. The area adjacent to the rods was left undefined in the 4 transverse planes between successive rows (x/d = 0.8.2.4.4.0 and
contours since interpolation by assuming zero values at the walls of 5.6). The w' profiles at these planes exhibited the same trends with
the cylinders led to an unrealistic representation of the distributions the corresponding v' profiles but the w' values were smaller. The
in that region. average ratio ofv'/w' in these positions was found to be 1.24± 0.29.

The axial rms velocities (Figure 3) are relatively low behind This ratio was used to estimate w' values in other locations and
the first row but they start rising immediately after the second row. consequently estimates of the turbulence kinetic energy, k. A
Behind both the first and second rows, the rms values increase with contour plot of the turbulence kinetic energy is shown in Figure 5.
distance from the cylinder and are higher near the end of the The same trends as those identified in the v' contour plot can be
recirculation zones. However, behind the third and fourth rows, observed. This is expected since the distributions of the two
axial mis velocities are higher in the recirculation zones (0.50-05.5 components v' and w' are assumed similar. Turbulence kinetic
m/s) and reduce with distance from the surface. A maximum value energy is low behind the first row and starts rising after the second
(0.60 m/s) is reached near the edges of the recirculation zones. row. Higher values are observed behind the rods whereas lower
Turbulence levels in the main stream flow between the third and values of k can be seen in the main flow stream between the rods.
fourth rows are almost constant with values between 0.4 -0.5 m/s. The highestvalues (0.60 m2/s2) are reached behind the second row.

The distribution of the transverse rms velocities (Figure 4) This effect has been observed by other investigators (Halim and
exhibits slightly different behaviour. Rms velocities are higher after Turner, 1986; Simonin and Barcouda, 1988) but it has not been
the end of the recirculation zones indicating intense lateral mixing, explained as yet. Almost constant values of the turbulence kinetic
Again rms velocities are relatively low behind the firstrow butthey energy (0.2-03 m2/s2 ) can be observed in the main flow stream
increase with distance from the surface and reach higher values (up between the third and fifth rows.
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Figure 4 Distribution of the transverse rms velocities Figure 5 Distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy. k
(Red = 12.858). (Red = 12,858).

4.2 Numerical predictions that will correctly predict developing and transitional boundary
layers if better accuracy is to be achieved.

Predictions were made using a 128 x 70 orthogonal curvilin- Axial rms velocities (Figure 7) were predicted using the
ear grid with inlet conditions for the mean and r.m.s. axial velocities standard k-c turbulence model as well as the curvature modification
specified by experimental measurements. A remesenative sample proposed by Leschziner and Rodi (1981). The rms velocities were
of predicted axial mean and rms velocities is shown in Figures 6 and calculated from the mean velocities, turbulence kinetic energy (k)
7, respectively, and its dissipation (E) using an algebraic Reynolds stress model

For the predictions made with the standard k-E turbulence (Picart et aL., 1986). The rms velocities are well predicted at
model (Figure 6(b)) overall agreement is good. The discrepancies positions where there is no flow separation. At X=0.008 m where
in the areas of the recirculation zones are a result of the well known the flow separates over the first cylinder discrepancies begin to
weakness of the k-e model. Using the curvature modification pro- appear near the separated region and by the time the flow begins to
vided some improvement in the predictions in these areas. separate over the second cylinder (X = 0.016 m) they spread to the

Anotherparameter which might influence theprediction ofa rest of the flow domain. Profiles at positions after the second
flow such as the one presented here is that of the developing cylinder are influenced by two separated regions making the
boundary layer on the front of the cylinder. This is usually transi- discrepancies larger. This is a well known weakness of the k-e
tional in nature and not easy to model especially with the k-e turbulence model which does not perform correctly in separated
turbulence model which was developed for fully turbulent flows regions.
(having assumed isotropic turbulence). The influence of this pa-
rameter was made evident by performing two calculations: the first
using as the inlet plane the experimental measurements at the center 5. CONCLUSIONS
plane of the first tube (Xin=0.0 m) and the second with the inlet
plane 21 mm before the first tube (Xin=-O.021 m) so that the Detailed experimental data for the mean and rms velocities
boundary layer developing on the frontof the first tube is predicted. were obtained in a staggered tube bundle and a numerical code
Theresults (Figure 6(a)) are obviously betterforthe inlet atXin=O.0 based on the k-c turbulence model using a curvature modification
m where the boundary layer development is not modelled but taken was developed.
from experiment. This emphasizes the need to implement a model Mean velocity measurements revealed a flow pattern charac-
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tenised by a main strewm flowing through the gaps between succes- Beageles G. 1985. Numerical calculation Of turbulent flow around
sive row& possessing high velocities that change little in magnitude two dimensional hills. I-Wi~nd igANAtMhui voL
from row torow and aressof flow reversals and low velocities intho 21. pp. 307-321.
wakes. A large velocity gradient is observed at the separated shear
layer from the first cylinder. The gradients ame much smaller in Fox. TA. & West. G.S. 1990. On the use of end plate with circular
subsequent row&. Flow reversal is pronouniced behind the frst row cylinders. i~iglaLlid.vol. 9. no. 4. pp.2371-3 39.
with negative velocities up to 50 %o of the velocity upstream and a
long recirculation zone is formed with a length l/d = 1. 15 at Redj - Halim. M.S. & Tuimer. J.T. 1986. Measurements of cross flow
12.858. The length of the recirculation zone is significantly reduced development in a staggered tube bundle. Po-r n
further downstream with a value ofil/d a=0.43 behind the third row. o ASg~ oli~cibnq

Turbulence levels ame low behind the firs row and they start 21.7.
to increase after the second row. The transverse components reach
generally higher values than the axial ones at the end of the Leschziner. MA. &Rodi W. 198 1. Calculation of annular and twin
recirculation zones with a maximumn observed downstream of the parallel jets wsing various discretisation schemes and turbulence
second row. The third no. component exhibits the same bends as model variations LEWdL&=gg. vol. 103. pp. 352-360.
the transverse component but the values are lower. The distribution
of the estimated turbulence kinetic energy exhibits maximumn levels McKillopt. A.A & Durst. F. 1984. LDA experiments of separated
behind the second row, flow behind a circular cylinder. 2nd Int, Symposum an AMWLc-

Predictions of the mean axial velocities using the standard k- tiorn of Laser Anemornetr to Fluid Mech- Lisbon. per14A.
E model showed goo agreement with some discrepancies in the
areas of the recirculation zones. Improved predictions were ob- Mouzakris F. & Bergeles. G. 1991. Numerical prediction of turbu-
wained using the curvature modification. Axial rms velocities are lentflowoveratwo.dimenswalrdge. tnt I um M4n.rn1 1 it

well predicted at locations where there is no separation of the flow vol. 12. pp. 287-296.
butdiscrepancies are present where the flow separates from the first
cylinder and they become larger further downstream. In general. Picart. A,. Berlemont. A. & Gouesbet. G. 1986. Modelling and
predicted values are lower than the experimental ones. predicting turbulence fields and the dispersion of discrete particles

The experimental and computational work is currently being tranportedbyturbulemntowsInt-I.Muighasibn o.i~n voL 12.no.2.
extended to investigate different rod bundle arrangements and two. pp. 237-261.

phase lows.Rhie. C. & Chow, W. 1963, Numerical study of the turbulent flow
past an airfoil with trailing edge separaot ion. LhJournal. vol. 21,
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LDA STUDY OF TURBULENT FLOW IN A STAGGERED TUBE BUNDLE

K. E. Meyer and P. S. Larsen

Department of Fluid Mechanics, Technical University of Denmark
DK-2800 Lyngby

ABSTRACT similar techniques are unrealiable in the recirculat-

The twodimensioa mean velocity and Reyn s ing and highly turbulent zone behind the tubes. Op-
stress fields have been measured in the middle of a tical methods like las-Doppler Anemomety (WA)
staggered tube bundle in crnoss o of w e tube are probably the best methods for this flow. Halim
bundle had transverse to pi s of 2 x 2 and Turner (1986) have presented LDA-messurements
and the Reynolds number for the flow was Re = 32 000. of the flow development in a staggered tube bundle,adThe maresintorhrbut these measurements are only performed betweenThe measurements did not cover the region close to the thtuerw.Tepsnttdyassdatc-
tube walls. A recirculation zone extended one diame- tue that rs The WA-study of si n &
ter behind the axis of each tube. Visualization illus- nique that is sim(18 to the LDA-study qi Simonin W
trates the flow further. Numerical solutions based on masurements8in a s red tube detatlhd A
the -standard" versions of the k-e and the Reynolds clme arrangement than the tube bundle used in the
stress turbulence models are compared with the mea- arran g study.
surements. present study.

1 INTRODUCTION

Tube bundles in cross flow appear in many industrial
heat transfer processes. In most practical applica- z2 = D
tions the flow downstream of the first or second row0
is highly turbulent and involves large recirculatioc. re- periodic!~..
gions. Confined flows, such as this, and the asociated .heat transfer, is difficult to predict by existing turbu- * ....-..
lence models. Such flows represent good test cases for X2 0 * . : peiodic
turbulence models for at least two reasons: The first • •••0
is that the flow contains several complex features that .- Wmmet z2
are found in many other industrial flows; the second is
that the flow can be modelled with a periodic bound- zi = 0.8D
ary condition instead of an inlet condition. In this way,
there is no need to estimate model variables that are
difficult or impossible to measure. It is the purpose of
the present study to provide new data that can be used Figure 1: Coordinate system located at the tube center
for the development of improved turbulence models for the middle of the seventh row. The symbol o marks
this class of confined flows. In addition, the study com- measuring positions in one of the unit cells.
pare these data with predictions based on two standard
turbulence models. It is a general experience in most experiments, e.g.

A more detailed description of the present study see 2ukauskas and Ulinskas (1988), that the flow (and
and of heat transfer measurements made in the same the heat transfer) is fully developed after the first 3-5
geometry can be found in Meyer (1994) . Only few rows. This means that inside a tube bundle all features
measurements of local flow and turbulence fields have of the flow are represented in a "unit-cell" between
been published. Measurements with hot-wire and two rows, see Figure 1. The present study will only
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Figure 2: Flow system and test channel used for measurements

investigate the flow in the middle of a tube bundle. cross sections.
The laser-Doppler anemometer consists of a 1.5 W

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP Argon laser, a 4 beam, two-component optical unit
with frequency shift and front lens with a focal length

The flow system and the test channel are shown in Fig- of 160mm. The two photomultipliers were placed in
ure 2. The test channel consist of rods with a diameter forward scatter mode and the signals were processed by
D = 10rmm and they are mounted in a box of acryl of a frequency shifter (Dantec 55N15) and two counter
good optical quality. The transverse and the longitu- processors (Dantec 55L96). Some of the parameters
dinal pitches of the bundle are a x b = 2 x 2 and the for the two data channels are listed in table I. The
length of each rod is 6 diameters. The test channel is setting of frequency shifting and hi- and low-psm fil-
connected to the flow system with flexible hoses and it ters ensured for both channels and for all measuring
can be moved by a traversing mechanisme. The error positions that all data points were within 5 standard
on the positioning is believed to within ±0.15mm. deviations of the mean value were treated correctly.

In the flow system, tap water is circulated by The counter processors were equipped with a coin-
a centrifugal pump and the flow is regulated with a cidence filter in order to ensure the simultaneity of the
throttle valve. The mean flow rate is believed to be signals. The maximal time difference between the two
steady within -1 %. The Reynolds number is Re = signals was chosen to 50ps. Typical data rates were
UmD/v = 32000 and is based on the mean velocity between 10 and 50Hz. These data rates give an av-
Urn in the minimum flow section, the tube diameter D erage time between samples that is significantly larger
and the kinematic viscosity v. The minimum flow sec- that the correlation time for the flow. The data from
tion for this tube bundle is located between two tubes the counters are collected and processed to the final
in the same row and the mean velocity was found to results with a program by Jorgensen & Marxen (1993)
be Um =2.85 m/s by measurements in several of these running on a personal computer.
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Here, a grid of 80 x 40 cells was used. It could be argued
direction Xi X2 that a grid with more cells should be used. However,
colour green blue since the wall laws are based on the assumption that
beam intersection angle 12.80 13.40 the first cell node be locaced at a distance y+ > 11
wavelength [nm] 514.5 488.0 from the wall, it is not justified to refine the grid fur-
fringe spacing [um] 2.300 2.085 ther.
frequency shift [kHz] 2000 3000 The boundary conditions for the unit cell are per-
high pass filter [kHz] 64 256 odic conditions in the up- and downstream boundaries,
low pass filter [kHz] 4000 8000 wall laws at the walls and symmetry conditions on

the remaining two sides of the domain. The periodic

Table 1: Parameters for the two data channels boundary condition is anti-symmetric and should also
take into account the pressure drop over the domain.
This special periodic boundary condition has been im-

At each measuring point mean velocity compo- plemented into the code in the present study.
nents and Reynolds stresses were computed by resi-
dence time averaging of 5000 samples recorded at a 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
mean sampling frequency that was significantly lower
that the reciprocal of the integral time scale. Prelim- The measurements were performed in a plane normal

inary measurement with different numbers of samples to the tube axes and located in the middle of the test

indicated that 5000 samples gave reasonable accurate channel at a distance of 3 D from the side walls. Some

results although measurements with even more sam- measurements were made closer to the side walls; ef-

pies could be justified. The uncertainty has been esti- fects of the side walls were found to extend up to about

mated for the velocities to be less than 2 % of U,, and 1 diameter from the wall. The final measurements were

for the Reynolds stresses to be less than 5 % of their performed in a measuring section around the tube in

local levels, the middle of the seventh row as indicated in Figure 2.
The coordinate system is shown in Figure 1.

3 NUMERICAL METHOD

To illustrate the performance of standard turbulence
models in a tube bundle, calculations have been per-
formed with the commercial program CFDS-FLOW3D - 7
from Harwell Laboratories, UK (1991). The time-
averaged continuity og momentum equations for in-
compressible flows have been solved together with two
of the most used turbulence models: the "standard"
k-e (e.g. see Rodi 1980) and the "standard" Reynolds
stress model by Gibson & Launder (1978). For the lat-
ter, the so-called wall reflection terms have been im-
plemented specially for this geometry.

The equations have been solved with the finite dif-
ference method on a curviliniar grid and with all vari-
ables located at the center of each cell. The SIMPLE
algoritm has been used to ensure continuity and to find
the local pressure. The convective terms have been dis-
cretized using the hybrid scheme. When the Reynolds
stress model is used the momentum equations are dis- Figure 3: Picture of the flow with exposure time 1/30
cretized with the upwind scheme due to the lack of a second. Flow from left to right.
diffusive terms in this case.

The wall boundary conditions for the momemtum Figure 3 shows a visualization of the flow. The
and the e equations are the modified wall laws de- test section has been turned 900 around the xl-axis
scribed by Launder (1988). For the k-equation and and the two green laser beams produce sheets of laser
the Reynolds stress equations, a zero gradient condi- light in the measuring plane by means of two cylinders
tion has been used as boundary condition at walls. lenses. Mirrors were used to give a better distribution

The calculations have been performed in a "unit- of the light. However, due to reflections by the acryl
cell" located between two tube rows, see Figure 1. rods, fields of different shading are seen in Figure 3.
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Tiny air bubbles were added to the water. The k-e model show only a very little recirculation zone.
photographs was taken with a standard 35mm SLR The level of the turbulent kinetic energy k is predicted
camera with a black and white film and it is shown too low in the recirculation zone and too high in the
in negative format, i.e. the traces of the bubbles are rest of the flow. It is a general experience that the k-e
shown as black lines. During the exposure time, the model predicts too small recirculation zones and this
main flow has moved about 7 diameters. model is therefore probably too simple to represent the

The visualization gives an impression of the mean complex flow in a tube bundle.
flow. The flow seems to be divided into two regions: The velocities predicted by the calculation with
The region behind the cylinder with large vortices and the Reynolds stress model are in reasonable agreement
the rest of the flow where no vortices can be seem. with the measurements. The recirculation zone is pre-
However, in the latter region, the tracks of the bubbles dicted to be a little too long and a little too narrow.
cross each other indicating that there is a high degree However, the level of the Reynolds stresses are all pre-
of turbulence in this region also. In the region behind dicted to be much too low. The reason for this is not
the cylinder the existence of large vortices indicates clear, but it is likely that this problem is connected
that flow reversal occurs. to the use of wall laws. Since the cell nodes adjacent

The measuring section contains four unit cells and to the walls have value of y+ close to 11 and the flow
the results from these have been mapped into the one at the same time is far from the approximations used
unit cell shown in Figure 1. This figure also indicates in the wall laws, it could be argued that the calcula-
the positions of the single measurements. The mea- tion should resolve the wall layer instead of using wall
surements were performed on a grid with a spacing of laws. As mentioned earlier it would also be desirable
0.1 mm. Due to the angle of the laser beams it is not to use a finer grid in order to ensure grid independent
possible to make measurements close to the tube walls. results. However, Reynolds stress models that are able

A selection of the measurements are shown in Fig- to model the low-Reynolds number layer at the wall
urea 4-6 as profiles of both velocities and Reynolds are still only under development.
stresses along the three lines at respectively x1 =
0.8D, z2 = 0 and X2 = D (see Figure 1). The plots of 5 CONCLUSIONS
velocities show that the flow contains a recirculating
zone behind the tube and the profil of UL in Figure 6 Measurements have been made in four unit cells in the
shows that this zone extents to about z, = 1.0 D. The middle of a tube bundle. These data fit well with the
levels of the Reynolds stresses in the recirculation zone assumption that all characteristics of the flow are found
are about three times higher that the generally quite in each of the unit cells. The measurements show a
high levels found in the main flow. quite large recirculation zone that extents 1 diameter

In Figure 4 the measurements from each of the 4 behind the axis of each tube. The largest levels of the
unit cells around the middle tube in the seventh row Reynolds stresses are found in the recirculation zone;
are transformed to one of the unit cells and are shown here they are about 3 times large than the levels found
together with the mean value of these measurements. in the main flow.
In general, the measurements from the different unit Numerical results obtained with a commercial
cells are close to each other. This supports the use of CFD-code show that neither the k-e model nor the
"a unit cell to describe the entire flow in the middle of Reynolds stress model give satisfactory predictions of
"a tube bundle. the flow, when wall laws were used as boundary con-

However, at the border of the recirculation zone, ditions. The measured data supply valuable data for
there is a systematic difference between the measure- further development and test of turbulence modelling
ments of U2-u2 and u1-U2 that changes sign (shown with of industrial flows.
the symbols x and +) during the transformation to
this unit cell and the other measurements. There is REFERENCES
therefore a velocity bias error on the u2 velocity at this
location. This error was found consistently at many CFDS (1991). FLOW3D Release 2.4c- Users Manual.
corresponding locations in the flow and it is therefore CFDS, AEA IndusKrial Technology, Harwell Labora-
believed that the bias error does not arise from the tory, UK.
flow but from the measuring system. It has not been
possible to ascertain whether the bias error arises from Gibson, M. M. & Launder, B. E. (1978). Ground
the optical system or from the processing of the signal. effects on pressure fluxtuations in the atmospheric

The results from the calculations are also pre- boundary layer. Journal of Fluid Mechanics vol. 86,
sented in Figures 4-6. The velocities predicted by the no. 3, pp. 491-511.
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